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January

1

,

New

Tuesday

Year's Holiday (College holiday,

many

offices

closed)

January

19,

January 21,
January 21,

Saturday

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

Monday
Monday

Spring semester classes begin, 8:00 a.m.

Martin Luther King,
holiday,

18,

Day, classes

in

session (College

offices closed)

Meetings of the Board of Trustees

February 7-9, Thurs.-Sat.
February

many

Jr.

Monday

Presidents' Day, classes in session (College holiday,

many

offices closed)

March

7,

Friday

Spring vacation begins after

March

8,

Saturday

College housing closes for spring vacation, noon

March

21, Friday

Good

March

22, Saturday

College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.

March

23,

Sunday

Easter

March

24,

Monday

Spring vacation ends, 8:00 a.m.

last class

Friday

April 3-5, Thurs.-Sat.

Alumni Council, Alumni Fund Directors, and BASIC
National Advisory Board meetings

April 19-27, Sat.-Sun.

Passover, begins

at

sunset on April 19 and concludes at
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Last day of classes: Honors
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Reading period
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Sunday
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23, Friday
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26,

Monday

29-June

1,

Memorial Day (College holiday, many

offices closed)

Reunion Weekend

Thurs.-Sun.

July 4, Friday

Fourth of July Holiday (College holiday,

many

offices

closed)

Notes:

Regular class schedules

in effect

supervisor to determine

if office is

* Wednesday,

November

course instructor.

on holidays

listed unless

otherwise noted. Staff, check with

open.

21, classes will be rescheduled

on a class-by-class basis by the
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Martin Luther King,
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Meetings of the Board of Trustees
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1
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Friday
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The Mission of the College
1

1

is

the mission of the College to engage students of

uncommon promise

in

an intense

full-

time education of their minds, exploration of their creative faculties, and development of their
social

and leadership

with a baccalaureate degree

Two guiding
1

in the liberal arts.

ideas suffuse

Bowdoin's mission. The

9th centuries, defines education

and endowed for the
to

them.

.

.

four-year course of study and residence that concludes

abilities, in a

common

first,

good, and not for the private advantage of those

but that their mental powers

may

enthusiasms and cooperate with others for
(President William DeWitt Hyde,

1

903).

individual for a world influx: there

is

common

The second

1

in all

lands and

all

resort

802); "To lose yourself in generous

ends...; this

is

the offer of the College"

idea stresses the formation of a complete

an intrinsic value

in a liberal arts

and depth, beyond the acquisition of specific knowledge,

home

who

be cultivated and improved for the benefit of

society" (President Joseph McKeen's inaugural address,

"to be at

from the College of the 18th and

terms of a social vision. "Literary institutions are founded

in

education of breadth

that will enable a thinking person,

ages" (President Hyde).

At the root of this mission is selection. First, and regardless of their wealth, Bowdoin
men and women of varied gifts; diverse social, geographic, and racial backgrounds;
and exceptional qualities of mind and character. Developed in association with one another,
these gifts will enable them to become leaders in many fields of endeavor. Second, it recruits
faculty members of high intellectual ability and scholarly accomplishment who have a
passion for education both of undergraduates and of themselves, as life-long creators and
selects

pursuers of knowledge.

The College pursues
1.

Intellectual

The

its

mission

in five

domains:

and Academic.

great mission of the College

is

to instill in students the love, the

ways, and the habit of

learning.

General education in liberal arts. The academic disciplines are specialized modes of inquiry
through which human beings perceive and intellectually engage the world. Both their

power and

their limits

have led the College

to

make

education. Specialist faculty cause non-specialist students to

with the perspectives and methods of disciplines

commitment to general
become critically acquainted

a long-standing

in three

general divisions of learning: the

and the social sciences. The College also sustains
programs of interdisciplinary study, to reveal complicated realities not disclosed by any single
discipline. It requires study outside the perspectives of Europe and the West; and it encourages
natural sciences, the humanities and the arts,

study abroad to foster students' international awareness and linguistic mastery.

The major field of study and independent work. Bowdoin places particular emphasis on the
academic major, a concentrated engagement with the method and content of an academic
discipline, in which advanced students take increasing intellectual responsibility for their own
education.

The College provides opportunities

for honors projects

and independent study,

enabling students to engage in research and writing under the guidance of faculty mentors.

The arrangement of teaching

duties not only of original scholarship

student projects.

Bowdoin faculty presupposes professional
and creative work but also of supervision of advanced

responsibilities of

The Mission of the Col.

2

The unevenness of American secondary education, the diversity of student
backgrounds and the demands of college-level work and effective citizenship all require that
Essential

skills.

and writing

the College enable students to master essential quantitative

communication, with the guidance

oral

o\ faculty, other professionals

skills

and

skills o\

and qualified student

peers

The College believes that technology

and society; and

tion

that

it

and dcpendabK available
ft]

not education, but that

is

is

it

changing both educa-

must be embraced bs pedagogs and research and made easily

to students, faculty,

and

staff.

and Residential.

from

vdoill Students are selected

a large pool

of applicants for their intellectual ability,

seriousness of purpose and personal qualities. Bs design, die) differs [del)

and

talents, be the) artistic, athletic, scientific or

from each other, and
ftnd
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other residential colleges.
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more than 200 years and its inheritance of buildings and endowment
of Bowdoin alumni there derives a corollary. If the College is to pursue its

history of

that are the gifts
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in perpetuity, its
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also a provident and prudential one. Succeeding

must carry the costs of their own enjoyment of its
benefits; as alumni they remain a part of Bowdoin, assuming responsibility for renewing the
endowments and buildings that will keep Bowdoin a vital, growing educational force for
generations of

members of

the College

future generations of students and faculty.
Finally,

Bowdoin's

intellectual mission

is

informed by the humbling and cautionary lesson

of the twentieth century: that intellect and cultivation, unless informed by a basic sense of
decency, of tolerance and mercy, are ultimately destructive of both the person and society.

The purpose of a Bowdoin education

—

the mission of the College

—

is

therefore to assist

a student to deepen and broaden intellectual capacities that are also attributes of maturity

and wisdom: self-knowledge,

intellectual honesty, clarity of thought,

depth of knowledge,

an independent capacity to learn, mental courage, self discipline, tolerance of and interest
differences of culture and belief, and a willingness to serve the
self to higher goals.
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1820 and for financial reasons had to agree to more public control of its
governance. For the most part Congregationalists, the College authorities found themselves
after statehood in

attacked by liberal Unitarians on the one side and by evangelical "dissenters" on the other
(notably by the Baptists, the largest denomination in the

new

state).

The question of whether

Bowdoin was public or private was finally settled in 833 by Justice Joseph Story in Allen v.
McKeen, which applied the Dartmouth College case to declare Bowdoin a private corporation
beyond the reach of the Legislature. The more difficult matter of religion was settled by
1

which stopped short of officially adopting a denominational tie
but promised that Bowdoin would remain Congregational for all practical purposes. One
immediate result was a flood of donations, which allowed completion of Richard Upjohn's
the "Declaration" of 1846,

Romanesque Revival chapel, a landmark in American ecclesiastical architecture. An ambitious
new medical school had been established at Bowdoin by the state in 1820 — and was to
supply Maine with country doctors until it closed in 1921 — but plans in the 1850s to add
a law school never found sufficient backing, and Bowdoin did not evolve into the small
university that many of its supporters had envisioned.
For a college that never had an antebellum class of more than sixty graduates, Bowdoin
produced a notable roster of pre-Civil War alumni. The most enduring fame seems that
of Nathaniel Hawthorne (1825), who set his first novel, Fanshawe, at a college very like
Bowdoin. Even better known in his day was his classmate Longfellow, who after Tennyson
was the most beloved poet in the English-speaking world and whose "Morituri Salutamus,"
written for his fiftieth reunion in 1875,

is

perhaps the

finest tribute

any poet ever paid

to

alma mater. Other writers of note included the satirist Seba Smith (1818), whose "Jack
Downing" sketches more or less invented a genre, and Jacob Abbott (1820), author of the
many "Rollo" books. But it was in public affairs that Bowdoin graduates took the most
laurels: among them, Franklin Pierce (1824), fourteenth president of the United States;
his

Fessenden (1823), abolitionist, U.S. senator, cabinet member, and courageous
opponent of Andrew Johnson's impeachment; John A. Andrew (1837), Civil War governor
William

Pitt

of Massachusetts; Oliver Otis

Howard

(

1

850), Civil

War

general, educator, and head of the

Freedmen's Bureau; Melville Fuller (1853), chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court; and
Brackett Reed (1860), the most powerful Speaker in the history of the U.S. House
of Representatives. John Brown Russwurm (1826), editor and African colonizationist, was

Thomas

Bowdoin's first African-American graduate and the third African-American to graduate
from any U.S. college.
The old quip that "the Civil War began and ended in Brunswick, Maine," has some truth
to it. While living here in 1 850-5 1 when Calvin Stowe ( 1 824) was teaching theology, Harriet
Beecher Stowe wrote Uncle Tom 's Cabin, some of it in her husband's study in Appleton Hall.
Joshua L. Chamberlain ( 1 852), having left his Bowdoin teaching post in 1 862 to lead the 20th
Maine, was chosen to receive the Confederate surrender at Appomattox three years later.
The postwar period was a troubled one for Bowdoin. The Maine economy had begun a
century-long slump, making it difficult to raise funds or attract students. The new, practical
curriculum and lower cost of the University of Maine threatened to undermine Bowdoin
admissions. As president, Chamberlain tried to innovate
a short-lived engineering school,
a student militia to provide physical training, less classical language and more science, even
a hint of coeducation — but the forces of inertia on the Boards were too great, and a student
"rebellion" against the military drill in 1 874 suggested that it would take more than even a
Civil War hero to change the College.
But change did arrive in 1885, in the form of William DeWitt Hyde, a brisk young
man who preached an idealistic philosophy, a sort of muscular Christianity, and who had
,

—

.
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residence halls, Stowe and

Howard Halls, were completed

1

in

1

996, and another, Chamberlain

opened in the fall of 1999. In addition, expanded dining facilities in Wentworth Hall
were completed in 2000 and the hall was renamed Thorne Hall.
In 996-97, the Board of Trustees established a Commission on Residential Life to review
all aspects of residential life. The commission recommended, and the trustees unanimously
approved, a new conception of residential life for Bowdoin based on a model of broad
House membership that includes all students. The new system also replaces the system of
residential fraternities, which were phased out in May 2000. During the Edwards presidency,
the enrollment of the College was expanded from 1,385 to approximately 1,600 students,
and the College's endowment grew from $175 million to approximately $500 million. In
addition, the student-faculty ratio was reduced from 11:1 to 10:
Bowdoin's 200th academic year began with the inauguration of Barry Mills '72 as the
fourteenth president of the College. During his tenure as president, Mills has underscored
the primacy of Bowdoin's academic program and has worked with the faculty to redefine a
liberal arts education for the twenty-first century. Together with former Dean for Academic
Affairs Craig McEwen, Mills led the first major curriculum reform at Bowdoin since the early
1980s. The College has also successfully recommitted itself to the goal of expanding ethnic,
religious, and socioeconomic diversity among students and employees. Mills has worked to
increase national visibility for Bowdoin and also initiated a comprehensive campus master
planning study to guide future development on the campus. Mills has also worked to strengthen
and increase support for the arts at the College, moving forward on a long-planned expansion
and renovation of the Walker Art Building and a conversion of the Curtis Pool building into
the Studzinski Recital Hall and 280-seat Kanbar Auditorium. Student residential life has also
been improved through the construction of new residence halls and the renovation of existing
residential facilities. In October 2006, Mills announced "The Bowdoin Campaign," an effort
to raise $250 million by June 2009 to enhance Bowdoin's academic program by adding
faculty and by focusing resources on the faculty/student experience, faculty scholarship, and
the intellectual life of the College. Mills has made improved access to Bowdoin a campaign
priority by devoting nearly one-third of the funds raised to student financial aid. Mills has
also emphasized sustainability efforts at the College through the construction of "green"
facilities and other conservation efforts.
Hall,

1

1

PRESIDENTS OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Joseph

McKeen

Jesse Appleton

William Allen

Leonard Woods, Jr.
Samuel Harris
Joshua L. Chamberlain
William DeWitt Hyde
Kenneth C. M. Sills
James S.Coles
Roger Howell, Jr.
Willard

A.

F.

Enteman

LeRoy Greason

1

802- 1 807

1807-1819
1820-1839
1

839- 1 866

1867-1871

1871-1883
1 885- 1 9 1

1918-1952
1952-1967
1969-1978
1 978- 1 980
1981-1 990

990-200

Robert H. Edwards

1

Barry Mills
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Application materials include the Common Application and the Bowdoin Supplement. Both

forms are available on the Bowdoin

Common Application
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is

Web site at www. bowdoin.edu admissions
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also available through high school guidance offices. Copies of

Bowdoin supplementary materials may be obtained by contacting the
3owdoin.ed_
Office of Admissions, or through the Bowdoin Colle r
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not required ot an\ first-year candidate

DCpt those applying tor Earl) Decision) until the Candidates*
l

Admissions Committee

cfull) selected

supplement regular
into

can often be helpful

.iididate's potential

impressions

1

Common

I'pon accepting an otter of admission from Bowdoin, a student
I

admissions deposit, which

credited to the

is

semester's

firsl

is

Repl) date of Ma)

expected

to include a

bill.

Candidates requiring an application tee waiver ma) petition tor one through their
guidance counselor using the standard College Board form.
7.

I

arh Decision

Each yean Bowdoin otters admission to approximate!) 30 to 40 percent ot"
through two Earl) Decision programs. Those candidates who are certain
choice and have

their

first

wish

to consider this option

I

\\ lien

candidates

a

supplement torm. indicating

Bowdoin is
potential ma\

that

high BChool record that accurate!) reflects their

The guidelines

Decision are as follows

for Earl)

an application tor admission. the\ must

tile

that the)

w

entering class

its

inc

hide the

I

art)

Decision

be considered tor laii\ Decision and that the)

ish to

will enroll ifadmitted. Earl) Decision candidates ma) file regular applications at other colleges,

but onl> with the understanding that these will be

be initiated

Application,

Bowdoin Supplement, and

essa>s.

accompanied

b) the

School Report Form, a lecondar) school transcript ot grades.
teacher recommendations, and the application foe <>! sr>() (or tee wai\ci form) must be
supplement,

iion

I

submit:

rwdoifl
•uiar>

I

a

mlvr

I

D

for Earl

lion

f

the

;

5

t.»i

I

art)

Dec

(notification

Co

D

I

with the
arc on

I

II

is

n>n

I

(notification b)

mid December).

by mid-Febniai

who have financial need as established by the
je Scholarship Service*s PROFHJ will be notified of the amount of

admitted

D

'

lion

cision acceptance, provided their financial aid forma

application deadlines

I

rhesubi

i

%

optional

.«s

Entrance Examination Board or American College resting
an admissions requirement
eni

.ue not accepted undei the

" appli

»l

I)

t«>r

upon completion

I

art)

.m additional rc\ icw

I

.u h

seai a

accepted early in April,

nission

the senioi yeai

numlvi

then

^

in

\'ooA

ol applicants

who

when decisions on all regular

mied admission
thai

i

«>t

an ma) be deferred

1

andidat
|,ni

will

the> are accepted under an Earl) Decision plan.

it

Con

i

withdrawn and no new applications

at

Earl) De< ision

redentiali are not strong

enough

t»>

1
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Responsibility for understanding and complying with the rules for Early Decision rests

with the candidate. Should an Early Decision candidate violate the provisions of the program,
the College

may

rescind any offer of admission and financial aid.

Deferred Admission
Admitted students who wish

to delay their matriculation to the

request a deferment from the dean of admissions by

May

1

,

College for one year should

explaining the reasons for delay ing

Bowdoin's practice to honor most of these requests and to hold a place
in the next entering class for any student who is granted a deferment. The student, in return,
must agree to withdraw all applications at other colleges or universities and may not apply
for admission to other institutions during the deferral year. A $300 nonrefundable admissions
deposit must accompany the deferral request. Financial aid candidates must reapply for aid
matriculation.

It is

following the deferral.

Admission with Advanced Standing

Bowdoin recognizes College Entrance Examination Board Advanced Placement and

may

International Baccalaureate results and

graduation for superior performance
to

have

AP and

IB

in

those programs. Applicants to

test results sent to the

each subject area.

Some departments

Bowdoin are encouraged

Admissions Office.

Decisions on both placement and credit are
in

grant advanced placement and credit toward

made by

the appropriate

academic department

offer placement examinations during the orientation

making appropriate determinations. Every effort is made to place
students in the most advanced courses for which they are qualified, regardless of whether
they have taken AP or IB examinations before matriculation. Determinations of advanced
placement and credit are made during the student's first year at Bowdoin.
Some students have the opportunity toenroll in college-level course work prior to graduation.
period to assist them

Bowdoin College

in

will consider granting credit for pre-col lege course

work, providing the

following criteria have been met: the course work must have been completed on a college

campus, must have been completed in a class with matriculated college students, may not
have been used to satisfy any high school graduation requirements, and must represent a
standard of achievement comparable to what

is

expected

at

Bowdoin

in a field

of study

characteristic of the liberal arts.

apply a

maximum of eight course credits toward the degree from

Advanced Placement program,

the International Baccalaureate Program, or pre-college

First-year students
the

may

course work.

Home-Schooled Applicants
Home-schooled applicants and candidates applying from secondary schools

that provide

SAT I (Reasoning Test) or ACT
and SAT II (Subject Test) test results. SAT Subject tests should include Math IC or Math IIC
and a science. A personal interview is also strongly recommended.
written evaluations rather than grades are required to submit

International Students

The Admissions Committee welcomes the perspective that international students bring to
the Bowdoin community. In 2006-2007, approximately 500 international students, including
U.S. citizens who attended schools abroad, applied for admission to Bowdoin.
Admissions policies and procedures for international students are the same as for regular
first-year applicants,

with the following exceptions:

All international students

1.

Internal

and the

must submit the

adent Supplement. * hieh

S

Web

when

tile

must submit

official results ot the lest oi

b> the appropriate deadlines

Sen ice Foreign Student
onn or the Bowdoin International Financial \id Form or Canadian students
inadian Financial Aid Fonn (both available on the Bowdoin Web site)
detra>
the appheation tor admission w ill be considered tor Bowdoin funds ID
not
who
are
students
tor
Bowdoin has limited scholarship funds

international students

lhe\

is

not English

OEFI

uh.

Application, the required essays,
a\ ailable from the Admissioos Office or

site.
s

I

Common

who submit

the College Scholarship

These scholarships often COVCf the full cost ot
is intense.
d room and board The competition for these financial aid packages
lu ,t
not
should
admissions
process
.in. lid. iti fl a ha d«' not apprj tor tinaiu ial aid during tin
expttrl funding at am time in thetrcovac oi stud\ at Bowdoin College.

vrmanent

S

residents.

i

I

r.uisli

r

students
I

number of students from Other colleges and universities w ill be admitted
|unior standing at Bowdoin The following information pertains to transfer

limited
ir

iti/ensol tht

(

nited States should

I

Transfer Common Application and essaj

file the

Bowdoim. and

ng the reasons tor transferring to

Web

mailable from the Admissions Office or Bowdoin's

March
application b\

Mareh

1

tor tall

the

ith

tor fall

.idlines transcripts ot their college

Applicants must arrange to ha\ e submitted

and secondary school records,

their universit) or college,

xM»rv

w

admission International students should tile the
admission and include the Transter Student Supplement, the

1

International Supplement, and the appheation tee

.it

transfer

the
site>

Interviews are Strongl)

and

at least

statement

a

two recommendations from

recommended

but not required

\s soon

updated transcript including spring semester grades should also
unplete will normal]) be notified ot Bowdoin's
whose applications
n

lares

n in late April
ik-s

had the

.

entered

a.\ first

aeadenue records o( Honors quality i"B" woik oi
mates the WOtfc that would ha\ e been done a! Bow dom.

USUall) present

r'cai

students

irn

ther, transfer students should understand

I

placement

tei
;;>-.,

h

mss standing upon transferring, official
updated transcripts have srrived at the registrai 's office and
ind aeadenue departments

,u^h twi

lired foi

.»

Bowdoin degree,

with this und.
ear of

ihc

i

admission.

ceived their bachelor's

are

(oncy

must

t.

•

i»>

ippl)

ma) be hmned

students

oiled studenti and incoming

()lteaflti

the

who have

I

tirut

the Col k>

me

students
foi

vorl in

inc.

liberal sits courses

Bowdoin accepts transfer credit foi

i'K<

>i

li

I

first

in

commitments

yeai students

l

.v

on for Federal Student VkJ (FAFSA) and
Mtitii.itKMi.il applicants rot aid
I

Student Financial Aid

Form or the
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1

Bowdoin International Financial Aid Form (available on the Bovvdoin Web site) by March
1. Canadian applicants must submit the Canadian Financial Aid Form (available on the
Bowdoin Web site).
Special Students

Each semester, as space within the College and openings within courses permit, Bowdoin admits
a few special or visiting students who are not seeking a degree from Bowdoin. In general,
this program is intended to serve the special educational needs of residents in the Brunswick
area

who have

who

not yet completed a bachelor's degree, as well as students

are pursuing a

degree elsewhere and who, for truly exceptional reasons, wish to take a course

Teachers wishing to upgrade their
to qualify for graduate

Bowdoin graduates who need

programs are also considered for

billed at a per course rate for

No

taken each semester.

skills or

up

to

this

program. Special students are

two courses per term. No more than two

financial aid

is

Bowdoin.

at

particular courses

may be

credits

available for special students. Interested applicants

should submit the completed special student form and enclose the $60 application fee

one month prior

to the

beginning of the semester.

A personal

should be addressed to the Special Student Coordinator

interview

is

at least

required. Inquiries

the Admissions Office.

in

APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID

Need-Blind Admissions Policy
It is

the policy of

Bowdoin College

students and to meet the

full

to

meet the

full

calculated financial need of

calculated financial need of as

many

enrolled

all

entering first-year students

as the College's financial resources permit.

The College customarily budgets enough aid resources to meet the full calculated need of all
enrolling students

spending history

w ithout using financial need as a criterion in the selection process. Because
is

Bowdoin's only guide, there

ultimately be sufficient to

make

all

is

no guarantee

that

budgeted funds will

admission decisions without regard

For the past decade, financial need has not been a criterion
for admission, with the exception of students offered admission

to financial need.

in the selection

of candidates

from the waiting

list,

transfer

candidates, and non-U. S. citizens.

Procedure for Application for Financial Aid
Students

who wish

to be considered for financial aid

financial aid application

is

must apply each

the College Scholarship Service

Application for Federal Student Aid

(FAFSA)

is

PROFILE.

year.

The primary

In addition, the Free

required to determine eligibility for federal

grant and loan programs. Application deadlines for entering students are listed below. Returning

students will receive on-line instructions regarding their renewal application in January.

Cost should not discourage students from applying to Bowdoin College. Through
extensive scholarship grant and loan programs. Bowdoin's financial aid policy
to

supplement family

with the

full

efforts so that as

amount of needed financial

many

is

its

designed

students as possible can be admitted each year

assistance. In recent years, approximately

40 percent

of the student in entering classes were awarded need-based grants. The average award of
grant, loan,

and job was approximately $30,000. The amount of assistance intended

to

meet

Admission
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the individual^ need
l'R(

)1

II

is

calculated from the information

Bow doin

Additional information about

1

financial aid information

Summary

to the Colli

is

mailed with

letters

in

the College Seholarship Services

financial aid can be

found on pages 16-20.

of admission.

of Application Deadlines

Application materials for admission and financial aid include the completed

Bowdoin Supplement, and supplemental)

Application.

Common

essay, the Foreign Student Financial

Aid Application, the College Scholarship Sen ice (CSS) PROFILE, and the Free Application
V-w applicants should submit these materials in accord
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA
with the following deadline

Early Det ision

ember

^

15:

1'1\(

)\

I

Common
II

I

.

Application.

Bowdoin Supplement, and supplemental}

essay,

and mosl recent tederal tax returns

FAFSA

115

tion II

January
l'K(

I

)1

:

II

Common
I

.

Application.

Bowdoin Supplement, and supplementary

essay,

CSS

and mosl recent tederal tax returns

FAFSA

115

mission
January

I

Common
CSS

miaf) 15:

Bowdoin Supplement, and supplemental^ essay
FAFSA, and most recent federal tax returns

Application.

FR(

>1

II

I

.

inadian students should

Web

nrdoin

site,

the

file

and Canadian

c

anadian Financial Aid Form,

tax returns instead

a\ ailable

on the

of the Foreign Student Financial

Form

:

[pplii tints

tudents:

lanuar)

I

Common

Application and supplementary essay, Internationa] Student

element. Iranstei Supplemenl
\ui

1

it

applicable.

I

(

)|

II

Report. International Of

orm

mt\

March
Common application and supplementary essay, [ransfei supplement.
ss pk( )i n
\l s \ tnd most recenl federal tax returns; International Student
Supplement and International oi anadian inam ial Aid orm foi iiiiein.uiou.il

Fall

I

(

I

I

(

applicants

l

l
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Admission

to the

All correspondence concerning first-year

College

and

1

transfer admission to the College

should be addressed to the Office of Admissions, Bowdoin College, 5000 College
Station, Brunswick,
04011; Tel. (207) 725-3100, FAX: (207) 725-3101.

ME

Inquiries about financial aid should be addressed to the Director of Student Aid,

Bowdoin College, 5300 College Station, Brunswick,
725-3273; FAX; (207) 725-3864.

ME 0401 1-8444; Tel. (207)

k

Financial Aid

designed to supplement famil\ resources so that
le can attend the College. Scholarship grants, loans, and student
Din) stude:
employment are the principal sources of aid for Bowdoin students who need help in meeting
s

S

sc

financial aid

polk)

is

o! their education.

Bowdoin

believes that students

who

receive financial aid as grants should also

be responsible tor a portion of their expenses, loans and student emplo) mem w ill general!)
be part of the financial aid award. On-time submission o\ the required application forms
be considered for

tees that the student will

students, including grants, loans, and jobs

all

the financial aid available to

Bowdoin

from an\ source under Bowdoin*S control.

Need-Rased \id
Coin's pohc\

is

to

meet

a student's full, calculated financial

need for each year

he or she qualities for aid. as long as funds are available. Financial need

is

in

which

the difference

between BowdouTs costs and famil\ resources Resources consist o\ parental income and
assets, student assets, student earnings, and other resources, such as gifts. non-Col
scholarships, and veterans' benefits.
I

II

enough

lege customarily budgets

aid resources to

meet the

full

calculated need

enrolling students without using financial need as a criterion in the admission process
c

spending histor\

is

will ultimate!) be sufficient

BowdouTs onl) guide, there is no guarantee that budgeted funds
to make all admission decisions w ithout regard to financial need.

the past decade, financial need has not been a criterion in the selection of candidates for

with

••
•

I

Rnudoin's hinaruial
n

Api

admission from the waiting

ion of students offered

tlu

S.

<

\i<l

Resources

percent oJ

Bowdoin 's

about

's

bod\

.<

In the

comes from endowed funds given
from
funds it administers. Bowdoin
2007,
need based grants, loans, and earnings. Cirants
ni 2(HK> :<xr and were made to appro\imatel\

grant budget

In 2<hw>

500

]\

transfer

iti/ens

alumni mk\ friends of the College

1

list,

in

H M

>

Class

<>t
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I.

uas awarded nee

approximate!) 40 percent of the enterants.

nuc to be an integral pan

The average award of grant, loan.

of financial aid.
>

•

.iid

supplementing grant

recipients each year

mes from

re-

from loan funds

private lenders under the terms

•gram
•

the

scholarship and loan funds

ma) be obtained through

endowed funds and

i

elopment

16
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Financial Aid

Aid

Eligibility for

Approximately 40 percent of Bowdoin students qualih
eligibility.

Be

1

17

To be

a degree candidate

who

enrolled or

is

for grant aid

Bowdoin College,

eligible for grant aid at

is

on the basis of need and

a student must:

accepted for enrollment on

at least

a half-

time basis: and
2.

Demonstrate a financial need, which

is

determined,

in

general, on the basis of College

Scholarship Service practices.
In addition, to qualify for

any of the programs subsidized by the federal government, a

student must be a citizen, national, or permanent resident of the United States or the Trust
territory of the Pacific Islands.
\

student

is

normal 1\ eligible for Bowdoin aid for a

College's financial Aid Committee may,

at its

maximum

discretion,

award

of eight semesters. The

a ninth semester of aid.

Determination of Need
Financial need

is

the difference

determines a student's financial
federal

FAFSA. and

Both parents or

federal

between Bowdoin's costs and famil\ resources. Bowdoin
aid award from information submitted on the CSS Profile,

income

tax returns (see

Applying for Aid. pages 19-1

legal guardians are responsible for the student's educational expenses.

according to their tinacial ability to contribute. Divorce or separation of the natural parents

does not absolve either parent from

this obligation.

Student-owned assets are expected
leading to graduation.

undergraduate career

From 80
in the

to

to

be available for college expenses

in

the \ears

100 percent of those student ss\ ings are prorated over the

College's

initial

need calculation.

The College expects students to earn mone\ during summer vacation and/or from
academic-year campus employment. The amount will vary depending upon the student's
year

in college.

The sum of these resources w hen subtracted from Bowdoin's cost determines the

student's

need and Bowdoin's financial aid award.

TYPES OF AID AWARDS
First-Year Student

Awards

About 200 entering students each year are offered prematriculation awards to help them meet
first year. Recently these awards have ranged from SI. 000 to S44.550.
As noted above, some awards are direct grants, but most also include loan offers. Candidates
are normally notified of a prematriculation award when they are informed of the decision on

the expenses of their

their applications for admission.

Upperelass Awards
All continuing students

who wish

to

be considered for aid must register as aid candidates

with the Office of Student Aid by the published deadlines each year. Grant awards change

each year as a function of changes

see Financial

basis.

Aid

at

family income, net worth including

home

and number of children attendine undergraduate college
For a more complete description of Bowdoin's financial aid program,

and business equity, familv

on a full-time

in costs, total

size,

Bowdoin. available on the Student Aid

admissions/ studentaid).

Web

site

<

www. bow doin.edu

Financial Aid
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B<>\\ (loin

National Merit Scholars

Bowdoii

Mai

rive a

v

who demonstrate

Merit Scholars

renewable $2,000 award.

A

financial

need each year

at

Bowdoin

met with Bowdoin grant,
Winners of these awards who

scholar's remaining need

is

modest level of campus employment, and no student loan.
do not demonstrate financial need at Bowdoin receive a SI. 000 recognition award, renewa

able each year.

National \chic\ement Finalists

S ottered

who

enroll will receive the

same grants and

loan-free

to National Merit Scholars.

Lotos

Statical

Bowdoin financial aid awards include Perkins loan. Stafford loan or Bowdoin Student Loan
money. Bowdoin determines which student loan source best meets a student's needs. Most
students will be ottered loan monc\ from the same fund for their four years at Bowdoin.
Interest rates are low

I

and monthl\ payments arc deferred

until after graduation.

With the exception of Stafford loans, no special loan application is needed. Students sign
of their tirst year. As long us eligibility conmaster promissor) note before September
1

tinues, students receive

advances against

not required to borrow loan

can pa\

this portion

of the

monc\

it

sa\

promissOT) note each semester. Students are
from
summer work or other family resources
IngS
this

bill.

Student Kmplovment
Undent who receives aid is expected to meet part of the educational expense from summer employment and from campus earnings These earning expectations are included in the
\

award The student maj Choose

financial aid

to

work or

not: this decision has

no

effect

on

the grant or loan otter

Bowdoin *s

student

employment program

undergraduates, including direct cmplo\ ment

on the campus or located

who

students

liable

is

(

M

[*o

I

are

>ear students

lirst

mm

learn

wide

variety

of opportunities to

b\ outside agencies represented

community. Employment opportunities are Open to all
interested and able to work Commitments lor employment are made to
at

the

in

the

opening

of

College

ollege departments and Offices.
I.I

offers a

Bow doin and

at

in
I

the

fall.

There are o\cr 1.000 campus jobs

he annual student payroll CUnentl) stands

more about siudent employment, see www.bowdoin.edt]

seo.

Student \wards

ijii

vdoin has i limited numtvi of financial aid awards dedicated to foreign students
•red tor these
lent

at

XKI

I

inane

ial

iwards, the student must

file

the

(

bllege Scholarship

Sen

ice's

\id Kpplicationoi the Internationa] Financial \ui Form, which

<»n'

itudents

Kid

I

orm

available

who do not apply at the time of admission should

any of th
i.il

is

lb be

Foreign

available

Bowdoin Canadian citizens should submit
on the Bowdoin Web lite
i

at
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Federal Financial Aid Programs Available at Bowdoin

The College participates

in the

Federal Work-Study Program established under the Economic

Opportunity Act of 964, the Federal Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants Program
1

established under the Higher Education Act of 1965, and the Federal Pell Grant Program
established under the Higher Education

Amendments of

1

972, along with the Federal Perkins

and Federal Stafford Loan programs previously mentioned. The College also works closely
with several states that can provide handicapped students and those receiving other forms of
state aid with financial assistance to help with their educational expenses.

Veterans Benefits

The degree programs of Bowdoin College are approved by the Maine State Approving Agency
for Veterans Education

Programs for persons

eligible for benefits (GI Bill)

from the U.S.

Department of Veterans Affairs. Students who request veterans' educational assistance are
required to have all previous post-secondary experience evaluated for possible transfer credit in
order to be eligible for benefits. For more information, contact the Office of Financial Aid.

Graduate Scholarships

Bowdoin

number of scholarships for postgraduate study at other institutions.
Grants of various amounts are available to Bowdoin graduates who continue their studies
in the liberal arts and sciences and in certain professional schools. In 2006-2007, Bowdoin
is

able to offer a

provided $366,000

in

graduate scholarship assistance to 82 students. Further information

about these scholarships

is

available through the Student Aid Office.

AID APPLICATION AND DEADLINES
Students

who wish

to

be considered for financial aid must submit an application each year.

who
PROFILE form by

must submit the College Scholarship
must also file the FAFSA (Free

All candidates for aid

are United States citizens

Service

the date specified. U.S. citizens

Application for Federal Student Aid).

must file the College Scholarship Service's (CSS) Foreign Student
Bowdoin International Financial Aid Form, available on the
Bowdoin Web site, concurrently with their application for admission. Canadian applicants
must file the Canadian Financial Aid Form, also available on the Bowdoin Web site.
Whether or not a student receives financial aid from Bowdoin, long-term, low-interest loans
under the Federal Stafford Loan program are available. Such loans are generally provided
by private lenders and require both a FAFSA and a separate loan application.
International candidates

Financial Aid Application or the

When

FAFSA

and the PROFILE, they agree to provide a
income tax return, plus any other
documentation that may be required. To verify or clarify information on the aid application,
it is a common practice for the College to ask for a copy of the federal tax return (Form 1040,
1040EZ or 1041 A) and W-2 forms each year. The College's financial aid officers will not
take action on any aid application until sufficient documentation has been submitted.
parents and students sign the

certified or notarized

copy of

their latest federal or state

Financial Aid
\pplicatinn Deadlines

v

considered for financial aid. applicants should submit their complete application for

admission and

all

required aid apphcat ion forms b) the appropriate deadlines.

More information

is provided on the Bowdoin Web site at www.bowdoin.edu/adrnissions/studentaid). See
Admissions, page 14. re application deadlines for admission. Deadlines for financial aid

tonus as arc follow

§

gion

Earl) Decision

ilar

1

II:

and Spring Transfer

Januar\

:

November

15

I

Admission and Fall Transfer February

15

Returning Students: April 15

Further information about application procedures,

need
alculoJionandawards,plusaescnptionsofindividuoAfederal,state,o^
Colh
rams is contained in the Financial Aid Guide availabh
u http: h ww.bowdoin.edu studentaid, and upon request. Questions
eligibility,

(

<;/><'///

Bowdoins did programs ma) be addressed

Miulcnt

<//</

to the director

of

Expenses

COLLEGE CHARGES
Fees for the 2007-2008 academic year are

listed below. Travel, books, and personal expenses
must budget for such items on his/her own. For planning purposes,
students and parents should anticipate that tuition and other charges will increase each year
to reflect program changes and other cost increases experienced by the College.

are not included; the student

By Semester

Year

Full

$17,995.00

$35,990.00

2,310.00

4,620.00

2,635.00

5,270.00

190.00

380.00

Seniors

30.00

60.00

Other classes

15.00

30.00

50.00

100.00

Tuition*

Housing
Board (19-meal plan)
Student Activities Fee*
Class Dues*:

Technology Fee**

Health Insurance (See Health Care section, page 23.)
*

Required fees for all students.
** Applicable only to students in College housing.

Off-Campus Study Fee
The College assesses a fee for participation in off-campus study programs for which Bowdoin
degree credit is desired. The fee for 2007-2008 is $1 ,000 per program. The fee is waived for
students attending the ISLE Program in Sri Lanka or the SITA Program in India.

Registration

and Enrollment

All continuing students are required to register for courses during registration
prior semester in accordance with the schedules posted at the College.
initially registers after the first

week of

further required to submit an Enrollment

classes

is

on campus and attending

student

the

who

must pay a $20 late fee. All students are
the end of the first week of classes. While

Form by

registration places students in courses, the Enrollment

the student

Any

week of

classes.

of the Enrollment Form.
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Form serves to

notify the College that

A fee of $20 is assessed for late submission

Expt nsi

2:

i

kituiuis
lents leaving the

College during the course of

a

semester are refunded tuition and fees

based on the following schedule:

During the

two weeks
third week
fourth week

During the

fifth

During the
During the

a

five

80'

first

week

N)'

I

40'

I

207c

No

weeks

After adjustments tor fixed

refund

commitments and applicable overhead expense, refunds

for

HHim and hoard are prorated on a dails basis in accordance with the Student's attendance
based on the College's calendar. Students who are dismissed from the College within the first
five weeks for other than academic or medical reasons arc not entitled to refunds. Financial
aid

awards

will be credited in proportion to educational

•id letter,

be refunded

expenses, as stipulated

but in DO case will the) exceed total charges to be collected. Title

accordance w

in

Refunds w

federal regulations.

ith

ill

be

made

in a

student's

IV funds w

ill

within thirty da\

s

of (he student's departure

Financial

Vicl

There are Opportunities

at

Bowdoin

to receive financial aid in

meeting the charge tor

Detailed information about scholarships, loans, and other financial aid

tuition.

ma) be found on

Room and Board
tudents and sophomores are guaranteed housing and are required to live on campus.

ma>

fear students
the Residential
i

1

loiters

Office during the

ite

ol Residential

through a

indicate their residence needs on a preference card issued

I

ife

summer preceding

rv

ire

die
l.i

I

1

Students

1

is

noi to be

war

irsi

lining

<

Mfi.

i

(

b

m||« -,

-

i

lauiuli

removed from
damage

x

sei

\

to

essential furniture

ices are available at

the building oi

from the room

in

mod

which

then rooms or furnishings.

;i

take

t<>

.1

14 meal. Ol

19 meal,
1

'

I

meal plan

I0 meal residential hoaid

loi

their

enlue

apartments or off < ampus ma) purchase

i

<»i

one

»>t

the residential pi.ms.-ii the)

a

first

yeai on

nine meal oi

choose

li.tr l'i s

<>i

other projvits of the
f

tn

and

linen

quired tO take the

the huildmi-s

atac

he

same regardless Ol whether a student eats at the MoultOD Union
li\e in Bowdoin fat ilities. except .ipartmenls ami
few other

board plan

(

s;

ith

wlm

Studenl

idenis livin

and bedroom. pro\ ided w

held responsible tor an)

|Uired
I

I

coordinates housing accommodations tor the remaining classes

should furnish blankets and pillow
property

it

Bowdoin.

system

hall suites consist of a Stud)

lents

their arrival at

(

bllege b\ peisous

unknown

m.i\ be

which the dam
urred rhe Student
mment, and its expenditure is allocated b) theStudenl

the building in

Expenses
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Health Care

The

facilities

Coe Health Center and

of the Dudley

the Counseling Service are available to

must maintain health insurance coverage while enrolled at Bowdoin.
The College offers its own policy for those students who do not carry comparable insurance.
The College's policy provides year-round coverage, whether a student is enrolled at Bowdoin
students. All students

all

or in an approved off-campus study program.

insurance plan costs $1,000.

A

The

The

basic, full-year accident

cost for the extended plan

is

and sickness

$1,332.

pamphlet specifying the coverage provided by the student health policy

is

from the Health Center and will be mailed in the summer preceding the policy
costs not covered by the insurance will be charged to the student's account.

Motor

available
year.

Any

Vehicles

motor vehicles, including motorcycles and motor scooters, used on campus or owned
and/or operated by residents of any College-owned residence must be registered with Campus
Safety and Security. The registration decals cost $40 for students. Vehicles must be registered
each academic year. Failure to register a motor vehicle will result in a $25 parking ticket each
time the vehicle is found on campus. Students wishing to register a vehicle for a period of time
less than one semester must make special arrangements with Campus Safety and Security.
All

All students maintaining

motor vehicles

at the

insurance and provide proof of insurance

College are required to carry adequate

at the

responsibility for the security of or damage to vehicles parked
is

liability

time of registration. The College assumes no

on campus. Parking on campus

limited and students will be assigned parking space based on availability.

PAYMENT OF COLLEGE BILLS
By

registering for courses, a student incurs a legal obligation to pay tuition

debt

may

be canceled only

if

and

fees.

This

a student officially withdraws from the College before the start

of classes. Students' accounts must be current for semester enrollment and course registration to occur. After the first

are dropped
library

is

from courses.

deactivated

for the semester (see

week of classes,

A student's

students

who have

not enrolled for any reason

access to his/her residence hall, meal plan, and the

The student is placed on an involuntary leave of absence
Academic Standards and Regulations, page 40). Degrees, diplomas,

at that time.

and transcripts are not available
Bills for tuition, board,

to students with

room

July and December, respectively.

rent,

overdue accounts.

and fees for the

Payment

fall

and spring semesters are sent

for each semester

date. Bills are sent to the student unless the

Bursar

is

is

due 30 days from the

in

billing

requested in writing to direct them to

someone other than the student.
Payment may be made by the semester due date, by installment payment plan over the
course of the semester, or by combining the two options. Bowdoin does not have its own
in-house payment plan. Students may choose from three outside installment payment plan
agencies offered. The plans offered are through Academic Management Services (AMS),
Key Education Resources, and Tuition Management Systems (TMS). Credit cards are not
accepted by Bowdoin College in payment of college charges.

A Liberal
K

1906,

B

lb be

and

n's president,

•

•

Education

at

\rt

home

William DeWitt Hyde, wrote "The Offer of the College":

lands and

in all

all

ages; to count Nature a familiar acquaintance,

an intimate friend; to gain a standard tor the appreciation of others' work

and the criticism of your own;

pocket and

make

Bowdoin College

at

to earn, the ke\ s

resources behind you

feel its

in

of the world's librars

your

whatever task you undertake: to
all walks ot" lite: to lose yourself

hosts ot friends. ..who are to he leaders in

common

generous enthusiasms and cooperate with others lor

in

in

ends

this is

the otter of the college.

This offer Spelled out a vision of the aspirations of a liberal education appropriate to the
earl)

twentieth century. Man) elements of

it

still

the beginning of the twenty-first century, a vastl)

world pro\ ides
in the

expanded otter

a related but

ot"

context ot an active and engaged learning

have currenc) one hundred years

changed College

in a

intellectual challenge

community

later.

At

dramatically altered

and personal growth

closel) linked to the social and

natural worlds

A

liberal

education cultivates the mind and the imagination; encourages seeking after

meaning, and beaut\ aw akens an appreciation of past traditions and present challenges;
tosters jo) in learning and sharing that learning with others; supports taking the intellectual

truth,

:

unknown, test new ideas, and enter Into constructive debate: and
making principled judgments. It hones the capacit) for critical and

risks required to explore the

builds the foundation tor

Open

the interest in asking questions, challenging assumptions, seek-

intellectual inquir)

Acrs. and reaching conclusions supported b\ logic and evidence.

A

liberal

education

on conversation and questioning
hindamentall) on the tree exchange of ideas
that
thn\es in classrooms, lecture halls, laboratories, studios, dining halls, playing fields, and
rests

residence halls

Ultimately, a liberal education promotes independent thinking, individual

on, and locial responsibility.

Since its opening

in

Bowdoin has understood the obligation to direct

*<»:.

I

Od

In the

twent) tust century, that obligation

is

Liberal education

stronger than ever

.mimon good** and acting on

it is highlighted, however, in an
interconnected world ot widel) varied cultures, interests, resources, and power lo prepare

implexity, a liberal education must teach about differences across cultures

and withm

s«

K ieties

mil implu ations

same

the

\t

time, n should help students understand ami respect the

shared natural woild anil

ot a

human

heritage

U\ doing so.

a liberal

tudenti in appret iate mu\ contend with diversit) and the conflicts
inherent in difl

perspectives, and values
ite

Mil

to the

liberal

mmon project

co

m

is

«>t

not narrow

h
I)

dent!

capable

citizi

the

at

;ethei in the

vo( ational,
tO

it

same lime

that thc\

find

world

pro> ides the broadest ground
d,

adaptable, independent, and

A

A student

Liberal Education

in a residential liberal arts

college

is

removed from many of the immediate
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re-

making the four years of education extraordinarily privileged
ones. Such an education, however, must engage that world — both contemporary and historical, both local and global. This engagement comes through individual and group research,
service-learning, volunteer activities, summer internships, off campus study, and more.
The success of a Bowdoin education is evident in the capacity of graduates to be informed
sponsibilities of daily adult

and

life,

critically analytic readers

logical argument; to

of

texts,

communicate

in

evidence, and conclusions; to be able to construct a

writing and speaking with clarity and self-confidence;

to understand the nature of artistic creation
to have the capacity

and the character of critical aesthetic judgment;

to use quantitative and graphical presentations of information critically

and make effective use of information resources in
varied forms and media. These fundamental capacities serve as crucial supports for a com-

and confidently; and

mitment

to access, evaluate,

to active intellectual inquiry

—

to taking

independent and multi-faceted approaches

complex problems; knowing how to ask important and fruitful questions and to
pursue answers critically and effectively; sharing in the excitement of discovery and creativity; and being passionately committed to a subject of study. Graduates should thus have the
ability to engage competing views critically, to make principled judgments that inform their
practice, and to work effectively with others as informed citizens committed to constructing
to solving

a just and sustainable world.

The Curriculum
must design an education

context

in the

o\~

their

own developing

goals

and aspirations and in relation to the College's vision of a liberal education, its distribution
requirements, and the requirements of a major field of Study. The distribution requirements
encourage exploration and broaden students" capacities to view and interpret the world

from a variety of perspectives; the major program challenges students to develop a deeper
understanding and self-assurance as independent and creative contributors to an area of
studv Throughout their tour years, students build intellectual capabilities, self-confidence
•.dependent thinkers and problem-solvers, and

come

to

know

the pleasures ot discover-

m

new areas of know ledge. A liberal education founded in
both breadth and depth teaches students how to continue learning as the world changes and
demands new perspectives, knowledge, and skills.
The College's curriculum introduces students to academic disciplines that bring conceptual
and developing proficiencies

ing

and methodological traditions to bear in teaching disciplined inquiry, analysis, argument,
and understanding. Students choose a major, using the departmental or interdisciplinary
approaches available at Bowdoin, as a wav to engage a discipline in depth, furthermore,
the)

must distribute

varying ways

vdoin

that

their courses across the

academic

curriculum

make sense

fields

ot the

order to broaden awareness of the

in

world.

The College

nurse ot Stud) leading to the degree ot Bachelor of Arts.

of

requires students to seek breadth in then education through a modest set of distribution and

division requirements that stimulate students to explore the curriculum

idclv

on

their

aduate, a student must also complete an approved major.

OWl

Designing an education

is

an education

man) new paths

fields, find exciting

education

talents

and

i

is

The most

fulfilling liberal arts

education

because such mapping would not permit

tor exploration that students

discover as the) learn about unfamiliar

first

dav

questions and ideas, and uncover unanticipated interests and talents. Nor

ng education emerge
liberal

in itself.

ot class

nut be full) planned bctorc the
the

more w

much more

choices

interests,

t«>

if

courses one bv one each semester; a

a student selects

than the

sum

ot thutv

two

enable students to broaden then

and

to

deepen

their

v

knowledge and

credits.

Bowdoin College permits

iews of the world and of their own

capacities. Designing an education

thus requires self examination, earelul thought, substantial flexibility, sonic intellectual dar
d the

w

ise
<>t

counsel

of

academic adv

isoi

the educational experience lakes place in the interaction

between students

ademk advisors Each student is assigned a pre majoi academic advisor at the
he pre ma|or academic advising System IS intended tO help students
the first war
full advantage «»t the fust two
Bowdoin and begin t<> plan the remaining years
within which I student can woik with B tacullv incmlvi tO make
informed academu decision
h a partnership is particularly important during the period oi
I

'

rfc

•

imcni ih.it typicall) takes place during the first yeai in college v ademic
recommendations about ourses,< ombi nations ofcourses, 01 direct students
ihe
olle.L-e
he) mav also plav I role at moments ol academic
<

(

I

the

U must

system depends on the

their

majOfl

t

ommitment

ol the student

and the

b) carlv in ihe fouith semestei ol iheu colic

members

of

then majoi departments.
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The Curriculum

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
All students prior to the Class of 2010 should consult the

2005-2006 Catalogue or the

Office

of the Registrarfor information about their academic requirementsfor the degree. Information
is also available at www.bowdoin.edu/registrar, and personalized information for students is
available on the student information

To qualify for the bachelor of
2010 or later must have:

Web

site at

www.bowdoin.edul registrarIbearings.

arts degree, a student entering as a

member of

the Class of

Successfully passed thirty-two full-credit courses or the equivalent;

Spent four semesters (successfully passed sixteen credits)

in residence, at least

two

se-

mesters of which have been during the junior and senior years;

By

end of the second semester in college, completed a first-year seminar;
Completed at least one course in each of the following five distribution areas — maththe

ematical, computational, or statistical reasoning; inquiry in the natural sciences; exploring
social differences; international perspectives;

and visual and performing

normally be completed by the end of the fourth semester

Completed
lum—natural science and mathematics,
at least

one course

in

arts;

these should

in college;

each of the following three divisions of the curricusocial

and behavioral sciences, and humanities

(in

addition to the required course in the visual and performing arts); and

Completed an approved major.

No student will ordinarily be permitted to remain at Bowdoin for more than nine semesters
of full-time work.

DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS
Students must take

to

at least

one course

in

each of the following five distribution areas:

Mathematical, Computational, or Statistical Reasoning. These courses enable students
use mathematics and quantitative models and techniques to understand the world around

them

either

by learning the general tools of mathematics and

in a subject area.

(Designated by

statistics

or by applying them

MCSR following a course number in the course descrip-

tions.)

Inquiry in the Natural Sciences. These courses help students expand their

scientific

lit-

eracy through an acquaintance with the natural sciences and with the types of inquiry in those
disciplines,

developed by engagement

(Designated by

INS following

a course

in active

number

and rigorous study of
in the

scientific

problems.

course descriptions.)

Exploring Social Differences. These courses develop awareness, understanding, and skills
of analysis for examining differences such as those in class, environmental resources, ethnicity,

ways
and economic

gender, race, religion, and sexual orientation across and within societies and the

and shaped by historical, cultural, social, political,
processes. (Designated by ESD following a course number in the course descriptions.)
that these are reflected in

International Perspectives. These courses assist students in gaining a critical understanding of the world outside the United States, both contemporary and historical. (Designated by

IP following a course number

in the course descriptions.)

Visual and Performing Arts. These courses help students expand their understanding of
artistic

expression and judgment through creation, performance and analysis of artistic work

in the areas

of dance, film, music, theater, and visual

course number in

trie

course descriptions.)

art.

(Designated by

VFA following

a

The Curriculum

fulfill any of
met by Advanced

seminars, independent stud) courses, and honors projects do not
the five Distribution Requirements, further, these requirements

ma\

not he

cement or International Baccalaureate credits, and ma\ onl\ be satisfied with courses
taken at Bowdoin. These requirements should be completed b\ the c\k\ o\ the student's
fourth semester in college \ course w ill be counted as meeting a Distribution Requirement
it

a student earns a grade of

Students ma> not count the

D

ma\ be taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis.
same course toward more than one Distribution Requirement.
or better, and courses

DIVISION
Students must take

one course from each

least

at

REQUIREMENTS
o\ the

following three divisions

o\ the

curriculum.
<

m

(

in

the course descriptions.

in

the course descriptions.

ml and Behavioral Sciena

Humanities

(in

Designated b\ the

\

following

a

A course

D

b following

counted

as

credits,

meeting

course number

and Performing

Arts

):

Des-

the course descriptions

Division Requirement

a

ma\ be taken on

or better, and courses

a

Requirements ma\ not be met by Advanced
and ma\ onl\ be satisfied w uh courses taken

|)i\ isioo

ement or International Baccalaureate
will be

m

course number

Like the Distribution Requirements.

ide ol

letter

addition to the required course on the Visual

ited b) the letter C

Bowdoin

the letter a following a course number

and Mathematics'. Designated b)

if

a student

earns

a Credit I) bail basis.

M VIOk PROGRAM

Nil

ma) Choote one ot si\ basie patterns to Satisf) the majoi requirement at Bowdoin:
a departmental major, two departmentaJ majors a double major), a coordinate major, an inients

<

i

m

student designed major, or an) ot the preceding w

nrements

ith a

departmental

completing Specific majors ami minors are presented in detail
the section describing the courses offered b) each department, beginning on page 52.
m.qors re des< ribed beginning on page 206

mil

lor

l(

ients

should have ample tune
theii

to be

exposed to a broad range of courses and experi
educational interests and so do not declare then majors until the

ol then college

enrollment

tor

Students are required to declare then majors

the (unioi \e.u 01 applying to participate in ofl

ue then majors onl)

ome departments have ouum's
•re

a student will

lx- .u

^

epted as
1

to

aftei

thai

campus

consultation w uh a majoi academic

must be passed

ma|oi. studenls

oi criteria that

must

eiu
aged to think well in
s|vak with facult) about then educational interests
nsuluuion with the relevant departments, but the)

aftei the first

.1

semettei
1

<»i

majors

.lie

011

1

the senioi yeai
l

Spec

iaJ

procedures

heae .ue des< ribed below
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Departmental and Program Majors
Departmental and program majors are offered

in the

following areas:

Africana Studies

German

Anthropology

Government and Legal Studies

Art History

History

Asian Studies

Latin American Studies

Biochemistry

Biology

Mathematics
Music

Chemistry

Neuroscience

Classics

Philosophy

Classical Archaeology

Physics

Classical Studies

Psychology

Computer Science
Economics

Religion

English

Russian

French

Sociology

Gender and Women's Studies
Geology

Spanish

Romance Languages

Visual Arts

A student may choose to satisfy the requirements of one department or program (single major)
or to satisfy all of the requirements set by two departments (double major). A student who
chooses a double major

may drop one major

at

any time.

Coordinate Major

The coordinate major encourages specialization in an area of learning within the framework of
a recognized academic discipline. The coordinate major is offered only in relation to the Environmental Studies Program. For a specific description of this major, see pages 134-35.
Interdisciplinary

Major

Interdisciplinary majors are designed to tie together the offerings and major requirements of

two separate departments by focusing on a theme that integrates the two areas. Such majors
usually fulfill most or all of the requirements of two separate departments and usually entail
a special project to achieve a synthesis of the disciplines involved.

Anticipating that

many

students will be interested in certain patterns of interdisciplin-

ary studies, several departments have specified standard requirements for interdisciplinary

majors. These are:

Art History and Archaeology
Art History and Visual Arts

Chemical Physics

Computer Science and Mathematics
English and Theater

Eurasian and East European Studies

Geology and Chemistry
Geology and Physics
Mathematics and Economics
For complete descriptions of these interdisciplinary majors, see pages 206-10.

The Curriculum

jdent

ma\

take the initiative to develop an interdisciplinary major not specified in the

Catalogue bv consulting with the chairs of the two major departments. Students who do
fBMd have their program approved b> the Recording Committee. Students must submit their
-

mminee by December

proposals to the R.

1

A

of their sophomore >ear.

student

dinars major after the junior vear.

Student-Designed Major

Some

ma> w ish

students

to

pursue a major program that does not

lit

the partem of a depart-

mental major, a coordinate major, or an interdisciplinary major. In such

work with two

facultv

members

to

a

:udent

ma\

develop a major program that demonstrates significant

ngth in at least two departments. Such strength

to be

is

shown

in

both the number and

ing project is required. Guidelines for the development
from the Office of the Registrar. Student-designed
majors require the approv al of the Recording Committee. Students must submit their prop
oi their sophomore year.
the Recording Committee bv December
pattern

udent -designed major-

liable

-

1

The Minor
-t

man

departments and programs offer one or more minor programs cor-

g

I

at anv time

The

;ng departments

and programs offer a mir

an Stuc

GeoK
German

hropol

Government and Legal

ncana Studies

s

Stud:.

Hi--

Latin American Stud

Bioiog)

Chemi

Mathemat
Class

haeology. or Classical

Su

hv

Compmex Science

Ph>

Dance*

Psycnofto|
»n

lucatior

Russian

or Tea.

-nance

I

-hi

mental

s

Theak
.

no fewer

more than seven courses, including all prerequisites. A minor
anned w ith and approved bv both the student's major and minor departthan the end of the
ester of the senior v ear. A minor may be dropped

four courses and no

program m
ments no later

f

and Lesbian Stud

Gender and Women's Studies
minor.

:

Academic Standards and Regulations
INFORMATION \BOl

I

(

(M BSES

Course Credit

Bowdoin courses
time

may

t\

be spent

picalh meet for three hour

in

.

-k.

* ith

the anticipation that additional

lab. discussion group, film viewing*, or preparatory wofi

earn one credit each. Music and dance performance courses generalh earn one-half credit

The one exception

each.

is

Advanced Individual Performance Studies

in

music, which earn

one credit each.

Course Load

Bowdoin

All students at

are full-time students and. in order to

the degree, arc expected to enroll in

not take

more than four

credits

make normal

progress toward

no fewer than four credits each semester. Students ma\

w hile on academic probation w

ithout approval

cording Committee. Seniors ma\ be required to take one course per semester

department,

No

major

the department's discretion.

at

extra tuition charge

and. b\ the

from the Rein their

is

lewed upon students who

same token, no reduction

in tuition is

more than four

register for

who choose to register
Bowdoin. A student ma\

granted to students

for fewer than four credits during an\ of their eight semesters at

be granted a tuition reduction for taking fewer than three credits only
required to complete the degree

credits,

and he or she has

if

a ninth semester

is

Bowdoin stuDean of Student

pre\ iousls been a full-time

dent for eight semesters All such appeals should be

made

in

writing to the

Affairs and the Senior Vice President for Finance and Administration and Treasurer.

Attendance and Examinations
Students are expected to attend the
Students

who do

not attend the

tion of the instructor, but only

first
if

first

meeting of any course

in

which the> are enrolled.

meeting ma\ be dropped from the course

the

demand

for the course

at the discre-

exceeds the enrollment

limit.

Otherwise. Bowdoin has no class attendance requirements, but individual instructors ma\
establish specific attendance expectations. At the beginning of each semester, instructors

make

w ill

clear to students the attendance regulations of each course. If expectations are unclear,

students should seek clarification from their instruct*

Attendance

at

examinations

hour examination or a

final

is

An

mandatory.

examination,

may

absence from any examination, be

result in a

grade of

F.

other unavoidable cause of absence from examination, instructors

it

an

In the event of illness or

may

require documenta-

from the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs after consultation with the
Dudley Coe Health Center or the Counseling Office. Students bear ultimate responsibility
for arranging make-up or substitute coursework. In unusual cases (family and personal
emergencies, illness, etc. examinations may be rescheduled by agreement of the course
instructor and a dean.
Final examinations of the College are held at the close off each semester and must be
tion of excuses

i.

given according to the schedule published each semester by the Office

examinations

may

during Reading Period including, but not limited

exams, and hour exams. All academic work, except for

final lab reports,

the Registrar.

be given nor extra classes scheduled during Reading Period.

activity is prohibited
final

off

and

final projects, is

due on or before the
31

final
last

to.

.All

N

testing

take-home exams,

examinations, final papers,

day of ciu>>e~. although

in-

identic Standards

ma>

StructOTS

deadlines, the)

set earlier

ma\

and Regulations
academie work,

not set later deadlines. All final

including final examinations, final papers, final lab reports, and final projeets
p.m. on the

bet

earlier deadlines. the)

is

due

da) of the final examination period: although instructors

last

ma)

not set later deadlines. In

all

at

may

eases, students should consult their

The deadline

course ssllabi tor specific deadlines tor specific courses.

for submitting final,

approved Honors projects tor the Librar\ is determined by the College.
Athletics and other extracurricular acti\ ities do not exempt students from the normal
.

crning attendance

at

classes and examinations.

or
set

When

poli-

conflicts arise, students should

immediate!) discuss possible alternatives with course instructors. At times, however, students

mas

themseKes having to make serious choices about educational priorities.
student with three hour examinations in one da) or three final examinations

find
\

in

two

days m;i\ reschedule one tor a da) mutuall) agreeable to the student and the instructor.
Other changes ma) be made for emergencies or for educational desirability, but only with
the approval of the Dean's Office.

Also, no student

required to take an examination or

other scheduled course requirements on recognized major religious holidays and Martin Luther King. Jr. Day. The College
m instructors to avoid scheduling examinations on the following holidays:
is

fulfill

2007:

Member

Rosh Mashanah*

Yom

I

2

14

September 21-22

Kippur*

201

Martin Luther King.

Jr.

Da)

Januar) 21

March 2
March 23

">d Frida)

I

iter

Da)

:

(

niir st

Registration and
i

foi

have

priorities, students
lly,

April 1°

Passover

nurse

each semester

irses

ment

(

oi

(

han^es

completed b) submitting the Course Registration Card.

is

maximum

size limits, as well as course

cannot be certain the) will be enrolled

the registration card should

list

tour

lull

in

prerequisites or enroll-

then top choice courses

credit COUTSes

and up

to

two

alternate

must be signed b) the pie majoi academic advisor (first yeai
>phomores)01 the majoi department ,ul\ isoi(s) (juniors and seniors), and must
i

nted

to the

(

MTice oi the Registrai b) 5

<

m

i

p

m on

the da) specified in the registra

initial notification oi then courses w ithin a lew da) s, and
then gives students the opportunit) to adjust then schedules. Students

Students receive

m

;istei at

the

<

and forms so than

fficeol
f

th

trai

i

ursat the end ol
tionfoi

miK when

ofthefii
i

\

thai students are

\M registration information ma)

edu registrai

minatioi

mplele

same tune

Mtc prjn ides the necessar) schedules

be done electronicall)
loin

•

Web

the

tm

prioi semester, generall)

about

new students oa

lire during orientation.
submit
the
Student!
Enrollment form. whi< h

k

of classes

ludcnt

who does

rhis

form

verifies that

not submit the

I

a student

nrollmenl

I

orm
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may be removed from

all

classes and barred from using

many

including, but not limited to, dining services, library services,

Forms returned

late are subject to a

for courses after the

Once

first

$20

fine. In addition,

week of classes must pay

classes begin, students

may

a

$20

33

of the services of the College,

and

fitness services.

any student

who

Enrollment

registers initially

late fee.

adjust their course schedules by submitting an add/

drop card to the Office of the Registrar. Students have two weeks to make the necessary
adjustments to their schedules. An instructor will allow a student to add a course if the
following three conditions have been met:

1)

the student has the necessary qualifications,

maximum class size
agreed on how missed

including but not limited to the course prerequisites; 2) the approved

been reached; and 3) the student and instructor have
class material and assignments will be managed. No course may be added or dropped
limit has not

the second

week of

classes. Students in their first semester at

new

students recognizes the fact

extended drop period of
that

new

after

Bowdoin, however, have an

six

weeks;

longer period for

this

students sometimes undergo a period of adjustment to college-level work.

Anyone

who wants to add or drop a course after the two-week deadline must petition the Recording
Committee, except for first semester students who may drop through the sixth week with
the permission of their dean and advisor. Generally petitions are only approved if the student
can show extreme personal or medical reasons for the lateness of the change.

dropped

appear on the transcript with a grade of

after the deadline will

Any

course

W (for withdrew).

Late adds will require that the student has been attending the course from the very beginning

of the semester. Documentation
will require

payment of

a

$20

may be

late fee

required.

Course changes made

per change, unless the change

is

after the deadline

made

for reasons

outside the control of the student.

A student

will not receive a grade for a course unless he or she has

completed and sub-

mitted the forms to register for or add the course. Also, a student will receive a failing grade
for a course he or she stops attending unless a drop

form has been completed and submitted

before the deadline. Students are expected to monitor their records on Bearings, the College's
student information system; this includes monitoring the courses for which they are registered.

The

student bears ultimate responsibility for completing and submitting forms that provide

the College with an accurate record of the student's course schedule.

Independent Study
With approval of a project director, a student may elect a course of independent study for
which regular course credit will be given. A department will ordinarily approve one or two
semesters of independent study. Where more than one semester's credit is sought for a project, the project will be subject to review by the department at the end of the first semester.
In special cases, the Recording Committee, upon recommendation of the department, may
extend credit for additional semester courses beyond two.
There are normally two kinds of independent study and each should be registered for
under the appropriate course number. A directed reading course designed to allow a student
to explore a subject not currently offered within the curriculum shall be numbered 291, 292,
293, or 294. An independent study that will culminate in substantial and original research;
or in a fine arts, music, or creative writing project; or that

program

shall

is

be numbered 401 or higher. Independent study

part of a departmental honors

may

not be taken on a Credit/

D/Fail basis.

beyond one semester, instrucend of each semester, except the last, a grade of S
(for Satisfactory) in place of a regular grade. Regular grades shall be submitted at the end of
the final semester and shall become the grades for the individual semesters of the course.
In independent study and honors courses that will continue

tors

have the option of submitting

at the

and Regulations

identic Standards

(

mm

trades

(

des arc defined as follow

demonstrated exceptional

s:

A. the student has mastered the material of the course and

critical skills

and originality: B. the student has demonstrated

thorough and above average understanding of the material of the course: C, the student lias
demonstrated a thorough and satisfactory understanding of the material of the course: D. the
a

student has demonstrated a marginal!) satisfactory understanding of the basic material of

number oi D grades ma\ be counted toward

the course ionlv a limited
iuation

F,

>:

material of the course. Plus

minus

the

i

report grades

alt)

(

+ or minus
)

-) modifiers

<

A

modifier ma) be added to the

i

the requirements for

the student has not demonstrated a satisfactory understanding of the basic

may be added

grades: only

grade.

Office of the Registrar

to the

B and C

to

the close oi the semester.

at

Grade

reports are available to students on Bearings shortl) after the grade submission deadline.

no grade

DC reported,

changed (with the exception oi

is

clerical errors) without the

approval of the Recording Committee. Grades cannot be changed on the basis of additional

work without

Recording Committee, [f students are dissatisfied
with a grade received in a course. the) should discuss the problem with the instructor. If the
problem cannot be resolved in this manner, the student should consult with the chair of the
student

department and.

prior approval of the

necessarv. with a dean,

it

who

will consult with the

department as needed.

The student mav request a final review of the grade by the Recording Committee.
Moat departments will not accept as prerequisites, oras satisf) ing the requirements of the
major, courses for which a grade of D has been given. Questions should be referred directly
to the

department chair Students

who

course Both courses and both grades w

it *Iit

I)

"tident

I

ail

to take a limited

raded basis

(

produces work

al

.lit

I)

(

and

a I) level,

a

tudent mav

Each seme
a
I

(

redit

.nl

I

basis

)

grade
elect

bail basis,

\'o
«

•

number of courses on

"ourses to be taken on a Credit

(

'

course mav retake the

appear on the transcript, but only one course credit

ill

on the Registration !ard or \Ad Drop
it the student produces work a! a level

on

in a

Option

mav choose

rse load

or F

completion of a given course.

will be given tor successful

(

D

receive a grade oi

I)

!ard

It

C

ot
ot

1

a

is

more than four

a

grade

a

ot I)

is

given

it

given

is

the Student

given otherwise

no more than

although

basis should be so indicated

Student chooses tins option, credit

above,

01

I) bail

a Crcdit/D/Fail basis as op-

course

oik'

Student

mav

i>t

the normal tour credit

elect a tilth

course anv semesier

two courses required for gradu
two required
number Courses that can Onl) be taken

ot the thulv

redil l> Fail basis, courses in excess ot the thirty
I

without limit as to

.nl

isemble and dance and thealei performance COUnes) are not counted
thin the

(ions

partments require that

all

ounsi-s taken to satistv lequiiemenls

listributiofi

requirements mav be taken on

railed to Credit

I

)

I

ail 01

ot the m;i|or
a

vice versa

(

at

Iredit

l

>

be

Fail

In the sixth

cs

III!

nmplt

l>

><

In

i.

umMaiH

omplere all oouree requirements as established b) instructors
ami v emcrgene v. eu and w ith appioval ot

es i|K-rsunal illness.
id

the mstrih

toi

.1

I

i

I

riadr ot

In.

omplete mav Iv u\ orded
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An Incomplete represents a formal agreement among the instructor, a dean, and the student
coursework under prescribed conditions. Students must
initiate their request for an Incomplete on or before the final day of classes by contacting a
dean. If approved, the Incomplete Agreement Form is signed by all necessary individuals,
and a date is set by which time all unfinished work must be submitted. In all cases, students
for the submission of unfinished

are expected to finish outstanding

coursework

in a

period of time roughly equivalent to the

period of distraction from their academic commitments. In no case will this period of time

extend beyond the end of the second week of classes of the following semester. The instructor should

submit a

final

grade within two weeks of

this date. If the

agreed-upon work

is

not completed within the specified time limit, the Office of the Registrar will change the

Incomplete to Fail or ask the instructor to give a grade based on work already completed.
Extensions must be approved by the dean of student

may

affairs.

Any

exceptions to these rules

require approval of the Recording Committee.

Comment,

Failure,

and Distinction Cards

may communicate the progress of students in their classes periodically through
Comment Cards. The written observations alert students, academic advisors, and the deans
Faculty

problems confronting students. They can also be used by faculty to highlight
improvement or successes. Students should view comment cards as academic progress re-

to potential

ports providing warnings or highlighting achievements.

When comment

warning purposes, the student should immediately seek out
strategies for

cards are used for

his or her instructor to discuss

improvement. Academic advisors and deans can also be very helpful

in

develop-

improvement and identifying existing support services and resources, but
it is the student's responsibility to seek out each of these people. Not all course instructors
utilize Comment Cards so students should not rely on this form of communication as their
ing strategies for

only source of feedback regarding their progress or standing

in a course.

At the end of each semester, instructors issue Failure Cards

These notations provide precise reasons
advisors generally find these

comments

who

for a student's failing grades. Students

fail

courses.

and academic

instructive as they plan future coursework. In

cases,

when

that

particularly noteworthy, an instructor

is

to students

some

a student has performed exceptionally well or has accomplished something

may

issue a Distinction

Card

at the

end of the

semester.

Transcripts

The Office of the Registrar will
is

no charge for

upon written request. There
be sent by an overnight delivery

furnish official transcript copies

transcripts unless materials are requested to

service.

Statement of Student Responsibility

The College Catalogue

is

made

available each year to every

Bowdoin

student. Also, students

have access to their academic records on Bearings, the College's student information system.
In all cases, the student bears ultimate responsibility for reading and following the academic

and regulations of the College and for notifying the Office of the Registrar of any
problems in his or her records.
policies

ademic Standards and Regulations
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(

it

neral
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OF HONORS

Honors

end honors tor Latin honors) are awarded with the degree on the basis oi an average
.11 grades earned at Bowdoin. with a minimum of sixteen credits required for the com-

A

impute the average, an

pulatio:

points; a

one point: and an

I),

\

.

assigned four points: a B. three points: a C, two

is

zero points. Plus

(

+ or minus
)

i-

modifiers add or subtract

)

three-tenths of a point (0.3). Half-credit courses arc weighted as one-half course. Credit

des are omitted from the computation, but a
:

:

I

onl) the

)

I

ail

first

grade will be included. The resulting grade point

cum

lauch

awarded

is

course taken on a

in a

Bowdoin one
average (GPA)

are in the rest of the top eight percent
to students

whose GPAs

students w hose CiPAs are

to

magna cum lam/c

the graduating class, a degree

iwarded

grade received

I

basis does count. In the case of a course taken at

itnnni
'

or

I)

(

S'
I

|

is

awarded

in

or

more

not rounded.

is

the top

to students

two percent
w hose GPAs

of the graduating class; and a degree

are in the rest of the top twcnl\ percent

times.

(

<

urn laudc

20'

r

)

o\ the

graduating class
IK par -tun ntal Honors:
I

he Honors Project

I

m

he degree with a level ot honors

major subject

a

is

awarded

who ha\e

to Students

dis-

in COUrsework in the subject and in an honors project. The award is
upon
recommendation of the department or program.
made
he honors project otters seniors the opportunity to engage in original work under the
supervision <>t a faculty member m their major department or program. It allows qualified
u>rs to build a bridge from their courscwork to ad\ anccd scholarship in their held ofstud)

tinguished themselves
b\ the faculty

I

through original, substantial, and sustained independent research. The honors project can be

academic experience

the culmination ot a student's

chance

dents

who have

stud\ b> their senior

are

\e.ir

d
I

h

encouraged

to petition

in their field

BUpen ISlOfl Ol a lacult\ a^\\ isof he honors project
two semesters; some departments allow single semester
I

written thesis and or oral defense, artistic

in a

lepending on the student's geld ot study. Students receive
honors project and ma> be awarded a level o! honois
disiuk
i

a

grade

in

then

eneral honors

I

differs

nts tur

of

then department or program to pursue

n the

•

its

offers an unparalleled

out under the

he honors project results

semes!

Bowdoin and

academic achievement

attained a specified level ot

takes place over the course ol

.

at

and personal development

tor intellectual

.umss departments and programs

in

terms

ot quali

completion, the level ot honois awarded, and the use ol

major course requirements In general, each semester's woik
d an independent stud) numbered 401 or higher until
impkted Students must complete an honors projec 1<> be eligible foi

to fulfill

1

•••ram

li.

II

students do not

fulfill

the requirements foi

completion ol
ill u\ ci\ c

u.'ik foi an independent Study, the) w

^ m

ind

:

ted

m

tin-

(

ollege

I

fulfilling the

ibrar)

in

.>

requirements

depart

foi

form specified bj the

I

ibrarj

.
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Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars (Dean's

37

List)

The Sarah and James Bowdoin scholarships, carrying no stipend, are awarded in the fall on
the basis of work completed the previous academic year. The award is given to the twenty
percent of

all

eligible students with the highest grade point average

are those

who completed

academic

year, six credits of

Bowdoin courses during

the equivalent of eight full-credit

which were graded and seven

(GPA). Eligible students

credits of

the

which were graded or

among the eight required full-credit courses or the
may be taken Credit/D/Fail, but only one credit may

non-elective Credit/D/Fail. In other words,
equivalent, a

maximum

of two credits

be for a course(s) the student chose to take Credit/D/Fail. Grades for courses taken
of eight credits are included

in the

GPA. For

further information

in

excess

on the College's method for

computing GPA, consult the section on General Honors on page 36, above.

A book, bearing a replica of the early College bookplate serving to distinguish the James
Bowdoin Collection

who

has earned a

Students

in the library, is

presented to every Sarah and James

Bowdoin

scholar

GPA of 4.00.

who receive College honors have their names sent to their hometown newspaper

by the Office of Communications. Students not wishing

to

have

their

names published should

notify the office directly.

DEFICIENCY IN SCHOLARSHIP
Students are expected to

make normal progress toward

the degree, defined as passing the

equivalent of four full-credit courses each semester. Students not making normal progress

may be asked

to

make up

deficient credits in

approved courses

tion of higher education. In addition, students are

at

another accredited institu-

expected to meet the College's standards

of academic performance. The Recording Committee meets twice each year to review the

academic records of students who are not meeting these standards. Students are placed on
probation or suspension according to the criteria below; students on probation or suspension
are not considered to be in

a student

good academic standing.

may be dismissed from

In cases of repeated

the College. In cases

when

poor performance,

a student's academic standing

changes, copies of correspondences with the student that outline the student's academic
standing are sent to the student's parents or guardian.

Academic Probation
Students are placed on academic probation for one semester
1

2.

Receive one F or two Ds
Receive one

in

if

they:

any semester;

D while on academic

probation;

Bowdoin a cumulative total of four Ds or some equivalent
combination of Fs and Ds where one F is equivalent to two Ds.
3.

Receive during

their tenure at

Also, students are placed on academic probation for one semester upon returning from

academic suspension. Students on academic probation will be assigned to work closely with
their academic advisor and a person from the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs. Students
are required to enroll in four graded full-credit courses while

on academic probation normally are not

on academic probation. Students

eligible to study away.

i

.
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\cademic Suspension
Students are placed on academic suspension

if

they:

Ds

Receive two Fs, one F and two Ds. or four

1

in

any semester;

Receive one F or two Ds while on academic probation;
Receive during their tenure at Bowdoin a cumulative total of six Ds or some equivalent

2.
3.

combination

o\ Fs

and Ds w here one F

is

equivalent to two Ds.

student on suspension for academic deficiency normally

\

ma> be asked

is

suspended for one year and

complete coursework at another accredited four-year institution before being readmitted. Students arc expected to earn grades of C- or better in these courses. Other
to

conditions for readmission are

time of suspension.

A

Recording Committee and stated

set b) the

suspended student must submit a

Readmission Committee meets

letter

in writing at the

requesting readmission.

The

consider these requests twice each year, once in late July

to

and once in mid-December. A Student who is readmitted is eligible for financial aid, according
10 demonstrated need, as long as the student adheres to the relevant financial aid deadlines.

Once

the student

the student's
will be

is

permanent address unless an alternative address has been provided. The student

unable

to participate in

which he or she

in

readmitted, the Office of the Registrar will send course information to

course registration until the

returns. Students arc ineligible for

admitted and there

is

no guarantee

that

first

housing

day of classes of the semester
until after they

College housing will be available

have been

at that time.

re-

While

suspended, students are not permitted to \ isit campus without the written permission of the
dean of student affairs. Generally, permission to visit campus is only granted for educational
or health treatment purposes. Students are unable to participate in

programs
tor

R

until the)

athletic

have been readmitted. Students are permitted to submit an application

opus Stud)

I

Bowdoin College

i

normal deadlines appl)

however, they are not eligible

i:

to

apply for

proctor, or house resident positions until readmitted.

\

Dismissal
Students w

be subject to dismissal

ill

ive during their tenure

Bowdoin

at

ibmation ol Is ami Ds where <>nc

OTHER
i

at

1

\l>si in

<»f

lents

I

one

n

a

cumulative

total offline

Ds or some equivalent

equivalent to two Ds.

\I)IMI(

ol

.i

dean and

Bowdoin education and take a

two semesters

students must be

i

\(

is

1

REGULATIONS

i

may, with the approval

interrupt their
foi

the)

Incur a second academic suspension; or

I

I

if

m

I

in

consultation w

ith

their

academic advisor,

leave oi absence to pursue nonacademic interests

he conditions governing a leave of absence are as follows:

good

ac

ademk and

social standing

the

a!

end

oi the

semester im-

mediate!) prior t0 the SUUl Ol the leave
L

Lc

rpicall) begin at the start oi a regulai semestei

ptions
i

and ma) not extend beyond

may be granted by the dean of student affairs.

^tensions, terminations, or

(

ancellations must have the approval ol a dean.
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4.

Students on leave are not considered enrolled

College community. Exceptions
5.

Students on leave

may

may

at

39

Bovvdoin and are expected

be granted by the dean

not transfer academic credit to

to leave the

ol Student at lairs.

Bowdoin

for

coursework taken

while on leave.
Students on leave of absence will be able to participate

semester

in

which they

in

course registration for the

are expected to return. Materials will be sent to then

permanent ad-

dress unless an alternative address has been provided. Students will be able to participate

campus w ithout the dean's
compete in Bowdoin College athletic-

the selection of housing via a proxy process and are free to

permission. While on leave, students are unable to

programs

day of exams prior

until after the last

return. Students are permitted to

in

to the

\ isit

semester that they are scheduled to

submit applications for Off-Campus Stud) and for RA,

proctor, or house resident positions, and normal deadlines apply. Students are expected to

return at the conclusion of then leave.
financial aid eligibility

To

if

Readmission

is

unnecessary, and individuals retain

they adhere to College deadlines.

initiate a request for a leave

Request Form. These are available

of absence, students must complete a Leave of Absence
in

the

Dean of Student

Affairs

( )f

lice

and online

at

www.

bowdoin.edu/studentaffairs/. Approvals lor a leave and the conditions associated with the
leave will be provided in writing to the student h\ the dean.

Medical/Personal Leave of Absence
Medical and emotional circumstances sometimes force students to temporarily interrupt their
Bowdoin education and take a medical leave of absence. To initiate a request lor a medical
leave, the student or his/her advocate (ad\ isor, parent,

seling Center staffs, etc.) should contact a dean

who

member of the

Health Center or Coun-

will coordinate the leave

and subsequent

readmission. Approvals for a medical leave of absence and the conditions associated with
the leave will be provided in writing to the student b\ the dean.

Normally, the College discourages students on medical leave of absence from transferring
course credit back to Bowdoin. The dean's office will allow a limited course load (one or two

Bowdoin-approved courses)

if

such requests should be made

the student has the support of his/her health care provider. All

in

writing to the student's dean and should include a letter from

the student's health care provider expressing support. Refer to "Transfer of Credit

from other

Institutions" for important details about the transfer of credit process. Petitions to take

more

than two courses are seldom granted and must be approved by the Recording Committee.

While on medical leave, students may take courses with the permission of the dean of
student affairs and as long as this does not interfere with their recovery and ability to return to
Bowdoin. Once a student is readmitted, the Office of the Registrar will send course information
to his or her permanent address unless an alternative address has been provided. Students on
medical leave will be ineligible for housing until after they have been readmitted; however
there is no guarantee that College housing will be available at that time.
Students on medical leave are not considered enrolled at Bovvdoin and are expected to
leave the College community. Further, they are not permitted to visit campus without the
written permission of the dean of student affairs. Generally, permission to visit campus is
only granted for educational or health treatment purposes. Students are permitted to submit
applications for
to apply for

Off-Campus Study (normal deadlines

RA,

proctor, or

house resident positions

leave retain financial aid eligibility

if

apply); however, they are not eligible
until readmitted. Students

they adhere to College deadlines.

on medical

identic

Standards and Regulations

ln\oluntar\ Medical Personal Leave of Absence
unusual circumstances, the Jean of student affairs or his or her designee may place a student
on an involuntar) leave o\ absence. A student who has any illness, behavior, or condition
In

that

might endanger or damage the health or welfare

the college

o\ the student or

any other member of

communit) or whose illness. heha\ ior, or condition is such that it cannot be efmanaged while the student is a member of the college community, may
;

fective!) treated or

be sub|ect to an involuntar) leave of absence for medical reasons. In addition, a student
who is not attending class or making satisfactory academic progress may be placed on an

m\oluntar\ medical personal leave
Students unable to

the dean's discretion.

at

their college bills

pa.)

ma\ be subject

to

an involuntary leave of ab-

sence for financial reasons.
1

1.

mster -of Credit from Other Institutions

The Bowdoin degree

standards established b) the faculty.

work

completed
normalK expected

certifies that a student has

after matriculation

w

ill

It

is

be completed either

at

Bowdoin

meets

a course of study that

that all of a student's course-

or

in

an approved semester- or

ampus Stud) program. More information about such programs can be found
Off-Campus Stud) beginning on page 48.)
Vpart from taking courses at Bowdoin or in approved off-campus study programs, the
would serve a student's eduCollege recognizes that there ma) be rare occasions when
cational interests to take courses elsewhere for credit toward the Bowdoin degree. In such
es, the work done elsewhere should represent a standard of achievement comparable to
what is expected at Bowdoin in a field ofstud) characteristic ol the liberal arts. The College
(

in the

section im

it

does not grant credit tor professional or vocational Stud)
tudent

ma\

transfer a cumulative total ol no

at

other institutions.

more than tour

from Study

credits

in

sum-

mer school programs. The College does not regularly grant credit for work completed through
two \ear institutions. correspondence. or Internet programs. 01 abbrc\ uitcd w inter terms ("Jan
granted lor courses taken elsewhere during the academic year except
Special circumstances and with the prior approval ol the Recording Committee.

Plai
in

'

[edit is not

Students must appl)

Office ot the Registrar tor permission to transfer credit

to the

in

another institution The Application for Transfer of Credit requires
the approval ot the advisor and the appropriate Bowdoin department chair as well as the

enrollment

ription

students

at

ami syllabus

each course tor w Inch credit

ot

ma> be given conditional approval and be required

Includil

e
:.

syllabus and

department chair,
indent's \sork
led

-u

in

to

desired. In certain cases.

submit supporting documents,

papers and exams, alter the course has been completed.

Recording Committee ma) decline to grant cretin if the
COUfK does not satisf) Bowdoin academic standards

the

tm COUneS

on an ungraded
in will

all

is

in

which

the student has earned a grade

below

C

or lor

b.isis

an official transcript showing the number ol credits or
tamed has been received from the othei institution. It is the

ted until

\

iponsibilit) to ensure that the transcript
ipt

must arrive

in

is

sent directl) to the

i sealed envelope

I

it

.1

tfficeol the Regis

he transcript must be received and

ithinone /eat following the term
ferred

(

in

winch the course

longei time period has elapsed

1

Academic Standards mul Regulations
Transcripts of credit earned

4

Bowdoin

other institutions that have been presented to

at

College for admission or transfer of credit become part of the student's permanent record,
but are not issued, reissued, or copied for distribution. Course titles and grades for courses
that

were transferred from other

credit only

transcript;

is listed.

may

Students should be aware that credits earned elsewhere
basis;

on the Bowdoin

institutions are not recorded

some courses may be accorded

less (or

more) than

not transfer on a one-to-one

a full

Bowdoin

credit.

Students

are advised to consult with the Office of the Registrar in advance to learn the basis on
transfer credit will be determined. For comparison purposes, students should

Bowdoin course

is

know

which
one

that

generally understood to be equal to four semester-hours or six quarter-

hours.

Graduation
Students must complete and submit to the Office

ol the

Graduate by November of the academic year in which
I

form begins the
to

final

degree audit process and ensures

Commencement. Students

Registrar the Notice of Intent to

they

w

that students receive all notices related

will generally receive written notice In

been given preliminary clearance to graduate. Final clearance
for the spring semester

may

Students

have been received and

take part in only one

all

credits remaining and

Commencement, and

of the following August

may

who can
w

following the completion of
at that time.

in the

Speakers

at

all

ill

actual

I

\

ceremony must have completed

all

I

that they

after final

have

grades

the) are normally expected to

Students with

in graduation exercises.

in

all

requirements by the end

Commencement

be conferred

requirements, and the diploma

Commencement and

May

determined

expect to complete

be allowed to participate

a diploma. In such cases, the degree

is

academic work has been completed.

complete all degree requirements before they participate

two or fewer

graduate. Submission of this

ill

at

the

but will not receive

May Commencement

will be

mailed

to the student

other students playing visible leadership roles

requirements for graduation.

Resignation
Students

may

resign from

Bowdoin

at

any time. Resignation permanently terminates the

student's official relationship with the College. If a student

date to wish to return to Bowdoin, the student

would need

were

to decide at

to reapply to the

some

future

College through

the regular admissions process as a transfer student. Applicants for readmission are reviewed

on a case-by-case basis and should contact the transfer coordinator in the Admissions Office
for further information. Given the permanency of resignation, students are encouraged to
discuss their plans thoroughly with advisors, parents, and a dean.

A decision to resign should be submitted in writing using the Notification of Resignation
Form, available

in the

Office of the

Dean of Student

Affairs.

Students should consult the Expenses section of this Catalogue for information about
tuition

and room and board refunds.

The Recording Committee and Student

Petitions

The Recording Committee is a standing committee of the College whose purpose is to address
matters pertaining to the academic standing of individual students and to consider exceptions
to the policies

and procedures governing academic

consider individual student petitions and meets
records of students

committee are

who

final.

The committee meets regularly to
end of each semester to review the

life.

at the

are subject to probation, suspension, or dismissal. Decisions of the

^

*

identic Standards

and Regulations

Students who are seeking exceptions to the academic regulations or curricular requirements
must petition the Recording Committee. Petition forms may be obtained from the Office of

depending
from a faculty

the IX-an o\ Student Affairs. All petitions require the signature of a dean, and,

on the nature

member,

o\ the request,

require supporting documentation

doctor, or counselor. Students are notified

sccretar\ of the Recording

I

some ma\

o\'

the

outcome of

their petitions

by the

Committee.

he Kt admission Committee

The Readmisskxi Committee meets twice
>nsider the petitions o\ students
t

iplinar) Leave,

who

a year, in early

August and

are seeking to return

mid-December,

and or Medical Personal Leave of Absence. Letters requesting readmis-

sion and supporting materials should he directed to the Office of the
lents

in

from Academic Suspension,

Dean of Student Affairs.

on Academic Suspension. Disciplinary Lease, and/or Medical/Personal Leave of
C

not normall) eligible to register for classes or

make housing arrangements

the) have been readmitted Students seeking readmission are notified of the
petitions b\ the

(

Office of the

Dean

o\

Student Affairs.

until

outcome of their

The Center
Bowdoin College has

for Learning

and Teaching

a group of programs developed to support learning and teaching

throughout the curriculum. The three programs and the

ESL

tutor are

housed together

in

102 Kanbar Hall and work cooperatively to enhance Bowdoin's curricular resources and

academic experience. The Baldwin Program, the Quantitative

to strengthen students'

Program, the Writing Project, and the

The Baldwin Program
The Baldwin Program

for

for

ESL

Skills

tutor are described below.

Academic Development

Academic Development opened in 1999-2000 with the mission of
members can address issues related to

creating a space in which students, faculty, and staff
learning at
'73, the

Bowdoin College. Established through

program

a gift to the College by Linda G.

offers resources to help students attain their

Baldwin

academic goals and faculty

to

enhance student learning.

Based on an individualized and

approach

holistic

to learning, the

program

offers activi-

and services such as peer tutoring, study groups, and study skills workshops, as well as
individual consultation with peer academic mentors. Mentors help fellow students assess

ties

academic strengths and weaknesses and develop individually-tailored time management, organizational, and study strategies. Mentors may be particularly useful to students
encountering difficulty balancing the academic and social demands of college life; struggling
their

to find
rial;

more

effective approaches to understanding, learning, and

remembering new mate-

experiencing problems with procrastination; or simply achieving the self-structuring

demanded by an independent course
In addition, the

or honors project.

Baldwin Program for Academic Development provides a resource for faculty

on teaching methods, pedagogical innovations, and student learning

styles

and needs. The

works with the Committee on Teaching and others to develop programs that support
faculty members in their efforts to understand and improve learning in their classrooms.

director

Quantitative Skills

The Quantitative

Program

Program was established in 996 to assist with the integration of quantitative reasoning throughout the curriculum and to encourage students to develop
competence and confidence in using quantitative information. The program was established
in recognition

Skills (Q-Skills)

of the increasing

1

demand

to

understand and use quantitative information

employment situations, and for effective citizenship.
The Q-Skills Program assists students in a variety of ways. Entering students

in

college-level work, in

to assess their proficiency with quantitative material. Utilizing the test results

are tested

and other

in-

and faculty advisors counsel students regarding
Mathematical, Computational, or Statistical Reasoning

dicators, the Director of Quantitative Skills

appropriate courses to

fulfill their

distribution requirement. In addition, students are

curriculum that enhance their quantitative

skills.

encouraged

to take courses across the

The Q-Skills Program supplements many

of the quantitative courses by providing small study groups led by trained peer tutors.
the request of instructors,

Upon

workshops on special topics are also provided by the Q-Skills
is available on a limited basis.

Program. One-on-one tutoring

43

The Center for Learning and Teaching
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The
The

Wr

i

t

11 Li

i

Projei

t

K tutoring program based on the promise thai students are uniquely

Writifl
j

empathetic readers of one another's writing. As collaborators rather than authorities, peer tutors facilitate the writing process tor fellow students by
providing helpful feedback while encouraging writers to retain an active and authoritative
as intelligent,

qualified to

role in writing

and

res ising their

work. Each semester, the Writing Project assigns speeialK

and trained writing assistants

d

[Its

read and

comment on

to a variety

of courses b\ request of the instructor.

The

earl) drafts of papers and meet with the writers individu-

help them expand and refine their ideas, clarif) connections, and improve sentence

al!) to

Alter revisions have been completed, each student submits a final paper to the

structure

instructor along with the earl) draft and the assistant's

comments. Students

in

any course

ma> aKo rcscr\c conferences with a writing assistant in the Writing Workshop held Sunday
through Wednesda) eveninj
dents interested in becoming writing assistants appl) before spring break. Those acon the theors and practice of teaching writing, offered
through the Department of Education. Successful completion of the course qualities students
tutors in later semesters, when the) receive a stipend for their work. A list o\
:ed enroll in a fall semester course

participating in the Project will be available during the

s

further information, contact Kathleen
\isit the

I

si

\N

r

Writing Project

itiiullO

>rk

.me
ar!) writ

I

Web

first

O'Connnor, director

week

o\ the

ot

each semester.

Writing Project, or

site

iitm

are mult

i

with the ESI

lingual or

who ha\e

writing tutor The)

ammar;

parents

who

are non-nali\e speakers o\ English

ma) seek help with understanding assignments

outlining. re\ ising, editing: and the conventions of schol-

Special

Academic Programs

Architectural Studies

Although the College offers no special curriculum leading to graduate study in architecture
and no major in architecture, students can combine art and architecture studio courses with
others in art history, environmental studies, physics, and other related disciplines to prepare

The
conceive and communicate
for architectural study.

architecture studio course
architectural

and

spatial

is

intended to develop the ability to

concepts

in

two and three dimensions.

members of the Visual Arts Division of the Department
of Art, with Jill Pearlman in the Environmental Studies Program, or with members of the
Career Planning Center staff as early in their Bowdoin careers as possible.
Interested students should speak with

Arctic Studies

A

concentration

in

Arctic studies, offered through the Department of Sociology and

An-

Museum

and

thropology, the Department of Geology, and the Peary-MacMillan Arctic

Arctic Studies Center, provides students with opportunities to explore cultural, social, and

environmental issues involving Arctic lands and peoples. Students interested

in the

Arctic

are encouraged to consult with the director of the Arctic Studies Center in order to plan an

appropriate interdisciplinary program, involving course

and

in the

work and

field

work

at

Bowdoin

North.

Engineering (3-2 Option; 4-2 Option)

Bowdoin College arranges shared studies programs with the School of Engineering and
Applied Science of Columbia University, the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth
College, and the California Institute of Technology (Caltech). In addition, a new program
of shared studies in engineering available for students from Maine is being offered with the
University of Maine at Orono. The successful student earns a bachelor of science degree
from the engineering school

after

completing the two years of the engineering program and

earns a bachelor of arts degree from

Bowdoin

in either their fourth or fifth year,

depending

on the program.
Qualified students in the shared studies program

may

transfer into the third year of the

at Columbia or the University of Maine after three years at Bowdoin.
Columbia also offers a 4-2 option, which allows students to complete their senior year at
Bowdoin before pursuing a master's degree at Columbia.
Dartmouth offers a number of options, including taking the junior year at the Dartmouth
engineering program, senior year at Bowdoin, and fifth year at Dartmouth's Thayer School

engineering program

of Engineering.

Caltech invites students of superior academic achievement from a select group of liberal
arts colleges to

apply to their 3-2 Program. Determination of acceptance

is

decided by the

Caltech Upperclass Admissions Committee for students to transfer upon completion of their
junior year.

Also, students

may

apply as regular transfer students into any nationally recognized en-

gineering program. All students must take Physics 103, 104, 223, 229, 300 or

224; Chemistry 109; Mathematics 161, 171, and 181; and

They
ics

Mathematics

Computer Science 103 or

107.

have completed at least ten semester courses outside of mathematand science, one of which should be in economics.
are also expected to
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1

brat-Ycif

Seminars

The purpose of the

plines and to lead students to

other areas

upon

the

program is to introduce students to college-level disciunderstand the w a> S in w hieh a specific discipline may relate to

first-year seminar

humanities, social sciences, and sciences. Each seminar places an emphasis

in the

impro\ement of students'

prose that

—

skills

to write

and firml) based upon evidence.

careful!) organized, concise,

is

and

their ability to read texts effectively

complete listing of first-year seminars being ottered
can be found on pages 147-57.
\

the 2()()7-2(K)8

in

academic year

Health Professions UlvfcliBg

pnw

Health Professions Advising

tifice ot

ides students

and recent graduates informa-

interested in

of opportunities in health care. First-year students
to attend an introductory meeting during
encouraged
the health professions are

orientation

The office sponsors panel discussions with health care providers, presentations

tion

and guidance regarding

a

w

ide range

b\ admissions officers, and a variet) of workshops throughout the year to inform

and

ot their options

requirements for entr\ into each field The director

o\ the

meet with students

to

in

scheduled appointments. Assistance

is

all
is

students

available

ottered with such issues as

the selection ot courses, the pursuit of relexant experience outside the classroom, and the

application process
.

isor\

networks

ot health care professionals in the

Brunsw

ick area

and

alumni ae

ot

in

the health professions nationwide afford opportunity for career exploration, and the Health

•essions Advising

Web

contains links to

site

books and directories are available

ot

in the

in

both the

main professional
(

)llice

associations.

\ariet\

of Health Professions \d\ ising and

Planning ("enter. For further information, see the office's

(

A

Web

www.

site at

!om edu healthprotessions

I

i

l:.iI

Mudies
'iisideruiL' the

studs ot law should consult w

P

and Mien
'•1
1

'.•!

Department

I

ol

multicultural student programs
.•

'its

and

Members

(enter

designing

allied fields,

.i

1

the

I

egal Studies \d\ isor\

egal Studies

\d\isoi\

rTOUp

(

include

Springer, Department ot

S

i

ihott. assistant directoi
in

ith

GlOUp
Government and Legal Studies;
Sociology and \nthropology; Wil Smith, associate dean of
ot the

the Careei

o(

cohereni libera]

and pro> ide guidance on

son '70, Esq.; Sherry Fbwler, sailing coach;

aa

I

all

arts

Planning (enter. These individuals

program

thai relates to the stud) ol law

aspects ot the application process

The

(

Career

has excellent resouices about law schools and caieeis

in

egal field
ites

.•ram

m

Columbia Univerait)

with

legal education

I

nda
t

(

an accelerated

interdisciplinar)

ttus

.n

i

imerested in the

in

program, Bowdoin students ma) appl)
Bowdoin Students who successful!) complete
Columbia also receive an \H from Bowdoin Forfurthei

ifterthre

IJD

the terms ot

u

ww howdom

edu

^h

gradSChOOl Students

otumbia program should meet with Professoi Morgan during

theii

first
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Teaching
Students interested

in

teaching

in

schools or enrolling

should discuss their plans with personnel

in the

education, along with a major in a teaching

in

graduate programs

in

education

Education Department. Because courses

field, are

necessary for certification,

it

is

in

wise to

begin planning early so that schedules can be accommodated. (For information on a ninth

semester option for student teaching, see pages

1

14-15.)

An extensive resource

library in the

Career Planning Center contains information about graduate programs, summer and academic
year internships, volunteer opportunities with youth, and public and private school openings.

Career advising and credential

file

services are also available.

1

Off-Campus Study
DENTS arc encouraged to broaden and enrich their education through participation in

S

Whether off-campus study occurs
an extension of the on-campus edu-

semester- and year-long programs of off-campus study.

abroad or

in the

United States, the College regards

cational experience and expects the courses in
to

be

in a tield

it

as

which students earn

credit

toward the degree

of Stud) characteristic of the liberal arts and to be comparable in intellectual

challenge to work done

Bowdoin.
\ -indent who wishes to count academic credit earned in an off-campus study program
toward the Bowdoin degree is required to obtain approval, in advance, from the Office of
Study. If the student w ishes to count credits earned in the program toward the
at

major, the approval of the major department

campus

is

required as well. Students contemplating off-

Off-Campus Study published by the
()t;
XT-Campus Study; the) arc urged to begin planning early in the academic year
before that m which the) hope to study away, and must complete a request for permission
to studs awa> no later than February 21. (Application deadlines for individual programs
stud) should consult the online Guidelines for
'

\ar\ considerably;

is

it

the responsibilit) oi the student to determine these deadlines

Bowdoin degree

ensure that the\ arc met. To be approved for
i

aw

of stud\
.1

a\

should

student's overall

satist) the

academic

and

proposed program

credit, the

College's academic standards and form an integral part of

plan.

Approval of individual requests may also be affected by
between the number of students away during

the College's concern to maintain a balance
the

and spring terms.

tall

Students are expected to cans a

earned

full

course-load

in

any off-campus study program. Credit

not formal h

transferred until the Office of the Registrar has received and reiewed appropriate documentation from the program. In some cases,
ma\ be required that
the appropriate Bowdoin department review the Student's completed work.
is

\

it

•dom

campus

tnofl

1

who

to be available for students

Stud) tee

i

sec page 2

I

).

Financial aid normally continues

qualify.

Depending <>n then academic needs, students normall) are expected to select from the
options hst nt approximate l\ 00 programs and universities kept b) the Office of Off-Campus
1

Stm

below tor information on programs in winch Bowdoin students participate by
arrangement with the sponsoring institutions.

i.il

\

1 1

1

*

1

1

<

.iii

(

ni\(isit\

Washington Semester Program

Washington Semestei Program, based

American University's Tenlej campus

al

topics, including American Politics, conomic
Environment and Development, Justice, Peace and

mesterson several
Polic

..

1"'

International
P

students

who

in

i

ourses are taught b) American
niversit) faculty.
must
iv
wish
appl)
nominated b) Bowdoin's program representative, Janet
rtmeni
rnmenl ami egal Studies
i

:•>.

(

I

t<>

i

i

I
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Off-Campus Study

Hamilton College Junior Year

in

The Hamilton College Junior Year
institutes

France
in

France offers

a

combination of courses

in

the various

and divisions of the University of Paris and in-house courses taken with students

of the program. Hamilton College French professors direct the full-year program on a rotating basis.

Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies in

Rome

(ICCS) in Rome provides undergraduates
with an opportunity to study Roman ait, archaeology, and history, as well as Greek and Roman literature, Italian language, and Renaissance and baroque Italian art. Under a consortia]

The

Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies

arrangement managed by Duke University, K !( S operates two semesters each academic
students generally enroll for one semester during their junior year.
Institute for the International

I

-'.ducal ion

\

ear:

of Students (ILS)

IES operates semester and full-year programs

in

several foreign countries, with courses

in

the humanities, languages, social sciences, natural sciences, mathematics, and fine arts. In

combination of classes taught expressl) lor Institute students and
regular course offerings at a local partner university. DBS programs approved lor participating Bowdoin students include those in Buenos Aires (Argentina), Vienna (Austria), Nantes

most cases, IHS offers

a

(France), Berlin and Freiburg (Germany), Milan and

Rome

(Italy),

Nagoya

(Japan), and

Granada, Madrid, and Salamanca (Spain).
Intercollegiate Sri

Lanka Education (ISLE) Program

The ISLE Program,

in

Kandy,

Sri

Lanka

(the tropical island off the southern tip of India),

a consortial program of leading liberal arts colleges affiliated
eniya, and for

which Bowdoin

ISLE provides twelve
art,

is

\\

ith

the agency college. In each of the

is

the University of Perad-

fall

and spring semesters,

to eighteen students with the opportunity to study Sinhala (language),

archaeology, Buddhism, economics, environmental studies, folklore, history, literature,

politics,

Lankan

dance, drumming, and pursue independent study. Students live with hospitable Sri
families, take courses designed for

them by leading university professors, and tour

important archaeological and other sites relevant to their study.

Marine

Biological Laboratory: Semester in Environmental Science

The Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, offers the Semester in Environmental Science Program each fall at its ecological research arm, the Ecosystems Center.

Two

core lecture and laboratory courses, Aquatic Ecosystems and Terrestrial Ecosystems,

present basic ecological systems and processes. Students also participate in one of several
electives. Students use the skills learned throughout the semester to

independent team research projects.

develop and conduct
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\ otters

one-semester programs

in

and spring, as well as a full-year program. Participants live with host families and tour
South India. Course offerings include language, social and political issues.

and independent study. Students prepare throughout
the semester tor the culminating month-long independent stud) project, and gain significant
experience in interviewing, as well as other field methods.
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he Swedish
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The
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Program
Program

is

sponsored h\ the Universit) of Stockholm and a consortium of

and universities, including Bowdoin.
id either a

It

offers students the opportunit) to

semester or a year studs ing comparative institutional organization and public

Most courses are interdisciplinary in nature. The onl\
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mester ol Swedish language, hut nearl\ all students also take ComMic Polic> The Swedish Model and the European Union. Other courses ottered
Women. Swedish Society, and Culture. Swedish and European Cinema;
include
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Wesleyan University. Uso available through the Twelve College
\/\ rri< Seaport Program in American Maritime Studies
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Courses of Instruction
The departments of instruction
phabetical order.

A schedule

in the

following descriptions of courses are listed

containing the time and place of meeting of

all

in al-

courses will be

issued before each period of registration.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED
[Bracketed Courses]: Courses that are not currently scheduled for a definite semester, but
which have been offered within the past two consecutive years, are enclosed in brackets.
*

On leave for the fall semester.
On leave for the spring semester.
On leave for the entire academic year.

**
t

a: Satisfies

one semester of the division requirement for natural science

and mathematics.
b: Satisfies one semester of the division requirement for social and behavioral sciences.

one semester of the division requirement for humanities.
d: Satisfies one semester of the distribution requirement for non-Eurocentric
c: Satisfies

Note:

A few courses

have no

letter designation.

studies.

These courses may count toward

graduation requirements, but do not meet division requirements.

MCSR:

Satisfies the distribution requirement for

Computational, or

INS:

ESD:

Statistical

Mathematical,

Reasoning.

Satisfies the distribution requirement for Inquiry in the Natural Sciences.
Satisfies the distribution

requirement for Exploring Social Differences.

IP: Satisfies the distribution requirement for International Perspectives.

VPA:

Satisfies the distribution

requirement for Visual and Performing Arts.

Prerequisites: Indicates conditions that must be met in order to enroll in the course.

Course Numbering. Courses

are

numbered according

to the following system:

10-29

First-year seminars

30-99

Courses intended for the nonmajor

100-199

General introductory courses

200-289

General intermediate-level courses

291-299

Intermediate independent study

300-399

Advanced courses and

senior seminars

401-404
451^-52

Advanced independent

study: Original or creative

projects and honors courses

51

)

of Instruction

v

Africana Studies
Administered b> the Africana Studies Committee:

Cm iello,

Peter

Program Director and Chair
list, page 350.

wunittee

ith

English: Visiting Assistant Professor

Dan

J.

Moos

\ppointmeni with English: Consortium for Faculty Diversity Pre-Dissertation Fellow

and

ecturer JarretJ

I

\fricana Studies

is

and perspectivea
life.

Emphasis

H Brown

an interdisciplinary program designed to bring the scholarly approaches
several traditional disciplines to bear on an understanding of black

oi

placed on the examination of the rich and varied cultures, literature, and

is

histor\ of black people in Africa

and

in the

America Such

the Caribbean, and Latin

African diaspora, including the United States.
systematic interdisciplinary approach captures

a

the historic, multitaccted quality of African American scholarship and allows the student to
•ate effectivel) the |vrspccti\cs of several

Requirements
major

Major

for the

in

academic departments

at

the College.

Wricana Studies

\tricana studies consists of five required core courses, a concentration of

in

tour additional courses, and a one semester research project, lor a total of ten courses. The

\trieana studies

KM

102. or 103: Sociology

208 or Anthropology 233:

260 261 263 or275 History 236, 237, or 243; and History 262 or 264 have
been chosen to give the student a thorough background tor the Stud) of the black experience
Kntflish

I

to

pro

ule an introduction to the

oentration
•le

problem or them,

aried disciplines of Alricana Studies. The foUT-COUTSe

methodologies and msojhts of several disciplines to a
jested concentrations arc Race and Class in American Society,

intended to

is

\

bruii: the

S

Cultures ot the African Diaspora. Political
<»t

:

Black \meru.i

I

conoim
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a

Neithei

rnajoi
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<>t

l

)
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^

onuses taken Credit

1
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t«.i
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<>t

be an
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which the
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the senior \ear. allow
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s
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independent studs undei the direction
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m
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w
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Neither courses taken Credit/D/Fail
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a<

i

epted

foi

the minoi

Africana Studies

First- Year

For a

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

10b,d. Racism. Fall 2007.

(Same

Gordon.
(Same

Roy Partridge.

as Sociology 10.)

From Montezuma

16c,d.

53

to

Bin Laden: Globalization and

Its Critics. Fall

2007. David

as History 16.)

21c,d. Migration Narratives: Writers of the Caribbean. Spring 2008. Jarrett

(Same
[25c.

Brown.

as English 21.)

The

Civil

War in

Film. (Same as History 25.)]

Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101c,d. Introduction to Africana Studies. Fall 2007.

Dan

J.

Moos.

Introduction to the field of Africana studies, with a particular focus on African American
history, politics, sociology, literature,

and culture. Material

a historically centered account of African

The goals of this

American

is

life in

covered chronologically, building

America from 1619

to the present.

class are: (1) to introduce students to the field, particularly those students

considering the Africana studies major or minor; (2) to provide a broad sweep of the field

in

terms of content, methodology, and intellectual trends; and (3) to provide a general backdrop
for understanding

121c

A

American

history, politics,

VPA. History of Jazz

-

I.

Every other

survey of jazz's development from

and culture.

year. Fall 2007.

its

James McCalla.

African American roots

in the late

nineteenth

century through the Swing Era of the 1930s and 1940s, and following the great Swing

Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, and Benny Goodman — through
their later careers. Emphasis is on musical elements, but includes much attention to cultural
and historical context through readings and videos. (Same as Music 121.)
artists— e.g., Louis Armstrong,

122c

A

VPA. History of Jazz

-

II.

Every other

year. Fall 2008.

James McCalla.

survey of jazz's development from the creation of bebop

in the

1940s through the

present day, e.g., from Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie through such artists as Joshua

Redman, James

Carter,

and the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Emphasis

much attention
Music 122.)

but includes

(Same

as

138c,d.

to cultural

Music of the Caribbean.

and

historical

Fall 2007.

on musical elements,
context through readings and videos.
is

Joanna Bosse.

Surveys various musical traditions of the Caribbean, paying attention to the relation
between sociohistorical context and artistic practice. Organized by geographic region, but
addresses such larger issues as colonialism, nationalism, race, gender, and class. (Same as

Latin American Studies 138 and Music 138.)
139c.

The

Civil

War Era.

Fall 2007. Patrick Rael.

coming of the Civil War and the war itself in all its aspects. Considers the
impact of changes in American society, the sectional crisis and breakdown of the party system,
the practice of Civil War warfare, and social ramifications of the conflict. Includes readings
Examines

the

1

Courses of Instruction

34

with a basic knowledge of
of novels and viewing o\ films. Students arc expected to enter
American history, and a commitment to participating in large class discussions. (Same as
Histor\ \M>

be xrchaeolo^N of Gender and Ethnicity. Fall 2007. Leslie Shaw.
.**
using archaeological data and emphasizing
lores the Ii\ cs ot "people u ithout histon
gender and ethnicity. Focuses on the Americas, and covers both prehistoric and historic
archaeological site research, including Native American and African-American examples.

2Mb ESD
-

1

The lone temporal aspect of archaeological data allows exploration of such issues as how
gender inequalit) developed and how ethnic identity is expressed through material culture.

tathropologj 206
Prerequisite \nthropolo»> 101 or 102. or permission of the
i

instructor.

Fall 2007. Karen Lindo.
regions outside of France.
French-speaking
An introduction to the cultures of various
.mines the histor\. politics, customs, cinema, literature, and arts of the Francophone
world, principal]) Africa and the Caribbean. Readings include newspaper and magazine
articles, short stories, and a novel. Students sec and discuss telex ision news, documentaries,

M7c

d

-

francophone Cultures. Ever)

IP

and feature films
requisite

fall.

French 207 and Latin American Studies 206.)
French 205 or permission of the instructor.
I

20Shd Race and

Same

as

thnicit\

I

2007.

Fall

Si

m()\\i>i\.

and cultural meaning of race and ethnicity, with emphasis on the politics of
events and processes in contemporary America. Analysis of the causes and consequences
ot prejudice and discrimination. Examination of the relationships between race and class.
rnparisons among racial and ethnic minorities m the United States. (Same as Sociology

The

social

:ns

Uricana Studies 101, or Anthropology 101, or permission

Sociologj nil

requisite

the instructor

\l'\

210c

M

(

I

lopies in

la//

History:

and Miles

Louis. I)i//\

Spring 200S.

.1

ami

s

v
trumpet players, three different styles, three very different conceptions of
Presents recordings from the u 2()s to the 1990s, concentrating especiall) on
'

what

is

jazz

l

the >ears 1945

when

1971,

men were

three

all

active simultaneously. Extensive readings

(Same

raphies, autobiographies, and other critical literature.

Musk

Prerequisiti

2171m]

i

SD

(

121

a varief) ol

definition

<>t

upport
in tin-

i

\fi

l

Sim m.Io-n
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I

proposed solutions
is

*

\
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1
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i
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i

210.)

.

for healing

developed through

racism

a careful

in the United
examination of the

ism and discrimination based on race

continuano

rhe dominant subordinate relationships

nited si.iu-s

Music

122

i

hrereeming Racism Spring 2008. Ron

ml critiques

as

ol

l

uropean Americans with

Americans, Native Americans, and Asian Americans are re\ iewed.

1 17

Sociologj

10

oi

101,

"i

tnthropolog)

MM.

oi

permission

ol

the

insi

|22<><

n

\i*\

i).HK«

Genres:

m

tfrtcu A erican

(

uHnre

in

Action

(Same

as

Dance

Africana Studies

229c

ESD. Science and Race

-

in

Modern America.

55

Spring 2008. David Hbcht.

Explores the myriad ways that science has been used to construct, reinforce, or challenge
notions of "race"

in

twentieth-century United States politics and culture. Since racial categories

and divisions have been popularly presumed to have scientific basis, the politics of "race"
cannot be understood apart from the histories of biology, genetics, and medicine. Examines
a

number of seminal moments

in

twentieth-century history

— such as eugenics,

intelligence

theTuskegee Syphilis Study, the Bell Curve controversy, Nazi race science, and genetic
engineering
to explore the variety of ways in which science variously mediated, supported,
testing,

—

or questioned debates over race in twentieth-century America.

233b,d

ESD,

-

IP. Peoples

(Same

as History 230.)

and Cultures of Africa. Spring 2008. Scon MacEachkrn.

Introduction to the traditional patterns of livelihood and social institutions of African
peoples. Following a brief overview of African geography, habitat, and cultural history,

economy, polity, and social
organization, from the smallest hunting and gathering societies to the most complex states
and empires. Emphasis upon understanding the nature of traditional social forms. Changes
in African societies in the colonial and post-colonial periods are examined, but are not the
principal focus of the course. (Same as Anthropology 233.)
Prerequisite: One course in anthropology or Africana Studies 101.
lectures

and readings cover

236c,d

ESD. The History of African Americans, 1619-1865 Spring 2008. Spring 2009.

-

a representative range of types of

Patrick Rael.

Americans from the origins of slavery in America through
the death of slavery during the Civil War. Explores a wide range of topics, including the
establishment of slavery in colonial America, the emergence of plantation society, control and
resistance on the plantation, the culture and family structure of enslaved African Americans,
free black communities, and the coming of the Civil War and the death of slavery. (Same
as History 236.)

Examines the

[237c,d

-

history of African

ESD. The History of African Americans from 1865

to the Present.

(Same

as

History 237.)]
[238c,d. Reconstruction.

239c,d.

(Same

as History 238.)]

Comparative Slavery and Emancipation.

Fall 2007. Patrick Rael.

Seminar. Examines slavery as a labor system and

its

relationship to the following: the

emergence of market economies, definitions of race attendant

European commercial
expansion, the cultures of Africans in the diaspora, slave control and resistance, free black
people and the social structure of New World slave societies, and emancipation and its
aftermath. Spends some time considering how historians have understood these crucial issues.
Non-majors invited. (Same as History 239.)
to

245c - ESD. Bearing the Untold Story: Gender, Race, and Ethnicity in the United States.
Fall 2008. Jennifer Scanlon.
Women of color are often ignored or pushed to the margins. There is a cost to that
absence, obviously, for women of color. As Zora Neale Hurston put it, "There is no agony
like bearing an untold story inside you." There is also a cost to those who are not women
of color, as women of color are encountered as objects, rather than subjects. Addresses the
gaps and explores the histories and contemporary issues affecting women of color and their
ethnic/racial communities in the United States. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies
245 and History 245.)

Courses of Instruction

252c

-

cl

VPA

Intermediate Topics

in

Kthnomusicology: Caribbean Music.

Fall 2009.

B

•

the diverse musical traditions of the

Examines

Caribbean and the relationship between

musical expression and collective identity formation, including such issues as the role of

music

construction ot class, race, nation, and gender. Hngages students in discussion

in the

of how the legacies of colonialism, slavery, and United States imperialism inform artistic
practice in present-da) Caribbean societies. (Same as Latin American Studies 243 and

Music 252
2f0c
t

I

\trican \mcrican Fiction: (Re)Writing Black Masculinities. Fall 2007.

(I

Mark

k.

"You have seen how a
man was made a slave; you shall see how a slave was made a man." By employing a figure of
Speed] known as chiasmus. Douglass highlights the extent to which African American male
overacentui) ago, Frederick Douglass told

I

identity has historicall) rested

on

a troubling

his white readers:

paradox: although black and white males share

sameness, the former inhabit a culturally subjugated gender identity

enital

in a societN

premised on both white SUpremaC) and patriarchy. By examining a range o\' United States
from Douglass's 845 narrative, to the 1980s interracial
hterar\ and other popular texts
budd\ film genre, to contemporars works hs black and non-black, as well as b\ male and
1

students

female writers

examine

the

myriad cultural ramifications of this enduring paradox,
(Same as Knglish 260 and Gender and Women's

including misogyn) and homophobia.

Stadia 260
Prerequisite:

I

26h

his

course

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

English, Africana studies,

\mencan

poetT) as counter

memor\

m

;

hue

(

to the present

iher.

with a

discourses, trauma and healing, and productive

activist literals

first

Africa

li'
•

at

Harlem

;

year seminal or loo level course

wrse tulhlK the literature

h

d-ESD
'

Mi

mid century the Black Arts Movement; black
and contemporary voices (Same as English 261 [formerl) English 276].)

requisite
I

from Whealles

m

Special emphasis on the past century: dialect and masking: the

Renaissance; Brown, Brooks, ami Hayderi

femi n is

ol-

of the Americas requirement for English majors.

fulfills the literature

on oral traditions,

mmunities

:<»2(

in

studies

\iin.in American Poetry. Ever) other year Spring 20()S. la i/\m

d

African
tiKiis

One

women's

der and

and

ol the

in

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

the \tlantic World, 1400-1880. Fall 2007. David Gordon.

developments before conquest b> European powers, w

historical

ith a

focus on

and cultural changes that accompanied
Ocean trade ami revolves around a controversy in the stud)
ml the Atlantic World What influence did Africans have on the making ol the
World, and in what ways did Vfri< anspartk ipate in the slave trade? Mow were African
haped b> the talantu World Bnd b> the slave plantations ot the Vmericas? nds
irvtsoi Abolition on Africa (Same as History 2<>2
rjtr.il

\

iplores the political, social,

t

I

the intensification ot Atlantic

\tlantk

I

i

M.

Itl;i<

km

the history

ss

u

|

Sprin

POSTI

k

and< ontributionsol Vfrican Americans to
i

i

R

nited States theatei

tradition, to the revolutionary theatei oi the Bla< k
pe<

um

les

Vmong

othei

i

oik ems, such

from

Vita writers,

works often

Africana Studies

57

dramatize the efforts of African Americans to negotiate ongoing tensions between individual
needs and group demands that result from historically changing forms of racial marginalization.

A particular goal

what Kimberly Benston has termed the "expressive agency"
with which black writers and performers have imbued their theatrical presentations. Potential
authors include Zora Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes, Lorraine Hansberry, Amiri Baraka,
Ron Milner, Adrienne Kennedy, Ntozake Shange, George C. Wolfe, Anna Deavere Smith,
Afro Porno Homos, and August Wilson. (Same as English 263.)
is

to highlight

One

Prerequisite:

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

in

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

Conquest, Colonialism, and Independence: Africa since 1880. Spring
2008. David Gordon.
Focuses on conquest, colonialism, and its legacies in sub-Saharan Africa; the violent process
of colonial pacification, examined from European and African perspectives; the different
ways of consolidating colonial rule and African resistance to colonial rule, from Maji Maji to
Mau Mau; and African nationalism and independence, as experienced by Africa's nationalist
leaders, from Kwame Nkrumah to Jomo Kenyatta, and their critics. Concludes with the limits
of independence, mass disenchantment, the rise of the predatory post-colonial state, genocide
in the Great Lakes, and the wars of Central Africa. (Same as History 264.)
264c,d

-

[265c,d

ESD,

IP.

IP. Africa

-

and the Indian Ocean World. (Same

266c,d. Topics in African

as History 265.)]

American Literature: The Harlem Renaissance.

Fall 2007.

Elizabeth Muthik.

Focuses on the African American

literary

and cultural call-to-arms of the 920s. Modernist
1

resistance languages; alliances and betrayals on the

gender, sexuality, and cultural images;

left;

activism and literary journalism; and music and visual culture are of special interest. (Same
as English 266.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

in

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement for English majors.
in gender and women's studies.

Note: This course counts toward the major and minor

267c,d

-

IP.

African Environmental History. Spring 2008. David Gordon.

Seminar. Interrogates the myth of a pristine African environment by exploring the long
history of

human-environment interactions

in

sub-Saharan Africa. Themes include pre-

colonial African environmental ideas, colonialism and the environment, controversies over

conservation strategies and the establishment of "game reserves," globalization of the African

environment, African urban environments, and the rise of post-colonial African environmental

movements. (Same
[269c,d
as

-

ESD,

as

Environmental Studies 268 and History 267.)

IP. After

Apartheid: South African History and Historiography. (Same

History 269.)]

Queer Race.
Contemporary

273c.

Fall 2008.
critics

Mark

Foster.

have argued that

nineteenth-/early twentieth-century

late

understandings of same-sex desiring identities acquired early visibility through self-conscious
analogies to racial categorization,

i.e.,

a

homosexual

one thing and half another. Such beliefs continue

is

to

like a

mixed-race person: s/he

is

half

endure to the present day. One of

its

legacies is the belief that struggles against racial oppression and sexual oppression are mutually

exclusive.

Through close readings of both popular and lesser-known lesbigay/transgendered

narratives of the era, the course explores the cultural

and theoretical implications of these

Courses of Instruction

well as the challenges the)

belk

have sometimes presented

to conceptualizing

and

implementing radical social change. Possible authors texts include Radciyffe Hall. Gore
\ idal. James Baldwin. Ann Bannon. Rita Mae Brown. Ann Allen Shockley. Patricia Nell
Warren, eslie Feinberg, lames Earl Hardy, E. Lynn Harris. Audre Lorde, Take Me Out: A
I

Same as EngUsh 276 [formerly English 273], Gay and
ButU rfty, and Noah
tshi.ui studies 205 and (lender and Women's Studies 205.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English, Africana studies, gay

M

Pla
I

's

I

and lesbian studies, or gender and women's studies.

277c

Nineteenth-C entur\ American Literature:

[topics in

other year. Spring 2008

Empire of

Feeling. Every

brCoviello.

P

between sentiment and belonging across the American nineteenth
century. Considers both how a language of impassioned feeling promised to consolidate
a nation often bitterK divided, and some of the problems with that promise. Centers on a
\

stud) ol the relations

reading ol Harriet Beecher Stowe's
v\
I

I

Tom

inlc

Cabin. Other authors

\

heailc>. Melville, Hawthorne, Wilson, Harper,

may

include Jefferson.

and DuBois.i Same as English 252 former 1\
1

n-lish277|.)

One

Prerequisite
his

I

2X0h

first-year

course

ESI) Race Biologj

-

examines

Critical!)

seminar Of 100-level course in English or Africana studies.
of the Americas requirement for English majors.

fulfills the literature

and tathropoJogy. Spring 200X.

Sc

on

the biological justifications used to partition

MacEachkrn.
humanity into

Investigates the nature of biological and genetic variability within and

lips

human

populations, as well as the characteristics o\

human populations

groups

VST) across the earth. Criticalls

and evolution work together

identit)

good job of describing how
appraises works b\ a variety of authors.
a

Phillippe Rushton, Charles Murray, and Michael Levin,

J

in different parts ol the

to structure the rUStOT)

world,

i

KM.

\nthrupolo^\

requisite

Same
102.

as

between

biological races as they have

been defined Considers whether race models do

traditional!)

including

human

racial

who

claim that racial

and the potentials of human

Anthropology 280.)

or Sociology

101. or permission o\

the

instruct'

291

{

M

(I

(

2

WJ5<

InUrimdiak Independent Stud\
Race

ritual

•.mines the
political, legal,

I

heon

COOCept

and cultural arena

pt ip.irtu ulark

in

the

I

Africana Studies

DAN J. MOOS.
ways in whieh this construction operates in the
.in advanced interrogation ol the histor) of race as

Spring 2008.

race aiul the

<>t

in

i

nited States) aiul. through intellectual histors. literal) studies.

phy, and legal studies, evaluates the
cultural construction in defining race
idi-i.

Mr-

:

problem
'

d

1224

•

.

I

and nation as well as interrogating whiteness as normative
lousness Readings ilK hide works rum W.I B, DuBois, hell hooks.

lass, ethnicity,

hum

of

I

Judith Butler,

ranz Panon, Paul rilroy, ami others
I'm \tiuan.i studies or permission of the instructoi

\hit.in

(

1

\iiuiii,iii

literatim- and

repi

the past centui

r

;

*

isual foi

Kplores, foi

from biological determinism to
example, the shilling tensions between
shift

i

I

on

tin-

\ isual

Culture

fall

2007

entation in African American literature

instruments

cial interest

<»i

militant

ELIZABETH

and culture

image making, both

in literar)

include "uplift** portrait photography, newspapei
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comic strips, and modernist resistance languages of the Harlem Renaissance; collage as a midcentury metaphor for invisibility and black subjectivity; and contemporary images — comics,
narratives, and illustrations — that introduce alternative socio-political allegories. (Same as
English 322.)
Prerequisite:

One

200-level course in English or Africana studies, or permission of the

instructor.

336c,d. Research in Nineteenth-Century United States History. Fall 2008. Patrick

Rael.

A research course for majors and

interested non-majors that culminates in a single 25-30

page research paper. With the professor's consent, students may choose any topic in Civil
War or African-American history, broadly defined. This is a special opportunity to delve
into Bowdoin's rich collections of primary historical source documents. (Same as History
336.)
Prerequisite:

One

[360c,d. Religion

course

and

in

United States history.

Politics in African History.

(Same

as History

360 and Religion

360.)]

401-404. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Africana Studies.

Art
Professors:

Thomas

B. Cornell, Clifton Olds,

Associate Professors: Linda

J.

Mark

C. Wethli

Docherty; Pamela M. Fletcher, Director, Art History Division;

James Mullen, Chair; Susan

E.

Wegner*

Assistant Professors: Michael Roister, Stephen Perkinson
Visiting Assistant Professors:

Meghan

Brady,

Meggan Gould, Anna H.

Hepler,

Wiebke N. Theodore
Joint Appointment with Asian Studies: Assistant Professor De-nin

Deanna Lee

Lecturer: John B. Bisbee*

Adjunct Lecturer:

Wade Kavanaugh

Department Coordinator: Dede Medlen

The Department of Art comprises two programs:

art history

and visual

department are expected to elect one of these programs. The major

in art

primarily to the historical and critical study of the visual arts as an

Majors in the
history is devoted

arts.

embodiment of some

of humanity's cultural values and a record of the historical interplay of sensibility, thought,

and

society.

The major

in visual arts is

intended to encourage a sensitive development of

perceptual, creative, and critical abilities in visual expression.

Requirements for the Major

in

Art History

The

art history major consists often courses, excluding first-year seminars. Required are Art
History 101; one course in African, Asian, or pre-Columbian art history numbered 103 or
higher; one from Art History 209, 210, 212, 213, 214, 215, or 226; one from Art History

216, 222, 223, 224, or 232; one from Art History 240, 241, 242, 252, 254, 262, or 264; one

|

Courses of Instruction
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two 300-lcvel seminars; and two additional art history courses
numbered abo\ e 101 one of w hicfa ma> be an independent study. Art history majors are also
encouraged to take courses in foreign languages and literature, history, philosophy, religion,
additional 200-leveI course:
.

and the other

arts.

Intcrdisciplinan Majors

The department

participates

and \isual

in art histOTJ

m

arts.

interdisciplinary

programs

in art histor)

and archaeology and

See page 206.

Requirements for the Minor

Art Histor\

in

The minor consists of five courses, excluding first-year seminars. Required courses
Histor\ 101. two 200-level courses; one 300-level course; and one additional art
course Dumbered above 101.
Students must earn a grade of C-

above majors and minor.
minor

No

The major and the minor

(

I

1

or better

I) Fail

RSES

IN

a lull description of first-year

order to have a course count toward the

in

described on page 65.

THE HISTORY OF ART

seminars, sec pages 147-57.

Picasso and Matisse Spring 2008.

2c

historx

courses will count toward the above majors and

in visual arts are

)l

Art

Seminars

brat-Year
«>r

I

(

Credit

are

Works

irt

19c

(Questioning the Modern.

[ntrodactor]

t

Fletcher.

and Audiences.]

15c

Artists,

Pamb

[ntei mediate,

and Advanced Courses

Introduction to Western \rt Fall 2007. Stephen Perkinson.

I01<

hronological survey ol the an ol the Western world (Egypt, the Near East, Europe,

.md the European based cultun
the artist

in

themes ami

i)

mbols
tor

prerequisite
l§3< d

America

from the Paleolithic period of prehistoric
Considers the historical context ol an and its production, the role ol
society, style and the problems ol stylistic tradition and innovation, and the major

<iv to the present

rth

I,

(

«'t Western
most uppei

art

Required

ol

majors and minors

level courses in the historj ol

m

art history.

an

Introduction to \sian \rt and Architecture Spring 2008.

II*

Tins course

I)i

MDS Dl

\NNA

I

an and architecture, primaril)

South and

from the Neolithic
modem era Material ranges from ceramics and bronze vessels to temples and
.e painting and publk buildii
insiders individual works and sites m
'

period to the

in

asl

I

Vsia

l

and within religious,
Vrt Iliston
13ft

sunlit

d
s

II
I

'

Mi

I

ii

ti

nd in lion

144)

to \i

i

political,

and social contexts Not open

to students

who

Vsian Stodtei 140 (Same as taian Studies 103.)
Ik. in

\m

it

lit

Mrxit naml lYru

|

Same as

I

.at in

\mcrican

Art

209c. Introduction to

Greek Archaeology.

61

Fall 2007.

James Higginbotham.

Introduces the techniques and methods of classical archaeology as revealed through an
examination of Greek material culture. Emphasis upon the major monuments and artifacts of

from prehistory to the Hellenistic age. Architecture, sculpture, fresco painting,
and other "minor arts" are examined at such sites as Knossos, Mycenae, Athens, Delphi,
and Olympia. Considers the nature of this archaeological evidence and the relationship of
classical archaeology to other disciplines such as art history, history, and classics. Assigned
reading supplements illustrated presentations of the major archaeological finds of the Greek
the Greek world

(Same

world.

as

Archaeology 101.)

210c. Introduction to

Roman

Archaeology.

Roman

Surveys the material culture of
the

Roman

state

through

its

development

into

the Mediterranean.

sites

2008. James Higginbotham.

from

and the origins of
a cosmopolitan empire, and concludes with

society,

the fundamental reorganization during the

Lectures explore ancient

Fall

late third

Italy's prehistory

and early fourth centuries of our

era.

such as Rome, Pompeii, Athens, Ephesus, and others around

Emphasis upon

the

architecture, sculpture, fresco painting,

Roman

major monuments and

artifacts

and other "minor

Considers the nature of

arts."

of the

era:
this

archaeological evidence and the relationship of classical archaeology to other disciplines such
as art history, history,

and

classics.

Assigned reading supplements

Roman

the major archaeological finds of the

211c,d

-

VPA. The Arts of China.

world.

Fall 2007.

(Same

as

illustrated presentations

Archaeology

of

102.)

De-nin Deanna Lee.

Achronological survey of ritual objects, sculpture, architecture, painting, and decorative arts

China from the Neolithic to the modern period. Topics include ritual practices and mortuary
art, technologies of art and the role of trade, the impact of Buddhism, courtly and scholarly
modes of painting, and popular and avant-garde art. (Same as Asian Studies 211.)
in

[213c

-

VPA. Art of Three

from the Third
214c

-

to the

Faiths: Christian, Jewish,

Twelfth Century.]

VPA. The Gothic World.

Introduces students to

art

Fall 2007.

monuments of

Stephen Perkinson.

Europe and the Mediterranean from the twelfth
Following a general chronological sequence, investigates

produced

though the early fifteenth centuries.
the key artistic

and Islamic Art and Architecture,

this

in

period in a variety of media, including architecture,

painting, manuscript illumination, stained glass, sculpture,
a particular

theme

in

and the decorative

arts.

Explores

each class meeting through the close analysis of a single monument

or closely related set of monuments. Provides students with a conceptual framework that

allows them to interpret both the

may encounter

monuments addressed

in class, as

well as those that they

in their future studies.

Prerequisite:

Art History 101.

215c. Illuminated Manuscripts

and Early Printed Books. Spring 2008. Stephen

Perkinson.

Surveys the history of the decorated book from

late antiquity

through the Renaissance,

beginning with an exploration of the earliest surviving illuminated manuscripts in light of
the late antique culture that

produced them. Examines uses of books

in the early

Middle

Ages to convert viewers to Christianity or to establish political power. Traces the rise of
book professionals (scribes, illuminators, binders, etc.), as manuscript production moved
from monastic to urban centers, and concludes with an investigation of the impact of the
invention of printing on art and society in the fifteenth century, and on the "afterlife" of
manuscript culture into the sixteenth century. Themes include the effect of the gender of a

1

'
I

book\

anticipated audience on

Instruction

decoration: the respective roles of author, scribes, and

its

designing a manuscript's decorative program; and the ways that images can
shape a reader's understanding of a text. Makes use of the Bowdoin Library's collection of
illuminators

in

manuscripts and earl) printed books.

216c The

Modern Printed Image.

arl\

1

Spring 2008. STEPHEN Perkinson.

seminar offering students a chance

\ 2' H)-le\ el

to

workdirectK with

fifteenth- to seventeenth-

Bowdoin College Museum of Art.

centur) European prints draw n from the collection of the

Familiarizes students with the technical aspects of printmaking (e.g.. the differences between

etching and engraving); narrative strategics

sequential publications such as Albrecht

(e.g..

W*s \pccalypse illustrations); and the development of new modes of naturalism in print
media (eg Rembrandt's use of light tor both natural and dramatic effects). Addresses the
.

media

es that inspired the invention o\ print

that

dro\e demand for printed images

member of the Visual Arts faculty

in the

Early

end of the Middle Ages, and

at the

Modern

era.

A handful of sessions

by a

led

provides hands-on experience with printmaking techniques.

Assignments include written work, oral presentations, and contributions to the organization
of

Museum's Becker Gallery

an exhibition for the

One

Prerequisite:

2HI

e

I

of the following: one

of 2008).

(in the fall

course: English 201. 202. 203. 204.

art history

heater 210), 211 (same as Theater 211). 212 (same as Theater 212), 229

(former!) Eagttsfa 222-. 223 (same as Theater 223). or 226 (same as

Sender and Women's Studies 226 French 209; History 205. 206. or 207;
Religion 216 or 249 same as Gender and Women's Studies 238); Spanish

studies 226 and
Italian 222
20*)

same

i

22<U

-

(I

Gay and Lesbian

as

(

):

Latin \merican Studies 209

Modern and Contemporary Art

\l'\

in

China

1

2007

all

l)i

\in

l)i

\\\\

:

•mines the multitude ol visual expressions Chinese artists adopted, refashioned.
and (ejected during the political struggles of the twentieth century, from the May Fourth
ement of 1919 through the Cultural Revolution 1966 76) and (almost) to the present
Major themes include the tension between identity and modernity, the relationship
I

between

and

art

and the impact

politics,

other Modernities course

and an international

ol globalization

cluster in the Asian Studies

Program

art

market.

(see page 70).

\sian Studies 22(1
\rt Historw 101 oi 110v

Niisite:

\n

\l'\

:22i

sixteenth centuries, with emphasis on ma|oi

Brunei

Vlberti, Botticelli,

l<

\r

::*<

\ i'\

224

\

l'\

21<n

\

I'

-<"<

Uli

the Italian Renaissance Spring 2008

»f

\m

\

SusanWbqner.

the painting, sculpture, and architecture o! Itals in the fourteenth, fifteenth,

•

'

or permission of the instructoi

i

iiisioi

t

wis

in

,,t

OiOttO, Masaccio. Donalcllo.

Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael,

mm n

\

masters

Vance

permission

l

man. and Michelangelo

ol the instructoi

|

Mannerism
Noi

tin

i

n

in o|M .in

f\rla/(jin/

in id

Nimh.nlli
nting ami

I

si

enlun

(

n pi
I

me m

I

I

Vrt ol tin

I

iltn nlh

Rembrandt and

uro|xan

Vrt

Spin

Western Europe from

lull \idu.il art ist s

(

are studied in

and Sixteenth
aravan^io
I

50

'entiiries

|

|

HERTY.

1900 with emphasis on France,
the COflteXtOi mo\ ement sthat don mated
r

I

|)

(

romanticism, realism, im|

to

i

ism. post impressionism, and

Art

symbolism. The influence of

art criticism, the relationship

emergence of the avant-garde
Prerequisite:

63

between

art

and society, and the

period are also discussed.

in this

Art History 101 or permission of the

instructor.

243c - VPA. Modern Architecture: 1750 to 2000. Fall 2008. Jill Pearlman.
Examines major buildings, architects, architectural theories, and debates during the
modern period, with a strong emphasis on Europe through 1900, and both the United States
and Europe in the twentieth century. Central issues of concern include architecture as an
important carrier of historical, social, and political meaning; changing ideas of history and
progress in built form; and the varied architectural responses to industrialization. Attempts
to develop students' visual acuity and ability to interpret architectural form while exploring
these and other issues. Not open to students who have credit for Environmental Studies
245. (Same as Environmental Studies 243.)

Modern

252c.

A

Art. Spring 2008.

Pamkla Fletcher.

study of the modernist movement

with post-impressionism and examining,

succession: expressionism, fauvism, cubism,

in

futurism, constructivism, Dada, surrealism, the

Mexican

the

muralists.

social situation;

of Western

art;

its

and

Prerequisite:

is

American

analyzed

of these movements, and

its

its

place in the historical tradition

invocation of archaic, primitive, and Asian cultures.

its

Art History 101 or permission of

Contemporary

256c

VPA.

Women

affinities

terms of the problems presented by

in

relation to other elements of culture;

[254c.
-

Modernism

Europe and the Americas, beginning

in visual art in

the instructor.

Art.]

and

Art. Fall 2007.

Pamela Fletcher.

Considers the role of women as producers, viewers, and subjects of art from the Renaissance
to the present. Topics include the tradition of the

and

their

impact on

language of

women

artists, the role

art criticism, the

emergence of

twentieth century, and the impact of the
art

world.

260c

A

(Same

as

of

female nude, the

women

numbers of women

liberation

Gender and Women's Studies

of the Academies

as patrons of the arts, the gendered

significant

women's

rise

artists in the

movement of the 1970s on

the

258.)

VPA. Art and Life. Fall 2007. Linda Docherty.
study of how visual images reflect, critique, and influence

-

Students learn about different reproductive media, issues
visual culture. Paper assignments focus

on the

in

the world they represent.

museum

studies,

and theories of

Museum of Art's American collection of works

on paper, particularly Winslow Homer wood engravings, John Sloan etchings, and documentary
photographs. In conjunction with their research, students curate a small exhibition, gaining

hands-on experience in museum work, and are responsible for selection, layout, interpretation,

and publicity of the show, which will open at the end of the semester.
Prerequisite: Art History 101, 262, or 264.

American Art from the Colonial Period

262c.

to the Civil

War.

Fall 2007.

Linda

Docherty.

A

survey of American architecture, sculpture, painting, and decorative

placed on understanding American

College
[264c.

Museum

art in its historical context.

of Art and environs of architectural

American Art from the

Civil

War to

interest.

from their
Emphasis is

arts

colonial origins through their development into a distinctive national tradition.

Field trips to the

Bowdoin

-

1945.]
»

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Art History. Art History Faculty.

1

Courses of Instruction

Seminars

\rt Historj

in

The seminars

are Intended to utili/e the scholar!) interests o\

members of

the department

and provide an opportunit) tor advanced work for selected students who have successfully
completed enough of the regular courses to possess a sufficient background. The department
does run expect to give all. or in some eases any, seminars in each semester. As the seminars
are varied, a given topie

ma\ be ottered onl\ once, or

form changed considerably from

its

time to time.

Chinese Painting. Spring 200S. Di -\i\ De w\a Lee.
\ collaborative seminar with students at Colb) College that culminates in an exhibition
of traditional Chinese painting at the museums of the respective colleges. Examines the great
traditions of Chinese ink painting, with a focus on the late imperial period (fourteenth to
323cjl

l«>pics in

upon the collection of Bow doin College. Includes
several joint sessions m the museums of How doin and Colby colleges, and requires both
individual and team projects. (Same as Asian Studies 323.)
nineteenth centuries

Prerequisite:

i.

One

and draw ing hea\

200-level course

il\

in art history.

eonardo and Michelangelo. all 2007. Ci ifton ()i ds.
The art and thought of Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, studied in the context o\
Renaissance philosophy, literature, and scientific theory. Same as Gay and Lesbian Studies

324c

I

I

I

324
Prerequisite: Art Historj 101 or permission

332c Painting and Sncict)

Modern

158c

\rt in

in

of the

instructor.

Spain: LI GreCO to (io\a

|

Great Britain: IVc-Rapliaclitism to Yorticism

359c Manet's Modernism

fall

2007.

imines the work of Manet and

its

Pwn

i

\

Fl

I

IX

|

hi k.

critical reception

from the nineteenth ccntui)

to the

Manet has been considered the paradigmatic modern artist, and the reception and
interpretation ol his work elucidates both a contested history of modernism's meaning, and the
Mil

<

Zola,

al
I

historiograph) ol the discipline ol
i

lark,

(

equisite
k

i

\ nit

i

ii

<

art history itself.

Authors ma\ include Baudelaire,

Michael Fried, Pierre Botirdieu, and Griselda Pollock,
>ne course in art history.

.uis

Abroad

Picturing Nature Spring 2008 Linda Dccherty.
imines
if American nature from the age »>t discover)
ii

to the present day. V

iews

wilderness, lands< ape, and environment are studied in historical context Students
inal paintings, prints,

and photographs

\it

Hisi..i\

mi

in

the

Bowdom

College

Museum

ol

n\ Ironmental Studies 365.

I

i

n\ Ironmental studies

km

oi

permission

ol

the

insti

I'M.

tut.

Ufvaaced Independent Studj and

Hoaon

in

\rt

Historj

ton

History

Art
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VISUAL ARTS
Requirements for the Major
Eleven courses are required

in Visual

in the

Arts

department, to include Visual Arts 150, 160, 250, and

260; five other courses in the visual arts, at least
higher; and

two courses

in art history.

Requirements for the Minor

one of which must be numbered 270 or

'

in Visual

Arts

The minor consists of six courses: Visual Arts

150, 160, either 250 or 260. plus two additional

studio courses, at least one of which must be

numbered 270 or higher; and one course

in

art history.

Visual arts courses without prerequisites are frequently oversubscribed; preference in

enrollment
fulfilling

is

then given to

first-

and second-year students, as well as

requirements of the visual

arts

to juniors

and seniors

major or minor.

VPA. Drawing I. Fall 2007. James Mullen and Mark Wethtj. Spring 2008. James
Mullen and Mark Wethli.
An introduction to drawing, with an emphasis on the development of perceptual,
150c

-

organizational, and critical abilities. Studio projects entail objective observation and analysis

of still-life, landscape, and figurative subjects; exploration of the abstract formal organization

of graphic expression; and the development of a

critical

vocabulary of visual principles.

Lectures and group critiques augment studio projects in various drawing media.
160c. Painting

An

I.

Fall 2007.

Mark

Wethli. Spring 2008. James Mullen.

introduction to painting, with an emphasis on the development of perceptual,

organizational, and critical abilities. Studio projects entail objective observation and analysis of
still-life,

landscape, and figurative subjects; exploration of the painting

medium and chromatic

development of a critical vocabulary of painting concepts.
Lectures and group critiques augment studio projects in painting media.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 150.
structure in representation; and the

170c

-

VPA. Printmaking

I.

Fall 2007.

Meghan Brady.

Spring 2008.

Anna

Hepler.

An introduction to intaglio printmaking, including etching, drypoint, engraving, monotype,
and related methods. Studio projects develop creative approaches to perceptual experience
and visual expression that are uniquely inspired by the intaglio medium. Attention is also
given to historical and contemporary examples and uses of the medium.

175c

-

VPA. Performance Art. Every

Performance

art is live art

other year. Spring 2008.

performed by

artists. It

Gretchen Berg.

includes, but

is

not limited by, elements

of both theater and dance. Students study the history and theory of performance

art

through

readings and the creation of original work. Students consider the social context of different

movements in performance art, and the creation of performance art in contemporary culture.
The class creates and performs pieces in both traditional and "found" spaces. (Same as Dance
140 and Theater 140.)
180c

-

VPA. Photography

I.

Fall 2007.

Michael Kolster. Spring 2008. Meggan Gould.

Photographic visualization and composition as consequences of fundamental techniques
of black-and-white

masterworks, and

own 35mm

still

field

photography. Class discussions and demonstrations, examination of

and laboratory work

non-automatic camera.

in

35mm

format. Students must provide their

Courses of Instruction
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-VPA

I9fc

An

\rchitectural Design

I.

Fall 2007.

introduction to architectural design.

site analysis,

A

Wiebke Theodore.

sequence of studio projects develops

ability in

design principles, and presentation techniques. Studio projects and precedents

and group

arc analyzed in lectures

critiques.

195c -VPA sculpture L Fall 2007. Wadi Kavanaugh.
\n introduction to sculpture, with emphasis on the development of perceptual.
.mi/ational. and critical abilities. Studio projects entail a variety of sculptural approaches.
including exploration of the structural principles, formal elements, and critical vocabulary

of the sculpture medium. Lectures and group critiques augment studio projects in paper.

and other media.

clay,

[233c Architecture and Sustainability. (Same as Environmental Studies 233.)]
1

235c

-

(I

\

PA Puppetry. (Same as Theater 235.)]

250c Drawing II Fall 2007. Meghan Brady.
mtmuation of the principles introduced in Visual Arts 150. w

ith

particular emphasis on

figurative draw ing. Studio projects develop perceptual, creative, and critical abilities through

problems involving objective observation, gestural expression and structural principles of
the human form, studies from historical and contemporary examples, and exploration of the
abstract formal elements of drawing. lectures and

group critiques augment studio projects

various drawing media.

in

Prerequisite

3D

255

\rts 150.

\ isual

Digital

Animation Studio

Explores the uses of

art

Fall

2007 C\ki n Pun

i

IPS.

and three-dimensional animations

communicating complex

in

d\ namic and Spatial relationships, primarib as they pertain to explaining scientific concepts.

Students use primal} literature to explore a science problem
Oi
.i

in a

seminar-type format. Stud\

filmmaking and use of high-end three dimensional animation software. Concludes with
team effort in creating B three dimensional animated film of the science problem. (Same
Btoinaj 202

2i§c Painting II Spring 2008. Thomas Cornell.
ontmuatHMi ol the principles introduced in Visual Arts 160. with studio problems
based on direct experience.
Prerequisite

\ isual \rts 16(1

265c- VPA Public
\n examination

\rt

Spring 2008
public

<>t

MarkWethli.

through duvet participation

ail

public needs (through service learning).

l

public and private agencies, as well as exploring the

rks
\i

Sou

twur ks and s<h
s<»(iul<r-\
(

.<

I

iai

25.*

(

his

hangc

lu-

.md Women's Studies

rulei

.

Prerequisite
|27ll<

l

is

being offered

othei

25.*

.is

two courses
\ttendanee

us wh<> will address this topi<

on Wednesday evening
One 00- level course in visual arts

ally take place

P....tM...k.ML'

1

II

|

various Forms, from

to art

means and materials
pan

ol a three

to create largei

course cluster called

Photo Seminar
lesbian
Studies 253
and
Gaj

are Visual Arts 380.

(instructions of the \Un\y (same

(

'I.

I

course

its

commissioned and
(bpics include working with

independent initiatives outside conventional exhibition spaces

produced

in

is

is
I

required

at a

senes

ol lectures In

ectures are scheduled ever) ether

Art

275c. Architectural Design

67

Spring 2008. Wiebke Theodore.

II.

A continuation of the principles introduced in

Visual Arts 190, with greater emphasis on

projects that focus on the transformation of areas of blight or assist local non-profits. Structure

and materials are examined
Prerequisite: Visual

[280c.

in the

context of sustainable design.

Arts 190.

Photography II]

281c. Digital Color Photography. Fall 2007.

A continuation

of principles introduced

in

Meggan Gould.
Visual Arts 180 with an added emphasis on

the expressive potentials of color and digital photographic techniques. Different approaches
to digital capture, manipulation,

and printing are practiced, with a focus on the theory and

technical realities of color photography.

and discussions, students explore

Through reading assignments,

historical

Assignments and group critiques are used

slide presentations,

and cultural implications of digital photography.

to structure class discussion.

Prerequisite: Visual Arts 180.

285c. Sculpture

II.

Spring 2008. John Bisbee.

A continuation of principles

introduced in Visual Arts 195, with particular emphasis on

independent projects.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 195 or permission of the instructor.

295c-299c. Intermediate Independent Study in Visual Arts. Visual Arts Faculty.
310c. Narrative Structures. Spring 2008.

Anna

Hepler.

Explores narrative content, forms, processes, meanings, and approaches

in the visual

arts, especially in the context of contemporary practice, through interdisciplinary media, as

determined jointly by faculty and students
Prerequisite:

One

in the course.

100-level course in visual arts or permission of the instructor.

350c-359c. Advanced Studies in Visual Arts.

Fall 2007.

James Mullen. Spring 2008.

Thomas Cornell.

A continuation of principles

introduced in lower division drawing and painting courses,

with increasing emphasis on independent projects.
Prerequisite: Visual

[370c.

Arts 250 or 260, or permission of the

instructor.

Printmaking III]

380c. Photo Seminar. Spring 2008. Michael Kolster.

An extension of principles and techniques developed

in

Visual Arts 180 and Visual Arts

280, with increased emphasis on independent projects. Seminar discussion and critiques,

and

field

and laboratory work. Participants must provide

camera. Note: This course

and Social Change. The

is

their

own

non-automatic

35mm

being offered as part of a three-course cluster called Artworks

other two courses are Visual Arts 265, Public Art, and Sociology

Body (same as Gay and Lesbian Studies 253 and Gender and
Women's Studies 253). Attendance is required at a series of lectures by leading artists and
scholars who will address this topic. Lectures are scheduled every other week and typically

253, Constructions of the

take place on

Wednesday evenings.
280 or permission of the

Prerequisite: Visual Arts

instructor.

Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Visual Arts. Visual Arts Faculty.
Open only to exceptionally qualified senior majors and required for honors credit. Advanced

401c.

projects undertaken

and a

on an independent

final position paper.

basis, with assigned readings, critical discussions,
~*

)
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Asian Studies
Administered b) the Asian Studies Committee;

Shuqin Cui. Program Director

Suzanne M.

\ssot iate Professors:

Program Coordinator
mmittee list, page 350.

Astolfi,

Shuqin Cui, Songren Cui

Deanna Lee
Professor Belinda Kong

Joint Appointment with Art: \ssistant Professor De-nin

Joint Appointment with English: Assistant

Joint Appointments with Government: Associate Professor Henry C.

fit

Assistant Professor Lance Guo
Appointments with History: Professor Kidder Smith.

Associate Professor

Thomas Conlanf,

W. Laurence.

Jr.,

Assistant Professor Raehel

1

.

SturmaiC

Visiting

Numark

Assistant Professor Mitchell

Joint Appointment with Religion: Professor John C. Holt

Ratnam Selinger

Professor: Vyjayanthi

\tiint

Sree

Padma

Holt. Natsu Sato

Language Fellows: Asuka Hosaka, rlongyun Sun

Students
I

in

Asian studies focus on the cultural traditions of China, Japan, or South Asia India.
t

anka. Pakistan. Bangladesh, and Nepal). In completing the major, each student
.un a general

in

one

understanding of one of these cultural areas,

languages

of the

sophistication, and

South or East

ol

demonstrate

to

\sia. to

degree

a

oi

develop

to

is

required

acquire a w orking proficienc)

a theoretical or

methodological

applied specialization. These principles are

reflected in the requirements for an Asian studies major.
(

)tt-(

.iinpus siiid\
studs for students interested

us

I

si

ma)

select another

academic
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E and
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t<>
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credits
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ofl
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studi

Idition

in
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the MaJOff in \sian StudlCf

fin ills (mi

hi

Will

their
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.tmpus stud) (excludin

qmii

I

the Asian studies office

>urses)
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I
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Asian studies
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i

i
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I
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Asian Studies

The major
1

.

requires eourses from

Language.

Two years of an

two

69

categories:

East Asian language or one year of a South Asian language,

The College does not directly offer
any South Asian language. Arrangements may be made with the director of the

or the equivalent through intensive language study.

courses

in

program and the Office of the Registrar to transfer credits from another institution, or students
may meet this requirement by studying Sinhala on the ISLE Program or Tamil on the SITA
Program. Advanced language study is important for and integral to the major. In addition to the
required two years of language study, students may apply up to three advanced intermediate
(third-year) or advanced (fourth-year) East Asian language courses toward the total of eight
required for the area-specific or disciplinary major.
2a. Area-specific option. Eight courses,

seven of which focus on the student's area of

one of which is in an Asian cultural area outside that specialization. One
is normally a senior seminar. The possible areas of specialization are
China, Japan, East Asia, and South Asia. Students must take at least one premodern and
one modern course in their area of specialization. Students specializing in China must take
specialization and

of these eight courses

Asian Studies 370 and either Asian Studies 249 or 275; those specializing in Japan must
take Asian Studies 283; and those focusing on South Asia must take one 200-level course
from each of the following three areas: anthropology, religion, and history, all of which must
have South Asia as their primary focus (whenever possible, two of those courses should be
Asian Studies 232, 240, or 256).
which must be in the chosen
discipline (e.g., government, history, literature, religion, and other approved areas). Those
choosing this option should consult with their advisor concerning course selection and
availability. One of the eight courses must be a 300-level course in the discipline of focus,
wherever possible. The three remaining courses, chosen in consultation with an advisor, must
explore related themes or relate to the student's language study. The language studied must
be in the student's primary cultural or national area of focus, or in cases where a discipline
2b. Disciplinary-based option. Eight courses, at least five of

allows for comparison across areas,

Requirements for the Minor

in

in

one of the primary areas of focus.

Asian Studies

Students focus on the cultural traditions of either East Asia or South Asia by completing a
concentration of at least five courses

in

one geographic area or four courses

area and one course outside that specialization.

Of these

five courses,

in

one geographic

two may be language

courses, provided that these language courses are at the level of third-year instruction or

above.

Two

courses completed in off-campus programs

may be counted toward

the minor.

Students focusing on South Asia must take one 200-level course from each of the following
three areas: anthropology, religion, and history,

all

of which must have South Asia as their

primary focus (whenever possible, two of those courses should be Asian Studies 232, 240, or
256). Students must earn a grade of C- or better in order to have a course count for the minor.

No Credit/D/Fail courses may count for the minor, unless the course
only. No "double counting" of courses is allowed for the minor.

is

graded Credit/D/Fail

Program Honors
Students contemplating honors candidacy in the program must have established records of

A and B

in

program course offerings and present clearly articulated, well-focused proposals
must prepare an honors thesis and successfully defend their

for scholarly research. Students
thesis in an oral examination.

Courses of Instruction

70

Other Modernities
This year-long cluster of courses examines Asian modernities
the perspectives of China, Japan. India,

and an

literature, tilm. culture,

of

twentieth century from

in the

and the Asian diaspora. The cluster focuses on works

explore multiple Asian conceptions and critiques o\

to

modernity. Topics include the emergence of and resistance against imperialism: the process
of nation-building and

its

destruction: the shaping of national Identity; and the competing

claims of gender, ethnicity, class, and sexuality. Multiple courses are offered each semester:

more than one. Courses

students are highl) encouraged to take
literature focus

I

hrst-Year
or a
1

full

Seminars

description o\ first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

led Living

S

Sixteenth Century (Same as History

n«jlish 14

I

19h

(2Kc

in the

Shanghai Imagined,

17c. d

(

-based option for the Asian Studies major. Fall 2007:

ithin the disciplinary

Studies 216, 220. 249. and 319. Spring 2008: Asian Studies 244. 252.

\si,,ii

I

w

in this cluster satisfy the

(1

Seekers'

(I

29c d

I.i\es.

inda Kong.

Introductory Seminar. (Same as (iovernment

(Same

History 28.

as

he Jewish Diaspora:

I

i

)

ast \sian Polities:

1

2007. Bi

fall

13.)]

I

nity

and

19.

)|

)|

I)i\ersity. Fall 2007.

Much

Ni mark.

HistorN 29.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and
163c
I.i

(1

-

Advanced Courses

Introduction to \sian Art and Architecture. Spring 200S. Dh-nin Deanna

IP

i

South and East \sia from the Neolithic
period to the modern era Material ranges from ceramics and bron/e vessels to temples and
icons In narrative painting and public buildings Considers individual works and sites in
Vselected survey of

and architecture, primarily

art

in

st\hstK terms ami within religious, political, and social contexts. Not open to Students

have credit

13*

(I

and

Musk of Sooth

IP \i»\
i

<>n

Asian Studies

\rt History 140 or

foi

140.

(Same as Art Hlstorj

who

103.)

Spring 2008. Vinbet Shendi

\si;i

the musical traditions ol the Indian Subcontinent, with particular

emphasis

\orth Indian (Hindustani) Classical, Smith Indian (Karnatak) Classical,

the
M

BoUywoocT

While

film music.

historical

and cultural factors arc studied, Focus

musical construction concepts and processes. (Same
I'rereqmsii.

201< d

Mi-mon

DP

I

.nid

Monk km
it*

ratlin

National
"'.

(it

I

the I'acilic

dent it )

World Wai
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'
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n. ilmn. il
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.ill

War and
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2008. VyMYANTHI
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.is
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in

Japanese
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i
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fiction

Readings examine how
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I
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in
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homh

lileialuie
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Asian Studies

203c,d. Religion

and Modernity

in

7

South Asia and the Middle East. Spring 2008. Mitch

NlJMARK.
Seminar. Examines the concepts of "religion" and the "religions" and their relationship

and modernity. Focuses on the application and translation of the ideas
of "religion" and the "religions" in the South Asian subcontinent. The Middle East is also
explored. In particular, explores how the "religions" of South Asia (e.g., Hinduism, Buddhism,
to Christianity, Islam,

Sikhism, Islam, Christianity, Zoroastrianism, and Judaism) were discovered, understood,
contested, transformed, and institutionalized by colonial experience and the

demands of

modernity. (Same as History 203.)

210c,d

-

ESD. Asian-American Female Gothic. Spring 2008. Belinda Kong.

A study of Gothic elements

contemporary

in

fiction

by Asian- American

women writers.
how Gothic

Investigates crossovers between realism and supernaturalism, with attention to

motifs such as the ghost and the doppelganger are mobilized to negotiate cultural identity,

and historical traumas. Also explores the relationship between gender and genre

racial politics,

Asian-American literature. Authors may include Maxine Hong Kingston, Lan Samantha
Chang, le thi diem thuy, Lan Cao, Mia Yun, Nora Okja Keller, Cynthia Kadohata, Lois-Ann
Yamanaka, and Vyvyane Loh. (Same as English 272.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English, or one course in
in

Asian studies.
Note: This course

211c,d

-

VPA. The Arts of China.

A chronological
arts in

fulfills the literature

survey of

of the Americas requirement for English majors.

Fall 2007.

De-nin Deanna Lee.

ritual objects, sculpture, architecture, painting,

China from the Neolithic

to the

modern

and the role of trade, the impact of Buddhism, courtly and

mortuary

art,

scholarly

modes of painting, and popular and avant-garde

212c,d

-

technologies of

ESD,

IP.

art

and decorative

period. Topics include ritual practices and

art.

(Same

as

Art History 211.)

Writing China from Afar. Spring 2008. Belinda Kong.

The telling of a nation's history

is

often the concern not only of historical writings, but also

of literary ones. Examines some shaping moments of twentieth-century

China— the Second

Tiananmen Massacre — with specific focus on
contemporary literature by authors born and raised in China but since dispersed into a western
diaspora. Considers works written in English as well as those in translation. Critical issues
include language use and the role of translation, the distinction between emigration and exile,

World War,

the Cultural Revolution, and the

the relationship

between history and

literature, the

the task of narrating violence. Authors

may

grounds of representational authority, and

include Eileen Chang,

Shan Sa, Dai Sijie, Gao Xingjian, Anchee Min, Annie Wang, Ha
English 273 [formerly English 283.])
Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

J.

Jin,

G. Ballard,

Hong Ying,

and Bei Dao. (Same as

in English, or

one course

in

Asian studies.
213c,d

-

ESD. Introduction

to

Asian American Literature. Every other

year. Fall 2008.

Belinda Kong.

An

introduction not only to the writings of Asian America, but also to the historical

development of Asian American literature as a field of discussion, study, and debate. Begins
by focusing on a seminal moment in the formation of this field: the critical controversy
sparked by the publication of Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior (1976). Then
turns to more recent fiction and questions of how to re-conceive Asian American literature

Courses of Instruction

2

in light

oftbese works.

may include Amy Tan. David Henry
and Jhumpa Lahiri. Susan Choi. Lan Cao,

Kingston, authors

In addition to

Hwang, Irank Chin. Gish Jen. Chang-rae Lee.
and le thi diem thii\. (Same as Engtfsh 271 [formerly English 284].)
requisite: One tirst-\ ear seminar or 100-level eourse in English, or one eourse

in

Asian studk
of the Americas requirement for English majors.

fulfills the literature

d - ESI). IP. Asian Diaspora Literature of

2Hk
K

course

tiis

i

World War

II.

Belinda

Fall 2007.

NG.

ocuses on World

I

War

II

moment when modernity's two

as a global

and nightmares, collided. Emphasis on contemporary Asian diaspora
exclusions and failures of nation and empire
both Western and Asian perspectives.

modernities

plurality of

in

their twilight years, Others

On

— foundational

the

sides,

dreams

its

fiction that

probes the

— from
marks prominently the

categories of modernity

one hand. World War

II

our world: as certain nations and imperial powers entered into

were

just

emerging. At the same time. World

War

reveals

II

how

such grand projects of modernit) as national consolidation, ethnic unification, and imperial

consequences that include internment camps, the atom bomb, sexual
slavery, genocide, and the widespread displacement of peoples that inaugurates diasporas.
Spora literature thus constitutes one significant local point where modernit) ma\ he

expansion have led

interrogated. Part of the

critical!)

Dglisfa

I

to

274

Other Modernities course

cluster (see page 70).

(Same

i

One

Prerequisite:

seminar or 100-level course

first-year

English, or one course

in

in

an studies

220c

-

<l

\P\ Modern and

(

ontemporar\

\rt in

China,

fall

2007

\i\

I)i

I)i

\nna

I

mimes

the multitude of

\

istial

expressions Chinese

artists

adopted,

re

fashioned, and

from the Ma\ fourth Movement
«>t
1919 through the Cultural Revolution 1966 76) and (almost) to the present day. Major
themes include the tension between identity and modernit). the relationship between art and
(X)liiics. and the impact ol globalization and an international art market Part of the Other
Modernities ouise cluster (see page 70). (Same as Ail Elistor) 220.)
rejected during the political struggles of the twentieth century,
(

\rt Histor>

Prerequisite

11\k

(I

Keligiosities of

101 oi 110, or permission of the instructed

South

\sia

Spring 2008 .Si \n GOONASBKERA.

South Asiaand covers salvation
Buddhism. Hinduism, Jainism, Sikkhism, Yoga, and [antra, aswellasminoi
religions such as astrology, demonology, spirit possession, Boroery, witchcraft, and magic
itu i<» the region Inc hides discussions ol monastic traditions ol Buddhism, Hinduism.
varieties ol indigenous religious expressions in

<ui

religions such

.is

lainism South \sian religious traditions prescribe avariet)

in>m rigorous

Buddhism

selt
t<>

mortification culminating

complete rejection

<»i

in

monasticism

!3<

relationship! with nationalistic political
d

H'

MaJuyana Buddhism (Same

monastic practices ranging

death to the middle path
in

orthodox Hinduism

ioUS ideals and ihe e\ei\da\
:

»>t

life Ol

movements (Same
as Religion 223.)]

recommended
i

uplores the

ihen adheienls. as well as
as Religion

224

»

Asian Studies

226c,d

ESD,

-

IP. Religion

and

73

Political Violence in

South Asia.

Fall 2007.

Sunil

GOONASEKERA.
Religion
that

is

a universal

phenomenon

that touches, if not dominates, daily life

and

is

a force

can compel people to be both perpetrators and victims of violence. Sociological and

anthropological studies point to social, political, economic, cultural, legal, and psychological
facts that propel individuals

into a religious context.

and groups to use violence and justify its use by bringing violence
to understand the relationship between religion and violence

Seeks

and the causes and effects of

that relationship. Specifically addresses these issues in

South

Asian cultural systems. (Same as Anthropology 223 and Religion 225.)

227b,d - IP. Contemporary Chinese Politics. Fall 2007. Lance Guo.
Examines Chinese politics in the context of a prolonged revolution. After a survey of the
political system as established in the 1950s and patterns of politics emerging from it, the
analytic focus turns to political change in the reform era (since 1979) and the forces driving
it. Topics include the political impact of decentralization and marketization, the reintegration
into the capitalist

world economy, and the development of the legal system. The adaptation

by the Communist Party

to these

changes and the prospects of democratization are also

examined. (Same as Government 227.)

228b,d

An

IP.

-

Chinese Foreign Policy. Spring 2008. Lance Guo.

analytic survey of the historical evolution of China's foreign relations since 1949.

on China's evolving strategic thinking in the context of its rapid economic
ascendance and increasing global influence. Topics include cultural and historical factors
shaping Chinese foreign policy and strategic thinking; the actors, institutions, and processes
of foreign policy making; national interests and the internationalization of China; Sino-United

Emphasis

is

States relations; the resurgent nationalism; China's role in the Asia-Pacific regionalism;
the key security and foreign policy issues such as

Government
229b,d

IP. Politics

-

A survey

Taiwan and North Korea,

etc.

(Same

as

228.)

and

Societies in Southeast Asia. Fall 2007.

of the political landscape and trends of change

Lance Guo.

in tropical

Southeast Asia and

an investigation of the fundamental driving forces of changes in this region of rich diversity
in culture, religion, ethnicity,

mystic beliefs, and political traditions. Topics include nation

building and the role of colonial history in

regime legitimacy;

it;

political protests (often

spearheaded by college students); armed insurgence and nationalism; the different responses

and consequences of rapid economic growth; the clash between
democracy, and indigenous traditions. (Same as Government 229.)

to modernization; the causes

human

rights,

[230c,d
[232b,d.

-

ESD,

IP. Imperialism, Nationalism,

Modernity

ESD.

in

South Asia. (Same

as

Human

Rights. (Same as History 280.)]

Anthropology

243.)]

and the Indian Ocean World. Fall 2008. Rachel Sturman.
Explores the vibrant social world created by movements of people, commodities, and ideas

236c,d

-

IP. India

across the contemporary regions of the Middle East, East Africa, and South and Southeast Asia

from the early spread of Islam to the eighteenth century. Key topics include the formation of
communities, pre-modern material cultures, the meanings of conversion and religious change,
and the production and transformation of systems of knowledge and modes of social relations
in the era before the rise of European colonialism. (Same as History 282.)
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India to 1707: Historv of 'traditional India Spring 2008 MtTCH

d

viewpoints, beginning with

Mughal Empire Emphasis

earliest

its

placed on the development of indigenous ivayi of lool

is

ion of those v.orldviews jd the religiom called

world and the expre

Buddhism Explore!

be largely primary sources

ulture in

(

tares cultural tfendi

period of th

Mughals(1526

I

1707), Readings will

translation ''Same at Historv 279-

in

IP Mass and Pop

Hinduism lainism and

the ares b) Muslim-, and their interaction with Hindu

the conquest of

India, with particular stresson the

-

from cultural and intellectual
luding in 1707 with the declirs

the history of the Indian subcontinent, primarily

famine

252c d

N

in

ontemporary

f

hina Spi

f

(

i.

contemporary China with post-v>aaJjst condition as the
Discussion topics mci

.nd cultural studies the theoretical fraiiicwori

rural-urban transformations, experimental

documentary cinema,
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254c. d

C literature,

art. al*

Other Modernities ourse

hinese

inema

(

I

all

cluster

Sm //

2008.

<

9

Introduces students to films produced

in

the People ! Republic of China,

".

framework and explores hov. cinema
as a sign system constructs sociocultural and aesthetic meanings Students will benefit most
by bringing both an open mind toward non Western cultural texts, and a critical eye for

Hong Kong Places

visual

national

cinema

in a

transnational

art.

[255c d

256c d

-

-

PSD
PSD

IP Writing the Self in

Modern South Asia

IP

Modern

India (Same a

2007.

Pall

Historv 260jj

Mm

Chronological and thematic introduction to the history of South Asia from
British imperial

power

in

th

the mid-eighteenth century to the present. Topics include the

formation of a colonial economy and lociety; religious and social reform: the

er:

anti-colonial nationalism; the road to independence and partition: and issues of secularism,

religious fundamentalisms, democracy, and inequality that have shaped post-colonial South

Asian societies ^Same as History 261
[258c d

Politics

and Popular (ulture

in

I

wentieth-Centurv India

Sai

Historv

263)1
[261b d Contemporary Chinese Society

Part

1

Same

Sociology 261

[262b d Contemporary Chinese Society. Part 2 fSarne as Sociology 262 jj
1

264b d Gender and family

and Sociology 265
266c. d

-

)

Women

Approaches the subject
China from perspe
political

women

hi*

Past Asia

in

fiction and film

a

Gender and Women's Studies 265

J

IP Chinese

Considers

Same

in

ing in twentieth- and early twenty-first-century

of

enters, filmmakers, and their
well as

its

Spring 2 r //;

literary

and visual

in the

traditions.

and visual representatic
./<x\context of Chi:

Focuses on h

titers

and directors negotiate gender identity against social -cultural norms. Also construe
dialogue be

Chinese women's

Gender and Women's Studies 266

tern feminist assumptions.

(Same

a
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267b,d International Relations in Kast Asia. Fall 2CX)8. Lance Guo.
Examines international relations in East Asia from a regional perspective, while
considering the impact of outside states on power relations and patterns of interaction in the
region. Topics include cultural and historical legacies; nationalism and polities of economic

development: Hash points

region such as Korea. Taiwan, the South China Sea and the

in the

ciated foreign polic) issues; and broad trends and recent developments

MCSR

-

\pplied Research Practicum: Chinese Rural to

Rachh

1

\

the areas

o\~

and regional integration. (Same as Government 267.)

trade, investment,

2o°

in

Urban Migration.

Spring

Connelly.

microeconomics. Students work throughout the
semester in research teams to anal) /e data from Chinese rural w omen on their migration and or
the migration ot their husbands. While topics of Chinese economic life and economic models
Highlights applied research methods

in

how applied researchers

of migration are studied, the course primarily focuses on methods:

work with data to analyze a set of questions. Elementary statistics is a prerequisite. Statistical
techniques beyond the elemental) level are taught. (Same as Keonomies 277 and (iender

Women's

a\m\

Studies 277.)

l.conomics 101 and one of the following college-le\el statistics courses.
eonomics257. Mathematics 155 or 265. Psychology 252. or Sociology 201. or permission
Prerequisite

I

of the instructor.
2~(>c

An
and

1

(

IP

-

(I

Thought

'hinese

introduction to

Same

his SUCCC

273c

(I

274c

(I

2'5i

(I

27fx d

M)

I
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in
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of

\ Histor-N

I

|

Same

r

Smith.

time of Confucius

Spring 2008.

ibct

as Histor\ 274.)]

Histor> 275.)]

Kmni

namines three questions: What was old Tibet?

1

kmni

in the

Kast Asia. (Same as History 273.)]

Modern China (Same as

IP

Period. Fall 2007.

Histor) 270.)

IP (hiin.se Poetr\ and Society

-

-

as

social Histor\ of

\

in the Classical

the competing schools of Chinese thought

Is

R

S\mn.

Tibet part

ofChina?Whal

arc conditions

nou \nalyzes the complex interactions of politics and societ) with Buddhist doctrine
and practice. (Same as Histor] 27<>

there

2SU

}

IP

d

llu-(

onrth Sncict) of Meian Japan

Fall

2008.

THOMAS CON] \v

Seminal Japan's courtl) culture spawned some of the greatest cultural achievements the
world has ever known. fsing the TaUo/GenJi, a tenth cent ur\ novel of romance and intrigue.
attempts to reconstruct the complex world ot couitl) culture in Japan, where marriages were
I

open and easy, even though
.
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U

<1

si)

I

I

M)

||»

IP

in
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I
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iet)
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not;

(Same as Government 232.)]
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1

all

2008 ami

I

all

designed to introduce the culture and
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Vttempts to reconstruct the tenoi
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ol lapanesc civilization
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ol life

through
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as Histor) 2S3
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-

ESD,

IP.

77

The Emergence of Modern Japan.

Spring 2009 and Spring 2010.

Thomas Conlan.
What constitutes a modern state? How durable are cultures and civilizations? Examines the
patterns of culture in a state that managed to expel European missionaries in the seventeenth
century, and came to embrace all things Western as being "civilized" in the mid-nineteenth
century. Compares the unique and vibrant culture of Tokugawa Japan with the rapid program
of late-nineteenth-century industrialization, which resulted

in

imperialism, international wars,

and ultimately, the postwar recovery. (Same as History 284.)

Conquests and Heroes. Spring 2010. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Examines the experience of war in China, Japan, and Europe in order to
ascertain the degree to which war is a culturally specific act. Explores narratives of battle
285c,d

IP.

-

and investigates "heroic" qualities of European, Chinese, and Japanese figures. A secondary
theme constitutes an examination of the impact the thirteenth-century Mongol Invasions had

on each of these military cultures. (Same as History 285.)
286c,d

IP.

-

Japan and the World.

Fall 2009.

Thomas Conlan.

Seminar. Explores Japan's relations with China, Korea, and Europe

modern contexts. Also explores
(Same as History 286.)
[287c,d

-

ESD,

IP.

Kingship

in

larger issues of state identity

Fall 2007.

premodern and

and cultures

Comparative Perspective. (Same

289. Construction of the Goddess and Deification of Women in

in

in

East Asia.

as History 287.)

J

Hindu Religious Tradition.

Sree Padma.

which the power of the feminine has
been expressed mythologically and theologically in Hinduism; (2) how various categories of
goddesses can be seen or not as the forms of the "great goddess"; and (3) how Hindu women
have been deified, a process that implicates the relationship between the goddess and women.
Focuses include:

( 1 )

an examination of the manner

in

Students read a range of works, primary sources such as Devi Mahatmya, biographies and

myths of deified women, and recent scholarship on goddesses and deified women. One-half
credit.

(Same

as Religion 289.)

291c-299c. Intermediate Independent Study in Asian Studies.

and Fiction

Modern South Asia.

John Holt.
A study of the Hindu and Buddhist religious cultures of modern South Asia as they have
been imagined, represented, interpreted, and critiqued in the literary works of contemporary
and modern South Asian writers of fiction and historical novels, including Salman Rushdie
{Midnight's Children, The Satanic Verses), V. S. Naipaul {An Area of Darkness, India: A
Million Mutinies Now?), Gita Mehta {A River Sutra), etc. Part of the Other Modernities
course cluster (see page 70). (Same as Religion 319.)

319c,d. Religion

in

Fall 2007.

323c,d. Topics in Chinese Painting. Spring 2008. De-nin

A collaborative seminar with

Deanna

Lee.

students at Colby College that culminates in an exhibition

at the museums of the respective colleges. Examines the great
Chinese ink painting, with a focus on the late imperial period (fourteenth to

of traditional Chinese painting
traditions of

nineteenth centuries), and drawing heavily upon the collection of Bowdoin College. Includes
several joint sessions in the

individual and team projects.
Prerequisite;

One

museums
(Same

as

of

Bowdoin and Colby

Art History 323.)

200-level course in art history.

colleges,

and requires both

)
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Japanese Politics. Spring 2009. Henry C. W. Laurence.
Analyzes the political, social, and cultural underpinnings of modern politics, and asks how
democracv works in Japan compared w ith other countries. Explores how Japan has achieved

Advanced Seminar

332b d

in

stunning material prosperity while maintaining

systems

in

the world, high Levels of

income

among

equality,

the best healthcare and education

and low levels of crime. Students are

also instructed in conducting independent research on topics of their
(

eminent 332

,o\

eminent 232 same
i

Advanced Seminar

(1

in

ks to understand political
a ing

as

Asian Studies 282).

Chinese Politics. Spring 2008. Lance Guo.
change caused by China's rapid economic ascendance and

global influence b) exploring the various underlying driving forces

globalization, etc.. and

how

mam theme

redistributed. The

— marketi/ation.

these are reshaping the socioeconomic foundation of the party-

ways power

forcing changes in the governance structure and the

state,

choosing. (Same

i

Prerequisite: (.on

333h

own

varies each

\

is

contested and

ear to reflect important recent developments, e.g..

elite politics, the transformation of the communist party, role of the military, political economy

development, the re-emerging class structure,

iW

etc.

(Same

Government

as

3>3>$.)

Vdvanced Seminar on Kast Asia Spring 2009. Lam Cii O.
explores the relationship between politics (institutions, processes.
policies, etc.) and economic performance. Also ventures into a wider range o\ theoretical
and substantive issues m the realms of culture, society, and political philosophy. While
335h

(1

i

icmaticallv

the theoretical questions

and

their policy implications are universalis relevant, attention

directed mainlv to the Asian Pacific

liberalism The purpose
factors

3371)

u

C

V\

(1

I

to

East Asia broadlv construed) in a dialogue

w

ith

Western

understand the possible combinations of political and economic

explaining the successes or failures of economic development around the world.

in

me
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I

is

Government

335.)
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Democracy and Development

Asia
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.

B varictv oi political, economic, moral, and cultural
democrac) a luxur) thai poor countries cannot afford? Arc authoritarian
fernments better al promoting economic growth than democracies? Hoes prosperit) lead
todeiiKK rati/ation Alt democratic v allies and human rights univ ersal. oi culturallv Specific?
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LANGUAGE COURSES
Chinese 101c. Elementary Chinese I. Every fall. Songren Cui and Hongyun Sun.
A foundation course for communicative skills in modern Chinese (Mandarin). Five
hours of class per week and individual tutorials. Introduction to the sound system, essential
grammar, basic vocabulary, and approximately 350 characters. Develops rudimentary listening
comprehension and conversational skills. No prerequisite. Followed by Chinese 102.

Chinese 102c. Elementary Chinese II. Every spring. Songren Cui and Hongyun Sun.
A continuation of Chinese 101. Five hours of class per week and individual tutorials.
Covers most of the essential grammatical structures and vocabulary for basic survival
needs and simple daily routine conversations. Introduction to the next 350 characters, use
of Chinese-English dictionary, principles of character simplification, and Chinese word
processing. Followed by Chinese 203.
Prerequisite: Chinese 101 or permission of the instructor.
[Chinese 103c. Advanced Elementary Chinese

I.]

[Chinese 104c. Advanced Elementary Chinese II]

Chinese 203c. Intermediate Chinese I. Every fall. Songren Cui and Hongyun Sun.
An intermediate course in modern Chinese. Five hours of class per week and individual
conversation sessions. Consolidates and expands the knowledge of grammar and vocabulary,
with 400 additional characters. Rigorous training in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Followed by Chinese 204.
Prerequisite: Chinese 102 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 204c. Intermediate Chinese II. Every spring. Songren Cui and Hongyun Sun.
A continuation of Chinese 203. Five hours of class per week and individual conversation
sessions. Further develops students' communicative competence and strives to achieve a
balance between the receptive and productive skills. Students learn another 400 characters;
read longer, more complex texts; and write short compositions with increasing discourse
cohesion. Followed by Chinese 205.
Prerequisite: Chinese 203 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 205c. Advanced-Intermediate Chinese I. Every fall. Songren Cui.
A pre-advanced course in modern Chinese. Three hours of class per week. Upgrades all
skills in listening, speaking, reading, and writing, with an emphasis on accuracy and fluency.
Followed by Chinese 206.
Prerequisite: Chinese 204 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 206c. Advanced-Intermediate Chinese II. Every spring. Songren Cui.
A continuation of Chinese 205. Three hours of class per week. Focuses on the development of
functional skills in reading and writing, particularly dealing with edited and/or media materials
such as newspapers, television broadcasting, and the Internet. Followed by Chinese 307.
Prerequisite: Chinese 205 or permission of the instructor.

i
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Chinese 307c Advanced Chinese I Ever) tall. Shuqos Cui.
ibject-oriented language course, facilitating students" transition from textbook Chinese
to authentic materials. Subjects in rotation include social-cultural China. Chinese cinema,
business Chinese, and media in China. Emphasis is gi\ en to reading and w riting. w ith focuses
on accuracy, complexity, and fluenc\ in oral as well as written expression.
Prerequisite: Chinese 206 or permission of the instructor.

Advanced Chinese II Everj spring. Shuqjn Ci
Continuation o\ Chinese 307.
Prerequisite: Chinese 307 or permission of the instructor.

him.se 308c

(

i.

Japanese 101c. Elemental"] Japanese I. Fall 2001. Natsi Sato and Asuka Hosaka.
An introductory course in modern Japanese language. In addition to mastering the basics
rarnmar, emphasis is placed on active functional communication in the language, reading.
and listening comprehension. Context-oriented conversation drills are complemented by
audio materials. The two kana syllabaries and 60 commonk used kanji are introduced. No
prerequisite. Followed b) Japanese 102.
Japanese 102c Elementar\ Japanese II. Spring 2008. Naisi Smo \\n Asi k\ HOSAKA.
V continuation of the fundamentals of Japanese grammar structures and fun her acquisition
of Spoken communication skills, listening comprehension, and proficiency in reading and
writing. Introduces an additional °4) kanji.

Japanese 101 Of permission of

Prerequisite

Intermediate Japanese

Japanese 203c
K

the instructor.

Fall

I.

2007. VYJAYANTM SELrNGBR

SND ASUKA

\.

An

intermediate course

in

modern Japanese language, with introduction of advanced

nmatical structures, vocabulary, and characters. Continuing emphasis on acquisition o\

well-balanced language

m
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based on an understanding of the actual use of the language

the Japanese socio-cultural context Introduces an additional KM) kanji.
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Japanese 307c\d. Advanced Japanese I Fall 2007. Naisi; Sato.
Designed to develop mastery of the spoken and written language. Materials from various
sources such as literature, newspapers, and cultural journals as well as TV programs and films
arc used. Assigned work includes written compositions and oral presentations.
Prerequisite: Japanese 206 or permission of the instructor.

Japanese 308e,d. Advanced Japanese II Spring 200X. Naisi Saio.
A continuation of Japanese 307. ( ontinucd effort* to develop oral and written fluency
in informal and formal situations. Reading of contemporary texts of literature, business,
and social topics.
Prerequisite:

Japanese 307 or permission

of the instructor.

Biochemistry
Administered by the Biochemistry

(

onimiitee

Harry A. Logan Program Due*

Bruce

I).

Kohorn, Anne
Julie

J.

Joint Appointments with Biology
Assistant Professor

Anne

P.

Santorella,

Program

oordinatoi

MePride

Assistant Professor Danielle H.

in

(

Professor Bruce D. Kohorn,
P.

Joint Appointments with Chemistry: Professor David S

Requirements for the Major

tot

MeBride, David S Page Danielle H. Dube

Page**,

Dube

Biochemistry

must complete the following courses: Biology 109, Biology 224 ( Chemistry 231 ),
Biology (Chemistry) 232. 263; Chemistry 109, 225, 226, 251; Mathematics 161 171;

All majors

Physics 103, 104. Students should complete the required biochemistry core courses by the

end of
in the

their junior year so that they

may

take upper-level courses and participate

in

research

senior year. Majors must also complete three courses from the following: Biology 210,

212, 214, 217, 218, 253, 255, 257, 266, 303, 304, 306, 317, 333, 401^404; Chemistry 210,
240, 252, 254, 270, 305, 330, 360, 401-404; Physics 223, 401-404. Students

two 400-level courses. Students taking independent study courses
biochemistry major should register for Biochemistry 401^404.

electives up to
in the

may

Bowdoin College does not
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minor

in
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for

honors

biochemistry.

Advanced Courses
401a-404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors
Department.
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Requirements for the Minor
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in Biology

The minor consists of four courses within the department at the 00 level or above, appropriate
1

to the major.

Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses

MCSR,

53a -

INS. Biofuels. Fall 2007. Peter

J.

Woodruff.

Alternative energy has generated a great deal of recent interest as a

on

traditional fossil fuels.

Examines

fuels

way

to

reduce reliance

from biological sources, and the contribution they

can make towards energy independence and combating global warming. Topics include the

molecular structure and production of the major types of biofuels

who do
[55a

students

not have a great deal of experience in biology.

INS. Science of Food and Wine. (Same as Chemistry

-

in a setting for

55.)]

Nine Months: From Conception to Birth. Fall 2007. Carey R. Phillips.
Covers the biological events from the process of fertilization through early development
and birth of a human. Intended for those who have had little biology or do not intend to major
in biology. Explores the formation of the major organ systems and how the parts of the body

61a.

Your

First

are constructed in the correct places and at the correct times. Also discusses topics such as

cloning and the effects of prenatal use of drugs as they relate to the biological principles

involved

in early

human development.

Includes a few in-class laboratory sessions

in

which

students learn to do experiments, and collect, analyze, and interpret data.

67a

INS. Emerging Diseases. Fall 2007. Anne E. McBride.

-

Explores the biology of microorganisms implicated in new and recurrent infectious diseases

Emphasizes class discussion of topics including microbial
growth and reproductive strategies, pathogen-host interactions, and social and economic
issues relating to infectious diseases. Not open to students who have credit for Biology 76.
See Biology 367 for more information about this course.
in the context of their global impact.

76a

INS. Viruses Subverting Life. Spring 2008. William L. Steinhart.

-

An introduction to the science of virology
on the

host,

including the process of virus infection, effects

epidemic spread, control and treatment, public health issues and the impact on

between viruses and their hosts, and the uses of viruses
new genetic technologies. Comparison of literature for the public versus the professional.

society, the evolutionary relationship
in

Class sessions include discussions of readings and video documentaries as well as occasional
laboratory work.

101a

MCSR,

-

The

first in

INS. Biological Principles

I.

Every

fall.

Fall 2007.

Bruce D. Kohorn.

a two-semester introductory biology sequence. Topics include fundamental

principles of cellular and molecular biology with an emphasis on providing a problem-solving

approach to an understanding of genes, RNA, proteins, and cell structure and communication.
Focuses on developing quantitative skills, as well as critical thinking and problem solving
Lecture and weekly laboratory /discussion groups. First-year students are required to

skills.

take the biology placement examination during orientation.

102a

-

MCSR,

The second

INS. Biological Principles
in a

II.

Spring 2008. Patsy

S.

Dickinson.

two-semester introductory biology sequence. Emphasizes fundamental

biological principles extending

from

the physiological to the

ecosystem level of living

organisms. Topics include physiology, ecology, and evolutionary biology, with a focus on

developing quantitative

skills as

well as critical thinking and problem solving skills. Lecture

and weekly laboratory/discussion groups.
Prerequisite: Biology 101.

Courses of Instruction

MCSR, INS
w wn Mm mm

109a

-

1

Introductory Biology. Every semester. Fall 2007. Barry A.
I'xlopoli. Spring 2008. Hadley Wilson Horch and Nathaniel T.

Wheelwright.
tuies examine fundamental biological principles,

from the subcellular to the ecosystem

Topics include bioenergetics, structure-function relationships, cellular information

level.

systems, physiology, ecology, and evolutionary biology. Laboratory sessions are intended

develop

to

deeper understanding

a

o\'

methods of science by requiring
own experiments. Lecture and weekly laboratory/

the techniques and

students to design and conduct their

discussion groups.

MCSR

INS Perspectives in Environmental Science. Every spring. Spring 2008.
Danton Nygaard.
Functioning of the earth system i^ defined b\ the complex and fascinating interaction of
proeesses w ithin and between four principal spheres: land. air. water, and life. Leverages key
158a

-

Jmh\ Ljchter

principles of

wn

em ironmental

chemistT) and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of

phenomena and ecosystem

natural

are used to

Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
understand the seience behind the environmental dilemmas lacing societies as a
function.

consequence of human activities. Laborator) sessions consist of local held trips, laboratory
experiments, group research, ease Stud) exercises, and discussions of current and classic
scientific literature

Prerequisite:

M)

202

Digital

(Same

hcmistr\ 105 and Knvironmental Studies 201.)

as (

One 00- level

or higher course

1

\nimation Studio

ball

2007.

in

biology, chemistry, geology, or physics.

Caw

1

Pun

R.

i

us

Explores the uses of art and three-dimensional animations in

communicating complex

d\ nanue and spatial relationships, primarily as the\ pertain to explaining scientific concepts

Students use primary literature to explore a science problem
ot

a

in a

seminar-type format. Stud\

filmmaking and use of high-end three-dimensional animation software. Concludes with
team effort in creating a three dimensional animated film of the seience problem. (Same
Kraal \i ts

\

210a

MCSR

-

255

ins Plant Physiology. Spring 2008. B\kk^ a. Logan,

introduction to die physiological processes that enable plants to grow under the varied
ditions found in nature

(

Seneral topics discussed include the acquisition, transport,

and

use of water and mineral nutrients. photOS) nlhetie earbon assimilation, and the influence

and hormonal signals on development and morphologv Adaptation and
extreme environments and other ecophysiological subjects are also discussed.
u> laborat
nforce principles discussed in lecture and expose students to modern

n\ ironmenl.il
i
;

mat ion

to

uniques.
requisiti

212a

-MCSR

(Same i

Bftolog}

102

Environmental Studies 210.)

MM

lude

modes

<>r

109

i\s Genetics and Molecular Bioiog) Every

Integrated
iik

105,

lismic

and molecular levels

ot inheritam e, the strut tune

and function

fall.

ot

William

chromosomes,

ol

1

Stbinhart.

genetic systems,
the

mechanisms

ombination, mutagenesis, the determination
ord

in-iK

engineering applications

eduled
Btotog) hi:

km

105

109

I

[bpics

oi

gene

aboratorj and problem solving

Biology
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213a - MCSR, INS. Neurobiology. Every fall. Hadley Wilson Horch.
Examines fundamental concepts in neurobiology from the molecular to the systems

level.

Topics include neuronal communication, gene regulation, morphology, neuronal development,

axon guidance, mechanisms of neuronal

plasticity,

sensory systems, and the molecular basis

of behavior and disease. Weekly lab sessions introduce a wide range of methods used to

examine neurons and neuronal systems.
Prerequisite:

214a

-

An

MCSR,

One

of the following: Biology 102, 104, 105, 109, or Psychology 251.

INS. Comparative Physiology. Every spring. Patsy

S.

Dickinson.

examination of animal function, from the cellular to the organismal

level.

The

underlying concepts are emphasized, as are the experimental data that support our current

understanding of animal function. Topics include the nervous system, hormones, respiration,
circulation, osmoregulation, digestion,

and thermoregulation. Labs are short, student-designed

projects involving a variety of instrumentation. Lectures and four hours of laboratory

work

per week.
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109

215a - MCSR, INS. Behavioral Ecology and Population Biology. Every fall. Nathaniel
T Wheelwright.
Study of the behavior of animals and plants, and the interactions between organisms
and their environment. Topics include population growth and structure, and the influence
of competition, predation, and other factors on the behavior, abundance, and distribution of
plants and animals. Laboratory sessions, field trips, and research projects emphasize concepts
in

ecology, evolution and behavior, research techniques, and the natural history of local plants

and animals. Optional

field trip to the

Bowdoin

Scientific Station

on Kent

Island.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies 215.)
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

216a - MCSR, INS. Evolution. Every spring. Michael F. Palopoli.
Examines one of the most breathtaking ideas in the history of science — that all life on
this planet descended from a common ancestor. An understanding of evolution illuminates
every subject in biology, from molecular biology to ecology. Provides a broad overview of
evolutionary ideas, including the modern theory of evolution by natural selection, evolution
of sexual reproduction, patterns of speciation and macro-evolutionary change, evolution of
sexual dimorphisms, selfish genetic elements, and kin selection. Laboratory sessions are

devoted to semester-long, independent research projects.
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

217a

-

An

MCSR, INS.

Developmental Biology. Every fall. William R. Jackman.
examination of current concepts of embryonic development, with emphasis on

their

experimental basis. Topics include morphogenesis and functional differentiation, tissue

gene expression, and interaction of
cells with hormones and extracellular matrix. Project-oriented laboratory work emphasizes
experimental methods. Lectures and three hours of laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.
interaction, nucleocytoplasmic interaction, differential

218a

-

An

INS. Microbiology. Every spring. Anne E. McBride.
examination of the structure and function of microorganisms, from viruses

to fungi, with

structure,

to bacteria

an emphasis on molecular descriptions. Subjects covered include microbial

metabolism, and genetics. Control of microoganisms and environmental interactions

are also discussed. Laboratory sessions every week.

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

.

Chemistry 225

is

recommended.

Courses of Instruction

86

\K SR INS

Biology of Marine Organisms. Fall 2007. Kurt Bretsch.
The stud) of the biolog) and ecology of marine mammals, seabirds. fish, intertidal and
siibtidal in\ ertebrates. algae, and plankton. Alsoconsiders the biogeographic consequences of

21Ma

i:

-

and

K >bal

local

ocean currents on the evolution and ecology of marine organisms. Laboratories,

and research projects emphasize natural history, functional morphology, and
Ogy. Lectures and three hours o\ laboratory or field trip per week. One weekend field
included (Same as Environmental Studies 219.)

tield trips,

trip

Biology 102. 104. 105. or 109.

Prerequisite

224a

-

SR, INS Biochemistry and

\1(

Cell Biology. Every spring. Bruch D. Kohorn.
to know them through the
Emphasis is on the scientific
understand what we know today, emphasizing

uses on the structure and function of cells as

we have come

interpretation of direct observations and experimental results.

(thought) processes that have allowed us to
the use of genetic, biochemical,

and optical analysis

to

understand fundamental biological

processes. Covers details of the organization and expression of genetic information, and the

biosynthesis, sorting, and function of cellular

examples

ot

inisnis.

how

mi k.
Community ecolog)

ot

Concludes with

the cell.

cells within cell populations, tissues,

lab each

o\'

week. (Same as Chemistry 231.)

BlotOgJ 102. 104. 105. or 109. Chemistry 225

is

recommended.

Ecosystem, and Global Change Ecology. Every

MCSR, INS Community,

-

from other

and the en\ ironment. Three hours

Prerequisite

225a
John

cells perceive signals

components within

fall.

I.k

of dynamic patterns

the Stud)

I8

organisms. Ecosystem ecolog)

is

in

the distribution

the stud) o\ the flow of energy

and abundance

and cycling of matter

through ecological communities. Global change ecolog) examines how

human

activities

communities and ecosystems and how these changes pla\ out at the global scale.
[bpiCS include the creation and maintenance of biodiversity, the complexity o\' species

alter

interactions

m

food webs, the role of disturbance

biodiversit) in ecos) stem processes, and

human

in

ecological processes, the importance of

influences on global biogeochemical cycles

and climate change. aborator) sessions consist of local field trips, team research exercises.
and independent field research projects. Current and classic scientific literature is discussed
I

wcekk (Same
requisite
:

\1<

I2l

I

n\ ironniental Studies 225

Biolog) 102

sk Biochemistry

produo
requisite

253a

II:

I

n/\mcs and Metabolism

[bpici

Fall

2001. I)\\n> S

PaOI

by which
amino acids, and other important biomolecules are broken down to
include pathways

in

living

cells

and biosynthesized (Same as Chemistr) 232.)
hvmistn 2K>
(

Ncoropbyslolofj
mparativc stud)

.m mi. ils

i

104. 105. ot 109.

introduction to metabolism. Topics
draies. lipids,

.

iiK

I

.

fall

Pxrs^ S

of the function ol the

hide the ph\

si.

f

Dickinson.

nervous

s)

stem

in

invertebrate and vertebrate

individual nerve cells and theii organization into

functional units, the behavioral responses ol animals to cues

and the neural me< nanisms underl

h

•AMI.

Hiolo^ 102

KM

109

beha>

m

iors

Mom

the environment,

Lectures and four hours of laboratory

and Biology 213t 214v or Psychology 218,

Biology

g7

254a - MCSR, INS. Biomechanics. Spring 2008. Kurt Bretsch.
Examines the quantitative and qualitative characterization of organismal morphology,
and explores the relationship of morphology to measurable components of an organism's
mechanical, hydrodynamic, and ecological environment. Lectures, labs, field trips, and
individual research projects emphasize: (1) analysis of morphology, including analyses of
the shape of individual organisms as well as of the mechanical and molecular organization of
their tissues; (2) characterization

of water

Mow

associated with organisms; and (3) analyses

of the ecological and mechanical consequences to organisms of their interaction with their

environment. Introductory physics and calculus are strongly recommended.
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109, or one 100-level course in chemistry, geology,

mathematics, or physics.

Anne E. McBride.
Covers the development of the immune response, the cell biology of the immune system, the
nature of antigens, antibodies, B andTcells, and the complement system. The nature of natural
immunity, transplantation immunology, and tumor immunology are also considered.

257a. Immunology. Fall 2008.

Prerequisite: Biology 212, 217, 218, or

224 (same

as

Chemistry 231), or permission of

the instructor.

258a. Ornithology. Spring 2008. Nathaniel T. Wheelwright.

Advanced study of

the biology of birds, including anatomy, physiology, distribution,

and systematics, with an emphasis on avian ecology and evolution. Through integrated
laboratory sessions, field trips, discussion of the primary literature, and independent research,
students learn identification of birds, functional morphology, and research techniques such
as experimental design, behavioral observation,

Bowdoin

Scientific Station

Prerequisite: Biology

on Kent

and

field

methods. Optional

field trip to the

Island.

215 (same

as

Environmental Studies 215) or 225 (same

as

Environmental Studies 225).
263a -

MCSR, INS. Laboratory in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry. Every semester.

Katherine R. Farnham and the Biochemistry Program.

Comprehensive laboratory course in molecular biology and biochemistry that reflects how
research is conducted and communicated. Includes sequential weekly experiments, resulting
in a

cohesive, semester-long research project. Begins with genetic engineering to produce a

recombinant protein, continues with its purification, and finishes with functional and structural
characterization.

Emphasis

is

on cloning

strategy, controlling protein expression,

and protein

characterization using techniques such as polymerase chain reaction, affinity chromatography,

and high-performance liquid chromatography. Students also learn to
manipulate data using structural and image analysis software. (Same as Chemistry 263.)
Prerequisite: Previous credit or concurrent registration in Biology 224 (same as Chemistry
isoelectric focusing,

231).

266a. Molecular Neurobiology. Every spring. Hadley Wilson Horch.

Examination of the molecular control of neuronal structure and function. Topics include
the molecular basis of neuronal excitability, the factors involved in chemical and contact-

mediated neuronal communication, and the complex molecular control of developing and
regenerating nervous systems.

Weekly

laboratories

complement

lectures

by covering a

range of molecular and cellular techniques used in neurobiology and culminate in brief

independent projects.
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104 or 109, and one of the following: Biology .212, 213, 224
(same as Chemistry 231), 253, or Psychology 218.

Cou
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291a—294a Intermediate Independent Study

The Department.

in Biology.

Spring 2008. Wn iam L. Stbnhart.
viruses of eukaryotes, beginning with lectures on fundamental virology and
of
the
tud)
followed b) student-led seminars based on the primary literature. Covers taxonomy, structure,

303a

\ Irology.

i

and public health aspects of viruses.

replication, pathogenesis, epidemiology,

Biolog) 212. 21S. or permission of instructor.

Prerequisite

3U4.

306a

Molecular Biology.]

[topics in

i

and Antioxidants. Spring 2008. Barry A. Logan.

ree Radicals

I

metabolism

()rdinar\ cellular

in

aerobic environments results

in the

production of free

and free radical-mediated cellular damage underlies man) human diseases.

radicals,

In

response

to the danger the) pose, organisms evolved elaborate antioxidant systems that detoxif) free

The biolog)

radicals.

plants to humans

Time

devoted

is

Prerequisite:

is

o\ tree radicals

and antioxidants

discussed, along *

itfa

in

organisms ranging from bacteria

to

the importance of free radicals in disease processes.

discussing the primal) literature and occasional laboratory sessions.

to

One

200-level or higher course

biology, or permission of the instructor.

in

308a Marine Larval Ecology. Spring 2008. Jonathan D.Allen.

I

Advanced seminar focused on the evolution and ecolog) of marine invertebrate larvae.
..tares and discussions of the pnmar\ literature examine the assumptions and predictions

Ol current life-histOI) theor\ as

applied to marine invertebrate animals and their offspring.

Field trips introduce students to the diverse assemblage oi Larvae along the coast of Maine.

Student projects investigate the form and function o\ larvae as
evolution

i

Same

n\ ironmental Studies 208

u\ironmenlal Studies 219). or 225 (same

317a Molecular

I-

\olution. Fall 2007.

he dynamics Ol evolutional) Change

I

it

relates to their ecolog)

and

|

Biolog) 215 (same as Ian ironmental Studies 215). 216. 219 (same as

Prerequisite
I

as

I

as

Environmental Studies 225)

Mkmmi
at

F.

PaLOPOU.

the molecular level are

neutral theor\ of molecular evolution, rales and patterns of

examined. Topics include

change

in

nucleotide Sequences

and proteins, molecular phs loeenetics. and genome evolution.
iploies the e\olution o\
development and the application oi molecular methods to traditional questions in evolutionary
I

biolo

Biolog) 212. 216. 217. 21S. of 224 (same as Chemistr)

requisite

2M

).

of permission

of the instructor
<'-.i

lopics in Neuroscienee Rill 2(XW

Kneed seminai

foe

using on one

ration and development,
id

n S

P
oi

DICKINSON.

more aspects

neuroscienee, such as neuronal

ol

modulation ol neuronal acth ity.orthe neural basis ol beha>

and discuss original papers from the
Biolog] 213 253 266

n

ioi

literature

Psycholog) 275

oi

276

Neuronal Regeneration Spring 20 10 rlADLEY WlLSON HoRCH
«•!
lh
neuronal damage in humans, especial!) in

12Vh

oik-mi

rxl

1

.mil

.

injur) in.
id

i

mammals

and spinal

permanent Invertebrates, on the other hand, are often

inctional u-eriK-i.it ion
1

the brain

rhis course

examines

the varied responses

t>>

lopics include neuronal regeneration in planaria, insects.

Students read and

di

iginaJ

papers (rem the literature

in

Biology
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an attempt to understand the basis of the radically different regenerative responses mounted

by a variety of neuronal systems.
Prerequisite:

One of the following: Biology 212, 213, 217, 224 (same as Chemistry 231),

253, 266, or Psychology 275 or 276, or permission of the instructor.

333a.

An

Advanced

and Molecular Biology. Every fall. Bruce D. Kohorn.
of the multiple ways cells have evolved to transmit signals from

Cell

exploration

their

external environment to cause alterationsin cell architecture, physiology, and gene expression.

Examples

are

drawn from both

single-cell

and multi-cellular organisms, including bacteria,

worms, and mammals. Emphasis is on the primary literature,
with directed discussion and some background introductory remarks for each class.
Prerequisite: Biology 212, 217, or 224 (same as Chemistry 231).

fungi, algae, land plants, insects,

Annk

McBride.
Explores the biology of microorganisms implicated in new and recurrent infectious diseases.
Topics include microbial growth and reproductive strategies, pathogen-host interactions, and
vaccination strategies. Focuses on analysis of papers from the primary literature and scientific
writing and oral presentation skills. Students also act as science mentors in Biology 67 for
group discussions and final projects.
Prerequisite: Biology 212, 218, or 224 (same as Chemistry 231), or permission of the
367a. Topics in Infectious Diseases. Fall 2007.

E.

instructor.

394a.

The Ecology and Environmental History

of Merrymeeting Bay. Fall 2008. John

LlCHTER.

Merrymeeting Bay, a globally

rare, inland

freshwater river delta and estuary that supports

productive and diverse biological communities,
species and
fish.

is

critical habitat for

is

home

to

numerous

rare

and endangered

migratory and resident waterfowl, as well as anadromous

Explores the ecology and environmental history of Merrymeeting Bay

understand

how

its

rare natural habitats

thorough review of the

scientific

and

in

order to

might best be managed. Students participate

historical literature related to

help plan, conduct, and analyze a group study investigating

in a

Merrymeeting Bay, and

some aspect of the ecology and/or

environmental history of the bay, with the intent of submitting a manuscript for publication
in

an appropriate scientific journal. (Same as Environmental Studies 394.)

158 (same as Chemistry 105 [formerly Chemistry 180] and
Environmental Studies 201) or 215 (same as Environmental Studies 215).
Prerequisite: Biology

401a^404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Biology. The Department.

Courses of Instruction
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Chemistry
Richard

Pr<

Broene, Chair; Ronald L. Christensen; Jeffrey K. Naglet;

I).

Lh/abelh A. Stemmler
pointments with Biochemistry: Professor David

I

Page**,

S.

Dube

\ssistanl Professor Danielle H.

Joint Appointments with Environmental Studies: Associate Professor Dharni Vasudevant.
Associate Professor

V isiting

issistant

Damon

D.

Nygaard

Brian R. Linton. Laura Foster VOSS

/'•

Visiting Assistant

>r:

Michael Peter Danaln

Laboratories: Judith C. Luster
tboratory Support Manager: Rene

Oory Instructors. Martha
Paillette

M

I.

Bernier

B. Black. Beverl)

DeCoster, Colleen

Ci.

T.

McKenna.

Messier

Department Coordinator: Kathleen

Requirements tor the Major

in

P.

Lucas

Chemistry

The required courses arc Chemistry 109. 210. 225. 240. 251. 252. and 205 or 226; and an\
two upper-level electives, including Chemistrj 232 and courses at the 300 level or above.
Students

who have completed

with Chemistrj

wishing

to

have

a rigorous

secondary school chemistry course should begin

109. Chemistrj/ 101/109

is

an introductory course sequence tor students

>ear of general chemistry

a full

lake the chemistr\ placement

exam

to

at

the college level. First-year students

ensure proper placement

in

must

101. 109. or above. In

addition to these chemist!) courses. chemist!) majors also arc required to take Physics 103

and 104. and Mathematics 161 and 171.
he chemist r\ major can serve as preparation
I

for

man \

career paths after college, including

the profession ol chemistry, graduate studies in the sciences, medicine, seeondars school

teaching, and

man)

business world. The department otters programs based on

fields in the

the interests and goals ^\ the student, so a prospective

W

ith

major should discuss

his or her plans

the department as BOOfl as possible. Regardless ol career goals, students are

encouraged

to develop their critical thinking and problem-soh ing skills b\ participating in a collaborative
student facultj research projecl ( hemistr\ 291-294. 401-404. oi summer research
i.

I

I

I

I

requirements for certification are met bj

23

rmcrls

1

(hemistn 2M

Matin maties
Wttfa

isi

(

I

310, and 340; two semesters of laboratory based independent

students interested

in this

certification

program should consult

the department

Ih

iment en

Ifief in other

ned n
i

iplinarj

tudents to round out the chemistrj major with relevant

departments, depending On nuh\ ulual needs These might include ek\ ti\es

•ments

IihIijn

fi<l«

ith tei

hnolog) and

m

emphasis
i

loi

writing and Speaking, 01

Students interested

so< ietj

in

po>\ iding a partic ulai

then chemistrj majoi should considet additional courses

in

omputei m ience, economics, education, geology, mathematics,

nt siihI\

age

mi

provide extensive opportunities

that

logy and biochemistry,

toi

hemic a Socicls certified ma jor in chemistry The
Chemistry
taking advanced electives in chemistrj

he department a snot ets.tn American

in

independent stmi\

at

the

intermediate (291

2'U

on

advanced

1

Chemistry

Interdisciplinary

9

Majors

The department participates in

interdisciplinary

programs

in

biochemistry, chemical physics,

environmental studies, and geology and chemistry. See pages 81, 134, 206, and 209.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

may

Chemistry

consists of five chemistry courses at or above the 100 level (one

may be counted

credit

in

as

one of the

five required

AP chemistry

chemistry courses.) Biochemistry majors

not minor in chemistry.

Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
50a. Topics in Chemistry. Fall 2007.

An

examination of the ways

in

Danton D. Nygaard.

which

cultural

and natural forces are changing our

environment. Selected principles of science are developed

in the

context of examining

how

science works, properties of the Earth system, and the nature of global change. Presumes

no background

in

science and

is

not open to students

who have

credit for a college-level

chemistry course.
[55a

101a

-

-

INS. Science of Food and Wine. (Same as Biology 55.)]
INS. Introductory Chemistry. Every

fall.

David

S.

Page.

A first course in a two-semester introductory college chemistry program. An introduction
mole concept and stoichiometry, and selected
properties of the elements. Lectures, conferences, and four hours of laboratory work per week.
To ensure proper placement, students are expected to have taken the chemistry placement
examination prior to registering for Chemistry 101.
to the states of matter

and

their properties, the

105a - MCSR, INS. Perspectives in Environmental Science. Every spring. Spring 2008.
John Lichter and Danton D. Nygaard.
Functioning of the earth system is defined by the complex and fascinating interaction of
processes within and between four principal spheres: land, air, water, and life. Leverages key
principles of environmental chemistry and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of
natural phenomena and ecosystem function. Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
are used to understand the science behind the environmental dilemmas facing societies as a
consequence of human activities. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, laboratory
experiments, group research, case study exercises, and discussions of current and classic
scientific literature. (Same as Biology 158 and Environmental Studies 201.)
Prerequisite:

109a

-

One

100-level or higher course in biology, chemistry, geology, or physics.

INS. General Chemistry. Every

fall

and spring. Fall 2007. Ronald L. Christensen.

Spring 2008. The Department.
Introduction to models for chemical bonding and intermolecular forces; characterization

of systems

at

equilibrium and spontaneous processes, including oxidation and reduction; and

and four hours of laboratory work
per week. To ensure proper placement, students are expected to have taken the chemistry
placement examination prior to registering for Chemistry 109.
the rates of chemical reactions. Lectures, conferences,

Prerequisite:

[205a

-

Geology

One

year of high school chemistry with laboratory or Chemistry 101.

INS. Environmental Chemistry. (Same as Environmental Studies 205 and
205.)]

Courses of Instruction

210.1

MCSR. INS Chemical

-

Analysis. Every

fall.

Elizabeth A. Stemmler.

compounds using volumetric,

Methods of separating and quantifying inorganic and organic

spectrophotometry electrometric, and chromatographic techniques are covered. Chemical
equilibria and the statistical analysis o\ data are addressed. Lectures and four hours of
laboratory work per week.

Chemistry

Prerequisite

225a
1'

(

l)w

hrgank Chemistrj

109.

I.

Ever)

shy.

Introduction to the chemistr) of the
further

Richard D. Broene, Brian R. Linton, and Michael

fall.

work

compounds of carbon. Provides

the foundation for

organic chemistr) and biochemistry. Lectures, conference, and four hours

in

work per week.
Prerequisite Chemistry 109

of laboratory

226a Organic Chemistry

Ever) spring. Rk hard D. Broene and Brian R. Linton.

II

Continuation of the stud)

the material of the usual course in
in

compounds of carbon. Chemistry 225 and 226 cover
organic chemist!) and form a foundation for further work

o\ the

organic chemistr> and biochemistry. Lectures, conference, and four hours o( laboratory

work per week.

Chemistry 225

Prerequisite

231a

-

MCSR, INS

Biochemistry and Cell Biology. Ever) spring BRUCE KOHORN.
uses on the structure and function of cells as we have come to know them through the

interpretation ol direct

observations and experimental results. Emphasis

(thought) processes that have allowed us to understand what

we know

the use ol genetic, biochemical, and Optical analysis to understand

processes.

on the

scientific

fundamental biological

of the Organization and expression of genetic information, and the
and function of cellular components within the cell. Concludes with

i>\ers details

(

biosynthesis, sorting,

examples

is

today, emphasizing

of

how

cells perceive signals

from other

cells within cell populations, tissues.

and the en\ ironment. Three hours of lab each week. (Same as BicJogJ 224.)
Prerequisite:

MM

Blolog) 102,

232i

105,oi 109

Chemistr)

225

is

recommended.

m< sk BlodKubtrj Q: Enzymes and Metabolism.
introduction to metabolism. Topics

Fall

include pathways

in

2007 David

S. Page,

living cells

in

bohydrates, lipids, amino acids, and other important biomolecules arc broken
luce energy

eqmsi!

which

down

to

and biosynthesized (Same as Blologj 232.)
he 111 is try 220
t

240;i-M('SK ins Inorganic Chemistr} Every
introduction

i«>

the chemistr)

the elements with

»>i

periodk properties, and coordination compounds
ironmental inorganic

^

spring. Michaei

Topics

focus on chemical bonding,

.i

in solid state,

hemistry also are included Pro* ides

and biochemist]
luimstiN III')

P.Danahy.
bioinorganic, and

foundation

.i

i<>t

furthei

work

and four hours of laboratory work per week.

tures

(

I.

\K SK l\s Physical Chemistry

I

I

very

LAURA

fall

VOSS.

1

application to chemical changes and equilibria that occui
iid. .in<i

rcacixMi

liquid

kii

i

thermodynamic
(

M.itht

•

to
s.

>•

i

hi-

berun

IS

I

of s\

mole< ulai properties in

and transition

su-ms

means

equilibrium and chemical

.n
<>t

the kinetic theof)

<>i

gases,

state theory

hemistn lew Muthemntfci
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Chemistry

252a - MCSR, INS. Physical Chemistry II. Every spring. Ronald L. Christensen.
Development and principles of quantum mechanics with applications to atomic structure,
chemical bonding, chemical reactivity, and molecular spectroscopy. Lectures and four hours
of laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 109, Mathematics 171, and Physics 104, or permission of the
instructor. Mathematics 181 is recommended.
Note: Chemistry 251 is not a prerequisite for Chemistry 252.

263a

-

MCSR, INS. Laboratory in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry. Every semester.

Katherine R. Farnham and the Biochemistry Program.

Comprehensive laboratory course in molecular biology and biochemistry that reflects how
research is conducted and communicated. Includes sequential weekly experiments, resulting
in a

cohesive, semester-long research project. Begins with genetic engineering to produce a

recombinant protein, continues with
characterization.

Emphasis

is

its

purification,

on cloning

and finishes with functional and structural

strategy, controlling protein expression,

and protein

characterization using techniques such as polymerase chain reaction, affinity chromatography,
isoelectric focusing,

and high-performance liquid chromatography. Students also learn to

manipulate data using structural and image analysis software. (Same as Biology 263.)
Prerequisite: Previouscreditorconcurrentregistration in Biology

224 (same as Chemistry

231)

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study

in

Chemistry. The Department.

Laboratory or iterature-based investigation of a topic
1

the student

in

chemistry. Topics are determined by

and a supervising faculty member. Designed for students

who have not completed

at least

four of the 200-level courses required for the chemistry major.

[305a.

Environmental Fate of Organic Chemicals. (Same

as

Environmental Studies

305.)]

310a

-

INS. Instrumental Analysis. Spring 2008. Elizabeth A. Stemmler.

Theoretical and practical aspects of instrumental techniques, including nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy,
are covered, in conjunction with

Raman

spectroscopy, and mass spectrometry

advanced chromatographic methods. Applications of

instrumental techniques to the analysis of biological and environmental samples are covered.

Lectures and two hours of laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite:

Chemistry 210 or permission of the

instructor.

325a. Structure Determination in Organic Chemistry. Fall 2007. Richard D. Broene.

Theory and applications of spectroscopic techniques useful for the determination of
organic structures. Mass spectrometry and infrared, ultraviolet-visible, and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy are discussed. Heavy emphasis is placed on applications of
multiple-pulse, Fourier transform NMR spectroscopic techniques. Lectures and at least two
hours of laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 226.
330a. Biochemical Toxicology. Spring 2008. David

S.

Page.

Provides an explanation of dose-response relationships, disposition and metabolism
of toxic substances, and toxic responses of organisms to foreign compounds. Examples
illustrating

mechanisms of toxicity will be discussed. Concepts and mechanisms from organic

chemistry and biochemistry are applied to understanding the biochemical effects of toxic
substances. Case studies will include a discussion of the

mechanisms of the acute

toxicity

of pesticides and the possible relationships between environmental exposures to pesticides

and human health.
Prerequisite:

,

Chemistry 226 and 251. Chemistry 232

is

strongly

recommended.

Courses of Instruction
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331a Chemical Biology. Fall 2007. Danielle H. Dube.
The power of organic synthesis has had a tremendous impact on our understanding of
biological systems. Examines case studies in which synthetically derived small molecules
ha\e been used as tools to tease out answers to questions of biological significance. Topics
include synthetic strategies that have been used to

make

acids, proteins, carbohydrates,

of biomolecules (nucleic

derivatives of the major classes

and

lipids),

and the experimental

breakthroughs these molecules hat e enabled (e.g., polymerase-chain reaction,
microarra) technology
re\ lew

).

Emphasis

is

on current

literature,

DNAsequencing.

experimental design, and

critical

of manuscripts.

Prerequisite:

Chemistry 226 and 232 (same

as Biology 232).

Chemistry 231

is

strongly

«nmended
\d\ a need Inorganic Chemistry

340a
36(la
1

|

Molecular Medicine. Spring 2008. Brian R. Linton.
\ pit uat ion of the molecular and eel hilar mechani sins o\' disease, with concurrent emphasis

on the development of medicinal treatments. Specific topics may include metabolic disorders
and treatment. BCtivit) ot antibiotics, bacteriological resistance. HIV infection and antiviral

pharmacology of brain activity. A
iticant portion of the covered material is derived from the primary literature. All medical
conditions are framed in the context o\ pharmaceutical design and evaluation.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 226 and 231 (same as Biology 224). or permission o( the
treatment, cancer occurrence and treatment, and the

instructor.

401a-404a \d\anced Independent Study and Honors in Chemistry. The DEPARTMENT.
Advanced version ofChemistrj 291-294. Students arc expected to demonstrate a higher
level of ownership of their research problem and to have completed at least tour of the 200level courses required tor the major.
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Classics

objective of Greek and Latin courses
the original.

By

is

to study the ancient languages

and

literatures in

their very nature, these courses involve students in the politics, history,

and philosophies of antiquity. Advanced language courses focus on the analysis of textual
material and on literary criticism.

Requirements for the Major

The major

in Classics

often courses. At

in classics consists

least six

of the ten courses are to be chosen

from offerings in Greek and Latin and should include at least two courses in Greek or Latin
at the 300 level. Of the remaining courses, one should be chosen fromArchaeology 101
or 102, one should be chosen from Classics 101 or 102, and one should be chosen from
Classics 211 or 212. Of the courses a student wishes to count towards the major, at least one
at the

300

level should be taken during the senior year. Students concentrating in

languages are encouraged to take

at least

two courses

a research seminar taken in the junior or senior year

which a substantial research project

in the other.
is

one of the

As a capstone to this

required; a research seminar

is

major,

one

in

undertaken and successfully completed. Courses so

is

designated are identified in the course descriptions below.
Classical Archaeology

Within the broader context of classical studies, the classical archaeology program pays special
attention to the physical remains of classical antiquity. Students studying classical archaeology

should develop an understanding of

how

archaeological evidence can contribute to our

knowledge of the past, and of how archaeological study interacts with such related disciplines
as philology, history, and art history. In particular, they should acquire an appreciation for
the unique balance of written and physical sources that makes classical archaeology a central
part of classical studies.

Requirements for the Major

The major
to

in classical

in

one archaeology course

chosen from offerings

Archaeology

archaeology consists often courses. At

be chosen from offerings

least

in Classical

in

least five

of the ten courses are

archaeology, and should include Archaeology 101, 102, and
at the

Greek or

300

level.

Latin,

At

least four

and should include

at least

one

at the

a capstone to this major, a research seminar taken in the junior or senior year

research seminar

is

one

in

which a

substantial research project

completed. Courses so designated are identified

in the

at

of the remaining courses are to be

is

300
is

level.

As

required; a

undertaken and successfully

course descriptions below.

Classical Studies

major provides a useful foundation for students who seek a multi-disciplinary view of the ancient world. The major combines coursework in an ancient language
(Greek or Latin) with courses that explore the culture, history, and traditions of the ancient

The

classical studies

Mediterranean.

Requirements for the Major

The major in

in Classical Studies

classical studies consists often courses. At least eight courses must be selected
from within the department. A minimum of two courses should be elected in a single ancient
language (Greek or Latin). The appropriate level depends on the student's preparation and is
determined by the department. The remaining classes should include: Classics 101, 102, 211,
and 212; at least one course in classical archaeology; at least one and not more than two classes
outside the Department of Classics and chosen from the following: Anthropology 102, 221,
228, or 230; Art History 213; Government 240; Philosophy 111, 331, or 335, Religion 106,
215, 216; English/Theater 106; and at least two advanced courses in the department at the

.

Courses of Instruction
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one of which must be a designated research seminar. As a capstone to this major,
a research seminar taken in the junior or senior year is required; a research seminar is one in
which a substantial research project is undertaken and successfully completed. Courses so

300

level,

in the

designated are identified

course descriptions below.

Interdisciplinary .Major

The department participates

in

an interdisciplinary program in archaeology and

art history.

See page 206.

Requirements for the Minor
Students ma\ choose a minor
1

2.

3.

Greek: Five courses

in

in the

one of

five areas:

department, including

at least

four in the Greek language;

Latin: Five courses in the department, including at least four in the Latin language;

Classics: Five courses in the department, including at least four in the classical languages;

Greek 204

205 or 206;
4 Archaeology: Six courses in the department, including either Archaeology 101 or 102,
one archaeology course at the 300 level, and two other archaeology courses;
5. Classical Studies (Greek or Roman): Six courses, including:
a. —for the Creek studies concentration: two courses in the Greek language; Archaeology
of these four, one should be either

or Latin

101: one of the following: Classics 17 (or any other appropriate first-year seminar),

Government

240; and two of the
Archaeology 203 or any 300-level archaeology course focusing primarily on
( Sreek material: Philosophy 331 or 335; Classics 291-294 (Independent Study) or any
2()()
of 300-level Greek or classics course focusing primarily on Greek material.
—for the Roman studies concentration: two courses in the Latin language; Archaeology
102: one of the following: Classics 16 (or any other appropriate first-year seminar),
(lassies 101. 102. or 212: or Philosophy 111; or Government 240; and two of the
follow ing: Archaeology 204 or any 300-level archaeology course focusing primarily
on Roman material; or Classics 291-294 (Independent Study) or any 200- or 300-level
Classics 101. 102. or 211; or Philosophy 111; or
following:

b.

Latin or classics course focusing primarily on

Other courses

in

the

Roman

material.

Bowdoin curriculum may be applied

to this

minor

if

approved by

the elassies department.

and VrchaeologJ

lassies

(

)
(

allege

at

Bowdoin and Abroad

ehisses regularl) use the outstanding collection of ancient art in the

Museum

ol Ait

(

)!

special note are the exceptionally line holdings in

potters and the \er\ lull ami continuous SUTVe) of
.tic

numerous opportunities

the Intercollegiate

lor Stud) or

enter tor

(

(

•

members

Vt

(

of the

redil lor

in

department

begin the stud)

require

and

Roman

m Rome,

is

in

coins. In addition, there

a participating

w here students majoring

the junior year (see page 4

foi

(

)>.

It

is

member of
in

elassies

also possible to

further information.

in

elassies or classical irehaeolog) are advised

one modern language in college, as most graduate programs
French and German as well as In aim and iieek

ol at least

competence

Greek painted

held experience on excavations. Interested students should consult

students contemplating graduate stud)
to

iieek

work abroad. Bowdoin

lassieal Studies

and classical archaeology can stud)

(

Bowdoin

i

(
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ARCHAEOLOGY
Archaeology 101 and 102

arc offered in alternate sears.

Greek Archaeology.

Fall 2007. J ami s HlGGINBOTHAM.
methods
of classical archaeology as revealed through an
Introduces the techniques and
examination of Greek material culture. Emphasis upon the major monuments and artifacts of
the Greek world from prehistory to the Hellenistic age. Architecture, sculpture, fresco painting,
and other "minor arts" are examined at such sites as Knossos, Mycenae. Athens. Delphi,

101c. Introduction to

and Olympia. Considers the nature of
classical

archaeological evidence and the relationship of

this

archaeology to other disciplines such as

art history, history,

and

classics.

Assigned

reading supplements illustrated presentations ol the major archaeological finds of the Greek

(Same

world.

Art History 209.)

as

Roman Archaeology all 2008. J wii S HlGGINBOTHAM.
Surveys the material culture of Roman society, from Itals "s prehistory and the origins of
the Roman state through its development into a cosmopolitan empire, and concludes with
102c. Introduction to

1

fundamental reorganization dining the late third and early fourth centuries of our era.
Lectures explore ancient sites such as Rome. Pompeii, Athens. Ephesus, and others around
the Mediterranean. Emphasis upon the major monuments and artifacts of the Roman era:
the

architecture, sculpture, fresco painting, and other

"minor

arts.*"

(

'onsidcrs the nature of this

archaeological ev idence and the relationship ol classical archaeolog\ to other disciplines such
as art history, history,

and

classics.

Assigned reading supplements

the major archaeological finds of the

[202c

-

203c

-

1

ESD,

IP.

Roman

Augustan Rome (Same

ESI), IP. Temples. Shrines,

world.

(Same

as

illustrated presentations ol

Art History 210.)

as (lassies 202.)]

and Holy Places of Ancient Greece. Same
I

as Classics

203.)j

[206c. Hisponia Antiqua:

207c,d

-

IP.

The Art and Archaeology

Who Owns the

Culture. Spring 2008.

Examines the

J

wn

S

Past?

The Roles

HlGGDMBOTH

storied place of

\\i

museums

of

of Ancient Spain]

Museums

in

Preserving and Presenting

\nd Susan Kaplan.
in the acquisition,

preservation, and display of

The past practices of museums are studied with an eye to how they inform
present policies. Examines museums' responses when confronting national and ethnic
claims to items in museums' permanent collections; the ethical choices involved in deciding
what should be exhibited; the impact of politics, conflicts, and war on museum practices;
and the alliances between museums, archaeologists, art historians, and anthropologists.
Students benefit from conversations with a number of Bowdoin faculty and staff, as well as

cultural heritage.

a series of guest speakers

augmented by visits
Anthropology 205.)

are

Prerequisite:

from other organizations. Selected readings and class discussion

to the College's

two museums and other

local

museums. (Same

as

One 200-level course in anthropology, archaeology, art history, or sociology;

or permission of the instructors.

At

one 300-level archaeology course is offered each year. Topics and/or periods recently
taught on this level include the Greek Bronze Age, Etruscan art and archaeology, Greek
and Roman numismatics, and Pompeii and the cities of Vesuvius. The 300-level courses
least

currently scheduled are:

98
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( \

\ncient Numismatics Spring 2008.

302c

J

wii

S

Higginbotham.

Surveys Greek and Roman coinage b) examining a series of problems ranging
chronological!) from the origins of coinage in the seventh century B.C. to the late Roman
Empire. Wow do uses of coinage in Greek and Roman society differ from those of the modern

How

docs numismatic evidence inform us about ancient political and social, as well

economic, histor) ? One class each week
and course assignments arc based on coins

is

held in the

Bowdoin College Museum of Art,

in the collection.

304c Pompeii and the Cities of Vesuvius. Spring 2009. wins Higginbotham.
The archaeological record o\ Pompeii and the neighboring tow ns of the Bay of Naples
.1

unique

range and completeness o(

in the

its

is

testimony about domestic, economic, religious,

Examines archaeological, literal), and
documentary material ranging from architecture and sculpture to w all painting, graffiti, and
and

al.

political

life

the

in

centur\

first

a.d.

the tloral remains of ancient gardens, but focuses
tor insight into the

c\er\da\

on interpreting the archaeological record

of the Romans. Archaeological materials

life

through illustrated presentations and supplemental)

-

I

texts.

Archaeology 101 or 102.

Prerequisite:

[305c

are introduced

IP Etruscan Art and Archaeology.]

SI).

II'
The Art of Trade: Archaeology and
307c
Mediterranean
-

1

Commerce

the Ancient

in

CLASSICS
l

brat*

Yew

description Of filSt-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

I lull

Cultural Connections

\(n

H

the Ancient Mediterranean.

in

2007

Fall

JAMBS

GMBOTHAM.

Introdiu
(

Seminar

lassiis

Intel -mediate

t«»r\
III]

mie-lsl)

:

u

|

and \d\anced Courses

102 are ottered

in

ip Classical Mythology

uses on the mytholog) ol the

took

s

Spring 2008. Barbara

rieeks and the use of myth

(

considered are recurrenl patterns and motifs

incienl creation

and the application
classical

l'»-*

alternate years.

<>t

me

modem

relation of

mythology

IP

Inhndm

Introducei students

t»>

timi

m

Classical literature. Other

(neck myths;

i cross cultural stud)

women's

to religion;

(<»

ol

Ovid's use

(

it

\neient (.reek Culture Spring 2009. JENNIFER

the stud) ol the literature

and culture

ol ancient
i'

•

itionalism, die flourishing ol various literar)

with different

|*>litk al

roles in myth;

mythology

ol classical

ponscs to issues such as religion and the role ol lH s
heroism, the natural world, the indi\ idual and mx iety, and competition

different

Boyd,

anthropological, sociological, and psychological theories to

myth Concludes with an examination

SD

I

myths;

in

Woden

systems, and

i

om

and artistic media, (

'

(

rree* e

m human
(

I

in the

CLARH
(amines

existence,

Considers forms ol

rreek experimentation

epts ol Hellenism and barbarism

Investigates not
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only what

know about ancient Greece, but also the types of evidence and
which we construct this knowledge. Evidence is drawn primarily from

we do and do

methodologies with

not

works of authors such as Homer, Sappho, Herodotus, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides,
Thucydidcs, Aristophanes, Plato, and Hippocrates, but attention is also given to documentary
and artistic sources. All readings are done in translation.
the

[202c

ESD,

-

[203c

IP.

ESD,

-

Augustan

IP.

Rome (Same

as

Archaeology 202 .)]

Temples, Shrines, and Holy Places of Ancient Greece. (Same as

Archaeology 203. )|
211c

-

ESI). History of Ancient Greece: Bronze

Age

to the

Death of Alexander. Every

other spring. Spring 2008. Robert Sobak.

Surveys the history of Greek-speaking peoples from the Bronze Age (c. 3000-1 IOOb.cj jto

323 b.c.e. Traces the political, economic, social, religious,
and cultural developments of the Greeks in the broader context of the Mediterranean world.
Topics include the institution of thepolis (city-state); hoplite warfare; Greek colonization; the
origins of Greek "science," philosophy, and rhetoric; and fifth-century Athenian democracy
the death of Alexander the Great in

and imperialism. Necessarily focuses on Athens and Sparta, but attention
the variety of social

attention
in

and

political structures

found

also given to

Greek communities. Special

given to examining and attempting to understand the distinctively Greek outlook

is

regard to gender, the relationship between

human and

between Greeks and barbarians (non-Greeks).
archaeological

(Same

in different

is

—

A

divine, freedom, and the divisions

— literary, epigraphical,

variety of sources

are presented, and students learn

how

to use

them

as historical

documents.

as History 201.)

212c. Ancient

Rome. Every

Surveys the history of

other spring. Spring 2009. Robert Sobak.

Rome from

its

beginnings to the fourth century a.d. Considers

the political, economic, religious, social, and cultural

context of

Rome's growth from

the Mediterranean world. Special attention
the influence of

sources

developments of the Romans

a small settlement in central Italy to the
is

in the

dominant power

in

given to such topics as urbanism, imperialism,

Greek culture and law, and multi-culturalism. Introduces

different types of

— literary, epigraphical, archaeological, etc. — for use as historical documents. (Same

as History 202.)

222c - ESD, IP. Artisans, Artistry, and Manual Labor in Ancient Greece. Fall 2007.
Robert Sobak.
A topical history of craft labor and industry in the ancient world. Examines how ideas
of manual labor,

and considers
ancient and comparative evidence for particular types of work, such as shipbuilding, weaving,
skill,

and artisanship are presented

pottery, metallurgy, carpentry,

in selected literary texts,

and building construction. Also looks

at

modern analogs

to

these crafts, and includes at least one field trip to a local shipbuilding workshop. In addition
to

providing a focused introduction to ancient Greek culture and history, one of the main goals

of the class

of

is

to

develop students' appreciation for the knowledge,

common, working people throughout

[229c - ESD.

history and in our

own

skill,

and contributions

society.

Gender and Sexuality in Classical Antiquity. (Same as Gender and Women's

Studies 229.)]
[241c.

The Transformations of Ovid.]

[311c.

Ancient Greek Tyranny: Image and History.]

Courses of Instruction
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312c \ncient Greek Medicine.

Fall 2007. Jennifer

Clarke Kosak.

Research Seminar. Explores the development of scientific thinking in the ancient Greek
world b\ examining the history of Greek medicine. Topics include the development of Greek
concepts o\ health and disease: notions of the

rationalist thought;

and female: the pin sician's

skills

human

body, both male

diagnosis, prognosis, remedy); similarities and differences

I

between religions and scientific \ iews of disease; concepts of e\ idence. proof, and experiment;
Greek medical thinking in the Roman world.
Prerequisite: One 00- level or 200-level course in archaeology, classics, or Greek, or
1

permission of the instructor.

GREEK
101c Elemental*) Greek. Spring 2008. Jennifer Clarke Kosak.
Introduces students to basic elements of ancient Greek

grammar and

syntax; emphasizes

the development of reading proficiency and includes readings, both adapted and in the original.
ol various

Greek authors. Focuses on Attic

Greek H>2

as an intensive introduction to the language.

taken together

in

Spring 2008 concurrently w

ith

Greek 101 and Greek 102 must be

order to receive course credit for each of them.

in

102c Elemental } Greek. Spring 2008. Jennifer
1

\

Offered

dialect.

O

\kki

Kos\k.

continuation of Greek 101: introduces students to more complex

grammar and

syntax,

while emphasizing the development of reading proficiency. Includes readings, both adapted

Greek authors such as Plato and Huripides. Focuses on Attic dialect.
Offered in Spring 200S concurrent!) with Greek 101 as an intensive introduction to the
language. Greek 101 and Greek 102 must be taken together in order to receive course credit
and

in

the original, of

each

tor

ol

them.

203c Intermediate Greek lor Reading. Ever)
\ ie\

lew ofthe essentials of Greek

tall.

Fall

2007.

Rom

grammar and syntax and an

\<\

Sobak.

introduction to the reading

ueek prose and sometimes poetry. Materials to be read change from year to sear, but
always include a major prose work. Equivalent of Greek 102 or two to three years o\ high
1

school

(

2u-U

IP

-

rreek

required

is

Homer

Ever) spring Spring 2008. Roberi Sobak.

At least one ad\ anced

ueek course

he aim ol each ol these courses
and discussion oi at least one major
author <»r genre representative ol classical (ueek literature Primar) focus 1^ on the texts,
with serious attention given as well both to the historical context Prom which these works
emerged and to contemporary discussions and debates concerning these works.
is

is

offered each year.

I

to give students the opportunit) foi sustained reading

tartrnent Fa<
1

(

tilt)

generall) attempt to schedule offerings

entrators

nti

fopics and/01

Homci sOdyi
and

I

in pules,
1

uid

.ind oratory;

°'ii

(l

'-i

Special Ibpica

-

it.*.

i

and the

in

response to the needs and

am hois frequently taught on this level include < rreek
G vk drama (including the tragedies ofAeschylus,

omedies
rhucydide
G

and

in

ol

Vristophanes and Menandei

1;

freek histor)

k philosophy (including Plato and

Vristotle);

Alexandrian ere rhc WO level course
termined b> consultation with Professoi Kos.ik

literature ol the

Greek

(

1

Clarke Kosak.

10

Classics

LATIN
Elementary Latin. Every

101c.

fall.

Barbara Weidhn Boyd.

Fall 2007.

A thorough presentation of the elements of Latin grammar. Emphasis

is

placed on achieving

a reading proficiency.

Elementary Latin. Every

102c.

A continuation of Latin

Robert Sobak.

spring. Spring 2008.

101. During this term, readings are based

on unaltered passages

of classical Latin.
203c. Intermediate Latin for Reading. Every

fall.

A review of the essentials of Latin grammar and

Fall 2007.

Barbara Weiden Boyd.

syntax and an introduction to the reading

of Latin prose and poetry. Materials to be read change from year to year, but always include
a major prose work. Equivalent of Latin 102 or

two

to three years of high school Latin

is

required.

204c

IP. Studies in

-

An

Latin Literature. Every spring. Spring 2008.

introduction to different genres and themes

and authors covered may change from year

m

J ami is

Latin literature.

to year (e.g.. selections

the historical

and

literary context

is

subject matter

Virgil's Aeneid
always given to

of the authors read. While the primary focus

some readings from Latin literature in translation are also
of Latin 203 or three to four years of high school Latin is required.
Latin texts,

Latin 205 and 206 are offered

The

from

and Livy's History, or from Lucretius, Ovid, and Cicero), but attention

Higginbotham.

is

on reading

assigned. Equivalent

in alternate years.

205c. Latin Prose. Every other year. Fall 2008. James Higginbotham.

An

introduction to the content, genres, and style of the greatest writers of Latin prose

(including speeches, rhetorical and philosophical works, and historical texts). Authors to be

read

may

more years of high school Latin

four or

206c.

An

include Cicero, Sallust. Livy, Tacitus, or Suetonius. Equivalent of Latin 204 or

Roman Comedy.

Every other

is

required.

year. Fall 2007. Jennifer

Clarke Kosak.

introduction to the earliest complete texts that survive from Latin antiquity, the plays

One

two plays are read in Latin, and several others in English
translation. Students are introduced to modern scholarship on the history and interpretation
of Roman theater. Equivalent of Latin 204 or four or more years of high school Latin is

of Plautus and Terence.

or

required.

One advanced

Latin course

is

offered each semester.

The aim of each of these courses

is

and discussion of at least one major
author or genre representative of classical Latin literature. Primary focus is on the texts, with
serious attention given as well both to the historical context from which these works emerged
and to contemporary discussions and debates concerning these works.
Department faculty generally attempt to schedule offerings in response to the needs
and interests of concentrators. Topics and/or authors frequently taught on this level include

to give students the opportunity for sustained reading

Roman

and Tacitus); Ovid's Metamorphoses; Elegiac
poetry; Cicero's oratory; Virgil's Aeneid or Eclogues and Georgics; Roman novel (including
Petronius and Apuleius); satire; and comedy (including Plautus and Terence). The 300-level
history (including Sallust, Livy,

courses currently scheduled are:

Courses of Instruction

102

301c The Historians

Barbara Woden Boyd.

2008.

Fall

Roman Oratory

304c Cicero and

]

3()5c

-

IP Virgil Spring 2008. Barbara

309c

-

IP

Historian Cornelius Tacitus
rulers.

its

Boyd.

Barbara Weiden Boyd.

lacitus. Fall 2007.

Roman Empire and

Woden

OUT single most important source tor the first century of the
His prose works provide unforgettable portraits of the eaii\
is

liberties and growth of a totalitarian
his
on
in
particular
his narratives concerning the reigns
Annates,
regime in Rome. Focuses
ibenus \.d. 14-37) and Nero \.n. 54-68). and compares them with other historical
evidence tor the period. Attention is paid throughout the semester to Tacitus's unique and

emperors, and keenly depict the disappearance of civil

(

I

I

influential prose st)

le.

391c-n392c special Topics in Latin Tin Department.
.

[391c Didactic Poetry.)

392c

Horace: The Career

II*

-

Independent Stud\

an Augustan Poet]

of

\rchaeolo<j\

in

.

Classics. Greek,

and Latin.

291c-294c Intermediate Independent Study Tin DEPARTMENT.

401c—404c Advanced Independent Stud\ and Honors Tin

I)i

PARTMl NT.

Computer Science
B Tucker,

\lkii

Pi

rk

i

I

Jr.

Chown, Stephen M. Majeicik, Chair

istant Professors: \driana P&lacio,

nlmatoi

ki (pur
I

i

mi nts

for the

Major

:

in

I

aura

StlzaiUK

(

M

Toma

I.

I

hclvt

ompiitcr Seienee

he major consists oi ninecomputers<^ncecouisesandtwoackhUonal courses!

m

161

Mathematics u>5 oi higher), foi a total ol eleven courses. The
ctente portion of the major consists of two introductor) courses (Mathematics

ihe equivalenl and

IM

«»n

I

i

put

250

231

1

1

Science 101); four mtermediate "core* courses (Computer Science 2

1

in*,

luding

.in

it).

00-level elective courses; and a third elective that can be filled b)

289

remaining computet icience courses
'

Mathematics

(i.e.,

an) course

numbered 260

oi

above except

independenl stud)
•

k»

<

|

ii

i

minor consists
<

ompuui

lnit

i

Minor

in im His for the

s

t

it

in

(In. iphn.il

\

(

ol

In

ompater Science
100 level computet icience course oi the equivalent,

fiv<

2io

1

mil aii> three additional

compute!

s^

ieix e

courses

at

the

200

level

Miijoi
.id

interdiM iplinar) majot program

in

computet w

ien< e

and

Computer Science

1

03

Introductory Courses

MCSR. Computing:

Tools and Issues. Fall 2007. Allen Tucker and Eric Chown.
computer science? How does it differ from related disciplines, especially
mathematics and the sciences? What are the core elements of computer science and how do
they reveal themselves in our everyday lives? What do we need to know about computer
science in order to function effectively in a technological world? Helps prepare students to
address these questions. Takes a first-hand look at the nature of programming and its role in
computer science. Explores the nature of the Internet — how it is designed, managed, and used
effectively in commercial, academic, and governmental applications. Alsoexamines some key
social and ethical issues that have important places in a technological world, such as intellectual
property, privacy, and Internet security. Combines lectures, laboratory experiences, readings,
and short papers to substantively engage these questions and issues. A modest amount of
programming accompanies the laboratory component. Additional laboratory work includes
the use of simulators and models that add hands-on experiences to topics encountered in the
readings. Students who have taken or are concurrently taking any computer science course
numbered 100 or above do not receive credit for this course.

50a

-

What

101a

-

is

MCSR.

What

is

in society?

Introduction to

Computer

computer science, what are

its

Science. Every semester.

The Department.

applications in other disciplines, and

A step-by-step introduction to the art of problem

its

impact

solving using the computer and

the Java language. Provides a broad introduction to computer science and programming

through
in class,

real-life applications.

and problems

Weekly

labs provide experiments with the concepts presented

that arise in real-life.

Assumes no

prior

knowledge of programming

or computers.

Intermediate and Advanced Courses

210a

-

MCSR. Data

Structures. Every semester.

Laura Toma.

Solving complex algorithmic problems requires the use of appropriate data structures

such as stacks, priority queues, search

trees, dictionaries,

hash tables, and graphs.

It

also

requires the ability to measure the efficiency of operations such as sorting and searching in

order to

make

effective choices

and

structures, their efficiency,

among

alternative solutions. This course

their use in solving

is

a study of data

computational problems. Laboratory

exercises provide an opportunity to design and implement these structures.

Computer Science 101 or permission of the instructor. Beginning in Spring
interested in taking Computer Science 210 are required to pass the computer

Prerequisite:

2008, students

science placement examination prior to registration.

MCSR. Algorithms.

Every fall. Laura Toma.
An introductory course on the design and analysis of algorithms building on concepts
from Computer Science 210. Introduces a number of basic algorithms for a variety of
problems such as searching, sorting, selection, and graph problems (e.g. spanning trees
and shortest paths). Discusses analysis techniques, such as recurrences and amortization,

231a

-

as well as algorithm design

paradigms such as divide-and-conquer, dynamic programming,

and greedy algorithms.
Prerequisite:
instructor.

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200, or permission of the

UU

of Instruction

v

Ml sK

25<>.i

Principles

ofl

Programming

1

anguages

I

EmcChown.

vet) spring.

CUSCS on different paradigms tor solving problems, and their representation in

programming languages. These paradigms correspond

ways

to distinct

o\

thinking about

1

problems

functional* languages (such as Haskell) focus attention on the

>k

I

phenomena being modeled:

behavioral aspects of the real-world

"logic programming"*

on the declarative aspects of problem-solving.
laiu
principles of language design and implementation including s\ nta\. semantics, t\ pe
systems, control structures, and compilers.
Prerequisite i omputer Sckace 210 and Mathematics 200
such as Prolog) focus attention

5

:oo.i-NH sk Software Design

Fall

2007. Allen Tucker.

Studies the process for designing complex software applications, with a special focus

on the use of formal design and verification methods. The stud> of formal methods includes
contemporary methodologies and tools like "designs b\ contract,* the Unified Modeling
1

Ml

Students evaluate the overall
and the lava Modeling Language t.lMl
strengths and limitations of formal Specification and verification in the software design
process \ substantial software design project is used as a ease Stud) for working with various

Language

l

>.

>,

concepts, tools, and techniques
Prerequisite

27tl

-

M( sk

in a

laboratory setting.

Computer Science 210 auA Mathematics 200
\rtiticial Intelligence

Pall

2007. STEPHEN MaJEROK.

in programming computers to <\o tasks
w
that
ould require intelligence if people did them. State-space and heuristic search techniques,
log ic and other know ledge representat ions, reinforcement learning, neural net works, and other

Explores the principles and techniques involved

roaches are applied to a \anet\ of problems w
(

-

Ml sk

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics 200
Ik or

I

\

ol

I

'(imputation Ever) Spring. AdRIANA PAI

nputation ? rhis
t

an emphasis on agent based approaches

omputer Science 370

requisite
.«

ith

mi ne w hat computational
i

.

studies this question, and

vein.

examines the principles

that

capabilities are required to sol\c part icularc lasses o '.'problems

ropics include an introduction to the connections between language theor> and models of

computation, and

ofunsolvable problems.
Mathematics 200 or permission of the instructor

rcquisiL

i stud>

2'M.i

294a Intermediate Independent Study in

120a

Robotn

Robotics

is

I

'omputer Science

1

u

1)ii\ki\ii\i

CHOWN

s

a challenging discipline that encourages students to appl> theoretical ideas from

lifTerent areas

to (\o useful tasks

programming robots

application

al

lICS

nitive science, operations research

artificial intelligei

[Wo

are building effective models of the world using inaccurate and

such models for efficient robotic planning and control

lim

in

Addresses

i>blcms trom both a theoretical perspective (computational complexity and algorithm
live

mi

stems and human robot interaction) through

is

(

Mod*

ss

m\ol\ me simulated and actual robots
nmpiiti-1 Science 2lo
Mathematics 200

multiple progr

i

i

|

t

\

ptegraphj

l

all

r

2<

i>

depends on

the

Bom

ol

information

and authentkits of information have
lograpti

ntial t*H>l in

-pus such as

addressing these issues

bNnk

ciphers,

modea

oi

Computer Science

]

05

operation, private-key encryption, hash functions, digital signatures, public-key encryption.

RSA.

the discrete logarithm problem, public-key infrastructure,

key distribution, and various

Emphasizes a rigorous mathematical approach including formal definitions ot
security goals and proofs of protocol security, and identification of weaknesses in designs.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 210 and Mathematics 200. or permission of the

applications.

instructor.

340a. Spatial Data Structures Spring 2008. Laura Toma.
In

data

many

is

disciplines the data being collected have spatial coordinates. Analysis of spatial

an active area of research

in

computer science, with applications

in

areas like computer-

aided design (CAD), data warehousing, network routing and geographic information systems
(GIS). Presents algorithms and data structures for problems involving spatial data, covering

both their theory and their practical efficiency and scalability to large datasets. Topics include

computational geometry, covering algorithms for computing convex

spatial database design:
hulls.

Delaunay triangulations and Yoronoi diagrams:

join: data structures for

segment intersection and spatial
orthogonal range searching: nearest-neighbor queries and window
line

queries: techniques for dynamization of spatial data structures: clustering techniques and

memory algorithms.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 210 and

external

350a.

231. or permission of the instructor.

GIS Algorithms and Data Structures

Spring 2009. Laura Toma.

Geographic information systems (GIS) handle geographical data such as boundaries of
countries: course of rivers: height of mountains: and location of cities, roads, railways, and

power

lines.

GIS can help determine

the closest public hospital, find areas susceptible to

flooding or erosion, track the position of a car on a map. or find the shortest route from one
location to another. Because

GIS

making it important to process
computer science. Topics covered

deal with large datasets.

data efficiently, they provide a rich source of problems in

include data representation, triangulation. range searching, point location,

meshes and quadtrees,
Prerequisite:

terrain simplification,

map

overlay,

and visualization.

Computer Science 210 and .Mathematics 200

355a. Cognitive Architecture. Fall 2007. Eric Chown.

computer science, psychology, and neuroscience have shown that humans
in ways that are very different from those used by computers. Explores
the architecture and mechanisms that the human brain uses to process information. In many
cases, these mechanisms are contrasted w ith their counterparts in traditional computer design.

Advances

in

process information

A central

focus

is

to discern

when

the

performs poorly, and why. The course

is

science, psychology, and neuroscience.
Prerequisite:

or

One of the

following:

human

cognitive architecture works well,

when

it

conceptually oriented, draw ing ideas from computer

No programming

experience necessary.

Computer Science 231

or 250. Biology 214 or 253.

Psychology 270.

360a.

Computer and Network

Security. Fall 2007. Adriana Palacio.

Covers the fundamental concepts and techniques used to ensure secure computing and
communication. Topics include cryptographic protocols, code security and exploitation (buffer
overflows, race conditions.

SQL

channels, protocol attacks, firew

injection, etc.). access control

alls,

and authentication, covert

intrusion detection/prevention, viruses

worms andbots.

spyw are and phishing. denial-of-service. privac> anonymity, and computer forensics. The
goal of the course is to provide an appreciation of the fundamental challenges in designing
and implementing secure systems as well as an understanding of the base technologies and

-

threats in today's interconnected environment.

Prerequisite:

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200.

*

Causes of Instruction

106

375a. Optimization and Uncertainty. Spring 2008. Stephen Majercik.
imi/ation problems and coping with uncertaint\ arise frequently in the real world.

numeric framework, rather than the
for expressing
this

such problems.

S)

mbolic one of traditional

In addition to

providing a

artificial intelligence,

way of dealing with

is

A

useful

uncertainty,

approach sometimes permits performance guarantees for algorithms. Topics include

constraint satisfaction, systematic and non-systematic search techniques, and probabilistic

inference and planning.
Prerequisite

380a

Computer Science 210 and Mathematics

200.

and Computer Games. Spring 2009. STEPHEN Majercik.
robotic soccer has become a popular test-bed for robotics research,

Vrtificial Intelligence

same u;i\ that
computer games arc becoming an increasingly
In the

techniques

in

utilized test-bed for the

certain areasof artificial intelligence

development

o\'

new

(AD research (e.g. know ledge representation:

same time, AI techniques
commercial computer games to pro\ ide interesting,

search; planning, reasoning, and learning under uncertainty). At the

becoming increasing!) necessar)

are

in

realistic synthetic characters (entities,

player). Explores

human

or otherwise, that assist or oppose the

game

symbiosis b\ studying a subset of Al techniques that are relevant to

that

m

the creation o\ S) nthetic characters

computer games, using these techniques

AI-

to create

endowed synthetic characters (eg. characters that can learn from their experience and thus
\.\o not become predictable
and testing them in actual computer games.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 210 and Mathematics 200. or permission o\ the
>.

instructor.

401a-404a \d\anced Independent Study and Honors
I)l PARTM M.
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Economics
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Pi

lonathaa R

<

ioldstein,
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;

Intn

I

ill.

in

i'

I

'

tola

he majoi

in

economics

to the basic theoretical

to

iROmk

l<

s .is

.1

m

Vail
oster,

Boel, Joon Mik

Guillermo Herrera,

B

Zorina Khan

;

ee

I

Kaz
I

I

id
I

.i

is

lizabetfa

designed

M Palmei

for students

who w

and empirical techniques
si), ial science w ilh
oic
.i

,

ol

i^h to obtain a b)

economics,

stematic introduction

provides an opportunity

it

ol theoi\. to Stud) ihc

DTOCeSS ol draw

in:'

inferences from bodies ol data and testing hypotheses against observation, and to appl)

momic

tl

particulai social

development, the functioning

rcmmcni
the

em

cs.

ol

problems Such problems include

econornk

institutions (e g

.

finaiK

labor unions), and current polic) issues <c g

ironmeiii. globalization, deregulation

onomics, law, business,

or public

•

I

he majoi

is

administration

.

ial

l

hud World economic

markets, corporations,

the federal budget, poverty,

a useful

preparation

foi

graduate

Economics

Requirements for the Major

in

1

07

Economics

The major consists of three core courses (Economics 255, 256, and 257), two advanced topics
courses numbered in the 300s, at least one of which must be designated as a seminar, and two
additional courses in economics numbered 200 or above. Only one of Economics 260 and 360
may be counted toward the economics major. Because Economics 101 is a prerequisite for
Economics 102, and both are prerequisites for most other economics courses, most students
will begin their work in economics with these introductory courses. Prospective majors are
encouraged to take at least one core course by the end of the sophomore year, and all three
core courses should normally be completed by the end of the junior year. Advanced topics
courses normally have some combination of Economics 255, 256, and 257 as prerequisites.

may undertake

Qualified students

self-designed, interdisciplinary major programs or joint

majors between economics and related

To

fulfill

fields

of social analysis.

the major (or minor) requirements in economics, or to serve as a prerequisite

C- or better must be earned in a course. Courses
required for the major or minor must be taken on a graded basis.
All prospective majors and minors are required to complete Mathematics 161, or its
equivalent, prior to enrolling in the core courses. Students who aspire to advanced work in
for non-introductory courses, a grade of

economics

(e.g.,

are strongly

an honors thesis and/or graduate study

encouraged

to

in

a discipline related to economics)

master multivariate calculus (Mathematics 181) and linear

algebra (Mathematics 222) early in their careers. Such students are also encouraged to
take Mathematics 265 instead of Economics 257 as a prerequisite for Economics 316.
The Economics 257 requirement is waived for students who complete Mathematics 265
and Economics 316. Students should consult the Department of Economics about other

mathematics courses that are essential for advanced study
Interdisciplinary

The department

in

economics.

Major

participates in an interdisciplinary

major

in

mathematics and economics.

See page 210.

Requirements for the Minor

in

Economics

The minor consists of Economics 255 or 256, and any two additional courses numbered 200
or above. Only one of Economics 260 and 360 may be counted toward the economics minor.
To fulfill the minor requirements or to serve as a prerequisite for other courses, a grade of
C- or better must be earned

in a course.

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

Economy. Spring 2008. Gregory P. DeCoster.
modern capitalist economies, with a
United States. Emphasizes use of a small number of fundamental concepts

100b. Introduction to the

A

non-technical introduction to the operation of

focus on the

how economies function and to provide a foundation for informed evaluation of
contemporary economic debates. Topics include incentives, decision-making, markets as
to clarify

means of allocating resources, characteristics of market allocation, measures and history
of U.S. economic performance, structure and function of the financial system, sources of
economic growth, and business cycles. Periodic discussions of the role of government in the
economy. Seeks to provide a level of economic literacy adequate to understanding debates
a

as

conducted

Does not

in the

popular press. Appropriate for

satisfy the prerequisites for

all

students, but intended for non-majors.

any other course

in the

Department of Economics.

Courses of Instruction

108

Mt'SR. Principles of .Microeconomics. Every semester. The Department.
An introduction to economic analysis and institutions, with special emphasis on the
allocation of resources through markets. The theory of demand, supply, cost, and market
101b

-

structure

is

dc\ eloped and then applied to problems in antitrust policy, environmental quality,

energy, education, health, the role of the corporation in society, income distribution, and
poverty. Students desiring a

Economics 101 and

both
l()2b

\1(

-

SK

comprehensive introduction

economic reasoning should take

to

102.

Principles of Macroeconomics. Every semester.

Anmtroduct ion to economic anal)

sis

and

institutions,

The Department.

with special emphasis on determinants

of the level of national income, prices, and employment. Current problems of inflation

and unemployment are explored with the aid of such analysis, and alternative views of the
effectiveness of fiscal, monetary, and other governmental policies are analyzed. Attention is
given to the sources and consequences of economic growth and to the nature and significance
of international linkages through goods and capital markets.

Kconomics

Pre requisite:

208b

101.

MCSR. American Economic

-

History. Fall 2008 or Spring 2009. B. Zorina Khan.

imines the development of institutions from the colonial period to the rise of the

modern corporation

in

order to understand the sources of economic growth

in the

United

Topics include earl\ industrialization, technological change, transportation, capital

States.

markets, entrepreneurship and labor markets, and legal institutions. Not open to students

who have

Kconomics 238 or 348.
Kconomics 101 and 102.

credit lor

Prerequisite:

210b

MCSR

-

PrrzoERAi

Kconomics of the Public Sector.

2008 or Spring 2009. John M.

Fall

D.

Theoretical and applied evaluation of government activities and the role of government

economy. Topics include public goods, public choice, income redistribution, benefitand incidence and behavioral effects of taxation.

in the
•

analysis, health care, social security,

Not open to students

Economics

Prerequisite
2

1

1

1)

\1(

-

Sk

who have

Povei'l)

credit lor

Kconomics 310.

101.

and Redistribution

imines the causes and

fall

2007

J<

>n\

M.

1

i

i/oi r

poverty and inequality

\i

i>

consequences ol
and analyzes polic) responses. Topics include: social welfare theory, poverty measurement.
discrimination, rising wage inequality, the working poor, and consequences of poverty for
t.mulics and subsequent generations A substantial part ol the course focuses on benefit cost
in the United States

analysis and experimental and non experimental evaluations ol current policy, including
welt. ur reform, education and training,

comparisons

t<>

2

I

2b

I

\1<

counu ies
nuiomics km

othei

requisite
\"/<

l

counts toward the major and minoi

lu

Sk

and employment programs. Makes limited use of

ahoi and

I

Human

Resource Kconomics

in

gender and women's studies

Fall

2008 Or Spring 2009 RACHEI

market tuppl) and demand, with special emphasis on human resource
human capital formation, and ware inequality
i.iboi

poli< ies,

'•qUIslt

I

(

n||

,

s

:nts

|ll

|

toward the majoi and nunoi

in

I'cndci

and women's studies

Economics

216b

MCSR.

-

Industrial Organization. Fall 2007. Joon-Suk Lee.

A study of the organization of firms, their strategic
in

109

interaction and the role of information

competitive markets, and related policy issues such as antitrust. Introduces basic game-

theoretic tools

commonly used

in

models of

industrial organization. Features industry sector

analyses, antitrust cases, and classroom applications.

Economics 101

Prerequisite:

[218b

-

MCSR.

or permission of the instructor.

Environmental Economics and

Policy.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

218.)]

221b

MCSR. Marxian

-

Political

Economy.

Fall

2008 or Spring 2009. Jonathan

P.

Goldstein.

An

alternative (heterodox) analysis of a capitalist market

economy

rooted

in

Marx's

methodological framework, which focuses on the interconnected role played by market
relations, class/power relations, exploitation

and internal tendencies towards growth,

and qualitative change. Students are introduced
through a reading of Volume

I

to the

crisis.

Marxian method and economic theory

of Capital. Subsequently, the Marxian framework

is

applied to

analyze the modern capitalist economy with an emphasis on the secular and cyclical instability
of the economy, changing institutional structures and their ability to promote growth, labor

market issues, globalization, and the decline of the Soviet Union.
Prerequisite:

227b,d
S.

Economics 100

or 101, or permission of the instructor.

MCSR, IP. Human Resources and Economic Development.

-

Fall 2008.

Dhbokah

DeGraff.

An

analysis of

human

resource issues

in the

context of developing countries. Topics

include the composition of the labor force by age and gender, productivity of the labor force,

unemployment and informal

employment, child labor and the health and schooling of
children, and the effects of structural adjustment policies and other policy interventions on
the development and utilization of human resources. Examples from selected African, Asian,
and Latin American countries are integrated throughout and the interaction of sociocultural
environments with economic forces is considered. Not open to students who have credit for
sector

Economics 319.
Prerequisite:

228b

-

MCSR.

Economics

101.

Natural Resource Economics and Policy. Spring 2008. Guillermo

Herrera.

A study of the economic
resources

issues surrounding the existence and use of renewable natural

(e.g., forestry/land use, fisheries,

water, ecosystems, and the effectiveness of

and exhaustible resources (such as minerals, fossil fuels, and old growth forest). A
basic framework is first developed for determining economically efficient use of resources over
time, then extended to consider objectives other than efficiency, as well as the distinguishing
antibiotics)

biological, ecological, physical, political,

common
to

Prerequisite:

A

-

social attributes of each resource. Uncertainty,

property, and various regulatory instruments are discussed, as well as alternatives

government intervention and/or

231b

and

Economics

privatization.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies 228.)

101.

MCSR. Economics of the Life Cycle.

study of economic issues that occur at

Rachel Ex Connelly.
each age as one moves through life, such
Fall 2007.

economics of education, career choice, marriage (and divorce);

fertility,

as

division of labor

1

Courses of Instruction

10

household, child care, glass ceilings, povert) and wealth, health care, elder care,

in the

and retirement. Considers age-relevant economic models, the empirical work that informs
understanding, and the policy questions that emerge at each age Lifecycle stage. Differences
in

experience based on race, gender, sexuality, income level, and national origin are an

important component for discussion. Not open to students

301

Gender and Women's Studies
Prerequisite Economics 101.
Same

23Sh

BS

MCSR. Economic

-

Histor\ of

who have

credit for

Economics

231.)

American Enterprise. Spring 200°.

B.

Zorina

v
Presents an economic analysis of innovation

tirms and markets during the course of

in

American economic de\ elopment Central themes include changes

in

the role of institutions,

The

fust

part of the course considers Specific issues in the organization of the firm, finance,

and

such as the factor) system and large corporations, relative to market transactions.

technology during the nineteenth century. The second part examines more contemporary
questions hearing on the producth
to students

who have

Economics

Prerequisite:

255h

-

An

\1(

credit tor

and competitiveness of American enterprise. Not open

it)

Economics 208

or 348.

101 and 102.

SK Microeconomics

Thh Departmknt.

Ever) semester.

microeconomic theory. Anaksis of the
major emphasis on systems of markets

intermediate-level stud) of contemporai)

theor> of resource allocation and distribution, with

mechanism

making resource allocation decisions. Topics include
the theory of individual choice and demand, the theor\ of the firm, market equilibrium under
competition and monopoly, general equilibrium theory, and welfare economics.
Prerequisite Economics 101. 102. and Mathematics 161 or the equivalent
and prices as

a social

for

256b- MM ^K Macroeconomics
vei) semester. Tin DEPARTMENT.
\n intermediate le\ el studs of contemporary national income, employment, and inflation
>n mi nipt h mi. investment, government [eceipts,goveinmentexpenditures, money, and
theor)
interest rates are examined tor their determinants, interrelationships, aiul role in determining
the level ol
ate economic acth ity. Polic) implications are drawn from the analysis.
Prerequisite Economics 101, 102, and Mathematics 161 or the equivalent
I

(

i

257b -MCSR Economic

Statistics

\n introduction to the data and

Every semester. Tw Depaktment.
Statistical methods used in economics. A re\iew

ol

economic data ami the accurac\ ol such data is followed h\ an
Statistical methods used in testing the hypotheses ol economic theory,

the systems that generate

Mimation ot the
hoth micro

and macro

Probability,

random variables and then

distributions,

methods

estimating parameters, hypothesis testing, regression, and correlation are covered.

The

application ot multiple regression to

•qmsm
:m»i.
I

it:

i

I

\k sk

i

onnmii

s

Mil

economic problems is stressed.
102. and Mathematics [61 or the equivalent

bumce I.Fal
P DeCostbr.
Economics 260 and 360) is a two-course sequence providing a thorough

:ii

f

indamentaJ concepts involved

in

corporate financial decision making

investment analysis, and portfolio managemeni In addition, presents the financial accounting
!<• nndeistand and Utilize Corporate Imam nil statements
lei and
;

ii

making ami valuation exercises
overview

<»f

valuation

Popi<

a iix

lude functions ami structure

measures ot return and

risk,

and discounted

Economics

\ \ \

cash-flow analysis; sources of financial information

— basic

accounting concepts, balance

income statement, statement of cash-flows, and financial ratios; portfolio theory, the
capital asset pricing model, and efficient markets theory; corporate decision-making, the cost
of capital, capital budgeting, and capital structure. Not open to students who have credit
for Economics 209 or 309.
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and 102. Mathematics 161 is recommended.
sheet,

277

-

MCSR. Applied

2008. Rachel

Research Practicum: Chinese Rural to Urban Migration. Spring

Ex Connelly.

Highlights applied research methods

semester

in

in

microeconomics. Students work throughout the

research teams to analyze data from Chinese rural

women on

their migration

and/or the migration of their husbands. While topics of Chinese economic

life and economic
on
methods:
how applied
models
researchers work with data to analyze a set of questions. Elementary statistics is a prerequisite.
Statistical techniques beyond the elementary level are taught. (Same as Asian Studies 269

of migration are studied, the course primarily focuses

and Gender and

Women's

Studies 277.)

Economics 101 and one of the following college-level statistics courses:
Economics 257, Mathematics 155 or 265, Psychology 252, or Sociology 201 or permission
Prerequisite:

,

of the instructor.

291b-294b. Intermediate Independent Study

in

Economics. The Department.

Courses numbered above 300 are advanced courses in economic analysis intended primarily for
majors. Enrollment in these courses

Elementary calculus
301b.

will

The Economics

be used

is

limited to 18 students in each unless stated otherwise.

in all 300-level courses.

of the Family. Fall 2008 or Spring 2009. Rachel Ex Connelly.

Seminar. Microeconomic analysis of the family,
include marriage,

fertility,

its

roles,

and

related institutions. Topics

labor supply, divorce, and the family as an

Gender and Women's Studies 302.)
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 257, or permission of the

(Same

its

economic organization.

as

302b. Business Cycles. Spring 2008. Jonathan
Seminar.
theories,

A survey

P.

instructor.

Goldstein.

of competing theories of the business cycle, empirical

tests

of cycle

and appropriate macro stabilization policies. Topics include descriptive and historical

analysis of cyclical fluctuations in the United States, Keynesian-Kaleckian multiplier-

accelerator models,
instability,

NBER

analysis of cycles, growth cycle models, theories of financial

Marxian crisis theory, new classical and new Keynesian theories, and international

aspects of business cycles.
Prerequisite:

Economics 256

or permission of the instructor.

308b. International Trade. Fall 2007. Julian

P.

Diaz.

Offers a theoretical and empirical analysis of international trade. Particular attention

is

given to the standard models of trade: the Ricardian model, the Heckscher-Ohlin model, the
specific factors

model, and the monopolistic competition model, as well as an introduction to

applied general equilibrium models of trade liberalization. Current topics such as barriers to
trade (quotas, tariffs); the effects of trade liberalization on wage inequality; regional integration
blocs; the globalization debate;

also analyzed. Data analysis

is

and the relation between trade, growth, and productivity are
used in order to evaluate the success or shortcomings of the

theoretical models.

Prerequisite:

Economics 255 and 256.

Cou

112

3101)

the

Instruction

Advanced Public Economics. Spring 2008. John M. Fttzgerai d.
lioar. A survey of theoretical and empirical evaluations of goverament

activities in

economy, considering both efficiency and equity aspects. Topics include public choice,

income redistribution, benefit-cost analysis, analysis of selected government expenditure
incidence and behavioral effects of taxation, and lax
programs (including social securit)
issues
are
public
emphasized Not open to students who have credit
polic)
Current
reform
conomics 210
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 257. or permission of the instructor.
).

I

316b Econometrics.
methods of
its

A

testing them.

assumptions, and

considered.

2007. Jonathan

Fall

P.

Goldstein.

stud) of the mathematical formulation of economic models and the statistical

.

detailed examination of the general linear regression model,

estimation of systems of equations

Economics 257

Prerequisite

macroeconomics

extensions. Applications to both micro- and

its

Though most ofthe course deals w
or

is

ith

included.

arc

single-equation models, an introduction to the

An

empirical research paper

Mathematics 265. and Mathematics

is

required.

161. or permission

of the instructor.

31Kb Environmental and Resource Economics. Spring 2009.

(ii

ii

i

Seminar. Analysis of externalities and market failure: models of
pollution and efficient
as fisheries, forests,

management of renewable and nonrenewable

and minerals; governmental

i

rmo Hhrki k \
optimum control of

natural resources such

other forms of control of common-pool

\s.

resources; and benefit-cost analysis o\ policies, including market-based and non-market

open

valuation. Not
I

to students

319b,d

I

credit for

Economics 218

or 228.

(Same

as

318
Economics 255 and 257.

n\ bnonmentnl Studies
Prerequisite:

who have

i

Development

he Economics of

fall

2007. Di bor \h

S.

DbGraff.

microeconomic issues w ithin the
context of developing countries. Has a dual focus on modeling household decisions and on the
etteets ol government poliC) and intervention on household bcha\ tor and well being. Topics
include agricultural production, land use systems, technology and credit markets, household
labor allocation aiul migration, investment in education and health, and income inequality.
requisiconomicfl 255 and 257. or permission oi the instructoi
Seminar

I

heoretical and empirical analysis of selected

i

*2<H>

liuiKuniis

linai

r«

[echnology, and Progress

I

all

2008 Or Spring 2009. B

ZORINA

Etiological change represents one ol the most essential conditions foreconomic
m

I

and diffusion from both

.i

use examines the nik rocconomicsol

theoretic

the intellectual

the "information

industrial revolution

<>t

I

inxention. ininw ation.

1

economy,* and globalization. Applications range from the
contemporary issues such as digital
project, Si Ik on Valley, and the Internet

the nineteenth centur) through

>technolog) and the
i

al

prope rt)

K\ I),

and empirical perspective. Topics include the histof) ol
system, the sources »>i invention and innovation, KM)

onomk

s

human

2$& and 257.

eei ii line
oi

permission

ol the instructoi

3

Economics

1

1

Law and

Economics. Fall 2008. B. Zorina Khan.
Seminar. Law and economics is one of the most rapidly growing areas in the social
sciences. The field applies the concepts and empirical methods of economics to further our
understanding of the legal system. This course explores the economic analysis of law and legal
institutions, including the economics of torts, contracts, property, crime, courts, and dispute
resolution. Also focuses on topics in law and economics such as antitrust and regulation,
corporations, the family, labor markets, product liability, and intellectual property. Students
are introduced to online sources of information in law, and are required to apply economic
reasoning to analyze landmark lawsuits in each of these areas. Not open to students who
340b.

have credit for Economics 341.
Prerequisite:

Economics 255 or permission of the

[348b. Research in

355b.

Economic

Game Theory and

instructor.

History.]

Strategic Behavior. Fall 2008 or Spring 2009.

Joon-Suk Lee.

An

introduction to

game

theory, a theory analyzing and characterizing optimal strategic

behavior. Strategic behavior takes into account other individuals' options and decisions. Such

behavior is relevant

in

economics and business,

politics,

and other areas of the social sciences,

where game theory is an important tool. The main game theoretic equilibrium concepts are
introduced in class and applied to a variety of economics and business problems. Elementary
calculus and probability theory are used.
Prerequisite: Economics 255 or permission of the instructor.
[356b.

Monetary Economics.]

360b. Finance

Finance

II is

II.

Spring 2008. Gregory

DeCoster.

a continuation of Economics 260.

are the sources of business value,

and

P.

and how can

risk inherent to intertemporal choices,

i.e.

The focus

it

is

essentially two-fold:

be created? (2)

How

capital accumulation, be

( 1 )

What

can the uncertainty

"managed"? Involves

analysis of business strategy with regard to both operations and financing decisions; the
pricing and uses of financial derivatives

(i.e.,

futures, options,

and swaps); sources of

risk

management techniques; and finally, an examination of recent insights from
behavioral finance. Not open to students who have credit for Economics 209.
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 260.
and basic

risk

401b-404b. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Economics. The Department.

1

Courses of Instruction

14

Education
ate

Prof

Nancy

i

Dora, Chair; Doris A. Santoro

\ssistant Professors: Charles

m

'

Jennings

E.

Gomez

Kathleen O'Connor

Adjunct Lecturer and Director of Field Experiences: Mary Lueile Gallaudet
Visiting Fellow in Education: Suzanne Aldridge
Pre-dissertation Fellow: Rodino Fabri/io Anderson

met Lecturer: George S. Isaacson
Department Coordinator: Lynn A. Brettler

Bow Join

College does not otter a major

in

education.

ments for the Minor in Education

Require

The department

otters

two minors: an Education Studies minor

for students

who do

not

Teaching minor tor students who do plan to teach. Four courses arc
required tor the Education Studies minor: either Education 20 or 101 and three others
chosen from among Education 202. 203. 204. 205. 235. 245. 250. 251. 310. Four courses
are required tor the Teaching minor: Education 20 or 101. 203. 301. 303. Students may not
plan to leach, and a

count Credit

courses toward either minor. Students must earn a grade of C-or better

I) Fail

order to have a course count toward either minor

in

Requirements for Certification
The department pros

ides a

to

Teach

in

in

education.

Public Secondary Schools

sequence of courses

that leads to certification tor

secondar) school

teaching. This sequence includes the following:

A major

I

in a

subject area of certification offered by

Maine endorsement: mathematics,

life

Bowdoin College with

State o(

science, physical science. English, foreign language,

or social studies, and permission of the department (additional requirements for social studies

candidates arc two courses

m economics,

in

and one course

I

'nilcd States history,

in

two courses

government). Majors

at

world history, one course

in

Bowdoin do

not correspond direct!)

with requirements tor public school certification. Students arc Strongl) encouraged to meet

w

ith a

member

ot the

department early

in their

College career

to discuss their

candidacy for

student teachin

Seven couroes offered in the education department: Education 20 or 10 Land Education

203
I<>

*iii

302 303,304, and 305.

student teach, a student must appl)

tor eaiululaes

through the department, must be

a

in
strong academic record. A cumulative
well is a v<> grade point average in Education 301
grade point average is required,
dm ation 303 In addition to required course work, candidates for certification must
an.!
be fingerprinted and must earn a passing SCOre on all examinations specified b\ the Maine

lununit)

membei

good standing, ami have
.i-*

;i

;

I

Since this requirement was

artmeni ot Education
pass rate has been

1(H)'

first

instituted.

Bowdoin

students'

J

Ninth Semeslci Student

I

caching Option

Students who have fulfilled all < orese* ondar) school subje< t area requirements foi certification,

have completed
teacher

i

ertifii

Department

all

I

ducation course requirements ne< essar) for secondar)

ation ex< ept foi student tea< hing

iiiinatimi

who

<>i

I

m4

haw met all

1

1

ducation 302 and
1

the student teat hing

other criteria for student teachin

from Bowdoin within the

last

above), and

two years may apply to the department foi

Education

special student status to student teach. Students

the

fall

]

may apply

j

5

for special student status for either

or spring semester. Students will be charged a reduced tuition fee.

The department

reserves the right to limit participation in this program because of staffing considerations.
First- Year

For a
20c.

full

Seminar

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

The Educational Crusade.

Spring 2008. Charles Dorn.

Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses

101c

ESD. Contemporary American Education.

-

Suzanne Aldridge.
Examines current educational
society. Topics include the

race, class,

Fall 2007.

Charles Dorn. Spring 2008.

issues in the United States and the role schools play in

purpose of schooling, school funding and governance, issues of

and gender, school choice, and the reform movements of the 1990s. The role of
in society's pursuit of equality and excellence forms the backdrop of

schools and colleges
this study.

202c

ESD. Education and Biography. Spring 2008. Doris Santoro Gomez.

-

An

examination of issues

and autobiographical

fiction.

in

The

American education through biography, autobiography,
effects of class, race,

and gender on teaching, learning,

and educational institutions are seen from the viewpoint of the individual, one infrequently
represented

in the

professional literature. Authors include Coles, McCarthy, Welty, and

Wolff.
Prerequisite:

Education 20 or

101.

203c - ESD. Educating All Students. Fall 2007. Doris Santoro Gomez. Spring 2008.
Suzanne Aldridge.
An examination of the economic, social, political, and pedagogical implications of universal
education in American classrooms. The course focuses on the right of every child, including
physically handicapped, learning disabled, and gifted, to equal educational opportunity.
Requires a minimum of 24 hours of observation in a local elementary school.
Prerequisite: Education 20 or 101.
235c.

American Philosophy of Education. Spring 2008. Rodino Anderson.

How

meaning and value of
education in a complex society such as the United States? Intensive reading and writing
discussion course focuses on some of the moral, aesthetic, and epistemological dimensions
does philosophical thinking help us determine what

of educational philosophers that have influenced
States. Students

work from course readings

to

is

the

how we think about education in the United
begin to articulate their own educational

philosophy.

and Social Justice. Fall 2007. Doris Santoro Gomez.
What is the connection between education and social justice? Explores the roles of schools
and alternative educational environments in working towards equity among social groups.

245c. Education

Particular attention

is

paid to urban public schools and teaching as a form of activism, as

well as historical and philosophical perspectives on the transformative

power of education.

Students are asked to develop a vision for social justice and a provisional plan for its realization
in

an educational
Prerequisite:

setting.

Education 20 or 101.

1

Courses of Instruction
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250c Education and Law. Ever) other year. Fall 2007. George S. Isaacson.
A stud) of the impact o\ the American legal system on the functioning of schools
United States through an examination

o\'

Supreme Court decisions and

in the

federal legislation.

Analyzes tbe public polic) considerations that underlie court decisions in the field ofeducation
and considers how those judicial interests ma\ differ from the concerns o\ school hoards,
administrators, and teachers. Issues to be discussed include constitutional and statutory

developments affecting schools

such areas as free speech. se\ discrimination, religious

in

objections to compulsor) education, race relations, teachers' rights, school financing, and

education of the handicapped. (Same as

Government

219.)

251c leaching Writing: Theorj and Practice. Fall 2007. Kathleen O'Connor.
1. \plores theories and methods of teaching w riting. emphasizing collaborative learning and
peer tutoring. Examines relationships between the writing process and the written product.
writing and learning, and language and communities.

influences o\

conventions,
I

gender and culture

Investigates disciplinary writing

language and learning, and concerns of

oil

learning disabled writers. Students practice and reflect on revising, responding to

SL and

others' writing, and conducting conferences. Prepares students to serve as writing assistants
for the Writing Project.

Selection

Prerequisite

previous spring semester by application to the Writing Project

in

page 44).

E

2 t>k-2 ( >4c

Intermediate Independent Study

30lc leaching.
\ stud)

Fall

Kducation.

in

2007. Suzanni Aldridgb.

of what takes place

classrooms: the methods and purposes

in

o\ teachers, the

response oi students, and the organizational context. Readings and discussions help inform
students' direct observations and written accounts of local classrooms
integral part of the course experience. Requires a
local

minimum

o!F36

Peer teaching

hours of observation

secondar) school. Education 303 must be taken concurrently with

Prerequisite Senior standing;
(

lage, Of social studies);

life

and permission of the

ducatkm

I

work

lull

Grades arc awarded on

late April

a

major

in a

core

instructor.

the student teaching sequence requires that students

ichool from earl) Januar) to

in a

science, physical science. English, foreign

302c Student [caching Practicum Spring 2008. \.\ Gallaudet.
Required ol all Students who seek sccondaiA public school certification,
in

an

this course.

Kducation 20 or 101. and Kducation 203;

Ondar) school subject area mathematics,

is

a

tune

this final

in a local

Credit

I) Fail

course

secondarx
basis only.

304 must be taken concurrently. Students must complete an application and

inters icw

requisiu

and
•

>t

.i

ducat ion 203. 301, and 303; senioi standing;

l

;

<>

grade point average

in

a

cumulative

;

grade point

Education 301 and Kducation 303; and permission

the instructoi

M)3<

(

iiriuuluin

nd\

ol the

I

2007 Charles Dorn.

.ill

knowled

in in

tud) rathei than anothei
foi diffcrcni

i

integration of

is

.lie

goi ics ol students;

its

various components

i

ol subjei

i

area

schools,

included,

its

selection .nid the rationale in which one

adaptation

i»>i

different disciplines

and

cognitive and social purposes; the organization and

its
I

dncatton 301 must be taken concurrentl) with

docatfton20oi 101, and I dncatioa 203 amajoi

mathematu

.nid

its

b,

permission

life sv
<>i

in

this

a core

ience, physical science, English, foreign

the instru< tot

Education

304c. Senior Seminar: Analysis of Teaching

\

\

7

and Learning. Spring 2008. Lu

Gallaudet.
This course

is

designed to accompany Education 302, Student Teaching Practicum, and

considers theoretical and practical issues related to effective classroom instruction.
Prerequisite: Senior standing; a cumulative 3.0 grade point average, and a 3.0 grade point

average

in

Education 301 and 303; Education 203, 301, and 303; and permission of the

instructor.

305c. Adolescents in School. Spring 2008. Doris Santoro Gomez.

A study of adolescent development within the context of teaching and learning in schools.
Designed primarily for those engaged

in student teaching.

Links theory and research with

the student teacher's practical application in the classroom. Begins with classic conceptions

of identity development, and moves to a more contemporary understanding of adolescence,
as

it

both affects and

is

affected by school. Topics include physical, cognitive, social, and

emotional development of the secondary school student.
Prerequisite:

310c.

The

Education 20 or 101; 203, 301, and 303; and permission of the

instructor.

Civic Functions of Higher Education in America. Spring 2008. Charles

DORN.

What does

How

it

mean

for an institution of higher education to act in the public interest?

have interpretations of higher education's public service role changed throughout

ways might a college, such as Bowdoin, fulfill its institutional commitment
"common good"? Examines the civic functions adopted by and ascribed to

history? In what
to

promote the

institutions of higher education in

Students investigate both

advance

institutional

how

America, from the seventeenth century

colleges and universities have

agendas and

how

universities; learn

how

to the present.

civic rhetoric to

societal expectations of civic responsibility

shaped these institutions over time. Students survey relevant
arts colleges, research universities,

employed

women's

literature in the history

have

of liberal

colleges, and historically Black colleges and

historians frame questions, gather

and interpret evidence, and draw

conclusions; and conduct archival research, culminating in a case study of one institution's
historically defined civic purpose.

Prerequisite:

Education 20 or 101, or one course

in history.

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study in Education.

Courses of Instruction

118

English

Pr

Da\

Lsmm

id

CollingS, Celeste Goodridge, Marilyn Reizbaum. William C. Watterson

Profi ssors: \\i\a Briefel. Peter

iaSt

Co\

iello.

Ann Louise Kibbie

:

.

Elizabeth Muther. Chair

Mar\ Agnes

\ssistant Professors.

Edsail,

or: Hilar)

Visiting Assistant

Aaron Kiteh. Mark Foster

Thompson

Joint Appointments with A/rieanu Studies: Visiting Assistant Professor
for Faculty Diversity Pie-Dissertation Fellow

Consortium

Joint Appointment with Asian Studies: Assistant Professor Belinda

American Studies: Consortium
l':v Dissertation Fellow and Lecturer William Aive
Writers-in-Residence: Margot Livesey, Anthony E. Walton
>iirtment Coordinator: Barbara Oimstead

Joint Appointment with luitin

Requirements tor the Major

in

Dan

J.

Moos,

and Lecturer Janet! H. Brown

Kong

for Faculty Diversity

English and American Literature

minimum often

Each student must take one first-year seminar
nglisfa 10-24) or introductory course (English 104-110). either of which will serve as a
prerequisite to further stud) in the major. At least three o\ the ten courses must be chosen
from offerings in British and Irish literature before 8(K). These are courses in Old English
and medieval literature. Renaissance literature, and the literature of the Restoration and the

The major

requires a

courses.

I

1

eighteenth century. The individual courses that satisf) this requirement are identified b\ a

Only one of these three courses ma\ be B Shakespeare drama
course, and onl) one ma\ he a Chaucer course. Only one transfer course ma\ count toward
note

in

requirement. At least one of the ten courses must he chosen from offerings

this

Americas. The indi\ idual courses

ot the
In

the course description.

that satisf) this

the course description. Also, each student

must take

in literature

requirement are identified b)
at least

a

one advanced seminar

note

in

the

department (an) 300-level English course). Students may, when appropriate. alsoCOUnl the
advanced seminar toward one ot the requirements listed above. Transfer credits will not
count tor the advanced seminar requirement. The remaining courses ma\ he selected from
the foregoing and or

first

year seminars; Introductory or

Advanced Creative Writing: 200

Analysis; Independent Studs; and 401-402 (Advanced Independent
Stud\ Honors) \<> more than three courses ma\ come from the department's rOStei oi Inst

and/Off

300

I

itcrars

U seminars and I'H) level courses; no more than one creative writing course will count
toward the major \s one ol two courses outside the department, one Upper le\el COUfSC m

ma> be counted toward the major; courses m expositors writing, journalism,
and communication are not eligible tor rrtajoi credil
Iredil toward the major for advanced
tilm studies

(

literature

must

courses

ed w

t>

\1.qnrs

who

mination
lut*

i

in

in

ith

the

i

the spring
\

in that

language,

han

ate candidates tot

dis< ijilmai

tmeni

another language, provided thai the works aie lead

<>t

honors must write an honors essa\ and take an oial

then senioi yeai

Major

parti< ipates in

an interdisc iplinar) majoi

in

I

nglish and

I

heatei

See

p.

9

English

Requirements for the Minor

The minor requires

in English

1

1

and American Literature

department, including one first-year seminar (English

five courses in the

10-24) or introductory course (English 104-110). At least three of the remaining four courses
must be numbered 200 or above. No more than one creative writing course may count toward
the minor, and no courses in expository writing, film, communication, or journalism will
count. Students
First- Year

may

not apply transfer credits to the minor.

Seminars

in English

Composition and Literature

These courses are open to first-year students. The first-year English seminars are numbered
10-18 in the fall; 19-24 in the spring. Usually there are not enough openings in the fall for
all

first-year students

seminar in the

fall

who want an

English seminar. First-year students

are given priority in the spring.

(no matter what the topic or reading

who cannot get

The main purpose of the

first-year

into a

seminars

to give first-year students extensive practice in

list) is

reading and writing analytically. Each seminar

is

normally limited to sixteen students and

includes discussion, outside reading, frequent papers, and individual conferences on writing

problems. For a

full

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

10c. Transfigurations of Song. Fall 2007.
lie.

David Collings.

Modern American Authors: Cather

(1873-1947),

Hemingway

(1899-1961), and

Fitzgerald (1896-1940). Fall 2007. Celeste Goodridge.
12c.

The Western.

13c.

Shakespeare's Afterlives.

Fall 2007.

Dan

J.

Moos.

Fall 2007.

Aaron Kitch.

Shanghai Imagined. Fall 2007. Belinda Kong.
(Same as Asian Studies 17.)

14c,d.

15c.

Hawthorne.

Fall 2007.

William Watterson.

What We Talk about When We Talk about
(Same as Gender and Women's Studies 16.)

16c.

17c.

Animal

Life. Fall 2007.

18c. Literature of
19c.

Femmes

Love. Fall 2007.

Lady

Foster.

Hilary Thompson.

United States-Middle Eastern Wars.

Fatales,

Mark

Killers,

Fall 2007.

William Arce.

and Other Dangerous Women. Spring 2008. Aviva

Briefel.

(Same

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 19 and

Gender and Women's Studies

19.)

20c. Lesbian Personae. Spring 2008. Peter Coviello.

(Same

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 20 and

Gender and Women's Studies

23.)

21c,d. Migration Narratives: Writers of the Caribbean. Spring 2008. Jarrett

(Same

as

Africana Studies 21.)

22c.

Of Comics and

23c.

The Nuclear Plot.

24c. Poetry

Culture. Spring 2008. Elizabeth Muther.

Spring 2008. Marilyn Reizbaum.

Workshop. Spring 2008. William Watterson.

Brown.

)

1

Courses of Instruction

2(

1

Introductory Courses in Literature
1

10c. Primaril) intended tor first-

04c— 1

with no prior experience

and second-year students, and for juniors and seniors

college literature courses. (Specific content and focus of each

in

course will varj with the instructor.)

From Page

104c

Screen: Film Adaptation and Narrative. Fall 2007. Avtva Briefel.

to

Explores the topic of "adaptation," specifically, the
transform literan narratives into
is

\

ways

in

which cinematic

texts

Begins with the premise that every adaptation

isual forms.

an interpretation, a rewriting/rethinking of an original text that offers an analysis of that
Central to class discussions

text.

is

close attention to the differences and similarities in the

which written and visual texts approach narratives, the means through which each
medium constructs and positions its audience, and the t) pes of critical discourses that emerge
around literature and film. Ma\ include works by Philip K. Dick. Charles Dickens. Howard

ways

in

Hawks. Alfred Hitchcock. Stanle) Kubrick. David Lean, Anita Loos. Vladimir Nabokov,
and Ridle\ Scott.
105c Introduction to Poetry.

Aims

all

2007. PETER CoviELLO.

understand poetry's varied workings, considering, most extensively, the basic

to

words,

materials

1

lines,

metaphors, sentences

-from which poems have

traditionally

assembled. B) Studying closel) the components of meter, diction, syntax and

and figure-

work

tor:

in

essence,

how poems work — aims

meaning, rhapsody, transport,

106c Introduction to

Drama

to see

more

been

line,

rhyme,

clearly into the ends

poems

etc.

Spring 2008.

AARON

Kitch.

Traces the development of dramatic form, character, and style from classical Greece

through the Renaissance and Enlightenment

to

contemporan* .America and Africa. Explores

the evolution Of plot design, with special attention to the politics o( playing, the shifting
strategies ol

representing

human agency, and contemporan

relationships between the

mass media. Authors ma\ include Sophocles. Aristophanes.
Marlowe, Shakespeare. I)r\den. Ibsen. Wilde. Beckett. Mamet. and Churchill. (Same as

theater and a \anet\ of forms of

I

heater

ll><>

ngUsh Literature and Social Tower Spring 200S. DavidCoi INOS.
Onsiders whether works of literature encode modes of social power, articulate St) les ol
cultural entitlement, rev ise norms of beha\ lor from the perspective of leisured domesticity,
1

10c

I

i

(

satisf) ing narrative solutions to

Ite

of social life

workings ol indh ulna consciousness \)i) literal) works reinforce fictions of social
mutest them. 01 both
\ amines the relationship between uleologs and literal) foim.

UltO the
er.

urban conflict, and absorb the difficulties

I

.'

I

m the context «>f transformations in English culture from the carls eighteenth
through the carl) twentieth centuries. Discusses writings In Defoe, Tope Wordsworth.
placing both

Dickens, and

\ listen.

<

nurses

<><><

in

(

Woo

it

alongside

critical

and interprets

e essays.

omposition

hnglish Composition

l

.ill

Mam

2007

Vones Edsall. Spun:'

2008

Cblesti

Pract u c in developing the skills needed to write and revise college level expositor) essays,
ilationship between; ntical reading

different n*
1

and writing Assignment sequences and

inable students to write fully
int

toward the majoi

oi

minoi

in

I

nglish

developed expositor)

1

English

1

2

Introductory Courses in Creative Writing
125c. Creative Writing: Poetry

I.

Fall 2008.

Anthony Walton.
workshop method. Students are
read deeply from an assigned list of poets.

Intensive study of the writing of poetry through the

expected to write

in free verse, in

form, and to

Formerly English 61.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

127c. Nonfiction Literary Narrative. Fall 2007.

Anthony Walton.

Engages in an intensive study of the writing of literary non-fiction narratives through
the workshop method. Students are expected to engage in the study and discussion of craft
techniques and issues particular to this genre, to read deeply from an assigned list of writers,
and to compose a substantial narrative of their own. Formerly English 68.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

Workshop. Spring 2008. Margot Livesey.
Begins with an examination of some technical aspects of fiction writing.

128c. Introductory Fiction

considers those that

we

In particular,

tend to take for granted as readers and need to understand better as

writers, e.g. point of view, characterization, dialogue, foreshadowing, scene,

and summary.

Students read and discuss published stories, and work through a series of exercises to write
their

own

on writing

Workshop discussion is an integral part of the course. Admission based
samples. Not open to students who have credit for English 69. Formerly English

stories.

66.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

129c.

Advanced

Fiction

Workshop. Spring 2008. Margot

Livesey.

Presumes a familiarity with the mechanics of fiction and, ideally, previous experience in
a fiction workshop. Uses published stories and stories by students to explore questions of
voice and tone, structure and plot, how to deepen one's characters, and how to make stories
resonate at a higher level. Students write several stories during the semester and revise at
least one. Workshop discussion and critiques are an integral part of the course. Formerly
English 70.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

Advanced Courses

in Creative

Writing

213c. Telling Environmental Stories. Fall 2007.

Anthony Walton.

Intended for students with a demonstrated interest in environmental studies, as an
introduction to several

modes of storytelling, which communicate ideas, historical

narratives,

personal experiences, and scientific and social issues in this increasingly important area of

study and concern. Explores various techniques, challenges, and pleasures of storytelling, and

examines some of the demands and responsibilities involved in the conveyance of different
types of information with clarity and accuracy in nonfiction narrative. Engages student writing
through the workshop method, and includes study of several texts, including The Control of
Nature, Cadillac Desert, Living Downstream, and Field Notes from a Catastrophe. (Same
as

Environmental Studies 216.)
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Preference given to students

Environmental Studies 101.
[214c

-

VPA. Playwriting. (Same

as

Theater 260.)]

who have

taken

1

Courses of Instruction

22

Advanced Courses

Fnglish and American Literature

Chaucer: The Canterbury

201c
\ll

:

in

Tales.

Every other

year.

Spring 2008.

Mary Agnes

.

Learn Middle English and enjoy and analyze a wide selection of the stories told on

Chaucer's great

literary road-trip.

Includes a focus on medieval history, material culture,

backgrounds, social codes, and social conflicts. Attention given to trends

literary

in

Chaucer

studies.

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

Note: This course

fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

in

English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

202c Chaucer: Troilus and Criseyde. Every other

year.

Spring 2010.

Mary Agnes

Ml.

I

earn Middle English and study Chaucer's tragic story of love in besieged Troy. Includes

1

a focus on medieval discourses o\' love and empire, on the Troy story in the Middle Ages,
and on the histor\ and court culture oi Ricardian England. Attention given to trends in

Chaucer

studies.

Prerequisite:

Noti

One

first-year

This course

seminar or 100-level course

fulfills the

in

English.

pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

[bpics in Medieval Literature: Trilingual Kngland. Every other year. Fall 2008.

203c

M

:

UN ACNI

An

S

EdSAJ

l

.

introduction to the literature written in medieval England, with a locus on orality and

Middle Aees. The world of
Latin was the language of the Church and

and on the multilingual ism of English culture

literacy,

medieval Europe was.

the least, bilingual, lor

at

in

the

m

post-Norman England. French became the language of social
and political power Examines how different languages, discourses, and codes functioned
in medieval English culture and considers works that depict exchanges between different
cultures. Readings ma\ include: Bede. The Wanderer. The Dream of the Rood. Tin .SVv/,s
'"land. The Play of Adam, Chretien de Troyes, Marie de France, medieval lyrics ami
fabliaux, Chaucer, Mankind.
ot the

educated; moreover,

'

requisite:

\

lust year

seminar or

l()()-le\el

course

in

English.

This course fulfills the pre- 1800 literature requirement Tor English majors.

Voti

2H4(

One

lolkiin\ MiddU- \^es

I

\er\ olhei \ear. Fall 2007.

M \k>

AONES EDSALL.

stml\ ol the philological, historical, and literal) backgrounds of

of the Rings.

While some attention

ksor,\ films, the
ot philolog)

mam

is

.IRK

lolkien's

I

<>rd

given to major and minor works h\ Tolkien, as well

.is

on the nineteenth ccnturs theories
and mythotog) that influenced Tolkien; on Anglo Saxon and Middle English
rature, ami ulture; as well as on lolkien's essa) s. especiall) those on Beowulf
foCUS ol ihe course

is

^.

tod 00

I

an

i

the film version) ol

nines that students have

LOTR

B teal

lainih.u

it\

with the text (as opposed to

Medieval texts ma) include Snorri Sturlusons's Gylfaginning,

Kalevala, The Battle oj Maldon, Beowulf Lanval, Sir Orfeo and
y

Sii

Gawain and

ht

nun. n

Not

i

l

in

tul

til is

the pre

m

son

I.

100 level course
literature

m

English.

requirement

foi

English majors

the

English

1

Comedies and Romances. Every

210c. Shakespeare's

23

other year. Fall 2007. William

Waiterson.
Examines A Midsummer Night's Dream, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth Night, As You
Like It, The Winter's Tale, and The Tempest in light of Renaissance genre theory. (Same as
Theater 210.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English.
Note: This course

fulfills

the pre-

211c. Shakespeare's Tragedies

1

800

literature

and Roman

requirement for English majors.

Plays. Every other year. Spring 2008. William

Waiterson.
Examines Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, King Lear, Julius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra,
and Coriolanus

new

in light

of recent critical thought. Special attention

historicism, and genre theory.

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

Note: This course

fulfills

(Same

is

given to psychoanalysis,

Theater 211.)

as

seminar or 100-level course

in

English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

212c. Shakespeare's History Plays. Every other year. Fall 2008. William Watterson.

Explores the relationship of Richard
II,

the

two

parts of

flourished in the

1

III,

2 Henry

Henry IV and Henry V)

580s and

1

590s. Readings

VI,

and the second tetralogy (Richard

to the genre of English chronicle play that

primary sources (More, Hall, and Holinshed)

in

are supplemented by readings of critics (Tillyard, Kelly, Siegel, Greenblatt, Goldberg, etc.)

concerned with locating Shakespeare's
historical

meaning. Regular screenings of

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

223c

-

own

first-year
fulfills

BBC

seminar or 100-level course

Traces the explosion of popular drama

Pays special attention

productions.

(Same

in

as

Theater 212).

English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

VPA. English Renaissance Drama.

permanent London theater

orientation toward questions of history and

in

Fall 2008.

in

Aaron

Kitch.

England between the construction of the

1576 and parliamentary closure of English theater

first

in 1642.

audiences liked best — revenge, war, the accumulation
— and the monarchs, citizens, merchants, and clowns who

to the plots that

of wealth, marriage, and adultery

enacted them on the stage. Explores how popular genres like revenge tragedy, domestic tragedy,

and

city

comedy

fulfilled political

and cultural desires of the age. Also examines questions

of staging and the professional rivalry between some of the most memorable playwrights in

Thomas Kyd, Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare, Ben
and Thomas Middleton. (Same as Theater 223.)

English drama, including
Jonson, Elizabeth Cary,
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

in English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

226c. Topics in English Literature: English Renaissance Sexualities. Every other year.

Spring 2009.

Aaron Kitch.

Explores the literary and cultural functions of sex as a historically determined category of

human experience

in the English Renaissance.

Building on competing theories of the body

in Renaissance England, explores how sexual attachments shaped social, personal, religious,
and political practices. Tracing the way that different genres take different approaches to

representing sex, considers the Petrarchan sonnet; lyric poetry of the eroticized court of Queen

minor epics by Shakespeare and Marlowe; and satires by John Marston, Joseph
and Ben Jonson. Also considers the politics and poetics of same-sex desire, as well as
the erotics of theatrical performance by boy actors on the London stage. Additional authors
Elizabeth;

Hall,

Courses of Instruction

124

include ()\

Elizabeth

id.

1.

Edmund

Sponsor. John Donne, and Mar\ Wroth. Secondary texts

h\ Michel roucault. Bruce Smith. Jonathan Goldberg, and James Grantham Turner further

Gaj and Lesbian Studies 226 and Gender and Women's

inform the readings (Same as

studies 22(»

One tirst-\ ear seminar or
gender and women's studies.
Prerequisite:

or

100-le\ el course in English, gaj and lesbian studies,

v. This course fulfills the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

22

l

>c
\

Milton Ever) other year. Fall 2CX)7. Aaron Kjtch.
critical Stud) of Milton's major works in poetry and prose, with special emphasis on

Paradise Lest. Former!) Knglish 222.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course
Note: This course

290c

I

fulfills the pre-

1660

literature

English.

requirement for English majors.

heater and Theatricality in the Restoration and the Eighteenth Century. Every

other year. Spring 2009.

oven

\n

1800

in

to the

Ann Ktobd

.

icw of the development of the theater from the re-opening of the playhouses in

end of the eighteenth century, with special emphasis on the emergence of new

dramatic modes such as Restoration comedy, heroic tragedy, "she-traged\." sentimental
corned), and opera. Other topics include the legacy of Puritan anxieties about theatricality;
the introduction of actresses on the professional stage; adaptations of Shakespeare

Restoration and eighteenth-centurx stage: other sites

masquerade and

(Same

DOVel.

231c

heater 230

I

One

This course

)

-year seminar or 100-level course in English.

first

fulfills the

pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

opksin Restoration and Eighteenths entnrv Poetry and Prose

I

ng 20IO. ,\\\ KlBMII

.

\plorcs the representation of private

I

life in

the poetrx and non-fiction prose of the period

(including diaries. pn\ ate journals, public and private
with,

public performance, such as the

the scaffold; and the representation of theatricaht\ in the eighteenth-centurx

BS

Prerequisite:
Nt'tt

o\'

letters,

and biographical sketches).

an emphasis on the emergence ol the modern author. Works include selections from the

unci Pepys, the autobiographical poetry of Alexander Pope.

di.r

Montagu's

travel letters,

\.

I

ad) Mar) Wbrtlej

ord Chesterfield's letters of advice to his illegitimate son. the

i

quiano, selections from Samuel Johnson's Lives of the English
and James BoswelTs London Journal.

autobiography

ol

requisite

Sou
2i2<

on the

1

his

(

<

tlaudah

)ne

first

I

\

ear seminar or

course luliilK the pre

l

BOO

1

00- level course

literature

in

English.

requirement for English majors.

topics la tte Eighteenth-Century Novel Every other year Fall 2008

\n introduction to English prose
^[k\ iik topic shared in

.i

fiction ol the eighteenth centur)

variet) oi canonical

and

nort

\\\

through the examination

canonical texts Formerl) English

251
requisii

Oi

minai
tuliiils the

oi

!'><•

level

Kmmi

course

in

English.

pre ixoo literature requiremenl

foi

I

nglish majors

English

1

25

235c. Radical Sensibility. Fall 2009. David Collings.

Examines the

rise

of and reactions to the

literature

of radical sensibility

in the

wake of the

French Revolution. Focuses upon such topics as apocalyptic lyricism, anarchism, non-violent

male privilege, and patriarchal religious belief,
as well as the defense of tradition, attacks on radical thinking, and the depiction of revolution
as monstrosity. Discusses poetic experimentation, innovations in the English novel, and the
intersections between political writing and the Gothic. Authors may include Burke, Paine,
revolution, and the critique of marriage, family,

Blake, Wollstonecraft, Godwin, Opie, Percy Shelley, and

Mary

Shelley. Formerly English

Gender and Women's Studies 240.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or gender and women's

240.

(Same

as

studies.

236c.

Romantic

Sexualities. Fall 2007. David Collings.

Investigates constructions of sexuality in English romantic writing.

Examines

tales

of seduction by supernatural or demonic figures; the sexualized world of the Gothic; the

Byronic hero; the yearning for an eroticized muse or goddess; and same-sex desire
writing, orientalist fantasy, diary,

and

realist fiction.

the history of sexuality, repression, the unconscious,

Mary

Austen, Byron, Coleridge, Keats, Lister,

in travel

Discusses the place of such writing

in

and the sublime. Authors may include

Shelley, Percy Shelley, and Wollstonecraft,

alongside secondary, theoretical, and historical works. Formerly English 241. (Same as

Gay

and Lesbian Studies 236 and Gender and Women's Studies 234.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 00-level course in English, gay and lesbian studies,
or gender and women's studies.
1

238c. Natural Supernaturalism. Fall 2008. David Collings.

Examines

the

Romantic attempt

sublime, immortality, and divinity

to

blend aspects of the transcendental

— with ordinary

life,

— such

as the

the forms of nature, and the resources

of human consciousness. Discusses theories of the sublime, poetry of the English landscape,

mountaintop experiences,

tales

of transfiguration, lyrics of

loss,

and encounters with

otherworldly figures. Explores the difficulties of representing the transcendental

in secular

poetry and the consequences of natural supernaturalism for our own understanding of nature.

Focuses on the poetry of Wordsworth and Coleridge, along with writings by Milton, Burke,
Kant, Percy Shelley, and Keats. (Same as Environmental Studies 238.)
Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

in

English or environmental

studies.

[242c. Victorian Narratives of

Women's

Gender and

Studies 243 and

Gender and

Studies 252.)]

[243c. Victorian Genders.

Women's

as

Empire. Formerly English 252. (Same

(Same

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 239.)]

244c. Victorian Crime. Every other year. Spring 2009. Aviva Briefel.
Investigates literary representations of criminality in Victorian England.

Of central concern

and criminal types; images of disciplinary figures,
and the relationship between generic categories (the detective
story, the Gothic tale, the sensation novel) and the period's preoccupation with transgressive
behavior and crime. Authors may include Braddon, Collins, Dickens, Doyle, Stevenson, and
Wells. (Same as Gay and Lesbian Studies 244 and Gender and Women's Studies 244.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or gender and women 's
is

the construction of social deviancy

structures,

studies.

and

institutions;

Courses of Instruction
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245c. .Modernism/Modernity. Every other year. Spring 2008.

Examines

the cruxes of the

"modern," and the term's

Marilyn Reizbaum.

shift into a

conceptual category

rather than a temporal designation. Although not confined to a particular national or generic

works as a focus. Organized by movements or critical formations of
modernisms, psychoanalysis, postmodernism, cultural critique. Readings

rubrie. takes British

the

modern,

of critical

i.e..

conjunction with primary texts. Authors/directors/works

literature in

may

include

and Lovers, Sontag's On Photography,
W. G. Sebald's The Natural History of Destruction, Ian McEwen's Enduring Love, Stevie
Joyce's Dubliners, Lawrence's Sons

S. Eliot.

T.

Smith. Kureishi's

My Son

and Coetzee's White Writing. Formerly English 261.

the Fanatic,

Gender and Women's Studies
(Same
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or

247.)

as

1

00-level course in English or gender and

women's

studies.

246c

Drama and Performance in the Twentieth Century and Beyond. Fall 2007. Marilyn

Reizbai m.

Examines dramatic trends of the century, ranging from the

social realism of Ibsen to

performance art of Laurie Anderson. Traverses national and literary traditions and
demonstrates that work in translation like that of Ibsen or Brecht has a place in the body of
the

dramatic literature

in

English. Discusses such topics as dramatic translation (Liz Lochhead's

translation of Moliere's Tartuf/'e): epic theater

and

its

millennial counterpart (Bertold Brecht,

Ton) Kushner, Caryl Churchill); political drama (Frank McGuinness, Athol Fugard); the
"nihilism "of absurdist drama (Samuel Beckett); the "low" form of the musical (as presented,
for

example, by

Woody Allen); and the relationship of dance to theater (Henrik Ibsen, Ntozake

Shange, Stump. Enda Walsh) with an eye to the cultural and sexual politics attending
these categories. Formerly English 262.

Theater 262

(Same

all oi'

Gender and Women's Studies 262 and

as

|

Prerequisite:

One

tirst-year

seminar or 00-level course
1

in

English or gender and women's

studies.

247c The Irish Story. Every other year. Fall 2008. Marilyn Reizbaum.
( \ insiders Irish \\ riting from the late nineteenth century through the present:
to

modern

literar)

movements

its

contribution

andconflictual relation to the idea of a national Irish literature.

topics include linguistic ami national dispossession; the supernatural or surreal,

Likel)

and urban traditions; the Celtic Twilight versus Modernism; and the interaction of
feminism and nationalism. ormcrK English 264.

pastoral,

1

Prerequisite:

24Ne
\

I

he

One

first

year seminar or

Modern Novd

studs ci the

Ever) other)

modern impulse

modern novel and developments

m

1

00-level course

car.

in

English.

Spring 20(H) MARILYN
.

Rh/bu

\i.

the novel genre in English. Considers origins of the

modernism, postmodernism, realism, formalism.
OCUSCS on indi\ idual or groups of authors and take
mto aeeount theories oi the novel, narrative theory, critical contexts. Topics shift and ma\
include Philip Roth, Hear) Roth, Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, Rebecca West. Dorothy
Richardson, orrie Moore, ord Madox ord, J M
oetzee, w
Sebald,
Scotl Fitzgerald,

impressionism, the

Bucfa as

rise ol short fiction.

I

I

I

requisite

(

me

first

(

I

John Banville, Ian Watt, Petei Brook, and
yeai seminal oi

l

(

i

I

ranco Moretti. Former!) English 26*>

100 level course

in

English.

English

250c. Early

American Literature. Every

]

other year. Fall 2008.

Pi

Covd

r

it

i

27

i.o.

Astudy of the writing produced

in colonial, revolutionary, and post-revolutionary America.
Prominent concerns are the Puritan covenant, nationalism, democracy and consensus,
revolutionary rupture, and the evolving social meanings of gender and of race. Readings

may

include Bradstrect, Edwards, Franklin, Wheatley, Brockden Brown, Irving, and Cooper.
Formerly English 270.

One

Prerequisite:

Note: This course
[251c.

seminar or 100-level course

first-year

fulfills the literature

in

English.

of the Americas requirement for English majors.

The American Renaissance Formerly English 271 (Same

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 271. )|
252c. Topics in Nineteenth-Century
other year. Spring 2008.

Pi

HER

Co\

in

American Literature: Empire of

Feeling. Every

i.o.

A study

of the relations between sentiment and belonging across the American nineteenth
century. Considers both how a language of impassioned feeling promised to consolidate

some of the problems with that promise, (enters on a
reading of Harriet Beechei Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin. Other authors ma\ include Jefferson,
Wheatley, Melville, Hawthorne, Wilson. Harper, and )u Bois, formerly English 277. (Same
a nation often bitterly divided, and

I

as

Africana Studies 277

One

Prerequisite:

Note: This course

)

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

fulfills the literature

253c. Topics in Twentieth-Century

in

English or Africana studies.

of the Americas requirement

American Literature: American

for English majors.

Fiction between the

Wars with an Emphasis on the 1920s. Every other year. Pall 2007. Celesti GOODRIDGI
Authors may include Wharton. C lather, Hemingway,
it/gerald, Nella Larsen, and
Faulkner. Considers how these authors both reflect and subvert the dominant ideologies of
.

I

the period.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first

year seminar or 100-level course

fulfills the literature

254c. Twentieth-Century

in

English.

of the Americas requirement for English majors.

American Poetry. Every

other year. Spring 2009. Celeste

GOODRIDGE.
Readings

in

modern and contemporary poetry, with an emphasis on different modes of
mass culture, and the use of narrative, biography, mythology,

poetic influence, allusions to

and performance

in this

work. Authors

may

include Williams, Levine, Doty, Collins, Gluck,

Laurie Sheck, Margaret Holley, Clampitt, and Carson. Formerly English 274.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course
256c. Literary

first-year

seminar or 100-level course in English.
of the Americas requirement for English majors.

fulfills the literature

and Cultural Production during the Cold War. Spring 2008. Celeste

GOODRIDGE.
Interdisciplinary examination of literary texts by Truman Capote, Salinger, Plath, Patricia
Highsmith, Tennesee Williams, Baldwin, and Mary McCarthy in conjunction with cultural
representations of the period (in magazines, film, the construction of icons, visual art, and
photography), focusing on how "high" and "low" forms of cultural production construct,
reflect,

and subvert the dominant ideologies associated with cold-war America. Research

projects are required, along with critical essays.
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

seminar or 100-level course in English.
the literature of the Americas requirement for English majors.

first-year
fulfills

128

Courses of Instruction

257c. Classic Twentieth-Century

LGBT Cultural Texts.

Mark

Spring 2008.

Foster.

Anal\ zes some of the most enduring, and in some cases infamous, lesbigay andtransgendered

Whether authored by avowed LGBT authors or by
some of the specific challenges that United

cultural texts of the twentieth century.

non-LGBT

cultural producers, such works reflect

European writers and others have continued to face in depicting portrayals of
same-sex identities and desires that seek to reject totalizing narratives of pathology and
criminalization. Possible texts include: The Well of Loneliness, Death in Venice, Giovanni's
States and

Room. The Boys

in the

Children's Hour.

Studies 257 and
Prerequisite:

Band. The Front Runner, Stone Butch Blues, Hitchcock's Rope. The

'Will

and Grace," and "Six Feet Under." (Same as

Gender and Women's Studies 257.)
One first-year seminar or 100-level course

Gay and Lesbian

English or gender and women's

in

studies.

Note: This course
258c.

fulfills

the literature of the

'nnsoliduting the Nation:

(

the years before the

conflict, after the

ideological

\

I

for English majors.

American Literature and Nation Formation. 1865-1918.

Dan J. Moos.

Spring 2008.

Though

Americas requirement

war

American Civil War were fraught w

dh

ith

ision

the United States sought to present to the international

and internal
world

a

new

unified nation. Internally, though, the nation had to confront the issue of growing

national diversity as

it

struggled to deal with the

demands of conquered Native Americans,

now -disenfranchised A frican Americans, Asian immigrants, and religious minorities. Examines
both the demands of American minorities for recognition within the nation (1X65-1918) as
well as official responses to such acceptance. Students read literary works — novels and short
and

as well as historical studies of the period, essays,

stories

presentations on

art

and music anddiscussionsofthe ways

legal

documents. Includes

which these

in

cultural expressions

to the seemingl) disparate American demands of difference and unity. Writers
mas include Charles W. Chesnutt, Sui Sin Ear. Harold Frederic. Frank Norris, and Maria

responded

Amparo Rui/ de
Prerequisite:

Burton,

One

(

>c

<l

An

I

Dunne

IAM Ak<

i

l()()-le\el

fulfills the literature of the

he Place of Nation

I

others.

year seminar or

first

Vote: This course

25

among

in (

course

in

English.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

War

hicano/Latino Literature since World

II

Spring

.

Chicano Latino writers ha\e created new hybrid literal)
which constructions of Nation differ substantial!) from those of other

the past halt -century,

and cultural genres

in

American authors Explores

literar)

constructions of the Nation

in (

!hicano

atino literature

I

from the 1950s to the present 01 special interest arc major developments such as the farm
workers' movement, thei hicano Brown Power movement, the emergence ol ( !hicana atina
I

authors, and the

^

urrenl concept ol "l lispanidad," as reflected in novels, poetry, plays, short

and films (Same
requisite

One

Latin American Studies 259.)
yeai seminal or 100 level course

as

firs!

in

English

oi

I

American

atin

stllll!

\"/,

2M»(

(I

rhis

fulfills

\fiK.m \mcrii.m

the literature
iclion:

I

<>i

the

\mei

Re Writing

icas

requirement for English majors,

lilack Masculinities

I

all

2007.

MARK

ik

I

Wellovei

a

centur)

.\:-<>.

I

mai

ill

known a

nu

Douglass told his white readers "You have seen how a
see how, a sla\c was made
man " B) cmplos in:- lii-uie ol

rederi< k

I*'

.i

.i

highlights the extent to

which African Vmericanmale
and white males share

identit) has historical!) rested on a troubling paradox although black

English

1

29

a genital sameness, the former inhabit a culturally subjugated gender identity in a society

premised on both white supremacy and patriarchy. By examining a range of United States
from Douglass's 1845 narrative, to the 1980s interracial
literary and other popular texts

—

buddy

contemporary works by black and non-black, as well as by male and
students examine the myriad cultural ramifications of this enduring paradox,

film genre, to

female writers

—

including misogyny and homophobia.

Women's

(Same

as

Africana Studies 260 and Gender and

Studies 260.)

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

in

English, Africana studies, or

gender and women's studies.
Note: This course
261c,d. African

the literature of the

fulfills

American Poetry. Every

Americas requirement

for English majors.

other year. Spring 2008. Elizabeth Muther.

African American poetry as counter-memory

— from Wheatley to the present — with a focus

on oral traditions, activist literary discourses, trauma and healing, and productive communities.
Special emphasis on the past century: dialect and masking: the Harlem Renaissance: Brown,
Brooks, and Hayden

at

mid-century: the Black Arts Movement: black feminism: and

contemporary voices. Formerly English 276. (Same as Africana Studies 261.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

the literature of the

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement

263c. Staging Blackness. Every other year. Spring 2008.

Examines the

in

history and contributions of African

Mark

Americans

Fosii

to

for English majors.

r.

United States theater from

the early blackface minstrel tradition, to the revolutionary theater of the Black Arts writers,

more recent postmodernist stage spectacles. Among other concerns, such works often
dramatize the efforts of African Americans to negotiate ongoing tensions between individual
needs and group demands that result from historically changing forms of racial marginalization.
A particular goal is to highlight what Kimberly Benston has termed the "expressive agency"
with which black writers and performers have imbued their theatrical presentations. Potential
to

authors include: Zora Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes, Lorraine Hansberry, Amiri Baraka,

Ron

Milner, Adrienne Kennedy, Ntozake Shange, George C. Wolfe,

Anna Deavere

Smith,

Afro Porno Homos, and August Wilson. (Same as Africana Studies 263.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

fulfills the literature

266c,d. Topics in African

in

English or Africana studies.

of the Americas requirement for English majors.

American Literature: The Harlem Renaissance.

Fall 2007.

Elizabeth Muther.

Focuses on the African American

literary

and cultural call-to-arms of the 1 920s. Modernist

resistance languages; alliances and betrayals on the

left;

gender, sexuality, and cultural images;

activism and literary journalism; and music and visual culture are of special interest. (Same
as

Africana Studies 266.)
Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

in

English or Africana studies.

Americas requirement for English majors.
Note: This course counts toward the major and minor in gender and women's studies.
Note: This course

fulfills

the literature of the

Courses ofInstruction
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KSI) Introduction to Asian American Literature. Every other

-

year. Fall 2008.

Belinda k< wg.

An

introduction not only to the writings of Asian America, but also to the historical

development of Asian American
b\

literature as a field

moment

focusing on a seminal

Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior

sparked b\ the publication of Maxine

more

turns to
in light

of discussion, study, and debate. Begins

the formation of this field: the critical controversy

in

recent fiction and questions

o\'

how

to

(1976).

Then

re-conceive Asian American literature

of these works. In addition to Kingston, authors

may

include

Amy Tan, David Henry

Hwang. rank Chin. Gish Jen. Chang-rae Lee. and JhumpaLahiri, Susan Choi, LanCao, and
le thi diem thiiv formerK Knglish 284. (Same as Asian Studies 213.)
1

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

English, or one course

in

studies.

in

Note: This course

fulfills the literature

of the Americas requirement for English majors.

KSI) Asian-American Female Gothic. Spring 2008. Bh inda Kong.
stud) of Gothic elements m contemporary fiction by Asian-American women

272c. d
\

m

-

Investigates crossovers between realism and supernaturalism. with attention to

writers.

how Gothic

motits such as the ghosl and the doppelganger are mobilized to negotiate cultural identity,
racial poll tics,
in

A

and historical traumas.

Asian-American

literature.

I

so explores the relationship bet ween gender and genre

Authors may include Maxine Hong Kingston. Lan Samantha

diem thu\. I. an Cao, Mia Yun, Nora Okja Keller. Cynthia Kadohata, Lois-Ann
Yamanaka. and Y\\\anc Loh. (Same as Asian Studies 210.)

(hang,

le thi

Prerequisite:

his

I

I

first-yeai

seminar or 100-level course

English, or one course

in

in

studies.

.in

273c

One

(I

-

course

sl). Il\

I

fulfills the literature

of the Americas requirement for English majors.

Writing China from Afar. Spring 2008.

he telling of a nation's histOI)

is

Bl

i

inda Kov..

often the concern not onl\ of historical writings, but also

Examines some shaping moments of twentieth-century China the Second
World War. the Cultural Revolution, and the Tiananmen Massacre with specific locus on
COntemporar) literature b\ authors born and raised in China but since dispersed into a western
diaspora Considers works written in English as well as those in translation. Critical issues
include language use and the role ol translation, the distinction between emigration and exile,
the relationship between tlistOT) and literature, the grounds of representational authority, and
the task oi narrating \ iolence. Authors may include Eileen Chang. J. (
Ballard. long Ying,
Shan Sa, Dai Sijie, Gao Xingjian, Vnchee Min, Annie Wang. Ha Jin, and Bei Dao. Formerly
Kn^lish 2X} Saunas \sian Studies 2 2
nt literary ones.

1.

1

requisite

Z74

(I

I

SI)

One
IP

and nightm

II

.i

.i

global

ol

<>t

modernities

Fall

moment when inodcrnilCs two

2007.

sides,

its

BBUNDA
dreams

i

in

On the one hand. World War II marks prominently the

oui world

thru twilight years, others were
rand pro

II

in

i

rnand Ksian perspectives

.

World War

one course

mphasis on ontemporar) taian diaspora fiction thai probes the
nation and empire
fironi
foundational ategories ol modernity

I

and Failures
plurality

level course in English, or

\sian Diaspora literature of

World W.h

botl

)

year seminar or 100

first

1

inst

as certain nations

emerging

\t

the

and imperial powers entered into

same time, World Wai

ll

reveals h«>w

modernity as national consolidation, ethnic unification, and imperial
s

thai iix lude

internmenl camps, the atom bomb, sexual

1

English

slavery, genocide,

Diaspora

and the widespread displacement of peoples

literature thus constitutes

critically interrogated. Part

Program (see page
Prerequisite:

1

70).

One

one

that inaugurates diasporas.

significant focal point

where modernity may be

of the Other Modernities course cluster

(Same

in the

Asian Studies

Asian Studies 216.)

as

seminar or 100-level course

first-year

3

in

English, or one course in

Asian studies.
275c,d

-

ESD,

IP. Post-Colonial Literatures. Spring 2008.

Hilary Thompson.

Examines writing in English from former colonized countries in Africa, the Caribbean,
and South Asia and asks how this "new" literature makes inventive, even subversive, use
of traditional English literary forms. How has the complex relationship of Britain to its
colonies been addressed in these texts, and what new strategies of writing and reading does
this

new

field

propose?

Prerequisite:

One

Queer Race.

276c.

Contemporary

seminar or 100-level course

first-year

Fall 2008.

Mark

English.

Foster.

have argued

critics

in

that

nineteenth-/early twentieth-century

late

understandings of same-sex desiring identities acquired early visibility through self-conscious
analogies to racial categorization,

i.e.,

a

homosexual

one thing and half another. Such beliefs continue

is

to

like a

mixed-race person: s/he

endure to the present day.

One

is

half

of

its

is

the belief that struggles against racial oppression and sexual oppression are mutually

exclusive.

Through close readings of both popular and lesser-known lesbigay/transgendered

legacies

narratives of the era, the course explores the cultural and theoretical implications of these
beliefs, as well as the challenges they

have sometimes presented

to conceptualizing

and

implementing radical social change. Possible authors/texts include Radclyffe Hall, Gore

James Baldwin, Ann Bannon, Rita Mae Brown, Ann Allen Shockley, Patricia Nell
Warren, Leslie Feinberg, James Earl Hardy, E. Lynn Harris, Audre Lorde, Take Me Out: A
Play,
Butterfly, and Noah's Arc. Formerly English 273. (Same as Africana Studies 273
and Gay and Lesbian Studies 205 and Gender and Women's Studies 205.)
Vidal,

M

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

in English,

Africana studies, gay

and lesbian studies, or gender and women's studies.
282c. Introduction to Literary

new

Introduces a range of

and Cultural Theory. Spring 2008. Aviva

questions that, over the

the fundamental assumptions of literary

and cultural

last three

Briefel.

decades, have challenged

How are notions of authorship,
power? How might literary modes

studies:

greatness, or "high" art shaped by other forms of social

of reading apply to forms of cultural expression other than literature, including popular
culture?
its

To what extent

key concepts

whether of

is

any

text consistent with itself, or

in the course of articulating

them?

Do

class, gender, race, nationality, or sexuality

does

texts that

— resist

it

it

inevitably undermine

encode social privilege
as well?

How

—

reliable are

the oppositions that anchor critical reading, such as male/female, white/black, home/exile,

Where is meaning (or an unsettling non-meaning) to be found: in the text itself,
symptoms of its unconscious desire, its relation to prior texts, its implication in contemporary
discourses, or its intervention into its historical moment? Examines theoretical statements
of these and other questions and applies them in experimental readings of short texts chosen
straight/gay?

in

conjunction with the class.

One
gender and women's
Prerequisite:

first

year seminar or 100-level course in English, Africana studies, or

studies, or

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 201.

Courses of Instruction

291c—294c Intermediate Independent Study

in English.

The Department.

310c-350c. Advanced Literary Study Every year.
Rnglish 300-level courses are advanced seminars; students
Rnglish majors. Their content and perspective varies

— the

who

take

them

are normally

emphasis may be thematic.
primary and collateral

historical, generic, biographical, etc. All require extensive reading in

materials.

313c Disastrous Knjownent. Spring 2008. David Coi.lings.
of deathly pleasure or unpleasure — in
Explores the theme of disastrous enjoyment
Romantic
literature.
Focuses
on
the
rhetoric and poetics of the sublime: the
and
English Gothic

—

horrified fascination with the excesses of the French Revolution; the cultivation of transgressive

experience

in

of narrative into repetition, compulsion, or circular

fiction; the collapse

Gothic

statement; the ambivalent poetics o\ war. desolation, and apocalv pse; the encounter with an
unearthly, terrifying divinity; the persona of the world-weary, ruined poet; constructions
the

v

ampire and the monster; and the philosophical repudiation of the future. Includes writing

Wordsworth, Coleridge, Godwin, Byron, Polidori,
and cultural theory.

bv Mich authors as Burke. Sade. Lewis,

Marv Shelley, and Percy Shelley,
Prerequisite:

One

as well as writing in psychoanalysis

200-level course

English or permission of the instructor.

in

31 6c Shakespeare's Sonnets. Spring 2009. Willi wi \V

(lose reading
narrative

\i

n rson.

Shakespeare's one hundred and fifty-four sonnets and the appended

o\'

"\

poem

over's Complaint." which accompanies them

I

"New Arden"

1609. Required texts include the

i)\

o\'

in

the editio princeps

edition of Shakespeare's Sonnets

(

1

997)

edited bv Katherine Duncan-Jones, and Helen Vendler's The Art of Shakespeare's Sonnets
(

l

uu Si

examined include

Critical issues

the dating of the sonnets, the order in

which they

appear, then rhetorical and architectural strategies, and their historical and autobiographical

content (Same as (,a\ and Lesbian Studies 316.)
Prerequisite: One 200-lcvel course m English or permission of the instructor.

\w<
317c

I

This course

fulfills the pre-

1X00

A vko\ Kik

he \rts of Tower. Spring 2008.

mines the intersection of aesthetics and
[udor court utilized

h.

polities in the English Renaissance, as the

literary, dramatic, and > isual arts in

new ways to express

its

magnificence.

xplores the development ofspectacular masques b>

I

*

requirement for English majors.

literature

King James, as well

'I

as the

BenJonsonand Inigo Jones for the court
enabling system of roval patronage that made them possible.

Fbpics include POyal mythology, fashion
the context oi court-specific
I.

Shakespeare. Spenser.

I

stj les

at

court, portraiture,

and the

arts

of perspective

ofliterature. Authors ma v include Wyatt, Sidney,

anver. and Jonson. w

ith

I

in

lizabeth

seeondarv readings on the Structure ofthe

hsh monarchy, the history of theatrical design, and the function of spectacle Students
have the OppOftunit) to develop then ow n research projects during the semester (Same as

[Voter 317

l

[uisite

Not,
I2ti
I

\
•

.i

me 200

<

This course
n torfaui

i

jt

fulfills the pre

pies

Fall

2007

wide ran

it

1.

1 1

texts,

I

800

\

permission
requirement

literature

Ban pel
onus ol
investigates the was

mines one Of the ton- most
i

all*

level course in English oi

oi the instructor.
foi

I

i> v

litei.u

v

I

the \ u Ion. in period:
s

in

w hu

h

domestic

ity,

I

he long no\el

nan alive length shapes

related to nationalism, science, technology,
ling

nglish majors

B)

stories

and empire, as well as

familial relations, personal adornment, and

English

Of central concern

romance.

gender into

is

an inquiry into

1

how

the long novel

33

weaves narratives about

various plots. Explores recent criticism on the Victorian texts read in the

its

may include Charles Dickens, George Eliot, Thomas Hardy, and Anthony
Trollope. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 320.)
Prerequisite: One 200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.
course. Authors

321c. Medieval

A

Drama. Spring 2008. Mary Agnes Edsall.

seminar on medieval English drama focusing on

Mumming

Plays, liturgical drama,

Mystery Cycles, and Morality Plays. Engages with different scholarly approaches to the
study of medieval drama, discusses how the drama of the Middle Ages differed from modern

the

conceptions of the theater, and reflects on
different sense of the

how drama

aspects of religious drama, the

and of a medieval play

One

322c,d. African

in a society

with a very

boundary between the secular and the sacred. Topics include the

mapping of sacred space within

dialogue with social and political contexts. Participation

Prerequisite:

functioned

is

in a

the secular,

production of a

ritual

and the drama's

Mumming play

one of the course requirements.

200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.

American Literature and Visual Culture.

Fall

2007. Elizabeth

MUTHER.
Explores the semiotics of racial representation

in

African American literature and culture

over the past century. Focuses on the instruments of militant image-making, both

in literary

and visual forms. Topics of special interest include "uplift" portrait photography, newspaper
comic strips, and modernist resistance languages of the Harlem Renaissance; collage as a midcentury metaphor for invisibility and black subjectivity; and contemporary images — comics,
narratives, and illustrations — that introduce alternative socio-political allegories. (Same as
Africana Studies 322.)
Prerequisite:

One

200-level course in English or Africana studies, or permission of the

instructor.

The Joyce Revolution.

323c.

An

Fall 2007.

Marilyn Reizbaum.

examination of James Joyce's signal contributions to modern writing and

critical

Reading includes the major works (Dubliners, Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, Ulysses), essays by Joyce, and writings by others who testify to the Joyce mystique:
e.g., Oliver St. John Gogarty, T. S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, Jacques Derrida, Seamus Heaney,
theories.

Maud

Ellmann.

Prerequisite:

One

200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.

401c^404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in English. The Department.
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Environmental Studies
Administered h\ the Environmental Studies Committee:

De\\
.•en

itt

John.

Program Director

Sylvan Johnson. Program Manager; Rosemary Armstrong. Program Assistant
(Sec committee

list,

page 350.)

Joint Appointment with Biology: Associate Professor John Liehter

Appointments with Chemistry: Associate Professor Dharni Vasudevanf,

>\t

Nygaard

Associate Professor Danton D.

Visiting

Joint Appointment with Government: Senior Leeturer DeWitt John
Joint Appointments with History: Assistant Professor Connie Y. Chiang.
Assistant PlrofeSSOI

Matthew Mingle

Joint Appointment with Philosophy: Associate Professor

\nne C.

Hirers

Scholar

Requirements

Lawrence H. Simon

Pearlman

/< cturer: Jill B.

Hayden, Eileen Sylvan Johnson. Conrad Schneider, Mellon Global

J.

Environmental Studies Lance van

in

for the

Coordinate Major

in

Sittert

Environmental Studies (ES)

Among Bow Join's

major programs, the coordinate major is unique to the Environmental
Program An en\ ironmentaJ studies major must also have a disciplinary major, either
departmental major such as biology, economies, history, etc.. or in a program major such

Studies

m

a

women's

\sian studies, gender and

distribution requirements or to

fulfill

Courses taken

studies, etc.

to satisf)

the College's

second major ma\ be doubleA grade o(

the requirements ol the

counted toward the em ironmental studies major requirements, except as noted.
ff better must be earned in a course to fulfill the major requirement.
npletion ol the

ES major

requires the following courses:

IS KM Introduction

1

to

Kn\ ironmental Studies, preferably taken

as a

first

\ear

student.
2

)ne KHi level or higher course in biology, chemistry, geology, or ph)

(

I

s 201 Perspectives in EDI ironmental Science same as
i

BMog)

si< s.

15Nand Chcinistr\

105
I

§ 202

iin

I

ironnu ntal I'olio and Politics same

n\ irmiinentai

I

s 2iM

I

I

as

|

EcooocnJcg (same

n\ iioiiim nt

as

and Culture

(

,o\

eminent

214i. or

Economics 218)
North American Histor\ (same

in

ES 218

as llistor>

242
§<

nun seminar

\

culminating course

ol

one semestei

courses are multidis< iplinary, studying a topic from
I

his ouiisi-

this

is

is

department

least

normall) taken during the senior \eai

tequnement
it

.ft

iik Itldf

I

is

required ol majors

two areas ol

an updated

the curriculum.

Courses currentl) satisfying

S 318, 338, 357. 363, 365. and couises numbeied 190 and

preferable to take this course during the senioi yeai
t<»r

Such

list .»i

courses satisfying

tins

Please check w

requirement

ith

the

Environmental Studies

7.

Beyond

the core courses, students

ES Disciplinary Concentrations:

1

must choose a concentration

For

this option,

ES

(listed

35

below):

coordinate majors must take three

100-level or above courses within one of the following concentrations:

— for History, Landscape,
ES

— for

Values, Ethics,

and the Environment,

students choose from

courses designated with a "c"

Environmental Economics and Policy, students choose ES courses designated

with a "b"

— for the Interdisciplinary Environmental Science Concentration,

students choose

ES

courses designated with an "a" (in addition, Chemistry 210 Chemical Analysis and

Chemistry 240 Inorganic Chemistry count toward
strongly advised to take one of the

requirements.

ES

this concentration).

ES majors

are

science courses outside of their departmental

ES science majors should consult with their ES science advisor in identifying

a science course outside their major.

Student-designed Environmental Studies Concentration: Students majoring

in

ES have the

option of designing their own concentration consisting of three courses in addition to the core

courses and senior seminars. Student-designed concentrations are particularly appropriate
forstudents interested in exploring environmental issues from across-divisional perspective.

Students must submit a self-designed concentration form (available from the program),
explaining their plan of study to the program director by the first week of the first semester of the
junior year, listing the three

ES courses proposed, and explaining how the courses are related

to the issue of interest to the student. Proposals

Requirements for the Minor

The minor consists of five

in

must be approved by the program

director.

Environmental Studies

courses:

Environmental Studies 101 and two core courses

in the

disciplinary area outside a student's major:

—for natural science majors: ES 202 Environmental Policy and Politics or ES 218
Environmental Economics, and ES 203 Environment and Culture in North American
History;

—for social science majors: ES 201 Perspectives in Environmental Science and ES 203
Environment and Culture in North American History;
—for humanities majors: ES 201 Perspectives in Environmental Science, and ES 202
Environmental Policy and Politics or ES 218 Environmental Economics; and two
additional ES courses numbered 200 or above, one of which should be outside a student's
major.
First- Year

For a

full

Seminar

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

14b,d. Weather, Climate,

(Same

as

and Culture.

Anthropology

14.)

Fall 2007.

Anne Henshaw.

1
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Introductory. Intermediate, and
[81a
1

-

0<):i

-

An
use.

Advanced Courses

INS Physics of the Environment. (Same

as Physics 81. )]

INS Environmental Geology and Hydrology. Every

Topics include

\\

atersheds and surface-water quality, groundwater contamination, coastal

erosion, and landslides.
affecting

Maine

Weekly

rivers, lakes,

labs

and

field trips

examine

local

environmental problems

and coast. (Same as Geology 100.)

Introduction to Environmental Studies. Every

101

spring. Peter Lea.

introduction to aspects of geology and hydrology that affect the environment and land

DeWitt John, John

fall.

Lighter, and

Lawrence Simon.

An

problems caused by
and
confronting
us
today. Provides an overview of the state of scientific knowledge
humanity
about major environmental problems and potential responses of governments and people.
interdisciplinary introduction to the variety of environmental

an exploration of en\ ironmental issues, both global and regional, and an exploration of
societies often

have such difficulty

in

win

reaching consensus on effective and equitable policies

within existing political and economic institutions.

103a

-

An

INS Marine Environmental Geology. Every

fall.

Edward

Laine.

introduction to the aspects of marine geology and oceanography that affect the

environment and marine resources. Topics include estuarine oceanography and sediments,
eutrophieation of coastal waters, primary productivity,

and labs examine

A

local en\ ironmental

one-da) weekend

201a
Jmhs

-

waves and

tides, sea level history,

of coastal Maine, and an introduction to plate tectonics. Weekly

glacial geolog)

field

excursion

is

field trips

problems affecting Cased Bay and the Maine
required.

(Same

MCSR, INS Perspectives in Environmental
mi k vndDanton Nygaard.

as

Geology

coast.

103.)

Science. Every spring. Spring 2008.

I.i<

system is defined by the complex and fascinating interaction of
processes within and between loin principal spheres: land. air. water, and life. Leverages ke\
Functioning

ol the earth

cm ironmental chemistry and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of
natural phenomena and ccosWcm function. Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
are used to understand the science behind the cm ironmental dilemmas facing societies as a
principles ot

consequence

human

ot

acti\ ities.

Laboratory sessions consist

ol local field trips. laboratoiy

experiments, croup research, case Stud) exercises, and discussions
scientific literature.

Prerequisite:

(Same

One

as

ol current

and classic

Biology 158 and Chemistry 105.)

100 level or higher course

in

biology, chemistry, geology, or physics.

202h Environmental Policy and Politics. Ever) year. Fall 2007. DBWrrrJoHN.
''link's alternative way s to protect our em ironment Anal) zes em ironmental policies
nd the regulator) regime thai has developed in the United States; new approaches such as
Iree

market

cm unnnicntalism. civk cm iionmeiilalism. em ironmental justice, sustainable
cm umimcutal policies and politics in other countries, cspccialK 'hina.

lopmcnt. and
I

(

rovernmen( 214
DvironmentaJ studies
|

I

203<

I

M

SD

i

nvironmenl and Culture

in a

Ki iv,

MM
In

oi

permission

ol the instructor.

North Unetican

Ettstorj

I

ver) \c.w

Spring

1

between ideas ol nature, human transformations ol the em ironment,
and -i lu- effect <>t the physical environment upon humans through tune in North America
M
include the Columbian exchange** and colonialism; links between ecological change
.it

•ind

H »n

ships

ndei relations; the role ol science and technolog)

.

literal)

and

artistic

Environmental Studies
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perspectives of "nature"; agriculture, industrialization, and urbanization; and the rise of

modern environmentalism. Assignments include a research-based service learning term
project. (Same as History 242.)
Prerequisite: Environmental Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.
204a. Introduction to Geographic Information Systems. Fall 2007. Eileen Johnson.

Geographical information systems (GIS) organize and store spatial information for
geographical presentation and analysis. They allow rapid development of high quality maps,

and enable powerful and sophisticated investigation of spatial patterns and interrelationships.
Introduces concepts of cartography, database management, remote sensing, and spatial analysis.

The productive use of GIS technology
management, and regional planning is
and problems culminating

in a

in the

physical and social sciences, environmental

investigated through a variety of applied exercises

semester project that addresses a specific environmental

application.

[205a

INS. Environmental Chemistry. (Same as Chemistry 205 and Geology 205.)]

-

Marine Larval Ecology. Spring 2008. Jonathan D. Allen.
Advanced seminar focused on the evolution and ecology of marine invertebrate larvae.
Lectures and discussions of the primary literature examine the assumptions and predictions

208a.

of current life-history theory as applied

to

marine invertebrate animals and their offspring.

Field trips introduce students to the diverse assemblage of larvae along the coast of Maine.

Student projects investigate the form and function of larvae as
evolution.

(Same

it

relates to their

ecology and

as Biology 308.)

215 (same as Environmental Studies 215). 216. 219 (same
Environmental Studies 219), or 225 (same as Environmental Studies 225).
Prerequisite: Biology

210a

-

An

MCSR,

as

INS. Plant Physiology. Spring 2008. Barry A. Logan.

introduction to the physiological processes that enable plants to

grow under the varied

conditions found in nature. General topics discussed include the acquisition, transport, and

use of water and mineral nutrients, photosynthetic carbon assimilation, and the influence

of environmental and hormonal signals on development and morphology. Adaptation and
acclimation to extreme environments and other ecophysiological subjects are also discussed.

Weekly

laboratories reinforce principles discussed in lecture and expose students to

research techniques.

(Same

modern

as Biology 210.)

Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

[213b,d. Anthropology of Islands.

(Same

as

Anthropology

218.)]

215a - MCSR, INS. Behavioral Ecology and Population Biology. Every
Wheelwright.

fall.

Nathaniel

Study of the behavior of animals and plants, and the interactions between organisms

and

their environment. Topics include population

growth and

structure,

and the influence

of competition, predation, and other factors on the behavior, abundance, and distribution
of plants and animals. Laboratory sessions, field

and research projects emphasize
concepts in ecology, evolution and behavior, research techniques, and the natural history
of local plants and animals. Optional field trip to the Bowdoin Scientific Station on Kent
Island. (Same as Biology 215.)
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.
trips,

Courses of Instruction

216c Telling Knvironmental Stories. Fall 2007. Anthony Walton.
Intended for students with a demonstrated interest in environmental studies, as an
introduction to several modes of storj telling, which communicate ideas, historical narratives,
personal experiences, and scientific and social issues in this increasingly important area of
stud) and concern. Explores various techniques, challenges,

demands and

and pleasures of storytelling, and

conveyance of different
t\ pes of information w ith clarit) and accuracy in nonfiction narrative. Engages student writing
through the workshop method, and includes study of several texts, including The Control of
Nature, Cadillac Desert, Living Downstream, and Field Notes from a Catastrophe. (Same

some of

nines

the

responsibilities involved in the

nulish 213.)

I

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Preference given to students

who have

taken

Environmental Studies 101.

217b Marine Protected Areas. Fall 2007. Peter Mackklworth.
Considers the development of protected policy from the historic principle of "fortress"
conservation, to the modern paradigm of "inclusive" collaborative management in nature
conservation. Investigates the application of common pool resource theory and its applicability
to the '"new" protected area paradigm. Although the course draws on a wide range of
'graphical literature, focus is on the Adriatic Sea and the dynamics between the 'western
world* as portrayed b\ the European Union and the western Balkans.
Prerequisite: Knvironmental Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.
1

1

2 18b

MCSR

-

Knvironmental Economics and Policy. (Same

SK INS

as

Economics

218.)]

BMog

Of Marine Organisms. Fall 2007. Kurt Brktsch.
The Stud) of the biolog) and ecolog) of marine mammals, scabirds. fish, intertidal and

219a

\1(

-

subtidal invertebrates, algae, and plankton. Also considers the biogeographic consequences of

global and local ocean currents on die evolution and ecology of marine organisms. Laboratories.

held

trips,

Og)

I

and research projects emphasize natural history, functional morphology, and
ectures and three hours of laboratory or field trip per week. One weekend field

included.

trip

(Same

as Biolog) 219.)

Prerequisite: Bloiogj 102. 104. 105. or 109

22ih-

I

si)

Environmental Sociology. (Same as Sodotogj

Introduction to

2221)

Human

N

Population Spring 200S

\n introduction to the major issues

m

221.)]

\NC\ RlLEY.

the stud) oi population. Focuses

on the social

demographic processes ol fertility, mortality, and migration. Also examines
population change in Western
urope historically, recent demographic changes m Third
World countries, population policy, and the social and em ironmental causes and implications
of changes in births, deaths, and migration. (Same as Gender and Women's studies 224
<>i

the

I

and Sih

222

loftog)

SocJolog) 101 oi tathropolog) 101

Prerequisiti

\k sk ins

i

John

I

Ecosystem, and Global Change Ecolog) Ever)

the stud) ol

ystem ecolog)

t

altei

oniinunitN

fall.

hill

nmunit
thro

(

is

dynami< patterns

the stud) ol the

in

Mow

ami abundance
and
ol matter
cycling
energ)

the distribution

of

communities Global chai
olog) examines how human activities
communities and ecosystems and how these changes pla> out ai the global scale
include the creation ami maintenance ol biodiversity, the complexity ol species
ical

Environmental Studies

1
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interactions in food webs, the role of disturbance in ecological processes, the importance of

biodiversity in ecosystem processes, and

human

influences on global biogeochemical cycles

and climate change. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, team research exercises,
and independent field research projects. Current and classic scientific literature is discussed
weekly. (Same as Biology 225.)
Prerequisite: Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109.

227c. City

and Landscape

in

Modern Europe: London,

Paris, Vienna, Berlin. Spring

2009. Jill Pearlman.

Evolution of the built environment
to the present.

in

four European cities from the mid-eighteenth century

A variety of factors — geography, natural

resources, politics, industrialization,

transportation, planning, and architectural design

— are

form. Topics include the shaping of capital

housing parks, public spaces, boulevards

and

streets,

228b

urban infrastructure, and environmental problems. (Same as History 227.)

MCSR.

-

cities,

considered as determinants of city

Natural Resource Economics and Policy. Spring 2008. Guillermo

Herrera.

A study
resources

of the economic issues surrounding the existence and use of renewable natural

(e.g., forestry/land use, fisheries, water,

antibiotics)

and exhaustible resources

basic framework

is first

(e.g.,

ecosystems, and the effectiveness of

minerals, fossil fuels, and old growth forest).

A

developed for determining economically efficient use of resources over

time, then extended to consider objectives other than efficiency, as well as the distinguishing
biological, ecological, physical, political and social attributes of each resource. Uncertainty,

common
to

property, and various regulatory instruments are discussed, as well as alternatives

government intervention and/or
Prerequisite:

Economics

231b,d. Native Peoples

privatization.

(Same

as

and Cultures of Arctic America.

For thousands of years,

Economics

228.)

101.

Inuit,

Fall 2007.

Susan Kaplan.

Native American Indian, and Aleut peoples lived

in the

America as hunters, gatherers, and fishermen, harvesting resources
sea, rivers, and land. Examines the characteristics of Arctic ecosystems and how
being affected by climate change. Explores the social, economic, political, and

Arctic regions of North

from the
they are

religious lives of various Arctic-dwelling peoples in an effort to understand

how people have

adapted to this dynamic environment and to contact with various Western groups. (Same as

Anthropology 231.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102.
[232c

-

ESD. History of the American West. (Same

[233c. Architecture

and

Sustainability.

(Same

as

History 232.)]

as Visual

Arts 233).]

235c - ESD. Green Injustice: Environment and Equity in North American History.
2009.

Fall

Matthew Klingle.

Seminar. Examines the historical foundations of environmental racism and environmental

North America. Students investigate how tensions between inclusion and exclusion
through time have blurred the boundaries between nature and culture. Explores such topics

justice in

Americans from public lands; agriculture and antebellum slavery;
immigration, disease, and the rise of public health and urban planning; the impact of weeds
and invasive species upon community relations in the West; the role of science and technology
in defining environmental and social problems; class conflict and conservation policy; and
the transnational dimensions of pollution. (Same as History 235.)
as the expulsion of Native

Courses of Instruction
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238c Natural Supernaturalism. Fall 2008. David Collings.
Examines the Romantic attempt to blend aspects of the transcendental such as the
sublime, immortality, anddi\ init) —with ordinary life, the forms of nature, and the resources
of human consciousness. Discusses theories of the sublime, poetry of the English landscape,

—

mountaintop experiences,

of transfiguration, lyrics of loss, and encounters with

tales

otherworldly figures. Explores the difficulties of representing the transcendental in secular
poetr) and the consequences of natural supernaturalism for our understanding of nature.

Wordsworth and Coleridge, along with writings by Milton. Burke.
and Keats. (Same as English 238.)

uses on the poeti) of

Kant. Perc) Shelley,
Prerequisite:

One

seminar or 100-level course

first-year

in

English or environmental

studies.

240b Environmental Law. Hver\ other year. Fall 2007. Conrad Schneider.
Critical examination of some o\' the most important American environmental laws and
environmental problems that affect the United States and the world.

their application to

Students learn what the law currently requires and

and are encouraged

state agencies,

examine

to

how

is

it

administered by federal and

the effectiveness of current law and consider

alternative approaches.

243c

Modern

PA,

\

-

Architecture: 1750-2000. Fall 2008. Jill Pearlman.

Examines major buildings, architects, architectural theories, and debates during the
modern period, w ith a strong emphasis on Europe through 1900. and both the United States
and Europe

the twentieth century. Central issues of concern include architecture as an

in

important earner of historical, social, and political meaning; changing ideas of history and
progress

in built

form: and the varied architectural responses to industrialization. Attempts

to develop students"

these and other issues. Not

245

Name

244e

-

Pi \ki

MAN.

\l'\

open

Art distort 243

as

.

form while exploring
Environmental Studies

ability to interpret architectural

to students

who have

credit for

i

and Utopia: Building Urban America.

\nti-( it\.

City,

and

isual acuit\

\

Fall 2007. Jn

i

American cit) from the beginning of industrialization to the
present ageol mass communications. Focuses on the underl) ing explanations forthe American
city's physical form b) examining cultural values, technological advancement, aesthetic
Explores the evolution

oi the

theories, ami soeial structure

Major

figures, places,

and schemes

and architecture, soeial criticism, and reform are considered.
245(

I

\n

m

as Histor)

244

|

the complex relationship between architecture

projects for a diverse range ol

Ice)

while also placing the mastei buildei and his works into
in tec tu

i

context

;il

I

Maine:

\

(

a

ngages in a critical analysis ol the rich
ides,

\1

Same

Natalie of Frank Lloyd Wright Spring 2008. Joj Pi uilman.
depth investigation ol the buildings n\ North America's most celebrated architect.

and nature Examines Wright's

247<

the areas of urban design

in

with emphasis on the major theme ol his work

.at,

<

in

em

ironments and regions

larger historical, cultural,
historical literature that

and

Wright

along with the prolific writings of the architect himself.

oiiinitinit

and Environmental History

\

Spring

2009.

Sarah

M
i

inland,

lull

lamines the evolution

country, and coastal

cultu

the
•nth

.ii

ui

transfei

ol various

Maine

social

Begins with the contact oi
oi

I

and ecological communities
uropean and Native American

English and European agricultural traditions

in

the

eighteenth centuries, ami explores the development ol diverse geographic,
ind cultural communities during the nineteenth and into die earl) twentieth

HisIoin 247

i

permission

ol the instru< toi

1

En vironmental

250c

ESD. California Dreamin':

-

A

Studies

1

4

History of the Golden State. Spring 2008. Connie

Chiang.
Seminar. Sunshine, beaches, shopping malls, and movie stars are the popular stereotypes
of California, but social conflicts and environmental degradation have long tarnished the
state's

golden image. Unravels the myth of the California dream by examining the

social

and environmental history from the end of Mexican rule and the discovery of gold

in

state's

1848 to the 2003 election of Arnold Schwarzenegger. Major topics include immigration

and

racial violence; radical

and conservative

and high tech industries;

politics; extractive

environmental disasters; urban, suburban, and rural divides; and California

in

American

popular culture. (Same as History 250.)
[255a. Physical

256c,d

IP.

-

Oceanography. (Same as Physics 255. )j

Environment and Society

in

Latin America. Spring 2009. Allen Wklls and

Nathaniel Wheelwright.

Examines the evolving relationship between the environment, politics, and culture in
Central America and the Caribbean. Topics include the environmental impact of economic
development; colonialism; the predominance of plantation monoculture, slavery, and other
forms of coerced labor; and political instability. (Same as History 256 and Latin American
Studies 256.)
[257b. Environmental Archaeology.

(Same

as

Anthropology

257.)]

258c. Environmental Ethics. Spring 2009. Lawrence H. Simon.

What things

we

in

nature have moral standing?

resolve conflicts

What are our obligations to them? How should

among our obligations? After an

introduction to ethical theory, topics to

nonhuman

and of
non-sentient living beings, preservation of endangered species and the wilderness, holism
be covered include anthropocentrism, the moral status of
versus individualism, the land ethic, and deep ecology.
[259a.

Atmospheric Physics. (Same

as

(Same

as

Philosophy 258.)

Geology 256 and Physics

(Same

[263b. International Environmental Policy.

as

sentient beings

256.)]

Government

263.)]

264b. Energy, Climate, and Air Quality. Spring 2008. DeWitt John.

Examines how the federal government

in the

United States, as well as

states,

communities,

Compares American
links between American

businesses, and nonprofits, can address climate change and energy issues.
policies

and

politics with efforts in other countries

policies

and

efforts in other nations.

Prerequisite:

One course

in

(Same

as

and examines the

Government

264.)

environmental studies or government, or permission of the

instructor.

267a

-

INS. Coastal Oceanography. Spring 2008. Edward Laine.

Principles and problems in coastal oceanography, with an emphasis
inquiry. Topics include circulation
shelf,

on

interdisciplinary

and sediment transport within estuaries and on the continental

impact of human systems on the marine environment, and issues and controversies of

eutrophication and hypoxia in the coastal environment.
Prerequisite:

One course

in

(Same

geology or permission of the

as

Geology 267.)

instructor.

Environmental History. Spring 2008. David Gordon.
Seminar. Interrogates the myth of a pristine African environment by exploring the long
history of human-environment interactions in sub-Saharan Africa. Themes include pre-

268c,d

-

IP. African

colonial African environmental ideas, colonialism and the environment, controversies over

conservation strategies and the establishment of "game reserves," globalizatioaof the African

environment, African urban environments, and the rise of post-colonial African environmental

movements. (Same

as

Africana Studies 267 and History 267.)

Courses of Instruction
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MC

275a -

SR. INS Groundwater. Spring 2011. Peter Lea.
The interaction of water and geological materials within the hydrologic cycle, with
emphasis on groundwater resources and quality. Qualitative and quantitative examination
of the movement of groundwater in aquifers. (Same as Geology 275.)
Prerequisite:

One course

in

geolog) or permission of the instructor.

MCSR

Watershed Hydrology. Ever) fall. Fall 2007. Peter Lea.
Everyone li\es in a watershed, hut how do watersheds function, both naturally and
increasing!) as impacted by humans' Examines the movement and modification of water

276a

-

through the landscape, emphasizing such topics as natural and

human

controls of water

quality, streamtlow generation and surface-groundwater interactions, watershed modeling,
to

watershed management. Students perform an integrated investigation of

a local watershed,

examining natural and human controls on hydrologic processes. (Same

and approaches

Geology 276.

as

i

One course

Prerequisite:

in

geology or Biology 158 (same as Chemistry 105 [formed)

hemistr\ ISO] and Knvironmental Studies 201).

(

2S3c Environmental Education. Fall 2008. The Program.
\ammes the role of environmental education within cn\ ironmental studies while providing
1

students with the Opportunity to gain hands-on experience within a local elemental} school.

Students read, research, anal) /c. discuss, and w

from the held of em ironmental education,

in

about theoretical essa\

rite

s.

and books

articles,

addition to theoretical material on pedagog) and

lesson plans. Topics discussed include: ecological literacy, the historical roots of

em ironmental

education, globalization, sustainable education, and policy implications of environmental
education. In addition, students teach

and

reflect Oil their

M-2 M
(

one hour weekly. Students develop lesson plans

Environmental Studies 101

Prerequisite:
2(

at least

experience of teaching en\ ironmental education lessons.

Intermediate Independent Stud\

in

Environmental Studies Tin PROGRAM.

305a Environmental Fate of Organic Chemicals. (Same

as

Chemistry

305.)]

RMO Hi kki k \
N) Environmental and Resource Economics. Spring 2(H) ). (ii
inar. Vhal) sis ofexternalities and market failure; tnodelsofoptimumcontrol of pollution
and efficient management ol renew able ami nonrenewable natural resources such as fisheries,
forests, and minerals; governmental VS. other tonus ol 'control of common pool resources;
and benefit cost anal) sis ol polk ies, including market based and non-market \ aluation. Not
1

31

ii

open

to students

quisite

\MU

(

I

who have credit lor Keonomies 21S
conomks 255 and 257

onsumption Junction:
IN*.

I

I

I

or 228

(Same

i

i

as

Economics

he Nature and Culture of Consumerism.

consumerism from
consumers upon nearb) and

the historical evolution

material effects

all

I

2007.

.

vplores the complex connections between consumerism and the natural world

I

318.)

<>t

<>t

cultural conflicts entailed in

consumption across

the sixteenth cental}
distant environments,
.i

w

idc range ol scales,

to the

(

lonsiders

present, the

and the social and

from the

local to the

hide the relationship between producers and consumers, transformations to

in.

or fishing, the rise of the leisure economy, industrialization
•

y
.«

rtmentaltsm and consumption

l<»:

rial
I

<>|

til

the natural food

an

and health movements, and the paradoxes

ol

modem

Writing intensive, including several ihofl papers and
nival and field resean h

Dvironmental Studies

MM

and 2(M (same

as

History 242

>,

oi

permission

Environmental Studies

[340c.

Home:

History, Culture,

143

and Design of Housing

in

North America. (Same

as

History 289.)]
357a.

The Physics

Mark

of Climate. Spring 2008.

Battle.

A rigorous treatment of the Earth's climate, based on

physical principles. Topics include

climate feedbacks, sensitivity to perturbations, and the connections between climate and

and large-scale circulation of the oceans and

radiative transfer, atmospheric composition,

atmospheres. Anthropogenic climate change

will also

be studied. (Same as Geology 357

and Physics 357.)
Prerequisite: Physics 229, 255, 256, or 300, or permission of the

instructor.

363b. Advanced Seminar in International Relations: Law, Politics, and the Search for

Allen L. Springer.
complex relationship between law and policy in international relations
by focusing on two important and rapidly developing areas of international concern:
environmental protection and humanitarian rights. Fulfills the environmental studies senior
seminar requirement. (Same as Government 363.)
Justice. Spring 2008.

Examines

the

Prerequisite:

Government

260, 261, or 263, or permission of the instructor.

365c. Picturing Nature. Spring 2008. Linda Docherty.

Examines images of American nature from

the age of discovery to the present day.

of nature as wilderness, landscape, and environment are studied

work with

original paintings, prints, and photographs in the

Views

Students

Bowdoin College Museum of

Art History 365.)
Art History 101 or Environmental Studies 101, or permission of

Art and special collections.
Prerequisite:

(Same

in historical context.

as

the

instructor.

390. Sustaining Maine's Northern Forest:

Economy, Ecology and Community. Spring

2008. David Vail.

Provides environmental studies majors with a multi-disciplinary introduction to the
closely intertwined ecological, economic, and social dimensions of Maine's vast Unorganized

Territories— commonly

known

The

grounded course
introduces the forces that formed the northern forest ecosystem of eastern North America and
continues through the epoch of First Nations settlement, the shaping of a working landscape
in the nineteenth century, the advent of tourism and recreation, and the recently concluded
"Paper Century." These topics set the stage for a closer investigation of major forces at play
in the twenty-first century, such as changing land ownership patterns, green certification of
forest management, the paper corporations' global restructuring, dwindling employment in
traditional resource-based industries, a declining and aging "rim county" population, the
expansion of protected lands, irreversible commercial real estate development, ambitious state
and community plans for tourism development, rising energy costs, and climate change.
Prerequisite: Environmental Studies 101 and 202, or permission of the instructor.
as the Northern Forest.

historically

391. Troubled Waters: Fishing in the Gulf of Maine. Fall 2007.

Around

the world and in the

Anne Hayden.

Gulf of Maine, overfishing and threats to habitat are putting
marine ecosystems and coastal communities under great stress. An interdisciplinary senior
seminar exploring the causes and scope of pressures on the marine environment; the potential
for restoring ecosystems and fisheries; political conflicts over fisheries and related issues;
federal, state, and community-based approaches to managing marine ecosystems; and strategies
for coping with scientific and management uncertainties.

.

1
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392c

Advanced Topics

Knvironmental Philosophy. Spring 2009. Lawrence H.

in

Simon.

and policy questions regarding various
Possible topics include the ethics of climate change policy, our

Examines philosophical, moral,
environmental Issues.

political,

obligations to future generations, benefit-cost analysis vs. the precautionary principle as a

decision-making instrument, and the relationship between justice and sustainability. (Same
as

Philosophy 392.)

Advanced Seminar

393a
(

Offers

Geology. Every spring. Spring 2008. Edward Laine.
students the opportunity to synthesize work done in geology courses, to critically
in

read and discuss articles, to listen to speakers prominent in the discipline, and to write
scientific essays. Specific topic varies

m

Changes

the Oceans. Estuaries,

by year; possible topics include Global Environmental

and Mountain

Marine Sedimentation. Required for the major

in

majors or minors, or interdisciplinary majors

in

Same

The

Belts.

geology.

2008

topic for Spring

Open

to junior or senior

Glacial

geolog)

geology-chemistry and geology-physics,

GeoJog) 393.
Prerequisite: Geology 101 and 202. and 275 or 276. or permission of the

i

is

as

394& The Ecolog) and Environmental History of Merrymeeting Bay.

instructor.

John

Fall 2008.

UCHTER.
MerT) meeting Bay, a global!)

rare, inland

freshwater river delta and estuary that supports

productive and diverse biological communities,
species and

is

critical habitat for

is

home

to

numerous

rare

and endangered

migrator) and resident waterfowl, as well as anadromous

Explores the ecolog) and environmental history of Merrymeeting Ba)

fish.

understand how

its

thorough re\ie\\

ol the scientific

rare natural habitats

and

historical literature related to

ith

order to

might best be managed. Students participate

help plan, conduct, and anal) /e a group Study investigating

en\ ironmental histor) o\ the bay, w

in

some

Merr\ meeting Bay, and

aspect of the ecolog) and or

the intent of submitting a manuscript for publication

(Same as BfologJ 394.)
Prerequisite Biotog) 158 (same as Chemistr) 105 [former!) Chemistry ISO
Environmental studies 201 or 215 (same as Environmental Studies 215).

in

in a

an appropriate scientific journal.

|

and

1

401-404

I

(

(

(

Advanced Independent Study and Honors

iii

Environmental Studies

he following courses count toward the requirements of the Interdisciplinary
Concentration,

addition

in

i<>

S

I

^

ourses designated w

ith

I'm

Science

an "a":

hemistn 210a -M( SR INS
luinkal \ mil \ sis
\cr\ fall. ELIZABETH A. STEMMLER.
hiimstiN 240a
M( Sk INS Inorganic ( liemistr\ Ever) spring. MlCHAEJ P.
(

I

-

in

-

* r

department

t

1

•

r

Student
joi

\n

m ironmental Studies independent studies

I

also< noose from the following

with the approval
th.it

Tronment
|

(

Contact Professor

In

«»t

tin-

^

muses

to satisf)

requirements for the

and the instructoi ii
the itudent's research efforts will locus on the

directoi aftei consultation with the student
ii. ii

.i

addition to the
lal

list «>t

rhese courses will receive environmental studies cicdu

environmental studies

in

with dp

in\ ites

lull

portion ol
i

Studic

irtmcnl

listii

ourses listed below, itudents ma) discuss othei possibilities
Pi

ram For

full

course descriptions and prerequisites, see

Film Studies

1

45

Social Sciences

Anthropology 102b,d. Introduction

to

World

Prehistory. Fall 2007.

Scon MacEachern.

Spring 2008. Leslie Shaw.

[Anthropology 221b

-

ESD. The Rise of Civilization

]

Humanities
Visual Arts 190c

-

VPA. Architectural Design

I.

Fall

2007. Wiebke Theodore.

Film Studies
Associate Professor: Tricia Welsch, Chair

Department Coordinator: Kevin Johnson

Film has emerged as one of the most important
at

Bowdoin introduces

cultivate an understanding of both the vision

and culture expressed

art

forms of the twentieth century. Film Studies

students to the grammar, history, and literature of film in order to

in

and

craft of film artists

and the views of society

cinema. Bowdoin College does not offer a major

Requirements for the Minor

in

in film studies.

Film Studies

The minor consists of five courses, four of which must be courses offered by the Department
of Film Studies. One course must come from another department's offerings, and at least
one course must be at the 300 level or be an independent study. No more than two courses
below the 200 level (including Film Studies 101) will count toward the minor. Courses in
which

D

grades are received will not count toward the minor.

Required Courses:

Film Studies 101
Film Studies 201 or Film Studies 202
(both 201 and 202 may be counted toward

the minor)

Pre-approved Courses Outside the Film Studies Department:

may choose from the following list of courses to satisfy the requirement for a course
the film studies department. A student may also petition the department to gain

Students
outside

Such courses must concentrate on film for the major
have a particular course considered toward the
minor should submit supporting materials from the course (such as syllabus, reading list,
approval for a course not on this

list.

part of their curriculum. Students wishing to

and assignments)

to the chair of the film studies department.

Asian Studies 254c.d - IP, VPA. Transnational Chinese Cinema
Gender and Women's Studies 261c - ESD. Gender, Film.
and Consumer Culture
German 151c - ESD. The Literary Imagination and the Holocaust
German 154c - IP, VPA. Laugh and Cry! Post World War II German Film
German 321c - IP. Before and After the Wall: East German Traditions in
Literature, Culture, and Film

Courses of Instruction
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German 394c -

IP.

Contested Discourse:

German Popular Film

since

Unification

Russian 221c Soviet Worker Bees. Revolution, and Red Love
in Russian Film
First-Year

For a

hill

Seminar

description

o\'

first-year seminars, see

Difference and

10c Cultural

the

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Crime

pages 147-57.

Film. Fall 2007. Trioa Welsch.

Advanced Courses

l01c-\ PA. Film Narrative. Fall 2008. Tricia Welsch.
An introduction to a \ ariet) of methods used to study motion pictures, with consideration
given to films from different countries and time periods. Examines techniques and strategies
used to construct tilms. including mise-en-scene, editing, sound, and the orchestration of

m

film techniques

Surveys some of the contextual factors shaping

larger formal systems.

mdi\ ldual alms and our experiences of them (including mode of production, genre, authorship,
and ideolog)
No previous experience with film studies is required. Attendance at weekly
i.

evening screenings

201c-

VPA

required.

is

History of Film

I.

1

895

imines the development of film from

work

Every other

to 1935.
its

fall.

Fall 2007. Tricia

Wn sen.

origins to the American studio era. Includes early

b\ the Lunucrcs. Niches, and Porter, and continues with Griffith.

Murnau. Eisenstein.

Chaplin. Keaton, Stroheim, Pudovkin, Lang. Renoir, and von Sternberg. Special attention
is

paid to the practical and theoretical concerns over the

weekl) evening screenings

2H2e

Wl

I

s<

\

-

is

coming

sound. Attendance

at

1935 to 1975. Every other spring. Spring 2008. Trh

i\

o\

required.

PA History of Film

II.

H.

production contexts and political circumstances influencing

•nsideratiDii ol the diverse

cinema

sound era National film movements to be studied include Neorealism,
the French New Wave, and the New German Cinema, as well as the coming of age ol Asian
and Australian film. Also explores the shift aw as from studio production in the fnited Slates.
histor) in the

I

major regulator) systems, and the changes

the

evening screenings

224r

\ i'\

I

nsiders the

dims

ition. as

of

Ufred Hitchcock Spring 2009. Trh

Welsch.

Ufred Hitchcock from

oi the

(

l

>7()s.

<

,

liu rM

ock*s tekw iston
is

i

\

Stadia

iini

PA Brfttt

Surveys the
1

la

t

I

tih

weekl)

in Film.]

I

hii-:

at

ins career in British silent cinema to the
Examines his working methods and style ol visual
well as oonsistenl themes and characterizations. ()i particulai interest is
taphne du Mauria \ r, />,
a as a wa) pi exploring the tensions between
film, and between British and American production contexts Ends w ith
oi

Hollywood productions
his adaptation ol

\nurka

of

films

hi

popular film genres. Attendance

required

is

Imams

\ l*\

- 2 2t

in

tust

1

iini

bundi

1

c

area and

his influence

on recent film Attendance

at

required
101

201

01

202

Whs,

1

ol British

(

11

inems from the

silent

period to contemporar)

nuonoft inema and patterns ol movie going in the I nited Kingdom;
and producers (Alfred Hitchcock, Carol Reed, Alexander Korda);

First- Year

changes brought by World War

developments ("heritage"

the

II;

Seminars

1

Angry Young Men of

47

the '50s and '60s; and recent

films, postcolonial perspectives, Scottish film).

Attendance

at

weekly evening screenings is required.
Prerequisite: Film Studies 101, 201, or 202

262c

VPA. Film and

-

Literature. Spring 2009. Tricia Welsch.

Considers the adaptation of short

stories, novels,

and plays into

films, as well as

work by

major writers directly for the screen. Examines the differing needs and priorities of writers
working in different formats, and the relation of readers to screen adaptations. Writers may
include Shelley, Bronte, Fowles, Pinter,

Dickens. Attendance
Prerequisite:

at

McEwen, Hardy, Woolf, Forster, Shakespeare, Austen,

weekly evening screenings

is

required.

Film Studies 101, 201, or 202.

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Film Studies. The Department.
310c.

Gay and Lesbian Cinema.

Spring 2008. Tricia Wi.i sch.

Considers both mainstream and independent films made by or about gays and lesbians. Four

which may include classic Hollywood's stereotypes
and euphemisms, the power of the box office, coming of age and coming out, the social
problem film, key figures, writing history through film, queer theory and queer aesthetics,
revelation and revaluations of film over time, autobiography and documentary, the AIDS
imperative. Writing intensive; attendance at evening film screenings is required. (Same as
intensive special topics each semester,

Gay and Lesbian
Prerequisite:

Studies 310 and

One course

Gender and Women's Studies

in film studies

[321c.

German Expressionism and

[322c.

Film and Biography.]

[333c.

The Films

of John Ford

Its

310.)

or permission of the instructor.

Legacy.]

|

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study in Film Studies. The Department.

First- Year
The purpose of the

first-year

seminar program

contribute to students' understanding of the

Seminars
is

to introduce college-level disciplines

ways

in

which a

other areas in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences.
is

placed upon the improvement of students'

skills

specific discipline

may

and

to

relate to

A major emphasis of each seminar

— their ability to read texts effectively and

and firmly based upon evidence.
Each year a number of departments offer first-year seminars. Enrollment in each is limited

to write prose that is carefully organized, concise,

to 16 students. Sufficient seminars are offered to ensure that every first-year student has the

opportunity to participate during at least one semester of the

seminars takes place before registration for other courses, to
listing

first

year. Registration for the

facilitate scheduling.

A complete

of first-year seminars being offered in the 2007-2008 academic year follows.

Africana Studies 10b,d. Racism. Fall 2007. Roy Partridge.
Examines issues of racism in the United States, with attention to the social psychology of
racism, its history, its relationship to social structure, and its ethical and moral implications.
(Same as Sociology 10.)
Note: This course counts toward the major and minor in gender and women's studies.

|

Courses of Instruction

Mricana Studies 16c.d From Montezuma
Fall :<><»~ DavidGordon.

to

Bin Laden: Globalization and

Its Critics.

^amines the challenge that globalization and imperialism pose for the study of history.
How do historians balance the perspectives of \ ictorsand\ ictims in past and present processes
of globalization? How important arc non-Huropean versions of the past that may contradict
1

European Enlightenment historical ideas and ideals'.' Class discussions interrogate questions
about globalization and imperialism raised bj proponents and critics, ranging from the Spanish
conquest ot Mexico to the American conquest of Iraq. (Same as History 16.)

xtrkana Studies
J \kk[ n BROWN.

2

led Migration Narratives: Writers of the Caribbean. Spring 2008.

International as well as intra-national. geographical as well as psychological, migrators

movement

is

powerful theme thai offers explanations for modernity, memory,

a

identity,

and

Examines selected writers engaged primarily with Caribbean migrator)

transnationalism.

McKay:

experience. Authors mas include Samuel Selson. The Lonely Londoners: Claude

Jamaica Kmcaid.

Toni Morrison. Jo::: Caryl! Phillips. A Distant Shore: V.

l.ncy:

Naipaul;

S.

Dionne Brand. In Another Place, NotHere; and Ldw idge Danticat. Farming ofBones. (Same
n^lish 21

I

i
.

The

U'ricana studies 25c
\nthropolo<;\

(ml War

Weather.

141). d

(

in

Miniate,

Explores anthropological approaches

Film (Same

as

and Culture.

to

History 25.)]

Fall 2007.

Anni Hi NSHAW.

understanding meteorological phenomena

in a

of cultural contexts. Draws on ethnographic and archaeological case studies, with
emphasis placed on the wax humans have responded to weather and climatic variability, as
variet)

well as the 5) mbolic and cognitive dimensions associated with such

phenomena

in

c\er\da\

Examines the relationship between scientific inquiry into our growing concern over longterm climate change and how change is experienced on scales relevant to human activity.
C studies are drawn trom both prc-industrial and industrial societies in the New and Old
World Same a- Fn\ ironmeiital Studies 14.)
life.

i

iathropoiop 20b Fantastic Archaeologj
(

2007.

Fall

hanotsot the gods... Refugees fromAtlantis...]

.ost

Scon MacEa<

arks

hi

rn.

\rchaeolog) occupies a curious

highk romantici/cd and
often fictionalized
quest its involuntary association with strange theories and fraudulent
hangers on ma\ thus not be too surprising. Students examine a \anet\ of the weird and
place

in

the popular imagination, as an

wonderful ideas
oi what .iu

i

it

is

/

xnthi upotogj

m*

academic

that inhabit the fringes ol the discipline,

i

\

pursuit but also a

251)

through analysis of ^

hat

lasting llieran hies:

(I

it

is

and thus come

to

an understanding

not

Food

in

Latin America

(Same

as

Latin

an Studies 25

Vrt lliston

12c

and Matisse Spring 200X PAMELA FLETCHER.
painting o( Pablo Picasso and Menu Matisse, in the context
I'icasso

the

hilosophy, and history
•

nd the

tweet]
r«»ie

Vrt lliston

Vrt lliston

in

is

Vrt

\rtists

(.)m siKiiiin: the
1

>i

i

Works

h

(i

i

in

the populai understanding ol

and Vudiences.]

Modern.

in- in tin Sixteenth

(

enturj

modern

paid to the creative ex< hanges and

ol the artist in

{

\si.in siudii-s

well as theii role

tl

I5<

\

Partk ulai attention

ol

Same

as lliston

13

>l

modem

First- Year

Seminars

1
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Asian Studies 17c,d. Shanghai Imagined. Fall 2007. Belinda Kong.
Examines literary and filmic representations of Shanghai of the 930s and 940s. Explores
how Shanghai imagined itself through its own writers at the time, as well as how it has been
imagined retrospectively by contemporary writers and filmmakers, both within China and in
the diaspora. Topics include conceptions of cosmopolitanism, the Second World War and the
Japanese occupation, the International Settlement and colonialism, the figure of the Eurasian,
the Jewish ghetto, and hybrid cultural forms such as Shanghai jazz. (Same as English 14.)
1

1

[Asian Studies 19b,d. East Asian Politics: Introductory Seminar. (Same as

Government

19.)]

[Asian Studies 28c,d. Seekers' Lives. (Same as History 28. )]

Asian Studies 29c,d. The Jewish Diaspora: Unity and Diversity.

Fall 2007.

Mitch

N'UMARK.

What makes someone or something Jewish? How does one characterize or define something
as "Jewish"? To what extent are/were definitions of "Jewishness" culturally, historically,
and geographically contingent? Explores comparatively how the meaning of being Jewish
changed over time and varied by place and circumstance. Examines how Jewish definitions
of Jewishness in various Jewish communities

(in the

United States, England, Germany,

Eastern Europe, the Middle East, India, China, and Ethiopia) were informed by the ways

which non-Jews treated and perceived Jews. (Same as History

in

29.)

Classics 16c. Cultural Connections in the Ancient Mediterranean. Fall 2007. James

HlGGINBOTHAM.
Studies the degree and the nature of cross-cultural interactions, explores the influence of
one society on another, and examines the characteristics that not only determine, but also
unite, the civilizations of the Ancient Near East, Africa, Greece, and Rome. Thematic topics
include the ancient trading economies of Corinth and Athens, the spread of ancient technologies
and manufacture, the development and evolution of monetary systems, public and private
religion,

and the debt

that the "Classical"

world owes

to African

and Near Eastern

societies.

The seminar incorporates study of the rich collection of ancient art and artifacts housed in
the Bowdoin College Museum of Art. Here, the same evidence used by archaeologists and
historians to study the contacts between ancient cultures is examined (vases from Corinth
and Athens; coins; votive terracotta figurines and other

implements of daily

Dance

10c.

cultic instruments; portraiture;

and

life).

Understanding Theater and Dance: Critical Perspectives on the Performing

Arts. Spring 2008. June Vail.
Investigates various analytical perspectives on dance, drama, and other theatrical events.

Develops viewing and writing skills: description, analysis, interpretation, evaluation, and
organization. Live performances, on and off campus; film; and videos provide the basis for
four extended essays and other modes of critical response - written, oral, or visual. Individual
conferences and visits by professionals in the field. (Same as Theater 10.)

Education 20c. The Educational Crusade. Spring 2008. Charles Dorn.
Why do you go to school? What is the central purpose of public education in the United
States? Should public schools prepare students for college? The workforce? Competent
citizenship? Who makes these decisions and through what policy process are they implemented?
Explores the ways that public school reformers have answered such questions, from the

"Common

School Crusaders" of the early nineteenth century to present advocates of "No
Child Left Behind." Examining public education as both a product of social, political, and

economic change and as a force in molding American
in the development and practice of public schooling

society,
in a

we highlight enduring tensions

democratic republic.

Courses of Instruction
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Transfigurations of Song. Fall 2007. David Collings.

BgHsfl 10c

I

course

\

close reading. Explores poetry, primarily in the

in

dangers of

dallies with the

whether

lyrical transport,

the

in

Romantic

form of

tradition,

which

fatal quest, fusion

the divine, aesthetic seduction, beautiful horror, or physical transfiguration.

with

Authors may

include Coleridge. Wordsworth. Keats. Tennyson. Browning. Christina Rossetti.

Whitman.

Yeats, and Hart Crane.

Modem

nulish lie

1

American Authors: Cather (1873-1947), Hemingway (1899-1961),

1896-1940). Fall 2007. Celeste Goodridge.

and FtageraH

Joan Accocella noted that "Fitzgerald admired [Cather) to the point of plagiarism." while

Hemingwa)

Reading these three authors

>:ir\.

major

referred to her as a "poor

The Western

W est as

it

does

Beginning w

in

Dan J. Moos.
much in the

not so

the construction of an ideal

el.

One

between them.

space or even the history of American

— one offered in preset and often canned formats.

Wister's The Virginian, turns to variations on the themes of the Western

two major genres,

literature

and

film.

Novels and films examined include works

in

that are

anti-Western (McCabe and Mrs. Miller), revisionist Western (Dances with Wolves),

distinctly

or Beemingl) not Western

at all

(Blade Runner).

nulish 13c Shakespeare's \ftcrli\es. Fall 2(X)7.

I

no\

an exploration of western and pioneer history, as well as early Western novels

ith

Owen

such as

lies

I

concert and considering their critical reception re\ eals

fall 2(X)7.

The tradition of the Western

its

in

differences in their projects, as well as the striking confluence

n-lish 12c

I

woman" when responding to her World War

Aaron

KjTCH.

Nazi Germany. Pctruchioon Broadway. King l.earonan lowafarm. Explores
both the subtle and radical ways that authors have adapted and appropriated Shakespeare
Richard

111 in

over the centuries. Focuses on issues of generic transformation, political allegory, historical
difference, and aesthetic desire. Readings include representative plays b> Shakespeare and

W H

Audcn. Robert Brow mug. Tom Stoppard. and Jane Smile\ ;also
includes screenings of films b\ Ba/ I.uhrman. Richard oncramc. and Peter (irccnawav

works b)

Bertoll Brecht.

I

nglish 14c

I

1

\amines

Shanghai Imagined

(1

literal)

fall

2007 BELINDA KONO.
ot Shanghai of the 1930s and 1940s. Explores
own writers at the time, as well as how it has been

and filmic representations

how Shanghai imagined

itself through

its

imagined letTOSpectivel) b) contemporar\ writers and filmmakers, both within China and
in the diaspora
fbpics include Conceptions ot cosmopolitanism, the Second World War
and the Japanese occupation, the International Settlement and colonialism, the figure
the Eurasian, tht Jewish ghetto, and hybrid cultural

\sian Studies 17

Kn^lish

1

5i

oi

tonus such as Shanghai jazz. (Same as

i

Hawthorne

Fall

2007. William Watterson.

nclude selected ihon stones. Fanshawe, The Scarlet Letter, The Blithedale
<

Mellow \ Vathaniel Hawthorm
irjhsh \(m

I

ni

worn

I

i

W

hat \\i

l.ilk

in

The Marble

/</////.

Septimus Felton, and James

His Times,

about

\N hi n

Wi

lalk ahmit

nes literar) texts in which writers from the

I

I

Off

I

all

2007,

nited States and mope
1

M UtK

FOSTBR.

follow a well

"thou rathei than tell" narratives dramatizing the always complex,
etimes painful, but always endlessly chall
otiations ol intimate relationships
hronghoui the term, students read i variety ol literar) works from an Anion ( !hckho> pla)
literar)

dictum

to

Dam
.

i

tbles,

San

(if

historical

l.iiulo m\(\

cat

and Raymond Carvei

and cultural

Women's

Attention given to the impa< ton

shifts in race, gender,

Studies Id

c

lass,

and sexual discourses

1

First- Year

English 17c. Animal Life.
Explores the ways

Fall

Seminars

1

5

2007. Hilary Thompson.

which the figure of the animal serves as both a point of analogy
and opposition to the concept of the human, and thus has been crucial for our definitions
of human life. Focusing on contemporary world literature, investigates the fantastic images
in

and ethical quandaries that are unleashed when the dividing boundaries between human and
animal life lapse. Authors studied may include J. M. Coetzee, Brigid Brophy, Philip K. Dick,
Italo

Calvino, Haruki Murakami, and Anita Desai.

English 18c. Literature of United States-Middle Eastern Wars. Fall 2007. William
Arce.

When

marched out into the field of battle with lance, sword and shield, writers
celebrated chivalry and courage — but then came modern warfare. With its technological
advances and its political complexities, modern warfare has put distance between soldiers and
challenged the traditional tropes of heroism and sacrifice. How do American soldiers write
about their experience of war? Can war literature still champion abstract ideals when the way
in which modern warfare is conducted often fails to make distinctions between soldiers and
civilians, combatants and non-combatants, military heroes and war criminals? Focuses on
the three United States-Middle Eastern Wars, exploring themes traditionally associated with
soldiers

soldiering such as gender, patriotism, nationalism, and military heroism. Includes screenings

of various important war films of the period.

English 19c.

Femmes Fatales, Lady

Killers,

and Other Dangerous Women. Spring 2008.

Aviva Briefel.

— and sometimes deadly — woman.
Hollywood cinema to the present day, explores

Explores a popular cinematic image: the dangerous

By analyzing

a range of films

from

classical

the various forms that this female figure assumes: the

woman,

the

murderous

femme

fatale, the jealous or vindictive

lesbian, the revenge seeker, etc. In addition to

permutations of the dangerous female, examines

why

examining the various

she has attained such a prevalent place

What is so seductive about the deadly woman? Also introduces students
to film criticism. Films may include Basic Instinct, Carrie, Eve's Bayou, Fatal Attraction,
Gilda, Kill Bill, Mildred Pierce, Rebecca, and Thelma and Louise. (Same as Gay and Lesbian
Studies 19 and Gender and Women's Studies 19.)

on the

silver screen.

English 20c. Lesbian Personae. Spring 2008. Peter Coviello.

A study of the varied representations of same-sex desire between women across a range of
twentieth-century novels and films. Concerned with questions of the visibility, and invisibility,

of lesbian

life;

of the contours of lesbian childhood and adolescence; of the forms of difference

between and among lesbians; and of the tensions, as well as the affinities, that mark relations
between queer women and queer men. Authors may include Nella Larsen, Willa Cather,
Carson McCullers, Ann Bannon, and others. (Same as Gay and Lesbian Studies 20 and

Gender and Women's Studies

23.)

English 21c,d. Migration Narratives: Writers of the Caribbean. Spring 2008.

Jarrett Brown.
International as well as intra-national, geographical as well as psychological, migratory

movement

theme that offers explanations for modernity, memory, identity, and
transnationalism. Examines selected writers engaged primarily with Caribbean migratory
experience. Authors may include Samuel Selvon, The Lonely Londoners; Claude McKay;
Jamaica Kincaid, Lucy; Toni Morrison, Jazz; Caryll Phillips, A Distant Shore; V. S. Naipaul;
Dionne Brand, In Another Place, Not Here; and Edwidge Danticat, Farming of Bones. (Same
as Africana Studies 21.)
is

a powerful

~~~

I

,

l
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English

Of Comics and

22c.

Culture. Spring 2008. Elizabeth Muther.

Explores hybrid works of image and text: illuminated manuscripts to cyber-constructs.

mass and "/me"' formats, and graphic narratives and novels. Focuses on the history
and social function of "sequential art*' of various forms. Contemporary comics and cultural
comics

in

theor} arc of Special interest.

The Nuclear

Marilyn Rhzbai \i.
An examination of the nuclear age in literature and film, documents and documentary.
Works include Hersev's Hiroshima. Frayn's Copenhagen, The Atomic Cafe. Dr. Strangelove
Hom I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb, Them, Fail Safe. Excerpts from
nulish 23c.

I

A rendu

Einstein, Kahn,

Kngptdi 24c

Plot. Spring 2008.

Lifton.

Poetr\ Workshop. Spring 2008. William Watterson.

addition to crafting original work, students read

poems by Robert

Derek Walcott,
Elizabeth Bishop. Seamus Heaney, Robert Lowell. Philip Larkin. James Wright, Sharon
( )lds. James Schu) ler and others.
hi

Frost.

Environmental Studies 14b. d. Weather. Climate, and Culture.

2007.

Fall

Anne

NSHAW.

I

Explores anthropological approaches to understanding meteorological phenomena

in a

variet) of cultural contexts. Draws on ethnographic and archaeological case studies, with
emphasis placed on the wa\ humans have responded to weather and climatic variability, as
well as the s\ mbolie and cognitive dimensions associated with such phenomena in everyday
life. Examines the relationship between scientific inquiry into OUT growing concern over longterm climate change and how change is experienced on scales relevant to human activity.
B studies are drawn from both pie-industrial and industrial societies in the New and Old
World Same as Anthropology 14.)
i

I

and the Crime Film. Fall 2007. Tkic \ YVi sen.
how popular narrative film has managed
criminal's difference
racial, ethnic, or gender — overtime. Examines

-ilm Studies 10c Cultural Difference
(

the threat posed b\ the

m

stutts

from the

the genre's popularity

is

Spring 2008. \\

19c.

cmnics Fatales. Lad}

I

a

range

Attendance

weekly

at

Brie

i\ \

i

i

of films

and Other Dangerous

Killers,

.

Hoik wood cinema

from classical

the various tonus that this female figure assumes: the

I

woman.

and sometimes deadly

popular cinematic image: the dangerous
analyzing

art.

required

and Lesbian Studies

Women

of generic

silent era to the present day, theories

change, and the implications of considering genre entertainment

even
(. i\

i

i

'insiders the gangster film in depth, and explores

em me

to the present day, explores

fat ale.

the jealous or vindictive

nan. the murderous lesbian, the revenge seeker, etc. In addition to examining the various
permutations of the dangerous female, examines w hj she has attained such a pre\ aleni place
on the lilvei
v\ hai is so leductive about the dead ) woman? \Ko introduces students
to film criticism
( ithJti.

ndi

<

,i

<

..i\

I
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i

.iihI

.iikI

I

«

Women's
si

ii.m
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.

Studies

Studies 20c

a\
{
\

I

/>,

,

,

,i,

twentieth-centui

invisibility, ol k-sbi.ii) life; of

(to

i

it'

and Thelma ami

I

.

I

Vi

Bayou,

\

ouise

I

Same

I .//<//

Attraction,

as English

1°-

and

)

isbian

I'i-i

sonai- Spring 2008. PETER COVIELLO

same sex desire between women across range
and films Concerned with questions <>i the visibility, and
the contours ol lesbian childhood and adolescence; of the forms

tud) "t the varied representations ol
ot

Instinct,

.i
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and of the tensions, as well as the affinities, that
mark relations between queer women and queer men. Authors may include Nella Larsen,
Willa Cather, Carson McCullers, Ann Bannon, and others. (Same as English 20 and Gender

of difference between and

and Women's Studies

23.)

Gender and Women's Studies
Fall 2007.

Mark

lesbians;

What We

16c.

Talk about

When We

Talk about Love.

Foster.

Examines literary texts in which writers from the United States and Europe follow a wellworn literary dictum to "show rather than tell" narratives dramatizing the always complex,
sometimes painful, but always endlessly challenging negotiations of intimate relationships.
Throughout the term, students read a variety of literary works: from an Anton Chekhov play
to short stories by Edwidge Danticat and Raymond Carver. Attention given to the impact on
these narratives of historical and cultural shifts

(Same

in race,

gender, class, and sexual discourses.

as English 16.)

Gender and Women's Studies

Women.

19c.

Spring 2008. Aviva Briii

i

Femmes Fatales, Lady Killers, and Other Dangerous
i

.

Explores a popular cinematic image: the dangerous

By analyzing

a range of films

from

classical

the

murderous

sometimes deadly — woman.

Hollywood cinema

the various forms that this female figure assumes: the

woman,

— and

femme

to the present day, explores

fatale, the jealous or vindictive

lesbian, the revenge seeker, etc. In addition to

permutations of the dangerous female, examines

why

examining the various

she has attained such a prevalent place

What is so seductive about the deadly woman? Also introduces students
to film criticism. Films may include Basic Instinct, Carrie, Eve's Bayou, Fatal Attraction,
Gilda, Kill Bill, Mildred Pierce, Rebecca, and Thelnia and Louise. (Same as English 19 and
Gay and Lesbian Studies 19.)

on the

silver screen.

Gender and Women's Studies 20c. In Sickness and in Health: Public Health
and the United States. Fall 2007. Susan L. Tananbaum.

in

Europe

Introduces a variety of historical perspectives on illness and health. Considers the
development of scientific knowledge, and the social, political, and economic forces that
have influenced public health policy. Topics include epidemics, maternal and child welfare,
AIDS, and national health care. (Same as History 20.)

Gender and Women's Studies

A study of the

23c.

Lesbian Personae. Spring 2008. Peter Coviello.

varied representations of same-sex desire between

women

of twentieth-century novels and films. Concerned with questions of the
invisibility,

of lesbian

life;

of difference between and

among

relations

Government

10b.

visibility,

and

of the contours of lesbian childhood and adolescence; of the forms

and of the tensions, as well as the affinities, that
and queer men. Authors may include Nella Larsen,
Bannon, and others. (Same as English 20 and Gay

lesbians;

between queer women
Willa Cather, Carson McCullers, Ann
and Lesbian Studies 20.)

mark

across a range

The Pursuit of Peace.

Fall 2007.

Allen

L. Springer.

Examines different strategies for preventing and controlling armed conflict in international
society,
in the

and emphasizes the role of diplomacy, international law, and international organizations

peace-making process.

Courses of Instruction
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Government lib The Korean War. Fall 2007. Christian P. Potholm.
The Korean War is often called "the forgotten war" because it is overshadowed by World
II and the Vietnam War. yet many important aspects and results of it are mirrored in the
contemporary world. Korea

divided and

is still

its

situation as a buffer state

between China.

Russia, and Japan continues to have important policy ramifications for the United States. The

course focuses not

just

on the course of the war. but on the foreign policy assumptions of the

two Korean governments, the United

Governmenl

Republic of China, and Russia.

States, the People's

Becoming Modern.]

12b.

Government 14b Democracy and Democratization]
(

eminent

.o\

19b. d. East Asian Politics: Introductory

Seminar. (Same

as

Asian Studies

19..)
(

lOVernment 21b Citizenship and Representation

Government
Utopia

is

24b

Political

Theory and Utopia.

in

American

Fall 2007.

Politics]

Thomas E. Schm imi r.
number of famous

both "'no place" and "good place." Considers a

Utopian

famous of all - Plato's Republic - and
including works b\ later writers who have taken up some of the same questions (More.
Is Utopia unrealizable? If so. what is its use'.' Is there a
Bacon, Engels, Bellamy, Huxlej

(and anti-utopian

)

writings, beginning with the most

):

role tor philosophy in polities.'

[Governmenl 25b American

Politics:

Representation. Participation, and Power.

Government 26b Fundamental Questions: Kxercises
Ji

US \1

\khk<

"l

»i

human beings

m

where do

so.

the)

eome

from'.' Nature.'

Kle

History

Discovery

What

is

justice?

What

is

happiness.'

they even have a nature, or are they

I

God?

History? Readings max include Plato,

Citizen.]

Monsters, \lar\els. and Messiahs: Europe during the Age of

|

Memoirs and MemOT]

Hist or} lli

\1

Do

Marx, Mill, and Nietzsche.

Government 28b Human Being and

\1

political life:

equal or unequal by nature?

the Bible, \1aehia\elli. Shakespeare,

Histoi\

ball 2007.

constructed**? Are there ethical Standards for political action that exist prior to law

< iall)
it

Theory,

(.11.

Explores the fundamental questions

and.

in Political

|

2i

I

topi.i:

Intentional

(

American History

in

'ommunities

in

I

America. 1630-1997. Fall 2008. SARAH

••

\n examination of the evolution ol Utopian \ isions and Utopian experiments thai begins
1630 with lohn Winthrop*s **Cit) upon a Hill." explores the proliferation of both religious
and sex ular communal ventures between 780 and >20. and eoneludes w ilh an examination
in

(

I

nt

l

communes,

intentional communities, and dystopian
souk
Readings include primar)
e m ounts b) members letters, diaries, essays,
munity" histories and apostate exposes. Utopian fiction, and scholar!) historical
Discussions and essays focus on teaching students how to subject primar) and

twentieth eentur> counterculture
iratists

i

I

lis ton

<

(

tun e materials to

M» d Living

(

ritic al

anal) sis

in the Sixteenth

Centun (Same

as

Vsian Studies

11.)]
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The Atomic Bomb and American Society. Fall 2007. David Hecht.
Explores the impact of the atomic bomb on American society, politics, and culture. Few
aspects of post-World War II United States history were unaffected by the bomb, which
History 14c.

decisively shaped the Cold War, helped define the military-industrial complex, and contributed
to

profound changes

in the

place of science in American

seen, with surprisingly varied effects, throughout

life.

American

Influence of the
society: in

bomb

consumer

can be

culture,

—

Uses a wide range of sources such as newspaper
domestic
articles, interviews, memoirs, fiction, film, and policy debates — to examine the profound
effects of the atomic bomb in American society.
politics, civil rights,

History 16c,d.

and

literature.

From Montezuma to Bin Laden:

Globalization and

Its Critics. Fall

2007.

David Gordon.

Examines the challenge that globalization and imperialism pose for the study of history.
How do historians balance the perspectives of victors and victims in past and present processes
of globalization? How important are non-European versions of the past that may contradict
European Enlightenment historical ideas and ideals? Class discussions interrogate questions
about globalization and imperialism raised by proponents and critics, ranging from the Spanish
conquest of Mexico to the American conquest of Iraq. (Same as Africana Studies 16.)
History 20c. In Sickness and in Health: Public Health in Europe and the United States.
Fall 2007.

Susan

Tananbaum.

L.

Introduces a variety of historical perspectives on illness and health. Considers the

development of scientific knowledge, and the

social, political,

and economic forces

that

AIDS,

influenced public health policy. Topics include epidemics, maternal and child welfare,

and national health

care.

[History 21c. Players

(Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies

and Spectators: History, Culture, and

have

20.)

Sports.]

History 23c,d. Voices of the Excluded: Latin American History through Testimonials.
Fall 2007.

One

Sarah Sarzynski.

of the consequences of social and economic inequalities

in

Latin America

is

the

exclusion of millions of voices from the official documents used to write history. Testimonial
literature, a literary

genre where scholars create a written account of the

marginalized individuals,

is

one source where

it is

the poor, certain racial/ethnic groups, and victims of
issues of memory, politics and truth, authorship, and

possible to find the voices of

human

first

rights abuses.

Indian

Woman

Chile, ex-slaves in

of

women,

Examines

related

world/third world relations. Sources

include Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Rigoberta Menchu's testimonial,

An

life stories

/,

Rigoberta Menchu:

Guatemala; and testimonials of political prisoners in Argentina and
Cuba and Brazil, and guerrillas in Central America and Cuba. (Same as

in

Latin American Studies 23.)
[History 25c.

The

Civil

War in

Film. (Same as Africana Studies 25.)]

[History 28c,d. Seekers' Lives. (Same as Asian Studies 28.)]

History 29c,d. The Jewish Diaspora: Unity and Diversity. Fall 2007. Mitch Numark.
What makes someone or something Jewish? How does one characterize or define something
as "Jewish"?

To what extent are/were

definitions of "Jewishness" culturally, historically,

and geographically contingent? Explores comparatively how the meaning of being Jewish
changed over time and varied by place and circumstance. Examines how Jewish definitions of
Jewishness

in various

Jewish communities

(in the

United States, England, Germany, Eastern

Europe, the Middle East, India, China, and Ethiopia) were informed by the ways in which

non-Jews treated and perceived Jews. (Same as Asian Studies 29.)

~-
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American History through

Latin \nierican Studies 23e.d Voices off the Excluded: Latin

UstiuKniiaK

Sarah Sarzynskj.

20

Fall

One of the consequences of social and economic inequalities in Latin America is the
uMon of millions of voices from the official documents used to write history. Testimonial
literature, a literal)

genre where scholars create a written account of the

marginalized individuals,

is

one source where

the poor, certain racial ethnic groups,

memory, politics and

issues of

include Nobel

\

ictims of

truth, authorship,

tize Laureate Rigoberta

1

and

possible to find the voices

human

first

rights abuses.

w orld

third

w orld

Menchu's testimonial.

stories o\

o\'

women,

Examines
relations.

related

Sources

Rigoberta hienchu:

/.

Guatemala] and testimonials of political prisoners m Argentina and
Cuba and Brazil, and guerrillas m Central America and Cuba. (Same .is

Woman

Indian

and

is

it

life

in

Chile, ex-slaves in

Historw 23

American Studies 25h. d Tasting Hierarchies: Food

atin

I

XnthrnpolonN 25

i|

the nature of poetry?

is

Latin America. (Same as

rhe Nature off Poetry. Spring 2008. Denis Corish.

Phfloaoph) 14c

What

in

This

is

a philosophical question,

considered b) using

traditional and contemporary poems as examples. Also considers the relation of philosophy
to poetT) In the particulari) interesting ease of the condemnation of poetry by the Greek

philosopher Plato.

Philosophy ItC Personal Lthics. Spring 2008.

Mmihiw

Sii \ki.

some ethical problems and paiadoxes that arise mordinarj life, some philosophical
Upon them, and sonic strategics tor making thoughtful decisions about
them Topics ma\ include friendship, lying, love, tamilx obligations, charity, the treatment
.mines

theories that bear

animals, abortion.

Philosophy 27c Moral History. Fall 2007. Lawrenci H. Simon.
What can tuStOT) tell us about morality? What can moralitx help us understand about
histor)

Does

'

chimera

'

Wh>

the tact that

humans

are capable ot great evil

some individuals capable of great moral

are

in the midst of widespread moral collapse.'

Ome

Of the

moral progress

that

insight, sensitivity,

Asks these and

moral atrocities and dilemmas

mean

related questions

ot recent history,

is

a

and courage

m

the context

including the Holocaust and

other genocides, wai and war crimes, totalitarianism and systematic oppression, torture.

and

sla<v

What's on YdUT Mind? An Introduction to the Brain and Beha\ior
Si in J K wu s.
ill
•neral introduCtJOfl to the seience ol psychology, W ha Specific emphasis on the ham's
HMi
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1

it
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trol Ol
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1

ii«

1
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explore the mind bods connections w

development,

k s\

.iihI

his writing intensive

(

stress, social

thuduxN

)i

l

all

beha\

course focuses on readings

personality, and

al

in

heretical texts, orthodox creeds,

construction ol heres) and orthodox)
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ilom. pure vs

impu

ict)

vs

individual

llism are tru hid'
I
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such as learning and

2007 Jorunn Buckley.
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ithin topics
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Kih -in
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and

and Secularization.]

is

I

samples

given to categories such as

Facets of present-da) debates

Gay and Lesbian

Studies

1
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Sociology 10b,d. Racism. Fall 2007. Roy Partridge.

Examines
racism,

(Same

history,

its

as

issues of racism in the United States, with attention to the social psychology of
its

relationship to social structure, and

Africana Studies

and moral implications.

its

ethical

in

gender and women's studies.

10.)

Note: This course counts toward the major and minor

Sociology 14b. America in the 1970s. Fall 2007. Seth Ovadia.

A sociological

exploration of

some of

the major events and trends of the 1970s in the

United States. Students use a variety of sources to develop an understanding of the social
forces that shaped

American

lives then

and

how

those forces continue to influence American

today.

life

[Sociology 16b. Deviance

and Conformity.]

Theater 10c. Understanding Theater and Dance: Critical Perspectives on the Performing
Arts. Spring 2008. June Vail.
Investigates various analytical perspectives on dance, drama, and other theatrical events.

Develops viewing and writing

skills:

description, analysis, interpretation, evaluation, and

organization. Live performances, on and off campus; film; and videos provide the basis for

modes of critical response - written, oral, or visual.
by professionals in the field. (Same as Dance 10.)

four extended essays and other

conferences and

visits

Gay and Lesbian

Individual

Studies

Administered by the Gay and Lesbian Studies Committee;
Associate Professor Aviva Briefel, Program Director
(See committee

list,

page 350.)

Gay and Lesbian Studies is an interdisciplinary program coordinating courses that incorporate
research on sexuality, particularly on gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people.

Drawing

on a variety of approaches in several disciplines, such as queer theory and the history of
sexuality, the program examines constructions of sexuality in institutions of knowledge, in
aesthetic representation, and in modes of social practice, examining the question of sexual
identity and performance across cultures and historical periods.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

in

Gay and Lesbian

consists of five courses:

from the offerings

listed

Studies

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 201 and four other courses

below, some of which will change with every academic year.

the latter four courses, at least

one must come from the social sciences and

at least

Among

one from

and humanities division, and no more than two courses may come from any single
department. Only one independent study may be counted toward the minor. Courses in which
the arts

D grades are received will not count toward the minor.
First- Year

For a
19c.

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

Femmes

Fatales,

Lady

Killers,

and Other Dangerous Women. Spring 2008. Aviva

Briefel.

(Same

as English 19

and Gender and

Women's

Studies 19.)

Lesbian Personae. Spring 2008. Peter Coviello..
(Same as English 20 and Gender and Women's Studies

20c.

23.)

Courses of Instruction

aid mediate and Advanced Courses

l

2(>1

-

An

and lesbian Studies. Ever)

si) Gsrj

I

year. Fall 2007.

Peter

Com hllo.

introduction to the materials, major themes, and defining methodologies of gay and

lesbian studies. Considers in detail both the most

homosexualitj (queer presence

pop

in

\

contemporary dilemmas involving

isible

politics) as well as the great variety of interpretive

identity

summoned

have, in recent years,

and

practices of literary

approaches these

Such approaches borrow from

into being.

the scholarly

exegesis, history, political science, feminist theory, and

artistic

psychoanalysis— to name only

AIDS.
dilemmas

culture, civil rights legislation, gay-bashing.

a tew.

An

abiding concern over the semester

hens a discipline so variously influenced conceives of and maintains

its

is

to discover

own

intellectual

borders. Course materials include scholarly essays, journalism, films, novels, and a

number

of lectures b\ \isiting faculty.

209c

-

An

VPA Women

in

exploration oi

women

Performance. Every other
on stage

—

year. Fall 2007.

Gretchen Berg.

as characters, performers, playwrights, directors,

designers, and technicians. Reflecting their studies and personal experiences, students engage

work that culminates in performance projects at
end of the semester Same as Gender and Women's Studies 203 and Theater 203.)
Prerequisite: One 00- level course in theater or gender and women's studies.
in historical

research and in-class studio

the

|

1

2(>5c

Queer Race

ball

Contemporary

2008.

critics

M\kk

Foster.

have argued

that

nineteenth-/early twentieth-century

late

understandings of same-sex desiring identities acquired early visibility through self-conscious
analogies to racial categon/ation.

one thing and
acies

is

exclusive

Such

halt another.

i.e..

a

homosexual

is

beliefs continue to

like a

mixed-race person:

endure

to the present day.

he

s

is

One

the belief thai struggles against racial oppression and sexual oppression are

half

o\

its

mutualK

Through close readings of both popular and lesser-known lesbiga\ transgendered

narratives of the era. the course explores the cultural and theoretical implications of these
beliefs, as well as the challenges the>

have sometimes presented

to

conceptualizing and

implementing radical social change. Possible authors texts include Radcklfc Hall, (lore
\idal. James Baldwin. \mi Bannon. Rita Mae Brown. Ann Allen Shockle\. Patricia Nell
he einberg, lames Earl Hauls. E. Lynn Hams. Audre Lorde, Take \/< Out- \
f

Play, St Butterfly, and Woah's
I

relish 273|, and
Prerequisite

(

(

me

first

Same

In

tender and

Women's

Wricana Studies 273. English 276 [former!)

as

Studies 205

|

year seminar or 100-Ievel course

English, \fricana studies, gaj

in

and lesbian studies, or gender and women's studies

2l0b.d Clonal Sexualities. Local Desires
1

uplores the variet)

»>t

fall 2(M)7.

KWSTA VAN VlEBT.

practices, performances, ami ideologies

of sexuality

through

.i

perspective. Focusing on contemporary anthropological scholarshipon sexualit)
*1
M
and lender, asks whethei Western conceptions ol sexualityt "sex." and "gender" help us
1

1

tnr.il

understand the live* and desires

people

«»l

in

othei social and cultural conlexls

lopies

ma\

include Brazilian transgendered prostitutes (travestf), intersexuality, ami the naturalization

•ndeird" imh\ uluaK ami religion

dtheperformai

walit) b

iction oi
i

identity

and Brazil; and Japan

m

Native North America, India, ami

|ueens in the
in

I

(

!hile;

fnited States; transnationalism

Indonesia; lesbian and ga) kinship;

UDS

karazuka theatei In addition to ethnographic examples
ihties iso called "thud genders* and non heleiose\ual
I

1

in boil

'

ii

and non Western ^>nie\is. also presents the

dmcthodologK

.il

tnajoi theoretical

approac hes used by anthropologists to understand sexuality,

Gay and Lesbian

and considers

how

shifts in feminist

and queer

Studies

politics

1

have also required anthropologists

59

to

focus on other social differences such as class, race, ethnicity, and post-colonial relations.

Anthropology 210 and Gender and Women's Studies 210.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or Sociology 101, or permission of the

(Same

as

instructor.

226c. Topics in English Literature: English Renaissance Sexualities. Every other year.

Spring 2009.

Aaron

Explores the

human experience
in

Kitch.

and cultural functions of sex as a historically determined category of
the English Renaissance. Building on competing theories of the body

literary
in

Renaissance England, explores

and

political practices.

how sexual attachments shaped social, personal, religious,
way that different genres take different approaches to

Tracing the

representing sex, considers the Petrarchan sonnet; lyric poetry of the eroticized court of Queen
Elizabeth; minor epics by Shakespeare and Marlowe; and satires by John Marston, Joseph

and Ben Jonson. Also considers the

Hall,

the erotics of theatrical

and poetics of same-sex desire, as well as
performance by boy actors on the London stage. Additional authors

include Ovid, Elizabeth

I,

Edmund

politics

Spenser, John Donne, and

Mary Wroth. Secondary

texts

by Michel Foucault, Bruce Smith, Jonathan Goldberg, and James Grantham Turner further
inform the readings. (Same as English 226 and

One first-year seminar or
gender and women's studies.
Prerequisite:

or

Note: This course
236c.

Romantic

Gender and Women's Studies

226.)

100-level course in English, gay and lesbian studies,

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

fulfills

Sexualities. Fall 2007. David Collings.

Examines

Investigates constructions of sexuality in English romantic writing.

tales

of

seduction by supernatural or demonic figures; the sexualized world of the Gothic; the Byronic
hero; the yearning for an eroticized
orientalist fantasy, diary,

and

muse or goddess; and same-sex

realist fiction.

desire in travel writing,

Discusses the place of such writing

of sexuality, repression, the unconscious, and the sublime. Authors

may

in the history

include Austen,

Byron, Coleridge, Keats, Lister, Mary Shelley, Percy Shelley, and Wollstonecraft, alongside
secondary, theoretical, and historical works. (Same as English 236 [formerly English 241]

and Gender and

Women's

Studies 234.)

One first-year seminar or
gender and women's studies.
Prerequisite:

or

100-level course in English, gay and lesbian studies,

[237b,d - ESD, IP. Family, Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. (Same as Anthropology
237,

Gender and Women's Studies

[243c. Victorian Genders.

(Same

237, and Latin
as

American Studies

English 243 and Gender and

237.)]

Women's

Studies

239.)]

244c. Victorian Crime. Every other year. Spring 2009. Aviva Briefel.
Investigates literary representations of criminality in Victorian England.
is

Of central concern

the construction of social deviancy and criminal types; images of disciplinary figures,

structures,
story, the

and

institutions;

Gothic

tale,

behavior and crime. Authors
Wells.

(Same

studies.

(the detective

may

include Braddon, Collins, Dickens, Doyle, Stevenson, and

244 and Gender and Women's Studies 244.)
One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or gender and women's

as English

Prerequisite:

and the relationship between generic categories

the sensation novel) and the period's preoccupation with transgressive

Courses of Instruction
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253b Constructions

Body. Spring 2008. Susan Bell.
reflection and construction of language,

ot the

Mores the bod) as a

a source of metaphor, and

and social "space.*' Considers historical and cross-cultural studies about men's
and women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. Throughout, draws from and compares
theories of the bod) m sociology, women's studies, and gaj and lesbian studies. (Same as
a political

(

render and

Women's

Studies 253 and Sociology 253. Note: This course
)

is

being ottered

Artworks and Social Change. The other two courses
are \ isual Arts 265. Public Art and Visual Arts 380. Photo Seminar. Attendance is required
at a scries of lectures b\ leading artists and scholars w ho will address this topic. The lectures
are scheduled ever) other week and typically take place on Wednesday evenings.
Prerequisite: Sociolo»\ 101 or Anthropology 101.
as part of a three-course cluster called

257c

lassie

(

LGBT

Twentieth-Century

Mark

Cultural Texts. Spring 2008.

Foster.

Analyzes some ofthe roost enduring, and insomecasesinramous,lesbiga> andtransgendered
cultural texts of the twentieth century. Whether authored by avowed LGBT authors or by
non-1

GBT cultural

producers, such works reflect slime of the specific challenges that United

European writers and others have continued to face in depicting portrayals of
same-sex identities and desires that seek to reject totalizing narratives of pathology and
cnminali/ation. Possible texts include: The Well of Loneliness, Death in Venice, Giovannis
m. The Boys in the Bund, The Front Runner, Stone Hutch Blues. Hitchcock's Rope, The
States and

Children's

I

tour.

\\

'

and

ill

irace.

C

"

and "Six Feet Under.

"

(Same as Knglish 257 and Gender

and Women's Studies 257.)
Prerequisite:

Seminar Of 100-level course

)ne first-year

(

English or gender and

in

women's

studies.
his

1

[271c

l

course

fulfills the literature ot the

Americas requirement

for English majors.

he American Renaissance (Same as English 251 [formerly Knglish 271).]

M

2'>l-2 t

intermediate Independent Study

in

Gaj and Lesbian

Studies. Tin PROGRAM.

310c Gaj and Lesbian Cinema. Spring 2008. TRH IA WELSCH.
isidcrs both mainstream and independent films made h\ orahout ga\

S

and lesbians, lour

ma\ include classic Molls wood's Stereotypes
box office, coming of age and coming out, the social

intensive Special topics each semester, which

and euphemisms, the power

problem

film, Ice)

ol the

figures, writing histor)

through

film,

queer theor) and queer aesthetics.

revelation and revaluations ot film over time, autobiograph) and documentary, the

imperative. Writing intensive; attendance
I

ilin

Studies 3 10
requisite

M

21)

<

\(

evening film screenings

Women's

render and

toe course in

at

Studies 310

is

AIDS

(Same

required.

as

)

film studies oi permission of the instructor.

Resistance and \ccom modal ion:

(

omparathc Perspectives OB (tender

I

all

2007.

R
In so^ icties across the world,

ufication and because

and from

s(K

ict

.1

1

level

<>t

lace discrimination and oppression because ol gender

inequalities thai arise from both local

and even global

people have found ways to
:

man)

live in,

level forces. In

\s

them
lei

'

pan

s.iiiu

ol the
.i

(,a\
*

Studk-s

M

:

s.m iol<>K\ .M2

to the inequities the) Face,

accommodate, challenge, and change those

mines render inequalities and the ways
i

response

nouns ami expectations

thai those indifferent eoninuinities

inequalities.

and societies

course, each student conducts a majoi research projex

and Lesbian s indies

31 2 and

i

Gender and Women's

1

Gay and Lesbian

Studies

1

6

Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101,

and one of the following: Anthropology
Studies 237 and Latin American Studies

Gender and Women's
237), Sociology 204 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 204), 211 253 (same as Gender
and Women's Studies 253), 265 (same as Asian Studies 264 and Gender and Women's
Studies 265), or 267 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 267).
203, 230, or 237 (same as

,

316c. Shakespeare's Sonnets. Spring 2009. William Watterson.

Close reading of Shakespeare's one hundred and fifty-four sonnets and the appended
narrative

poem "A Lover's Complaint," which accompanies them

of 1609. Required texts include the

"New Arden"

in the editio

princeps

edition of Shakespeare's Sonnets (1997)

The Art of Shakespeare's Sonnets
(1998). Critical issues examined include the dating of the sonnets, the order in which they
appear, their rhetorical and architectural strategies, and their historical and autobiographical
content. (Same as English 316.)
edited by Katherine Duncan-Jones, and Helen Vendler's

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.
fulfills

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

Leonardo and Michelangelo. Fall 2007. Clifton Olds.
The art and thought of Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, studied in the context of
Renaissance philosophy, literature, and scientific theory. (Same as Art History 324.)
324c.

Prerequisite:

Art History 101 or permission of the

346c. Philosophy of Gender: Sex

instructor.

and Love. Fall 2007. Sarah Conly.
may not be well understood. Considers what

Issues of sex and love preoccupy us but

"counts" as having sex,

why

that matters,

and what

it

is

to love

relevant topics are explored through readings and discussion.

someone. These and other

(Same as Gender and Women's

Studies 346 and Philosophy 346.)

390c

-

IP. Robots,

Vamps, and Whores:

Women

in

German Culture and

Society, 1880-

1989. Spring 2008. Jill Smith.

An examination
German

culture.

of gender roles and female sexuality as central controversies of modern

Analyzing nineteenth- and twentieth-century

artifacts

(works of

literature,

—

and paintings) from four distinct periods in German history the fin-de-siecle, the
Roaring '20s, the Nazi era, and divided Germany— the course compares historical and
films,

artistic

representations of

women,

particularly those

women who

push the boundaries of

normative sexual and social behavior. Uses a variety of texts to discuss such diverse social

phenomena and contested

territory as the

women's movement/feminism, morality

crusades,

sexology, prostitution, marriage reform, abortion, and lesbianism. Frequent short writings,
several critical interpretive essays, and a final project based

spanning the time periods discussed are required. (Same as

390 and

German

390.)

upon

visual images of

women

Gender and Women's Studies
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Gender and Women's Studies
Gender and Women's Studies Program Committee:
Jennifer Seanlon. Program Director
Anne E. Clifford. Program Administrator
(See committee list, page 350.)

Administered

b\ the

Jennifer Seanlon

•r:

\ssistant Professor: Kristen R.

Gbodsee

The gender and women's studies curriculum is an interdisciplinary program that incorporates
recent research done on women and gender. Gender and women's studies combines me scholarly
traditions of each field in new and productive ways to develop a culture of critical thinking
about sexuality, gender, race, and class. Courses in gender and women's studies investigate
the experience of women in light of the social construction of gender and its meaning across
cultures and historic periods. Gender construction is explored as an institutionalized means
of Structuring inequality and dominance. The program offers a wide range of courses taught
bv faculty, members from main departments and programs.

Requirements for the Major
The major consists

Women's
o\

in

(iender and

Women's

Studies

ten courses, including three required core courses

o\

Studies 101. 201. and

301— that

women's experience while making

— (iender

and

are designed to illuminate the diverse realities

available

some of

the

mam

feminist

currents o\

thought.
I

may be chosen from

he seven remaining courses for the major

women's

studies courses, or from a set of courses

bv the (iender and

Women's

the seven courses,

at

least

Studies Program

two must be

listed

Gender and women's studies courses

courses.

instruction

I

below 30 ait

he general

in

the set of gender and

Other disciplines that ha\ e been appro\ ed

Committee to count towards the major. Of
as "same as" gender and women's studies
are

numbered

to indicate the level

of course

number, so that courses

of instruction is indicated D) the first
|00 |O0 are general introductory courses. 200 290 are

lex el

first-yeai seminars.

eral intermediate-level courses,

and 300 and above are advanced seminars intended

for

juniors and seniors
In total,
In

no more than three

ot the

seven elective courses mav be from the same department.

case ot elective courses that are listed as related gender and

departmental affiliation

ot the

course

is

women's

studies courses, the

considered the department of which the instructor

member,

Dunne

the spring

«>t

m

their junior veai. Students

who wish

to

undertake an honors project

must secure the agree e n of facult) membei tosupen ise then independent studies project
he honors project supervisor must have taught gender and women's studies courses and
t

.1

I

OH the Gendei and Women's Studies Program Committee
lot

fulfilled

It

the Student's

chosen

both ot these requirements, the student ma) appeal for permission

committee Two semesters ot advanced independent stud) (Gender and Women's
from
Studies 401 ami 402
required toi an honois project in gendei and women's studies
:norc than two independent studies ourses ma)
ounl toward the- gendei and women's
that

i

majoi

t

Gender and Women

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

Studies

1

63

Gender and Women's Studies

Gender and Women's Studies 101 and 201, normally taken in the
may count courses in their major,

or second year, and three additional courses. Students

first

but

consists of

in

s

may

count only two courses from any given discipline.

First- Year

For a
16c.

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

What We Talk about When We Talk about

Love.

Fall 2007.

Mark

Foster.

(Same as English 16.)
19c.

Femmes

Fatales,

Lady

Killers,

and Other Dangerous Women. Spring 2008.

Aviva Briefel.
(Same as English 19 and Gay and Lesbian Studies

and in Health: Public Health
Tananbaum.

20c. In Sickness

2007. Susan L.

(Same

as

in

19.)

Europe and the United

States. Fall

History 20.)

23c. Lesbian Personae. Spring 2008. Peter Coviello.

(Same

as English

20 and Gay and Lesbian Studies

20.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses

101b - ESD. Introduction to Gender and Women's Studies. Fall 2007. Kristen R. Ghodsee.
Spring 2008. Jennifer Scanlon. Fall 2008. Kristen R. Ghodsee.
An interdisciplinary introduction to the issues, perspectives, and findings of the new
scholarship that examines the role of gender in the construction of knowledge. Explores what
happens when women become the subjects of study; what is learned about women; what is
learned about gender; and how disciplinary knowledge itself is changed.
102c

-

ESD, VPA. Cultural Choreographies: An Introduction

to Dance. Every year. Fall

2007. June Vail.

Dancing

is

a fundamental

human

activity, a

mode of communication, and

a basic force

dance and movement in the studio and classroom as aesthetic and
phenomena. Explores how dance and movement activities reveal information about
cultural norms and values and affect perspectives in our own and other societies. Using
ethnographic methods, focuses on how dancing maintains and creates conceptions of one's
own body, gender relationships, and personal and community identities. Experiments with
dance and movement forms from different cultures and epochs — for example, the hula, New
England contradance, classical Indian dance, Balkan kolos, ballet, contact improvisation,
and African American dance forms from swing to hiphop— through readings, performances,
workshops in the studio, and field work. (Same as Dance 101.)
in social life. Investigates

cultural

201b - ESD. Feminist Theory. Fall 2007. Fall 2008. Jennifer Scanlon.
The history of women's studies and its transformation into gender studies and feminist
theory has always included a tension between creating "woman," and political and theoretical
challenges to that unity. This course examines that tension in two dimensions: the development
of critical perspectives on gender and power relations both within existing fields of knowledge,
and within the continuous evolution of feminist discourse itself.
Prerequisite: Gender and Women's Studies 101 or permission of the
-

instructor.

1
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203c

PA.

\

-

An

Women

in

Performance.

Fall 2007.

Gretchen Berg.

women

on stage— as characters, performers, playwrights, directors,
designers, and technicians. Reflecting their studies and personal experiences, students engage
in historical research and in-class studio work that culminates in performance projects at the
exploration of

end of the semester
Prerequisite:

I

One

[204b Families:

Same

and Lesbian Studies 203 and Theater 203.)
course in theater or gender and women's studies.

as (ia\

100-level

A Comparative

205c Queer Race.

Fall 2008.

Perspective. (Same as Sociology 204.

M uuc

Foster.

have argued that

Contemporary
understandings of same-sex desiring
critics

analogies to racial categorization,

)|

nineteenth-/early twentieth-century

late

identities acquired earl) visibility through self-conscious
a

i.e..

homosexual

one thing and half another. Such beliefs continue

is

to

mixed-race person: s/he

like a

is

half

endure to the present day. One of

its

legacies is the belief that struggles againsl racial oppression and sexual oppression are mutually

Uses close readings of both popular and lesser-known lesbiga\ transgendercd
narratives of the era to explore the cultural and theoretical implications of these beliefs, as
lusive.

well as the challenges the) have sometimes presented to conceptualizing and implementing
radical social change. Possible authors texts include Radclyffe Hall,

Baldwin.

Ann Bannon.

Rita

Mae Brown. Ann

Gore

Vidal.

James

Allen Shockley, Patricia Nell Warren, Leslie

M

Me Out: A Play, Butterfly,
and Noah's Arc. Same as Africana Studies 273. Ln^lish 276 [formcrK English 273], and
(.a\ and Lesbian Studies 205.)
Feinberg, James

Lynn

Far! Hardy, E.

Harris.

Andre

oide. Take

I

I

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or 100-level course

Fnglish, Africana studies, gaj

in

and lesbian studies, or gender and women's studies.

Gender

SI)

Islam (Same

as Religion 209.)]

|20*>e.d

-

2101) d

Global Sexualities. Local Desires

I

in

Fall

2007. Kris

V

\

i

w

\

i

i

i

i

Explores the variety of practices, performances, and ideologies of sexuality through a
-

cultural perspective. Focusing on contemporary anthropological scholarship on sexualit)

and gender, asks whether Western conceptions of "sexuality," "sex."" and "gender"' help us
understand the lives and desires of people in other social and cultural contexts. Topics ma\
include Brazilian transgendered prostitutes (travestO, intersexuality, and the naturalization
1

ol sex;

"thud gendered* individuals and religion

in

Native North America. India, and Chile;

language and the performance ol sexuality h\ drag queens in the I fnited States; transnationalism
and the global construction ol "gay" identity in Indonesia; lesbian and gaj kinship; AIDS
in ( uha and Brazil; and Japanese Takara/uka theater. In addition to ethnographic examples
iltemative genders ami sexualities (so called "third genders*
lahtiesi in both

Western and

1

and non heterosexual

IHM1 Western contexts, also presents the majoi theoretical

nd methodological approaches used b) anthropologists to understand sexuality,

ami

is
•i

how

m

siutts

feminist ami queer politics have also required anthropologists to

othei social differences such as

el ass.

race, ethnicity,

and post colonial relations.

Urthropolog] 210 and Gaj and Lesbian Studies 210
requisite
tathropolog) 101 1. Sodolog) MM. 01 permission
1

1

:i"(

l)ost(HNsk> orTolstOj

I

1007.
if

idfoi
ih<«

il

1

Russian literature,]

1

k.

t\

IblstoyandFyodoi Dostoevsky,

iMcance. both to Russian cultural history and to! uropean

1

attention

RAYMOND Mm

ol the instructoi

is

paid to the portrayal of
•

foi

women

and women's issues in both

guiding prim iples

ol

freedom and love

in a

Gender and Women

's

Studies

1

65

world of growing violence, cynicism, and chaos. "The Woman Question" emerges as aconstant

Dostoevsky particularly concerned himself with the suffering of poor and humiliated
women. A close reading of several short works and the novel Brothers Karamazov set in their
historical and intellectual framework. Emphasis on the novelist's struggle between Western
subject:

and Eastern voluntary self-renunciation. Examines Dostoevsky's
"fantastic realism" as a polyphony of voices, archetypes, and religious symbols. Part II
studies Tolstoy's development both as a novelist and a moral philosopher. Examines several
materialistic individualism

works, the most important being the novel

Anna Karenina, with

special

emphasis on the

tension between Tolstoy-the-artist and Tolstoy-the-moralist. Discussion of the writer's role
as "the conscience of Russia" in the last thirty years of his

life,

as well as his influence

on

such figures as Gandhi and Martin Luther King. (Same as Russian 224.)

Sex and Socialism: Gender and Political Ideologies of the Twentieth Century.
Spring 2008. Kristkn R. Ghodsee.
Focuses on gender issues in nations whose social, cultural, political, and economic

218b

-

IP.

histories

have been shaped and/or influenced by Marxist-Leninism. Begins with a thorough

examination of socialist ideas about the role of

men and women

ideas evolved over time in the different countries and regions.

in society

The

and

how

these

practical ramifications

of these ideologies are studied through a survey of policies, programs, and projects that

were implemented by socialist governments around the world. Addresses how socialist
ideologies of gender influenced everything from the rise of the second wave feminists in
the United States to the political ascendance of the Taliban in Afghanistan. Considers the
political

and economic changes

that

have occurred

after the collapse of the Soviet

Union.

Specifically deals with issues of race, class, religion, ethnicity, sexuality, and gerontocracy,
as they directly relate to the (re)construction of identity taking place throughout the former

and/or transitioning socialist countries.
220c. Soviet

Worker

Bees, Revolution,

and Red Love

in

Russian Film. Spring 2009.

Jane Knox-Voina.
Explores twentieth-century Russian culture through film,

art,

architecture,

and

literature.

Topics include scientific Utopias, eternal revolution, individual freedom, collectivism, conflict

between the

intelligentsia

and the common man, the "new Soviet woman," nationalism, and the

demise of the Soviet Union. Works of Eisenstein,Tarkovsky, Kandinsky, Chagall, Mayakovsky,

Weekly film viewings. Russian
Russian. (Same as Russian 221.)

Pasternak, Brodsky, Akhmatova, Solzhenitsyn, andTolstoya.

majors are required to do some reading

[223b

-

in

ESD. Cultural Interpretations of Medicine. (Same

224b. Introduction to

Human

Population. Spring 2008.

as Sociology 223.)]

Nancy

Riley.

An introduction to the major issues in the study of population. Focuses on the social aspects
of the demographic processes of fertility, mortality, and migration. Also examines population

change

in

Western Europe historically, recent demographic changes

in

Third World countries,

population policy, and the social and environmental causes and implications of changes in
births, deaths,

and migration. (Same as Environmental Studies 222 and Sociology 222.)

Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or

Anthropology 101.

226c. Topics in English Literature: English Renaissance Sexualities. Every other year.

Spring 2009.

Aaron

Kitch.

Explores the literary and cultural functions of sex as a historically determined category of

human experience
in

in the

English Renaissance. Building on competing theories of the body

Renaissance England, explores

how sexual

attachments shaped social, personal, religious,

)

1

Courses of Instruction
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and

Tracing the wa) that different genres take different approaches to

political practices.

representing sex, considers the Petrarchan sonnet; lyric poetry of the eroticized court of Queen

Marlowe: and satires by John Marston, Joseph
Hall, and Ben lonson. Also considers the politics and poetics of same-sex desire, as well as
the erotics of theatrical performance b) DO) actors on the London stage. Additional authors
include ()\ id. Elizabeth 1. Edmund Spenser. John Donne, and Mary Wroth. Secondary texts
bv Michel Foucault, Bruce Smith. Jonathan Goldberg, and James Grantham Turner further
inform the readings, Same as Knglish 226 and Gay and Lesbian Studies 226.
Elizabeth; minor epics b\ Shakespeare and

i

Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or

women's

or gender and

studies.

This course fulfills the pre- 18(H) literature requirement for English majors.

Soti

::~l>.d

Ghodsj

100-level course in English, gay and lesbian studies,

I

Women

LSI). IP

-

and World Development.

Krisiin R.

Fall 2007. Fall 2008.

.

M.ikcs an interdisciplinary and critical survey of the previous development paradigms

and

their diverse

and visual

texts,

and wide-ranging consequences. Using

examines

first

the issues

and experiences

own

and "transitioning" world through their

literary, journalistic, theoretical,

women

o\

the "developing"

in

words. Then reviews the major theoretical

underpinnings of the

"Women

emerging challenges

that the late capitalist globalization, neo-liheral

and Development."

"Women

Development." and "Gender
and Development" movements and the critiques that the) have engendered over the previous
three decades. Also explores women's issues in the post-modern context, looking at the
and self-defining nationalisms and fundamentalisms pose
experience
22

l

)(

-

their lives

2M\)
\

-

MCSR. Economics
economic

itud) of

way

in

Europe. (Same

as History 222.

of the life Cycle. Fall 2007. R

issues thai occur

at

vi

m

i

I

\

Conni

lly.

the household, child care, glass ceilings, povertv

fertility,

understanding, ami the poliev questions that emerge

at

life,

such as

division o\ labor

and wealth, health care, elder care,

and retirement Considers age relevant economic models, the empirical work

in

ultimate!)

)|

each age as one moves through

inomics ol education, career choice, marriage (and divorce),

m

women

that

Se\ualit\ in Classical Antiquity (Same as Classics 229.)]

and Families

v

to the

economic hegemony,

and societies.

ESD Gender and

[230c Mistor

in

each age lileevclc stage

that
I

informs

)illeieiiees

experience based on race, gender, sexuality, income level, and national origin are an

important component
<<H

who have

credit tor

Ixonomics

conomlcs 231
Economics MM

l

Prerequisite

Roma n tit

-Mi

discussion. Not open to students

tot

In\

Sc xualitics

Fall

2007. DAVID

instructions ol sexuality

in

COU

INOS,

English romantic writing

1

lamines

tales oi

k lion in supernatural 01 demonic figures; the sexualized world ol the( iothic; the B) ronic

Nu

.id

eroticized

muse or goddess; and same

sex desire

in

navel writing,

ntah st fantasy, diary, and realist fiction Discusses the place of such writing in the histor)
pression, the unconscious, and the sublime

K
theoretical,
<

.mil

..i\

I

t

1

Mar) Shelley, Pen ) Shelley, and Wollstonecraft, alongside
and historical works (Same as English 236 former 1) English 241
v

l

ister,

[

sluan Slndi,

s 2

MS

ninaroi
1

and

w<

Authors ma) include Austen.

lies

i<><>

level

course

in

English, gay and lesbian studies,

Gender and Women

235c - ESD.
SCANLON.

's

Studies

1

67

Lawn Boy Meets Valley Girl: Gender and the Suburbs. Spring 2008. Jennifer

The suburbs, where the majority of the nation's residents live, have been alternately praised
as the most visible sign of the American dream and vilified as the vapid core of homogeneous
Middle America. How did the "burbs" come about, and what is their significance in American
life?

Begins with the history of the suburbs from the mid-nineteenth century

War

II

to the post- World

period, exploring the suburb as part of the process of national urbanization. In the

second

part,

explores more contemporary cultural representations of the suburbs

and

television, film,

as influences in the

fiction. Particular attention is

development of suburban

in

popular

paid to gender, race, and consumer culture

life.

(Same

as History 234.)

[237b,d - ESD, IP. Family, Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. (Same as Anthropology
237,

Gay and Lesbian

[238c

-

Studies 237, and Latin American Studies 237.)]

ESD. Monotheism and Masculinity. (Same

[239c. Victorian Genders.

(Same

as English

as Religion 249.)]

243 and Gay and Lesbian Studies

243.)]

240c. Radical Sensibility. Fall 2009. David Collings.

Examines

wake of the

the rise of and reactions to the literature of radical sensibility in the

French Revolution. Focuses upon such topics as apocalyptic lyricism, anarchism, non-violent
revolution, and the critique of marriage, family, male privilege, and patriarchal religious belief,
as well as the defense of tradition, attacks on radical thinking, and the depiction of revolution
as monstrosity. Discusses poetic experimentation, innovations in the English novel, and the
intersections

between

political writing

and the Gothic. Authors may include Burke, Paine,

Blake, Wollstonecraft, Godwin, Opie, Percy Shelley, and

Mary

Shelley.

(Same

as English

235 [formerly English 2401.)

One first-year seminar or

Prerequisite:

1

00-level course in English or gender and

women's

studies.

243c,d. Central Asia through Film

and Literature. Every

fall.

Fall 2007.

Jane Knox-

VOINA.

Examination of little-known Central Asian peoples of the former Soviet Union and
Mongolia, and the unique challenges facing them at the start of the twenty-first century. Studies

and culture of this transitional zone, which links West and East, Christianity and
Islam, Europe and Asia (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Tadjikistan,
and Mongolia). Includes examples of Central Asian literature and cinema. Special focus on

the history

changes in the socio-economic status of women in the region, and the spirituality (shamanism)

and cultural traditions of these groups, as well as the environmental and sociopolitical issues
facing them. Addresses questions such as

how

politicization

belief systems of the indigenous ethnic groups, their rural
their attitude

and industrialization affect the
or subsistence economies, and

toward the environment; and the present and future international significance

of this vast, oil-rich area. (Same as Russian 251.)
244c. Victorian Crime. Every other year. Spring 2009. Aviva Briefel.
Investigates literary representations of criminality in Victorian England.
is

Of central concern

the construction of social deviancy and criminal types; images of disciplinary figures,

structures,
story, the

and

institutions;

Gothic

tale, the

behavior and crime. Authors
Wells.

(Same

as

Prerequisite:
studies.

and the relationship between generic categories (the detective

sensation novel) and the period's preoccupation with transgressive

may

include Braddon, Collins, Dickens, Doyle, Stevenson, and

English 244 and Gay and Lesbian Studies 244.)
One first-year seminar or 1 00-level course in English or gender-and women's

Courses of Instruction
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245c

-ESD Bcarteg the

I'ntold Story:

Gender. Race, and Ethnicity

United States.

in the

2008. Jennifer Scanlon.

Fall

Women of color arc often ignored or pushed to the margins. There is a cost to that absence.
"There is no agony like bearing
ob\ kMisly, for women ot color. As Zora Neale Hurston put
is
There
cost
those
who
to
are not women of color, as
also a
an untold stor\ inside >ou."
it.

women

of color are encountered as objects, rather than subjects. Addresses the gaps and

explores the histories and contemporary issues affecting women ofoolor and their ethnic/racial

communities
(246b

in the

\cti\ist

(1

United States. (Same as Africana Studies 245 and History 245.)

Vokes

India (Same as Anthropology 248 and Asian Studies 248.)]

in

247c Modernism/Modernity. Every other year. Spring 2008. M \kii \ \ Ri i/baum.
(amines the cruxes o\ the "modern."* and the term's shift into a conceptual category
1

Although not confined

rather than a temporal designation.

works

rubric, takes British

to a particular national or generic

Organized by movements or

as a focus.

critical

formations

o\

the modern, i.e.. modernisms, psychoanalysis, postmodernism, cultural critique. Readings
of critical literature in conjunction with primar\ texts. Authors directors works may include
s

I

Lawrence's Sons and Lovers. Sontag's

hot. Joyce's Dubliners,

1

G

\\

McEwen's Enduring

Sebald's The Natural History of Destruction, Ian

Smith. Kureishi's

My Son

[former!) English 261
Prerequisite:

One

On Photography,

the Fanatic, and C'oet/ee's White Writing.

(Same

Love. Stevie

as English

245

J.)

fn "St-J

ear seminar or 100-level course

in

English or gender and

women's

studies.

24Vc Histur\

of "Women's

Voices in America Spring 2008. S\r\m

Seminar. Examines women *s voices

emerged

private letters,

in

McMahon.

from 1 650 to the twentieth century, as these
journals, and autobiographies; poetry, short stories, and novels;
in. America

ays, addresses, and prescriptive literature. Readings from the secondary literature pro\ ide

examining women's writings. Research projects focus on the form
women's literature and the ways that illuminates women's understandings,

tramework

a historical

and content

ol

it

and responses

tions,

Prerequisite:

252e

253h

\

for

One course

Explores the bod) as

and social

Olitica]

as

History 249.)

in history.

Ictorian Narratives

(instructions of the

(

(Same

to their historical situation.

Empire. (Same

<>f

as English

242 [formerly English 252|.)|

Bod} Spring 2008. Susan Bell.

a reflection

"sp.iv

and construction

language, a source

ol

metaphor, and

and cross cultural studies ahout men's

nsiilers historical

I

ol

and women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. hrOUghoUt the course, draws from and
Compares theories ol the bod\ in sociology, WOmen*8 studies, and ga\ and lesbian studies.
I

and

(,a\

I

ishian Studies 253 and

hi ot a three

oflfil

isnai \i ts 265.

\
ii

red

.i!

COUne
Publk

cluster called

\rt and \

x.

heduled ever) otho week and

juisitc

Sociology 101

Women

is|)

the

in

ami BChoUVS who will address

typicall)

t.ike

<>i

monotheism,

Ircmi

(

place on

this topic

the

I

he

Wednesday evenings

2007 Elizabeth Pritchard
which religion authorizes women's oppression and pro>

i.

wi

being

Fall

t women's emancipation
relationships

is

I

tnthropolog} 101

oi

in Religion

ways

2S3.) Note: This course

4ltWOrkfl and Social ( Ihange he other two
Ksual Arts .wo. Photo Seminar Attendance is

si-nes ot k\ ttues In leading artists

.i

SodotOQ

goddess movement

i.i I.

.is

topics include the enforced gendei
alternative

class, religious, ethnic,

hristiamt\. \i-opacanism.

ides

kx

iety,

and the

<

onflicts

and sexual differences Material

Voudon. ami Hinduism

i

Same

as Religion

253

|

Gender and Women

257c. Classic Twentieth-Century

's

Studies

LGBT Cultural Texts.

1

Spring 2008.

Mark

69

Foster.

Analyzes some of the most enduring, and in some cases infamous, lesbigay and transgendered

Whether authored by avowed LGBT authors or by
non-LGBT cultural producers, such works reflect some of the specific challenges that United
States and European writers and others have continued to face in depicting portrayals of

cultural texts of the twentieth century.

same-sex

identities

and desires

that seek to reject totalizing narratives of pathology

and

The Well of Loneliness, Death in Venice, Giovanni's
Room, The Boys in the Band, The Front Runner, Stone Butch Blues, Hitchcock's Rope, The
Children's Hour, "Will and Grace," and "Six Feet Under." (Same as English 257 and Gay
and Lesbian Studies 257.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 00-level course in English or gender and women 's
criminalization. Possible texts include:

1

studies.

Note: This course

258c

-

VPA.

fulfills

Women

and

the literature of the

Art. Fall 2007.

Americas requirement

for English majors.

Pamela Fletcher.

Considers the role of women as producers, viewers, and subjects of art from the Renaissance
to the present.

and

Topics include the tradition of the female nude, the

impact on

their

language of

women

artists,

the role of

emergence of

art criticism, the

twentieth century, and the impact of the
art

world.

259c,d

-

(Same

ESD,

as

IP.

women

significant

women's

rise

of the Academies

as patrons of the arts, the gendered

numbers of women

liberation

artists in the

movement of the 1970s on

the

Art History 256.)

History of Sexuality, Gender, and the Body in South Asia. Fall 2008.

Rachel Sturman.
Seminar. Explores changing conceptions of the body, sexuality and gender
Asia, with a focus on

modern formations

in

South

since the late eighteenth century. Topics include:

practices of female seclusion; ideas of purity, pollution, and the care of the self; religious

modern
emergence of a contemporary lesbian/gay/queer movement. (Same as

renunciation and asceticism; the erotics of religious devotion; theories of desire;
conjugality; and the

Asian Studies 237 and History 259.)
260c,d. African

American

Fiction: (Re)Writing Black Masculinities. Fall 2007.

Mark

Foster.

Well over a century ago, Frederick Douglass told his white readers: "You have seen how a
man was made a slave; you shall see how a slave was made a man." By employing a figure of
speech known as chiasmus, Douglass highlights the extent to which African American male
identity has historically rested

on a troubling paradox: although black and white males share

a genital sameness, the former inhabit a culturally subjugated gender identity in a society

premised on both white supremacy and patriarchy.

By examining

a range of United States

and other popular texts — from Douglass's 1845 narrative, to the 1980s interracial
buddy film genre, to contemporary works by black and non-black, as well as by male and
female writers — students examine the myriad cultural ramifications of this enduring paradox,
including misogyny and homophobia. (Same as Africana Studies 260 and English 260.)
literary

Prerequisite:

One

first-year

seminar or

1

00-level course in English. Africana studies, or

gender and women's studies.
Note: This course

fulfills

the literature of the

Americas requirement for English majors.

ESD. Gender, Film, and Consumer Culture. Fall 2007. Jennifer Scanlon.
do we spend money, and why? Examines the relationship between gender and
consumer culture over the course of the twentieth century. Explores women's and men's
261c

-

How

Courses of Instruction
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relationships to

consumer culture

of contexts: the heterosexual household, the

in a variety

bachelor pad. the gay-friendl) urban cafeteria, the advertising agency, and the department

AKo explores

store.

the

m

ways

which Hollywood

films,

from the 1930s

to the present,

have

both furthered and complicated gendered notions about the consumption of goods.

Drama and Performance in the Twentieth Century and Beyond.

262c

Fall 2007.

Marii

\

\

Retzbai m.
outlines dramatic trends o\ the century, ranging from the social realism of Ibsen to

I

performance

the

of Laurie Anderson. Traverses national and literary traditions and

art

demonstrates that

work

dramatic literature

in

English. Discusses such topics as dramatic translation

in

translation ofMoliere's Tartuffe)\ epic theater

Ton) kushner. Caryl

body of
(Liz Lochhead's

translation like that oi Ibsen or Brecht has a place in the

Churchill): political

and

"nihilism" of absurdist drama Samuel Beckett
|

its

millennial counterpart (Bertold Brecht.

drama (Frank McCiuinness. Athol Fugard):
the "low "

|

fore\ample.b\ Wood) Allen
Shange. Stomp, Fnda Walsh) with an eye to the cultural and sexual politics attending
these categories. (Same as English 246 (formerK Knglish 262 and Theater 262.)
);

the

form of the musical as presented.
and the relationship of dance to theater! Henri k Ibsen. Nto/ake
):

all

of

1

Prerequisite:

One

tirst-\ear

seminar or

l()()-le\cl

course

in

English OT gender and women's

studies.

dender and Family

|265b.d

in

Fast Asia

I

Same

as

Asian Studies 264 and Sociology

265.)]

ChfaWM Women in Fiction and Film. Spring 2009. Sm qin O
approaches the subject of women and writing in twentieth- and earl) twent)

246c

IF

-

(I

i.

China from perspectives

women

siders

o\

gender studies,

writers, filmmakers,

politJca] histor\ as well as

its

literary

and directors negotiate gender

and

literary

their

century

analysis, and visual representations.

works

in

of China's social-

the context

Focuses on how women writers
against social cultural norms. Also constructs a

and visual

identity

fust

traditions.

dialogue between Chinese women's works and Western feminist assumptions. (Same as
\sian Studies 266

277

-

\1(

SK

R

hi

2<X)S

\<

\j)|)lied
i

Research Practicum: Chinese Rural

in

<>t

microeconomics. Students work throughout the

women

Ol

on then migration

then luisbaiuls. While topics of Chinese economic

life

and economic

migration are studied, the course primarily focuses on methods: how applied

researchers work w
St.ilisik.il

m

reseaich teams to analyze data from Chinese rural

and or the migration

models

Spring

ExO WNI LLY.

hhghts applied research methods
semester

Urban Migration

to

data to analyze a set of questions Elemental )
1

ith

techniques beyond the elemental) level are taught

statistics is a prerequisite

(Same

as Asian Studies

269

conomfta 277
requisite
conomlca 101 and one ol the following college level statistics courses:
conomics257 Mathematics 155 oi 2t>5 Psychology 252. oi Sodolog) 201, or permission
Ol the mstrm tOf
and

I

i

I

i

2*'

i

i

{

>

i

Intermediate Independent Stud} In Gender and

Women's

studies

1

Gender and Women

301b. Capstone Seminar: Doing

Gender

\s

Studies

1

Studies: Research Methodologies

7

and Social

Change. Spring 2008. Kristen R. Ghodsee.

how research and scholarship on gender can be an engine for social change.
Students learn how to use the different "tools" of the scholar: interviews, surveys, oral history,
Explores

archival research, participant observation, and discourse analysis.

Through a semester-long

research project, each student has a hands-on experience of designing and implementing

an in-depth study on the gender issue of the student's choice.
studies majors

and minors, or with permission of the

The Economics

302b.

fertility,

310c.

gender and women's

instructor.

its

roles,

and

its

Ex Connelly.

related institutions. Topics

labor supply, divorce, and the family as an economic organization.

Economics 301.)
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 257,

(Same

to

of the Family. Fall 2008 or Spring 2009. Rachel

Seminar. Microeconomic analysis of the family,
include marriage,

Open

as

Gay and Lesbian Cinema.

or permission of the instructor.

Spring 2008. Tricia Welsch.

Considers both mainstream and independent films made by or about gays and lesbians. Four

which may include classic Hollywood's stereotypes
and euphemisms, the power of the box office, coming of age and coming out, the social
problem film, key figures, writing history through film, queer theory and queer aesthetics,
revelation and revaluations of film over time, autobiography and documentary, the AIDS
intensive special topics each semester,

imperative. Writing intensive; attendance at evening film screenings

is

required.

(Same

as

Film Studies 310 and Gay and Lesbian Studies 310.)

One

Prerequisite:

course

in film studies or

permission of the instructor.

312b. Resistance and Accommodation: Comparative Perspectives on Gender. Fall 2007.

Nancy

Rilfy.

In societies across the world,
stratification

many

face discrimination and oppression because of gender

and because of inequalities

that arise both

from

local

and from societal-level and even global-level forces. In response

norms and expectations

to the inequities they face,

people have found ways to live

Examines gender

inequalities

in, accommodate, challenge, and change those inequalities.
and the ways that those in different communities and societies

have reacted to them. As part of the course, each student conducts a major research project

on an issue of gender. (Same as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 312 and Sociology 312.)
Anthropology 101, and one of the following: Sociology
204 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 204), 211, 253 (same as Gender and Women's
Studies 253), 265 (same as Asian Studies 264 and Gender and Women's Studies 265),
267 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 267), Anthropology 203, 230, or 237 (same
as Gender and Women's Studies 237 and Latin American Studies 237).
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or

320c. Victorian Epics. Fall 2007. Aviva Briefel.

Examines one of the foremost

literary

forms of the Victorian period: the long novel.

By

focusing on a few central texts, investigates the ways in which narrative length shapes stories

about wide-ranging issues related to nationalism, science, technology, and empire, as well as
allegedly "local" issues regarding domesticity, familial relations, personal adornment, and

romance. Of central concern
gender into

its

course. Authors

Trollope.

(Same

Prerequisite:

is

an inquiry into

how

the long novel

weaves narratives about

various plots. Explores recent criticism on the Victorian texts read in the

may
as

include Charles Dickens, George Eliot,

Thomas Hardy, and Anthony

English 320.)

One

200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.

Courses of Instruction
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Age.

\ ictorian

321c

i

Same

as

History 321.)]

323c d Voices of Women, Voices of the People. Spring 2008. H am-

Vete-Congolo.
Focuses on texts written b\ women from former West African and Caribbean French
colonies. Themes treated — womanhood, colonization, slavery, individual and collective
identity, relationships between men and women, independence, tradition, modernism, and
alienation- are approached from historical. anthropological. political, social. and ideological
perspectives. Readings b\ Manama Ba. Animata Sow Fall (Senegal); Maryse Conde, Gisele
in

\

Simone Schwartz-Barl (Guadeloupe): Ina Cesaiie, Suzanne Dracius (Martinique);
and Marie C'hau\et and Jan J. Dominique (Haiti). (Same as French 322.)
Prerequisite: French 207 or 208. and French 209 or 210. or permission o\~ the
Pincau.

instructor.

34oc Philosophy of Gender: Sex and Love. Fall 2007. Sarah Com v
Issues of sc\ and love preoccup) us but may not be well understood. Considers what
"counts' as basing se\. win that matters, and what it is to love someone. These and other
1

relevant topics are explored through readings and discussion.

(Same

as

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 346 and Philosophy 346.)

390c

-

IF Robots Vamps, and Whores:

1989 Spring 2008.

.hi

i

Women

in

German Culture and

Society. 1880-

Smith.

An examination of gender roles and female sexualit) as central controversies of modern
German culture. Analyzing nineteenth- and twentieth-ccntuiN artifacts (works of literature,
tilms. and paintings) from four distinct periods in German history -the fin-de-siicle, the
and divided

'20s. the Na/i era.

iing
artistic

representations of

women,

Germany— the course compares
women who push the

particular!) those

historical

and

boundaries

o\

of texts to discuss such diverse social
phenomena and contested territory as the women's movement feminism, morality crusades.
sexology, prostitution, marriage reform, abortion, and lesbianism. Frequent short writings,
normative sexual and social behavior. Uses

a variety

several critical interpretive essays, and a final project based

spanning the time periods discussed are required (Same as

and

(

upon

visual

images

Gay and Lesbian

ol

women

Studies 390

a Tinaii 390

401 -404

Advanced Independent Studj and Honors

Students mas choose from the following

ma|nr or minor

m(

lender and

Women's

list

ol related

Studies, lor

in

Gender and Women's studies

courses to satisf) requirements for the

full

course descriptions and prerequisites,

see the appropriate department listings

101,

2<><n

(K)
Racism
SccsoIoq io

, I

!

(I

topics in

I

I

I

211b*

MCSR

Vfhcan

PARTRIDGE.

\<

V

mcrtcan

l

.itcraturc:

I

he Marleni Renaissance

H

owlish 2m»

Povert> and Ke<listrihution

ball

2007

loHN

M

FtTZOERALD

Fall

2007.

Geology

173

212b - MCSR. Labor and Human Resource Economics.
Ex Connelly.

Fall

2008 or Spring 2009. Rachel

English

American Literature: The Harlem Renaissance.

266c,d. Topics in African

Fall 2007.

Elizabeth Muther.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 266.)

History
[21c. Players

246c

-

ESD.

and Spectators: History, Culture, and

Women

in

American History, 1600-1900. Spring 2009. Sarah McMahon.

ESD. Family and Community
McMahon.

248c

Sports.]

-

in

American History, 1600-1900.

Fall 2007.

Sarah

Sociology
10b,d. Racism. Fall 2007.

(Same

as

Roy

Africana Studies

[251b. Sociology of Health

Partridge.
10.)

and

Illness.]

Geology
Associate Professors: Rachel

J.

Beane, Chair; Edward

P.

Laine, Peter D. Lea

Laboratory Instructors: Cathryn Field, Joanne Urquhart

Department Coordinator: Marjorie Parker

Requirements for the Major

in

Geology

The major consists of nine courses. Four core courses are required of all majors: Geology
101, 202, 275 or 276, and 393. In addition, to experience the breadth of the discipline, one
course must be taken from courses emphasizing the solid earth (220, 241, 262, 265) and one
course must be taken from courses emphasizing oceans and surface processes (250, 255,
267, 271, 272).

The

three remaining elective courses for the major

the geology courses offered in the department.

Note

that: a)

100 or

may be

selected

from

103— not both— may be
may

counted toward the three elective courses; b) up to two approved study-away courses
be counted toward the three elective courses; c)

all

courses to be counted toward the major

need to be completed with a C- or better; d) independent study does not normally count
toward the major requirements; and e) AP Environmental Science is not accepted toward the
major

— students may consult the Environmental Studies Program for possible credit. Geology

majors are advised that most graduate schools
the equivalent of

in the earth

and environmental sciences require

Chemistry 109, Physics 103, and Mathematics 171.

Courses of Instruction

174

Majors

Interdisciplinary

The department
in

programs

partieipates in formal interdisciplinary

in

geology and physics and

geolog) and chemistry. See page -09.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

in (ieolo<j\

consists of tour courses in geology, including 101. 202, 275/276 and one other

log) course. All courses to he

C- or

Introductory, Intermediate, and

100a

counted toward the minor need

to

be completed with a

better.

INS Knvironmental Geology and Hydrology. Ever)

-

An

Advanced Courses
spring. Pethr Lea.

introduction to aspects of geolog) and hydrology that affect the environment and land

Topics include w atersheds and surface- w ater quality. groundwatercontamination. coastal

use

erosion, and landslides.
affecting

Maine n\ers.

Weekly
lakes,

labs

and

examine local environmental problems
Environmental Studies 100.)

field trips

and coast. (Same as

INS Investigating Earth. Every fall. Tut Department.
Dynamic processes, such as earthquakes and volcanoes, shape the earth on which we
live. In-class lectures and exercises examine these processes from the framework of plate
tectonics Weekl) field trips explore rocks exposed along the Maine coast. By the c\k\ of the
course, students complete a research project on Casco Bay geology.
101a

-

103a

-

INS Marine Environmental Geology. Every

An

fall.

introduction to the aspects o\ marine geolog\

environment and marine resources

Edward Laim

and oceanography

that affect the

Topics include estuarme oceanography and sediments,

eutrophication ot coastal waters, primary productivity, waves and tides, sea-level history,

of coastal Maine, and an introduction to plate tectonics. Weekl) field trips
and labs examine local en\ ironmental problems affecting Casco Ba) and the Maine coast. A
glacial geolog)

One-da) weekend held excursion

is

required.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

103.)

202a -INS Mineralogj Every spring. Tin Department.
Mineral chemist!) and cr\ stalloL'iaph\ are explored through hand specimen identification,

microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, energ) dispersive spectrometry, and

optical

phase diagrams. Emphasis is placed on mineral associations, and on the genesis of minerals
Menus ami metamorphic rocks
requisite

205a

ins

-

smdits 205
220a

i

(

)ne COUTSC in geolog) or permission ol the instructor.

i,\

ironmental

(

luinistiN

(Same

as

(

iuinistr> 205 and

Environmental

i|

ins Sedimentary Geolog) Every other spring Spring 2010 Peter Lea.

-

•

c\ ol earth's depositions! systems, bora continental

and marine, with emphasis on

dinient transport and mtei piet.ition ol the dcposiiional environment horn

limentar) structures and facies relationships; stratigraphic techniques for interpreting earth
histor)

.

nu hides

and tectonic and sea level controls on large w

ale depositions! patterns

I.k al field trip

requisite

Onecoui

f

or permission of the instructed

Weekl)

lab

Geology

241a

-

INS. Structural Geology. Every other

fall.

175

Fall 2008.

The Department.

Geologic structures yield evidence for the dynamic deformation of the earth's
This course examines deformation

at scales that

crust.

range from the plate-tectonic scale of

the Appalachian mountains to the microscopic scale of individual minerals.

A

strong field

component provides ample opportunity for describing and mapping faults, folds, and other
structures exposed along the Maine coast. In-class exercises focus on problem-solving
through the use of geologic maps, cross-sections, stereographic projections, strain analysis,

and computer applications.
Prerequisite: Geology 101 or 202, or permission of the

250a

-

INS. Marine Geology. Every other

fall.

The geological and geophysical bases of the

Fall 2008.

instructor.

Edward

Laine.

plate-tectonic model.

The

influence of plate

on major events in oceanographic and climatic evolution. Deep-sea sedimentary
processes in the modern and ancient ocean as revealed through sampling and remote sensing.
Focus in the laboratory on the interpretation of seismic reflection profiles from both the deep
ocean and local coastal waters.
tectonics

Prerequisite:

[256a.

One

course

in

geology or permission of the

Atmospheric Physics. (Same

as

instructor.

Environmental Studies 259 and Physics

256.)]

and Metamorphic Petrology. Every other fall. Fall 2007. Rachel Beane.
Rocks contain many clues about the processes of their formation. This course uses these
clues to explore the processes by which igneous rocks solidify from magma, and metamorphic
rocks form in response to pressure, temperature, and chemical changes. Laboratory work
262a. Igneous

emphasizes field observations, microscopic examination of thin sections, and computer-based
geochemical modeling. Class projects introduce students to aspects of geologic research.
Prerequisite:

265a

-

An

Geology 101 or 202. Credit

for both

is

recommended.

INS. Geophysics. Spring 2009. Edward Laine.
introduction to the interior of the earth, the geophysical basis of plate tectonics, and

exploration geophysics. Emphasis on seismic methods.

A

problem-based service-learning

course involving work on projects in support of community partners.

Mathematics 161 or Physics 103, and Geology 100 (same as Environmental
101, 103 (same as Environmental Studies 103), or Physics 104.

Prerequisite:

Studies 100),

267a

-

INS. Coastal Oceanography. Spring 2008. Edward Laine.

Principles and problems in coastal oceanography, with an emphasis on interdisciplinary
inquiry. Topics include circulation and sediment transport within estuaries
shelf,

and on the continental

impact of human systems on the marine environment, and issues and controversies of

eutrophication and hypoxia in the coastal environment.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

267.)
Prerequisite:

One

course in geology or permission of the instructor.

272a. Glacial Processes

and Landforms.

Fall 2007. Peter Lea.
covered a third of the world's land area and had profound
impacts on earth's landscapes and climates. Uses lectures, labs, field trips, and reading of

During recent

ice ages, glaciers

examine the controls of current and former glacier distribution and
movement, landforms and landscapes of glacial and meltwater systems, and the interaction
of glaciers and the earth's climate system.
the primary literature to

Prerequisite:

One

course in geology or permission of the instructor.

Courses of Instruction
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275a

M( Sk INS Groundwater.

-

Spring 2011. PETER Lha.

interaction of water and geological materials within the hydrologie cycle, with

The

emphasis on groundwater resources and quality. Qualitative and quantitative examination of
the movement of groundwater in aquifers. (Same as Environmental Studies 275.)

One course

Prerequisite:

276a

Ml SK Watershed

-

cryone li\es

geolog) or permission of the instructor.

in

Hydrology. Every

Fall 2007.

fall.

Peter Lea.

how ^\o watersheds function, both naturally and
humans' Examines the movement and modification of water

a watershed, hut

in

increasingly as impacted b>

through the landscape, emphasizing such topics as natural and human controls of water
quality, Streamflovs generation and surtace-groundwater interactions, watershed modeling,

and approaches

to

watershed management. Students perform an integrated investigation of

watershed, examining natural and

a local

nvironmentaJ Studies 276

l

One

Prerequisite:

course

human

controls on hydrologie processes.

i

geolog) or Biology 15S (same as Chemistry 105 [former!)

in

lumistrN ISO and Environmental Studies 201

(

(Same

|

)

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study in Geology. The Department.

357a

I

he Physks
>>us

off

Climate Spring 2008. Mark Baiii

i

.

treatment ot the Earth's climate, based on physical principles. Topics include

climate feedbacks, sensitivit) to perturbations, and the connections between climate and
radiative transfer, atmospheric composition,

and large-scale circulation of the oceans and

atmospheres. Anthropogenic climate change will also be studied. (Same as Environmental

studies 357 and IMnsics 357.)
Prerequisite

Advanced Seminar

(

3 >3a
(

l'lnsics 22M. 255. 256. or 300. or permission ot the instructor.

Geology. Ever) spring. Spring 200S. Edwaro Laini
5) nthesi/e work done in geolog) courses, to
listen to speakers prominent in the discipline, and to w rite
in

)tlers students the opportunits to

read and d sen ss articles, to
i

B)

s

Spec

ific

topic varies h> year; possible topics include Global Ian ironmental

.

critically

seienti
(

tic

Changes

Marine
Oceans. Estuaries, and Mountain
fol
Sedimentation Required tor the major in (icologv Open to junior Or senior geolog) majors
or minors, or interdisciplinary majors in geolog) chemistr) and geology-physics. (Same as
Belts. The topic

in the

I

in ironmental Studies y>}>
requisite (.colons

4(ii

i

494a

HM

Spring 2(H)S

is

(ilacial

\

and 202. and 275

oi

276, or permission ol the instructor.

Advanced Independent Stud) and Honors in Geology Thi Department.
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German
Professors: Helen L. Cafferty, Chair; Steven R. Cerf

Associate Professor: Birgit Tautzt
Assistant Professor:

Jill S.

Smith

Teaching Fellow: Nicole Poppenhagen

Department Coordinator: Kate Flaherty

The German department offers courses in the language, literature, and culture of the Germanspeaking countries of Europe. The program is designed for students who wish to become
literate in the language and culture, comprehend the relationship between the language and
culture, and gain a better understanding of their own culture in a global context. The major is
a valuable asset in a wide variety of postgraduate endeavors, including international careers,

and law and graduate school.

Requirements for the Major

in

German

The major consists of seven courses, of which one may be chosen from 151,
others from 205-^402. Prospective majors, including those

year

German

at

who

begin with

154, 156 and the
first-

or second-

Bowdoin, may arrange an accelerated program, usually including study
number of study-abroad programs with

abroad. Majors are encouraged to consider one of a
different calendars

and formats.

Requirements for the Minor

in

German

The minor consists of German 102
be

in the

German
151c

-

or equivalent, plus any four courses, of which two must

language (205-398).
Literature and Culture in English Translation

ESD. The Literary Imagination and the Holocaust.

Fall 2007.

Steven Cerf.

An examination of the literary treatment of the Holocaust, a period between 933 and
1

1

945,

during which eleven million innocent people were systematically murdered by the Nazis. Four
different literary genres are examined: the diary

Three basic

sets of questions are raised

twentieth century?

in the

To what extent

and memoir, drama, poetry, and the novel.

by the course:
is

literature

different aspects of the Holocaust are stressed

How

could such slaughter take place

capable of evoking this period and what

by the different genres? What can our study

of the Holocaust teach us with regard to contemporary issues surrounding totalitarianism

and racism?

154c

-

IP,

No knowledge

of

German

VPA. Laugh and Cry!

is

required.

Post- World

War II German

Film. Spring 2008.

Helen Cafferty.

An examination of cinema in Germany after World War II. Critical reading of representative
films

from three major periods: the early postwar years, the era of New German Cinema, and

the post-unification wave of German popular film. An exploration of how contrasting strategies

mainstream comedy or realism, documentary, and experimental
filmmaking) construct German history and the Nazi past; social criticism in East and West
Germany; and national identity, gender, race, and sexuality. Critical film reading and film
of representation

(e.g.,

vocabulary. Filmmakers such as Wicki, Staudte, Kautner, Fassbinder, Herzog, Sanders-

Brahms, Beyer, von
is

Trotta, Sander,

required.

[156c

-

ESD, VPA. Nazi Cinema]

Wenders, Tykwer, Becker.

No knowledge

of

German

Courses of Instruction
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Language and Culture Courses
I61e Elementarj German I. Even fall. Fall 2007. Jill Smith.
icnnan 101 is the first course in German language and eulture and
(

is

open

to all students

without prerequisite. Facilitates an understanding of eulture through language. Introduces

German histoi) and cultural

topics.

Three hours per week. Acquisition of four skills: speaking

and understanding, reading, and writing. One hour of coin ersation and practice with teaching
assistant. Integrated language laboratory work.

German II. Every spring. Spring 2008. Steven Cerf.
of German 101. Equivalent of German 101 is required.

H)2c Elementarj

Continuation

203c Intermediate German I. Every fall. Fall 2007. Stevi n Cerf.
Continued emphasis on the understanding ot German culture through language. Focus
on social and cultural topics through history, literature, politics, popular culture, and the
arts. Three hours per week of reading, speaking, and writing. One hour of discussion and

Language laboratory also

practice with teaching assistant.

102

is

available. Equivalent of

required.

German II. Every spring. Spring 2008. Helen Cafeerh
of German 203. Equivalent of German 203 is required.

204c Intermediate
Continuation

206c

German

Advanced German Texts and Contexts. Every

IP

-

year.

.

2007. Helen

Fall

C\II1KIL
Designed

to

explore aspects of

German

culture

in

depth, to deepen the understanding

eulture through language, and to increase facility in speaking, writing, reading, and

ot

comprehension. Topics include post-war and/or post-unification themes in historical and
cross-eu tural contexts. Particular emphasis on postGerman \ out h culture and language.
1

I

Includes fiction writing, film, music, and various

W0

news media. Weekly individual sessions

with the leaching fellow from the .lohannes-Ciutenherg-l'ni\ersitiit-Main/. Equivalent of
ii

(

man 204

r

is

required

291c—294c Intermediate Independent Study
Literature and

3M
1 1

(

German

Tin Di PARTMENT.

bones

courses require the equivalent of German 204.

\ll

J

luJture

(

in

-N' Introduction to Geiuian Literature and Culture Ever)

year.

Spring 2008

Smith.

1

d to be an introduction to the critical reading ol texts h\ genre (c g

and nontkiion.
and sik

(

iutenrvre

IP (hi
mi

man

the

ithful re\oii

mid
»>i

u h impulses

I

Week!) individual sessions with the Teaching Felloe from
Main/

U

i

to
al

the

niversitfll

Classicism

hill 2(K)7

In

i

SMITH.

to late eighteenth century as an

age

ol

contradictor) impulses (c g

.

the

Storm .md Stress aguinsi the Vge ol Reason) Examines manifestations
nsis. lose, and othei transgressions
in the works ol majoi (e
ml K-ss well

in

prose fiction

intellectual, political.

I

ultural contexts

Johannes
•

.

( ierman
Focuses on \ arious themes and periods fevelopS students' sensiii\ n\
structures and introduces terminolog) for describing and analyzing texts in historic

history.

nil

and

H3l

lyric poetry, drama, opera, iilnn in the context ol

known

authors

m

ie g

Karat

ultural context with i propriate theor)

h,

I

orstei

I

Investigation ol texts

German
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314c - IP. German Romanticism. Spring 2008. Steven Cerf.
Examines the origins of the German Romantic movement in the first half of the nineteenth
century and its impact on German culture (e.g., music and the other arts, philosophy, politics,
popular culture, continued legacy of Romanticism in subsequent periods of German culture
and literature). Focus on representative authors, genres, and themes such as romantic creativity,
genius, horror, and fantasy.

315c

-

Realism and Revolution

IP.

in

Nineteenth-Century

German

Literature and

Culture. Fall 2008. The Department.

What is revolution? What forms has
Examines a

it

taken within German-speaking society and culture?

variety of literary, cultural, and social texts

cultural, artistic, philosophical, and political contexts.

from 1830

to

1900

Beyond discussing

in their

broader

the effects (both

positive and negative) of the Industrial Revolution, discusses three other forms of revolution
that

of

emerge

German

in

nineteenth-century

German

discourse:

national identity; the rise of the socialist

(

1 )

political revolution (the

movement);

(2) artistic

formation

revolution (the

end of the Age of Goethe; the tensions between social
realism and romanticism); (3) sexual revolution (scientific interest in "normal" vs. "abnormal"
sexual behavior; the advent of the women's movement and the questioning of gender roles).
Authors/artists may include Heine, Biichner, Hebbel, Hauptmann, Andreas-Salome, Fontane,
search for an artistic direction

at the

Wagner, Marx and Engels, Bebel, Simmel, Kollwitz, Krafft-Ebing.

316c

-

IP.

German Modernism.

Spring 2009.The Department.

Texts by the following German-language modernists are read and analyzed
social, and literary contexts: Kafka, Rilke, Musil, Thomas

in historical,

Mann, Brecht, and Keun. Discusses

which these writers were influenced by Nietzschean, Marxian, and Freudian
thought, how and why literary modernism is rooted in urban settings, what narrative modes
are used to deal with the interiority of modernist protagonists, and how and why modernism
became politicized during the Weimar Republic, as writers witnessed and sought to respond
to the rise of Fascism. Relevant films and other contemporary artistic and musical works are
the extent to

considered throughout the semester.

317c

-

An

IP.

German

Literature and Culture since 1945. Fall 2008. The Department.

exploration of

how

successive generations have expressed their relationship to the

catastrophe of the Nazi past. Examines representative texts of East and West

German

writers/

Cold War and post-unification contexts. A discussion of "Germanness" and
from several perspectives, including Aufarbeitung der Vergangenheit, the
influence of the United States and the Soviet Union, the cultural significance of the American
West and American popular culture, gender in the two Germanys, terrorism, and AfricanGerman and Turkish-German voices. Grass, Boll, Wolf, Muller, Dorrie, Fassbinder, Brussig,
Ayim, Schlink, among others.
filmmakers

German

321c

-

in

identity

IP.

and Film.

Before and After the Wall: East
Fall 2007.

Examines the

German

Traditions in Literature, Culture,

Helen Cafferty.

texts

and traditions unique

to East

German

culture and identity. Areas of

exploration include the historical, political, and social context; the evolution of socialist art

and

its

coming of age
discourses on gender,

legacy; socialist interpretations of myth and history; failed revolution;

tale. Also explores pre- and post-unification
and East German identity. Authors/directors may include Brecht, Muller,
Wolf, Kohlhaase, Emersleben, Biermann, Braun, Misselwitz, Beyer, Dresen.

themes; the socialist fairy
ethnicity, sexuality,

Courses of Instruction
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390-399. Seminar

Work

in a

in

Aspects of

specific area of

German

German

Literature and Culture. Every spring.

culture not covered in other departmental courses, e.g.,

indi\ idual authors, movements, genres, cultural influences, and historical periods.

390c

-

Women

IP Robots. Vamps, and Whores:

Jm

L909. Spring 2008.

German Culture and

in

Society. 1880-

Smith.

An examination ot gender roles and female sexuality as central controversies of modern
German culture. Analyzing nineteenth- and twentieth-century artifacts (works o\ literature,
tilms. and paintings) from four distinct periods in German history — the fin-de-sUcle, the
Roaring '20s. the Na/i era. and divided Germany — the course compares historical and
artistic representations o\ women, particularly those women who push the boundaries of
normative sexual and social behavior. Uses a \ariety of texts to discuss such diverse social

phenomena and contested

territory as the

women's movement/feminism, morality crusades,

sexology, prostitution, marriage reform, abortion, and lesbianism. Frequent short writings.

Gay

spanning the time periods discussed are required. (Same as

and Gender and

392c

-

Women's

images of women
and Lesbian Studies 390

upon

several critical interpretive essays, and a final project based

visual

Studies 390.)

IP Das deutsche Lostspid. Spring 2009. Steven Cerf.

An examination

o\ selected

master works of the rare and problematic German-language

corned) from the Enlightenment to Post-Unification
Particular attention

is

in

and cultural contexts.

historical

paid to the comedic works oi l.essing. Kleist, Wagner, llofmannsthal.

Zuckmayer, DurrenmaU and Lew. Three questions are posed: (1) Why are there so few
German literal) comedies.' (2) How did German comedic writers with their attention to
psychological, historical, and sociological detail -form their own tradition in which the)
responded to each Other over two centuries? (3) To what extent did writers from other cultures
inspire

German comedic playwrights?

reading of texts, filmed stage

In addition to B close

productions and cinematic adaptations are examined.

394c

-

IP Contested Discourse:

German Popular

Film since Unification. Spring

2010. Helen Caffi rty.
Since the
the art

tall

of the Berlin wall

house film

ot

New

(

in

1989, a new generation o\ filmmakers has emerged:

ierman Cinema has given wa\

to a

German popular

film that

has increasing!) contested contemporar) political, social, and cultural issues. These include

cofitemporar)

Holocaust;
the role ot
ethnicity,

modes

ot

Vergangenheitsaufarbeitung with regard to World

War

II

and the

West perspectives on histor) and German identity; Ostalgie and Westalgie;
Berlin as a hot spot tor contested discourse; and constructions ot sexuality, race.
.ist

l

and gender Emphasis on the historical and cultural context e>\ post unification film
critical him leading and vocabulary. Consideration ofpopulai genre strategies
M Hon. thriller, ami melodrama, as well as the genesis ot nuhx idual films.

ma> include laiheihock. \imce mnl Jaguar;

Directors films

/mink

ner Uebi mich\ Sanoiissi Rliss.

riauBmann, Sonnenallee; Bee

ten
s«

lutss.

Hern

Icel

von Donnersman

Iter,
k.

<mf

I

Good Bye Lenin!

Dai Leben

ndwo

ink

l\kwei.

l(j\;

\

I

Schlondorff,

dei and* mi

in Afrika\

old remit: Diesen.
/>/<

Stille

Man, Gegen

<//<

Wat
<•>-«

ii'

Mytfci Modernltj
c

importanl role thai myths have played
•mi. urn

illy

Media Spring 2011 Bmon

on myth

culture

in relation to fair) tales,

'
i

u

in

I

w rz

German

cultural histor)

While

en) are considered, the course focuses

legends (including urban legends ol the twentieth

1

Government and Legal Studies

1

8

century), and borderline genres and motifs (e.g. vampires, witches, automatons), as well as

on questions of mythmaking. Examines why modern culture of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries, which seemingly neglects or overcomes myths, heavily engages in mythicization
of ideas

(e.g.

gender

roles, the unnatural)

and popularizes myths through modern media
and transnational exchange (Disney; the

(film, television, the internet), locations (e.g. cities)

myth of "the Orient"). Aside from short analytical or
critical

language

-

[398c,d

IP. Vienna,
-

1890-1914

IP. Colors: Signs of

aimed

at

developing

pursue a creative project (performance of a mythical

webpage, writing of a modern

character, design of a scholarly

[396c

may

students

skills,

interpretive papers

fairy tale).

]

Ethnic Difference 1800/1900/2000]

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in German. The Department.

Government and Legal Studies
Professors: Paul Francot, Janet

M. Martin*, Richard

E.

Morgan, Christian

P.

Potholm,

Allen L. Springer, Jean M. Yarbrough, Chair
Assistant Professors: Laura A. Henryt, Michael
Visiting Assistant Professors:

Thomas

M. Franz, Shelley M. Deane

E. Schneider,

Nicholas H. Toloudis

Visiting Instructor: Jeffrey S. Selinger

Joint Appointments with Asian Studies: Associate Professor Henry C.
Assistant Professor Lance L.

Joint Appointment with Environmental Studies: Senior Lecturer

Adjunct Lecturer: John

F.

W. Laurencet,

Guo

P.

De Witt John

Bauman

Department Coordinator: Lynne

Requirements for the Major

in

P.

Atkinson

Government and Legal Studies

Courses within the department are divided into four

American government: Government

fields:

11, 13, 15, 16, 21, 25, 150, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205,

208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 215, 216, 217, 255, 302, 303, 304, 306, 307, 308, and 309.

Comparative

politics:

Government

14, 19, 120, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228,

229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 238, 268, 284, 321, 322, 324, 330, 332, 333, 335,

337, 362, and 365.
Political theory:

Government

12, 17, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246,

248, 249, 250, 341, 345, 346, and 347.
International relations:

Government

10, 11, 14, 18, 20, 160, 225, 226, 228, 233, 236, 238,

260, 263, 265, 266, 267, 268, 270, 274, 281, 282, 284, 302, 321, 330, 335, 337, 361, 362,
363, 365, 366, and 367.

Every major is expected to complete an area of concentration in one of these fields.
The major consists of nine courses, no more than two taken at Level A, and no more than
one
1

first-year seminar,
.

A

field

and distributed as follows:

of concentration, selected from the above

including one Level

C

list,

course and no more than one Level

in

which

at least

A course are taken*

four courses

Courses of Instruction

182

2.

At

one course

least

may

courses

be

at

in

each of the three

Levels A, B. or C, though only two Level

may be

the major and no more than one of these
3.

A courses may

count toward

a first-year seminar.

Government 214. 219. 239. 262. 264, Environmental Studies 240. while not fulfilling

the requirement for

any of the four

number of courses required
4.

of concentration. These

fields outside the field

fields

of concentration, can be counted toward the

total

major or minor.

for the

Students seeking to graduate with honors in government and legal studies must petition

the department. Interested students should contact the honors director for specific details.

Students must prepare an honors paper, which

is

normally the product of two semesters of

independent stud) work, and have that paper approved by the department. One semester of
independent study work may be counted toward the nine-course departmental requirement and
the four-course field concentration. Students

and

legal studies thus

who hope to graduate with honors in government

normally must complete

courses

at least ten

in the

department.

C- or better must be earned in
a course. Courses taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis may not be used to fulfill major/minor
5.

To

the major/minor requirements, a grade of

fulfill

requirements.

Requirements for the Minor

in

Government and Legal Studies

government and legal studies consists of five courses from at least three of the
departmental fields. No more than two Level A courses and no more than one first-year
seminar may count toward the minor.

A minor

in

LEVEL A COURSES
Introductory Seminars
All introductory

eminent and

encouraged

legal studies. Students are

to analyze

concepts and issues, while developing research and writing

political

Enrollment
pnorit)

seminars arc designed to provide an introduction to a particular aspect of

is

skills.

limited to sixteen students in each seminar. First-year students arc given

sophomores

;

and discuss important

are given

second

priority.

first

For a description of the following introductory

seminars, see Inst Year Seminars, pages 153-54.

10b

I

Ill)

I

he Pursuit of Pence.
he Korean

War

I

all

Fall

2007. Ai

i

en L. Sprinoi

2007. CHRISTIAN

I'.

r.

POTHOLM.

I2h Becoming Modern.]

I4h Democracy and Democratization.]
(
I

>l>

(I

I

ast

\sian Politics: Introductory

|2lh Citizenship and
241)

2^h

2M)

2si>

Political
\

nu

r

ic

Representation

Theory and Utopia
.in Politics:

Fall

in

Seminar (Same

American

2007.

Being and

\sian Studies

L9.)]

Politics.]

Thomas

1

Schneider.

Representation, Participation, and Power.]

Fundamental Questions: Kxercises
km OH

Human

as

(

itizen

;

in

Political

Theorj

Fall

2007

Jean M.

Government and Legal Studies

1

83

Introductory Lectures

These courses are intended for

first-year students

and sophomores. Others may take them

only with the permission of the instructor.

120b. Introduction to

Comparative Government.

Provides a broad introduction to key concepts

why

governed

in

Fall 2007.

comparative

differently, both historically

and

Nicholas H. Toloudis.
politics.

Most generally, asks

contemporary

politics. Begins by
works by Marx, Smith, and Weber. Surveys subfields
within comparative politics (the state, regime types, nations and nationalism, party systems,
development, and civil society) to familiarize students with major debates and questions.

states are

examining foundational

texts, including

150b. Introduction to

American Government.

in

Fall 2007. Jeffrey S. Selinger. Spring

2008. Michael M. Franz.

Provides a comprehensive overview of the American political process. Specifically, traces
the foundations of American

government

liberties), its political institutions

(the Constitution, federalism, civil rights,

and

civil

(Congress, Presidency, courts, and bureaucracy), and

electoral processes (elections, voting,

and

political parties).

its

Also examines other influences,

such as public opinion and the mass media, which

fall

boundaries, but have an increasingly large effect on

political

outside the traditional institutional

outcomes

160b. Introduction to International Relations. Spring 2008. Shelled M. Deane.

Provides a broad introduction to the study of international relations. Designed to strike
a balance

between empirical and

historical

knowledge on the one hand, and

theoretical

understanding on the other. Designed as an introductory course to familiarize students with

no prior background

in the subject,

and recommended for

first-

and second-year students

intending to take upper-level international relations courses.

LEVEL B COURSES
Level

B courses are designed to introduce students to or extend their knowledge of a particular

aspect of government and legal studies.
the

The courses range from

more advanced. Students should consult

the

more introductory

to

the individual course descriptions regarding

any prerequisites.
201b.

An

Law and

Society. Spring 2008. Richard E.

Morgan.

examination of the American criminal justice system. Although primary focus

the constitutional requirements bearing
strategies on crime control, to police

on criminal

is

on

justice, attention is paid to conflicting

and prison reform, and to the philosophical underpinnings

of the criminal law.

202b.

An

The American Presidency.

Spring 2008. Janet M. Martin.

American political system, including the "road
to the White House" (party nomination process and role of the electoral college), advisory
systems, the institutional presidency, relations with Congress and the courts, and decisionmaking in the White House. Drawing upon the instructor's own research and a growing body
of literature in this area, the role of women as advisors within the White House and Executive
branch, and influence of outside groups on the White House's consideration of "women's
examination of the presidency

in the

issues," especially since 1960, are also topics of discussion.

u

1

84

Co:

Instruction

M3b

\merican Political Parties. Fall 2007. Jeffrey S. Selinger.
Throughout American political history, panics ha\ e been among the most adept institutions
azing political conflict and. more generalh. American political life. In this vein, the
role of political parties in the evolution of American politics is discussed. Special attention
a en to the present political context, which many characterize as an era of ideologically
polarized parties. Explores and challenges this conventional w isdom.
204b Congress and the Polio Process.]

205b Campaigns and Flections.

Michael M. Franz.

Fall 2007.

Introduces current theories and control ersies concerning political campaigns and elections
in the L'nited States.

the

Takes advantage of the

The primarx goal

jsidential primar> season.

2

dice literature

on elections

to

meets during the run-up

fact that the class
is

develop insight into the

to use

battle

to

concepts from the political

over control of Congress and

White House. Readings are organized around two themes. First. students are expected to
follow journalistic accounts of the fall campaigns closely. A second set of readings introduces
political science literature on campaigns and elections. These readings touch upon a wide

the

range of themes, including presidential primaries, campaign finance.

media strategy incumbencv and

\

oting behavior, polling,

coattail effects, the Electoral College,

and trends

in partisan

realignment.

Mass \Kdia and \merican

(>

209b Introduction

Politics]

Behavior.

to Political

Fall 2007.

Michah

M

Fran

imines the political behavior of ordinar\ citizens. Begins with a broad focus on the

importance

democracy, and the debate oxer how much or how

ot citizen participation in a

is best. Examines the reasons for citizen (non)participation. and focuses
campaigns and social capital on different forms o\ participation.

participation

little

on the effects

o\

:mmes
ralisni.

the

I.

I

and separation of powers.

aw

Rights and Liberties

Ever) spring

questions arising under the First and Fourteenth

Amendments.

Constitutional

2111)

aw

Ever) fall. Fall 2007. Richard E. Morgan.
development of American constitutionalism, the power of judicial review,

2loi) Constitutional

I.

II:

i\il

(

Spring 20

v
1

% amines

Prerequisf

2Mb

I

(Government

and

n\ iron mental Polio

amines alternative ways
ilator\
•rket

regime

2 10

Politics

I

I

all

2(M)7

DiWiii J<>nv

our environment Analyzes environmental policies
eloped in the l'nited States; new approaches such as

environmentalist!!, civic environmentalism, environmental justice, sustainable

and

politics

m

other countries, especial!) China

mironmental studies 202
I

:i-l»

yet) year.

to protect

that has de\

ind environmental policies
I

1

rhan

n\ in.nimnt.il Studies
Politics

I

all

2<*)7

Jons

KM
F.

or permission ofthc instructor

BaUMAN.

urban politics trom the roots ot urban political discourse and culture
in the

world

to the

modern urban

|x>litics of

so called global cities

Mem York *s William Marc)
urban
indi\
[x

\.un

I

weed, and the

Richard Dales \nal>/es progressive
and modern pr<> growth politics, the impact oi
iduation; and the role ot race, c lass, and gender in snap

*<>ss" politics

<Hlern urban

1

thought and culture, colonial American urban politics,

political

>1 it

,,t

elites

ci

Government and Legal Studies

Maine

216b.

An

Politics.

Every

fall.

Fall 2007. Christian

analysis of politics in the state of

Maine

since

P.

1

85

Potholm.

World War

Subjects covered include

II.

dynamics of Republican and Democratic rivalries and the efficacy of the Independent
voter, the rise of the Green and Reform parties, the growing importance of ballot measure
initiatives, and the interaction of ethnicity and politics in the Pine Tree state. An anal.
of key precincts and Maine voting paradigms is included, as well as a look at the efficacy
of such phenomena as the north south geographic split, the environmental movement, and
the

the impact of such interest groups as

SAM

and the

Roman

Catholic Church. Students are

expected to follow contemporary political events on a regular basis.
219c. Education

A study

and Law. Every

other year. Fall 2007.

of the impact of the American legal

5)

George

S.

Isaacson.

stem on the functioning of schools

in the

United States through an examination of Supreme Court decisions and federal legislation.

Analyzes the public policy considerations
and considers how those judicial

in

may

of education

from the concerns of school boards,
be discussed include constitutional and statutory

interests

administrators, and teachers. Issues to

developments affecting schools

that underlie court decisions in the field

differ

such areas as free speech. se\ discrimination, religious

objections to compulsory education, race relations, teachers' rights, school financing, and

education of the handicapped. (Same as Education 25(1
[221b. Division

223b.

and Consensus: The Government and

Politics of Ireland]

The Political Economy of Welfare States in Western Europe

Spring 2008. Nicholas

H. TOLOLDIS.

Examines

the "golden age" of postwar

European capitalism, with a particular focus
on the foundations and development of the Keynesian welfare state. Includes analyses of
Keynesian economic theory, health care and employment policy, the interaction between
welfare states and party systems, and the social and financial crises of welfare states over
the past few decades. Also looks

m some

detail at the welfare states of particular

European

countries, including Britain. France, and Italy.
Prerequisite:

Government

120. 224. 225. or 265

224b. West European Politics. Fall 2007. Nicholas H. Tololdis.

Analyzes the dynamics of West European political systems, including the varieties of
parliamentary and electoral systems, the formation of governments and law making, and
executive-legislative-judicial relations. Addresses contemporary political challenges in Britain.

France. Germany, and other states, considering topics such as institutional reform, welfare

economic growth and unemployment, immigration, relations w
and other foreign policy concerns. The European Union is not examined

the United

state policies,

ith

States

in this course.

as

it is

[225b

a separate course.
-

IP.

The

Government 225: The

Politics of the

Politics of the

European Union.

European Union]

226b.d. Middle East Politics. Fall 2007. Shelley M. Deane.

Provides an introduction to the politics of the Middle East region. Begins w

ith a brief

overview of the history of the region, focusing on the period since the end of World War I and
the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. Proceeds to examine a number of topics of importance in
the contemporary politics of the region. Some of the major topics addressed are colonialism

and

its

legacy: nationalism: religion and politics: authoritarianism, democratization, and civil

society: politics of

women

and gender: ethnicity and sectarianism: regional security and the

role of outside powers. Presupposes

no previous knowledge of the region.

Courses of Instruction

186

IP Contemporary Chinese Politics. Fall 2007. Lance Guo.
Examines Chinese polities in the context of a prolonged revolution. After a survey of the

227b.d

-

system as established

political

analytic focus turns to political
it.

1950s and patterns of politics emerging from

in the

change

it,

the

reform era (since 1979) and the forces driving

in the

Topics include the political impact of decentralization and marketization, the reintegration

world economy, and the development of the legal system. The adaptation
h\ the Communist Part) to these changes and the prospects o\' democratization are also
into the capitalist

examined Same
<

228b. d

An

Asian Studies 227.

as

|

IP Chinese Foreign Policy. Spring 2008. Lance Guo.

-

analytic surve) of the historical evolution of China's foreign relations since 1949.

Emphasis is on China's evolving strategic thinking in the context of its rapid economic
endance and increasing global influence. Topics include cultural and historical factors
shaping Chinese foreign polic) and strategic thinking; the actors, institutions, and processes
offoreign polic) making; national interests and the internationalization of China; Sino-United
resurgent nationalism; China's role in the Asia-Pacific regionalism; the

tcs relations; the

ke> securit) and foreign polic) issues such as

Studies 22,S
22 >h
(

\

etc.

(Same

Asian

as

i

IP Politics and Societies in Southeast Asia. Fall 2007. Lance Guo.

-

(1

Taiwan and North Korea,

5UTVe) ot the political landscape and trends of change

in tropical

Southeast Asia and

an investigation of the fundamental dri\ ing forces of changes in this region of rich diversity
in culture, religion, ethnicity,

mystic beliefs, and political traditions. Topics include nation

building and the role ot colonial history in

it;

regime legitimacy;

political protests (often

Spearheaded b) college students); aimed insuigence and nationalism; the different responses
modernization; the causes and consequences of rapid economic growth; the clash between

to

human
2301)

rights,

Post-Communist Russian

232b d

233b

democracy, and indigenous

-

I

SI)

traditions.

Politics

and

(Same

as

Asian Studies 229.)

Society.]

IP Japanese Politics and Society (Same as Asian Studies 282

Advanced Comparative

Spring 2'K)X. CHRISTIAN

Politics:

)|

Government, War. and Society Ever)

spring.

POTHOI M.

P.

examination of the forces and processes In which governments and societies approach
and wage «>r avoid wars The theories and practices ot "warfare ofvarioUS political s\ stems
will be anal) zed and particular attention w ill he paid to ilk- interface w here politics, society,

and the nulitar\ come together under governmental au spues
Specific
23'>|)

24(11)

(

examples trmn \trua.

ompai atiw

(

Asia.

^institutional

Classical Political Philosophy
ical
/'"////<

•nines

am lent

tin-

v

and

\/

politic

(

<>mit< h,

LfKJ

<

relationship

philosoph) tn

political

s,

<>t

I

aw

\

arious eomparatix e contexts

Fall

|

2007.

Jl

W M. YaRBROUOH.

philosoph) focusing on Plato's Apology ami Republic
(in /////. \. and St
Xiu'iiMinc's ( //\ qf God.
he couise

%

I

caik Christian reflections on human nature,

the individual to the political

demo<

in

UTOpe, ami North America arc examined

I

ra< y,

ediK ation, and

religion

community,

justice, the Ivst

the relationship ot

Government and Legal Studies

241b.

Modern

Political Philosophy. Spring 2008.

Thomas

1

87

E. Schneider.

A survey of modern political philosophy from Machiavelli to Hegel. Examines the
overthrow of the classical horizon, the movement of human will and freedom to the center
of political thought, the idea of the social contract, the origin and meaning of rights, the
freedom and

relationship between

nature by history as the source of

equality, the role of

democracy, and the replacement of

human meaning. Authors

include Machiavelli, Hobbes,

Locke, Hume, Rousseau, Kant, and Hegel.
[242b. Politics

and Culture]

244b. Liberalism and Its Critics. Fall 2007. Thomas E. Schneider.

An

examination of

criticisms of

it

in the

democratic doctrine and of religious, cultural, and radical

liberal

nineteenth century. Authors include Burke, Tocqueville, Mill, Marx,

and Nietzsche.
[245b.

Contemporary
and

[246b. Religion

Political Philosophy.]

Politics.

(Same

as Religion 246.)]

248b. Statesmanship, Ancient and Modern. Spring 2008. Thomas E. Schneider.
Statesmanship, or the absence of

it,

is

an essential feature of political

life.

But what

statesman— politikos, one skilled in politics — from a "leader of
(demagogos) on one hand, and an arbitrary ruler (tyrannos) on the other? As
politics, demagoguery, and tyranny are Greek terms, the course begins with a consideration
of political life in classical Greece, before going on to consider examples of statesmanship
qualities distinguish a

the people"

from American

history.

Examines

Lincoln) and writings by authors

the careers of actual statesmen (Pericles, Washington,

who have

given special attention to what statesmen do

(Thucydides, Xenophon, and recent authors).
[249b. Eros

and

Politics]

250b. American Political Thought. Spring 2008. Jean M. Yarbrough.

Examines

the political thought of

American statesmen and writers from the founding to
on three pivotal moments: the Founding, the
growth of the modern welfare state. Readings include

the twentieth century, with special emphasis
Crisis of the

House Divided, and

the

the Federalist Papers, the Anti-federalists, Jefferson and Hamilton, Calhoun, Lincoln,

Frederick Douglass, W. E. B.
the Progressives, Franklin

and the

Du

Bois,

Booker

T.

Washington, William Graham Sumner,

Delano Roosevelt, and contemporary thinkers on both the

right

left.

[255b. Quantitative Analysis in Political Science.]

260b. International Law. Fall 2007. Allen L. Springer.

The modern

state

system, the role of law in

have developed, and the problems involved

its

operation, the principles and practices that

in their application.

[263b. International Environmental Policy.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

263.)]

264b. Energy, Climate, and Air Quality. Spring 2008. DeWitt John.

Examines how the federal government in the United States, as well as states, communities,
Compares American
policies and politics with efforts in other countries and examines the links between American
policies and efforts in other nations. (Same as Environmental Studies 264.)
businesses, and nonprofits, can address climate change and energy issues.

Prerequisite:
instructor.

One course

in

environmental studies or government, or permission of the

Courses of Instruction

188

265b International

Economy]

Political

267b. d International Relations in East Asia. Fall 2008. Lance Guo.

Examines international

relations

East Asia from a regional perspective, while

in

considering the impact of outside states on power relations and patterns of interaction

and

region. Topics include cultural

development;

historical legacies: nationalism

flash points in the region

and

politics

in the

of economic

such as Korea, Taiwan, the South China Sea and the

associated foreign policy issues; and broad trends and recent developments in the areas of

and regional integration. (Same as Asian Studies 267.)

trade, investment,

268b. Bridging Divisions: Ethnonational Conflict Regulation. Fall 2007. Shelley M.
I)l

\M

.

Aims

to

consider the de\ ices used for the regulation of national and ethnic conflicts. Seeks

to pro\ ide students

w

ith

an understanding of the tools available to states and policymakers to

regulate conflict through an examination of divided territories and societies such as Yugoslavia,

Northern Ireland. Israel-Palestine. Cyprus, and Rwanda. Considers the definitional and
theoretical controversies associated with the conflict regulation

and resolution

literature.

270b United States Foreign Policy. Spring 2008. Allen L. Springer.
Examines the development and conduct of United States foreign policy. Analyzes

the

impact of intrago\crnmental rivalries, the media, public opinion, and interest groups on the

policy-making process, and provides case studies of contemporary foreign policy issues.

Governing the World: International Organizations

128 lb

in

World

Politics]

(282b dlobali/ation and World Politics]
291b-294t>. Intermediate Independent Study in Government. The Department.

LEVEL C COURSES
Level
to

('

courses provide seniors and juniors with appropriate background the opportunity

do advanced work within

each seminar. Pnorit)
•

ncentration

is

he

I

I

to senior

given

in the subfield.

These courses are not open

M)M)

a specific subfield.

aw and

Enrollment

is

limited to fifteen students in

majors, then junior majors, particular!) those with

Sophomores ma\

enroll with permission of the instructor.

to first-year students.

Freedom

Polities of

of Speech. Fall 2007. RlCHARO B. MORGAN.

While focusing primarily on American material, students have the option of choosing
in other polities as the SUbjed Ol their seminar papers.

Speech Controversies

308h Morns and

Polities

isiders the historical
In

Spring 2008. Mi< HAEI

what ways ha\e moneyed

g

this threaten the

\

M

FRANZ.
and contemporary relationship between mone) and government.
interests

ibranc

>

ol

always had distinctive influences on American politics?

out representative democrat

\

'

tot recent controversies

impaign finance reform and lobbying reform signs that American government is in
trouble Reading w riting and discussion intensive, considers the large academic literature
on tins subject, as well as the reflections ol journalists and political practitioners, with the
fall goal <>f understanding the iimnes politics relationship in wa\s that facilitate the
'

.

lation ol

.

tmerk an demoi

ra

Government and Legal Studies

1

309b. Public Policy and American Political Development. Spring 2008. Jeffrey

89

S.

Selinger.

How

is

public policy in the United States shaped by the political process?

public policy and state-building define the contours of American politics?
qualitative differences

between

redistributive,

How

does

Examines

the

regulatory, and "patronage" policy, and

evaluates the impact of public policy on American political development.

Readings trace

the history of policy-making in the United States with a special focus on the

development
of the welfare state, changing patterns of governmental regulation, and the emergence of a
"modern" bureaucratic establishment. Readings also raise questions about how these and
other developments have shaped America's liberal democratic values and transformed its
political institutions.

[321b. Social Protest

and

Change.]

Political

322b. Contentious Politics. Spring 2008. Nicholas H. Toloudis.

Examines theories and cases of contentious politics, those forms of collective action in
which actors make claims bearing on someone else's interests, leading to coordinated action
on the part of those interests. Includes theoretical analysis of social movements, "subaltern"
movements, collective violence, and explanatory techniques for analyzing all of the above.
Case studies include twentieth-century American civil rights activists, nineteenth-century
British and German textile workers, and eighteenth-century French pornographers.
[324b.

Post-Communist Pathways.

|

330b. Ending Civil Wars. Spring 2008. Shelley M. Deane.
Considers the means and mechanisms adopted to end
of negotiated settlements.

As wars

civil wars.

Examines

the nature

end, peace settlements are varied and complex, often

negotiated and agreed, sometimes imposed. Considers associated issues of insecurity, the
nature of the settlement reached, the problems of implementation, and third party intervention,

along with the dilemmas associated with peacekeeping and enforcement. The transition from

war

to settlement

contemporary

implementation

civil

is

considered theoretically and empirically. Historical and

wars selected from every continent illuminate the theoretical imperatives

associated with implementing peace agreements.

332b,d.

Advanced Seminar

in

Japanese

Henry C. W. Laurence.
underpinnings of modern politics, and asks how

Politics. Spring 2009.

Analyzes the political, social, and cultural
democracy works in Japan compared with other countries. Explores how Japan has achieved
stunning material prosperity while maintaining, among the best healthcare and education
systems in the world, high levels of income equality, and low levels of crime. Students are
also instructed in conducting independent research on topics of their own choosing. (Same
as Asian Studies 332.)
Prerequisite: Government 232 (same as Asian studies 282).
333b,d.

Advanced Seminar

Seeks to understand

in

political

Chinese Politics. Spring 2008. Lance Guo.
change caused by China's rapid economic ascendance and

—

growing global influence by exploring the various underlying driving forces marketization,
globalization, etc, and how these are reshaping the socioeconomic foundation of the partystate, forcing changes in the governance structure and the ways power is contested and
redistributed. The main theme varies each year to reflect important recent developments, e.g.,
elite politics, the

transformation of the communist party, role of the military, political economy

of development, the re-emerging class structure,

etc.

(Same

as

Asian Studies 333.)

.
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Advanced Seminar on Fast Asia. Spring 2009. Lance Guo.

335b. d

stemabcall) explores the relationship between politics (institutions, processes, policies,
etc.

•

and economic performance. Also \ entures

issues in the realms

o\'

into a

and

culture, society,

w

idei range of theoretical

political philosophy.

While the

questions and their polic) implications are uni\ersall\ relevant, attention
to the Asian Pacific (Easl Asia

The purpose
in

is

theoretical

directed mainl\

dialogue with Western liberalism.

explaining the successes or failures of economic development around the world.
\sian Studies 335

W.

u

1

Kl

V

(Same

|

Advanced Seminar

337b d
C.

in a

e

understand the possible combinations of political and economic factors

to

is

broadb construed)

and substantix

in

Democracy and Development

in Asia. Fall 2009. Ht -:nr^

i

Examines development from a variety of political, economic, moral, and cultural
perspectives. Is democrac] a luxury that poor countries cannot afford? Are authoritarian
/ernments better at promoting economic growth than democracies'.' Does prosperity lead
to democratization? Are democratic values and human rights universal, or culturally specific?

Emphasis OD Japan. China.

341b

India,

\d\anccd Seminar

in

and the Koreas. (Same

Political

as

Asian Studies 337.)

Theory: Tocqueville. Spring 2008. Jean M.

Yarbroi oh.

More

than

150 years after

its

powerful sympathetic critique of modern
the text

Democracy

publication,
liberal

and selected secondar\ sources leads

to

America remains

in

democracy ever

the most

written. Careful reading of

examination ofTocqueville's analysis of the

detects to which the democratic passion for equalitx gives rise and consideration of possible
solutions that,
liberal

contrast to the Marxist and Niet/schean critiques,

democratic wa\ of

Nietzsche

34f»b

|347h

3Mb

in

I

aim

at

preserving the

lite.

I

he Idea of

Progress

\d\anced Seminar

Resolution Spring

2(H)S.

in

in

\inerican Political Thought.]

International Relations: Conflict Simulation and Conflict

CHRISTIAN R POTHOJ M.

\n Upper level interdisciplinary seminar on the nature of both international and national
conflict

A variety

to look at the

3f>3b

ot

ways

contexts and influence vectors are examined and students are encouraged
Conflicts can be solved short ot actual Warfare, as well as b\

\d\anced Seminar

.Justice

Spring

l!(X)H

[limes the

focusing

Ofl

in

VLLEN

1

it.

International Relations: Law, Polities, and the Search for
SPRINGER.

complex relationship between law and
tWO important and rapid!)

developing

polic)

m

areas ol

international relations
international

concern

environmental protect ion and human Man an rights Fulfills the en\ iron mental studies senior
seminar requirement (Same .is Environmental Studies 363
I

Government

requisite

I67h

\iti\ists

terrorists

International S\stcm

Mlb

404b

2(>o

2»»i

oi 2c>3

oi

permission

ol the tnstructoi

and Stockbroker!: Non-State ictOfl and the Changing

|

Advanced Independent Siud> and Mourns

in

(

,o\

eminent

I

hi
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History
Professors: Daniel Levine, Allen Wells*

Associate Professors: Paul Friedland, K. Page Herrlinger, Sarah
Patrick

J.

Rael, Susan L.

Visiting Instructor:

McMahon,

Chair;

Tananbaum

Assistant Professors: Dallas G. Denery
Visiting Assistant Professor:

F.

II,

David Gordon

David Hecht

Sarah R. Sarzynski

Joint Appointments with Asian Studies: Professor Kidder Smith,

Associate Professor

Thomas Conlant, Assistant
Numark

Jr.,

Professor Rachel L. Sturmant,

Visiting Assistant Professor Mitchell

Joint Appointments with Environmental Studies: Assistant Professor Connie Y. Chiang,
Assistant Professor Matthew Klingle
Department Coordinator: Josephine C. Johnson

Requirements for the Major

The departmental

in

History

offerings are divided into the following fields: Africa, East Asia, Europe,

Latin America, South Asia, and the United States. Students may, with departmental approval,
define fields that differ from those specified above.

The major
1.

A

consists often courses, distributed as follows:

primary

field

and no more than

of concentration, selected from the above

No more

five courses are taken.

toward the major. At

least

one of the courses

in the field

One

in

which

at least

four

of concentration must be a 300-level

seminar or a 400-level advanced independent study taken
2.

list,

than five courses in any region will count

at

Bowdoin.

intermediate seminar in any field of history, to be taken at Bowdoin, preferably

by the end of the sophomore

year.

recommended

It is

that students

complete

at least

one

200-level course prior to taking an intermediate seminar.
3.

At

least three courses taken

from two of the following

fields: Africa,

East Asia, Latin

America, or South Asia.
4.

One pre-modern

course.

No more than two courses numbered below 200 can be counted toward the major; these
must be taken prior to the junior year. No more than one such course can count toward the
5.

field
6.

of concentration.
Students must obtain a

minimum

course grade of C- to receive credit toward the

major.

may

not count Credit/D/Fail courses toward the major.

7.

Students

8.

Students participating in off-campus study

may

count no more than one history course

per semester toward the history major. In exceptional cases, students
credit for more than

may

petition to receive

one course per semester toward the history major. In all cases, a maximum

of three history courses taken away from

no more than two can count toward the

Bowdoin can count toward

field

the history major, but

of concentration.

The program chosen to meet the requirements for the major in history must be approved by
a departmental advisor. Before electing to major in history, a student should have completed
or have in progress at least

two college-level courses in history. In consultation with the
departmental advisor, a student should plan a program that begins at either the introductory
or the intermediate level and progresses to the advanced level.
_ *
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ma) receive credit toward the history major for
college-level work in histOT) at Other institutions. This work may represent fields other than
those that are available at Bowdoin. In the sophomore year, a student who anticipates study
awa\ from Bowdoin should discuss with the departmental advisor a plan lor the histor\
major that includes work at Bowdoin and elsewhere.
With departmental approval,

a student

majors seeking departmental honors are required to enroll in at least one
semester of the Honors Program History 451. 452). Its primar\ requirement is the research
and writing ol the honors thesis. To be eligible to register tor Honors, a student must have
All histor\

i

the equivalent of a

B+ average m

courses taken

m

the department

and the approval of

a

thesis ad\ isor.

Histors majors are encouraged to develop

and

to use this

language

competence

competence

in

one or more foreign languages

reading and research.

in their historical

Requirements for the Minor

a foreign

History

in

The minor consists of five courses. Three courses are to be taken

m

and two

Knowledge of

particular!) important tor students planning graduate work.

is

one

in

field of concentration

held: both fields should be chosen from the

a subsidiary

department tor a major. Students ma\ not count Credit

specified b\ the

list

toward the minor.

Fail courses

I),

off-campus Stud) ma\ count no more than two histor\ courses
toward the histor\ minor. This must be approved b\ a departmental ad\ isor.
Students participating

(

in

unieulum

Although first-year seminars and 100-level courses are designed as introductory courses
tor students who have not taken college-lexel courses in history, lust sear students and all
majors ma\ also enroll

inui

an\ lecture course

in

numbered

2(H)

289.

Intermediate seminars, listed beginning on page 200. are not open
Most ot these seminars have a prerequisite of one histor\ course.

Advanced seminars or Problems Courses,
histOT) majors

and minors and

to other juniors

to fust

year students.

beginning on page 204. arc open

to

and seniors with sufficient background

in

listed

the discipline.

i

Seminars

Irat-Year

tollow ing seminars, designed lor
not

assume

tOpk

I

that students

have

a

first

>cai students, are introductory

background

he seminars mtroduee students

in

in

nature.

I

to the Stud) ot historical

I

nrollmenl

is

limited to sixteen students

ription ol hist year seminars, see

II*

l-t

methods, the examination

Memoirs and Minion

M« d

«>

I

I

1

1

i-i

:

mil-

m

ol

reading

in

each seminal

pages 147 57.

Monsters Marvels and Messiahs: Kurope during .the Ageof l)isco\er\

I

(\o

he seminars BTC based on extensive leading, elass discussion, ami multiple

short, critical e

Hi(

he\

the period or the area ot the particular seminar

partk ular questions ot historical inquiry, and the development ol analytical skills

and writing

I

lnttiitK.ii.il

in tin

(

\imriean History

in

oinimiuitirs

Sixteenth

<

entun

in

Sat

|

|

\mniea

1630

1997,

tsian studies

II

I

>|

all

.'OdX

S \k \u

History

14c.

The Atomic Bomb and American

16c,d-

From Montezuma

Gordon.
(Same

as

to

Society. Fall 2007. David Hecht.

Bin Laden: Globalization and

Africana Studies

and in Health: Public Health
2007. Susan L. Tananbaum.
(Same as Gender and Women's Studies 20.)

War in

Civil

[28c,d. Seekers' Lives.

29c,d.

as

David

States. Fall

Sports.]
Fall 2007.

23.)

Film. (Same as Africana Studies 25.)]

(Same

as

Asian Studies

The Jewish Diaspora: Unity and

(Same

Europe and the United

American History through Testimonials.

Sarah Sarzynski.
(Same as Latin American Studies

The

in

and Spectators: History, Culture, and

23c,d. Voices of the Excluded: Latin

[25c.

Its Critics. Fall 2007.

16.)

20c. In Sickness

[21c. Players

193

Asian Studies

28.)]

Diversity. Fall 2007.

Much Numark.

29.)

Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses

For intermediate seminars 210, 212, 217, 222, 226, 235, 238, 247, 249, 250, 253, 254, 259, 260,
269, 281, 285, 286, 287, and 288, and advanced problems courses, see pages 200-205.
60c. Introduction to Historical Writing. Spring 2008. Patrick Rael.

Focuses on

skills

necessary for analytic and

critical writing,

with special attention to

drafting and revision of student essays. Provides practice in basic research and analytical skills

required for working in history (and to a lesser degree other social sciences and humanities),

and addresses basic grammar problems frequently encountered

in college-level essays.

Does

not count toward the major or minor in history.
[125c. Entering

139c.

The

Civil

Modernity: European Jewry. (Same

War Era.

as Religion 125.)]

Fall 2007. Patrick Rael.

coming of the Civil War and the war itself in all its aspects. Considers the
impact of changes in American society, the sectional crisis and breakdown of the party system,
Examines

the

the practice of Civil

War

warfare, and social ramifications of the conflict. Includes readings

of novels and viewing of films. Students are expected to enter with a basic knowledge of

American history, and a commitment
Africana Studies 139.)
140c,d.

War and

to participating in large class discussions.

(Same

as

Society. Fall 2008. Patrick Rael.

Explores the nature of warfare from the fifteenth century to the present. The central

premise
tested

is

that

war

is

a reflection of the societies and cultures that

by examining the development of war-making

in

wage

it.

This notion

is

Europe and the Americas from the

period before the emergence of modern states, through the great period of state formation and
nation building, to the present era,

when

the

power of

states to

wage war

in the traditional

manner seems seriously undermined. Throughout, emphasis is placed on contact between
European and non-European peoples. Students are required to view films every week outside
of class.
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The

142c

nitod States Since 1945. Spring 2008.

I

nsidefation of social, intellectual, political,

Dw

Ij-mne.

and international

history.

Topics include the

Cold War: the survival of the New Deal: the changing role of organized labor: Kevnesian.
ke\ nesian. or ant i-Ke\nesian economic policies; and the urban crisis. Readings common
to the w hole class and the opportunity for each student to read more deeply in a topic o\' his
:

own

or her

201c

-

choice.

ESD

Age

History of Ancient Greece: Bronze

to the

Death of Alexander. Every

other spring. Spring 2(M)S. ROBERT Sobak.

Surveys the histOT) ofGreek-speaking peoples from the Bronze Age (c. 3000-11 00 b.c.e.) to
the death ot Alexander the Cireat in 323 B.C.E. Traces the political, economic, social, religious,
and cultural developments of the Greeks in the broader context of the Mediterranean world.
Topics include the institution of the />r>//.v (city-state); hoplite warfare: Greek colonization; the
origins of Greek "science." philosophy, and rhetoric; and fifth-century Athenian democrac)

and imperialism. Necessaril) focuses on Athens and Sparta, but attention is also given to
the variet) ot social and political structures found in different Greek communities. Special

examining and attempting to understand the distinctively Greek outlook
in regard to gender, the relationship between human and di\ inc. freedom, and the di\ isions
between Greeks and barbarians non-Greeks). A variety of sources — literary, epigraphical.
are presented, and students learn how to use them as historical documents.
archaeological

attention

given

is

to

(

-

Same
2u2c

as (lassies 211.)

\ncicnt

Rome

Ever) Other spring. Spring 2009. Robert Sobak.

Surveys the histOf)
the political,

o\

Rome from

economic, religious,

Rome's growth from

context ot

beginnings

its

social,

a small settlement in central

sources

literary, epigraphical,

212

lassies

(

Greek culture and

law.

century A.D. Considers

and cultural developments

the Mediterranean world. Special attention
the influence ot

to the fourth

is

1

till

>

o\ the

Romans

medio

al

the

dominant power

to the

in

given to such topics as urbanism. imperialism,

and multi-culturalism. Introduces different types

archaeological, etc.

tor use as historical

o\

documents. Same
I

i

2#4c Science \la«jic and Religion Spring 200S l)\ii \s DENERY.
[races the Origins Of the scientific resolution through the tnterpla) between
and

iu

religion,

magic and

antique

late

philosophy Particular attention is paid to the conflict
the meaning and function of religious miracles, the use

natural

between paganism and ( Ihristianity,
and perseCUtiOfl ol witchcraft, and Renaissance hermeticism. (Same as Religion 204.)

Mil

Modern Europe

2007. Dallas Denery.
European culture and society from the later Middle Ages to the origins ot the
Enlightenment topics inc hide the Renaissance. Reformation, and Scientific Revolution.
I

si)

i

.,,In

Fall

ir\e> ot

2f7<

i

3D Medieval Europe
ii.

from

th

•

ntion

is

(

I

all

2008. Dali

cultural, religious,

Ihristianit) to the

\s

Dimri.

ami economic development

beginnings

paid to the varying relations between

i

ol the Protestant

riurch

and

ol

medio

a

l

Europe

Reformation Particulai
urban culture

state, the birth ol

and economy, institutional and populai religious movements, and the caii\ formation
nation

ttat<

ol

History

216c.

The French Revolution.

In the turbulent

195

Paul Friedland.

Fall 2007.

and violent years from 1789

every form of government

known

to the

to

1815, France experienced virtually

modern world. After

a brief

overview of the old

regime, focus of the course turns to exploration of the politics of the Revolution, as well as

Revolutionary culture

in general (the arts, theater, songs, fashion, the cult for the guillotine,

and attitudes towards race and gender). Uses texts and images produced by the Revolutionaries
themselves whenever possible.
219c. Russia's Twentieth Century: Revolution

and Beyond. Spring 2008. Page

Herrlinger.

Examines major transformations
Revolutions of 1917 through the

Russian society, culture, and politics from the

in

fall

of the Soviet Empire

in

1991. Topics include the

building of socialist society under Lenin and Stalin, the political Terror of the

expansion of the Gulag system, the experience

Asia and Eastern Europe, attempts

of World War

at de-Stalinization

II,

1

930s and the

Soviet influence in Central

under Khrushchev, everyday

life

under

"developed socialism," the period of "glasnost" and "perestroika" under Gorbachev, and the

problems of de-Sovietization

in the early

1990s.

221c. History of England, 1485-1688. Spring 2008. Susan L. Tananbaum.

A survey of the political, cultural, religious, social, and economic history of early modern
Tudor ruler, to the outbreak of the Glorious
Revolution. Topics to be considered include the Tudor and Stuart Monarchs, the Elizabethan
Settlement, the English Civil War, Oliver Cromwell, and the Restoration.
England, from the reign of Henry VII, the

Modern

[223c.

224c.

first

Britain, 1837 to the 1990s]

The Modern Middle

East:

The

Palestinian-Israeli Conflict. Fall 2007. Susan L.

Tananbaum.

A historical

overview of the Middle East during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Focuses on the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire, the role of Islam, British rule in the
region, Palestine, Jewish and

Arab nationalism,

the intifada, and ends with a brief review

of contemporary issues.
227c. City

and Landscape

in

Modern Europe: London,

Paris, Vienna, Berlin. Spring

2009. Jill Pearlman.

Evolution of the built environment
to the present.

in

four European cities from the mid-eighteenth century

A variety of factors — geography, natural resources, politics, industrialization,

transportation, planning,

and architectural design

form. Topics include the shaping of capital

and

streets,

cities,

— are

considered as determinants of city

housing parks, public spaces, boulevards

urban infrastructure, and environmental problems. (Same as Environmental

Studies 227.)

230c

-

ESD. Science and Race

in

Modern America.

Spring 2008. David Hecht.

Explores the myriad ways that science has been used to construct, reinforce, or challenge
notions of "race" in twentieth-century United States politics and culture. Since racial categories

and divisions have been popularly presumed to have scientific basis, the politics of "race"
cannot be understood apart from the histories of biology, genetics, and medicine. Examines
a number of seminal moments in twentieth-century history
such as eugenics, intelligence
testing, the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, the Bell Curve controversy, Nazi race science, and

—

genetic engineering

— to explore the variety of ways in which science variously mediated,

supported, or questioned debates over race in twentieth-century America.

Studies 229.)

(Same

as

~~".

%

Africana

1
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231c

M

-

Social History of Colonial America.

SI)

I

1607-1763

Spring 2008. Sarah

Mahon.
\ social histor)

of the founding and growth of the colonies

in British

North America.

Explores the difficulties of creating a ne^ society, economy, polity, and culture in an unfamiliar

and ahead) inhabited environment; the effects of diverse and often conflicting goals and
expectations on the earl) settlement and development of the colonies; the gradual adaptations

and changes in European, Native American, and African cultures, and their separate, combined,
and often contested contributions to a new "provincial," increasingly stratified (both socially
and economical!) and regionallx disparate culture; and the later problems of maturity and
Stability as the thirteen colonies began to outgrow the British imperial system and become
>,

new '"American"

a

232c

-

society.

ESD. History of the American West. (Same

ESD. American Society
Mahon.

233c
\l

history of the United States

\ social

New

the

in

-

as

Environmental Studies

232.)]

Nation. 1763-1840. Fall 2008. Sarah

from the Revolution

to the

Age of Jackson. Topics
movement for

include the various social, economic, cultural, and ideological roots of the

American independence: the struggle to determine
political shape o\ the new republic; the emergence
cultural order

and
in

the scope
o\

o\'

the Constitution and the

and contest over a new social and

and the nature of American "identity": and the diverging social, economic,

political histories o\ regions (North.

South, and trans-Appalachian West) and peoples

the earl) to mid-nineteenth century. Topics include urbanization, industrialization, and

new forms of social organization in the North: religion and the Second
Vwakening; the westward expansion of the nation into areas alread) occupied; the
southern plantation ccononn and slave communities: and the growth of the reform impulse
in Jacksoman America.
development

the

234e
S

o\

ESD Lawn

-

B<>\

Meets Yallev Girl: Gender and the Suburbs. Spring 2008. Ji

nnii

r

i

tNLON.

The suburbs, where the majority of the nation's residents live, have been alternatel) praised
.is the most \ isible sign ol the American dream and \ ililied as the vapid core ol homogeneous
Middle Vmerica low did the "bulbs* come about, and w hat is their significance in American
1

1

lite

Begins with the histor)

'

World War

o\ the

suburbs from the mid-nineteenth ccnturx to the post

period, exploring the suburb as part of the process of national Urbanization.

II

second part, explores more contemporar\ cultural representations ol the suburbs
popular tele\ ision, lilm. and fiction. Particular attention is paid to gender, race, ami consumer
In the

1

CUltUft

.is

influences

U1

the

development Of suburban

life.

|

Same

as

(lender and

i

Women's

Studus 235

236

d

rick

i'

I

•

i

si)

i

in

nisto,\ oi Mrlcaa Unericans, 1619-1865 Spring 2008. Spring 2009.

Rah

.urn nes the tlistor) "I

the death

<>i

slaver) during

hmentol slaver)
•n tin-

r«

Civil

tin-

in colonial

plantation, the

*.

Wai

I

in

America through

uploies a wide range ol topics, including the

America, the emergence of plantation society, control and

ulture and familj structure ol enslaved African Americans,

ommunities, and the coming of the Civil Wai and
.ma Studies 236
•

\h

\liu an A mci leans from the origins ol sla\er\

the death of slaver)

(Same

as

History

[237c,d

-

197

ESD. The History of African Americans from 1865

to the Present.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 237.)]

ESD. Environment and Culture
2008. Matthew Klingle.

242c

-

in

North American History. Every

Explores relationships between ideas of nature,

year. Spring

human transformations of the environment,

and the effect of the physical environment upon humans through time in North America.
Topics include the "Columbian exchange" and colonialism; links between ecological change
and race,

class,

and gender

relations; the role of science

and technology;

literary

and

perspectives of "nature"; agriculture, industrialization, and urbanization; and the

artistic

rise

of

modern environmentalism. Assignments include a research-based service learning term
project. (Same as Environmental Studies 203.)
Prerequisite: Environmental Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.
244c - VPA. City, Anti-City, and Utopia: Building Urban America. Fall 2007. Jill
Pearlman.
Explores the evolution of the American city from the beginning of industrialization to
the present age of mass communications. Focuses on the underlying explanations for the
American city's physical form by examining cultural values, technological advancement,
aesthetic theories,

and social

structure.

Major

figures, places,

and schemes

in the areas

of urban design and architecture, social criticism, and reform are considered. (Same as

Environmental Studies 244.)
245c - ESD. Bearing the Untold Story: Gender, Race, and Ethnicity in the United States.
Fall 2008. Jennifer Scanlon.
Women of color are often ignored or pushed to the margins. There is a cost to that
absence, obviously, for women of color. As Zora Neale Hurston put it, "There is no agony
like bearing an untold story inside you." There is also a cost to those who are not women
of color, as

women

of color are encountered as objects, rather than subjects. Addresses the

gaps and explores the histories and contemporary issues affecting
ethnic/racial

communities

and Women's Studies
246c

-

ESD.

Women

in the

women

of color and their

United States. (Same as Africana Studies 245 and Gender

245.)

in

American History, 1600-1900. Spring 2009. Sarah McMahon.

Asocial history of American women from the colonial period through the nineteenth century.
Examines women's changing roles in both public and private spheres; the circumstances of
women's lives as these were shaped by class, ethnic, and racial differences; the recurring
conflict between the ideals of womanhood and the realities of women's experience; and
focuses on family responsibilities, paid and unpaid work, religion, education, reform, women's
rights,

and feminism.

Note: This course counts toward the major and minor in gender and women's studies.

ESD. Family and Community
McMahon.
248c

-

Examines

in

American History, 1600-1900.

Fall 2007.

Sarah

and cultural history of American families from 1600 to
1 900, and the changing relationship between families and their kinship networks, communities,
and the larger society. Topics include gender relationships; racial, ethnic, cultural, and
class variations in family and community ideals, structures, and functions; the purpose and
the social, economic,

expectations of marriage; philosophies of child-rearing; organization of

work and

leisure

time; and the effects of industrialization, urbanization, immigration, and social and geographic

and community organization.
_ *
Note: This course counts toward the major and minor in gender and women's

mobility on patterns of family

life

studies.

rsesoj Instruction

(

252c

olonial latin

(

ti

America

Fall

200S. Ai

i

EN

Wi

1

1

v

Introduces students to the histor) of Latin America from pre-Columbian times to about
[races developments fundamental to the establishment

5

ot"

colonial rule, draw Ing out

regional comparisons of indigenous resistance and accommodation. Topics include the nature

of indigenous societies encountered b\ Europeans; exploitation of African and Indian labor:

evangelization and the role of the church; the evolution of race, gender, and class hierarchies
in

colonial societ)

:

and the origins of independence

in

Spanish America and Brazil. (Same

atin American Studies 252.)

I

Modern

255c. d

Latin America, ball 2(X)7. Sarah Sarzynski.

America from the era of independence (c.
through the present day. Recurrent themes include colonialism and independence.
5
nation- and state-building, liberal ism. citizenship, economic development and modern i/at ion.

An

introductOf) SUrve) of the histOI) of Latin
I

organization and stratification, race and ethnicity, gender relations. identity politics,

al

reform and revolution, authoritarianism and democratization, and United States-Latin American
relations. The course is divided in tour main themes: Independence and Liberalism; Race.

Cold War. Focuses on the negotiations
and popular groups as the catalyst that drove major

Slavery, and War; Populism and Nationalism; and the

and Struggles for power between

elite

change in Latin America from
atm American Studies 255.)

historical
l

256c

II'

-

(1

HAND

N

l

Environment and Societ)

Will

mines

l

the nineteenth century to the present day.

in

Latin America Spring

2()() c )

Al

i

I

N

(Same

Wl

1

1

S

as

wn

LWRIOHT.

the evolving relationship

between

the environment, politics, and culture in

America and the Caribbean. Topics include the environmental impact ot economic

tral

development; colonialism; the predominance of plantation monoculture, slavery, and other
forms ot coerced labor; and political instability. (Same as Environmental Studies 256 and
I

Vmvrican Studies 256

atin

258c

Uli

Latin \mcrican Revolutions. (Same as Latin American Studies 258.)]

(1

(I

-

I

SD

IP

Modern South

\sia

1

2007.

all

Chronological and thematic introduction

Mm H

Nl MARK.

to the histors

oi South Asia from the rise ot

mid eighteenth centut) to the present. Topics include the
formation of i colonial econom) and societ) religious and social reform; the emergence ol
and colonial nationalism; the road to independence and partition; and issues ol secularism.
religious fundamentalisms, democrat y, and inequality that have shaped post colonial South
\m.ui societies (Same as tsinn Studies 256
British imperial

power

in

the

;

2424 d

I

si)

ii»
•

fcfHcn

historical

and

tin

Mantle World. 1400-1880

developments before

t

onquest in

moral Africa Explores the political, social,
the intensification
\iru.i

and

tin-

DavidGord

European powers, with a focus on

and cultural changes that accompanied

Ocean trade and revolves around b controvers) in the stud)
\tianiu \\'t»rKi What influence did Africans have on the making ol the
m what ways did Africans participate in the ilave trade? low were
hapedb) the ttlantk World and b> the slave plantations ol the Vmeri<
the contradictory effects ol Abolition on Africa (Same as MHcana
<>i

(I

St.l

Fall 2007.

\tlanti<

I

History

[263c,d. Politics

and Popular Culture

in

\

Twentieth-Century India. (Same

as

99

Asian

Studies 258.)]

264c,d

-

ESD,

IP.

Conquest, Colonialism, and Independence: Africa since 1880. Spring

2008. David Gordon.
Focuses on conquest, colonialism, and its legacies in sub-Saharan Africa; the violent
process of colonial pacification, examined from European and African perspectives; the
different ways of consolidating colonial rule and African resistance to colonial rule, from
Maji Maji to Mau Mau; and African nationalism and independence, as experienced by
Africa's nationalist leaders, from Kwame Nkrumah to Jomo Kenyatta, and their critics.

Concludes with the

limits of independence,

mass disenchantment,

the rise of the predatory

post-colonial state, genocide in the Great Lakes, and the wars of Central Africa.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 264.)
[265c,d

IP. Africa

-

and the Indian Ocean World. (Same

as

Africana Studies 265.)]

266c,d. History of Mexico. Spring 2008. Allen Wells.

A survey of Mexican history from pre-Columbian times to the present. Topics to be
examined include the evolving character of indigenous societies, the nature of the Encounter,
the colonial legacy, the chaotic nineteenth century, the Mexican Revolution, and United
States-Mexican relations. Contemporary problems are also addressed. (Same as Latin
American Studies
268c,d

-

266.)

ESD. Asian American History, 1850-Present.

Fall 2007.

Connie Chiang.

Surveys the history of Asian Americans from the mid-nineteenth century to the present.
Explores the changing experiences of Asian immigrants and Asian Americans within the

American history. Major topics include immigration and migration, race
movements, labor issues, gender relations, family and community
formation, resistance and civil rights, and representations of Asian Americans in American
popular culture. Readings and course materials include scholarly essays and books, primary
documents, novels, memoirs, and films.
larger context of

relations, anti-Asian

Chinese Thought in the Classical Period. Fall 2007. Kidder Smith.
An introduction to the competing schools of Chinese thought in the time of Confucius
and his successors. (Same as Asian Studies 270.)

270c,d

-

[273c,d.

IP.

A Social History of Shamanism in East Asia.
Chinese Poetry and Society. (Same

[274c,d

-

IP.

[275c,d

-

ESD,

IP.

Modern China. (Same

as

as

(Same

as

Asian Studies 273.)]

Asian Studies 274.)]

Asian Studies 275.)]

IP. A History of Tibet. Spring 2008. Kidder Smith.
Examines three questions: What was old Tibet? Is Tibet part of China? What are conditions
there now? Analyzes the complex interactions of politics and society with Buddhist doctrine
and practice. (Same as Asian Studies 276.)

276c,d

-

277c. Trials of the Twentieth Century. Fall 2007. David Hecht.

Uses controversial legal cases to explore changing notions of justice, rights, and equality
in twentieth-century America. Focuses on issues of race, class, science, Cold War politics,
and foreign policy. Trials discussed include Sacco & Vanzetti, the Scopes Monkey Trial, the
Rosenberg spy case, Watergate, and O. J. Simpson. Uses a variety of primary and secondary
sources, such as

trial transcripts,

news coverage, memoirs,

film,

and

literature.

Courses of Instruction

279c. d. India to 1707: History of Traditional India. Spring 2008. Mitch

Numark.

Examines the history of the Indian subcontinent, primarily from cultural and intellectual
viewpoints, beginning with

Mughal Empire. Emphasis

its

is

and concluding

earliest roots

in

placed on the development of indigenous ways of looking at the

world and the expression of those worldviews

in

the religions called

Buddhism. Explores the conquest of the area by Muslims and
India, with particular stress on the period of the Great Mughals
be largel) primar) sources

[280c d

m

translation.

(Same

KSI). IP. Imperialism. Nationalism.

-

1707 with the decline of the

as

Hinduism. Jainism. and

Hindu
1526-1707). Readings will

their interaction with
|

Asian Studies 251.)

Human

Rights.

(Same

Asian Studies

as

230.)]

2S2c d

and the Indian Ocean World. Fall 2008. R urn Surman.
social world created b) movements of people, commodities, and ideas

KSI). IP India

-

Explores the > ibranl

i

across the contemporar) regions of the Middle East, East Africa, and South and Southeast Asia
earl) spread of Islam to the eighteenth century.

from the

Key

topics include the formation o(

communities, pre-modern material cultures, the meanings;of con version and religious change,
and the production and transformation ofsy stems of knowledge and modes of social relations
in the era before the rise o\ European colonialism. (Same as Asian Studies 236.)

283c

(1

-

The Origins of Japanese Culture and

SI). II*

I

Civilization. Fall

2008 and

1

all

w

Thomas Coni
How do a culture,

2009.

histOf) of

a state,

and

a societ) develop'.'

Designed

to introduce the culture

Japan b) exploring how "Japan" came into existence, and

Japanese ch

to chart

how

ilization shifted through time. Attempts to reconstruct the tenor of

and

patterns of
life

through

translations of primar) sources, and to lead to a greater appreciation of the unique and lasting
cultural and political

2N4c d

-

I

s|).

m \s COM

I

What

monuments of Japanese

The Emergence

IF

w

constitutes a modern state?

patterns ot culture

in a state that

(Same

Modern Japan.

of

How

civilization.

Asian Studies 283.)

as

Spring 2009 and Spring 2010.

durable are cultures and ci\ ilizations? Examines me

managed

to

expel European missionaries

in

the seventeenth

came to embrace all things Western as being vi\ ilized" in the mid-nineteenth
mpares the unique and \ ibranl culture ol Tokugawa Japan w ith the rapid program
ot late nineteenth centUT) industrialization, V Inch resulted in imperialism, international wars.
anil ultimately, the post war recovery. (Same as Asian Studies 284.)
century, and
(

2s

Home:

(

>i

History, Culture,

n\ IrofunentaJ studies

I

Int.

i

mi di.iti

340

and Design of Housing

in

North America (Same

is

»|

St -miliars

more intensive work in critical reading and
ussion, analytical writing, library or archival research, and thematic stud) than is available
in the intermediate 2<mi level lei tme courses
he) ire intended foi majors and non majors
.ihke. hut. because the) are advanced intermediate courses, the) assume some background
1

he follow ing seminars offei the opportunit)

foi

I

i

i

in the

discipline and

lent

the

require previous course

individual course descriptions

instruct

fulfill

ma)

In

I

Foi

work

prerequisites)

he intermediate leminara are not open
Bjoi

requiremenl

foi a

;,,(

»

in histor)

t<>

level seminal

oi
I

the permission ol the

nrollmenl

inst yeai students

is
I

limited

t<>

he) do not

History

203c,d. Religion

and Modernity

in

201

South Asia and the Middle East. Spring 2008. Mitch

NlJMARK.
Seminar. Examines the concepts of "religion" and the "religions" and their relationship

and modernity. Focuses on the application and translation of the ideas
of "religion" and the "religions" in the South Asian subcontinent. The Middle East is also
explored. In particular, explores how the "religions" of South Asia (e.g., Hinduism, Buddhism,
to Christianity, Islam,

Sikhism, Islam, Christianity, Zoroastrianism, and Judaism) were discovered, understood,
contested, transformed, and institutionalized by colonial experience and the

demands of

modernity. (Same as Asian Studies 203.)

The History of History. Spring 2008. Dallas Denery.
What is history and how do we come to know it? Does

208c.

Seminar.
if

what

so,

sort

of plan? Examines the practice of historical inquiry from the ancient world to

Marx, with particular emphasis on the way
of history.

history follow a plan and,

in

which religious thought has shaped conceptions

Topics include apocalyptic history, conspiracy theory, and bad history.

Prerequisite:

One course

in history.

The Court

209c. Cultures of Deception:

in

European History.

Fall 2007.

Dallas

Denery.
Seminar. Often looked upon as the source of European (indeed, Western) notions of
civility

and etiquette, the court was also a place of

grand deception. Examines the
to the

end of the Middle Ages.

210c.

Modernity and

intrigue, gratuitous backstabbing,

Roman origins of courtly

Its Critics. Fall

ideals

and traces

their

and

development

2007. Paul Friedland.

Seminar. Explores the concept of modernity through the eyes of its greatest critics. Authors
read include Rousseau, Burke, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, Marx, Weber, Kafka, Freud, Benjamin,

Adorno, Horkheimer, and Foucault.
[211c. Holocaust: History

[222c. History

[226c

-

and Historiography]

and Families

in

Europe. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 230.)]

ESD. The City as American History]

235c - ESD. Green Injustice: Environment and Equity
2009.

Matthew

in

North American History.

Fall

Klingle.

Seminar. Examines the historical foundations of environmental racism and environmental
justice in

North America. Students investigate

how tensions between inclusion and exclusion

through time have blurred the boundaries between nature and culture. Explores such topics

Americans from public lands; agriculture and antebellum slavery;
immigration, disease, and the rise of public health and urban planning; the impact of weeds
and invasive species upon community relations in the West; the role of science and technology
in defining environmental and social problems; class conflict and conservation policy; and
the transnational dimensions of pollution. (Same as Environmental Studies 235.)

as the expulsion of Native

[238c,d. Reconstruction.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 238.)]

Comparative Slavery and Emancipation. Fall 2007. Patrick Rael.
Seminar. Examines slavery as a labor system and its relationship to the following:

239c,d.

the

European commercial
expansion, the cultures of Africans in the diaspora, slave control and resistance, free black
people and the social structure of New World slave societies, and emancipation and its
aftermath. Spends some time considering how historians have understood these crucial issues.
Non-majors invited. (Same as Africana Studies 239.)

emergence of market economies, definitions of race attendant

to

Courses of Instruction

202

Game?

240c Only a
L.

Sports and Leisure in Europe and America. Spring 2008. Susan

Tananbaum.

Uses the lens of sport and leisure to analyze cultural and historical trends in
modern Europe and the United States. Students read a range of primary and secondary texts
exploring race, class, and gender and complete a significant research paper.
linar.

Prerequisite:

[241c. d

Two

m

courses

history.

Memory

Violence and

in

Twentieth-Century India. (Same

as

Asian Studies

239.)]

247c Maine: A Community and Environmental History. Spring 2009. Sarah
M Mahon.
Seminar. Examines the evolution of various Maine social and ecological communitiesinland, hill country, and coastal. Begins with the contact of European and Native American
cultures, examines the transferof English and European agricultural traditions in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, and explores the development of diverse geographic, economic,
ethnic, and cultural communities during the nineteenth and into the early twentieth centuries.
me as En\ironmental Studies 247.)

One course

Prerequisite:

249c Histor) of

history or permission of the instructor.

in

Women's

Voices in America. Spring 2008. Sarah

women's voices

McMahon.

America from 1650 to the twentieth century, as
and autobiographies; poetry, short stories, and
these emerged
novels; essa) S, addresses, and prescriptive literature. Readings from the secondary literature
provide a historical framework for examining women's writings. Research projects locus
on the form and content of women's literature and the ways that it illuminates women's
understandings, reactions, and responses to their historical situation. (Same as Gender and
Seminar. Examines

in

in private letters, journals,

Women's

Studies 249

Prerequisite:

250c

-

I

i

One course

SI) California

in history.

Dreamin': A History

of the

Golden State Spring 2008. CONNU

Cm \sc
oi

Seminar Sunshine, beaches, shopping malls, and mo\ ic stars are the popular Stereotypes
California, but social conflicts and environmental degradation have long tarnished the
golden image. Unravels the myth of the California dream h\ examining the state's
and environmental histor) from the end oi Mexican rule and the discover) oi gold

State's
:.il

m

1848

n> the

2003 election

Major topics include immigration

Arnold Schwarzeneggei

ol

and conservative polities, extractive and high tech industries;
environmental disasters; urban, suburban, and una! divides; and California in American
ilar culture,
Same
n\ irnmm-ntnl Studies 250

and

racial violence; radical

I

i

251C

niltd State! in the Nineteenth

I

mil it

1

uplores

American

(

histor)

nl tuples in the histor) ol the

iet>

em-

|

I

enturv Spring

2<>() l >.

PaTRK

through close readings

lilted

States

in

ol

k

R

\i

i

.

arguments regarding

ion. elass and FB( i.il toi in.il ion.
masspolUk a part) s\ stem, the maiket ie\
ivil War, the Reconstruction, corporatism,
remo al of Native Americans, sis
ami
laboi movement,
modernism Explores the nature ol historical arguments with an
->t

the

I

I

>!

ill

I

the

a

the nineteenth eeiituis. including the

1

toward students writin
1

«

d

i

tne

.Hid .11x1

i

^

"in

se in

.iixn

iii

I

i

.it iii

America

i

Same

as

latin American Studies 253

i|

History

Contemporary Argentina.

254c,d-

Fall

203

2008. Allen Wells.

Seminar. Texts, novels, and films help unravel Argentine history and culture. Topics
examined include the image of the gaucho and national identity; the impact of immigration;
Peronism; the tango; the Dirty War; and the elusive struggle for democracy, development,
and social justice. (Same as Latin American Studies 254.)

259c,d

-

ESD,

IP.

History of Sexuality, Gender, and the Body in South Asia. Fall 2008.

Rachel Sturman.
Seminar. Explores changing conceptions of the body, sexuality, and gender

in

South Asia,

with a focus on modern formations since the late eighteenth century. Topics include: practices

of female seclusion; ideas of purity, pollution, and the care of the

self; religious

renunciation

and asceticism; the erotics of religious devotion; theories of desire; modern conjugality; and
the

emergence of a contemporary lesbian/gay/queer movement. (Same

and Gender and
[260c,d

267c,d

ESD,

-

IP.

-

Women's

IP.

as

Asian Studies 237

Studies 259.)

Writing the Self

in

Modern

India.

(Same

as

Asian Studies 255.)]

African Environmental History. Spring 2008. David Gordon.

Seminar. Interrogates the myth of a pristine African environment by exploring the long
history of

human-environment interactions

in

sub-Saharan Africa. Themes include pre-

colonial African environmental ideas, colonialism and the environment, controversies over

conservation strategies and the establishment of "game reserves," globalization of the African

environment, African urban environments, and the

rise

of post-colonial African environmental

movements. (Same as Africana Studies 267 and Environmental Studies 268.)
[269c,d
as

ESD,

-

IP. After

Apartheid: South African History and Historiography. (Same

Africana Studies 269.)]

28 led

-

IP.

The Courtly

Society of Heian Japan. Fall 2008.

Seminar. Japan's courtly culture spawned

some of the

Thomas Conlan.

greatest cultural achievements the

world has ever known. Using the Tale ofGenji, a tenth-century novel of romance and intrigue,
attempts to reconstruct the complex world of courtly culture in Japan, where marriages were
open and easy, even though social mobility was not; and where the greatest elegance, and
most base violence, existed in tandem. (Same as Asian Studies 281.)

Conquests and Heroes. Spring 2010. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Examines the experience of war in China, Japan, and Europe in order to
ascertain the degree to which war is a culturally specific act. Explores narratives of battle

285c,d

-

IP.

and investigates "heroic" qualities of European, Chinese, and Japanese figures. A secondary
theme constitutes an examination of the impact the thirteenth-century Mongol Invasions had

on each of these military
286c,d

-

IP.

cultures.

(Same

Japan and the World.

as

Asian Studies 285.)

Fall 2009.

Thomas Conlan.

Seminar. Explores Japan's relations with China, Korea, and Europe in premodern and

modern contexts. Also explores
as Asian Studies 286.)
[287c,d
287.)]

-

ESD,

IP.

larger issues of state identity

and cultures

Kingship in Comparative Perspective. (Same

in East Asia.

as

(Same

Asian Studies

204

urses of Instruction

\d\aneed Seminars

The 300-level problems courses
1

historical "problems.'

engage students

in bistorj

Follow ing a

theelose investigation of certain

reading and discussion of representative primary

critical

and secondary sources, with attention

in

to issues

of methodology and interpretation, students

develop an independent. primary research topic related to the central problem of the course,
which culminates in an analytical essay of substantial length. Sufficient background in the
discipline and field

assumed, the extent of it depending on whether these courses build upon

is

courses \\muk\ elsewhere

Majors

1

307c Topics

Medieval and Early Modern European History.]

in

311c Experiments

Germany and

Totalitarianism: Nazi

in

contrasts the nature o\ society and culture under

most "totalitarian" regimes— fascism under the Nazis
Bolsheviks in the Soviet Union. Prior course

work

recommended, and students may focus
impahson of both.

Strongl)

Problems

332c

in British

in

this century's

Germany, and socialism under the
modern Germany or Russia is

in

either

in

their research project

on either country, 01

|

Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies

321.)]

American History

ominunitN

(

two of

History

\ ictorian \<jc

[321c

Soviet Russia. Spring 2008.

l\(,t K.

Compares and

Problems

limited to sixteen students.

is

European History

in

PAG! Hi RKI

the history curriculum. Enrollment

other than histOT) are encouraged to consider these seminars.

in fields

Problems

in

\mcrica. 1600-1900.

in

Fall

2007. Sarah

Explores the ideals and the social, economic, and cultural

on change, continuity, and

history, focusing

McMahon.

realities of community in American

racial, ethnic,

and socio-economic diversity

in

COmmunit) experience from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centimes. Examines
new communities on a '"frontier" that began on the Atlantic seaboard and
iuall\ moved westward across the continent; the attempts to create alternative communities
either separate from Of contained within established communities; and the changing lace
the formation of

ommunit)

accompanied

thai

cultural diversity, expansion, inodernization, urbanization,

and suburbani/ation.

\mcrica: Politics and Social Change

\eti\isni in

334c

states llislor

Spun

\

mines

l)\\n> Hi

kx
is

a

Msiiuis

m

u

in

which
''<

cl

ill.

\mei

the histOT) ol acti\ ism in twentieth ccnliiiA

explores a w idc range ol

the

<

ill

ial

and

Twcntiith-Centnr> United

in

political issues

c\\

il

well as scientific and religious'

ica

I

he lust hall ol the course

feminism, en> ironmental
activism. Examples draw n from

rights,

be used to explore the nature. Ion nation, and reception ol acti\

modem
st mie m

>

\ineru an histOf)
ea< h

ki'M-uirh

in

I

he

Nint

Ic

i

nth

(

substantial

.i

rutin

goals and

Ond half of the COUTSe follows 8 workshop format,

BCC

develop and write

1st

\

1

hmmkIi

p.ipei oi

uiltd States Histoi

\

I

then
all

own

2008

design
PATRICK

J
foi
1)

p.i|H-i

majors and interested non majors

V^ ith the pi<>

thai

t

consent, students ma)

ulminates
^

in a

single 25

hoosc an) topic

;

"

in Civil

205

History

War

or African-American history, broadly defined. This

into

Bowdoin's

is

a special opportunity to delve

rich collections of primary historical source

documents. (Same as Africana

Studies 336.)
Prerequisite:

Problems

in

United States history.

American History

in Latin

The Mexican Revolution.

351c,d.

An

One course

Spring 2009. Allen Wells.

examination of the Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) and

Mexican

society.

its

impact on modern

Topics include the role of state formation since the revolution, agrarian

reform, United States-Mexican relations, immigration, and other border issues.

(Same

as

Latin American Studies 352.)
356c,d.

The Cuban Revolution.

The Cuban Revolution

Spring 2008. Allen Wells.

recently celebrated

of a revolution entering "middle age" and

its

its

fortieth anniversary. Offers a retrospective

prospects for the future. Topics include United

States-Cuban relations, economic and social justice versus
relations,

and

literature

and film

in a socialist society.

political liberty,

(Same

as Latin

gender and race

American Studies

356.)

Problems

in

African History

[360c,d. Religion

and

Politics in African History.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 360 and

Religion 360.)]

Problems

in

Asian History

Problems in Chinese History. Every fall. Kidder Smith.
Reviews the whole of Chinese history. Students develop their research skills and
substantial research paper. Primarily for seniors. (Same as Asian Studies 370.)

370c,d.

380c,d.

The Warrior Culture

Explores the

''rise"

write a

of Japan. Spring 2009. Thomas Conlan.

of the warrior culture of Japan. In addition to providing a better

understanding of the judicial and military underpinnings of Japan's military "rule" and

shows how warriors have been perceived as a
Culminates in an extended research paper. (Same as

the nature of medieval Japanese warfare,

dominant force in Japanese
Asian Studies 380.)
Prerequisite:

history.

Asian Studies 283 (same

as

History 283) or 284 (same as History 284),

or permission of the instructor.

Independent Study and Honors

in History

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study. The Department.
451c-452c. Honors Seminar. Every year. The Department.

Courses of Instruction

Interdisciplinary Majors

of the departments concerned and the Recording Committee,
design an interdisciplinar) major to meet an individual, cultural, or professional objective.
Bowdoin has nine interdisciplinary major programs that ^\o not require the approval
udent ma)

,

\\

ith

appro

al

Committee because

of the Recording

requirements.

the

These programs are

in

the departments
art

concerned have formalized

histon and archaeology,

art

histor)

and

their
\isiial

chemical physics, computer science and mathematics, English and theater. Eurasian
and hast European studies, geolog) and chemistry, geolog) and physics, and mathematics
and economics. A student wishing to pursue one of these majors needs the approval tit' the
arts,

departments concerned.

Histon and Arehaeolo<j\

\rt

Requirements
Art History 101: one of 212. 213. 214. or 215: 222: and one of Art History 302
through 388: Archaeolo»\ 101. 102. and an\ three additional archaeolog) courses, at least
1

one of which must he
\n> tu»)

2

toe

I

HistOT)
4

I;

at

the

300

level.

courses numbered 10 through 388.

art histor)

(lassies 101, 211, 212. or 291 (independent Study in Ancient

of the following

I'hilosopln 111: or an appropriate course
\rt Histor\ 401 or

Eithei

and

\rt Histor\

\ isual

in

religion

at

the

200

level.

Archaeology 401

\rts

juirements
Art HistOf)

I

103

.

at least

(

101

:

:

one course

in

\ti ican.

Asian. Of pre-Columbian

art

histor)

numhered

numbered 200 of higher: and one 300 level seminar.
isual \rts 150, 160, and either 250 or 260; and three additional COUTSeS in \ isual ails.
one ot which must be numbered 270 or higher.

ineher. tour additional COUTSeS

'

In Mill il l*ll\si( s
nts

(lumistn

I

109

Mathematics

251

161, 171

.un\

181

IMnsics 103. 104. 223. and

:2«>
(

lumistn 252
<

i

I

I0Q

with

ii

310, 34(1.

oi

approved topics

in

401 or 402. Physics

d topics in 401 402, 451 or 452 \t least one of these must

<2<>
(

•

Physics 310

h* niist r\

)thri

rtmcnt.s

possible clc<

1

1

s.

al

be Feasible; interested students should

Interdisciplinary

Majors
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Computer Science and Mathematics
Requirements

Computer Science 101 and

1.

2.

Mathematics 181 and 200.

3.

Computer Science 231 and

4.

Two

additional

210.

289.

Computer Science courses from:

250, any 300-level, and 401.
5. Three additional Mathematics courses from: 224, 225, 229, 244, 258, 262, 264, 265,

and 401.

Independent study (291)

may

be applied to the major upon approval of the appropriate

department.

English and Theater

The

interdisciplinary major in English

and theater focuses on the dramatic

arts,

broadly

drama and literature. Students
of English and theater may blend introductory and advanced course work in both fields,
while maintaining flexibility in the focus of their work. Honors theses in English and theater
construed, with a significant emphasis on the critical study of

are listed as honors in English

and

theater, rather than in either field individually. Students

completing an honors project should be guided by faculty
to take this

study abroad are allowed to

both

in

fields.

Students

who decide

work with advisors in both fields. Students wishing to
count two courses in approved study away programs such as the

major are encouraged

to

National Theater Institute or elsewhere toward the requirements for the major.

Requirements
1.

An

2.

One

3.

Three theater courses from the following:

English first-year seminar or 100-level course.
100-level theater course, preferably

Theater 120.

101, 130, 140, 150, 203, 220, 225, 235, 260, or 270.

One course from English 210, 211, or 212; one course from English 223 or 230.
5. One course in modern drama, either English 246, or its equivalent in another department,

4.

such as French 316.
6.
7.

One
One

300-level course in theater, and one 300-level English seminar.
elective in English and

one elective

in theater or

dance

at the

200

level or higher.

Courses of Instruction

Eurasian and East European Studies

The

major

interdisciplinary

in

Eurasian and East European Studios combines the study of the

Russian language with related courses

in

anthropology, economies. German, government.

kustory, music, and gender and women's studies. The major emphasizes the

the geo-political area ot Eurasia

common aspects of

and East Europe, including the European and Asian countries

former L'SSR. East Central Europe, and the Balkans. The Eurasian and East European
(EEES) major allows students to focus their study on one cultural, social, political

of the

Studies

or historical topic, illuminating the interrelated linkages of these countries.

students studying Russian have had double majors in the above disciplines.

In the past,

common

This major combines these fields into a study of one
a

theme,

in

order to provide

multi-disciplmar\ introduction to the larger region, while allowing for an in-depth study

EEES

of the student's specific geographical area of choice.

independent stud) allows an

work with a facult) member(s) in order to merge introductory and
advanced course work into a focused and disciplined research project. Course work in the
interested student to

Russian language or other regional languages

academic

Student's

expected to

is

stall as eaii\ as

possible

in the

career.

EEES

Careful advising and consultation with

faculty

members

is

essential to plan a

student's four-\ ear program, taking into consideration course prerequisites, the rotation

o\'

courses, and or sabbatical or research leaves. Independent study allows a student to conduct
interdisciplinary research under the careful guidance of

two or more advisers or

readers.

Requirements

Two

1

language
2

years of Russian (Russian 101. 102. 203. 204). or the equivalent

(i.e

Bulgarian. Polish. Serbian/Croatian,

.

1I1S

to

faculty, a student

member
list

lit)

m

the

i

I

the

at

300

ith

EEES

faculty.

level or above.

Upon

petition

concentration can satisfy the requirement

of Russian courses (listed below

list

which:

1

)

faculty

members

arc

or

)

on sabbatical

i

a

Mis concentration to be selected from the complementary

<>r

in

the

at

<2) aiul

the area

i>i

(

>i

300

level, or

ma\ be

abo\e. With approval

of

an II

I

S

an independent studs

fulfilled in part b\

complementary courses.

ml) one introductOT) course or lust ycaf seminar mas count toward the major.

total ot
»tt

in

in

the

at

enough, 3) a course is w ithdrawn (as when a faculty
new. related course is ottered on a one tune onl\ basis.

200 and one

\n honors project
:

in

member, requirements
concentration

Ills

those cases

two courses outside the

below, one

and one

not rotated often

leaves), and or 4

mi\

level

from the complementary

b\ substituting a course

is

200

the

completing the

through independent studies
leave, 2i the course

at

another

etc.).

our courses from the concentration core courses after consultation w

I

At least one course should be

in

1

1

in eithei

courses

campus

stud)

in
at

an approved program

concentration requires two semesters

the majoi

ills

offers three levels ol honors.

an approved program is strongl) rjecommended

ma) be counted toward
I

i

I

>unted

I

lp to three courses

the majoi

s and Russian, onl)
hoose a double majoi in El
Russian MM 102 203, and 204 m.i\ be double counted.

students

independent studs

ol

two years ol
No othei courses ma\
tin-

first

Interdisciplinary

EEES

Majors
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Concentration Core and Complementary Courses beyond Russian 204

A. Concentration

in

Russian/East European Politics, Economics, History, Sociology, and

Anthropology.
Core courses:
[Anthropology 246b. Anthropology of the Balkans)
Economics 221b - MCSR. Marxian Political Economy
Gender and Women's Studies 227b,d - ESD, IP. Women and World Development
[Government 230b. Post-Communist Russian Politics and Society]
History 219c. Russia's Twentieth Century: Revolution and Beyond
History 311c. Experiments in Totalitarianism: Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia

B.

Complementary courses
German 151c - ESD. The

German 317c German 321c -

in

Eurasian and East European Literature and Culture:

Literary Imagination and the Holocaust

IP.

German

IP.

Before and After the Wall: East

Literature and Culture since 1945

German

Traditions in Literature,

Culture, and Film

[German 398c,d - IP. Colors: Signs of Ethnic Difference 1800/1900/2000]
Music 273c - VPA. Chorus (when content applies)
Russian 220c -

IP.

Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature

Russian 221c. Soviet Worker Bees, Revolution, and Red Love
Russian 223c. Dostoevsky and the Novel

in

Russian Film

Russian 224c. Dostoevsky or Tolstoy
Russian 25 led. Central Asia through Film and Literature

Courses

in

Russian:

Russian 307c. Russian Folk Culture
Russian 309c. Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature

Russian 310c. Modern Russian Literature
Russian 316c. Russian Poetry

Geology and Chemistry
Requirements
1.

Chemistry 109 and four courses from

the following:

Chemistry 205, 210, 225, 226,

240, 251, and approved advanced courses.
2.
3.

4.

Geology 101, 202, and 262.
Two courses from the following: Geology 220, 260, and 275.
Physics 103 and Mathematics 161 and 171.

There are many different emphases a student can give

to this major,

depending on his

or her interests. For this reason, the student should consult with the geology and chemistry

departments in selecting electives.

2

Courses of Instruction

1

(icolo»\

and Plnsics

Requirements
lumistrv 109. 119. or 159; Geology 101. 202. 241. 265: Mathematics 161. 171

(

1

Physics 103, 104. and 223.
Either Physics 255 or 300.
Three additional courses, 200-level or above,

2.
3.

in

geolog) and/or physics.

Mathematics and Economics
Requirements

mathematics as follows:
Mathematics 181, 201. 225. 265: and two or Mathematics 224. 229. 264. 304.
I.

Si\ courses

2

Either

in

Computer Science 210

or

Mathematics 235. 244. or 305.

Foot courses in economics with a grade of C- or
256. 316. and one other 300-level course.
3.

better, as follows:

Kconomics 255,

Interdisciplinary Studies

220 Leaden and Leadership. Spring 2008. ANGl S S. Kim,
A stud\ of the concept, principles, practice, and significance of leadership. Content
presented through case studies intended to illustrate and illuminate various characteristics
i)t leaders and their constituencies. Abraham
lncoln. Harriet Tubman, Joshua Chamberlain,
il

I

t

studied

Pope John Will, \dolph Hitler, and Ernest Shacklcton are among those
"An arm) of deer led b) a lion is more to he feared than an arms of lions led In a
Thatcher.

1

deer.*

2401)

Maine

Social Research

I

2007. Spring 2008.

all

CRAM Mi

EWBN.

hands on, semester long research experience in the local community. Students design
and can) <>ut research on elements ol a longer term research project focused on affordable
\

housing, homelessness, hunger, and economic insecurit)
in

coordination with local agencies. Uses

quantitative analysis,

in

a

in

the

Brunswick Popsham area

variet) ol research methodologies, including

depth interviewing, observation, and analysis of available data

and historical records Students with methodological training in a variet)
tied toi credit w ith permission ol'the instructor.
WelcOfl
Prerequisite

l\\choloj»> 25

(

1

hie
•

<>f

tathropolog) 20

the follow ing

Sociolog) 201

<

>i

permission

1

.

ol disciplines are

Economics 257. Education 203,

ol the instructoi

1
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Latin American Studies
Administered by the Latin American Studies Committee;
Enrique Yepes**, Program Director (Fall 2007),
Allen Wells*, Program Director (Spring 2008)
(See committee

list,

page 351 .)

Joint Appointment with English: Consortium for Faculty Diversity Pre-Dissertation Fellow and

Lecturer William Arce

Latin American Studies

is

an integrated interdisciplinary program that explores the cultural

heritage of Mesoamerica, the Caribbean, and South America.
is

Its

multidisciplinary approach

designed to bring the scholarly methods and perspectives of several disciplines together

in

fostering increased understanding of Latin America's history, political and economic realities,

and a range of aesthetic expression. Competence in Spanish (or another
appropriate language such as French or Portuguese, with the approval of the administering

cultural diversity,

committee)

program

in

is

required, and

it

Requirements for the Major

The major

is

recommended

that students participate in a

study-away

Latin America.

in

in

Latin American Studies

Latin American Studies consists of nine courses, including the following:

1.

Latin American Studies 207, Latin American Cultures (Same as Spanish 207).

2.

Two

of the following courses:

Latin American Studies 252, Colonial Latin America (Same as History 252), or
Latin American Studies 255, Modern Latin America (Same as History 255).
a.

b.

A 200-level

course

in

anthropology or sociology focused on Latin America.

3. A concentration of four additional courses centered on a particular geographic region
(Andean region, Caribbean, Mesoamerica, Southern Cone, etc.) or theme (colonization,
cultural hybridity, indigenous cultures, globalization, development issues, gender relations,
etc.) The four-course concentration will be selected by each major in consultation with the
faculty in Latin American Studies. The courses for the concentration should be primarily

at the
4.

200- or 300-level.

An

elective course in Latin

American Studies, outside of

the student's area of

concentration.
5.

In the senior year, each major will have the option of completing:
a.

a one- or two-semester independent study project or honors thesis, or

b.

a 300-level seminar approved for Latin

A maximum

American Studies

credit.

of three courses from off-campus study programs

may

count toward the

major with the approval of the director of Latin American Studies. Courses

in

which

D and

Credit/D/Fail grades are received will not count toward the major.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

in Latin

American Studies

Bowdoin beyond 204 (or another
Latin American Studies 255, Modern Latin American History;

consists of at least one Spanish course at

appropriate language);

and three additional courses, two of which must be outside the student's major department.
Independent studies can meet requirements for the minor only with the approval of a written
prospectus of the project by the director of Latin American Studies. Courses in which D and
Credit/D/Fail grades are received will not count toward the minor.

)

Courses

212

oj Instruction

Program Honors
Students contemplating honors candidacy must have established records ofA and Bin program

course offerings and present clear!) articulated proposals tor scholarly research. Students

must prepare and defend an honors thesis before

facult)

committee.

description o\ first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

full

23c. d \oiees of the

Excluded: Latin American History through Testimonials.

Fall 2007.

^NsKI.

S

S

program

Seminars

First-Year

For a

a

Histor\ 23.
lasting Hierarchies:

[25b,d

ntrod uctory,
130c.d

Latin America (Same as Anthropology 25.)]

in

Intermediate, and Advanced Courses

I

1

Food

IP Introduction to Art from Ancient Mexico and Peru. (Same as Art History

-

130.)]

Music of the Caribbean.

138c. d

Fall

2007. JOANNA Bossi

.

Surveys various musical traditions oi the Caribbean, paying attention

to the relation

between sociohistorical context and artistic practice. Organized h\ geographic region, hut
addresses such larger issues as colonialism, nationalism, race, gender, and class. (Same as

\fricana Studies 13N and Music 138.)

Advanced Spanish. Ever)

205c
Patriai

fall,

hall

Cm

2007. Nadia

is

wn

Gustavo Faver6n

.

The stud\ of a varietv ot journalistic and literals texts and visual media, together with
an advanced grammar review, designed to increase written and oral proficiency, as well as
appreciation of the cultural histor) of the Spanish speaking world. Foundational course for
the major, rhrec class hours per
<

Same

week and one

vvccklv conversation session with assistant.

Spanish 205
Prerequisite Spanish 204 or placement.

206

as

(l

-

I

IF

Francophone Cultures. Ever)

fall.

Fall

2007. K\ki\ Undo.

\n introduction to the cultures ot various French speaking regions outside ot Fiance.
unities the history, politics,

customs, cinema, literature and the

arts ot the

Francophone

world, principal I) Africa and the Caribbean. Readings include newspaper and magazine
artk

short stones,

les,

ami

and feature films 'Same
Prerequisiti
21 Yfi

d

I

S|)

IF

I

t<>

I

at in

oi

permission

\im rican

iimhi.iii

el

link

discuss telev ision new

i

s.

documentaries,

(

ol the instructor.

ultnics Spring 2008 GUSTAVO FaVBRON-PaTRIAU.

aiuU

ultiual hcleioivneitv ot

tunes to the present, including the

Sp.iinsh

Same

Spanish 205
insti

.mil

Mricana Studies 207 and French 207.)

rendi 205

explore the

m

as

Students see

diverse cultural aitilacts ihteiatuie. Iilm. tustOry,

'

intended

I

a novel.

Spanish 207

I

I

at in

graffiti,

and journalism)

\mei ican societies from

anno presence

in

the United States

i

latin American Studies 205)

oi

permission of the

3

Latin American Studies
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209c - IP. Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Medieval and Early Modern
Hispanic Literature. Fall 2007. John Turner.
A chronological introduction to literature of the Spanish-speaking world from the Middle
Ages through 1800. Explores major works and literary movements of the Middle Ages, the
Spanish Golden Age, and Colonial Spanish America

(Same

in their historical

and cultural context.

Spanish 209.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 (same as Latin American Studies 205) or permission of the
as

instructor.

210c

-

IP. Introduction to the

Study and Criticism of Modern Hispanic Literature.

Spring 2008. Nadia Celis.
Introduces students to the literatures of Spain and Spanish America from 1800 to the

Examines major authors and

present.

literary

movements of modern Spain and Spanish

and cultural context. (Same as Spanish 210.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 (same as Latin American Studies 205) or permission of the

America

in historical

instructor.

225b

-

IP. Globalization

and Social Change.

Fall 2007. Joe

Bandy.

Focuses on social theories related to the international economy and

its

current restructuring.

Explores the impact of globalization on the lives of working people, on the global division
of labor, on

human

rights,

on gender inequality, and on the natural environment. Examines

modern history of economic development, and the many social conflicts and resistance
movements they have sparked. Touches upon various world regions and their unique positions
in the global economy, including Latin America and East Asia. (Same as Sociology 225.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.

the

[227b. Class

and Culture. (Same

[228b,d. Discourses of Emotion.
[229b,d.

Maya Archaeology and

as

Anthropology

(Same

as

225.)]

Anthropology

228.)]

Ethnohistory. (Same as Anthropology 229.)]

[237b,d - ESD, IP. Family, Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. (Same as Anthropology
237,

Gay and Lesbian

Studies 237, and

Gender and Women's Studies

237.)]

Andes. Spring 2008. Krista Van Vleet.
Explores the anthropology and history of the Andes, focusing on questions of cultural
transformation and continuity in a region that has been integrated into western markets and
imaginations since 1532, when Francisco Pizarro and a band of fewer than two hundred
conquistadors swiftly defeated the Inca empire. Focuses on the ethnography, historical
analysis, popular culture, and current events of Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru. Topics include
Inca concepts of history; Spanish colonization; Native Andean cultural identity; household
and community organization; subsistence economies and ecology; gender, class, and ethnic
238b,d. Culture

relations;

and Power

domestic and

in the

state violence;

indigenous religion; contemporary political economy;

coca and cocaine production; and migration. (Same as Anthropology 238.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or permission of the instructor.
243c,d

-

VPA. Intermediate Topics

Joanna Bosse.
Examines the diverse musical

in

Ethnomusicology: Caribbean Music.

traditions of the

Fall 2009.

Caribbean and the relationship between

musical expression and collective identity formation, including such issues as the role of music
in the construction

of class, race, nation, and gender. Engages students in discussion of how

the legacies of colonialism, slavery, and United States imperialism inform artistic practice in

present-day Caribbean societies. (Same as Africana Studies 252 and

Music

252.)

Courses of Instruction

214

252c.d. Colonial Latin America. Fall 2008.

Introduces students to the history of Latin

Allen Wells.
America from pre-Columbian times

to about

1825. Traces developments fundamental to the establishment of colonial rule, drawing out
regional comparisons of indigenous resistance and accommodation. Topics include the nature

of indigenous societies encountered by Europeans; exploitation of African and Indian labor;
evangelization and the role of the church; the evolution of race, gender, and class hierarchies
in colonial society;

as

and the origins of independence

in

Spanish America and Brazil. (Same

History 252.)

Land and Labor

[253c.d.

254c,d.

in

Latin America. (Same as History 253.)]

Contemporary Argentina.

Fall 2008.

Allen Wells.

Seminar. Texts, novels, and films help unravel Argentine history and culture. Topics

image of the gaucho and national identity; the impact of immigration;
Peronism; the tango; the Dirty War; and the elusive struggle for democracy, development,
and social justice. (Same as History 254.)

examined include

Modern Latin America.

255c.d.

An
1

the

Sarah Sarzynski.
of Latin America from

Fall 2007.

introductory survey of the history

the era of independence

(c.

800- 1825) through the present day. Recurrent themes include colonialism and independence,

nation- and state-building, liberalism, citizenship, economic development and modernization,
social organization

and

stratification, race

and

ethnicity,

gender relations, identity

politics,

reform and revolution, authoritarianism and democratization, and United States-Latin American
relations.

The course

is

divided in four main themes: Independence and Liberalism; Race,

Cold War. Focuses on the negotiations
and struggles for power between elite and popular groups as the catalyst that drove major
historical change in Latin America from the nineteenth century to the present day. (Same
Slavery, and War; Populism and Nationalism; and the

as

History 255.)

Environment and Society
Naihwih Win WRIGHT.
256c,d

-

IP.

1

Examines

in Latin

America. Spring 2009. Allen Wells and

1

the evolving relationship

between the environment,

politics,

and culture

in

Central America and the Caribbean. Topics include the environmental impact of economic

development; colonialism; the predominance of plantation monoculture, slavery, and other
forms of coerced labor; and political

(Same

instability.

as

Environmental Studies 256 and

llistor\ 256.)

[258c,d. Latin

259c

American Revolutions. (Same

The Place

(1

2008. William

A*

During the past
and cultural genres

as History 258.)]

of Nation in Chicano/Latino Literature since

World War

II.

Spring

i.

hall century,
in

Chicano/Latino writers have created new hybrid

literary

which constructions of Nation differ substantially from those of other

American authors. Explores literary constructions of the Nation in Chicano/Latino literature
from the 1950s n> the present, ot special interest arc major developments such as the farm
workers' movement, the < Ibicano Brow n Power movement, the emergence of Chicana/Latina
authors, and the

(

stones, and films
requisite:

unent emiccpt

(Same

Hue

first

as

ol "Mispaniclatl." as reflected in novels, poetry, plays, short

English 259.)

year seminar or 100 level course

in

English or Latin American

stud

Sou

Hiis

<

ourse

fulfills the literature ol the

Americas requirement

for English majors.

Latin American Studies

266c\d. History of Mexico. Spring 200X. ALLEN VVi

i

i

215

s.

A survey of Mexican history from pre-Columbian times to the present Topics to be examined
include the evolving character of indigenous societies, the nature of the Encounter, the colonial

Mexican Resolution, and United Slates-Mexican
also addressed. (Same as History 266.)

Legacy, the chaotic nineteenth century, the

Contemporary problems

relations.

|32K\d. Reading

are

Modern Poetry

Americas (Same

in the

[331c,d. United States-Latino Literature in Spanish

and Social Activism

as

(Same

Latin America

Spanish 321.)]
as

Spanish 331.)]

2007 ENRIQl Yi pi s.
Considers the aesthetic and thematic problems posed b) sociall) committed poetrs
during the last 100 years in Spanish America, from the avant-garde to the present. Authors
332c,d. Poetry

include Mistral, Vallejo, Neiuda.
as

(

in

iuillen.

(

all

I

i

'aidenal. Belli, and Dalton.

among

others.

(Same

Spanish 332.)

Twoofthe following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207).
209 (same as Latin American Studies 209), or 210 (same as Latin American Studies

Prerequisite:

208,

210). or permission of the instructor.
[337c. Hispanic Short Story

The Shining Path and

338c,d.
PATRJ m

(Same

as

Spanish 337.)]

End

the

of the

World

fall

2007

GUSTAVO

1

AVERON

7

.

is represented in literature and the arts through the
Examines terrorism and the way
study of one particular case
the war between the State and the "Shining Path" Maoist
guerrilla that has taken place in Peru during the last three decades Authors include Mario
Vargas l.losa, Fernando AjnpuerO, Julio Ortega. Alonso CuetO, Daniel Alarcon. as well as
filmmakers such as Josue* Mendes, Francisco ombardi, Pamela Yates, and John Malkovich.
(Same as Spanish 338.)
Prerequisite: Two of the follow ing: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207).
208, 209 (same as Latin American Studies 209). or 210 (same as Latin American Studies
it

I

210), or permission of the instructor.
[339c.

Borges and the Borgesian. (Same

352c,d.

The Mexican Revolution.

Spanish 339.)]

as

Spring 2009. Ai

An examination of the Mexican Revolution
society.

Topics include the role

ot state

I

1

1

\

Wi

The Cuban Revolution.

The Cuban Revolution

issues.

401c.d.

literature

and film

its

its

(Same

as History 351.)

fortieth anniversary. Offers a retrospective

prospects for the future. Topics include United

in a socialist society.

- 402c,d. Advanced Independent Study

Program.

impact on modern Mexican

Spring 2008. Allen Wells.

recently celebrated

States-Cuban relations, economic and social justice versus

and

its

formation since the revolution, agrarian reform. United

of a revolution entering "middle age" and

relations,

s

1

1910-1 u 20) and

States-Mexican relations, immigration, and other border
356c,d.

1

political liberty,

(Same
in

as

gender and race

History 356.)

Latin American Studies. The
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arses of Instruction
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Mathematics
William H. Barker. Stephen

Pr.

James

Fellow

Requirements

Helen

:

Mohammad

Tajdari

Wong

Major

for the

major consists of

in

Mathematics
numbered

eight courses

at least

Mathematics 262. 263.

the following
\

Pietraho

vartmeni Coordinator: Su/anne M. Thebeige

I

\

Thomas

Issistant Professor:
'>>'dl

Chair, Rosemarv A. Roberts*,

Tabaek

sot: Jennifer

ting

Lew.

B.

Ward, Mar> Lou Zeeman**

I

itant Professor:

PosUkh

Adam

Hsk.

T.

or a course

2(X) or

at least

one of

when he

or she

above, including

numbered

in the

300s.

student must submit a planned program of courses to the department

declares a major. That program should include both theoretical and applied mathematics
courses, and
All

mav be changed

it

with the approval of the departmental advisor.

later

Mathematics 233

analysis

m

Mathematics 201 or 262) and

in

or 263). and the) are Strongl) encouraged to complete

at

majors should take basic courses

algebra

(e.g.,

Those areas are algebra Mathematics
(Mathematics 233. 263. and 303): applied mathematics
Mathematics 224. 264. and 304): probability and statistics "Mathematics 225. 265. and
3<)5
andgeometr) Mathematics 247 and 307). In exceptional circumstances, a student mas
least

one sequence

area of mathematics.

in a specific

(

201. 262. and 302); analysis

I

substitute a quantitative course

from another department

tor

one of the eight mathematics
in advance bv the

courses required tor the major, but such a substitution must be approved
specific departmental approval,

department Without

department's major Of minor mav be counted toward

who

\Li|«>rs

have demonstrated

that thev

no course

that

counts toward another

mathematics major or minor.

a

arc capable of intensive

advanced work are

encouraged to undertake independent stud) projects Wim the prior approval of the department,
such a project counts toward the major requirement and mav lead to graduation w ith honors

m

mathematics

Requirements
minor

\

in

Minor

for tin

mathematics consists

Inter disi iplin.tr

nd

mathemalK

Rt

oiiinn

iid(

s

ol a

in

minimum

interdisciplinary

and economics See

ol four

courses numbered 2(H) or above

programs incompulcr science and mathematics
and 2 10
'

I

|

our ses

(

(I

Mathematics

Majors

v

department participates

<

in

ne "i

the

recommended

courses

to

students with the

indicated

inter
>ul,it
(

..input,

m. oh.

r

\

\,

hcnl

SdeaCC

in.iih

s

le,li

Mil

:on 201
i

Mathematics 224

h

Mali., n.atris

233

2(»:

2111

1M

24^ 25S 262 263 265

243 and at least one course numbered in the 300s

applied mathematU

233 244

225

\

258 264 265

*04

7

Mathematics

21

For mathematical economics and econometrics:
Mathematics 201 or 225, 229, 244, 258, 263, 265, 304, 305, and Economics 316.
For statistics:
Mathematics 201, 224, 225, 235, 244, 265, 305.

For computer science:

Computer Science

231, 289; Mathematics 200, 201, 225, 229, 244, 258, 262, 265

For operations research and management science:
Mathematics 200, 201, 225, 229, 258, 265, 305, and Economics 316
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses

55a

-

MCSR.

Statistical

Reasoning. Spring 2008. The Department.

An introduction to the ideas of statistics.

Students learn

to

improve

recommended

in

calculus enroll in

how to reason statistically and how
to interpret and draw conclusions from data. Designed for students who want to understand
the nature of statistical information. Open to first-year students and sophomores who want
their quantitative skills.

Mathematics

It

is

Mathematics 155 or

165.

that students with a

Not open

to students

background

who have

credit for

65.

Recommendation of

Prerequisite:

the director of the quantitative skills

program and

permission of the instructor.

60a

-

MCSR.

Introduction to College Mathematics Fall 2007. James Ward.

Material selected from the following topics: combinatorics, probability,
logic, linear

programming, and computer programming. This course,

in

modern

algebra,

conjunction with

Mathematics 155 or 161, is intended as a one-year introduction to mathematics and is
recommended for those students who intend to take only one year of college mathematics.
155a
2008.

MCSR.

-

Introduction to Statistics and Data Analysis. Fall 2007. Steve Fisk. Spring

The Department.

A general

introduction to statistics in which students learn to

using statistical techniques. Examples are drawn from

The computer

is

many

draw conclusions from data

different areas of application.

used extensively. Topics include exploratory data analysis, planning and

design of experiments, probability, one and two sample t-procedures, and simple linear
regression.

or

Not open

to students

who have

credit for

Mathematics 165, Psychology 252,

Economics 257.

161a

-

MCSR.

Differential Calculus. Every semester.

The Department.

Functions, including the trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic functions; the
derivative and the rules for differentiation; the anti-derivative; applications of the derivative

and the anti-derivative. Four to five hours of class meetings and computer laboratory sessions
per week, on average. Open to students who have taken at least three years of mathematics
in

secondary school.

165a

-

MCSR.

Biostatistics. Fall 2008.

Rosemary Roberts.

An introduction to the statistical methods used in the life sciences. Emphasizes conceptual
understanding and includes topics from exploratory data analysis, the planning and design
of experiments, probability, and statistical inference.
their non-parametric analogs,
tests,

and the chi-square

one-way

test for

ANOVA,

One and two sample

t-procedures and

simple linear'regression, goodness of

independence are discussed. Four

to five

fit

hours of class

meetings and computer laboratory sessions per week, on average. Not operHo*students
have credit for Mathematics 155, Psychology 252, or Economics 257.

who

Courses of Instruction

171a

M( SR

-

The Department.

Integral Calculus. Every semester.

Fundamental theorems; improper integrals: applications of the
definite integral: differential equations: and approximations including Taylor polynomials
and Fourier series. Four to five hours of class meetings and computer laboratory sessions

The

definite integral; the

per week, on average.
Prerequisite:

172a

Ml SR

-

Mathematics

161.

Integral Calculus.

Advanced

Section. Every

fall.

The Department.

and logarithmic functions, techniques of integration, and

j\ie\\ of the exponential

numerical integration. Improper integrals. Approximations using Taylor polynomials and
infinite series.

Emphasis on

models and

differential equation

their solutions.

Four

hours of class meetings and computer laboratory sessions per week, on average.

to five

Open

to

students whose backgrounds include the equivalent of Mathematics 161 and the first half
of Mathematics 171. Designed for first-year students who have completed an AB Advanced

Placement calculus course
174a -

M(

in their

secondary schools.

SR. INS BioMathematics.

Fall 2007.

Mary Lou Zeeman.

A stud)

of mathematical methods driven by questions in biology. Biological questions aie
drawn from a broad range of topics, including neurobiology, endocrinology, biomechanics,
disease, ecology, and population dynamics. Mathematical

methods include matrices,

transformations, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and matrix iteration; stochastic models,

chains and simulation;

beha\

ior:

ODE

models and simulation:

stability analysis; attractors

linear

Markov

and limiting

mathematical consequences o( feedback; and multiple time-scales. Three hours of

two hours of computer laboratory sessions per week.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 161 and Biology 102, 104, or 109. or permission o(

class meetings and

the

instructor.
1

s la

-

MM SR Multivariate Calculus.

Tm

Department.
two and three dimensions. Vectors and curves
Ever) semester.

two and three
dimensions; partial and directional derivadves; the gradient; the chamnilemrugriermmensions;
Multivariate calculus

double and

in

triple integration; polar, cylindrical,

and spherical coordinates;

and Green's theorem Four
computer laboratory sessions per week, on average.

conservative vector
Prerequisite

200a

-

M( sk

fields;

Mathematics

in

to five hours

line integration;

of class meetings and

171

Introduction to Mathematical Reasoning.

Thomas Pietrahg Spring 2008.

Tw

Fall

2007

Wn

i

i

\\i

B

\kki R \\i>

Department.

\n introduction to logical deductive reasoning, tnathematical proof, and the fundamental
•

higher mathematics

permutations, and combinations.
rcijinsiti

201a

-MCSR

[bpk

Mathematics

U>

Linear Algebra

Specific topics include set theory, induction, infinite sets.

An
I

guided discover) classroom format
permission o! the inStrUCtOI

active,

01

Sprit

Tw

Department.

sir* inde vectors, matrices, vec tot spaces,

innerproducl spaces, lineat transformations,
forms
Applications to linear equations, discrete
and quadratic

Markov chains, least squares approximation, and
\i..hh hi. .iks :::

Mathematics

isi ot permission

»>i

the instna

toi

Fourierseries Formerly

9

Mathematics

21

224a - MCSR. Applied Mathematics: Ordinary Differential Equations. Spring 2008.
The Department.
A study of some of the ordinary differential equations that model a variety of systems
in the natural and social sciences. Classical methods for solving differential equations with
an emphasis on modern, qualitative techniques for studying the behavior of solutions to
differential equations. Applications to the analysis of a

broad set of topics, including population

dynamics, competitive economic markets, and design flaws. Computer software
an important tool, but no prior programming background
Prerequisite:

225a

-

MCSR.

Mathematics 181 or permission of the
Probability. Fall 2007. James

is

is

used as

assumed.

instructor.

Ward.

A study of the mathematical models used to formalize nondeterministic or "chance"
phenomena. General topics include combinatorial models, probability spaces, conditional
probability, discrete and continuous random variables, independence and expected values.
Specific probability densities, such as the binomial, Poisson, exponential, and normal, are
discussed

in depth.

Prerequisite:

227a

-

MCSR.

Mathematics 181 or permission of the
Elementary Topics

in

instructor.

Topology. Every other spring. Spring 2008. The

Department.

Topology studies properties of geometric objects

that

do not change when

the object

is

deformed. The course covers knot theory, surfaces, and other elementary areas of topology.

Formerly Mathematics 207.
Prerequisite:

229a

-

MCSR.

Mathematics 181 or permission of the

instructor.

Optimization. Every other spring. Spring 2009. The Department.

A study of optimization problems arising in a variety of situations in the social and natural
methods are used to study problems in mathematical
programming, including linear models, but with an emphasis on modern nonlinear models.
Issues of duality and sensitivity to data perturbations are covered, and there are extensive
applications to real-world problems. Formerly Mathematics 249.
sciences. Analytic and numerical

Prerequisite:

232a

-

Mathematics 181 or permission of the

MCSR. Number Theory.

Every other

fall.

instructor.

Fall 2008.

The Department.

A standard course in elementary number theory, which traces the historical development
and includes the major contributions of Euclid, Fermat, Euler, Gauss, and Dirichlet. Prime
numbers, factorization, and number-theoretic functions. Perfect numbers and Mersenne primes.
Fermat's theorem and

its

consequences. Congruences and the law of quadratic reciprocity.

The problem of unique factorization in various number systems. Integer solutions to algebraic
equations. Primes in arithmetic progressions.
list

An

effort is

made

to collect along the

way

a

of unsolved problems. Formerly Mathematics 242.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 200 or permission of the

instructor.

233a - MCSR. Functions of a Complex Variable. Fall 2009. The Department.
The differential and integral calculus of functions of a complex variable. Cauchy's theorem
and Cauchy's integral formula, power series, singularities, Taylor's theorem, Laurent's
theorem, the residue calculus, harmonic functions, and conformal mapping. Formerly

Mathematics 243.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 171 or permission of the

instructor.

Courses of Instruction

235w Exploratory Multivariate Data Analysis. Every other fall. Fall 2008. Steve Fisk.
Almost all data collected b\ researchers is multivariate. An introduction to the theory and
techniques of exploratory multivariate data analysis. Topics include graphical techniques.

components, multi-dimensional

visualization, discriminant analysis, principle

scientific

scaling, classification, phylogenj

and genomics, cluster analysis, and data mining.

trees

Mathematics 255.
Mathematics 201 (formerl) Mathematics 222) or permission of

Students learn how to use the statistical system R. Formerly
Prerequisite

the

instructor.

244a

M( SK Numerical Methods.

-

An

introduction to the theory

2007.

Fall

Adam

Levy.

and application of numerical analysis. Topics include

approximation theory, numerical integration and differentiation,

iterative

methods for soh

ing

equations, and numerical analysis of differential equations.
Prerequisite

Mathematics 201 iformcrl\ Mathematics 222) or permission of

the

instructor.

247a
\

MC'SR. Geometry. Ever) other spring. Spring 2009. Tin Di-pariaii nt.
surve) of modern approaches to Euclidean geometry in two and three dimensions.

-

Axiomatic foundations
similarities.

metric geometry. Transformational geometry: isometrics and

ol

Klein's Prlangen Program.

Symmetric

figures.

Scaling, measurement, and

dimension.
Prerequisite:

258a
I)i

Mathematics 200

or permission of the instructor.

MC'SR Combinatorics and Graph Theory.

-

Ever) other spring. Spring 2009. The

PARTM1 NT.

An

introduction to combinatorics and graph theory. Topics to be covered

enumeration, matching theory, generating functions, partialk ordered
designs, and graph algorithms, Formerl)

\

M( SK

-

Introduction to

the instructor.

Ugebrak Structures

1

all

2007 JENNH

jtud) of the bask- arithmetic and algebraic structure of the

polynomials, and matrices
era] abstract

systems

Axioms

sets. Latin squares,

Mathematics 288.

Prerequisite Mathematics 200 or permission of

262a

ma\ include

for groups, rings,

thai satist) certain arithmetic

and

Tab M k
common number systems,
i

R

and an investigation

into

axioms. Properties of mappings

thai

fields,

preserve algebraic structure.
requisite

Mathematics 200 and 201

I

formerl)

Mathematics 222

|,

or permission o!

the instructor.

263a 'M4 sk introduction to Analysis. Spring 2008. Thi Department.
Emphasizes prool and develops the rudiments ol mathematical analysis, Topics include
an introduction to the theor) ol sets and topolog) ol metric spaces, sequences and

ami the theor)

linuity, differentiability,

n as

ol

Riemann

integration

vmcv

Additional topics

ma)

tunc permits

requisite

Mathematics 200

oi

.i

1( ><>

le\el

mathematics course approved b) die

instructor

M< sk

264a

M

Fall
\

-imK

natural

Applied Mathematics: Partial Differential Equations

some
and kx lal
<»t

/

i

«»t

I

ver) othei

tall

m

the partial differential equations thai
'

k

.ii

methods

appropriate on modern,

foi

soh

in:'

model

a variet) ol

sssmms m

partial differential equations,

w

the
ith

qualitative techniques foi studying the beha> km

Vpplications to the analysis of a broad

set ol topi<

s, irx

luding

ail

quality, traffic

Mathematics

flow,

and imaging. Computer software

background

is

is

221

used as an important

tool, but

no prior programming

assumed.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 224, or permission of

Prerequisite:
the instructor.

MCSR.

Every spring. The Department.
An introduction to the fundamentals of mathematical statistics. General topics include
likelihood methods, point and interval estimation, and tests of significance. Applications

265a

-

Statistics.

include inference about binomial, Poisson, and exponential models, frequency data, and
analysis of normal measurements.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 225, or permission of

Prerequisite:

the instructor.

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study

in

Advanced Topics in Algebra. Every other
One or more specialized topics from abstract

302a.

Mathematics. The Department.

spring. Spring 2008.

algebra and

its

The Department.

applications. Topics

may

include group representation theory, coding theory, symmetries, ring theory, finite fields and
field theory, algebraic

numbers, and Diophantine equations.

Mathematics 262 or permission of the

Prerequisite:

instructor.

Advanced Topics in Analysis. Every other spring. Spring 2009. The Department.
One or more selected topics from analysis. Possible topics include geometric measure

303a.

theory,

Lebesque general measure and integration theory, Fourier analysis, Hilbert and Banach

space theory, and spectral theory.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 263, or permission of

Prerequisite:
the instructor.

304a.

Advanced Topics

in

Applied Mathematics. Every other

fall.

Fall

2008. The

Department.

One or more selected topics in applied mathematics.

Material selected from the following:

Fourier series, partial differential equations, integral equations, optimal control, bifurcation
theory, asymptotic analysis, applied functional analysis,

and topics

in

mathematical

physics.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 200, 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 224, or permission

of the instructor.

Advanced Topics in Probability and Statistics. Spring 2008. The Department.
One or more specialized topics in probability and statistics. Possible topics include

305a.

regression analysis, nonparametric statistics, logistic regression, and other linear and nonlinear

approaches to modeling data. Emphasis

is

procedures and on the application of the

statistical

Prerequisite:

on the mathematical derivation of the

statistical

theory to real-life problems.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 265, or permission of

the instructor.

307a.

Advanced Topics

in

Geometry. Spring 2008. William Barker.

A survey of three-dimensional Euclidean geometry, affine geometry, projective geometry,
and non-Euclidean geometries. Culminates in the geometry of four-dimensional space-time in
special relativity. The unifying theme is the transformational viewpoint of Klein's Erlangen
Program.
Prerequisite:

the instructor.

Mathematics 201 (formerly Mathematics 222) and 247, or permission of
-

~~

401a-404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Mathematics. The
Department.

Courses of Instruction

222

Music
Mary Hunter. Chair:
W. McCalla
\ssistant Professors: Joanna Bosse, Vineet Sbende
ting Vssistant Professor: Shannon M. Chase

Professors: Robert K. Greenlee^;

Cristle Collins

Judd

tocktte Professor: James

Adjunct Lecturers: Christopher Scales. Christopher Watkinson

Bow Join Chorus: Anthony F. Antolini
Bon Join Concert Ban J: John Morneau
Director of Chamber Ensembles: Roland Vazquez
Director of the
Director of the

Director of Jazz Ensembles: Frank Maueeri

Senior Department Coordinator: Linda Marquis

Requirements tor the Major
The music major

in

Music

academic courses and two performance

consists often

follow one of the tracks indicated in the

united

design a major to suit their

to

"Sample Majors"

own

listed

credits.

Most majors

below, but students are also

needs. Required of

all

majors

are:

Music 131

and 151; two credits of performance: at least two 300-level courses; and Music 451, Senior
Project, to be completed in the spring semester of the senior year. No more than two 100-le\el

Music 131 and 151 may be counted toward

Music 101 docs
not count toward the major, and students arc not normally permitted to count more than three
independent studies courses toward the major. Honors work normally adds one extra course

courses

to the

in

addition to

standard ten. and

its

second semester counts as the senior independent study.

The process for declaring the major
of the
a

music

is

as follows:

(

l)The student consults with

to tollow b\

submitting

chair or to another

member

o!

list

courses that

fulfill

Subsequent alterations

announcement

department

Upon departmental approval

o\ the

to this

department or another

Sample Sequences
\fusi,

Music

member

131

of

(

list

the major, or identifies a sample

or sample major

a list

(3)

Ol courses or the particular track, the major declaration

ot the

a

facults as carl \ in the indi\ [dual's col lege career as possible. (2) Before declaring

major, the student proposes a

major

the major.

ol

is

music department
o\ the

list

signed b\ the department chair.

courses are possible only

member

to the

in

consultation w

ith

the chair

of the music faculty.

ourses lor the Music Major

Major
151

203 302 mid 451

u electees, including t^<>

200 level courses, and one J00 level course hie consecutive
louors
ITOl lessons on the same instrument, one consecutive \eai in the same ensemble
adds
one
to
this
independent
musk
advanced
list.'
Stud)
(

I

m

'hi

Musi<

(

III!

131
.it

•her

151

211

of five electi ves two or three from the music department
200 level); and two 01 thiee iele\ant and sequential courses lioin

a total

least line at the

department, including

.it

leasl <>nc at the

200

level; a

200

level

independent stud)

departmental and extra-departmental perspectives; Music 352 and 451; and two
!

WmiI.I

M

I

inble

Music

223

Composition

Music

131, 151, 203, 302, 243, 255, 361,

218 or 291, 451, and one

elective, plus the

lessons and ensemble required for the general major, above.

Western Music History

Music
351 or

131, 151, 203, 302, 255; three electives (including at least one at the 200 level);

equivalent; 451; plus the lessons and ensemble required for the general major,

its

above.

Requirements for the Minor

Music

in

The minor in music consists of six

Introductory, Intermediate, and

101c

VPA. Theory

-

I:

academic courses and one consecutive year of
ensemble). The five academic courses
least two above the 100 level.

credits (five

one year of participation
include 151 and any four others including

private lessons or

in a single
at

Advanced Courses

Fundamentals of Music Theory. Every

year. Fall 2007.

Shannon

Chase.

A course in the basic elements of Western music and their notation, through the essentials
of diatonic harmony. The class concentrates equally on written theory and musicianship

develop musical

skills to

additional laboratory

work

backgrounds who wish
of the

-

in

Frequent written assignments,

ear training and basic keyboard

to pass out

of Theory

I

and quizzes, and

Students with musical

must take the placement

VPA

test at the

beginning

Rhythm!]

Contemporary Choral Music: Artistry and

114c.

drills,

skills.

semester.

fall

[lllc,d

literacy.

Style.

Shannon

Spring 2008.

Chase.
Exploration of choral artistry through study of an eclectic contemporary repertoire including

works

in

modernist, aleatoric, and multicultural-folk styles, by such composers as Leonard

Bernstein,

Murray Schaeffer, Benjamin

Britten,

Percy Grainger, Arvo Part, Chen Yi, Ellen

Taafe Zwilich, Eric Whitacre, and more. Study of music scores with emphasis on analysis,

and introductory conducting techniques. Requires ability to read treble and
and music ensemble performance experience (band, choir, or orchestra).

interpretation,

bass clefs,
115c.

Bodywork

for Performers. Spring 2008. Theater and

Dance Department.

In a studio environment, applies principles of somatic awareness

and techniques of Mabel Ellsworth Todd,

F.

M. Alexander, Moshe

drawn from

the insights

Feldenkrais, and others,

with the goal of increasing awareness of habitual patterns of use; deepening understanding
of posture, movement, breathing, speaking, and singing; and developing the quality of

presence in performance. Helps actors, dancers, musicians, and movers of all kinds increase
the range

and depth of kinesthetic,

physical expression. Grading

is

spatial,

and dynamic awareness for enhanced vocal and
(Same as Dance 115 and

Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit.

Theater 115.)

Music 120 through 149 cover
students with
semester.

little

music history and literature, designed for
music. Course titles and contents may change every

specific aspects of

or no background in

Courses of Instruction

224

121c

VPA

-

History of Jazz

survej of jazz's

\

cental) through the
-e.g..

ists

their later

Even

I.

other

development from

Swing Era of

ear. Fall

\

Mc C

2007. James

African Ameriean

its

\i

\.

i

roots in the late nineteenth

and 1940s, and following the great Swing

the 1930s

art-

—

Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington. Billie Holiday, and Benny Goodman through
careers. Emphasis is on musical elements, but includes much attention to cultural

and historical context through readings and

\

ideos.

(Same

as

Africana Studies 121.)

James McCalla.
c
)4()s through the
\ surve) of jazz's development from the creation of bebop in the
present day, e.g.. from Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie through such artists as Joshua
122c

-VPA. Histor\ of Jazz

II.

Every other

year. Fall 2008.

1

Redman, James
but includes

Carter, and the Art

much

-VPA Music

(I

is

on musical elements.

attention to cultural and historical context through readings and videos.

\fricana Studies 122
125c

Ensemble of Chicago. Emphasis

in the

)

Arab World.

2007.

Eall

Mar^ Hi

nter.

eneral surve> ofArab music in North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.
to characteristic pan- Arab instruments, scales,

An

introduction

rhwhms and principles of musical construction,

followed b\ considerations of selected folk, popular, classical, and religious traditions.
Includes visits b\ Arab musicians working

Thinking and

131c
II

jhl\

in

the Boston area.

Writing about Music. Every

recommended

for those considering

year. Spring 2008. \\\r\ Hi

majoring

music.

in

An

mi

k.

introduction to the

music and the types of questions confronting music scholars today.
do humans make music'.' In what ways are ideas communicated with musical sounds?

academic studs

<A

Why
How

do musical preferences develop? How can we understand musical practices from different
cultural and historical contexts ? Introduces students to the disciplinary goals and methods of
the numerous subfields of music scholarship, as well as the ways m which music scholarship
contributes to a \anet\ o\ interdisciplinary approaches and

L38c

Music of the Caribbean.

(l

Fall

Surveys various musical traditions

between SOClohistorical context and
addresses such larger issues as

2007. Joanna Bossi
o\

me

Caribbean.

(l

-

I

PA Music

IV \

.

pa\mg

attention to the relation

Organized b> geographic region, but
colonialism, nationalism, race, gender, and class. (Same as
138.)

South \sia Spring 2008. Vwebt Shendb.

the musical traditions ol the Indian Subcontinent, with particular

!

on the genres

of

outside ol academia.

artistic practice.

xhk.m.i studies L38 and Latin American studies

13*

life

emphasis

North Indian (Hindustani) Classical. South Indian (Karnatak) Classical.

ol
1

and "Bollywood* film music While historical and cultural factors are studied, locus
musical construction concepts anil processes. iSaine as \sian Studies 139

is o\\

I

Music

requisite

101 of 131, oi permission oi the instructor.

I5h »VPA Writs Your Own. Shoa lane: Introductory Ptactlciini in Tonal Music
I

.ill

\ largcl)

musk

M

:<»<'

II

Students learn elemental
in

ver)

.ilk.

practical, projeel oriented course, for students with

tK

I

>

tOTiaJ \o».

abulais thioueh w n

and Mamnieisiein

'

i

i

style.

Chofd

in:-

some
and

basic experience

pel loi nun:' iheu

in

nun

writing and analysis, bass line

andbask keyboard skills are addressed Small group and individual
ualeK

Musu km
•ii

oi

passing grade on the department*! music theor) placement

o| mstiiu tot

Music
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203c - VPA. Tonal Analysis. Every year. Spring 2008. James McCalla.
Through a survey of music from Bach to Beethoven, the student learns to recognize the
basic processes and forms of tonal music, to read a score fluently, and to identify chords
and modulations. Knowledge of scales and key signatures, as well as ability to read bass
clef, are required.

Prerequisite:

Music 151

VPA. Topics
McCalla.
210c

-

in

or permission of instructor.

Jazz History: Louis, Dizzy, and Miles. Spring 2008. James

Three great trumpet players, three different styles, three very different conceptions of
what jazz is. Presents recordings from the 1920s to the 1990s, concentrating especially on
the years 1945-1971,

when

three

all

men were

from biographies, autobiographies, and other

active simultaneously. Extensive readings

critical literature.

(Same

as

Africana Studies

210.)
Prerequisite:

211c

-

An

Music 121

or 122.

VPA. Theory and Method

in

Ethnomusicology. Spring 2008. Joanna Bosse.

introduction to the principal theories and methods of ethnomusicology. Focuses on the

foundational texts defining the cultural study of the world's musics, drawing upon concepts

and tools from both anthropology and musicology. Addresses issues regarding musical
fieldwork, recording, and cultural analysis. Students engage in ethnomusicological field

what they study

projects to put into practice
Prerequisite:

One

course

in

in the

classroom.

music, or permission of the instructor.

218c - VPA. Introduction to Electronic Music. Fall 2008. Vineet Shende.
Examination of the history and techniques of electronic and computer music. Topics
include compositional aesthetics, recording technology, digital and analog synthesis, sampling,
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface), and computer-assisted composition. Ends with
a concert of student compositions.
Prerequisite:

[227c

-

Music

203.

VPA. Mozart's Operas

]

North American Music and Dance. Spring 2008. Christopher Scales.
For many Native North American groups, music and dance are central aspects of cultural

232c,d. Native

life,

playing an important role in religious ceremony, sacred and secular ritual events,

expression, and popular entertainment. Examines a
in

artistic

number of the various musical traditions

Native North America, with particular attention paid to contemporary coastal communities

of the Northeastern United States. Students study both historical and contemporary written
texts

and recorded performances and engage

in a class

fieldwork project documenting the

musical activities of contemporary musicians. Topics of study include the relationship

between music and other facets of social life, including work, religion, family, politics, and
other artistic performance traditions (dance, theatre, film), as well as the use of music in
demarcating tribal, regional, and intertribal identity.

243c

-

An

VPA. Introduction

to Composition. Spring 2008. Vineet Shende.

introduction to the art of combining the elements of melody, harmony, rhythm, form,

and orchestration

to create cohesive

and engaging music. Students learn techniques for

generating and developing musical ideas through exercises and four main compositional

assignments: a work for solo instrument, a theme and variations for solo instrument and
piano, a song for voice and piano, and a multi-movement

work

for three to five-instruments.

Students also learn ways to discuss and critique their own and one another's work. Ends with
a concert of student compositions.
Prerequisite:

Music 101

or permission of the instructor.

Courses of Instruction
252c. d

-

VPA. Intermediate Topics

Joanna Bosse.
(amines the diverse musical

in

Ethnomusicology: Caribbean Music.

traditions of the

1

Fall 2009.

Caribbean and the relationship between

musical expression and collective identity formation, including such issues as the role o(

music

in the

construction of class, race, nation, and gender. Engages students in discussion

of how the legacies of colonialism, slavery, and United States imperialism inform artistic
practice in present-day Caribbean societies.

(Same

Africana Studies 252 and Latin

as

American Studies 243.)

The Western Canon. Every other year. Fall 2007. James McCalla.
A historical stud) of many of the principal works of Western classical music, with

255c

-

\

PA.

processes of canon formation and the changes

attention to the

291c—294c Intermediate Independent Study

302c Tonal Composition. Every
compositional study of the

compose

in

year. Fall 2007.
stylistic traits

Music. Thk Department.
Vineet Shende.

of the common-practice period

frequent short exercises, aural

In addition to

Europe.

in

Western

and keyboard studies, students

drill,

romantic lied or character piece, a baroque chorale, and the

B late

special

canon over time.

Music 203.

Prerequisite:

\

in the

movement

first

Oi a classical sonata.

Music 151

Prerequisite:

or 204, and previous credit or concurrent registration

in

Music

203
'351c

Topks

361c

Topics in

An

Music History

in

Music Theory: Orchestration.
examination of factors

in-deptfa

instruments Students

works

tor

|

become

familiar with

ensembles such as

ensemble, and

full

to

Fall

consider
all

string quartet,

2007 VlNEl

when

i

Sin \ni

writing for

modern

orchestral

such instruments and arrange and transcribe

woodwind

quartet, brass quintet, percussion

orchestra. Students also study scores D)

Mahler. Ravel, Schoenberg, Stravinsky, and Takcmitsu

composers such

as

Brahms.

order to further their knowledge

in

of the techniques Of instrumentation.
Prerequisite:

Music 203. 243.

Of 302. Of permission of the instructor.

401c—404c Advanced Independent
45

1

Senior Project

c

All

in

Music

I

and Honors

Sturi\

M tin

VCT) semester.

in

Music

'I'm

Di

i

\ki\ii NT.

Hi NTER.

senior majors must take this course, which involves either a Single semester of

independent work or the second semester Ol an honors

ami

c.u h other

senior majors

.it

least

one facult) member

Must be taken

in

to discuss

the senior \c.u

(

thesis.

Students meet regularl) with

then work or readings rclc\ ant to

all

)pcn OlU) to senior music majors

PERFORMANCE STUDIES
i

ptosix<

luation
in this

2S5i
I

<.

Music 385 and 386 ounl

redil

limitation

also

indh idual performance and ensemble

redits of

essons, large
.in

289*

i

ourses together ma) be taken

as a<

ourses.

lndi\ idual IVrfni

foi

ademic credits and are thus not included
ensembles, Chambei ensembles and jazz ensembles ma)
t

I

(

mam

i

Studies

I

\ei\ \cai

he following provisions govern applied musi< lessons

foi credit

.

Music
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Individual performance courses are intended for the continued study of instruments with

which the student is already familiar. Students must take at least two consecutive semesters
of study on the same instrument to receive one-half credit per semester and to receive the
reduced rate. The first semester of study on the first instrument will be designated Music 285.
The second and all subsequent semesters of credit lessons on the same instrument will be
designated Music 286. The first semester of study on a different instrument will be designated
Music 287. The second and all subsequent semesters of study on that second instrument will
be designated Music 288. The number Music 289 is reserved for all semesters of study on
a third instrument.
2.

One-half credit, graded CR/D/F,

credit, students

must

may

be granted for each semester of study. To receive

register for lessons at the beginning of

each semester of study

in the

Office of the Registrar and the Department of Music. Note: Add/drop dates for lessons are
earlier than

add lessons is one week from
two weeks from the start of classes.

add/drop dates for other courses. The deadline

the start of classes,

and

the deadline to drop lessons

is

to

3. Admission is by audition only. Only students who are intermediate or beyond
development of their skills are admitted.

4.

Beginning with the second semester of lessons, students must perform

in

in the

an end-of-

semester public performance. Repertory classes, Lunchbreak Concerts, and other designated

music department venues

all

count as public performances. Such performances must be

registered with the department coordinator to count for credit.
5.

To

receive credit for Individual Performance Studies, the student must complete an

music department (including Music 385) within the
half of study, or by graduation, whichever comes first.

academic course

6.

in the

first

year and a

Students taking lessons for credit pay a fee of $457 for twelve one-hour lessons per

semester. Junior and senior music majors and minors

may

take

two

half-credits free of

charge.
7.

Student Recitals. In most circumstances, a student

is

required to take

Music 385-387

some cases, however, a student may be
without taking Music 385-387, subject to permission of the

(see below) in order to perform a solo recital. In

allowed to perform a

recital

instructor, availability of suitable times,

music department. The student
for the audition)

is

and contingent upon a successful audition

and pay any accompanist's

fees.

VPA. Advanced Individual Performance
Prerequisite: Music 286.

385c-387c

1.

in the

expected to arrange for an accompanist (who must play

-

This option for private study

is

open only

Studies. Every year.

to students already

advanced on

their

Music 386 may be
repeated for credit. The first semester of study will be designated Music 385. The second and
all subsequent semesters ofprivate lessons on the same instrument will be designated Music
386. The number 387 is reserved for all semesters of study on a second instrument.
instruments. Students

2.

A full

credit

may

may be

take one or

more semesters of

this option.

granted for each semester of study. To receive credit, students

must register at the beginning of each semester of lessons in the Office of the Registrar and
the Department of Music. Note: Add/drop dates for lessons are,earlier than add/drop dates
for other courses. The deadline to add lessons is one week from the start of classes, and the
deadline to drop lessons is two weeks from the start of classes.

Courses of Instruction
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by departmental audition only. Students must audition with a member of
the music department before signing up for this option. Subsequent semesters of advanced
lessons on the same instrument do not require further auditions.
Admission

4.

must perform a

credit for lessons, the student

To receive

recital at the

end of the semester. The student

is

thirty- to forty-five-minute

expected to write program notes for

this

and other written work acceptable to the faculty advisor.

recital
5.

is

To receive

and be able

to

credit, the student

demonstrate

and or context of the music.
and the faculty member

must have an advisor from the music department

to that faculty

The

letter

member

faculty,

that he or she understands the structure

grade will be determined jointly by the applied teacher

after the recital.

Fees as with half-credit lessons.
Instructors tor 2(X)7-2008 include Julia Adams (viola), Annie Antonacos (piano), Christina

Bowder (piano and

Astrachan (voice), Naydene

harpsichord). Christina Chute (cello),

Ray

Cornils (organ). Matt Fogg (jazz piano), Allen Graffam (trumpet), Steve Grover (drums),

Moll) Hahn (harp). Anita Jerosch (low brass), Timothy Johnson (voice), John Johnstone

David Joseph (bassoon). Stephen Kecskemethy (violin), Russ Lombardi
frank Mauceri (jazz saxophone). Kathleen McNerney (oboe), Joyce Moulton

(classical guitar).
i

i

electric bass

piano

).

>,

Gilbert Peltola saxophone and clarinet), Paul Ross (cello), Bonnie Scarpelli (voice),
(

Michelle Snow (pop/jazz voice), Krysia Tripp

Winner

(flute),

Scott Vaillancourt (tuba), and

Gary

(jazz guitar).

Ensemble Performance Studies. Every

year.

The following provisions govern ensemble:
Students are admitted to an ensemble only with the consent o\' the instructor.
2
hie-half credit ma\ be granted for each semester of study. To receive credit, the student
I

.

(

must register

for the course in the Office of the Registrar.

Hading

(

is

Credit

I) fail.

Ensembles meet regularl) for a minimum of three hours weekly, inclusive of time without
ensemble director: ensemble directors establish appropriate attendance policies.

4
the

Ml ensembles require public performance.

5

P\ Middle

2(\ l >(

-

271c

-

273c

-VPA (horns

275c

-VPA

27

(

VPA

A -VPA

281<

2s

\

*(

.

(

astern Ensemble.

I.

hambcr

(

hoir Sn \\\<

u

Hi NTER.

\si

Vnthony Antouni.

Concert Band JohnMorneau.
<

hamber

I

nsi

VPA World Musk
\P\

>\ (

M ar^

mhles

Ri

n

\\i>

V

\/ui

i

/

Ensemble: Mhira Music of Zimbabwe Joann

Jazz Knsemhles

I

mi

Mauckri.

\

B<»ssi

Neuroscience
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Neuroscience
Administered by the Neuroscienee Committee; Patsy
Julie

S.

Dickinson, Chair

Program Coordinator
(See committee list, page 351.)
Santorella,

J.

Joint Appointments with Biology: Professor Patsy S. Dickinson,
Assistant Professor Hadley Wilson

Horch

Joint Appointments with Psychology: Associate Professor
Assistant Professor Scth

Laboratory Instructors: Nancy

Requirements for the Major

The major
the

lists

J.

in

Curtis

Neuroscience

consists of twelve courses, including nine core courses and three electives

below. Advanced placement credits

requirements for the major. Independent study
the

two

may
in

elective credits. If students place out of

Neuroscience must
/.

Richmond Thompson,

Ramus

still

not be used to

neuroscience

fulfill

may

be used to

fulfill

be completed.

Introductory Level and General Courses

MCSR. INS Introductory Biology
or Biology 102a MCSR, INS. Biological Principles II
Psychology 10b. What's on Your Mind? An Introduction to the
-

-

and Behavior
or Psychology 101b. Introduction to Psychology

Psychology 252a - MCSR Data Analysis
Chemistry 225a. Organic Chemistry I
Introductory Neuroscience Course

Biology 213a

-

MCSR,

INS. Neurobiology or

Psychology 218a. Physiological Psychology
Mid-level Neuroscience Courses

Three of the following:
Biology 253a. Neurophysiology

Biology 266a. Molecular Neurobiology

Psychology 275a - INS.
Neuroscience:
Psychology 276a - INS.
Neuroscience:

one of

Psychology 101. twelve courses related

Core Courses

Biology 109a

from

any of the course

Laboratory in Behavioral
Social Behavior
Laboratory in Behavioral
Learning and Memory

Advanced Neuroscience Course

One of the following:
Psychology 315a. Hormones and Behavior
Psychology 316a. Comparative Neuroanatomy
[Psychology 318a. Comparative Animal Cognition]
Psychology 319a. Memory and Brain

~~

Brain

to

Courses of Instruction
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Biology 325a. Topics in Neuroscience
Biology 329a Neuronal Regeneration

II.

Three electives ma\ he ehosen from the courses

listed

above (but not already taken) or

below:
BicJogj 101a

-

Biolo«\ 212a

-

Biolog\ 214a

-

Biolo»\ 217a

-

Hiolo«\ 224a

-

MCSR, INS. Biological Principles I
MCSR. INS. Genetics and Molecular Biology
MCSR. INS. Comparative Physiology
MCSR. INS. Developmental Biology
MCSR. INS Biochemistry and Cell Biology

MCSR

Biochemistry II: Enzymes and Metabolism
Biolo«\ 333a Advanced Cell and Molecular Biology
Cognitive Architecture
( omputer Science 355a
Biotogj 232a

-

MCSR. INS. BioMathematics
MCSR, INS. Introductory Physics II

Mathematics 174a
Physics 104a

-

-

Psychology 210b. Infant and Child Development
Psycholog) 216b Cognitive Psychology
Psychologj 217a. Neuropsychology
Psychology 251b Research Design in Psychology

Abnormal Psychology

l\\choloj»\ 259b/26()b

Psychology 270b Laboratory in Cognition

Neuroscience 291a-294a Intermediate Independent Study

Neuroscience 401a— 404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

Philosophy

l

Uut
r

knis

(

lorista

'

ScoO K Sehon**
F. Stuart, Chair

.

Professor: Matthew

\ppointmerm with Environmental Studies: Associate Professoi
Sarah

(

I

Ik-

11.

Simon

Major

in

M

Johnson

I'hilnsopln

majoi consists ol eight courses, which must include Philosopln 111. 112. and 22.V al
numbered
t one othercourse from the group numbered in the 200s; and two from the group

in the
.in-

for the

awrence

t'Biien Conl)

vartment Coordinator: Kevin

Requirements

l

MXh Hie remaining two courses ma) be from

an) level. Courses in which

D grades

received are nol counted toward the majoi

Hi <|iiin -nil Mis for the

Minor

in

Philosophy

winch must include Phflosophj ill and 112 and one
Hie fourth course maj be from an> level,
from the group numbered in the 200
in which I) grades are received are not counted toward the minoi

rnmoi consists

ol foui courses,

1

.

Philosophy

First- Year

Topics

Seminars

in first-year

no pretense

23

seminars change from time to time but are restricted

to being an introduction to the

which contemporary debate is
being made by more than one

lively
field

whole

scope and make

of philosophy. They are topics

field

and as yet unsettled and

of learning. For a

in

full

to

in

which contributions are often

description of first-year seminars,

see pages 147-57.
14c.

The Nature

16c.

Personal Ethics. Spring 2008. Matthkw Stuart.

27c.

Moral History.

of Poetry. Spring 2008. Denis Corish.

Lawrence H. Simon.

Fall 2007.

Introductory Courses
Introductory courses are open to

all

students regardless of year and count towards the major.

They do not presuppose any background

in

philosophy and are good

courses.

first

Ancient Philosophy. Every fall. Fall 2007. Sarah Conly.
The sources and prototypes of Western thought. We try to understand and evaluate Greek
ideas about value, knowledge, and truth.
111c.

112c.

A

Modern

Philosophy. Every spring. Spring 2008. Matthew Stuari.

survey of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century European philosophy, focusing on

discussions of the ultimate nature of reality and our knowledge of

of the mind and

its

relation to the body, the existence of

it.

Topics include the nature

God, and the

free will problem.

Readings from Descartes, Locke, Hume, Kant, and others.

Moral Problems. Spring 2008. Sarah Coni
Our society is riven by deep and troubling moral

120c.

\

controversies.

Examines some of

these controversies in the context of current arguments and leading theoretical positions.

Possible topics include abortion, physician-assisted suicide, capital punishment, sexuality,
the justifiability of terrorism, and the justice of war.

142c. Philosophy of Religion. Spring 2009. Scott R. Sehon.

Does God
to believe in

distinguishes
religion

Can the existence of God be proven? Can it be disproven? Is it rational
God? What does it mean to say that God exists (or does not exist)? What
religious beliefs from non-religious beliefs? What is the relation between

exist?

and science? Approaches these and related questions through a variety of historical

and contemporary sources, including philosophers,

scientists,

and theologians. (Same as

Religion 142.)
152c. Death. Fall 2007.

Matthew

Stuart.

Considers distinctively philosophical questions about death:
Is

immortality even desirable?

Is

death a bad thing?

the inevitability of death rob life of its

Is

Do we have immortal souls?

suicide morally permissible?

meaning? Readings from

historical

Does

and contemporary

sources.

Intermediate Courses
200c. History, Freedom,

A
Marx.

and Reason.

Fall 2008.

Lawrence H. Simon.

study of the political philosophy and philosophy of history of Kant, Hegel, and

Courses of Instruction

210c Phflosophj of Mind

We

Is

conception of

human beings

if

we have

beliefs, desires, intentions, wishes, hopes.

so,

what

and we are responsible

as biological

organisms? Can there be

status relative to other sciences? What

is its

and body? Can we have five will, or moral responsibility,
primarily from contemporar) sources.

22U

What

should one live?

is

[s

a science

we

determinism

it

of the mind,

the relationship between mind

Lawrew H. Simon.
iiood What is my duty? What

History ofEthks. Spring 2008.

Him

for the actions

of ourselves as rational agents consistent with our scientific

our conception

freeh choose.

and.

2007. Scott R. Sehon.

also have the ability to perform actions,

we

etc.;

Fall

see ourselves as rational agents:

is

true? Readings

I

}

the

doing ethics? The fundamental questions of ethics are examined
VlistOtle, Hume. Mill, and Kant.

for

is

in

the proper

method

the classic texts oi

222c Political Philosophy. Spring 2008. LAWREN< H. SlMON
Examines some of the major issues and concepts in political philosophy, including
freedom and coercion, justice, equality, and the nature of liberalism. Readings primanl)
I

from contemporar\ sources

223a

MCSR.

-

The

Logic

problem

central

are bad.

To

Fall

seeing whether one statement logical!) implies another.

We

arguments, philosophical and otherwise.
forma] system

we

are iiood and

which

introduce a symbolic language and rigorous, formal methods for

we

this end.

2007 and Spring 2009. Scoi R. Si HON.
logic is to determine winch arguments
I

o\

We

apply these tools to

a

\anet\ o\

also demonstrate certain theorems about the

construct.

Space and Time Spring 2009. DENIS Corish.
ases on the problems o\ time, but also addresses some questions covering space.
and some concerning the general structure, of which time and space might be considered
interpretations. Considers some ancient \ iewsf Plato and Aristotle), some earl) modern \ iews
224c Philosophy

of

w ton and l.eibm/i. and some contcmporar\ disputed questions (e.g..
Of in

225i

such terms as
I

In

Nature

of Scientific

US!

historical

B

time to be thought

'present" "future*' ?).

Thought Spring 200S. DbNISCoRISH.

and methodological stud>

\ historical

icience

••earlier" "later."' or rather, "•past""

is

of scientific

thought as exemplified

background ranging from

in

the natural

the beginnings ol earls

modern

twentieth century, such topics as scientific inquiry, hypothesis, confirmation,
scientific laws, tlfeory, anil theoretical reduction and realism are Studied. Readings include
SUCll authors .is Duhem. Hempel. Kuhn. Topper. Putman. and Quine, as well as classical
to the

authors nich as

(

iahlc<>.

22~c

\hl..ph\sies

22'>i

Philosophy

Ufi

I

aagoafi

Philosoph)

ot

upon

tin-

V-wton. Berkeley, and

fes< Bites,

in the

.Hid

I

wi

Realty
•

i

is

a

iture

ntii-ih

Fall

(

ciitur\

eibni/

pomt

<»t

Stuart.

tionfora greal man) traditional philosophi< al
morality, the nature ol mind, the existence ol

ot intersex

and status

ol

Answers
c\

nature ol Ian

|

m

200*

the objectivit) ol science

the ivsi philosophers

I

|

ncludin
n\

I

idem

the twentieth centui)

problems ultimately depend in pan
and meaning Analyzes and evaluates what

to these
e,

have said about these questions

Philosophy

241c. Philosophy of

An

Law.

Fall 2008.

233

Sarah Conly.

What

introduction to legal theory. Central questions include:

relationship of law to morality?

What

is

law? What

is

the

the nature of judicial reasoning? Particular legal

is

issues include the nature and status of privacy rights (e.g., contraception, abortion, and the
right to die); the legitimacy of restrictions

on speech and expression

(e.g.,

pornography, hate

speech); the nature of equality rights (e.g., race and gender); and the right to liberty (e.g.,

homosexuality).
258c. Environmental Ethics. Spring 2009. Lawrence H. Simon.

What things in nature have moral standing? What are our obligations to them? How should
we resolve conflicts among our obligations? After an introduction to ethical theory, topics
to be covered include anthropocentrism, the moral status of nonhuman sentient beings and
of nonsentient living beings, preservation of endangered species and the wilderness, holism
versus individualism, the land ethic, and deep ecology.

(Same

as

Environmental Studies

258.)

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Philosophy. The Department.

Advanced Courses
Although courses numbered
in

in the

300s are advanced seminars primarily intended for majors

philosophy, adequately prepared students from other fields are also welcome. Besides

one of the courses from the group numbered

stated prerequisites, at least

in the

200s

will

also be found a helpful preparation.

Hume.

Matthew Stuart.
An examination of Hume's metaphysics and epistemology, focusing on his masterpiece,
A Treatise of Human Nature. This work— completed when the author was only 26— was
largely ignored during his lifetime, but is now recognized as the high-water mark of British
Empiricism. Topics to include Hume's theories about cognition, imagination, causality,
337c.

Fall 2007.

inductive reasoning, free will, personal identity, miracles, and moral evaluation.
Prerequisite:

Philosophy 112 or permission of the

instructor.

and Love. Fall 2007. Sarah Conly.
preoccupy us but may not be well understood. Considers what

346c. Philosophy of Gender: Sex
Issues of sex and love

"counts" as having sex,

why

and what

someone. These and other
relevant topics are explored through readings and discussion. (Same as Gay and Lesbian
Studies 346 and Gender and Women's Studies 346.)
392c.

Advanced Topics

in

that matters,

it

is

to love

Environmental Philosophy. Spring 2009. Lawrence H.

Simon.

Examines philosophical, moral,

political,

and policy questions regarding various

environmental issues. Possible topics include the ethics of climate change policy, our
obligations to future generations, benefit-cost analysis vs. the precautionary principle as a

decision-making instrument, and the relationship between justice and sustainability. (Same
as

Environmental Studies 392.)

399c.

Advanced Seminar. Spring 2009. Sarah Conly and Matthew Stuart.

An in-depth examination of a topic of current philosophical interest.
books or journal

articles

and

invite the authors of those

Students read recent

works to discuss them with the group.

by three guest philosophers per semester. Limited to philosophy
majors; others with permission of the instructor. May be repeated for credit-

Typically, this involves visits

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Philosophy. The Department.

Courses of Instruction

Physics and Astronomy
Stephen G. Naculich, Dale A. Syphers

Pre

\ors:

Mark

Battle.

Thomas Baumgarte. Madeleine

Msall. Chair

Lecturer: Karen Topp

Laboratory Instructors: Sarah Christian. Kenneth Dennison
Department Coordinator: Dominica lord-Wood

The major program depends
with

work in physics or an allied field should
For those considering a program in engineering, consult page

plan to do an honors project.

A major

45.

with an interest

oceanograph)

on the student's goals, which should be discussed

to sonic extent

the department Those who

intend to do graduate

an interdisciplinary area such as geophysics, biophysics, or

in

choose appropriate courses

will

teaching requires a broad base
teacher certification, lor a career

in related

departments. Secondar\ school

science courses, as well as the necessary courses lor

in

in industrial

management, some courses

in

economics and

government should be included.

Requirements for the Major

Physics

in

The following requirements affect students beginning with the class of 2010. All others
should consult with the department.

Mathematics
Mathematics

1

s

i.

104.

223 22

l

ot

which

is

t)

|

complete

complete Mathematics 181. and Physics 103.

iii

at

the

300

Physics

Bowdoin ph\

sies

courses numbered 103 or higher,

at least

Majors

''

S

.

to

two of which must be
mathematics above Mathematics 181.

in

tour

at least

m

he department parlk ipates

and ph

to

Physics 104

Interdisciplinary
I

expected

300. 310,451, and four additional courses,

)

and one of which ma\ be

he minor consists

one

expected

is

Requirements for the Minor
I

is

one 300-level methods course (Physics
and three additional approved courses above 104 (one of which ma\ he
or above). At least five physics courses must be taken at Bowdoin.

lor honors work, a student

level,

student majoring in physics

161. 171. Physics 103. 104, 223, 229,

300, 301, Of 302

{

A

interdisciplinary

and

programs

in

chemical ph\

sics.

and geol<

2 10.

Prerequisites
Students must e.uu
luti nfliK tin

\

.i

ri.uK

Inter iiu

oj

diah

oi

I

above

I

all

2007. KAREN

tction to the physics ol

lionol nui si.

vibration

Pop

i

<

it

sound, specirlcall)

oncepts

relating to the production and

<>i

pitch, timbre,

wave propagation;

volume; understanding

tem
perament; no* various musical instruments and the

who have credit
!'*•

I

include simple vibrating systems; waves and

;

.nui

an\ prerequisite ph) sics course

and Vdvanccd Courses

50a IMnsics of Musical Sound

I

in

Forot are concurrent]) taking an) physics course
ilit

l(ii

this COUI

intervals,

human

voice

numbered
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MCSR, INS. Contemporary Astronomy. Fall 2007. Dale Syphers.
A mix ofqualitative and quantitative discussion of topics including the night sky, the solar

62a

-

system and

its

origin, the nature of stars

and galaxies,

and the formation

stellar evolution,

and evolution of the universe. Several night-time observing sessions are required. Students
who have credit for or are concurrently taking any physics course numbered 100 or above
do not receive credit for this course.

80a

INS. Light and Color. Spring 2008. Stephen Naculich.

-

An
and

introduction to the physics of light and color. Explores the dual nature of light as

particle, the different physical

and chemical causes of color

in nature,

and

how

wave

light

and

color are perceived by the eye and brain. Topics include rainbows, mirages, the color of the

and other natural phenomena; as well as technological applications such as cameras,
telescopes, color television monitors. These and other examples are used to illustrate the
sky,

optical

phenomena of reflection, refraction,

and fluorescence. Students

who have credit for or are concurrently

numbered 100 or above do not receive
[81a

-

interference, diffraction, polarization, scattering,

taking any physics course

credit for this course.

INS. Physics of the Environment. (Same as Environmental Studies 81.)]

103a - MCSR, INS. Introductory Physics I. Every semester.
and Stephen Naculich. Spring 2008. Karen Topp.

Fall 2007.

Thomas Baumgarte

An introduction to the conservation laws, forces, and interactions that govern the dynamics
of particles and systems. The course shows how a small set of fundamental principles and
model a wide variety of physical situations, using both classical and
is to have the participants learn to actively
connect the concepts with the modeling process. Three hours of laboratory work per week.
interactions allow us to

modern concepts.

A

prime goal of the course

Prerequisite: Previous credit or concurrent registration in

Mathematics 161 or 171 or

higher, or permission of the instructor.

104a - MCSR, INS. Introductory Physics

II.

Every semester.

Fall 2007.

Madeleine Msall.

Spring 2008. Dale Syphers.

An introduction to the interactions of matter and radiation. Topics include: the classical
and quantum physics of electromagnetic radiation and its interaction with matter, quantum
properties of atoms, and atomic and nuclear spectra. Three hours of laboratory

work per week

will include an introduction to the use of electronic instrumentation.

Prerequisite: Physics

103 and previous credit or concurrent registration

in

Mathematics

171 or higher, or permission of the instructor.

162a

-

INS. Stars and Galaxies. Spring 2008. Thomas Baumgarte.

A quantitative introduction
the structures they form,
structure

to astronomy, with

from binary

emphasis on

stars to galaxies.

and evolution, white dwarfs, neutron

stars,

stars, stellar

dynamics, and

Topics include the night sky, stellar

black holes, quasars, and the expansion

of the universe. Several nighttime observing sessions are required. Intended for both science

majors and non-majors

who

are secure in their mathematical skills.

with algebra, trigonometry, geometry, and calculus

is

expected.

A working

Does not

satisfy

other science departments' requirements for a second course in physics.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 161 or

higher, or permission of the instructor.

familiarity

pre-med or

Courses of Instruction

INS Electric Fields and Circuits. Every fall. Fall 2007. Mark Battle.
The basic phenomena of the electromagnetic interaction are introduced The basic
relations are then specialized for a more detailed stud\ o\ linear circuit theory. Laboratory
work stresses the fundamentals of electronic instrumentation and measurement with basic
223a

-

components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes, and
hours oi laboratory work per week.

circuit

transistors.

Three

Prerequisite: Physfcs 104 Of permission of the instructor.

Quantum Physksand

224a

Relativity. Ever) spring. Spring 2008. Stephen Naci lkh.

\n introduction to two cornerstones of twentieth-century physics, quantum mechanics.
and special relativity. The introduction to wave mechanics includes solutions to the time-

independent Schrddinger equation in one and three dimensions with applications. Topics in
relativit) include the Galilean and Einsteinian principles o\ relativity, the "paradoxes" o\'
Special relath ityj .orcnt/ transformations, space-time m\ ariants. and the relati\ istic d\ namics
of particles.

375

Students

who have

credit for oi arc concurrently taking

Physics 275. 310, or

not receive credit for this course.

^.\o

Prerequisite: IMnsics 104 01 permission of the instructor.
Statistical IMnsics

22<>a

I

\cr\ Spring. Spring 2008.

MADELEIN1 MSALL.

ramew oik capable of predicting the properties o\ systems with man) particles.
This framework t comnined with simple atnmic and molecular models, leads to an understanding
1

oi
is

clops a

)e\

I

such concepts as entropy, temperature, and chemical potential.

developed as

a

mathematical

Some

probability theor\

tool.

IMnsics 104 Of permission of the instructor.

Prerequisite

235a Engineering Physics. Spring 2008. Dali Syphers.
•.mines the physics o\ materials from an engineering viewpoint, with attention to the
Concepts Oi stress, strain, shear, torsion, bending moments, deformation o\ materials, and
other applications of physics to real materials, with an emphasis on their structural properties
Us© covers recent advances, such reapplying these physics Concepts to ultra small materials

nano machines. Intended fol physics majors and architecture students w
Civil or mechanical engineering or applied materials science
Prerequisite Physics 104 oi permission oi the instructor.
in

2411a
\

Modern
brief

I

Uctronics

1

\cr\ Other Spring. Spring 2(H)

1

)

Tin

introduction to the physics Of semiconductors anil

ith

an interest

in

DEPARTMENT.
semiconductor devices.

an understanding ol the structure oi integrated circuits. Topics include a
description of currentl) available integrated circuits foi analog and digital applications and
then use m modern electronic instrumentation. Weekl) Laboratory exercises with integrated

culminating

in

ills

•quisiu

250a

Vcoustus

rii\sics 103 oi 104 oi permission oi the instructor
I

all

2<M)

'

\1 \kk

\n introduction to the motion
related lo
the e.u

normal

mod

ind

Bum
.imi

i

.

propagation

waves

in

em

ol

sound waves

(

lovers selected topics

losed spaces, noise, acoustic

al

measurements,

and hearing, phase relationships between sound waves, and many others, pro>
lical

understanding

ol "in aural

Physics 104

ni

experiences

permission ol the instructoi

iding

Physics and Astronomy
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251a. Physics of Solids. Every other spring. Spring 2008. Madeleine Msall.
Solid state physics describes the microscopic origin of the thermal, mechanical, electrical

and magnetic properties of solids. Examines trends in the behavior of materials and evaluates
the success of classical and semi-classical solid state models in explaining these trends and in
predicting material properties. Applications include solid state lasers, semiconductor devices

and superconductivity. Intended for physics, geology, or chemistry majors with an
in materials

physics or electrical engineering.

Prerequisite: Physics

104 or permission of the

Oceanography. (Same

[255a. Physical
[256a.

Atmospheric Physics. (Same

as

as

A quantitative
stellar structure

255.)]

Environmental Studies 259 and Geology

256.)]

Thomas Baumgarte.

discussion that introduces the principal topics of astrophysics, including

and evolution, planetary physics, and cosmology.

Prerequisite: Physics

280a. Nuclear

instructor.

Environmental Studies

262a. Astrophysics. Every other year. Fall 2008.

An

interest

and

104 or permission of the

instructor.

Particle Physics. Every other spring. Spring 2009.

The Department.

introduction to the physics of subatomic systems, with a particular emphasis on the

standard model of elementary particles and their interactions. Basic concepts in quantum

mechanics and special

relativity are introduced as

needed.

Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.

291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study in Physics. The Department.
Topics to be arranged by the student and the faculty. If the investigations concern the
teaching of physics, this course

may

satisfy certain

of the requirements for the Maine State

Teacher's Certificate. Students doing independent study normally have completed a 200level physics course.

300a.

Methods of Theoretical

Physics. Spring 2008.

Thomas Baumgarte.

Fall 2008.

The

Department.

Mathematics is the language of physics. Similar mathematical techniques occur in different
areas of physics.
in the

form of a

A physical

situation

may

first

be expressed

in

mathematical terms, usually

differential or integral equation. After the formal

mathematical solution

obtained, the physical conditions determine the physically viable result.

from heat

and electrostatic fields.
104 and Mathematics 181, or permission of the

are

drawn

flow, gravitational fields,

Prerequisite: Physics

301a.

Examples

is

Methods of Experimental

Physics. Every spring. Spring 2008.

instructor.

Mark

Battle.

Intended to provide advanced students with experience in the design, execution, and analysis

of laboratory experiments. Projects in optical holography, nuclear physics, cryogenics, and
materials physics are developed by the students.
Prerequisite: Physics

302a.

223 or permission of the

instructor.

Methods of Computational Physics. Every

other year. Fall 2007.

Thomas

Baumgarte.

An

introduction to the use of computers to solve problems in physics. Problems are

drawn from several

different branches of physics, including mechanics,

hydrodynamics,

electromagnetism, and astrophysics. Numerical methods discussed include the solving of

and partial differential equations, and Monte
Carlo techniques. Basic knowledge of a programming language is expected.
-.
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
linear algebra and eigenvalue problems, ordinary

.

Courses of Instruction

310a Introductor\

A

Quantum Mechanics

Ever)

fall.

Fall 2001.

STEPHEN

Nu

1

1

mi.

mathematicall) rigorous development of quantum mechanics, emphasizing the vector
theor\ through the use o\ Dirac bracket notation. Linear algebra will

ice structure o\ the

be developed as needed.

Physics 300 or permission of the instructor.

Prerequisite

i\i Msai
320a Electromagnetic Theory. Ever) other fall. Fall 2007. Maoi
first the Maxwell relations are presented as a natural extension of basic experimental law
then emphasis is given to the radiation and transmission of electromagnetic waxes.
Prerequisite: IMnsics 223 and 300. or permission o\ the instructor.
i

i

i

s;

357a The Physka of Climate. Spring 200S. Mark Battle.

A

rigorous treatment of the Earth's climate, based on physical principles. Topics include

climate feedbacks, sensitivit) to perturbations, and the connections between climate and
radiative transfer, atmospheric composition, and lariic-scalc circulation of the oceans and

atmospheres. Anthropogenic climate change will also be studied. (Same as Environmental

studies 357 and

Gcoiog)

357

i

IMnsics 229. 255. 256. or 300. or permission of the instructor.

Prerequisite

370a Advanced Mechanics Ever) other
\

re\ iew

thorough

spring. Spring

of particle dynamics, followed b) the development

and Hamilton's equations and their applications
oi

200 c). Tin Department.

to rigid

o\'

Lagrange's

bod\ motion and the oscillations

coupled systems.
Prerequisite: IMnsics

300 or permission of the

401a—404a \d\anccd Independent Stuch

in

instructor.

IMnsics .Tin DEPARTMENT.

Topics to be arranged b) the student and the faculty. Students doing ad\ anced independent
stud> normall) have completed a 300-level physics course.

451a-452a Honors

Programs

ol

in IMnsics.

stud)

are

Tw

DEPARTMENT.

available

in

semiconductor physics, microfabrication,

supetconductivit) and superfluidity, astrophysics, relativity, ultrasound, and atmospheric

phySH

-

Work done

Prerequisite

in

these topics normall) Serves as the basis fol an honors paper.

Permission

ol the instructor.
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Psychology
M. Slowiaczek
Associate Professors: Suzanne Lovett, Chair; Samuel
Professors: Barbara S. Held, Louisa

P.

Putnam; Paul Schaffner

Joint Appointments with Neuroscience: Associate Professor
Assistant Professor Seth

J.

Senior Department Coordinator:

Richmond

R.

Thompson,

Ramus
Donna M. Trout

in the Department of Psychology may elect a major within the psychology program, or
may elect an interdisciplinary major in neuroscience, sponsored jointly by the Departments

Students
they

of Psychology and Biology (see Neuroscience, pages 229-30). The program

in

psychology

examines contemporary perspectives on principles of human behavior, in areas ranging from
cognition, language, development, and behavioral neuroscience to interpersonal relations and
psychopathology. Its approach emphasizes scientific methods of inquiry and analysis.

Requirements for the Major

Psychology

in

The psychology major comprises

These courses are selected by students with
Each student must take the first-year
seminar Psychology 10 or introductory course Psychology 101, either of which will serve as
a prerequisite to further study in the major. The remaining nine courses include Psychology
251 and 252; two laboratory courses numbered 260-279 (completed, if possible, before
the senior year); two advanced (300-level) courses; and three electives numbered 200 or
above. Note that either Psychology 10 or 101, but not both, may count toward the major
requirement. In addition, either Psychology 275 or 276, but not both, may count toward the
two-course laboratory requirement. Similarly, either Psychology 320 or 321, but not both,
may count toward the two-advanced-course requirement; and no more than one course
from among Psychology 315, 316, 318, and 319 may count toward the two-advancedcourse requirement. Independent study courses at any level count as electives, but do not
count toward the laboratory requirement or the advanced-course requirement. Majors are
encouraged to consider an independent study course on a library, laboratory, or field research
their advisors

and are subject

ten courses.

to departmental review.

project during the senior year.

To

fulfill

a major (or minor) requirement in psychology, or to serve as a prerequisite for

another psychology course, a grade of C- or better must be earned in a course, with the following
exception. Psychology 10 or 101

may be

taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis;

it

will

count toward

major (or minor) and serve as a prerequisite if Credit is earned in the course.
Students who are considering a major in psychology are encouraged to enroll in Psychology
10 or 101 during their first year at Bowdoin and to enroll in Psychology 251 and Psychology
252 their second year. Students must take Psychology 251 before 252, and both before they
the

take their laboratory courses, except for those labs that allow concurrent enrollment in 252.

Only juniors and seniors are allowed to enroll in the advanced courses. Those who plan to
study away from campus for one or both semesters of their junior year should complete at least
one laboratory course before leaving for their off-campus experience and plan their courses
so that they can complete the major after returning to campus. Students should consult with
members of the department in planning their off-campus study program and speak to the
chair of the department regarding transfer of credit toward the major; laboratory or 300-level
courses taken elsewhere are not ordinarily counted toward the major.

241

Courses of Instruction

>

Requirements for the .Minor

in

Psychology

The psycholog) minor comprises six courses, including the first-year seminar Psychology
10 or introductory course Psychology 101. Psychology 251 and 252. and one laboratory
course. Note that either Psychology 10 or 101. but not both, may count toward the minor
requirement.

\l»

IBPolic>

Students

who

credit, are

considered to

101. and earn

higher

(

received an

le\ el

have met the

»

AP score

No AP or

takes Psychology 10 or 101. Students
in

receive one

AP

one course credit toward the major or minor. Students who received an IB score
of 5 or higher on the psychology exam receive one IB credit, are considered to
prerequisite for courses requiring Psychology 10 or 101, and earn one course

toward the major or minor.

credit

exam

of 4 or higher on the psychology

have met the prerequisite for courses requiring Psychology 10 or

IB credit for psychology

do not receive duplicate

awarded if a student
for AP and IB exams

is

credit

psychology.

Requirements for the Major

in

Neuroscience

Sec Neuroscience. pages 229-30.

COURSES
First-Year
I

IN

PSYCHOLOGY

Seminars

or a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

lOh What's on Your
Si in

J.

R

\mi

Mind? An Introduction

to the

Brain and Behavior. Every

fall.

s.

Introductory Courses

loih Introduction to Psychology. Ever) semester Tin l)i partm nt.
cncral introduction to the major concerns of contcmporar\ psychology, including
physiological psychology, perception, learning, cognition, language, development, personality,

and abnormal and social behavior. Recommended for
students JuniOTS and seniors should enroll in the spring semester.
intelligence,

Intel mediate

2ioi> Int. mi
i

•

<

first

and second-year

oursei

and child Development Every fall. Samuh

P.Pi hnam.

Every spring. Suzanni

ii

ol

major changes

childhood Several
ial,

in

psychological functioning

iheiMeiie.il perspectives are

and cognitive changes

jointl)

Psy<

botoQ

to

consider how physical, personality,

influence the developing

em ironment
P erequisil

used

10 oi 101

from conception through

(

hild's interactions

w

ith

the

Psychology

211b. Personality. Every

Barbara

fall.

A comparative survey of theoretical

S.

241

Held.

and empirical attempts

to explain personality

and

its

development. The relationships of psychoanalytic, interpersonal, humanistic, and behavioral
approaches to current research are considered.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 10 or 101.

212b. Social Psychology. Every spring. Paul Schaffner.

A survey of theory and research on individual social behavior. Topics include self-concept,
social cognition, affect, attitudes, social influence, interpersonal relationships,

and cultural

variations in social behavior.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 10 or 101, or Sociology 101.

216b. Cognitive Psychology. Every

A

fall.

Louisa M. Slowiac/i

how humans

survey of theory and research examining

k

perceive, process, store, and

use information. Topics include visual perception, attention, memory, language processing,
decision making, and cognitive development.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 10 or 101.

217a. Neuropsychology. Every other spring. Spring 2009. Seth

An

J.

Ramus.

introduction to the brain basis of behavior, concentrating on the contributions from

studies of brain

damaged and

brain dysfunctional patients. Focuses on the contributions of

neurology and experimental and clinical neuropsychology to the understanding of normal
cognitive processes. Topics include neuroanatomy, amnesia, aphasia, agnosia, and attentional
disorders, in particular those implicated in various spatial neglect syndromes.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 10 or 101.

218a. Physiological Psychology. Every spring. Richmond R. Thompson.

An

introductory survey of biological influences on behavior.

the physiological regulation of behavior in

humans and other

The primary emphasis

is

on

vertebrate animals, focusing

on genetic, developmental, hormonal, and neuronal mechanisms. Additionally, the evolution
of these regulatory systems

is

considered. Topics discussed include perception, cognition,

and aggressive behaviors, and mental disorders.
Psychology 10 or 101, or one of the following: Psychology 251, Biology

sleep, eating, sexual

Prerequisite:

102, 104, 105, or 109.

251b. Research Design in Psychology. Every

fall.

Paul Schaffner. Every

spring. Louisa

M. Slowiaczek.

A systematic study of the scientific method as
include prominent methods used in studying
analysis, experimental

it

underlies psychological research. Topics

human and animal

and non-experimental designs, issues

behavior, the logic of causal

in internal

and external

validity,

pragmatics of careful research, and technical writing of research reports.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 10 or 101.

MCSR. Data Analysis.

Suzanne Lovett. Every spring. Seth J. Ramus.
An introduction to the use of descriptive and inferential statistics and design in behavioral
research. Weekly laboratory work in computerized data analysis. Required of majors no later
than the junior year, and preferably by the sophomore year.
Prerequisite: Psychology 10 or 101, and one of the following: Psychology 251, Biology

252a

-

102, 104, 105, or 109.

Every

fall.

Courses of Instruction
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Courses that

Laboratory Requirement (exeept 259)

Satisfy the

Abnormal Psychology.

259b, 260b.

Ever) spring. Barbara

S.

Held.

eneral surve) of the nature, etiology, diagnosis, and treatment of common patterns o\

mental disorders. The course ma) he taken for one of two purposes:
25*Jb \on-laborator\ course credit. Participation in the practicum

upon openings

in

optional, contingent

is

the program.

Psychology 211.

Prerequisite

260b Laboratory course

credit.

Students participate

in a

supen

ised practicum at a local

psychiatric unit

I\\cholo«\ 211 and 251. and previous credit or concurrent registration

Prerequisite

in

Psychology 252
270b. Laboratory
\n anal\

sis

m

Cognition. Every

fall.

Louisa M. Slowiaczi

k.

of research methodology and experimental investigations

cognition,

in

and sensory memory, visual perception, attention and

including such topics as auditors

automaticity, retrieval from working

memory, implicit and explicit memory, metamemory,
concept formation and reasoning. Weekl) laborator\ sessions allow students to collect and
analyze data in a number of different areas of cognitive psychology.
Prerequisite: Psychology 216. 251. and 252.
274b Laboratory in (iroup Dynamics. Every fall. Pah Scum m
Principles and methods of psychological research, as developed
i

252. are applied to the stud} of small group interaction.

Psychology 251 and
Students design, conduct, and report

on social behavior research involving an ana> of methods
beha\

k

to

in

shape and assess interpersonal

ior.

Psycholog) 211 or 212. 251. and previous Credit or concurrent registration
Psychology 252
Prerequisite:

m

ins Laboratory
Kk hmond k Thompson.

275a
\

Behavioral Neurosdence: Social Behavior. Ever) spring.

in

-

labonUOT) course that exposes students

can be applied

to the stud) of social

beha>

ior.

to
I

modern techniques

m

neuroscience

fnderl) ing concepts associated

molecular, neuioanatonucal. pharmacological, and electrophysiological
discussed
that

lecture

in a

format Students then use these techniques

demonstrate how social heha\

ior

is

in

that

w ith v arious
methods are

laboratory preparations

organized within the central ncrwuis system

ol

Vertebrate animals, including humans.
requisite

MM.

Kioiu^\ io2
—

Psycholog) 218 or Blolog) 213; one
105, oi

nw. and

oi the following

Psycholog) 251.

prc\ urns credit oi concurrent registration

in

Psycholog)

—

ins

276a
Si in

I

R

i

borator)

in

Behavioral Neuroscience: Leamlngaiid

Memor}

I

ver)

iiii

mi s

urreni research ;unl theories in the neuTobiolog) ol learning and tTiemor) D)
the

modulai organization

approach

to learning .ind

i iinitat)

phenomenon,
•it

ii

oi the hi

memory, using both

am w

ith
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dissociated. Techniques include behavioral, neurosurgical, and

histological analysis in vertebrate species.

Psychology 218 or Biology 213; one of the following: Psychology 251,
Biology 102, 104, 105, or 109; and previous credit or concurrent registration in Psychology
Prerequisite:

252.

277b. Research in Developmental Psychology. Every spring. Samuel

The multiple methods used

in

P.

Putnam.

developmental research are examined both by reading

research reports and by designing and conducting original research studies.

include observation, interviews, questionnaires, lab experiments,
learn to evaluate the relative strengths

among

The methods

others. Students

and weaknesses of both qualitative and quantitative

approaches.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 210, 251, and 252.

Advanced Courses
309b. Philosophy, Psychology, and Psychotherapy. Every

fall.

Barbara

S.

Held.

As conventional assumptions about the discipline of psychology are increasingly
challenged, many psychologists are returning to psychology's roots in philosophy for guidance.
Examines

the intersection of philosophy

in particular.

and psychology

in

general, and clinical psychology

Topics include such ontological issues as the nature of personhood, the

mental health/psychopathology, agency, free will

vs.

self,

determinism, and change/transformation.

Also examines such epistemological issues as the nature of psychological knowledge/truth,
self-knowledge, rationality, justification for knowledge claims, and methods for obtaining
justified

knowledge claims. Emphasizes current debates about what a proper science or study

of (clinical) psychology and psychotherapy should be.
Prerequisite:

One of the

following: Psychology 259 or 260, Philosophy 210, 226, 227,

237, or 399, or permission of the instructor.

Hormones and Behavior. Every other fall. Fall 2008. Richmond R. Thompson.
An advanced discussion of concepts in behavioral neuroendocrinology. Topics include

315a.

descriptions of the major classes of hormones, their roles in the regulation of development

and adult behavioral expression, and the cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible
for their behavioral effects.

Hormonal

influences on reproductive, aggressive, and parental

behaviors, as well as on cognitive processes are considered.
Prerequisite:

Psychology 218 or Biology 213.

316a. Comparative Neuroanatomy. Every other

fall.

Richmond R. Thompson.
brain organization. The primary

Fall 2007.

An advanced discussion of concepts in vertebrate
emphasis is upon structure/function relationships within the brain, particularly as they relate
to behavior. Topics include basic neuroanatomy, brain development and evolution, and the
neural circuitry associated with complex behavioral organization. Studies from a variety of
animal models and from human neuropsychological assessments are used to demonstrate
general principles of brain evolution and function.
Prerequisite:

317b.

Psychology 218 or Biology 213.

The Psychology

of Language. Every spring. Louisa

M. Slowiaczek.

An examination of psychological factors that affect the processing of language, including
a discussion of different modalities (auditory and visual language) and levels of information

(sounds,

letters,

words, sentences, and text/discourse). Emphasis

is

on the issues addressed

by researchers and the theories developed to account for our language abilities^
Prerequisite: Psychology 216 and previous credit or concurrent registration
psychology course numbered 260-279.

in

one

Courses of Instruction
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[318a Comparative Animal Cognition]

Mcmorv and

Ramus.
Advanced seminar exploring the biological basis of learning and memory from a cellular to
a systems-level of analysis, providing insights into the mechanisms and organization of neural
319i

plasticity.

Brain. Ever) other spring. Spring 2008. Seth

Includes topics

in

J.

molecular neuroscience. neuropil) siology, neuropharmacology,

and systems neuroscience. Discussions include evaluation of current research and theories.
as well as a historical perspective.

Prerequisite I\\cholo<>\ 2 18 or Biology 2 13 and previous credit or concurrent registration
in

one psychology course numbered 260-279 or one biology laboratory course numbered

above 199.
32()b Social

Development Every

fall.

Samuel

P.

Putnam.

Research and theoi) regarding the interacting influences of biology and the environment
as the\

are related to social

and emotional development during infancy, childhood, and

adolescence. Normative and idiographic development

in a

number of domains, including

morality, aggression, personality, sex roles, peer interaction, and familial relationships arc

considered.
Prerequisite

Psychology 210. 251. and 252.

321b Cognitive Development. Every spring. Suzanne Lovett.
Examines the development of cognitive understanding and cognitive processes from
intancN through adolescence. Emphasis on empirical research and related theories of cognitive
development. Topics include infant perception and cognition, concept formation, language

development, theorv of mind, memory, problem solving, and
Prerequisite:

scientific thinking.

Psychology 210. 251. and 252.

325b Organizational Behavior Ever} spring. Pvi Sc vi \ir.
uunines hovv people experience work in modern human organizations. Weekly seminar
meetings address motivation, pcriormance. commitment, and satisfaction; affect and cognition
i

ii

i

I

at

work: coordination of

activ in

:

anticipation, planning, and decision making: organization-

environment dynamics; and the enactment of change.
Prerequisite: One psycholog) course numbered 260-279.

Independent Stud) and Honors
2 ( >n>-2'Mi)

Intermediate Independent Stud}

in

Psycholog)

401b-404b Advanced Independent Stud) and Honors

in

Psychology.

Religion
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Religion
Joint Appointment with Asian Studies: Professor John C. Holt**

Joint Appointment with Anthropology: Visiting Associate Professor Sunil Goonasekera

Associate Professor: Jorunn

J.

Buckley, Chair

Assistant Professor: Elizabeth A. Pritchard

Department Coordinator: Lynn A.

The Department of Religion

Brettler

major religions of
the world, East and West, ancient and modern, from a variety of academic viewpoints and
offers students opportunities to study the

without sectarian bias.

Each major
plan of study

counsel

in

is

assigned a departmental advisor

in religion

and related courses

in

who

assists the student in formulating a

other departments.

The advisor

also provides

career planning and graduate study.

Requirements for the Major

in Religion

The major consists of at least eight courses in religion. Required courses include Religion 101
(Introduction to the Study of Religion); three courses at the 200 level, including one each
from the following three designated areas: ( Religion 2 15 (The Hebrew Bible in Its World),
or Religion 216 (The New Testament in Its World); (2) Religion 249 (Monotheism and
Masculinity), or Religion 250 (Western Religious Thought in Modern and Postmodern
Contexts), or Religion 251 (Christianity, Culture and Conflict), or Religion 252 (Marxism
and Religion); (3) Religion 222 (Theravada Buddhism), or Religion 223 (Mahayana
Buddhism); and Religion 390 (Theories about Religion). In addition, candidates for honors
1

)

complete a ninth course, advanced independent study, as part of
below, "Honors

No more
in

their

honors projects. (See

in Religion.")

than one first-year seminar

may

be counted toward the major. In order to enroll

Religion 390, a major normally will be expected to have taken four of the eight required

courses. This seminar

is

also

open

non-majors with permission of the

to qualified

Normally, no more than three courses taken

at

instructor.

other colleges or universities will count

toward the major.

Honors

in Religion

Students contemplating honors candidacy should possess a record of distinction in departmental
courses, including those that support the project, a clearly articulated and well-focused research

proposal, and a high measure of motivation and scholarly maturity. Normally, proposals for

honors projects shall be submitted for departmental approval along with registration for

end of the second week of
is undertaken. It is recommended, however, that honors
candidates incorporate work from Religion 390 as part of their honors projects, or complete
two semesters of independent study in preparing research papers for honors consideration.
advanced independent study, and
the semester in which the project

In this latter case, proposals are

in

any case no

due no

later than the

later than the

second week of the

fall

semester of

the senior year.

Requirements for the Minor

A

minor consists of

(among these
and one

in

in Religion

five courses

— Religion

101, three courses at the 200 level or higher

three electives, at least one course shall be in Western religions* and cultures

Asian religions and cultures) and Religion 390.

24h

Courses of Instruction

First-Year

Seminars

These introductory courses focus on the study of a specific aspect of religion, and may draw
on other fields of learning. The) are not intended as prerequisites for more advanced courses
department unless specifically designated as such. They include readings, discussion,
reports, and writing. Topics change from time to time to reflect emerging or debated issues
in the

in

the stud) of religion. For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

14c Heresj

and Orthodoxy

2007. Jorlnn BUCKLEY.

Fall

[15t Religion. Violence, and Secularization

|

Introductory Courses
101c

ESD. Introduction

-

to the

Study of Religion. Spring 2008. Elizabeth Pritchard.

Basic concepts, methods, and issues
to

in

the study of religion, with special reference

examples comparing and contrasting Eastern and Western

discussions, and readings

along w

ith

modern

m

a

\

religions. Lectures, films,

anet\ of texts such as scriptures, novels, and autobiographies,

interpretations of religion in ancient and contemporary. Asian and Western

contexts.

Entering Modernity: European Jewry. (Same as History 125.)]

125c

142c Philosophy of Religion. Spring 2009.

Docs

exist'.'

Ctod*

distinguishes

R. Simon.

Can the existence of God be proven? Can it be disproven? Is rational
What does
mean to say that God exists (or docs not exist)? What
religious beliefs from non-religious beliefs? What is the relation between

iod

to believe in

(

Scon

it

it

Approaches these and related questions through a variety of historical
and COntemporar) sources, including philosophers, scientists, and theologians. (Same as
religion and science

Philosophj 142

Intermediate
2(>4c

'

i

ourscs

(

Science, Mnglc,
i

and Religion. Spring 2008.

I)

\i

i

\s

Denery.

cs the origins of the scientific revolution through the interplay

between late-antique

and medieval religion, magic, and natural philosophy. Particular attention

paid to the conflict
between paganism and Christianity, the meaning and function of religious miracles, the use
and persecution »>t witchcraft, and Renaissance hermcticism. (Same as History 204.)

208c

(I

-

Mam

S|)

I

Sprit

JORl NN BUCK!

8

i

is

Y.

Furnishes a non apologetic outline ol Islam u bile tackling

anti

Islamic prejudices common

American culture Selected themes include the religion's own terminological
ipp.u.it us and categories ol understanding, ritual and ethics, religious and seculai leadership,
mystical traditions, and modei mi > issues, in the interest oi balance, there is an emphasis on
i.il

.

including woriu b) Muslims. espe<

regarding central topics

m modem

Islam

ESD Gender in Islam (Same a Gender and Women*! Studies 209.)]

209i d
:i-<

iall)

i

si)

i

\

H

Hebren Bible

in its

World.]

Religion

ESD. The New Testament

247

World. Fall 2007. Jorunn Buckley.
Situates the Christian New Testament in its Hellenistic cultural context. While the New
Testament forms the core of the course, attention is paid to parallels and differences in relation
to other Hellenistic religious texts; Jewish, (other) Christian, and pagan. Religious leadership,
rituals, secrecy, philosophy of history, and salvation are some of the main themes.
216c

-

[222c,d

-

ESD,

[223c,d

-

IP.

IP.

in its

Theravada Buddhism. (Same

Mahayana Buddhism. (Same

as

as

Asian Studies 242.)]

Asian Studies 223.)]

224c, d Religiosities of South Asia. Spring 2008. Sunil Goonasekera.

Focuses on varieties of indigenous religious expressions

in South Asia and covers salvation
Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism, Sikkhism, Yoga, andTantra, as well as minor
religions such as astrology, demonology, spirit possession, sorcery, witchcraft, and magic
specific to the region. Includes discussions of monastic traditions of Buddhism, Hinduism,
and Jainism. South Asian religious traditions prescribe a variety of monastic practices ranging
from rigorous self-mortification culminating in death to the middle path recommended
by Buddhism to complete rejection of monasticism in orthodox Hinduism. Explores the
connection between these religious ideals and the everyday life of their adherents, as well as
their relationships with nationalistic political movements. (Same as Asian Studies 221.)

religions such as

225c,d

-

ESD,

IP. Religion

and

South Asia.

Political Violence in

Fall 2007.

Sunil

Goonasekera.
Religion
that

is

a universal

phenomenon

that touches, if not

dominates, daily

life

and

is

a force

can compel people to be both perpetrators and victims of violence. Sociological and

anthropological studies point to social, political, economic, cultural, legal, and psychological

and groups to use violence and justify its use by bringing violence
into a religious context. Seeks to understand the relationship between religion and violence

facts that propel individuals

and the causes and effects of that relationship. Specifically addresses these issues
Asian cultural systems. (Same as Anthropology 223 and Asian Studies 226.)
[230c.

Anthropology of Religion. (Same

[246b. Religion

[249c

-

and

Politics.

(Same

as

as

Anthropology

Government

in

South

207.)]

246.)]

ESD. Monotheism and Masculinity. (Same

as

Gender and Women's Studies

238.)]

[250c.

Western Religious Thought

251c. Christianity, Culture,

An

and

in the

Modern and Postmodern

Contexts.]

Conflict. Fall 2007. Elizabeth Pritchard.

introduction to the diversity and contentiousness of Christian thought and practice.

and aesthetic media
that serve to interpret and embody understandings of Jesus, authority, body, family, and
church. Historical and contemporary materials highlight not only conflicting interpretations

This diversity

is

explored through analyses of the conceptions,

rituals,

of Christianity, but the larger social conflicts that these interpretations

reflect, reinforce,

or

seek to resolve.
252c.

Marxism and

Religion. Spring 2008. Elizabeth Pritchard.

Despite Karl Marx's famous denunciation of religion as the "opiate of the masses,"

Marxism and religion have become companionable in the last several decades. Examines this
development through the works of thinkers and

activists

from diverse religious frameworks,

Courses of Instruction

who combine

including Catholicism and Judaism,

commitments

religious

works b\

are

Marxist convictions and analyses with

order to further their programs tor social emancipation. Included

in

Hugo Assmann. Leonardo

liberation theologians

Miguez Bonino,

BotT. Jose

and philosophers Theodof Adorno. Walter Benjamin. Herbert Marcuse. and Cornel West.

253c

ESD Women

-

An

Religion Fall 2007. Elizabeth Pritchard.

in

analysis of the ways

in

which religion authorizes women's oppression and provides

women's emancipation. Topics include the enforced gender
relationships of monotheism, the goddess movement as alternative society, and the conflicts
generated among women b\ racial, class, religious, ethnic, and sexual differences. Material
drawn from Christianity, Neopaganism, Voudon, and Hinduism. (Same as Gender and

opportunities and resources tor

Women's
[

275b

-

1

Studies 256

|

Comparative Mystical Traditions]

sl)

oust met ion ot the (ioddess and Deification of Women in

289

(

ball

2007 SRH PADMA.

Poetises include:

(

1

)

w hich the power of the feminine has
Hinduism; 2) how various categories of

an examination of the manner

been expressed mythological!) and theologicalb

in

Hindu Religious Tradition.

in

t

how Hindu women
women.
Students read a range of works, primal) sources such as Devi Mahatnna. biographies and
myths of deified women, and recent scholarship on goddesses and deified women. One-half
credit Same as \sian Studies 2S9
be seen or not as the forms o\ the "great goddess"; and

.in

-

(

3

)

have been deified, a process that implicates the relationship between the goddess and

i

|

291c—294c Intermediate Independent Study

\d\anced

(

in

depth

oneortwomdi\ iduaK.a mo\ement.

I

-ESD

(

a topic

of limited scope but major importance, such as

problem, historical period, or theme Topics
required for majors, and oormall) presupposes

pe. concept,

t\

390

firom time to time. Religion

is

courses have been taken.

that lour o! eight required

310C

NT.

oinses

The following courses stud)

change

DEPARTMl

in Religion. Tin

Spring 2008. JORUNN BUCXLEY.

.nostieisin

he lerm "gnosticism," from the

(

encompasses a \anet\ of religious
Christian centuries Most forms of inosucism arc

ireek

"know

ledge."

movements and texts, dating to the first
now extinct, but were closel) related to Judaism and ( hristianity, posmg alternative iews
of the supreme divinit) in those traditions. Places the Gnostic phenomenon in us religious
(

\

cultural context
the V
l|9<

and highlights < rnostic mythologies,

Hammadi,

.

k»|j<jirin

(|

•iid;,

the

<>t

the earl) Christian

and

I

Church

\sia

I
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blight's

Satanit
i

r

13*
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U*iU
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J

BSD

in the \sian
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Verses), \
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fi

S

all.

Religion in Southeast \sia
in

\lru.m

John

.'007

\"

<
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ett

1

1<

>i

from

i

of Darkness, India:
the Other Modernities

irea
«>i

\

tffcan

Same

llislorx

n

modern South Asia as thes hase
the literal) woiks ol eoulcmpoiai \
novels, including Salman Rushdie

Naipaul

Sutra)*

draw

ot

Studies program (see pa

Keliuion and Polities
|60

in

writers ot fiction and historical

Childn

ethics. Texts are

Mandaeism, and Manichaeism

Hindu and Buddhist religious culture*
in

and

ituals,

lathers.

ModCTII Sooth

iction in

i

as

Studies 319.)

\sian Studies 339.)]

-S.imu

Mricana Studies 360 and
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390c. Theories about Religion. Fall 2007. John Holt.

Seminar focused on how religion has been explained and interpreted from a variety of
intellectual and academic perspectives from the sixteenth century to the present. In addition
to a historical overview of religion's interpretation and explanation, the focus also includes
consideration of postmodern critiques and the problem of religion and violence in the
contemporary world.
Prerequisite: Religion 101.

401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Religion. The Department.

Romance Languages
Professors: John H. Turner, William C. VanderWolk

Associate Professors: Elena Cueto-Asfn, Charlotte Daniels, Chair; Katherine Dauge-Roth,
Arielle Saiber, Enrique

Yepes

Assistant Professors: Nadia V. Celis, Gustavo Faveron-Patriau, Margaret Hanetha Vete-Congolo*
Visiting Assistant Professor:

Lecturers:

Anna

Karen U. Lindo

Rein, Paola D' Amato

Visiting Lecturers: Valerie Guillet,
Visiting Instructors:

Eugenia Wheelwright

Matteo Soranzo, Carolyn Wolfenzon

Teaching Fellows: Romain Appriou, Nieolina Ferruzza, Maria Eugenia Rodriguez,
Sebastien Roudier
Department Coordinator: Kate Flaherty

The Department of Romance Languages

offers courses in French, Italian,

and Spanish

language, literature, and culture. In addition to focusing on developing students' fluency in
the languages, the department provides students with a broad understanding of the cultures

and literatures of the French-speaking, Italian-speaking, and Spanish-speaking worlds through
a curriculum designed to prepare students for teaching, international work, or graduate study.

Native speakers are involved

in

most language courses. Unless otherwise indicated, all courses

are conducted in the respective language.

Study Abroad

A period of study in an appropriate country, usually in the junior year, is strongly encouraged
all students of language. Bowdoin College is affiliated with a wide range of excellent
programs abroad, and interested students should seek the advice of a member of the department

for

early in their

sophomore year

to select a

program and

to

choose courses that complement

the offerings at the College.

Independent Study
This
is

is

an option primarily intended for students

also available to students

wish

to

work more

working on honors

An

projects.

It

taken advantage of the regular course offerings and

application should be

made

to a

is

not an alternative to

member of the department prior to

which the project is to be undertaken and must involve a
which the student can already demonstrate knowledge.

the semester in

an area in

are

closely on a particular topic. Independent study

regular course work.

in

who have

who

specific proposal

I

Courses of Instruction

Honors

Romance Languages

in

Majors ma) elect

honors project

to write an

department. This involves two semesters

in the

and the writing of an honors essay and its defense
committee of members of the department. Candidates for departmental honors must

of independent stud)

before a

the senior year

in

have an outstanding record

Requirements

Majors

tor

in

other courses

in the

Students ma> declare a major
courses

in

French, Spanish, and

know ledge of the French-,
literatures

department.

in the

Department of Romance Languages

in

French or

Italian). All

Italian-,

Spanish or

in

in

majors are expected

Romance languages
to

achieve breadth

(with

in their

and/or Spanish-speaking worlds by taking courses on the

and cultures of these areas from

should also

their origins to the present. Students

take complementary courses in study-awaj programs or in other departments and programs
art history, Latin American studies, history, English, and Africans studies. The
major consists of nine courses more advanced than French 204 or Spanish 204. Spanish
majors will complete Spanish 205. * Students must achieve a grade ofC or higher in all

such as

prerequisite courses.

m

two of the following four courses
before taking 300-level topics courses: 207.208. 209. and 210 (or their equivalent in a studyabroad program). Of these two courses, one must be in the culture sequence (207. 208) and
the other in literature (209. 210). Students who do not take French 209 or Spanish 209 arc
\l.i|ors

French and Spanish will complete

at least

strongl) advised to take a 300-level course thai deals with pre- 1800 French or Hispanic

and culture. During

literature

students majoring

major

will include cither

in

Romance

209 or 210

languages, the nine courses above 204 required

m

Spanish. French, and

No more

courses.

maximum

ot three credits

will receive a
to

maximum

have completed

the

end of

their

I

ma\ be

mull. Spanish,

or Italian

Nine courses ibove French 204

two

"i the follow in:' foui

*.

cqui> stent

in

Spanish 207

Preach 207
reach 20s

Spanish 20H

1

sp.nnsli 2(W

1

stud) abroad

204
101

si

t<>r

i

lv l.ikcn

sin,

M»:

I

2
.it

mi]

receive

stud)

including

*,

broad

2o*>.

210,

«>i

the

I:

1

Spanish 210
»

ill

courses

(one from 207. 2os. one from

folkM mi' foul nurses
207 2os "iK- from 2o<> 216
in

w

five

205 and either 207. 208. 209. or 210 before

1

equivalent

300-level

French Major Requirements

s,,.,msh 205

tin-

least three

>eai

Nine v.Miiscs above Spanish 204*. including

the

at

who Stud) abroad for the academic year
toward the major. Prospective majors are expected

Spanish Major Requirements

I

complete

toward the major Those

ot tour credits

SOphomore

will

independent Study, and no fewer than

in

taken. Students w ho stud) abroad tor one semester

Bowdoin courses should be
a

in

Romance languages

than two courses

fOI the

program) m two
two languages, plus one senior seminar All

(or their equivalent in a study-abroad

languages, one culture course (207 or 208)

majors

French majors will take a seminar.

their senior year,

'in

level
,il

I'.'

i

>

"in
.'.

ilc

hii

ranch

2o«>

reach 210
three courses

nk

ludii

least two
wdoin

1

.11

the KX) level,

reach 351

*<h* level

1

•••>

n

1

minai

>

ourses must be taken

.11

.ii

1

Romance Languages
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Romance Languages Major Requirements
Nine courses above 204, including:
1. Spanish 207 or 208 (or the equivalent
2.
3.

or French with
4.
5.

6.

in

study abroad)

French 207 or 208 (or the equivalent in study abroad)
Italian 208 (or the equivalent in study abroad), if combining Spanish
Italian

Spanish 209 or 210 (or the equivalent in study abroad)
French 209 or 210 (or the equivalent in study abroad)
three courses at the 300 level, including one senior seminar

Requirements for Minors
Students

may

declare a minor in French, Italian, or Spanish.

Bowdoin

The minor

consists of at least

one language above 204, including one 300-level course. The
minor may include one course from abroad.

three courses at
Italian

Romance Languages

in

in

Placement
Students

who

plan to take French or Spanish must take the appropriate placement test at the

beginning of the

fall

semester.

FRENCH
101c.

Elementary French

I.

Every

fall.

Fall 2007.

Valerie Guillet.-

A study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. Emphasis on listening comprehension
and spoken French. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with
assistant, plus regular

year students

language laboratory assignments. Primarily open to

who have had two

years or less of high school French.

A

first-

and second-

limited

number of

spaces are available for juniors and seniors.

Elementary French II. Every spring. Spring 2008. Charlotte Daniels.
A continuation of French 101. A study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary.
Emphasis on listening comprehension and spoken French. During the second semester,
more stress is placed on reading and writing. Three class hours per week and one weekly
102c.

conversation session with assistant, plus regular language laboratory assignments.
Prerequisite:

French 101 or

203c. Intermediate French

the equivalent.

I.

Every

fall.

Fall 2007.

Charlotte Daniels and Valerie

Guillet.

A review of basic grammar, which is integrated into more complex patterns of written
and spoken French. Short compositions and class discussions require active use of students'
acquired knowledge of French. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation
session with teaching fellow.
Prerequisite:

French 102 or placement.

204c. Intermediate French

II.

Every spring. Spring 2008. Katherine Dauge-Roth and

Hanetha Vete-Congolo.
Continued development of oral and written skills; course focus shifts from grammar to
from French literature, magazines, and newspapers form the basis for
the expansion of vocabulary and analytical skills. Active use of French in class discussions
reading. Short readings

Courses of Instruction

252

and conversation sessions

\\

1th

French assistants. Three class hours per week and one weekly

conversation session with teaching fellow.

French 203 or placement.

Prerequisite:

William VanderWoi k.
Conversation and composition based on a variety of contemporary films and texts about
France and Francophone countries. Grammar re\ iew and frequent short papers. Emphasis on

Advanced French

206c

Ever)

I

fall.

Fall 2007.

student participation including short presentations and debates. Three hours per week plus one

weeklj viewing session for films and weekly conversation session with teaching fellow.
Prerequisite: French 204 or placement.
207c. (1

An
I

IP Francophone Cultures. Every

-

introduction to the cultures

^amines the

history, politics,

films,

and

208c

-

customs, cinema,

i

Same

a novel. Students see

as Af'ricana Studies

French 205

Prerequisite:

fall.

Fall 2007. Karf.n Lindo.

various French-Speaking regions outside of France.
literature,

and the

arts

and discuss

news, documentaries,

telex ision

207 and Latin American Studies 206

|

or permission of the instructor.

Contemporary France through the Media. Every

FSI). DP.

of the Francophone

Africa and the Caribbean. Readings include newspaper and magazine

\u>rld. principalis

articles, short stones,

and feature

o\~

spring. Spring 2008.

Charlotte Daniels indKatherini Dauge-Roth.
An introduction to contemporary France through newspapers, magazines, television, music,
and film. Emphasis is on enhancing communicative proficienc) in French and increasing
cultural understanding prior to studs abroad in France or another

French 205 or permission of the

Prerequisite

Francophone country.

instructor.

Modern French

209c Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Medieval and Early
Literature

I

very

tall.

Fall

\n introduction to the

2007. (Catherine Dauge-Roth.

literal")

from the Middle Ages

tradition ^( France

Revolution Students are introduced

to

major authors and

movements

literal)

to the

French

in their

cultural

and historical contexts.
Prerequisite

210c

-

spring

I

ranch 205 or permission

o\'

the instructor.

and Criticism of Modern French Literature Ever)
Spring 2008 Wujliam VanderWolk.

ll*

Introduction to the Stud}

Introduces students to the literar\ tradition of the French speaking world from
present

FOCUS on maun authors

Franca 205

Prerequisite

310-329c

lopii

s in

i

oi

aiul literals

ranch and

r

316

in m

<22*

(I

ii

I

Its

\rtists

Women
treated

.i

a

genre, "i

arc approai

)

to the

and cultural context.

year.

The

I)i

literature in

partmi nt.

French the

period

|

women from

formei West

1

1

\\i in

\

\

i

n Conoolo.

African and Caribbean

womanhood, colonization, slavery,
men and women, independence,

relationships between

nation

.i

Voices of the People Spril

texts written in

rhemc

l

|

beatre Production,

Voices or

historical

rancophonc Literature. Ever)
basic knowledge ol

who have

opportunity to studs more closel) an author,

Paris and

iii

7S

permission of the instructor

d to provide students

M4(

movements

I

I

rench

individual and collective
tradition,

modernism, and

bed from historical, anthropological, political, social, and ideologi<

Manama Ba, tnimataSou

Fall (Senegal);

al

Maryse Conde, Gisele

Romance Languages
Pineau,

253

Simone Schwartz-Bart (Guadeloupe); Ina Cesaire, Suzanne Dracius (Martinique);
J. Dominique (Haiti). (Same as Gender and Women's Studies

and Marie Chauvet and Jan
323.)
Prerequisite:

French 207 or 208, and French 209 or 210, or permission of

the

instructor.

Murder, Monsters, and Mayhem: The

323c.

fait divers in Literature

and Film.

Fall

2007. Katherine Dauge-Rotm.

Examines thefait divers, a news item recounting an event of a criminal, strange, or licentious
nature, as a source for literary and cinematographic production. Traces the development of
the popular press and its relationship to the rise of the short story. Explores how literary
authors and filmmakers past and present find inspiration in the news and render "true stories"
in their artistic work. Readings may include selections from Rosset, J-P. Camus, Le Clezio,
Cendrars, Beauvoir, Duras, Genet, Modiano, Bon, newspapers, and tabloids.
Prerequisite: French 207 or 208, and French 209 or 210, or permission of the
instructor.

[326c.

Writing Corporeality

in

and Lies.
study of memoir novels,

327c. Love, Letters,

A

Early

Fall 2007.

of

its

,,

What

France.]

Charlotte Daniels.

epistolary novels (letters) and autobiography.

writing have to do with love and desire?
act of "self-expression?

Modern

is

What

is

What does

the role of others in the seemingly personal

the truth value of writing that circulates in the absence

author? These and other related issues are explored

in the

works of the most popular
Conducted

writers of eighteenth-century France: Prevost, Graffigny, Laclos, and Rousseau.
in

French.
Prerequisite:

French 209 or 210, or permission of the

instructor.

[330c,d. Francophone Caribbean and African Literature and Cinema: Rewriting History
through Words and Images.]

Seminar for French Majors.
The seminar offers students the opportunity to synthesize work done in courses at Bowdoin
and abroad. The topic will change each year. This course is required for the major in French
351c. Senior

or

Romance Languages.

War and Memory.

Spring 2008. William VanderWolk.

Fiction and film recalling several French wars and their effect on individuals.

of individual

memory and

creativity in the formation of the

French collective

The power

memory

of

may include Maupassant, Japrisot, Camus, Duras,
Modiano, Renoir, Resnais, and Ophuls.
Prerequisite: French 207 or 208, and French 209 or 210, or permission of the
these events. Authors and filmmakers

instructor.

401c-404c. Independent Study and Honors in French. The Department.

Courses of Instruction

ITALIAN
101c Klementar\ Italian

Ever)

I

fall.

Anna

Fall 2007.

Rein.

Three class hours per week, plus weeklx drill sessions and language laboratory assignments.
Studs of the basic tonus, structures, and vocabulary. Emphasis is on listening comprehension
and spoken

Italian.

102c Elementary Italian

II.

Ever) spring. Spring 2008. Paola D'Amato.

Continuation of Italian 101. Three class hours per week, plus weekly

drill

sessions and

language laboratory assignments. Stud) of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. More
attention

is

paid to reading and writing.

Prerequisite: Italian 101 or the equivalent

203c Intermediate Italian

Every

I.

fall.

Fall 2007.

Paola D'Amaio.

Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with
increase fluencx

both Spoken and written Italian.

in

assistant.

Grammar fundamentals

Aims

to

are reviewed.

(iass conversation and written assignments are based on contemporary texts of literary and
social interest.

Prerequisite: Italian 102 or placement.

204c Intermediate Italian

both spoken and written Italian.

in

Anna

Ri

in.

week and one weeklx conversation session with

Three class hours per
increase Huencx

Ever) spring. Spring 2008.

II.

Aims

assistant.

Grammar fundamentals

to

reviewed
literary and

are

Class conversation and written assignments are based on contemporary texts o\
social interest

203 or placement.

Prerequisite: Italian

205c

Advanced

)

I

Italian

Ever)

I.

fall.

Fall

2007.

Are

i

1

Sxim

1

k.

(signed to increase the student's llucncx in spoken and written Italian through the use

of a \a\iic variet)

Of cultural materials and media The '"texts"' include literature, newspapers.
and teles ision. Weekly written assignments introduce Students

magazines, the Internet, tilm.

to different writing St) les, such as formal letters, restaurant rex lews, lose poetry,

news

briefs,

and hterarx analyses Weeklx presentations, VOCabulary-building exercises, and situational
luee elass hours per week and one weeklx conversation session w ith an assistant.
I

ducted

m

Italian.

requisite

22

1

IP \tona

1

I

M> Ho*
2f k >s

Spring

M'

an

In

Arii
;et

1

1

and the Mafia:

isa

I

222e Daate's Otvitu
232a

204 or placement

Italian

1

1

Do

It

mm

1

lo*

manuals

fashioning and

sell

•

eninthenai

I

(

ciituries

|

i>in^ Well in the Italian Renaissance

I

i

obtain powei mu\ keep

appeal i" be ot

km

.i

i.ii

it?
^

Whal

.1

pre

modem

1

are "the rules* for love,

kiss in oIk-i

Sir h tuneless questions ueie answered

in the li.ih.ni Renaissance,

in

period

man

I

am? How can

innumerable ad\

in

which thoughts

ice .uul
of sell

inquiry proliferated like never before Explores a large selection ol serious

manuals on
iiipiom.

through the

u.

in
1

iilturc

Gaftdei to the \rt of

How can

rich?

(

omedy.]

(

s

Italian

etiquette,
11

health, marriage, family, religion, education,

and patronage, en

Included are works such as Machiavelli's7%e/Vfrice,

help
'

.

monej making,

and dr.iws parallels to the ad> k e sought and

Delia Porta 's Natural
1

ondu< ted in

1

nglish

Magi

Delia Casa*s Galateo of

Romance Languages

The Worlds of Venice. (Same

[250b.

252b.

Made

in Italy:

as

Anthropology

Anthropology of Modern

255

250.)]

Italy. Fall

2007. Pamela Ballinger.

Examines society and culture in contemporary Italy, focusing on debates over what it
means to be "Italian." First examines historical projects concerned with "making Italians,"
ranging from the Risorgimento (Italian unification) to fascism to the triumph of consumer
culture after World War II, then turns to both continuities and transformations in socio-cultural
practices in Italy today. Topics covered include food, social practices such as the "passeggiata"
(or promenading), the commodification of Italian identity through things like fashion

and

tourism, the strength of local and regional identities, and the North/South divide. Particular
attention

is

becomes a

paid to the politics of immigration, as a country that long exported labor
site

now

of immigration. (Same as Anthropology 252.)

Prerequisite:

Anthropology 101 or 244, or Italian 221.

309c. Introduction to the Study

and Criticism of Medieval and Early Modern

Italian

Literature. Fall 2007. Arielle Saiber.

An

introduction to the literary tradition of Italy from the Middle

Ages through

the early

Baroque period. Focus on major authors and literary movements in their historical and cultural
contexts. Conducted in Italian.
Prerequisite: Italian 205 or permission of the instructor.
[312c. Hallucinatory Landscapes:

The

Fantastic in Italian Film and Literature.]

314c. Italian Theater. Spring 2008. Arielle Saiber.
In the first half of the semester students study seven Italian plays

and are introduced

to

from Italian plays.
At the end of the semester, student groups produce, direct, and perform a play or scenes
from a variety of plays. Authors may include Ariosto, Delia Porta, Machiavelli, Bruno,
Gozzi, Goldoni, Alfieri, D'Annunzio, Pirandello, Bontempelli, De Filippo, Maraini, and
Fo. Conducted in Italian.
Prerequisite: Italian 208 or permission of the instructor.
the history of Italian theater. Students read, analyze, and produce scenes

401c^l04c. Independent Study in Italian. The Department.

SPANISH
Elementary Spanish I. Every fall. Fall 2007. Genie Wheelwright.
Three class hours per week and weekly conversation sessions with assistant, plus laboratory
assignments. An introduction to the grammar of Spanish, aiming at comprehension, reading,
writing, and simple conversation. Emphasis is on grammar structure, with frequent oral drills.
Spanish 101 is open to first- and second-year students who have had less than two years of
101c.

high school Spanish.

Elementary Spanish II. Every spring. Spring 2008. The Department.
Continuation of Spanish 101 Three class hours per week and weekly conversation sessions
with assistant, plus laboratory assignments. An introduction to the grammar of Spanish,
102c.

.

aiming

at

comprehension, reading, writing, and simple conversation. More attention

and writing.
Prerequisite: Spanish 101 or the equivalent.

to reading

is

paid

Courses of Instruction

203c Intermediate Spanish I. Ever) fall. Fall 2007. John Turner and Enrique Yepes.
Three class hours per week and one weeklj conversation session with the teaching assistant
Grammar fundamentals arc re\ iewed. Class conversation and written assignments are based

modern literature.
Prerequisite: Spanish 102 or placement.

on readings

204c

I

nter

in

mediate Spanish

II. Ever) spring. Spring 2008. Gi \n Wheelwright.
week and one weekly conversation session with the

hums per
Grammar fundamentals are
Three class

Ofl

re\

assistant.

iewed. Class conversation and w ritten assignments arc based

modern literature.
Prerequisite: Spanish 203 or placement.

readings

in

Advanced Spanish. Ever)

205c

Patriai

The

Fall

tall.

Cm

2007. Nadia

is

and Gustavo Faveron-

.

stud) of a variet) of journalistic and Literar) texts and visual media, together with

grammar

an advanced

review, designed to increase written and oral proficiency, as well as

appreciation of the cultural history of the Spanish-speaking world. Foundational course for
the major. Three class hours per
ie

Spanish 204 or placement.

\

LSI).

-

session with assistant.

Latin American Studies 205.)

is

Prerequisite

207c. d

week and one weekly conversation

1

Latin American Cultures. Spring 2008. Gustavo Fa\ ron-P\iki

1*

i

Stud) of diverse cultural artifacts (literature, film, history,

graffiti,

\i

.

and journalism)

intended to explore the ethnic and cultural hclerogcneit) of Latin American societies from

pre-Columbian times

Conducted

In

to the present,

Prerequisite:

(Same
Spanish 205 (same

m

including the Latino presence

as Latin

Spanish.

as

American Studies 207.)
Latin American Studies 205)

the United Stales

or permission of the

instructor.

206c

-

ElenaO m-Asiv

IP Spanish Culture ball 2007.

i

the Stud) of Spanish literature, film, history,

Through

and journalism, examines different

aspects of Spanish culture, such as myths and Stereotypes about Spain and her people.
similarities

and differences between Spanish and American cultures, and the characterization

contemporary Spain. Emphasis on close analysis of primar) materials. Conducted
Spanish Not open tO students who ha\e credit for 8 J00 level course in Spanish.

<>t

1

Spanish 205 (same

requisite

as Latin

American Studies 205)

in

or permission of the

insirucnu

Introduction to the Stinh and Criticism

IP

20'Jc

of

Medieval and

l.arl\

Modern

Hispanii Literature Fall 2007 John Turner.
hronological introduction to literature ol the Spanish speaking world from the Middle
-

through 1800

Spanish Goldei
i

.iiiii

I

xplores major works and literal)

md Colonial Spanish \merica
American studies 2o*>

in

movements of the Middle

Vges, the

and cultural context

their historical

i

Spanish 205 (same

reqilisiti

as

Latin \inerican Studies 205

1

permission

01

<>l

the

insti

210l

IP

I

Introdu

ill

1

of liu

Hon

lents to the literatures of Spain and Spanish

ind literar)
ii

and cultural cont

Spanish 205
mst

and Criticism of Modern Hispanii Literature

U) the SIikIn

me

America from 800 to the present
1

movements of modern Spain and Spanish America in
.is latin American studies 210
atin American Studies 205) ot permission ol the
I

Romance Languages
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310c-339c. Topics in Hispanic Literary and Cultural Studies. Every year. The
Department.

advanced students with the opportunity to deepen the study of
aspects of the cultural production from the Spanish-speaking world. Conducted in

Designed
specific

to provide

Spanish.
[321c,d.

Reading Modern Poetry

in the

Americas. (Same as Latin American Studies

321.)]

324c. Twentieth-Century Spanish Theater. Spring 2008. Elena Cueto-Asin.

Examines works by Spanish playwrights of the twentieth century in light of the innovations
of the Avant-Garde movements of the 920s and 930s, the limitations imposed by censorship
under the Franco dictatatorship, and the plurality of voices that emerges during the present
democratic period. The study of plays by Garcia Lorca, Buero Vallejo, Arrabal, Diosdado,
1

1

and others, tracks the evolution of the experimental qualities of the
special attention to the

ways

in

which

political

and

theater, as well as gives

historical discourses are adapted for the

stage. Part of the course includes recitation of scenes.

Two of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207),

Prerequisite:

208, 209 (same as Latin

American Studies

209), or

210 (same

as Latin

American Studies

210), or permission of the instructor.

War in

325c. Spanish Civil

The Spanish

Civil

War

is

Literature and Film. Fall 2007. Elena Cueto-Asin.

examined

as

it

has been represented in a variety of literary and

audiovisual genres (novel, poetry, drama, essay, documentary, photography, cinema) that

span seven decades of cultural production. All are driven by a similar desire to interpret,
explain, and

come

to

terms with

this singular historical

event and

its

traumatic impact on

Spanish society.
Prerequisite:

Two of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207),

208, 209 (same as Latin

American Studies

209), or

210 (same

as

Latin American Studies

210), or permission of the instructor.
[327c.

Reading Spanish Film.]

[328c.

Don

Quijote.]

[331c,d. United States-Latino Literature in Spanish.

(Same

as Latin

American Studies

331.)]

332c,d. Poetry

and

Social Activism in Latin America. Fall 2007. Enrique Yepes.

Considers the aesthetic and thematic problems posed by socially committed poetry during
the last 100 years in Spanish America,

from the avant-garde to the present. Authors include
and Dalton, among others. (Same as Latin

Mistral, Vallejo, Neruda, Guillen, Cardenal, Belli,

American Studies
Prerequisite:

332.)

Two of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin American Studies 207),

208, 209 (same as Latin

American Studies

209), or

210 (same

as

Latin American Studies

210), or permission of the instructor.
[337c. Hispanic Short Story.

(Same

as Latin

American Studies

337.)]

and the End of the World. Fall 2007. Gustavo Faveron-Patriau.
Examines terrorism and the way it is represented in literature and the arts through the

338c,d. Shining Path

study of one particular case

— the

war between

the State and the "Shining Path" Maoist

guerrilla that has taken place in Peru during the last three decades.

Authors include Mario

Vargas Llosa, Fernando Ampuero, Julio Ortega, Alonso Cueto, Daniel Alarcon, as well as

Courses of Instruction
filmmakers such as losue* Mendes, Francisco Lombardi. Pamela Yates, and John Malkovich.
ne as Latin American Studies 338.)
Prerequisite:

208. 209 same

Tw o

of the following: Spanish 207 (same as Latin

American Studies

207),

Latin American Studies 209). or 210 (same as Latin American Studies

is

i

210'. or permission of the instructor.

[3J9c BorgCS and the Borgesian. (Same as Latin

401c—404c Independent Study and Honors

in

American Studies

339.)]

Spanish. The Department.

Russian

i

tsor: Jane

knovYoina, Chair

1

for:

Ka\

mond

H. Miller

iching Fellow: Binur Kengerbayeva

Hirtmcni Coordinator:

Tammis

Requirements for the Major

in

1..

I.areau

Russian Language and Literature

he Russian major consists often courses (eleven for honors). These include Russian

I

02 and 203. 204: tour courses in Russian aho\ e Russian 204: and two approved courses
either Russian literature in translation or Slavic ci\ ili/ation, or approved related courses

101.
in

1

government, history, or economics (e.g., Government 231, Post-Communist Russian
Politics and Histor\ 2 IS. The Making of Modern Russia

in

i.

InU rdisciplinar\ Major
I

he department participates

studies

Sec pages

- ,IS

<|(

an intcrdisciplmars major

in

in

Eurasian and East European

'

Stud) Vhroad

one semester

in

Russia. There arc several approved

summer ami one semester Russian-language programs

in

Moscow.

Students are encouraged to spend

at least

St.

Petersburg, Yarosla\

I.

w ho ha\e taken the equivalent of tWO 01
Russian Programs should be discussed w Itfl the Russian department. Students
thre
returning from stud) abroad will be expected to take two courses m the department unless
eptions
redits from a one semester
nted b) the chair. TVo ol the tour semestet
>ne/h. and Irkutsk that are
l

open

to all students

>!

(

program ma) be counted toward both the Eurasian and Bast European majoi
Russian major foui credits ma) be counted toward a Russian majoi from a yeai
ram

stud) abroad
.ind the

\d\

am

Hiis

is

»

(I

.in

huh pendent Mml\
option intended
i|

all

the

who wish

work on honors projects or who have
regulai course offerings and wish to work more closel) on i

foi

students

partic utar topic alread) studied Independent stud)

\ppiu ation should be made
i

to

.i

membei

ol the

to

is

not an alternative to regulai course work.

department

be undertaken and must involve a spec

ific

prioi to die semestei in

proposal

\\\i\ m-iih

in

which

an area in which the

ad> btm ed independent
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Russian

studies are required for honors in Russian. Petition for an honors project

must be made

in

the spring of the junior year.

Requirements for the Minor

The minor

Russian

in

consists of seven courses (including the

Courses Taught

in

first

two years of Russian).

English Translation

The department offers courses in English that focus on Russian history,
These may be taken by non-majors and include a
220-251.

Courses

in

literature,

and culture.

series of 200-level courses:

Russian

Russian for Majors and Minors

Elementary Russian I. Every fall. Fall 2007. Jank Knox-Voina.
Emphasis on the acquisition of language skills through imitation and

101c.

language patterns; the development of facility

in

repetition of basic

speaking and understanding simple Russian.

Conversation hour with a native speaker.
102c.

Elementary Russian

II.

Spring 2008. The Department.

Continuation of Russian 101. Emphasis on the acquisition of language

skills

through

imitation and repetition of basic language patterns; the development of facility in speaking

and understanding simple Russian. Conversation hour with native speaker.
Prerequisite:

Russian 101 or permission of the

203c. Intermediate Russian

I.

Every

fall.

instructor.

Fall 2007.

Raymond Miller.

Acontinuation of Russian 101 102. Emphasis on maintaining and improving the student's
,

facility in

speaking and understanding normal conversational Russian. Writing and reading

skills are also stressed.

Prerequisite:

Conversation hour with native speaker.

Russian 102 or permission of the

204c. Intermediate Russian

A continuation
facility in

II.

Spring 2008.

instructor.

Raymond Miller.

of Russian 203. Emphasis on maintaining and improving the student's

speaking and understanding normal conversational Russian. Writing and reading

skills are also stressed.

Prerequisite:

Conversation hour with native speaker.

Russian 203 or permission of the

instructor.

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Russian. The Department.

Upon demand, this course may be conducted as a small seminar for several students in areas
not covered in the above courses (e.g., the Russian media or intensive language study).
Prerequisite:

305c.

Russian 305 or permission of the

Advanced Reading and Composition

instructor.

in Russian.

Every

fall.

Fall 2007. Jane

Knox-

VOINA.
Intended to develop the ability to read Russian at a sophisticated level by combining selected

language and literature readings, grammar review, and study of Russian word formation.
Discussion and reports in Russian. Conversation hour with native speaker.
Prerequisite:

Russian 204 or permission of the

instructor.

307c. Russian Folk Culture. Every other spring. Spring 2009.

Raymond Miller.

A study of Russian folk culture: folk tales, fairy tales, legends, and traditional oral verse,
as well as the development of folk motives in the work of modern writers. Special emphasis
on Indo-European and Common Slavic background. Reading and discussion 4n Russian.

Short term papers.
Prerequisite:

»

Russian 305 or permission of the

instructor.

Courses of Instruction
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Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature. Every other

309c

Fall 2007.

fall.

Raymond

Miller.
surve)

\

of Russian prose of the nineteenth century. Special attention paid to the

development of Russian realism. Writers include Pushkin. Lermontov. Gogol', Turgenev,
Dostoe> sky, and Tolstoy.
Prerequisite: Russian 305 or permission of the instructor.

Modern Russian

310c.

Literature. Every other spring. Spring 2008. Jane Knox-Voina.

Symbolism to Postmodernism.
Reading of poetry by Blok, Akhmatova, Mayakovsky, Evtushenko, and Okudzhava, along
with short prose by Zamiatin. Babel. Zoshchenko. Kharms. Shalamov, Aksenov, Shukshin,

An

introduction to twentieth-century Russian literature from

Petrushe\ skaya. Tolstaya, Ulitskaya, Sadur. and Pelevin. Close readings of the assigned

works arc

\

iewed alongside other

artistic texts

and cultural phenomena, including the bard

song. him. animation, conceptual and sots-art, and rock- and pop-music.

Russian 305 or permission of the

Prerequisite:

316c. Russian Poetry. Every other

fall.

Fall 2008.

instructor.

Jane Knox-Voina.

Examines various nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russian poets, including Pushkin,

Lermonun B lok. and Mayakovsky. Earlier history of Russian verse is also discussed. Includes
.

stud\ o\ Russian poetics and the cultural-historical context of each poet's work.

discussion are

Russian. Short term papers.

in

Russian 305 or permission of the

Prerequisite:

4(llc-404c Advanced Independent Study
[ndi\ idual research in

semester project

is

course

in

and Honors

in Russian.

COntemporar)

Romanticism

nationalism and

literars

the reflection of

(

in

A two-

Raymond Miller.
in the

context of

Russian response to Romanticism:

intellectual history. Specific topics include the

the rejection ol

Russian.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

development of Russian realism and the Russian novel

Des the

in

Russian.

in

IP Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature. Fall 2008.

-

The Department.

Russian above 305.

IN

220c

instructor.

Russian studies. Major sources should be read

necessary for honors

One

Prerequisite:

Reading and

favorofthe "realistic" exposure of Russia's social

ills;

Russian

)ricntalism; the portrayal of women and their role in Russian societ)

contemporar)

political controversies in

:

Russian writing. Authors include

Pushkin, Gogol' Lermontov, Belinsky, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, and Tolstoy. Russian majors
,

are required to

22

C

1

Soviet

J\m K

•

do some reading

Worker

in

Russian.

Bees, Revolution,

and Red Love

in

Russian Film. Spring 2009.

VOINA.

Explores twentieth cental) Russian culture through film,

art.

architecture, and literature.

ropics include scientific Utopias, eternal revolution. mdi\ idual freedom, collects ism, conflict

between

the intelligentsia

and the demise

and the

common man.

the '"new

Sox

ict

woman."* nationalism.

Works ol Eisenstein, Tarkovsky, Kandinsky, Chagall,
^akovsky, Pasternak. Brodsky, Akhmatova, Solzhenitsyn, and Tolstaya Weekl> film
view mil's Russian majon arc required to do souk- readme in Russian iS.une as Gender

.ind

Women's

ol the Soviet Union.

Studies 220

Russian

223c. Dostoevsky

and the Novel. Every other

Examines Fyodor Dostoevsky's

261

spring. Spring 2008. Jane

later novels.

Knox-Voina.

Studies the author's unique brand of

realism ("fantastic realism," "realism of a higher order"), whieh explores the depths of

human psychology and

spirituality.

of Dostoevsky's quest for meaning
cynical. Special attention

of

women

in

is

Emphasis on

in

the anti-Western, anti-materialist bias

a world growing increasingly unstable, violent, and

given to the author's treatment

ol

urban poverty and the place

Russian society.

224c. Dostoevsky or Tolstoy. Fall 2007.

Raymond

Explores and compares two giants of Russian

Mii

i

literature,!

i

h.

&\ Tolsto) and Fyodor Dostoevsky.

Their works are read for then significance, both to Russian cultural history and to European
thought; special attention
authors. Part

I

is

paid to the portrayal of

women

and women's issues by both

studies Dostoevsky's quest for guiding principles of freedom and love

in a

world of growing violence, cynicism, and chaos. "The Woman Question** emerges as a constant
subject: Dostoevsky particularly concerned himself W ith the suffering of poor and humiliated

women. Aclose reading of several

works and the novel Brothers Karamazov set in their
historical, and intellectual framework. Emphasis on the novelist's struggle between Western
materialistic individualism and Eastern voluntarv sell renunciation. Examines Dostoevsky's
short

"fantastic realism** as a polyphony ol voices, archetypes, and religious s) mbols. Part

II

studies

Tolstoy's development both as a novelist and a moral philosopher. Examines several works,
the most important being the novel

Anna Karcmua. with

special

between Tolstoy-the-artist and Tolstoy-the-moralist. Discussion
conscience of Russia"
as

in the last thirty \

ears ol his

Gandhi and Martin Luther King. (Same

as

lite,

emphasis on the tension

ol the writer's role as "the

as well as his influence on such figures

Gender and Women's Studies

25k\d. Central Asia through Film and Literature. Every

tall.

Fall 2007.

217.)

Janh Knox-

V()1NA.

Examination of little-known Central Asian peoples

o\

the former Soviet

Mongolia, and the unique challenges lacing them at the start of the tw cut \
the history

and culture

o\'

this transitional

-first

Union and

century. Studies

zone, which links West and East, Christianity and

Islam, Europe and Asia (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Tadjikistan,

and Mongolia). Includes examples of Central Asian literature and cinema. Special focus on
changes in the socio-economic status of w omen in the region, and the spirituality (shamanism)

and cultural traditions of these groups, as well as the environmental and sociopolitical issues
facing them. Addresses questions such as

how

politicization

belief systems of the indigenous ethnic groups, their rural
their attitude

and industrialization affect the
or subsistence economies, and

toward the environment; and the present and future international significance

of this vast, oil-rich area. (Same as

Gender and Women's Studies

243.)

Coursi soj Instruction

Sociology and Anthropology

Susan

Professors'.

h. Bell.

Sara A. Dickeyt, Scott MacEachern. Craig A. McEvven.

Nanc) h Rile)
tors:

Pamela Ballinger, Chair; Joe Bandy, Susan A. Kaplan.

(Crista E.

Van Vleet

Joint Appointment with Religion: Visiting Associate Professor Sunil Goonasekera
slant Professor: Seth

Ovadia

Visiting Assistant Professors: Janet K. I.ohmann. H. Ro) Partridge.

Leslie C.

Jr..

Shaw

Adjunct Lecturer: Coastal Studies Scholar-in-Residence Peter C. Mackelworth
met \ssistant Professor: Anne Henshavv
irtment Coordinator: Lori B.

Requirements
In

for the

Quimhv

Major

consultation with an advisor, each student plans a major program that will nurture an

understanding of SOCiet) and the

knowledge

human

how

condition, demonstrate

social

and cultural

are acquired through research, and enrich his or her general education.

On

the

major program prepares the student for graduate Stud) in SOClolog) or
anthropology and contributes to preprotessional programs such as law and medicine. It
practical level, a

background preparation

also provides

work, business or personnel administration, social research, law enforcement

ser\ ice. social

and criminal

tor careers in urban planning, public policy, the civil

school teaching, and

justice, the health professions, journalism, secondar)

development programs.

A

student

ma\ choose either of two major programs or two minor programs:

I he ma/or in sociology consists often courses, including Sociology 101. 201. 211. and
310 One or two ^\ the ten courses mav be advanced courses from anthropolog) (or,
approved bv the department chair, from related fields to meet the Student's special interests)
<>r ofl campus stud) courses (with departmental approval). In all cases, at least seven of
it

the courses counted toward the

should be taken
The major
102

///

sophomore

the

in

major must be Bowdoin sociolog) courses. Sociolog) 201
year.

anthropology consists of

203, and 310, aiul one course w

2(M

ith

from

CampUS

<>ll

Requirements
the minor
211

2111
^

/

101

ampus
in in
.

all

cases,

at

least

)ne or

or.

seven

two of

the nine courses

with departmental approval.

ol the

courses counted lowaid

must be Bowdoin anlluopologv courses.

the majoi

oit

(

.

Stud) programs. In

KM.

an area locus. Students arc urged to complete

tathropolog) 101 102. 201 and 203 as eai l\ as possible.
mav Ik- taken trom the advanced offerings in socio logs and
.

Anthropolog)

nine courses, including

1

for the
in

Minor

WCiolog) consists

ot

live BOCiolOg)

101.

and two other sociolog) courses One of the elective courses ma) be from

stud

nor in anthropolog) consists ol live ant

2<n
>»n

COUTSeS, including Sociolog)

in:
^

ampus

stud)

r

I

nop-

201, and an area study course

ot sos.

kk ml in;- Vnthropolog)
l

One of the elective

courses ma)

Sociology and Anthropology

263

For the anthropology major or minor program, one semester of independent study may be
counted. For the sociology major program, two semesters of independent study may be
counted, while for the minor program one semester may be counted.

Core Courses
The core courses

in

sociology (101, 201, 211, and 310) and the core courses

anthropology

in

Bowdoin. Courses in which Credit/D/Fail
grades are received do not count toward the major or minor. In order for a course to fulfill
the major or minor requirements in sociology or anthropology, a grade of C- or above must
(101, 102, 201, 203, and 310) must be taken at

be earned

in that course.

Off-Campus Study
Study away

demanding academic program can contribute substantially to a major in
sociology and anthropology. Students are advised to plan study away for their junior year. A
student should complete either the Sociology 201 or Anthropology 201 research methods
in a

course, depending on their major, before studying away. Students must obtain provisional

approval for their study

away courses

study away, and then seek

final

in

writing by department faculty before they leave for

approval upon their return to Bowdoin.

Departmental Honors
Students distinguishing themselves in either major program

may

apply for departmental

honors. Awarding of the degree with honors will ordinarily be based on grades attained in

major courses and a written project (emanating from independent study), and
the ability to

work

will recognize

creatively and independently and to synthesize diverse theoretical,

methodological, and substantive materials.

SOCIOLOGY
First- Year

For a

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

10b,d. Racism. Fall 2007.

(Same
14b.

as

Africana Studies

America

[16b.

Roy

Partridge.
10.)

in the 1970s. Fall 2007. Seth Ovadia.

Deviance and Conformity.]

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

101b. Introduction to Sociology. Fall 2007.

Nancy Riley and Janet Lohmann. Spring

The Department.
The major perspectives of sociology. Application of the scientific method to sociological
theory and to current social issues. Theories ranging from social determinism to free will are
considered, including the work of Marx, Weber, Durkheim, Merton, and others. Attention
2008.

is

given to such concepts as role, status, society, culture, institution, personality, social

organization, the dynamics of change, the social roots of behavior and attitudes, social control,

deviance, socialization, and the dialectical relationship between individual and society.

t

2M

Courses of Instruction

2011)

Introduction to Social Research. Spring 2008. Seth Oyadia.

Provides firsthand experience with the specific procedures through which social science

know ledge

is

de\ eloped Emphasizes the interaction between theory and research, and examines

and abuses of research

the ethics of social research and the uses

policy making. Reading

in

and methodological analysis of a variety of case studies from the sociological

literature.

Field and laboratory exercises that include observation, interviewing, use of available data

documents,

computerized data hanks, cultural artifacts),
sampling, coding, use of computer, elementary data analysis and interpretation. Lectures.
laboratory sessions, and small-group conferences.

(e.g.. historical

statistical archives,

Prerequisite: Sociolo»\ 101 or permission of the instructor.

[204b Families

A Comparative

Gender and Women's Studies

Perspective. (Same as

204.)]

[205b -ESD. Urban Sociology.]
20Sb.d Race and Kthnicity.

The

and cultural meaning

social

Sim

2007.

Fall

o\ race

()\ \di a.

and ethnicity, with emphasis on the

politics o\

in contemporary America. Analysis of the causes and consequences
prejudice and discrimination. Examination of the relationships between race and class.

events and processes
of

Comparisons among

racial

and ethnic minorities

in

the United States.

(Same

as

Africana

studies 208.1
Prerequisite Sociology 101. Africana Studies 101. oi

Anthropology 101.

oi

permission

of the instructor

209b. immigration. Culture, and

Community.]

2111) Classics of Sociological Theor>. Fall 2007. Si

An

sanBbll. Spring 2008.

Joi

Bwm

analysis of selected works b\ the founders of modern sociology. Particular emphasis

given to understanding differing approaches to

Works

interpretation.

h\

is

sociological analysis through detailed textual

Marx. Weber, Durkheim. and selected others are

read.

Sociology 101 or permission of the instructor.

Prerequisite

215b Criminology and Criminal Justice.
uses on crime and correct ions

in

the

l

Fall

Lohmann.
some cross national comparisons.

2007. Jani

niled States,

w

ith

i

Explores empirical research

unities the problematic character ol the definition ol "crime."'

on the character, distribution, and correlates ol criminal beha> ior, and interprets this research
m the light ol social structural, cultural, ami social psychological theories ol crime causation
usses the implications ol the nature and causes oi crime lor law enforcement ami the

administration ol justice Surveys the varied waj

s

in

which prisons and correctional programs

inized .md assesses research about then effectiveness,

Sodolog} 101

requisite

tathropolog) 101, or permission of the

oi

2l7hd-iM) Overcoming Racism
id

definition ol racism
ial

[he

strm lurc^
I

lh.it

'nited Slates

\tru an \n

I

\li

i(

.oi.

i

Support the

>.

on!

i

developed through
nuance ol .u is in and
is

i

dominant siihoidinatc relationships
\mcrh EU1 Native \iiinu,ins.,nnl
BtinO
I

hi-

.i

Studies 217

Soclologj
IDs!

Roy Partridge.

critiques a variet) ol proposed solutions for healing racism

st .i

in

Spring 2008

instructor.

io

•>

the

I

nited

careful examination ol the

disv
Ol

in

I

iminat ion based on

i

i.u e

mope. in \meiu ans w

\m.iii

\mei

u ans .uc ic\

ill)

icwcd

i

oi

ioi

oi

tnthronolog)

Mil.

oi

permission

ol

the

Sociology and Anthropology

218b. Sociology of Law. Spring 2008. Craig

265

McEwen.

An analysis of the development and function of law and legal systems in industrial societies.
Examines the relationships between law and social change, law and social inequality, and
law and social control. Special attention is paid to social influences on the operation of legal
systems and the resultant gaps between legal ideals and the "law in action."
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
220b

ESD.

-

Class, Labor,

and Power.

Fall 2007.

Joe Bandy.

An examination of social class and the corresponding structures of labor, status, and power
in the

United States. Surveys a variety of sociological perspectives and applies them to analyze

class inequality, labor relations,
identity, poverty, corporate

of

new technology and

and social

trade.

Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or

[221b

Anthropology

ESD. Environmental Sociology. (Same

-

222b. Introduction to

An

policy. Topics include class stratification, class

power, consumption, labor movements, and the social impacts

Human

101.
as

Environmental Studies

221.)]

Population. Spring 2008. Nancy Riley.

introduction to the major issues in the study of population. Focuses on the social

aspects of the demographic processes of

population change

in

and migration. Also examines
recent demographic changes in Third World

fertility,

Western Europe historically,

mortality,

countries, population policy, and the social and environmental causes and implications of

changes

in births, deaths,

and Women's Studies

and migration. (Same as Environmental Studies 222 and Gender

224.)

Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or

[223b

-

Anthropology

101.

ESD. Cultural Interpretations of Medicine. (Same

as

Gender and Women's

Studies 223.)]

224b

-

IP.

225b

-

IP. Globalization

Global Health Matters.

Susan Bell.
Introduces students to international health, healing, and medicine from individual
experiences in local contexts to global practices. Locates health and health care within
particular cultural, social, historical, and political circumstances. How do these diverse forces
shape the organization of health care providers and systems of health care delivery? How
do these forces influence people's symptoms, health beliefs, utilization of health care and
interactions with health care providers? How are local practices of health and health care
linked to large-scale social and economic structures? Topics include structural violence; global
pharmaceuticals; the commodification of bodies, organ trafficking and organ transplantation;
pregnancy and reproduction.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.

and

Fall 2007.

Social Change. Fall 2007. Joe Bandy.

Focuses on social theories related to the international economy and its current restructuring.
Explores the impact of globalization on the lives of working people, on the global division

human

on gender inequality, and on the natural environment. Examines
the modern history of economic development, and the many social conflicts and resistance
movements they have sparked. Touches upon various world regions and their unique positions
in the global economy, including Latin America and East Asia. (Same as Latin American

of labor, on

rights,

Studies 225.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or

Anthropology 101.

Courses of Instruction

233b

\si.m tmerican

Experience

Spring 2008. Nancj Riley.

Explores the experience of Asian Americans

in

contemporary U.S.

society,

examining

a

and immigration policy, the advantages
pan-Asian culture, the particular experiences o\

variet) of issues, including the role of immigration

and disadvantages of the promotion of a
different Asian cultures in the United States and the role of gender in these experiences. In
the process, examines how the Asian American experience is similar to and departs from the
experience of Other groups

the United States today, and

in

how

it

adds

our understanding

to

of race and ethnicity.

SocfoiogJ 101 or Anthropology 101. or permission of the instructor.

Prerequisite

p

Sodolo

2511)

Health and Illness

ot

|

253b Constructions of the Body, spring 2008.
Explores the bod) as a reflection

san Bell.

St

and construction of language,

a source

of metaphor, and

and social "space.*" Considers historical and cross-cultural studies about men's
and women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. Throughout, draws horn and compares
a political

m

women's studies, and ga\ and lesbian studies. (Same as
eshian Studies 253 and Gender and Women's Studies 253. Note: This course
,a\ and
is being ottered as part of a three-course cluster called Artworks and Social Change. The

theories of the bod)
(

sociology,

I

»

other two courses arc \ isual Arts 265. Public Art and Visual Arts 380. Photo Seminar.

Attendance

is

The

this topic

required

at

a series of lectures b\ leading artists

lectures are scheduled ever) other

week and

and scholars w ho

will address

typicall) take place on Wednesday

evenings
Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101

Prerequisite

|26lh

(I

Contemporary Chinese

[262h

(I

(

Gender and
Women's Studies 265
-

s|)

I

l

ontemporar\ Chinese Society Part

265b,d

2"5I)

Society, Part

ult u

(

i

I

al

amil\

in

2

\M)

\d\am

as

Asian Studies 261.

)|

Same

as

Asian Studies 262.

)|

I

East \sia (Same as Asian Studies 264 and (tender and

)|

I

ountcrs with/in Hawaii

ik

291b 294b Intermediate Independent Stud}
Mui)

(Same

|

in Sociology.

Tw

Department.

id si miliar Current Controversies in Sociology. Spring

|||is

SusanBeli

D\

I

ihcr different theoretical
States, pri

man I)

since 1950

I

m

sociology

in

the United

>iscusses current controversies in the disciplines g, quantitative

us qualitative methodologies,

Sui -ioloyx 211

requisii

and substantive issues

micro versus macro perspectives, and pure versus applied
permission

oi

I12h Resistance and Vccommodation

ol the instructoi

omparatlve Fefftpectl ves on Gender Fall2007

(

R
the world,

m ami

I'

-I

many face discrimination and oppression

inequalities that arise from both local

because

ot

render

norms ami expectations

mI level and even global level forces In response to the inequities the) face,
i

live in,

accommodate, challenge, and change those inequalities
in different communities and sex ieties

endei inequalities and the wa) ithal those
acted to

ili»-

.iv

(

st. ..in

<\:

..in

and

I

1

1

student conducts a majoi rcscan h project

eshian Studies

M2

and

Gender and Women's

Sociology and Anthropology

Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101,

267

and one of the following: Anthropology

Gender and Women's Studies 237 and Latin American Studies
237), Sociology 204 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 204), 211, 253 (same as Gender
and Women's Studies 253), 265 (same as Asian Studies 264 and Gender and Women's
Studies 265), or 267 (same as Gender and Women's Studies 267).
203, 230, or 237 (same as

[320b. Poverty

and Social

Policy.]

401b^J04b. Advanced Independent Study and Honors

in Sociology.

The Department.

ANTHROPOLOGY
First- Year

For a

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

full

and Culture. Fall 2007. Anne Henshaw.
Environmental Studies 14.)

14b,d. Weather, Climate,

(Same

as

20b. Fantastic Archaeology. Fall 2007. Scott MacEachern.
[25b,d. Tasting Hierarchies:

Food

in Latin

America. (Same as Latin American Studies

25.)]

Introductory, Intermediate, and

Advanced Courses

101b,d. Introduction to Cultural Anthropology. Fall 2007. Sunil Goonasekera. Spring

2008. Krista

Van

Vleet.

Cultural anthropology explores the diversities and commonalities of cultures and societies
in

an increasingly interconnected world. Introduces students to the significant issues, concepts,

theories,

and methods

in cultural

anthropology. Topics

may

include: cultural relativism and
ritual, political

and

race, nationalism

and

ethnocentrism, fieldwork and ethics, symbolism, language, religion and

economic systems, family and kinship, gender, class, ethnicity and
transnationalism, and ethnographic representation and validity.
102b,d. Introduction to

World

Prehistory. Fall 2007. Scott MacEachern. Spring 2008.

Leslie Shaw.

An

human biological and
cultural evolution. Among the subjects covered are conflicting theories of human biological
evolution, debates over the genetic and cultural bases of human behavior, the expansion
of human populations into various ecosystems throughout the world, the domestication of
introduction to the discipline of archaeology and the studies of

and animals, the
societies and the state.

plants

shift

from nomadic

to settled village life,

201b. Anthropological Research. Fall 2007. Krista

and the

rise

of complex

Van Vleet.

Anthropological research methods and perspectives are examined through classic and recent

and computer literacy, and the student's own fieldwork experience.
Topics include ethics, analytical and methodological techniques, the interpretation of data,
and the use and misuse of anthropology.
ethnography,

statistics

Prerequisite:

Anthropology 101.

[202b. Essentials of Archaeology.]

Courses of Instruction

203b Histor\

An

Vnthropolo^ical Theory. Fall 2007. Pamei

<>t

B

\

\i

iva

i

r.

development of various theoretical approaches
Anthropology in the United States. Britain, and Fiance

to the stud)

examination of the

culture and society.

the nineteenth centur\ to the present.

Among

is

those considered are Morgan, T\

of

covered from

lor.

Durkheim.

Malinowslri, Mead. Geertz, and Levi-Strauss.
Prerequisite \nthropolo«v 101.

206c

-

c i

11*

ho

\\

Owns

the Past? The Roles of

ultuif Spring 2008. James Hioginbotham snd

(

Museums

Preserving and Presenting

in

Susan Kaplan.

museums in the acquisition, preservation, and display of
The past practices of museums arc studied w nil an eye to how the) inform
Examines museums" responses when confronting national and ethnic

inines the storied place of
cultural heritage.

present policies

claims to items

museums' permanent

in

what should he exhibited: the impact

collections; the ethical choices involved in deciding

ot"

and the alliances between museums, archaeologists,

number of Bowdoin

Students benefit from conversations with a

practices;

and anthropologists.

facult)

and

stall',

as well as

speakers from other organizations. Selected readings and class discussion

sies ot guest

augmented b\
\rchaeol(>ii> 207

are

Prerequisite:

historians,

art

museum

and war on

politics, conflicts,

(

\isi(s to the

museums and

College's two

other local museums.

(Same

as

i

)ne

2()<)

ie\ el

course

in

anthropology, archaeology,

art history,

or sociology,

or permission of the instructors.

ESD

2007 LeSLD Shaw.
Explores the lives of people w ithout history,* using archaeologicaJ data and emphasizing
gender and ethnicity. Focuses on the Americas, and covers both prehistoric and historic

206b

-

I

\rchacolo»\

Ik

(iender and Fthnieitv

of

M

I

all

1

American and African-American examples.
The long temporal aspect of archaeological data allows exploration ol such issues as how
ler inequality developed and how ethnic identity is expressed through material culture.
\fr icana Studies 206
archaeological

research, including Native

site

|

tathropologj 101 oi 102, or permission

Prerequisite

(Same as Religion

\nthi(tpui(»^\ of Religion

[207c

GlotMl Sixualities local Desires

2IUI> d

I

all

ol the instructor.

230.)]

2007. KlUSTA

Van Vim

xplores the \anet\ ol practices, perlormances. and ideologies

I

cultural perspective

n

»>l

i.

Sexualit) through a

Focusing on contemporai) anthropological scholarship on sexualit)
1

.Hid

gender, asks whethei Western conceptions ot "sexuality," "sex,* and "gender" help us

understand the lives and desires
iik

ol

people

in

othei social and cultural contexts

lude Brazilian transgendered prostitutes (travesti), intersexuality, and

indered" indi\ iduals and religion
id

Brazil;
alternai

both

i

and method

ot

lentit) in

I

i

.

fnited States; transnationalism

\

in

and lapanese lakarazuka theatet In addition to ethnographic examplesol
ailed "thud genders** and non heterosexual scxualities)

and non Western

^

ontexts, also presents the majoi theoretic

.il

perspectives

approac hesused by anthropologists to understand sexuality, and considers
feminist and queer politic s ha\e also required anthropologists to Foe us on othei

sin. in

MHh.d

( !hile;

Indonesia; lesbian and ga> kinship; \ll >s

and post-colonial relations (Same a
Studies 2m and Gendca and Womeo'i Stodiea 210
\iniir opolog) mm
Sociolog} MM or permission of the instructed
ethnicity,

.iiui

maj

i

tts in

'

.

Native North America, India, and

the performance ol sexualit) In drag queens in the

and the global construction

in

in

lopics

the naturalization

ii

f

i

li

i

n|)(»|n-\ ut

Islands

I

Same

;i

I

n\ iromiinital Studies 213.)]

<-a\

J

Sociology and Anthropology

|221b

-

223c,d
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ESD. The Rise of Civilization.

ESD,

-

IP. Religion

and

Political Violence in

South Asia.

Fall 2007. Sunil

GOONASEKERA.
Religion
that

is

a universal

phenomenon

that touches, if not dominates, daily life

and

is

a force

can compel people to be both perpetrators and victims of violence. Sociological and

anthropological studies point to social, political, economic, cultural, legal and psychological

and groups to use violence and justify its use by bringing violence
into a religious context. Seeks to understand the relationship between religion and violence
and the causes and effects of that relationship. Specifically addresses these issues in South
Asian cultural systems. (Same as Asian Studies 226 and Religion 225.)

facts that propel individuals

[225b. Class

and Culture. (Same

[228b,d. Discourses of Emotion.

as Latin

American Studies

(Same

Latin American Studies 228.)]

Maya Archaeology and

[229b,d.

as

227.)]

Ethnohistory. (Same as Latin American Studies

229.)]

[230b

-

ESD. Language,

231b,d. Native Peoples

Identity,

and Power]

and Cultures of Arctic America.

Fall 2007.

Susan Kaplan.

Inuit, Native American Indian, and Aleut peoples lived in the
America as hunters, gatherers, and fishermen, harvesting resources
sea, rivers, and land. Examines the characteristics of Arctic ecosystems and how
being affected by climate change. Explores the social, economic, political, and

For thousands of years,
Arctic regions of North

from the
they are

religious lives of various Arctic-dwelling peoples are explored in an effort to understand

how

dynamic environment and
groups. (Same as Environmental Studies 231.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102.
people have adapted to

[232b,d

(Same

-

as

233b,d

-

this

to contact with various

ESD, IP. Indian Cinema and Society: Industries,
Asian Studies 247.)]

ESD,

IP. Peoples

Politics,

Western

and Audiences.

and Cultures of Africa. Spring 2008. Scott

MacEachern.
Introduction to the traditional patterns of livelihood and social institutions of African
peoples. Following a brief overview of African geography, habitat, and cultural history,

and readings cover a representative range of types of economy, polity, and social
from the smallest hunting and gathering societies to the most complex states
and empires. Emphasis upon understanding the nature of traditional social forms. Changes
lectures

organization,

in

African societies in the colonial and post-colonial periods are examined, but are not the

principal focus of the course.

One

Prerequisite:

(Same

as

Africana Studies 233.)

course in anthropology or Africana Studies 101.

Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. (Same as Gay and
Lesbian Studies 237, Gender and Women's Studies 237, and Latin American Studies
[237b,d

-

ESD,

IP. Family,

237.)]

Andes. Spring 2008. Krista Van Vleet.
Explores the anthropology and history of the Andes, focusing on questions of cultural
transformation and continuity in a region that has been integrated into western markets and
imaginations since 1532, when Francisco Pizarro and a band of fewer than two hundred

238b,d. Culture

and Power

in the

Courses of Instruction
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conquistadors swiftl) defeated the Inca empire. Focuses on the ethnography, historical
anal)

popular culture, and current events of Bolivia. Ecuador, and Peru. Topics include

sis.

Inca concepts of history: Spanish colonization; Native

Andean

cultural identity; household

and community organization; subsistence economies and ecology; gender, class, and ethnic
relations; domestic and state violence; indigenous religion; contemporary political economy;
and cocaine production; and migration. (Same as Latin American Studies 238.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or permission of the instructor.
a

|241b Native Peoples of the American Northeast]
243b. d Modernity in South Asia. (Same as Asian Studies 232.)]

246b Anthropology of the Balkans]
[248b.d. Activist Voices in India.

(Same

as

Asian Studies 248 and Gender and Women's

Studies 246.)]

[250b The Worlds of Venice. (Same as Italian 250.)]

252b Made in Italy: Anthropology of Modern Italy. Fall 2007. Pamela Ballinger.
Examines society and culture in contemporary Italy, focusing on debates over what it
means to be "Italian." First examines historical projects concerned with "making Italians"
ranging from the Risorgimento (Italian unification) to fascism to the triumph of consumer
culture after World War II, then turns to both continuities and transformations in socio-cultural

m Italy today. Topics covered include food, social practices such as the "passeggiata"

practices
i

or promenading), the commodification of Italian identity through things like fashion and

tourism, the strength of local and regional identities, and the North/South divide. Particular
paid to the politics o\ immigration, as a country that long exported labor

attention

is

becomes

a site o\ immigration.

Prerequisite

Anthropology 101 or 244. or

Italian 221.

as

Environmental Studies

KSI) Race. Biology, and Anthropology. Spring 2008.

-

Critical!)
tips.

human

examines the biological

Sc

257.)]

on MacEauii
humanity

justifications used to partition

rn.

into racial

Investigates the nature of biological and genetic variability within and

populations, as well as the characteristics of

traditional!)

including

human

been delmed. Considers whether race models do

human populations

\

ar\ across the earth.

(

'ritically

between

biological races as the) have
a

good job of describing how

appraises works

b\ a

\

who

Phillippe RushtOn, Charles Murray, and Michael Levin,

J

now

as Italian 252.)

Environmental Archaeology. (Same

12571)

280b

(Same

ai let)

of authors,

claim thai

racial

and the potentials o\ human
IpS indifferent parts of the world. (Same as Africana Studies 280
requisite
tnthropologj 101, 102. oi Sociology 101, or permission o\ the

identity

and evolution work together

to structure the histor)

)

mstriktm

291b-294b Inn mediate Independent study
•

310b
(

<

ontemporan

Anthropology.

Spring 2008

Tw

Di partmi nt.

Pamh ^Balunoer,

ethnographies and othei materials are used to examine current
and methodological developments and concerns in anthropolo

lose readings of re< enl
al

squisite

31 lb

(I

(

l'\M Ml S

tnthropolog) 101, H)2 201, and 203,

nhnres

4iMb 4041)
|)l

Issues in tnthropologj

In

I

<>n

oi

permission

ol the instructoi

Dtspla)

Advanced Independent Studj and Honors

In

Anthropologj

Thi

1

t
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Theater and Dance
Professor: June A. Vail

Associate Professor: Davis R. Robinson

Senior Lecturers: Gwyncth Jones, Paul Sar\

is

Lecturers: Gretchen Berg; Sonja Moscr, (hair

Adjunct Lecturers: Judy Gailen, Michael SchiH-Verre

Laboratory Instructor: Deb Puhl
Department Coordinator: Noma

may minor

Students

dance or

in

Petrol

theater.

Although no major

is

offered

in the

Department

of Theater and Dance, students with special interest may, with faculty advice, self-design a

major in conjunction with another academic discipline. More information on student-designed
majors may be found on page 30.
Interdisciplinary

The department

Major

participates in an interdisciplinary major in English and theater. See page

207.

DANCE
The dance curriculum provides

a coherent course of study through classes in dance history,

theory, criticism, choreography, and performance studies, including dance technique
repertory.
its

The department emphasizes dance's

fundamental connection to the broad

literacy

relation to the performing

liberal arts

and the development of skills important

curriculum.

to original

imaginative problem solving, discipline, and respect for

The foundation

for performance studies classes in

work

and

fine arts,

The program's goal
in all fields:

is

and
and

dance

keen perception,

craft.

dance technique and repertory

is

modern

dance, a term designating a wide spectrum of styles. The program focuses on an inventive,
unrestricted approach to

movement informed by an understanding of basic dance

technique.

This offers an appropriate format for exploring the general nature of dance and the creative
potential of undergraduates.

Performance studies courses (111, 211, 311; and 112, 212, 312) earn one-half credit each
semester. Each course may be repeated a maximum of four times for credit. Students may

and

enroll in a technique course (111, 211, 311)

same semester
Grading

is

Dance

for

one full academic course

a repertory course (112, 212, 312) in the

credit.

Attendance

at all classes is required.

Credit/D/Fail.

195, Production

and Performance

is

governed by several provisions.

students are admitted only with permission from the instructor, which

is

First,

gained either

through audition (performers) or through advance consultation (designers, stage managers

and assistant

directors).

The course

of four times for credit, earning a
during the add/drop period
a

minimum

of six hours a

at the

is

worth one-half credit and

maximum

of two

to rehearsal

be repeated a

maximum

Dance 195
Students are required to commit

credits. Students register for

beginning of each semester.

week

may

and production responsibilities over a period

of seven to twelve weeks; specific time commitments depend upon the role the student

is

assuming in the production and the production schedule. This course does not count towards
~the minor in dance. Grading is Credit/D/Fail.

2

Courses of Instruction

2

Requirements

Minor

for the

in

Dance
Dance

The minor consists of five course credits:

Dance

101;

Dance 102. 130. 140. or 150; and two additional courses

m

I

i

For a
10c

level or higher.

dance.

-Year Seminars

st

r

200

the

C- or better in order to have a course count toward

Students must earn a grade of Credit or
the nu nor

at

111/112. 211/212. or 311/312;

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

kill

nderstanding Theater and Dance: Critical Perspectives on the Performing Arts

I

Spring 200S.

me

Y

Ji \i

vn

Theater

as

.

10.)

Introductory Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101c

ESD, VPA. Cultural Choreographies: An Introduction

-

2007.

Ji

m

to

Dance. Every

year. Fall

Vail.

Dancing

is

a

fundamental human

mode

activity, a

of communication, and a basic force

cultural

movement in the studio and classroom as aesthetic and
phenomena. Explores how dance and movement activities reveal information about

cultural

norms and values and

Investigates dance and

in social life.

m

affect perspectives

own and

OUT

other societies. Using

ethnographic methods, focuses on how dancing maintains and creates conceptions of one's

own

body, gender relationships, and personal and

dance and movement forms from

community

identities. Experiments with
epochs-for example, the hula. New
different cultures and

England contradancc. classical Indian dance. Balkan kolos. ballet, contact improvisation,
and African American dance Forms from svv mg to hiphop
through readings, performances.
workshops in the studio, and held work. (Same as Gender and Women's Studies 102.)

I02c-VPA Making Dances.

Ever) year. Spring 2008.

Gwyneth Jones.

Explores ways of choreographing dances and multimedia performance works, primanlv

A

solos, duets, trios.

dance

experience

in

process

other arts

in

strong video

w

to B

component introduces students

ide range of

writing, thawing,

compositional methods

composing. Includes

that

regardless of previous

correspond

some

to creative

reading, writing, and

discussion, as well as work with visiting protession.il dance companies and attendance
live
1

performances,

04*.

Stagecraft

Spring 2008. Michaei Scwfi

feveryyeai

Verre

Introduction to the language, theory, and prac uceol technical theater.
in

at

he hi

nc and piopeitv

i

(

OflStl net ion.

1

1

amis on experience

costuming, and stage manage men

I

(

'oils

ulers the

possibilities, demands, and limits inherent indifferent

and explores the job roles integral

boun

<>t

laborator)

Illc-VPA

work

ininidiH

modem

hi

inr

(

\

trading

rmg
vid<
I

<»t

then

own

stvles

Attendance at

one

to
I

>

I

ail

I

Same

as

rheater

MM

|

develop dance skills such
More challenging movement combinations and longei dance
< W Nile focusing on the craft ol dancing, students develop
and an understanding

the semester, a historical

ted
lit/D/1 ail

Iredit

daiuc technique include bask exen

i

at ion

(

Dance technique Every semester. Tin Department.

and musical it)
id on the

'mi

is

forms ol performance and performance
theatei and dance production. Includes fort)

halt credit

all

overview

classes

is

ol

ises to

ol the role ol

t

raft in

the creative

twentieth centur) \merican dance on

required

May be repeated for credit

Grading

)

Theater and Dance

112c

273

VPA. Introductory Repertory and Performance. Every

-

The

semester.

Department.
Repertory students are required to take

Dance

the chance to learn faculty-choreographed

111 concurrently. Repertory classes provide

works or reconstructions of

historical dances.

Class meetings are conducted as rehearsals for performances at the end of the semester: the

December Studio Show, the annual Spring Performance in Pickard Theater, or Museum Pieces
Walker Art Building in May. Additional rehearsals are scheduled before performances.
Attendance at all classes and rehearsals is required. May be repeated for credit. Grading is

at the

Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit.

Bodywork

115c.

for Performers. Spring 2008. Theater and

In a studio environment, applies principles of somatic

and techniques of Mabel Ellsworth Todd,

F.

Dance Department.

awareness drawn from the insights

M. Alexander, Moshe Feldenkrais and

others,

with the goal of increasing awareness of habitual patterns of use; deepening understanding

of posture, movement, breathing, speaking and singing; and developing the quality of

presence

in

performance. Actors, dancers, musicians, and movers of

all

kinds will increase

dynamic awareness for enhanced vocal and
Credit/D/Fail. One-half credit. (Same as Music 115 and

the range and depth of kinesthetic, spatial, and

physical expression. Grading

is

Theater 115
130c

-

An

VPA. Principles of Design. Every

year. Fall 2007.

Judy Gailen.

introduction to theatrical design that stimulates students to consider the world of a

play, dance, or

performance piece from a designer's perspective. Through projects, readings,

discussion, and critiques, students explore the fundamental principles of visual design, as

they apply to

set, lighting,

and costume design, as well as

the process of collaboration. Strong
skills.

(Same

140c

VPA. Performance Art. Every

-

as

Performance

text analysis for the designer,

emphasis on perceptual,

analytical,

and

and communication

Theater 130.)

art is live art

other year. Spring 2008. Gretchen Berg.

performed by

artists. It

includes, but

is

not limited by, elements

of both theater and dance. Students study the history and theory of performance

art

through

readings and the creation of original work. Students consider the social context of different

movements in performance art, and the creation of performance art in contemporary culture.
The class creates and performs pieces in both traditional and "found" spaces. (Same as
Theater 140 and Visual Arts 175.)
150c

-

VPA. Improvisation. Every

Improvisation
artists to

is

The Department.

a fundamental tool used by dancers, musicians, actors, writers, and other

explore the language of a

introduction to

other year. Spring 2009.

some of

medium and

to

develop new work.

An

interdisciplinary

the primary forms of improvisation used in dance

and

theater.

Content includes theater games, narrative exercises, contact improvisation, and choreographic
structures.

(Same

as

Theater 150.)

VPA. Production and Performance. Every semester. The Department.
Engagement in the presentation of a full-length work for public performance with a faculty

195c

-

director or choreographer. Areas of concentration within the production

including

set, light,

may

include design,

sound, or costume; rehearsal and performance of roles; service as assistant

director or stage manager. In addition to fulfilling specific production responsibilities, students

meet weekly

to synthesize

work.

May be repeated for credit.

half credit. (See special provisions governing

(Same

as

Theater 195.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

Dance 195

Grading

is

Credit/D/Fail.

One-

in the introduction-tolxiis section.)

Courses of Instruction

4

2

2o2c

-

\

P

Topics

V

m

Ji

3

Dance History: Rebel Dancers. Dancing Revolutions. Every

in

studk) exploration of American social and theatrical choreograph)

\

and

cultural

other

Vail.

upheavals

political

in

's

intersection with

the United States during the past century.

Assignments

intersperse dancing with reading, writing, and viewing films and live performances, with

workshops b\

dance companies. Explores diverse

\isiting

feminist political

turn-ot-the centUI)

art

Styles

and eras, including the

of Isadora Duncan; performances o\ racial and

class soiidant) b\ workers' groups of the 1930s; avant-garde happenings and subversive

choreographic strategies of the

of gender identities

the 1990s and beyond.

in

One

Prerequisite:

960s; the embodied politics of early hip-hop: and. the staging

1

o\ the following:

Dance

101. 102. 111. 211. or 311, or permission

o\'

the instructor.

211c-

VPA

Intermediate Dance Technique. Every semester. Thk Department.

m Dance

continuation o\ the processes introduced

\

ling

212c

VPA

-

D

Credit

is

One-half

Fail.

111.

May

be repeated for credit.

credit.

Intermediate Repertory and Performance. Every semester

Tin

PARTM1 NT.

I)f

Dance 211 concurrently. A continuation
Dance 112. Ma\ be repeated for credit.

Intermediate repertof) students are required to take

ding

220c

1

and requirement introduced

the principles

of

Credit

is

-VPA

in

One-halt credit.

I) Fail.

Dance Genres: African American Culture

(Same

in Action.

as

Africana

Studies 220.)]

222c

-VPA

P\l

S \K\IS.

I

topics in Choreography:

Dance and the Camera. Every year

Strong original creative projects arise from dance and
historical

at

from

models of dance tor camera. How
from those Of dance' What \ ideo

What

live action to Hat screen.'

values

i\o

Fall 2007.

ideo explorations, and b\ looking

\

the languages and techniques of film

echo

Strategies support the transposition of dance

d<)

choreographers bring

matter' Includes dance studio work: instruction

in

to

non dance subject

the basics of videograph) and editing;

viewings, readings, discussion, and written responses.

One

Prerequisite
2

(

M(

2'U<

311c
I

\
I

[ntl

i

mediate Independent Stncl\

in

Dance .Tin DEPARTMENT.

PA Advanced Intermediate Dance Technique

1

\cr\ semester.

H i'VKIMI NT.

ontinuation
I

*i2i

loo or 200-level course in dance.

\

:

i

the processes introduced

<>t

I

)

.nl

I

(

in

Dance

211

Ma)

be repeated

credit

)ne hall credit

Advanced Intermediate Repertory and Performance

PA

foi

I

very semestet

.i.

Intermediate

advam ed

tinuation oi the principles and requirement introduced
t«>r

credit

<2<>c

<

'
I

\d\. iik

*

(|

(

hoi

redit
(

Dance 311 on< urrenti) \
Dance 212 Ma) be repeated

repertor) students are required to take

(»-i

I

)

I

.ul

.iph\

(

I

)ne hall
In or

\

.

ledil

and Practice

|

in

<
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321c. Viewing and Re-viewing Theater and Dance: Critical Perspectives on the Performing
Arts. Every third year. Fall 2009. June Vail.
Investigates critical perspectives
theatrical

media— and develops

interpretation. Video, film,

essays.

and

Combines theory and

on the performing

arts

— drama,

dance, and other

writing skills such as description, analysis, evaluation, and

live

performances provide the basis for journalistic reviews and

practice in developing

modes of reflexive

critical

response that

acknowledge the participation of the observer in the creation of both event and commentary.
(Same as Theater 325.)
Prerequisite: One full-credit course in dance or theater, or permission of the instructor.
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study in Dance. The Department.

THEATER
Bowdoin

examine the ways theater
community, and challenge assumptions.
Courses are offered in performance, theory, history, design, and stagecraft. Emphasis is placed
on theater's fundamental connection to the liberal arts curriculum, as well as theater literacy,
performance skills, respect for language, and an understanding of social/historical influences
on drama. The aim is to develop imaginative theater practitioners who collaboratively solve

The

theater

program

at

can provoke the imagination,

offers students the opportunity to

tell

stories, create

problems of form and content with a passionate desire

to

express the

human

condition on

stage.

Requirements for the Minor

in

Theater

The minor consists of five courses: Two courses from Theater 101, 104, 120, 130, 140, 150;
two courses from Theater 203, 209, 220, 225, 235, 260, 270, 285, 305, 320, 321, 322, 323,
324; and one additional course

in theater

or dance.

Students must earn a grade of Credit or C- or better in order to have a course count toward
the

minor

in theater.

Theater 195, Production and Performance is governed by several provisions. First,
students are admitted only with permission from the instructor, which is gained either
through audition (performers) or through advance consultation (designers, stage managers
and assistant directors). The course is worth one-half credit and may be repeated a maximum
of four times for credit, earning a maximum of two credits. Students register for Theater
195 during the add/drop period

commit

a

minimum

at the

beginning of each semester. Students are required to

of six hours a week to rehearsal and production responsibilities over a

period of seven to twelve weeks; specific time commitments will depend upon the role the

assuming in the production and the production schedule. This course does not
count towards the minor in theater. Grading is Credit/D/Fail.
student

is

First- Year

For a
10c.

full

Seminars

description of first-year seminars, see pages 147-57.

Understanding Theater and Dance: Critical Perspectives on the Performing Arts.

Spring 2008. June Vail.

(Same

as

Dance

10.)

Courses of Instruction

276

Introductory

Intermediate, and

.

Advanced Courses

VPA Making Theater]

[10k

-

K)4c

Stagecraft Every year. Spring 2008. Michael Schiff-Verre.

Introduction to the language, theory, and practice of technical theater. Hands-on experience
in lighting,

scenic and propert) construction, costuming, and stage

possibilities,

demands, and

management. Considers the

limits inherent indifferent forms of performance and performance

spaces, and explores the job roles integral to theater and dance production. Includes forty

hours of laboratory work. Grading

is

Credit/D/Fail.

(Same

as

Dance

104.)

106c Introduction to Drama. Spring 2008. Aaron Ketch.
Traces the development

dramatic form, character, and style from classical Greece

o\'

through the Renaissance and Enlightenment to contemporary America and Africa. Explores
the evolution of plot design, with special attention to the politics of playing, the shifting

human agency, and contemporary relationships between the
may include Sophocles. Aristophanes.
Marlowe. Shakespeare. Dryden. Ibsen. Wilde, Beckett. Mamet. and Churchill. (Same as
representing

strategies o\

theater and a

\

of forms of mass media. Authors

ariet)

imlish 106.)

I

1

Bodywork

15c

lor Performers. Spring 2008. Tin \n r

and Dance Department.
drawn from the

studio environment, applies principles o\ somatic aw areness

In a

insights

and techniques oi Mabel Ellsworth Todd. F. M. Alexander. Moshe Feldenkrais and others,
w ith the goal o\ increasing aw areness of habitual patterns of use: deepening understanding
Of

movement, breathing, speaking and singing; and developing

posture,

presence

performance. Actors, dancers, musicians, and movers of

in

the range

and depth of kinesthetic,

physical expression. Grading

Music 115

is

spatial,

and dynamic awareness

all

for

of

enhanced Vocal and

(Same

Credit/D/Fail. One-hall credit.

the qualit)

kinds will increase

as

Dance 115 and

)

I20c-VPA

Acting] Every semester. Sonja Moser.

Introduces students to the physical, emotional, ami intellectual challenge of the acting

process Voice and

movement work,

anal) sis of dramatic texts from an actor's point o\

and unpro\ isational exercises are used

lo

provide students with a \anet\

o\

icw.

\

methods

for

acting truthfulK on stag

130c

-VPA

Principles of Design. Ever) sear Fall 2007.

Ji

d\

Gam v
i

\n introduction to theatrical design that stimulates students to consider the world
play, dance, or

performance piece from

a designer's perspective

I

ol a

hrough projects, readings,

discussion, and critiques, students explore the fundamental principles ol visual design,

.is

costume design, as well as text anal) sis tor the designer, and
collaboration Strong emphasis on perceptual, analytical, and communication

the) appl) to set. lighting, anil
the process of
skill

I40e

-

i

-

Dance 13€

San
\

r\ Performance

refinance ait
<>t

is live ail

Ever) othei yeai

performed by artists.

Spring 2008. Gretchen Bbro.
It

includes, but

both theater ,unl dance Students stud) the histor) and theoi)

readmv's and the

movements
I

\rt

i<»

in

».

re.it

ion

«.!

original woik Students

<.

is

nc4 limited by, elements

oi performance
on sulci the SOCial Context

art

through

ol different

performance ait, and the creation of performance art in contemporary culture
id performs pieces in both traditional and "found" spaces (Same as Dance

\is,,.,|

\,is

I7fl

Theater and Dance

150c

-

VPA. Improvisation. Every

277

other year. Spring 2009.

The Department.

Improvisation
a fundamental tool used by dancers, musicians, actors, writers, and other
artists to explore the language of a medium and to develop new work. An interdisciplinary
is

introduction to

some of

the primary forms of improvisation used in dance and theater.

Content includes theater games, narrative exercises, contact improvisation, and choreographic
structures.

195c

-

(Same

Dance

as

150.)

VPA. Production and Performance. Every

Engagement

in the

semester.

presentation of a full-length

work

The Department.

for public performance with a

faculty director or choreographer. Areas of concentration within the production

may

include

design, including set, light, sound, or costume; rehearsal and performance of roles; service as
assistant director or stage manager. In addition to fulfilling specific production responsibilities,

students meet weekly to synthesize work.
Fail.

One-half

this section.)

(Same

May

be repeated for credit. Grading

(See special provisions governing

credit.

as

Dance

Theater 195

in the

is

Credit/D/

introduction to

195.)

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.

VPA.

Women

Performance. Every other year. Fall 2007. Gretchen Berg.
An exploration of women on stage — as characters, performers, playwrights, directors,
designers, and technicians. Reflecting their studies and personal experiences, students engage
in historical research and in-class studio work that culminates in performance projects at the
end of the semester. (Same as Gay and Lesbian Studies 203 and Gender and Women's

203c

-

in

Studies 203.)
Prerequisite:

One

100-level course in theater or gender and

210c. Shakespeare's

Comedies and Romances. Every

women's

studies.

other year. Fall 2007.

William Watterson.
Examines A Midsummer Night's Dream, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth
Like

It,

The Winter's

Tale,

and The Tempest

in light

As You
(Same as

Night,

of Renaissance genre theory.

English 210.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

in English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

211c. Shakespeare's Tragedies and Roman Plays. Every other year. Spring 2008. William
Watterson.
Examines Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, King Lear, Julius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra,
and Coriolanus in light of recent critical thought. Special attention is given to psychoanalysis,

new

historicism, and genre theory.

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

(Same

as English 211.)

seminar or 100-level course

in English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

212c. Shakespeare's History Plays. Every other year. Fall 2008. William Watterson.

Explores the relationship of Richard
II,

the

two

parts of

III,

Henry IV and Henry

2 Henry

VI,

and the second tetralogy (Richard

V) to the genre of English chronicle play that

flourished in the 1580s and 1590s. Readings in primary sources (More, Hall, and Holinshed)

by readings of critics (Tillyard, Kelly, Siegel, Greenblatt, Goldberg, etc.)
concerned with locating Shakespeare's own orientation toward questions of history and
historical meaning. Regular screenings of BBC productions. (Same as English 212).
are supplemented

Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

first-year
fulfills

seminar or 100-level course

in English.

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

.
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220c

\

-

An

PA. Vcting

Voice and Text. Every year. Fall 2007. Sonja Moser.

II:

intermediate acting course focused on the link between language, thought, and feeling.

of achie\ ing full-mind-body engagement in the act of communication. Students
work with poetry, plays, and other dramatic texts to encourage vocal, physical, and emotional
\\

the goal

ith

freedom. Breathing exercises attune students to the physiological impulse to speak, while
\

ocal exercises concentrate on developing increased range, strength, and color of expression.

Interpretation

225. Acting

is

II:

explored through close readings of

Physical Theater,

225 ma\ be taken individually or
Prerequisite:

One

part

is

texts.

This course, along with Theater

of a two-semester course

series.

Theater 220 and

any order.

in

100-level course in theater.

VPA. Knglish Renaissance Drama. Fall 2008. Aaron Kncii.
Traces the explosion of popular drama in England between the construction of the first
permanent London theater in 1576 and parliamentary closure of English theater in 1642.

223c

-

Pays special attention

to the plots that

audiences liked best

— revenge, war. the accumulation

of wealth, marriage, and adultery— and the monarchs. citizens, merchants, and clowns

who

enacted them on the stage. Explores how popular genres like revenge tragedy, domestic tragedy,

and

corned) fulfilled political and cultural desires of the age. Also examines questions

cit)

of staging and the professional rivalry between

English drama, including

some of the most memorable playwrights

in

Thomas Kyd, Christopher Marlowe, William Shakespeare. Ben

Jonson, Elizabeth Cary, and Thomas Middleton. (Same as English 223.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

225c

PA. Acting

\

-

first-year

seminar or 100-level course
1800

fulfills the pre-

literature

in

English.

requirement for English majors.

Physical Theater. Every year. Spring 2008. Davis ROBINSON.

II:

through a full semester of rigorous physical acting
Extends the principles of Acting
work focused on presence, energy, relaxation, alignment, and emotional freedom. Develops
I

and brings the entire bod\

being on stage through highl\ structured individual

to the act of

exercises and ensemble-oriented iniprox isational work. Scene work

is

explored through

movement-based acting disciplines of Lecoq, Grotowski, Meyerhold, or Viewpoints.
hcalic de Complicitc. Mabou Mines. STT1 company,
and Theatre de Soleil are discussed. This course, along w ith Theater 220. Acting II: Voice
and tat, in pari ol a two semester course series. Theater 220 and 225 ma\ be taken

the

(>ntemporar\ physical theater makers

(

mdi\ idualk or
Prerequisite

230c

'>'><)

I

i

(

">

course

in theater.

Ann

Kibbii

and the Eighteenth Century Ever)

.

lew ol the development ol the theater horn the re Opening ol the pla\ houses

oven

to the

level

'heatricalit\ in the Restoration

Spring 2009.

othei yeai

I

an\ Older
Inc

1

heater and

I

\n

in

I

end

ol the

eighteenth

c

entury, w

ith

special

in

emphasis on the emergence of new
1

dramatic modes such as Restoration comedy, heroic tragedy, "she tragedy,* sentimental
i

omedy, and open

of Puritan anxieties about theatricalit)
on the professional stage; adaptations ol Shakespeare on the
and eighteenth century stage; othei sites ol public performance, such as the
<

Khei topics include the

I

the introduction oi actresses
ition

masquerade and the scaffold; and the representation ol
no\el

i.S.iiu

I

requisite

Sou
235< d

lii)

\

theatric alit) in the

eighteenth centur)

relish 23(1

One

first

fulfills

PA Pnppetn

minaroi 100-level course

in

English

the pre 1800 literature requirement fot English majors
Vlttial

wis 235

>]

Theater and Dance

[260c
262c.

-

VPA. Playwriting. (Same

279

as English 214.)]

Drama and Performance in the Twentieth Century and Beyond. Fall 2007. Marilyn

Reizbaum.

Examines dramatic trends of
the

performance

art

in

from the

social realism of Ibsen to

of Laurie Anderson. Traverses national and

demonstrates that work
dramatic literature

the century, ranging

in translation like that

literary traditions

of Ibsen or Brecht has a place

in the

and

body of

English. Discusses such topics as dramatic translation (Liz Lochhead's

translation of Moliere's Tartuffe); epic theater

Tony Kushner, Caryl

and

its

millennial counterpart (Bertold Brecht,

drama (Frank McGuinness, Athol Fugard);

Churchill); political

the

"nihilism" of absurdist drama (Samuel Beckett); the "low" form of the musical (as presented,
for example, by

Woody Allen); and the relationship of dance to theater (Henrik Ibsen, Ntozake

Shange, Stomp, Enda Walsh) with an eye to the cultural and sexual politics attending
these categories.

(Same

as

English 246 [formerly English 262] and Gender and

all

of

Women's

Studies 262.)
Prerequisite:

One first-year seminar or

1

00-level course in English or gender and

women's

studies.

270c

-

VPA.

Directing. Every year. Fall 2007. Davis Robinson.

Introduces students to the major principles of play direction, including conceiving a
production, script analysis, staging, casting, and rehearsing with actors. Students actively

engage directing theories and techniques through collaborative class projects, and complete
the course by conceiving, casting, rehearsing, and presenting short plays of their choosing.

A final

research and rehearsal portfolio

Prerequisite:

One

1

is

required.

00-level course in theater or dance.

291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Theater. The Department.

The Department.
A senior theater seminar focusing on independent work. Advanced students creating capstone

305c. Studio 305. Every other year. Fall 2009.

meet weekly as a group to critique,
discuss, and present their work. Final performances are given at the end of the semester.
Prerequisite: One 1 00-level course in theater and one additional course in theater or dance,
preferably at the 200 level.
projects in playwriting, directing, acting, and design

The Arts of Power. Spring 2008. Aaron Kitch.
Examines the intersection of aesthetics and politics in the English Renaissance, as the
Tudor court utilized literary, dramatic, and visual arts in new ways to express its magnificence.
Explores the development of spectacular masques by Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones for the court
of King James, as well as the enabling system of royal patronage that made them possible.
Topics include royal mythology, fashion at court, portraiture, and the arts of perspective in
317c.

the context of court-specific styles of literature. Authors
I,

may include Wyatt, Sidney, Elizabeth

Shakespeare, Spenser, Lanyer, and Jonson, with secondary readings on the structure of the

English monarchy, the history of theatrical design, and the function of spectacle. Students

have the opportunity
English 317.)
Prerequisite:

One

Note: This course

to

develop their

own

research projects during the semester.

(Same

200-level course in English or permission of the instructor.
fulfills

the pre- 1800 literature requirement for English majors.

as

Courses of Instruction
rheater Styles. Ever) other year. Spring 2(K)9. Dams Robinson.
An advanced acting class that explores issues of style. What is Tragedy? Farce? Melodrama?

320c

mmedia? Realism?The Absurd?Through research, anal) sis, and scene \\ ork in class, students
become familiar with a range of theatrical idioms. Emphasis is placed on understanding the
social cultural needs that give rise to a particular st_\le. and the wa> in which style is used in
contemporary theater

One

Prerequisite:

preterabK

200

the

at

to

support or sub\ert a

text.

100-level course in theater and one additional course in theater or dance.
level.

Performance. Ever) third year. Fall 2007. Dams Robinson.
ooksal several facets of corned) on stage, from its origins in Greek and Roman theater to
contemporary comic forms. Theor\ is combined w uh practical exercises in clow ning, satire.
physical comedy, wit. riming, phrasing, and partner work to develop a comic vocabulary for
interpreting both scripted and original work. Students w ork in solos, ducts, and groups to create

321c Corned)

in

1

final

that arc presented to the public at the

performance projects

Prerequisite:

preferabl)

One 00- level course
1

200

the

at

end of the semester.

theater and one additional course in theater or dance.

in

level.

322c Collaborative Creation and the Ensemble: A Group Approach to Dramaturge
and Performance. Ever) thud year, ball 2008. Tun Di partmi m.
\n opportunity for theater and dance students to work together on an original performance

Rom

piece, including the script

concept

to research,

development

to

tablework, students

research and explore a theme together; including conceiving a production, compositional
exercises, tablework, and script analysis. The final project

public

at

the

end

Prerequisite:

preferabl)

presented on campus for the

ol the semester.

(

)ne

200

the

at

is

1

00- level course

theater and one additional course

in

in

theater or dance,

level.

323c U'thiK Shakespeare: Tragedies and Comedies. Ever) third year. Spring 2008. Sonja

M

61 k.

\n .Kime course
in

wuh emphasis on

the theatrical use ol verse and heightened language

Shakespeare's tragedies ami comedies. Examines Elizabethan culture and

its

impact on

Shakespeare's Writing. Issues ol Scansion, rhetorical devices, antithesis, punctuation, and
First

Polk) work arc addressed through

OUtdoO! performance

a final

Prerequisite:

heater 220

\

\its

ii

end

.ers third yeai

I

critical

i

theatrical

.ill

ol the instructor.

t009

\\

Nl

lives

i

\ \n
<>n

(

ritical

Perspectives on the Performing

,

the

performing

arts

drama, dance, and other

\ ideo, film, and live peifoimances provide the basis forjournalistic

mmI practice in

'

ic

Dana

parti< ip.it ion ot

i

lie

reviews and

developing modes of reflexive critical response

observei

in

the< reationol both event and

that

commentary

<2i

One

IM

Histories.]

neaterand Dance

I

in

and develops writing skills such as description, analysis, evaluation, and

media

inter pu-t.it ion

1

movement work. Culminates

(A the semester.

permission

CM

w inland Re- viewing

hr.

I01<

the

igOIOUS \oicc and

iding Shakespeare Romances and

*24c
*25i

I

at

\

1

•

in

course in dance or theater, or permission of the instructot

Advanced Independent Study

in fheater

rhe Department

Educational Resources and Facilities
BOWDOIN COLLEGE LIBRARY
The Bowdoin College Library has long been among the more distinguished liberal arts college
libraries in the country,

known

Today, the Library combines

for

its

its

outstanding book, journal, and manuscript collections.

constantly growing treasury of print material with a wealth

of electronic resources, as well as instructional programs

in their use.

The Library's collections, developed over a period of 200 years, exceed one million volumes
and include over 8,000 current print and electronic periodical and newspaper subscriptions,
over 25,000 audiovisual items, 40,000 maps, over 35,000 photographs, more than 4,500
linear feet of manuscripts, and archival records. Approximately 14,000 volumes are added
annually. Subscriptions to over

1

80 online indexes and databases provide access

to

thousands

of full-text electronic books and journals and other information resources.

Library Resources and Services

Gateway (http://library.bowdoin.edu) serves as a central portal to online information: the Bowdoin library catalog, the catalog holdings of the Colby and Bates college
libraries, and other libraries in Maine and throughout the world; electronic periodical indexes

The

in a

Library's

broad range of disciplines; the Library's subscriptions to thousands of electronic

full-text

journals; electronic course reserve readings; and links to hundreds of additional e-text refer-

ence works and research collections. The Gateway also provides links to the wealth of digital
information available on the Web, including
Librarians and faculty

text, audio, video,

and image collections.

members work together to teach research skills and to encourage the

use of library resources throughout the curriculum. Librarians provide an active instruction

program, teaching students to develop effective research strategies and to

identify, select,

evaluate, and analyze information for course-related research and independent scholarship.

Librarians also develop
to resources for the

Web pages offering research strategies for specific courses and guides

major

fields taught at

Bowdoin.

Through an active interlibrary loan program, materials arrive daily from the library
collections of Colby and Bates colleges, and from other libraries in Maine and beyond,
often incorporating the use of high-speed, high-resolution electronic document delivery
services. Through Maine Info Net and NExpress, catalogs of Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin,
other Maine libraries, and selected libraries in New England may be searched simultaneously,
and students and faculty may initiate their interlibrary loan requests online for materials held
by libraries worldwide.
Library Branches and Collections
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library, the main library, houses humanities and social sciences
materials, as well as the George J. Mitchell Department of Special Collections & Archives
and a federal and Maine State document depository. The Library also includes four branch
libraries: the Hatch Science Library, the William Pierce Art Library, the Robert Beckwith
Music Library, and the Language Media Center. Notable collection strengths lie in British and
American history, French and American literature, Arctic studies, Maine history and Maine
writers, anti-slavery

and the Civil War, World War

281

I,

and modern European

history.

Educational Resources and Facilities
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The Hawthorne-Longfellow Library building, which was opened in the fall of 1965.
was expanded in 1985 to include five tiers of stacks and a reading room in Hubbard Hall, and
was further remodeled in 1993-94. The building was completely renovated between 2001
and 2005 to provide new individual and group student learning spaces, a faculty research
room, an information commons, increased network access, wireless connections throughout
the building for laptop use, improved instructional facilities, and a modernized reading room
in

the

A

\

George
ariet)

Mitchell Department of Special Collections

J.

& Archives.

of new facilities support the integration of technology into teaching and learning.

newly equipped and expanded
tw ent) -ti \ e-seat electronic classroom for instruction in online resources and the use of general
and instructional software; the USG Corporation Library Technology Seminar Room; and
Chandler Reading

the

computer laboratory;

a nineteen-station

These include

Room

Librar) also collaborates w

a

and student presentations. The

for literary events, lectures,

ith

Information Technology specialists to support the integration

of technology into the curriculum and research.

Complementing
Collection

and

is

historical holdings in other parts of the library, the

a rich repository

From

state history.

its

Government Documents

of primary source writings for overtwo hundred years of federal

beginning, the Library actively acquired government publications.

becoming a Congressional \ -designated depository in 1884 and thereby recei\ ing
free documents directly from the Government Printing Office. The Government Documents
Collection has substantial holdings of nineteenth- and twentieth- century publications,
containing both official ongoing series such as the Congressional Record, and such varied
indi\ idual reports as railroad surve) s of the West, nineteenth-century Maine geologic studies.
e\ en prior to

1930s

I

Women's Bureau pamphlets,

hearings on the attack

Pearl Harbor, and

at

NASA atlases.

Since most current government documents are published digitally, the Library designs

and uses the online catalog

sites

information for the

to

maintain

tradition

its

of providing access

Web

government

to

Bowdoin community and all citizens of mid-coast Maine.
Mitchell Department of Special Collections & Archives includes

rare
he George .1.
books, manuscripts, photographs, maps, recordings, the College Archives, as well as the
I

Senator George

J.

Mitchell Papers related to the career of the former U.S. Senate majority

leader (Class of 1954). These research materials, described on the

library.bowdoin.edu/arch, serve an important function
their research projects, class
ot

World Wide Web

at http://

introducing undergraduates -in

in

assignments, and other independent work

to the

experience

performing original research and evaluating primarj source materials, ami the) support

faculty in their
(

own

research interests.

bllection highlights include the James

ot earl)

Bowdoin and Benjamin Vaughan

famil) libraries

imprints, extensive published and manuscript materials b\ ami about Nathaniel

thorne and

I

lenr\

Wadswofth

I

OngfelloW, both

members

ot the

(

'lass ol

I

825; books.

periodicals, and pamphlets ol the French Revolution period; the double elephant folioedition
urtis's The North Anu rican Indian, abroad
\merica\] S
American and curls Maine imprints; the work ol three distinguished
Maine
the Moshei Press, the Southworth Press, and the Anthoensen Press, artists
•ks b) Maine .lit sis. and the Maine \ho \meiu an \ielu\e. a depositors lor rare books.
manuscripts, letters, and other works about sla\ei\. abolitionism, and \lro \meiuan lite

hn James Audubon's BirdsoJ

(

representation ol earl)

1

;

i

in

M
\mong the papers of Maine political figures are important

alumni William

Pitt

lesscndeu

i(

lass ol

182

;
'

and Ralph

<

<

ol lections related to

>WCH BrCWStd

<(

Bowdoin

lass ol

1909)
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Bowdoin College Library

Special Collections also includes the Bliss collection of books on travel, French and British
architecture, and the history of art, all housed in the Susan Dwight Bliss Room in Hubbard
Hall,

and the monumental "Flora of Maine" botanical drawings by Brunswick

naturalist

Kate Furbish.

Other manuscript collections include the papers of General Oliver Otis Howard (Class
of 1850), director of the Freedmen's, Bureau; papers of prominent Bowdoin faculty and

most of Bowdoin's presidents, especially Jesse Appleton, Joshua L. Chamberlain, William
DeWitt Hyde, and Kenneth Charles Morton Sills; and works by Kenneth Roberts, Robert
Peter Tristram Coffin, Kate Douglas Wiggin, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Elijah Kellogg,
and such contemporary writers as Vance Bourjaily, John Gould, Marguerite Yourcenar, and
Hilton Kramer. Access to
the library's

Web

all

of these collections

is

enhanced by descriptive information on

site.

The Bowdoin College Archives,

established in Special Collections through grants from

and Records Commission and the Albert and Elaine
Borchard Foundation, serves both as a repository for two centuries of the College's historical

the National Historical Publications

records and as a vital information center for the

campus and

the larger scholarly

community;

students frequently incorporate archival material into their research.

The Hatch Science Library, opened in the spring of 99
1

1

,

offers science-related materials,

including print and electronic periodicals, microforms, maps, government documents, a

wealth of electronic indexes, reference materials and other digital resources, as well as
a full range of reference and instructional services to faculty and students.

accommodates readers

at

The building

individual carrels, study tables, informal seating areas, seminar

rooms, and faculty studies.

The William Pierce Art Library and

the

Robert Beckwith Music Library, housing

and music respectively, are located adjacent to the
offices of those departments. The glass-wrapped Art Library provides an elevated view over
small departmental collections

the

campus green and

The Music Library, which was
handsome study room with computer and listening

offers a strong collection of art books.

renovated and expanded
stations,

in art

in

1994, offers a

and houses scores, sound recordings, videos, and books about music. Both branch

libraries serve as art

and music research and study centers respectively.

The Language Media Center, located in Sills Hall, provides audio, video, and multimedia
facilities to

support the teaching of foreign languages and houses the major portion of the

Library 's collection of audiovisual materials numbering over 8,000 titles, with special emphasis
in the areas

of foreign culture, second language acquisition, and film.

It is

equipped with

playback stations for individual viewing of non-print materials, and fourteen networked

computers supporting a variety of instructional software, including specialized word processing

and desktop videoconferencing. The Center's Web site provides links for students of
both classical and modern languages to online resources that include streaming audio and
video from international radio and television, links to online foreign language newspapers
and magazines, and an annotated list of language-specific resources. Nine foreign-language
tools

television stations received via satellite are directed to

and residence

halls over the

all

classrooms, offices,

common areas,

campus network.

Particular strengths of the Center are the support provided for the creation of multimedia

presentation materials and the support of the film studies curriculum.

The Center

also offers

a classroom for 20 that supports high-resolution display of multimedia presentations. The
lobby provides a group area for language discussion groups and viewing of live foreign

language television.

Educational Resources and Facilities
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Librar) operations and the development oi

its

collections and services are supported by

the general kinds of the College and b\ gifts

from alumni,

the College, and b\ foundations. In 1998. the

Hawthorne-Longfellow Library was awarded

of the Library and

either friends

,000 Challenge Grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities toward the
and to establish endowments for future purchases o\
building reno\ ations completed in 200
1

information resources

in

.

The Library

the humanities.

benefits

from the income of more than

two hundred endowed gifts, and it also receives generous donations annually, both of library
materials and of funds to support the immediate purchase of printed works and electronic
resources that the Library would otherw ise be unable to acquire.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
places a strong emphasis on the role of technology

Bowdoin

understands the

\

of

Bow dom's academic and
work w

IT stall

technology

ith

in their

academic program and

importance of coherent and well-coordinated information

ital

Chief Information Officer leads an IT Di\ ision
all

in the

that designs, develops, deploys,

stems.

s\

The

and supports

faculty to

administrative systems.

enhance

classrooms, labs,

and research with inno\ ative uses of
or online. They provide technical, design, editorial, and
their teaching

development opportunities for facult) and monitor trends in educational technology,
such as new techniques introduced by online education, the impact of technology on student
project

learning, and the evolving architectural standards for classrooms, educational products, and

resources. The creation ofpodcastS and iMovie videos

Additionally, IT staff pn^
Internet access in

dorm rooms,

all

is

commonplace.

ide secure personal email accounts; gigabit Ethernet and wireless
offices,

and

all

public areas;

\

ideo conferencing capability

:

cable teles ision. telephone systems; and \oicc mail. The) also provide a full-time Help Desk
that

)esk. plus a

I

Windows, or Linux computers and includes

supports Macintosh,

of site-licensed softw are such as Microsoft

(

student-run Help

)iiiec Professional,

ESRTs

and other Specialized academic and administrative applications.

\rv( ilS.
In

number

a

addition to sixteen academic department computer labs, there are nine public labs

and more than two hundred publicls available computers. The labs arc
Mac intosh, Window S, or ,inu\ computers.

fully

equipped with

I

BOWDOIN COLLEGE Ml
I

he

Bowdoin College Museum

reopened

\i

I

or \RT

\n. the cornerstone oi the arts and culture

after a foui year renovation

October 2007

in

>>i

si

and expansion

at

to better

Bowdoin,
house ami

its renowned Collection
came
he earliest collegiate .irt collection m the nation,
7
<>
and
mto being through the n
lames
III
Bowdoin
bl
European paintings
bequest oi
tfoliool 140 master draw ings Ovei the years, the collection h.is been expanded through
tinnumbers more than
it) oi the Bowdoin family, alumni, and friends, and ikw

displa)

1

xxi

p.

1

1

Mt

i

;i

I

works on paper, and artifacts firom prehistory
around the wot id
\ landmark Walkei \n Building was commissioned
the College bj

nrs. sculpture, dec orative objects,

i

to the present

from
.in

ci\ ilizations

t

Harriet and Sophia Walkei in honoi
the creation

Walkei

it

I

I

«>t

sish-iN.

tin-

first

cm

building be

and White, the buildin

<>i

theii un<

small an galler)
Ik

.n

le,

.i

in

the

who had supported
mid nineteenth century rhe

<>i

art

education, stipulated thai the

Designed by Charles Follen

ompleted

in

» r

Boston businessman

Bowdoin

collector! .uid nippoften

ilyforan

*

1894 and

is <>n

McKim of McKim, Mead

the National Register

<>i

Historic
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Bowdoin College Museum of Art

Places. Its brick, limestone, and granite facade is based on Renaissance prototypes, with a
dramatically shadowed loggia flanked by large lion sculptures upon which generations of

Brunswick children have been photographed.

The antiquities collections contain over 1,800 Assyrian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and
Byzantine objects and constitute one of the most comprehensive compilations of ancient
art in

any small college museum. European
in

includes paintings, illustrated manuscripts,

Among twelve European Renaissance and Baroque paintings

sculptures, and decorative arts.

given

art

1961 by the Kress Foundation

is

a panel depicting

nymphs pursued by

a youth that

young Fra Angelico. The works on paper collections of
prints, drawings, and photographs is large and varied, numbering more than 8,000 works
and representing artists from Rembrandt and Rubens through Callot, Goya, and Manet to
recently has been attributed to the

Picasso and Warhol.

The Museum's American

collection includes an important grouping of colonial and

Federal portraits, with, for example, seven major paintings by Gilbert Stuart, including the

famous presidential portraits of Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, together with other
works by Robert Feke, John Copley, Thomas Sully and Joseph Blackburn. Among other
notable works are the murals commissioned by McKim to decorate the Museum's rotunda
by the four leading painters of the American Renaissance: Elihu Vedder, Kenyon Cox, Abbott
Thayer, and John LaFarge. The collection also includes works by significant nineteenth- and
twentieth-century artists such as Mary Cassatt, Thomas Eakins, John Sloan, Rockwell Kent,
Marsden Hartley, and Andrew Wyeth, and an archive of artifacts and memorabilia from
Winslow Homer's Maine studio.
Non-western materials range from Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Southeast Asian prints,
ink paintings, sculpture, and decorative arts to modest but distinguished holdings of African,
Pacific, Pre-Columbian, and Native American artifacts.
The recent renovation expanded galleries and other program spaces, and improved art
storage facilities.

The

restored

Museum

retains the building's iconic architectural features

and provides state-of-the-art climate control and mechanical systems.
and bronze entry pavilion houses a glass elevator and "floating" steel

A new, dramatic glass
staircase, while a rear

addition to the building features an expansive glass curtain wall behind which the

has installed

to

its

five celebrated ancient

Museum

Assyrian relief sculptures.

The Museum, open the public at no charge, is a teaching facility, with the core of its mission
keep its rich collections within immediate reach of Bowdoin students, faculty, scholars,

and

emphasis on the study of original objects as an integral part of the
Bowdoin curriculum makes the Museum the ultimate cross-disciplinary and multicultural
enterprise. Although online resources are no substitute for an actual visit, the collections can
art lovers. Its active

be searched and information on
at

Museum programs and

www.bowdoin.edu/artmuseum.

publications found on the

Web

site

Educational Resources and Facilities

THE PKARY MACMILLAN ARCTIC MUSEUM
\M) ARCTIC STUDIES CENTER
The Pear\ -MacMillan Arctic

Bow Join

and

•

Museum was Pounded

in

honor of two famous Arctic explorers

alumni. Admirals Robert E. Fear) (Class oi 1877) and Donald B. MacMillan

On

8

April 6, 1909, after a lifetime of Arctic exploration. Pear)

person to reach the North Pole. MacMillan was a crew

tirst

pedition.

Between

c
1

><

>S

member on

that

became

the

North Pole ex-

and 1954, MacMillan explored Labrador. Baffin Island. Ellesmere

Island, and Greenland. Most of his expeditions were made on board the Bowdoin, a schooner

MacMillan took college students on

the

expeditions and introduced them to the natural history and anthropology of the North.

He

he designed for work

was

not the

first

to

in

ice-laden northern waters.

involve Bowdoin

students in Arctic exploration, however. In I860. Paul

Chadbourne, a professor of chemistry and natural history, had sailed along the Labrador
and West Greenland coasts with students from Williams and Bowdoin.
The museum's collections include equipment, paintings, and photographs relating to the
historv of Arctic exploration, natural histor) specimens, and artifacts and draw ings made by
\

hunt and Indians

ol Arctic

North America. The

museum

has large collections of ethnographic

photographs and films recording past lifeways of Native Americans taken on the expeditions
Ol MacMillan and Robert Bartlett. an explorer and captain who sailed northern waters for

museum's collections are
housed in the Special Collections section ol the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library
The museum, established in 1967. is located on the first lloorof Hubbard Hall. The building
was named for General Thomas Hubbard of the Class o\ 1857, a generous benefactor of the
College and financial supporter o\ IVar\"s Arctic ventures. The museum's galleries were
nearl\

!itt\

correspondence relating

years. Diaries, logs, and

designed b\ Ian
sailed with

M White, former director of

MacMillan

in

the line Arts

to the

Museum

Generous donations from members

1950.

of San Francisco,
ol the

who

Class of l^2.s

.

from George B. Knox of the Class ot 1929, a former trustee, and other
interested alumni and friends, made the museum a reality. Continued support from friends
ot the College and the Kane Lodge Foundation, and federal and state grants have allowed
ether with gifts

the

museum

to

eontmue

to

grow.

\uik Studies Center was established

>s> as a result oi a generous matching grant
trom the Russell and Janet l)oublcda\ Foundation it) endow the directorship ol the center, in
recognition Of the )ouMeda\ s \lose relationship to Mae.Mi Ian. The ecnlci inks the resources
I

Ik-

in

(

l

I

I

I

museum and

librar\ w ith teaching and research efforts, ami hosts ua\ cling exhibitions,
work shops, am led ueationa ou! eaeh pro |eets. Ihrouglu ouiseollci ingS, held research
programs, emplo) ment opportunities, and special events, the centei promotes anthropological,

ot the

lectures,

.ir.

haeological

I

i<

al,

and

em

i

ironmental investigations

*>t

the North.
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RESEARCH, TEACHING, AND CONFERENCE FACILITIES

The Bowdoin Pines
Adjacent to the campus on either side of the Bath Road
Pines. Cathedral white pines,
rare

is

some of them 135 years

a 33-acre
old,

example of one of Maine's few remaining old-growth

site

known as the Bowdoin

tower over the

forests.

site,

place for a walk between classes, an inspirational setting for creating

A

system of

trails

within the Pines

makes

is

a

For biology students, the

Pines provides an easily accessible outdoor laboratory. For other students, the

of solitude.

which

art,

site offers

a

or simply a bit

the site accessible to students and

community members.

Bowdoin

Scientific Station

The College maintains a scientific field station on Kent Island, off Grand Manan Island, in
the Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick, Canada, where qualified students can conduct research in
ecology, animal behavior, marine biology, botany, geology, and meteorology. The 200-acre
island was presented to the College in 1935 by John Sterling Rockefeller. Since then, the
field station has built an international reputation, with more than 150 publications based on
research at Kent Island, many of them co-authored by Bowdoin students.
Kent Island is a major seabird breeding ground. Its location makes it a concentration point
for migrating birds in spring and fall. The famous Fundy tides create excellent opportunities
for the study of marine biology. The island also features a variety of terrestrial habitats. In
2005, the College acquired neighboring Hay and Sheep Islands to help preserve the unique
environment offered by the Scientific Station.

Although formal courses are not offered at the station, students from Bowdoin and other
institutions select problems for investigation on Kent Island during the summer and conduct
independent field work with the advice and assistance of a faculty director. Students have
the opportunity to collaborate with faculty
universities

and colleges. Three-day

members and graduate

field trips to

students from numerous

Kent Island are a feature of Bowdoin's

courses in ecology and ornithology.

Coastal Studies Center

The Coastal Studies Center occupies a 118-acre coastal site that is about twelve miles
from the campus on Orr's Island and known as Thalheimer Farm. The Center is devoted to
interdisciplinary teaching

and research

in archaeology,

marine biology,

terrestrial ecology,

ornithology, and geology.

The Center's

facilities

include a marine biological laboratory with flowing seawater for

laboratory observation of live marine organisms, a pier facility located on Harpswell Sound,

and a

ecology laboratory, which serves as a

terrestrial

of coastal ecology. These

facilities

field station for research

and study

play an active role in Bowdoin's programs in biology,

environmental studies, and geology, and the

site

has been widely used for studio

art courses.

In addition, the centrally-located farmhouse provides seminar and kitchen facilities
classes

from

all

where

disciplines can gather in a retreat-like atmosphere that encourages sustained,

informal interaction

among

students and faculty members.

The Coastal Studies Center site is surrounded on three sides by the ocean and encompasses
open

fields,

through the

orchards, and old-growth spruce-fir forest.
site,

offering students and the local

A

community

4.5-mile interpretive

trail

runs

a glimpse into the cultural and

natural history of the property and surrounding coastal waters.

_>
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v

Coleman

arm

I

During the course of the academic year, students study ecology at a site three miles south
of the campus, using an 83-acre tract of College-owned land that extends to a salt marsh
and the

Numerous

sea.

habitats of resident birds are found

stopover point for man_\ migratory species. Because of

a

students

isit

\

Coleman Farm

on the property, which

for natural histOT) walks, cross-country skiing,

also

is

proximity to campus,

its

many

and other forms

o\ recreation.

LECTURESHIPS
The regular instruct ion of the Col lege

is

supplemented each year by

lectures, panel discussions,

and other presentations sponsored b\ the various endowment funds, departments

o\ study,

and undergraduate organizations. As of June 30. 2007. these funds included:

John Warren Achorn Lectureship 1928): The income of a fund established by Mrs. John
Warren Achorn as a memorial to her husband, a member of the Class of 1879, is used for
(

lectures

on birds and bird

Charles
harles

life.

Adams Lectureship
R Adams 2 is used to

1978):

/-'.

(

The income of

support a lectureship

'

I

a fund established

in political

by the bequest

science and education.

cher-Stowe family Memorial Fund (1994): The income of a fund established as a
memorial to Harriet Becehcr Stowe. author of Uncle loin's Cabin; her husband. Calvin Hllis

Stowe (Class of X24). Elizabeth Collins Professor o( Natural and Revealed Religion at the
to 1852; and her brother. Charles Becehcr (Class o\ 1X34). In Harold
I

College from 1X50

Beecher Noyes, great-grandson of Charles Becehcr. is used to support a lectureship addressed
to "human rights and or the social and religious significance of parables.'"
Brodit Family Lecture Fund (1'997 ): Established b)
ot the

College lrom 1983

speaker of note

a

and practices
"
I

Of

in

(

I

assitf) '72 and

tor lectures

I

(

memorial

gills ol Ins family, friends,

ol

l

(

<

<

tureship

Ibandlei ol the

his

fund

^\\

(

kiss of

technology to enhance

and formei students
nd

i

(

Fund (2001
i

is

used

i<>

in

Wing Pn

problems

the bequest ol

l\\

and classmates

used

is

lo

support

le<

):

Established b) famil) and friends

14, the

income from

and learning

in

tins

fund

used

is

the humanities and

our society.

Fund <i
memor) ol Dan
l

ol

>

teac King

Christie Mathematics Lecture

coll

at least

an overseer
once a year

the subjects of

1991): The income of a fund established

'handler I

larold

on the use

<

on the impart ol educational technolog)
/

to

message on

'52,

journalism.

in

The Harold and Iris

memof) of Di

used to bring

campus

teaching and learning

Cassidx Lectureship

homas

Rind

Theodore H. Brodie

the held of education, to deliver a

support a lectureship

in

to 1995, this

is

,j

6

I

stablished b)

Christie '37, a

Mathematics from 1965

family,

membei
until ins

tures, courses, oi research in the field ol

friends,

ol the facult)

death

in

mathematics.

(
l

>75,
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Lectureships

Annie Talbot Cole Lectureship (J 907): This fund, established by Mrs. Calista S. Mayhew
in memory of her niece, Mrs. Samuel Valentine Cole, is used to sponsor a lectureship that
contributes "to the ennoblement and enrichment of life by standing for the idea that life is
a glad opportunity.
ideals of character

shall, therefore, exhibit

It

and conduct, and

and endeavor

to

make

attractive the highest

also, insofar as possible, foster an appreciation of the

beautiful as revealed through nature, poetry, music, and the fine arts."

John C. Donovan Lecture Fund ( 1990): Established by colleagues, friends, and members
of the Donovan family, through ihe leadership of Shepard Lee '47, this fund is used to support
a lecture in the field of political science.
Elliott

Oceanographic Fund (1973): Established by the Edward

members of

memory of Edward

the Elliott family in

mining engineer

who expressed

oceanographic education,

in its

a lifelong interest in science

widest definition, for

be used to support the Elliott Lectures
Alfred E. Golz Lecture
his father, this

fund

is

Foundation and

and the

Bowdoin

sea, this

and

fund promotes

students. Part of the fund

Oceanography, which were inaugurated

(1970): Established by Ronald A. Golz '56 in

in

may

1971.

memory

of

used to support a lecture by an eminent historian or humanitarian to

be scheduled close to the
Cecil T.

Fund

in

Elliott

L. Elliott, a practicing geologist

November

21 birthday of Alfred E. Golz.

and Marion C. Holmes Mathematics Lecture Fund (1977): Established by friends,

colleagues, and former students to honor Cecil T. Holmes, a

nine years and

Wing Professor of Mathematics,

fund

this

is

member of the faculty for thirty-

used to support lectures, courses,

or research in the field of mathematics.

Karofsky Faculty Encore Lectures (2000): Supported by the Karofsky Family Fund
established by Peter S. Karofsky, M.D., '62, Paul
'93 in

1

I.

Karofsky

992, the Karofsky Faculty Encore lectures feature one

each semester

who

is

selected by

members of the

'66,

and David M. Karofsky

member of the Bowdoin faculty

senior class to speak at

Common

Hour.

Arnold D. Kates Lecture Fund (2000): Established by Mark B. Garnick, M.D., '68, a
Trustee of the College, and Dr. Barbara Kates-Garnick, this fund is used to support periodic
lectures, seminars, or colloquia at

Bowdoin on

scientific topics, with a preference for topics

in the biological sciences or aspects related to the health sciences.

Kibbe Science Lecture Fund (1994): This fund, established by Frank W. Kibbe '37 and
his wife Lucy K. Kibbe, is used to support lectures by visiting scholars on "topics deemed
to be 'on the cutting edge of or associated with new developments or research findings in
the fields of Astronomy or Geology."
Lesbian and Gay Lectureship Fund (1992): Established by members of the Bowdoin Gay
and Lesbian Alumni/ae Association, this fund is used to sponsor at least one lecture annually
in the field

of gay and lesbian studies.

Mayhew Lecture Fund (1923):
in part to provide lectures

on bird

Established by Mrs. Calista S.

John Coleman

memory

this

fund

is

used

life.

Charles Weston Pickard Lecture
'22 in

Mayhew,

Fund

(1961):

of his grandfather, a

The income of

member of the

a fund established by

Class of 1857,

is

used to

support lectures, courses, or research in the fields of journalism, communication, or public
relations.

Educational Resourct

Kenneth

Kenneth

V.

Santagata Memorial Fund (1982): Established by family and friends
Santagata "75. this fund is used to pro\ ide one lecture each semester, rotating

noncom entional approaches

Koon

Sills

to the

designated

Lecture Fundi 1962): This fund was established b\ the Society

Bowdoin Women to honor Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, the wife of
Bowdoin College, and to sponsor lectures by outstanding women.

ot

a

former president of

The Harry Spindel Memorial Lectureship (1977): Established by the
Spindel Bernstein H'97 and the

Sumner Thurman Bernstein

late

in

gift o\

memory

Rosalyne

of her father.

Harr\ Spindel. as a lasting testimony to his lifelong devotion to Jew ish learning, this fund
to

in

the specified category.

Edith Lansing

used

o\

social sciences, with lecturers to be recognized authorities in their

respective fields, to present new. novel, or

m

and Facilities

V.

the arts, humanities, and

topic

\

support annual lectures

in

Judaic studies or contemporary Jewish

is

affairs.

The Jasper Jacob Stahl Lectureship in the Humanities 1970): Established h> the bequest
of Jasper Jacob Stahl '09, Litt.D. '60, this fund is used "to support a series of lectures to be
[

delivered annual!)

at

some distinguished

the College b\

scholarly and gifted interpreter of the

Art. lite. Letters. Philosophy, or Culture, in the broadest sense, of the Ancient

or o\ the Ancient

Europe, or of the
in

Creek World or oi

Age of

Elizabeth

France, or of the era of Coelhe

I

in

in

the

Roman

England, or

\

Bowdoin members

that

in Italy

and

of <OUis XI Y and the Enlightenment
I

Germany."

Tollman Lecture Fund( 1928): Established b)
to the

Hebraic World,

World, or o( the Renaissance

of his family, this

I

rank C. Tall man,

fund

is

used

to

A.M. H*35, as a memorial

support visiting lecturers and

isiting professors.

Phyllis

Walton

in

Marshall Watson fundi 2000): Established b) ( 'hcr\ McAufe) and Sheila Marshall
honor ot their friend and sister, respectively. Income from the fund pro\ ides research
1

support for honors candidates

seminai

illoquia at

in

the histor) department, and supports periodic lectures.

Bowdoin on

selected topics

m

histor)

1
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PERFORMING ARTS
Music
Music performance at Bowdoin ranges from student compositions to professional performances
by visiting artists, and from solo recitals to large-scale performances for chorus and orchestra.

Many

ensembles, such as the

Chamber

Choir, World Music Ensemble, Middle Eastern

Ensemble, Bowdoin Chorus, Concert Band, and Chamber and Jazz Ensembles are part of
the curricular program. Other groups, such as the Polar Jazz Big Band and several a cappella
vocal groups, are sponsored by students.

The Chamber Choir

is

a select group of approximately twenty-five to thirty singers that

performs a wide variety of choral and soloistic music.

Its

repertoire in the past

few years

includes music by J.S. Bach, G.P. Palestrina, William Byrd, Eric Whitacre, Vineet Shende,
Elliott

Schwartz, Jean Sibelius, and Ralph Vaughan Williams, as well as Franz Schubert's

Mass in G with the Portland Symphony. Recent tours have taken the choir to Europe, South
America, England, and Ireland, including a tour of Chile during the 2006 spring break. The

Bowdoin Chorus is a choral ensemble composed of students, faculty, staff, and community
members. The group toured Russia in 2002 and has toured the east coast regularly each year.
The Chorus performs on campus with the Bowdoin Orchestra and combines with Down East
Singers from time to time to form the Rachmaninoff Festival Choir. Recent performances

by the Chorus include Ernest Bloch's Sacred Service, Rachmaninoff 's 'Liturgy of St. John
Chrysostom, Mozart's Requiem, Haydn's Heiligenmesse, and Stravinsky's Les Noces. Plans

2007-08 include Rutter's Gloria and Orff 's Carmina Burana.
Contemporary music receives considerable emphasis at Bowdoin. There are frequent
visits by guest composers such as Karel Husa, Pauline Oliveros, Zygmunt Krause, and Thea
Musgrave, and the Chamber Choir and Band often perform new music. Student compositions can be heard on campus. The performance of American music has included visits by
saxophone virtuoso Kenneth Radnofsky and professional jazz musicians such as pianists
Kenny Barron, Brad Mehldau, and Renee Rosnes.
Other visiting artists in recent years have included Stanley Ritchie; Mark O'Connor; the
Renee Rosnes Quartet; the Lydian String Quartet; the Publick Musick; the Guangzhou (China)
Symphony Orchestra; the EroicaTrio; and Kurt Ollmann '77. In addition to performing, the
artists often teach master classes and hold discussions with students.
In the spring of 2006, the Department of Music hosted a residency by legendary jazz
composer and pianist Toshiko Akiyoshi and her quartet, featuring Lew Tabakin. They worked
for

and individually with the students in the jazz ensembles and Polar Jazz Big Band,
as well as with community members. The department expects to offer similar residencies by
renowned artists and ensembles in all branches of music in the years to come.
Bowdoin owns a collection of orchestral and band instruments and more than twenty

collectively

grand pianos available for use by students studying and performing music. There are also
sizeable collections of early instruments, Asian instruments, and drums from a variety of
world traditions. Soloists and ensembles perform in a number of halls venues on campus,
including the new Studzinski Recital Hall and Kanbar Auditorium, the Tillotson Room in
Gibson Hall, Kresge Auditorium, Pickard Theater, and the Chapel, which houses a fortyfive-rank Austin organ and a small Cooper Tracker organ. Private instruction is available in
piano, organ, harpsichord, voice, guitar, and all the major orchestral instruments.
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heater and Dance

1

Dar.

The dance curriculum in the Department of Theater and Dance evolved from the Bowdoin
Dance Program, w Inch was founded in 197 and soon developed academic courses. Each year,
1

the department presents tw o

m

December and one

Museum

the

of Art

major concerts of student- and faculty-choreographed works: one
Students also perform at Parents' Weekend in the fall and at
and in additional informal showings. Performances are strongly

in April.

May

in

linked to participation in technique, repertory, and choreography classes, but independent
work and choreographs b\ student clubs are also presented. Departmental student projects
are presented w ith the generous support of the Ray Rutan Fund for the Performing Arts.

Student-run dance groups often perform as part of Bowdoin Dance
other show

in

s

break dance, capoeira. and African-American step dancing.

tap.

Dance concerts

Museum

the

Group concerts and

on and off campus: they represent genres as diverse as hip-hop, ballet, ballroom.
are presented in the

of Art. as well as

in

Dance Studios. Pickard Theater. Wish Theater, and

unconventional spaces such as the Smith Union, the squash

courts, oroutdoors on the Quad. The renovation of Memorial Hall in 2000 provides a beautiful
dance studio with skylights and a sprung wooden floor, in addition to the Sargent studio, as

new

well as a

state-of-the-art flexible theater designed for both theater

Ik-sides student

known dance companies, choreographers, and

A

and dance.

and facult) performances, the department sponsors
critics for

\

ishs b\ nationally

teaching residencies and perfor-

Bridgman and Myrna
er, Merce Cunningham. David Dorfman Dance. Douglas Dunn. Meredith Monk, Mark
Morris. Pilobolus, Kei lakei. Doug Yarone. Trisha Brown Company, David Parker and the
Bang Group, Susan Marshall Dance Company, Deborah Hay, Urban Bush Women, and

mances.

partial

includes Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble, Art

list

•

lectures b\

dance writers Susan Foster,

Jill

Johnston. Laura Shapiro, and Marcia B. Scigel.

These professionals teach master classes and offer lecture-demonstrations as part
\isits to

campus, and sometimes are commissioned

Bowdoin

the

\l\S has

dancers, in recent years, the Alice

brought numerous

artists to

eampus

to create

choreograph) especially for

Cooper Morse Fund

both lor public

o\ their

for the

performance and

Performing

for

classroom

workshops, including Classical Indian dance and the Seattle based dance companv 3 J Fainting Spells, ami international choreographer performers Susanne Martin and Bronja Novak

iter

component <>t the department ol heater ami lance evolved from the student
performance group Masque and Gown, winch was founded in 1903. In the mid 1990s an
urriculum in theater was developed, combining courses and departmental pro

The

1

1

tu.

theater

t

ued

inns,

and Masque and

ties to the

directed oi

l

I

i

department

Gown became

l

an independent student organization with contin

ihe department annuall) presents numerous plays and events,

reated b) facult) and b) students, ranging from

new plays

to

performance

R gent departmental offerings have included facult) directed productions

Shakesp

of Our

of Thornton Wilder *a

Tht

Skin

Wai

inal

production conceived b)

Teeth, Henrik

Enemy of the People, The
Ed Vraiza),
SFTICompan) membei
[bsen's

\n

I

Kaufman*s Mertonofthi Movies, and Ion) Kushner*s ingels in \merica; and
Is have uu hided I lit I tin mm /'/<>/,
The Da) of the Sons: (an
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Performing Arts

The department also presents a range of performances, workshops, and lecture/demonstrations

by visiting

artists.

Past guests include award-winning playwrights

Stoppard, and Holly Hughes; actress/writer

Anna Deavere-Smith;

Tony Kushner, Tom

actress/SITI

Company

associate artistic director Ellen Lauren; Obie-award winning performance artists Spalding

Dan

Zaloom; and international touring artists such as Wakka Wakka
Productions, Jacques Bourgaux, The Condors, Bunrakumass, and Javanese puppeteer Joko
Susilo. Student projects and guest artists are funded in part by the generous support of the
Ray Rutan Fund and the Alice Cooper Morse Fund for the Performing Arts.
Memorial Hall, a striking gothic-style granite and stained glass memorial to Bowdoin's
Civil War veterans, was completed in 1882 and houses the College's main performance
Gray,

Hurlin, and Paul

spaces. Pickard Theater, the generous gift of Frederick William Pickard, LL.D., in 1955,

includes a 600-seat theater with proscenium stage equipped with a full

system and comMajor renovations of Memorial Hall, completed in 2000, include a complete
remodeling of the main theater; construction of the 150-seat, flexible Wish Theater, made
possible by an extraordinary gift from Barry N. Wish '63 and Oblio Wish; and new seminar
rooms, expanded rehearsal space, and a new dance studio.
puter lighting.

fly
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A

RESIDENTIAL COJ

i

EGE adds significantly to the education of students

when

it

provides the

opportunity for a distinctive and dynamic learning community to develop, bisuchacommunity,

Bowdoin students are encouraged, both directly and indirectly, to engage actively in a quest for
and outside the classroom, and to take responsibility for themselves, for
community. They are challenged to grow personally by constant contact
with new experiences and different ways of viewing the world. Simultaneously, they are
supported and encouraged by friends, faculty, staff, and other community members and find
opportunities for spontaneous as well as structured activities. Such a community promotes
the intellectual and personal growth of individuals and encourages mutual understanding

knowledge both

inside

others, and for their

and respect

the context of diversity.

in

The programs and services provided by
students and the College

in

throughout the Division of Student Affairs

and soeial growth, their well-being, and

assist students

their future.

comprehensive information about student

pro\ ides
I)i\

the Division of Student Affairs exist to support

developing and maintaining the learning community. Staff

ision of Student Affairs. Additional information

with their studies, their leadership

The Bowdoin College Student Handbook
life and the programs and sen ices of the
available on the

is

Bowdoin College Web

www.bowLlom.edu.

site: http:

THE ACADEMIC HONOR AND SOCIAL CODES
The success of the Academic Honor

pledge

Bowdoin. The

in

the codes.

(

in

1977 and 1993,

ol personal academic integrity has formed the basis for academic and soeial conduct

at

ofl the
I

commitment
the community

Social (.\k\c requires the active

College community. Since 1964, with revisions

of the

and

Code and

he

lollege.

institution

assumes

Bow (.loin College

eampus and

that all

expects

to assure the

\eademk Honor Code
at

students possess the attributes implied

students to be responsible for then behavior on

its

same bcha\

ioi

of then guests.

plays a central role

Students and faculty are obligated

inquir) lies

Bowdoin

to

in

the intellectual

life

at

Bowdoin

ensure itssuccess. Uncompromised intellectual

the heart ol a liberal education. Integrity

is

essential in creating an

academic

environment dedicated to the development ol independent modes ol learning, analysis,
judgment, and expression Academic dishonest) is antithetical to the College's institutional
\ alnes and constitutes a violation <>i the Honoi (
o(W
v%

riw Social Code describes certain rights and responsibilities ol Bowdoin College students
ink- u imposes no spec ific morality on students, the ( lollege requires certain standards ol

beha\

lot

t<»

iec lire the safet)

ntei ol intelle< tual

who

<>i

the

(

College

communit) and ensure

that the

eampus remains

:mcnt

Honoi Code and/oi Social Code
should not attempt to resolve the issues independently, but are encouraged to refei then
rves the right to impose
trie Office of the Dean of Student Affairs
rhe colli
mi students who Violate these codes on 01 oil campus
\ thorough des< nplion ol
Individuals

the tcadernii

suspect violations ol the

Honor ( ode, the Social
tudent Handbook.

(

Academic

ode, and the disciplinary process

is

included

in

the

.
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RESIDENTIAL LIFE
The Office of Residential Life

is

responsible for the

management of

the residential

life

program, support for the College House System, and the maintenance of a healthy and
safe community. These responsibilities include: planning educational and social programs;
connecting students with support networks and resources on campus; mediating conflicts
between students as they arise; intervening in crisis situations; and providing a direct
administrative link between College
Office of the

Dean of Student

House

leaders, the Office of Residential Life,

and the

Affairs.

SAFETY AND SECURITY
The College Safety and Security Department provides

a uniformed security staff

a day to respond to emergencies and to maintain a regular patrol of the campus.

and Security Office

is

located in

Rhodes

Hall.

The Safety and Security Office

hours a day, seven days a week. Security staff can be reached

24 hours

The Safety

is

staffed

24

at:

Emergencies - Ext. 3500 or 725-3500
Non-Emergencies - Ext. 3314 or 725-3314
Business - Ext. 3458 or 725-3458
Security

is

a

community

responsibility. All

community members have an

obligation to

report suspicious activities, criminal activity, emergencies, and unsafe conditions immediately
to insure a safe

environment.

Information about personal safety, vehicle registration, parking, and shuttle service
contained

in the

is

Student Handbook.

BOWDOIN STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Bowdoin Student Government was reformed in Spring 2002 to create a structure that permits
flexibility and encourages more members to take on leadership roles. Student Government
consists of twenty-six students, including a president and five vice presidents elected by the

student body,

two elected representatives from each

class, the president of the Inter-House

Council, the treasurer (chair of the Student Activities Fee Committee), a representative from

each College House, and four members chosen by the president and vice presidents through an
interview process in which

all

students are eligible to apply.

Each vice president has specific
The fundamental goal

oversight responsibility for a particular area of student government.

of

Bowdoin Student Government remains

to

be an effective force for the presentation of

student opinion to the faculty and the administration.

This reform of Bowdoin Student Government was

made in order to achieve the following

goals:
1

2.

To improve student access to members of Student Government.
To promote efficiency through the use of small groups and the sharing of
responsibility.

3.

To improve communications and coordination between

4.

To

the various elements

of Student Government.
create an accessible and

dynamic forum

in

which student issues and

concerns can be raised and debated.

The full text of the revised Bowdoin Student Government Constitution
Handbook and on the College's Web site.

is in

the Student
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Student organizations present an array of programs, services, and activities for the College

community. Membership in all organizations is open to all students. Among the oldest groups
are the Bow Join Bugle (yearbook), the Outing Club, the Orient (campus newspaper), and
Masque and Gown (a student-run dramatic organization). Between five and ten new student
anizations or clubs are formed each year. For a complete list and description of student
organizations, please consult the Student Organizations
Aetiv

Handbook published by

the Student

ities Office.

The Da\

id

Saul Smith Union, which houses the Student Activities Office, exemplifies a

small neighborhood block bv providing services, conveniences, amenities, programs, and
acti\ ities for the

Bowdoin College community.

for lectures, concerts, dances,

not just a

is

It

and information, and a place

campus

center:

responds

that

it

to the

is

an venue

needs of

all

members o\ the College community.
The Smith Union contains the Campus Information Desk, the Student Acti\ ities Office, a
game room recreation area. Jack Magee's Grill, a TV room, student organizations resource
room, student mailboxes, the campus mail center, and several lounges. Also located in the
Union are the campus bookstore, the Cafe, ami the convenience store.

COMMUNITY SERVICE RESOURCE CENTER
The Communit) Service Resource Center (CSRC) provides opportunities for students.
faculty, and staff to engage in the local region through service. Focusing on the three areas
ot

communit)

sen

ser\ ice.

and leadership development for the common good,
between the campus and the larger communit). Communit)

ice learning,

the venter acts as a liaison

service includes, for example, mentoring, tutoring

senior citizens, volunteering

m

at

homeless

in

spending time with

local schools,

and working with immigrant populations

shelters,

Eighteen student-led service organizations coordinate these activities

nearb] Portland
and operate under an umbrella organization, the Communit) Service Council. Through
Service learning courses, students work with lacult) to conned Communit) needs to their

coursework. Bowdoin offers

;i

learning courses each semester

number of service

in

several

Economics, En> ironmental Studies, Geology, Sociology, and
Spanish Leadership development programs enable Students to facilitate service programs
through the sKv
nese programs include Pre Mentation Sen ice rips, Alternative Spring

different departments including

(

ill,

iee

vdoin communit)
Bruiun* k

I

is

vents,

and the

(

ommon

in> ited to participate in

pnized b) the

If

(

one

is

.1

member

ot the
ii

of the

.iihletu

III

level

In

wonderful complement
I

h

National

programs

Division

III,

ommon

(

food

I

)av. a

fall

the entire

da) of serv ice

in the

I

I

s

l(

OllegiatC \lhlelu

(

m

ihe countr)

financial aid

is

Association

(NC

\ \

>,

Sponsoring

Inteu ollegiate teams compete on the

need based

Hie

athletic

experience

is

a

1

to students at ftdemk experierx e
• r member of the
England Small

New

'

an eleven member league of
athletics with the student athlel

vdoin, Colby,

William

(

(

food Grant Program. Each

!SRt

\l III
ilnin

l

(

I

\nnual Serv

I

(

onnecti<

ul

<

t

College Athletic Conference
similarschoolscommittedtoacademi( excellence and

interests at heart

ollcgc

\i

St

Hamilton, Middlebury,

VC includes Amherst,
I

nnnv.

rufts,

Bates,

Wesley an, and

linked in efforts to provide safe, productive en\ ironments

wis to learn and grou while en

rous academic pursuits
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NESCAC

Statement Regarding Alcohol

In addition to being partners in athletic competition, the eleven colleges

and universities
England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) are united
provide safe environments in which students may mature intellectually and

New

comprising the
in efforts to

socially.

Recognizing that social life plays a role in the college experience, each campus has increased

encourage students to make responsible choices. Each school takes a strong stand
against substance abuse, including alcohol. While the vast majority of students at NESCAC
its

efforts to

institutions

who choose

to drink alcohol

do so responsibly, each school has disciplinary and
who misuse alcohol and other substances.

educational programs in place for students
Additionally,

all

of the

member

schools expressly prohibit hazing.

Intercollegiate

and Club Programs

Bowdoin's

program complements students' academic experience and encourages
maximizing the number and variety of athletic opportunities in varsity, club,

athletic

participation by

and intramural
in ten sports,

sports.

Over thirty

intercollegiate teams, three levels of intramural competition

and over twenty physical education courses are

The scheduling of practice and

intercollegiate contests

is

all

a part of the athletic program.

planned to minimize conflict with

the scheduling of classes, laboratories, or other academic exercises. If and

occur, students are responsible for consulting with their instructors well in

students from academic obligations

Bowdoin gives equal emphasis
of competition

is

similar in

all

may occur
to

sports.

when

do
advance. Excusing
conflicts

solely at the discretion of the faculty.

men's and women's

The following

sports,

and the desired quality

intercollegiate

available to men and women. (Junior varsity teams may be available
on participation and opportunities for competition.)

Men: Baseball, basketball, cross country, football, ice hockey,
squash, swimming, tennis, track (winter and spring), golf, rowing,

in

and club programs are

some sports depending

lacrosse, skiing, soccer,

rugby, volleyball, water

polo.

Women:

Basketball, cross country, field hockey, ice hockey, lacrosse, skiing, soccer,

Softball, squash,

swimming,

tennis, track (winter

and spring), volleyball,

golf,

rowing, rugby,

water polo.

Coed:

Sailing, equestrian, ultimate frisbee.

Coaching and Athletic

Bowdoin supports
them with

Facilities

students in their efforts to reach high levels of performance by providing

first-class

coaching, superior

with students from within

facilities,

and appropriate competitive opportunities

NESCAC and in New England.

Bowdoin's coaches are excellent resources for students, providing athletic guidance and
and personal and academic support and encouragement. Coaches focus on skill
development, teamwork, the pursuit of individual and team excellence, the values of fair
play, and the development of important leadership skills.
Students are encouraged to use the athletic facilities for recreational or free play. Seasonal
schedules and schedule changes are posted on gymnasium and field house bulletin boards.
instruction,

and intramurals have priority in the use of these facilities.
Morrell and Sargent gymnasiums; the Dayton Ice Hockey Arena;
the Sidney Watson Fitness Center; a multipurpose aerobics room; 8 hard court tennis courts; a
400-meter, 6-lane outdoor track; Farley Field House, which houses a 6-lane, 200-meter track
Intercollegiate teams, classes,

The

facilities include:

298
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and tour regulation tennis courts: Greason Pool, a 16-lane, 1 14-foot by 75-foot swimming
pool with two —meter and one 3-meter diving boards; the Lubin Family Squash Center
1

w

ith 7 international squash courts: 35 acres of playing fields: the

eld,

I

and locker room and training room

Howard

F.

Ryan Astroturf

facilities.

Physical Education

The Athletic Department offers an instructional program in a variety of activities utilizing
campus and off-campus facilities. These activities have been selected to provide the entire
on-campus Bow doin community (students, faculty, and staff) with the opportunity to receive
basic instruction in \ arious exercises and leisure-time activities in the hope that these activities will become lifelong commitments. The program will vary from year to year to meet
the interests of the Bowdoin community.

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
The Women's Resource Center (WRC)
meet and study.

and shares the building with the

Women \

gatherings, workshops, and discussions,

andcommunit) members.

WRC

The

gender

houses

a

welcoming and comfortable place

for students to

located at the corner of Coffin and College streets (24 College Street)

is

It

is

It

Studies Program.

The

WRC

sponsors speakers.

many of which draw together students,

also sponsors off-campus trips to selected conferences and events.

resource collection of books and current periodicals on

a

faculty, staff,

women's and

Readings for Women's Studies courses are often held on reserve

issues.

tor students to use in the building.

the

Women's

ofl

campus. The

The

links to other resources

at

site

the

WRC

WRC publishes a newsletter, WomeNews, jointly with

Studies program and posts current information about

WRC's Web

at

news and events on and

posts contact information, an up-to-date listing of events,

Bowdoin. and information on

WRC

history.

CAREER PLANNING CENTER
The

(

:l

sell

areer Planning

oi the (enter

is

(

'enter

(CPC) complements

the

academic mission of

to introduce students to the process

the College.

One

of career planning, which includes

assessment, career exploration, goal setting, and the development of an effective job

cw

earl) in their college years for
Students are encouraged to \isit the
jobs.
internships
and
summer
he CPC assists seniors and
and
Counseling
information on

rch strategy

I

recent graduates
future

^

then transition to work or graduate studs and prepares them to

in

make

areer divisions.

^dedicated, professional!) trained

stall is available

ml presentations pro\ ide assistance
preparing

foi

in

forindh idual career counseling. Work

identifying marketable skills, writing resumes,

interviews, networking, using the Internet as a job search tool, and refining

job hunting techniques

Alumni panel discussions and informational meetings throughout

the yeai an

broaden students awareness

1

ied

t<>

ami to enhance then understanding

(

r<

addrc

then post graduate careei options

Programming and advising related to
are offered as well In counseling style and program

ol the job

ool stud)
iu-nj. ttu

oi

market

es the needs of students realizing that the) have diverse interests,

•

inters lew n

and

mm

and 100 graduate and profes
parti* ipate in Bowdoin's program
Vn additional '><> employers partU ipatc in
>rtia in Boston and New York Cit)
fne office maintains a comprehensive
rl)

SO private

se<

t<>i

profit employers

nformationaJ materials on nearl)

i.imh)

summer, semester, ami fanuar)
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internships; and provides access to over 2,000 online job leads

and nearly 7,000 internship
listings through participation in the Liberal Arts Career Network and experience.com. In
addition, the Center uses cutting-edge technology to manage job leads and target outreach
to students.

The Center

organizations

in the

also has a data base with directory information on over 1.7 million

United States.

The Career Planning Center continually updates an extensive alumni/ae advisory network
and a resource library located on the first floor of the Moulton Union. A bi-weekly bulletin
publicizes

CPC events

and programs

in

addition to featuring internship, fellowship, and job

opportunities.

FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
Bowdoin

students receive guidance and support in their efforts to pursue national and in-

ternational fellowships and scholarships for their undergraduate and graduate education.

Opportunities include the Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, Fulbright, Beinecke, and Churchill
Fellowships.

Bowdoin

Watson Fellowship,

is

one of the

select schools eligible for student

the Churchill Scholarship, and the Junior Fellows

nominations for the

Program

at the

Carn-

Endowment for International Peace.
The fellowship program works jointly with a faculty committee to identify, nurture, and
advocate for Bowdoin students who are interested in competing for these opportunities.

egie

HEALTH SERVICES
The Dudley Coe Health

Center, Ext. 3770, offers primary and acute care services to students

while classes are in session. Regular office hours are
to 5:00 p.m., except

Wednesdays when office hours

and Sundays from 2:00 p.m.
1

Monday

are

1

through Friday, from 8:30 a.m.

0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Saturdays

to 2:00 p.m. Students are seen

by appointment. Acute care needs

can usually be scheduled for the same day. Gynecological services, comprehensive physical

exams, and

travel

medicine consultations

The Health Center

may

be scheduled a week or two out.

a fully-equipped primary care medical office.

is

certified physician assistants

It is

staffed

by board-

and nurse practitioners, a registered nurse, and contracted

physicians.

Emergency and

after hours

coverage

is

provided through two local hospitals. Mid-Coast

Hospital (207-729-0 1 8 1 ) and Parkview Hospital (207-373-2000) both operate 24-hour, fully-

emergency rooms and in-patient care facilities. Security will arrange for transportation
when needed, and can be reached at Ext. 3314.
The Health Center also serves as an international travel immunization center for the State
of Maine, providing consultation in travel medicine and vaccinations, including yellow fever.
These services are offered to Bowdoin students, faculty, and staff, as well as to the community
staffed

To schedule a travel clinic appointment, please call Ext. 3770.
Most primary and acute care services offered to students at the Health Center are covered

at large.

Questions about covered services, medical claims, and insurance
be referred to the Student Health Insurance Coordinator at Ext. 4284.

by general College
issues

may

fees.

Student Affairs

The

of Student Health Services are committed to promoting the health and well
being of the Bowdoin College community through the provision of quality primary and
acute eare and educational outreach sen ices. Our approach is comprehensive, holistic, and
staff

personalis attentive, and emphasizes health promotion, disease prevention, and individual

self-advocacy.

munis

as a

w

Our

hole,

goal

is

to foster wellness, in the broadest sense,

and forever)

indi\ idual student in particular.

w

ithin the

We are happ>

College comto discuss

any

health-related issues with students, and to otter support and resources to health-promoting

groups on campus.

COUNSELING SERVICE
The Counseling Sen

ice

is

staffed by experienced mental health professionals

who

are dedi-

cated to helping students resolve personal, social, and academic difficulties and maximize
their psychological

and

intellectual potential.

approximately 20 percent

o\

Bowdoin

During the course of

a typical

academic

year,

students take advantage of the Opportunity to work

indh idualk w ith a counselor. Counseling staff members assist students who have concerns
such as anxiety, depression, academic pressure, family conflicts, roommate problems, alcohol and drug abuse, sexual assault, eating disorders, intimate relationships, and

main other

matters. In addition to providing individual and group counseling, the counselors conduct

programs and workshops

for the

Bowdoin community and

consult w

ith

campus

peei support

education groups. Psychiatric medication consultations are also available. The Counseling
ice

maintains a particular!) strong commitment to enhancing multicultural awareness

and dialogue within an increasingly diverse community
Students ma\ schedule counseling appointments b\ calling 725-3145 or stopping b\ the
office in person. Regular hours are \londa\ through Friday, from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. lor
student concerns requiring immediate attention, an emergency hour is available each weekday

5:00 p m After hours and on weekends, students ma\ reach an on call counselor
he Counseling Service docs
for emergency consultation b\ calling Security (Ext 3500).

from 4:00

to

I

not provide services to students during College vacation periods. Information disclosed b\
a student to his or her

Offices are located

at

counselor

32 College

is

subject to strict confidentiality.

Street.

The Counseling Sen

ice

Alumni and Community Organizations
Alumni Association
The purpose of the Bovvdoin College Alumni Association is "to further the well-being of the
College and its alumni by stimulating the interest of its members in the College and in each
other through the conduct of programs by and for alumni, and by encouraging the efforts of
its

members

students
credit

and

to

in

who

programs

during a

that

promote the Common Good." Membership is open to former
of one semester's residence earned at least one academic

minimum

toward a degree and whose class has graduated,

is

holding Bowdoin degrees,

membership by the Alumni Council. The general management of
vested in the Alumni Council.

anyone elected

the Association

to those

to

Alumni Council
Officers:

Foushee

Nancy

E. Collins '76, president; Gail A.

'90, secretary

and

Elected and appointed

Berson

'75, president-elect; Eric F.

treasurer.

members of the Alumni Council

are listed on pages 355-56.

Alumni Council Awards
Alumni Service Award: First established in 1932 as the Alumni Achievement Award
and renamed the Alumni Service Award in 1953, this award is made annually to the person
whose volunteer services to Bowdoin, in the opinion of alumni, as expressed by the Alumni
Council, most deserve recognition.
Alumni Award for Faculty and

Staff: Established in 1963, this

award

is

presented every

other year "for service and devotion to Bowdoin, recognizing that the College in a larger

sense includes both students and alumni."

Distinguished Educator Award: Established
year to recognize outstanding achievement
or alumna, except alumni

who

are

in

1964, this award

in the field

in

presented every other

of education by a Bowdoin alumnus

members of the Bowdoin

Foot Soldier of Bowdoin Award: Established
Z. Webster '57, this award is presented annually

is

faculty and staff.

1999 through the generosity of David

one who exemplifies the role of a foot
soldier of Bowdoin through his or her work for the development programs, BASIC, and/or
other alumni programs during the prior year. In addition to an award, a scholarship is awarded
each year

in the

name of the award-winner

Polar Bear Awards: Established

in

to

to a deserving

Bowdoin undergraduate.

1999, these awards, up to six of which

may be awarded

annually, recognize significant personal contributions and outstanding dedication to Bowdoin.

The award honors

a record of service rather than a single act or achievement.

Young Alumni Service Award: Established in 1999, these awards, up to two of which may
be awarded annually, recognize distinguished and outstanding service to Bowdoin among
members of the ten youngest classes. The award honors a record of service rather than a
single act or achievement.

Club Volunteer of the Year Award: Established in 2004, this award recognizes a club
volunteer who has demonstrated enthusiasm, initiative, and outstanding execution and
achievement during the preceding academic year.
301
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Bowdoin Magazine
Established

1927.

in

Bowdoin magazine

of general interest about the College and
seniors, parents of current students

various friends of the College. For

Web

site at \\\\ w.

published four times a year and contains articles

is

alumni.

its

It is

sent without charge to

and recent graduates, faculty and

more information about

staff

all

alumni,

members, and

the magazine, please visit our

bow doin.edu/bowdoinmagazine.

Bowdoin Alumni Schools and Interviewing Committees (BASIC)

BASIC

of approximately 1,400 alumni

a \olunteer association

is

several foreign countries.

These volunteers

and evaluation of candidates.
represent the Col lege

BASIC

assist

in the

the Admissions Office

volunteers interview applicants

United States and

in the identification

in their

home

areas,

"college fair" programs, and, in general, serve as liaison between

at local

the College and prospective students.

Alumni Fund
The Bowdoin Alumni Fund seeks to raise unrestricted financial support for the College's
educational programs and other student-related services on an annual basis. All gifts to the

Alumni Fund
a

are for current operational expenses

balanced budget. Since the Fund's inception

demonstrated

in

and play a significant role in maintaining
1869, Bowdoin alumni have consistently

of annual support, enabling the College to preserve and enhance

a high level

Bowdoin experience.

the

Chair: Robert

Lakin '68; Vice Chair: Bruce

F.

P.

Shaw

'74.

Alumni Fund Awards

L
'69,

on U. Babcock Plate: Presented

and

Suzanne,

his wile.

annualk

to the class

in

making

honor of

1980 by William L. Babcock. Jr.
grandfather, Leon W. Babcock "17, it is awarded
College

to the

his

in

the largest dollar contribution to the

Alumni Fund.

Alumni Fund Cup: Awarded annually since 1932. the Alumni Fund Cup recognizes the
Reunion Class making the largest contribution to the Alumni Fund, unless that Reunion
(lass wins the Babcock Plate: in that event, the cup is awarded to the non-Reunion Class

making
C

the largest contribution.

law

1916 Howl: Presented

of

whose record

to the class

nuance

ot the

in

to the

(

'ollcgc

by the Class of 1916.

Alumni Fund shows

the

the greatest

youngest
/

the
<

troph)

u

'

1963,

is

it

awarded annually

to

I

:

of the ten youngest classes
tropin honors the memory of Robert Sea\ci

Awarded annual])
unci, this

to that one

190

I

awarded annualk

Established

m

(
\

)12 b) the directors ol the

to the class that, in the

opinion

Alumni Fund,

ol the directors,

the

achieved an

rformance not acknowledged b) an) other trophy.

outstaod
//

in

lasses attaining the highest percentage ol participation.

for the

Fund Directors* Trophy:
is

^

dwardi Trophy

most monc>
lass,,

is

preceding \ear.

Class of 1929 Trophy: Presented b) the Class of 1929
Mic ot the ten

awarded annually
improvement over its
it

/.

ni/es

Warn Trophy Awarded annuall) beginning in 998, the
the two reunion classes achie> ing the highest percentage
>>

1

1

larr) K.

Warren

I

oi participation.

roph)
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Robert M. Cross Awards: Established by the directors of the Alumni Fund in 1990, the
Robert M. Cross Awards are awarded annually to those class agents whose outstanding
performance, hard work, and loyalty to Bowdoin, as personified by Robert M. Cross '45
during his

many

years of association with the Fund, are deserving of special recognition.

The Class of 1976 Trophy: Established in 2004, the Class of 1976 Trophy is awarded each
year to the class whose associate agent or team of volunteers deserve special recognition
for energy, creativity, and leadership in a non-reunion year.

Fund directors, the $1,000 ,000 Club recognizes
each class that has passed the $ ,000,000 figure during an Alumni Fund year.
$1, 000,000 C lub: Established by the Alumni
1

$250,000 Club: Established by the Alumni Fund directors in 2001, the $250,000 Club
recognizes each class that has passed the $250,000 figure during an Alumni Fund year.
Society of

Bowdoin

Women

The Society of Bowdoin Women was formed in 1922 to provide "an organization in which
those with a common bond of Bowdoin loyalty may, by becoming better acquainted with
the College and with each other, work together to serve the College."
Today, the Society of Bowdoin Women Advisory Board continues to consult in the
administration of four endowment funds. The Edith Lansing Koon Sills Lecture Fund,
established in 1961 is used to sponsor cultural, career, and literary speakers. The Society of
Bowdoin Women Foundation, created in 1924, provided resources tor the College's general
use. With the inception of coeducation at Bowdoin in 1971, the Society decided to restrict
the funds to provide annual scholarships to qualified women students and renamed it the
Society of Bowdoin Women Scholarship Foundation. The Society of Bowdoin Women
,

Athletic Award, established in 1978, recognizes effort, cooperation, and sportsmanship by a

senior

member of a women's

varsity team.

The Dorothy Haythorn Collins Award, created

in

1985, honors a junior student exemplifying overall excellence and outstanding performance
her chosen field of study.

in his or

Advisory Board: Kimberly Labbe Mills '82, O. Jeanne d'Arc Mayo, Joan R. Shepherd.
Association of

Founded

in

Bowdoin Friends

1984, the Association of

midcoast-area residents

who

Bowdoin Friends

is

a group of approximately 1,500

share an interest in the well-being of the College.

states "the association strengthens the relationship

Its

mission

between Bowdoin and the community,

members the opportunity to support and engage in the life of the College."
Some members are alumni or otherwise have direct ties to the College, while most are
simply interested members of the community. Members regularly attend lectures, concerts,
performances, and special events on campus, and some audit classes. Activities sponsored
affording

by the Friends include receptions and dinners held in conjunction with College events, large
and small book discussion groups, and field trips of local interest. Through the Friends Fund,
many members choose to support the College library, museums, athletics, and music and
performing

arts

programs.

Bowdoin Friends

are also invited to

become involved

in the

Host Family Program.

Administered by the Office of Residential Life, the Host Family Program pairs local families
with international students, teaching fellows, and visiting faculty, as well as interested
first-year students, easing the transition to

Through
life

and

this

College

life

and fostering

lasting friendships.

program, international students and faculty are offered a

culture.

taste of

American

^04
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Indi\ idual

and $5.00
of a

tor

membership

each additional

$40.00. Household membership starts

member of household.

at

$55.00 for t\\ o people;

Benefits of membership include receipt

bi-weeklj calendar of events, tree classified advertising on the

discounts to man)
at

is

campus performances,

the Bowdoin Bookstore, and discounts

free library
at

the

Bowdoin Web

site.

borrowing privileges, a 109f discount

museum

shops.

ring Committeefor 2007-2008: Bruce Aimstutz, Jim Carter, Winnie Chan P*97,Kathy
C'hnstensen. Jeanne Clampitt.Juds Collette. Don Doele '59, William Freeman '56, Lindy Green,

Frances Lee, Jeanne d'Arc Mayo, Sandra Neiman, Elizabeth Scully, and Gloria Smith.
Host Family Program liaison: Jeanne Clampitt; Steering Committee chair: Jeanne d' Are

Mayo; Sara Smith, administrative

secretary.
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Summer Programs
Bowdoin College summer programs provide an opportunity for a variety of people to enjoy
the College's facilities and to benefit from the expertise of Bowdoin faculty and staff during
the

nonacademic portion of the

year.

Summer programs

consist of educational seminars,

professional conferences, sports clinics, specialized workshops, and occasional social events
that are appropriate to the College's overall

member

mission as an educational institution and as a

of the Maine community.

The longest-running summer program involving members of
the longest-running

summer program

Spectroscopy Course.

Initiated at

in its

the

Bowdoin

area of study in the United States

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

moved to Bowdoin in 1972. Over
with many of the original staff.

Upward Bound, which began

three thousand scientists have

at

Bowdoin

1965,

in

is

in

come

1

to

is

faculty and

the Infrared

950, the program

campus

to

work

one of over 500 similar programs

hosted by educational institutions across the country. Funded by the U.S. Department of
Education, these programs are intended to provide low-income high school students with
the skills and motivation necessary for success in higher education.

Founded

in

1

964, and separately incorporated

in

1

998, the

Bowdoin International Music

Festival comprises a music school, several concert series, and the Festival of Contemporary

Music. Approximately 200 gifted performers

in their

teens and twenties from

more than

twenty countries participate each

summer in a concentrated six-week program of instrumental,

chamber music, and composition

studies with a faculty

composed of teacher-performers from

the world's leading conservatories.

Each year additional camps are offered by members of the athletic staff in baseball, diving,
tennis, basketball, field hockey, lacrosse, squash, soccer, swimming, and track. A day camp
for children entering grades 2-9 is based in Farley Field House, and an art camp for youth
is

held in

Bowdoin 's Visual Arts

Center.

In addition to the three long-term programs described above, other programs brought to

campus by Bowdoin
to the College

faculty, staff,

and outside associations

attract several

thousand people

each summer.

Persons interested

Summer Programs

in

holding a conference

Bowdoin should contact the Events and
summer activities and coordinates dining,

at

which schedules all
overnight accommodations, meeting space, audiovisual services, and other amenities. For
more information on camps, workshops, and conferences, visit the Web site at http://www.
bowdoin.edu/events/summerprograms.
Office,

1

.

.

.

Officers of

Government

PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE
Barr\ Mills, A. B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia),
Elected Overseer, 1994*, Elected President of the College, 2001

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Peter Metcalf Small, A.B. (Bowdoin), Chair. Elected Overseer, 1988.* Term expires
2010.

Janus Walter MacAllen, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.
)\ erseer,
995.* Term expires 20
(

1

1

(Virginia), Vice Chair. Elected

1

Deborah Jensen Barker, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected
Term expires 2009.
Marijane Leila Benner Browne, A.B. (Bowdoin),
1994.*

Trustee, 199 1 ).

J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer.

Term expires 2010.

David Gerard Brown, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Dartmouth). Elected Trustee, 2000.
Term expires 2010.
Iraev Jean Burloek, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1990.*

Term expires

201

1.

Michael Scott Gary, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.T. (Brown). M.A.R. (Yale Divinity School).
Elected Trustee. 2001. Term expires 201 1.

Chapman

William Edwards

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee. 2002. Term expires

II,

2012.

Gerald Cameron ( herta\ian, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee,
2002 rerm expires 2012.

Leonard

\\ light

(

'otton. \ B.

Perm expires 201

Michelc

(.ail

00

(

\r.

Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected

.

\ B.

|

Emerson,

Trustee, 2005

Marc Benmtt
Hrustee,

1
I

Bowdoin), A.M. (Brown). M.D.I Dartmouth). Elected Trustee,

\ntiion_\

(Bowdoin),
rerm expires 2010
\ B.

(.arniek.

'""'

\

B.

(Bowdoin),

rerm expires 201

Gibbons,

lin

Jr..

loin

\i S

I

Ml)

>f

\

(New York

bad a bicameral governance stnictun

ime unicameral
«

niversit) of Pennsylvania). Elected

(I

their

i

University) Elected

2012

996. the govenuu
mi. under

American University) Elected

I

1

id ted f01
1

M

A.B (Bowdoin), M.B

rerrn expires

or to 19

,,l

Trustee. 2006,

rerm expires 2010.

Jeff Douglas

John

I

I

urient

tit

1

.in

e

1

\ll

:•

in

(i

sen were elected

\r.n term, alto

for a six

renewable once

Boards members became Inistees.

In

June

eligible

1

-" .hkI thereafta serve five-year terms without a predetermined
limit i" the

numbei

<-!

terms individual

1

.
.

.
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Stephen Francis Gormley, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2001.
Term expires 20
1

1

Alvin Darnell Hall, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (UNC-Chapel

Term

expires 20

1

Hill).

Elected Trustee, 2001.

1

Laurie Anne Hawkes, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Cornell). Elected Overseer, 1986;
elected Trustee, 1995.

Karen

T.

Hughes, B.A.

Term

expires 2008.

(Wells). Elected Trustee, 2006.

Term

expires 2011.

Bradford Adams Hunter, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2006. Term expires 201

1.

Dennis James Hutchinson, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Oxford), LL.M. (Texas-Austin).

Term

Elected Overseer, 1975; elected Trustee, 1987.

expires 2008.

William Sargent Janes, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 1997. Term expires 2012.

Ann Hambelton Kenyon, A.B.
Gregory

Edmund

(Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2006. Term expires 201

Kerr, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D.

(New York

University),

1

M.B.A.

(Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2000. Term expires 2010.

Michael Paul Lazarus,

(Grove City College). Elected Trustee, 2007. Term

B.S., C.P.A.

expires 2012.

Lisa

Ann McElaney, A.B.

expires 201

(Bowdoin), M.F.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2001. Term

1.

John Francis McQuillan, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.P.A.
Term expires 2010.

Henry Thomas Adams Moniz, A.B. (Bowdoin),
Trustee, 2006. Term expires 20
1

(Harvard). Elected Trustee, 2005.

J.D. (Univ. of Pennsylvania). Elected

.

Tamara Alexandra Nikuradse, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.
2004.

Term

(Harvard). Elected Trustee,

expires 2009.

John Steven Osterweis, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.

(Stanford). Elected Trustee, 2004.

Term

expires 2009.

Scott Bullock Perper, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee^ 2004.

Term

expires 2009.

Jane Lagoudis Pinchin, B.A. (Harpur College, SUNY-Binghamton), M.A., Ph.D.
(Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2003. Term expires 2008.

Linda Horvitz Roth, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (North
Term expires 2008.

Carolina). Elected Overseer, 1992.*

Geoffrey Claflin Rusack, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Pepperdine). Elected Trustee, 2003.

Term

expires 2008.

Howard Allen Ryan,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2006. Term expires 2011.

Joan Benoit Samuelson, A.B. (Bowdoin), D.A. (Thomas, Williams, Lasell, Mt.
University of New England). Elected Overseer, 1995.* Term expires 201 1.
D. Ellen

Shuman, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.P.P.M.

(Yale). Elected Overseer, 1992.*

Ida,

Term

expires 2008.

James Edward

Staley, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2007.

Term

expires 2012.

Sheldon Michael Stone, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2001.

Term

expires 20J

1

Richard Houghton Stowe, B.S.E.E. (Rensselaer), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee,
1998.

Term

expires 2008.

Officers of Government

John Joseph Stud/inski. A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Chicago). Elected
Term expires 2008.

Man Richard

Titus, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee. 2004.

Term

Trustee. 1998.

expires 2009.

Paula Marie \\ard\nski, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee. 2005. Term expires 2010.
Perrin Wheeler, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Wharton). Elected Trustee. 2003. Term

I);i\id

expires 200S.

Robert Frauds White. A.B. (Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Overseer. 1993.*
Term expires 2009.
\niu' \\. Springer, A.B. (Bowdoin), Secretary. Elected Secretary of the

Board of

Overseers. 1995: elected Assistant Secretary, 1996. Elected Secretary 2001.

Term

expires 2009.

David R. Treadwell, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Harvard), Assistant Secretary. Elected
Term expires 201

Assistant Secretary, 2001.

1.

Richard A. Mersereau. A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.T. (Wesleyan), Secretary of
and

the College

Stall Liaison to the Trustees.

EMERITI
Thomas Hodge Mien.
1985

(Bowdoin). B.Ph. (Oxford),

\ ,B.

.1.1).

(Harvard). Elected Overseer,

eleeted emeritus 1997.

:

Willard Bailej Arnold

B (Bowdoin). M.S. (New York University

\

III,

Elected

>.

Overseer, 1970; elected emeritus, 1984.

Walter Edward Bartlett, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1990"

;

elected emeritus.

2001.

David

Becker,

I'illshiirN

Overseer,

B .(Bowdoin), A.M. (New York University).

Elected

sleeted emeritus, 1998.

'

I

\

RosaJvnc Spindd Bernstein, \ .B (Radcliffe), J.D. (Maine). 1. 1.. I) (Bowdoin), I) .11. L.
Maine
lected Overseer, 1973; elected Trustee, 1981; elected emerita 1997.
l

Gerald Walter Blakeley,

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, I960; elected emeritus,

Jr..

\

B.

rheodort Hamilton Brodle,

\

B (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected emeritus,

19

199

Paul Peter Broontas, A.B (Bowdoin), B

\l \ (Oxford), J.D., LL.B. (Harvard),
\
Bowdoin) Elected Overseer, 1974; elected Trustee, 1984; elected emeritus,

llh

.

199
Leslie

Walker Borlock,

Georg

ft

m

h

Botcher Ml,

1

anada,

\

hum. is

(

elc* led

lark Caaey,

cmei

B (Bowdoin),

I

D

(Harvard)

l

elected emerita, 2001

lected

1

Overseer, 1985;

Ed.M (Harvard),! HI) (Bowdoin)

I

led emeritus,

let

i

\

;

199

ele< ted emeritus,

Geoffrey

K.B (Bowdoin) Elected Overseer, 1995

\

X)l

i'.

l

le<

ted

2006

Bowdoin),

M.B

\

(Stanford)

Elected Overseer, 1989*;
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Kenneth Irvine Chenault, A.B. (Bowdoin),

J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1986;

elected emeritus, 1993.

The Honorable David Michael Cohen, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Boston College School
of Law). Elected Overseer, 1994*; elected emeritus 2005.

Norman Paul Cohen, A.B.

(Bowdoin), J.D. (Harvard), LL.D (Bowdoin). Elected

Overseer, 1977; elected emeritus, 1'989.

The Honorable William Sebastian Cohen, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Boston
LL.D.

(St.

Joseph, Maine, Western

New

University),

England, Bowdoin, Nasson). Elected

Overseer, 1973; elected emeritus, 1985.
Philip R.

Cowen,

B.S.,

M.B.A. (New York

University). Elected Overseer, 1993*; elected

emeritus 2004.
J.

Taylor Crandall, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1991*; elected emeritus, 1997.

Michael M. Crow, B.A. (Iowa

State),

Ph.D. (Syracuse), Elected Trustee, 2001 elected
;

emeritus, 2006.

The Reverend Richard

Hill

Downes, A.B. (Bowdoin),

S.T.B. (General Theological

Seminary). Elected Overseer, 1970; elected emeritus, 1983.

Peter Frank Drake, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr). Elected Overseer, 1992*;
elected emeritus, 2003.

Stanley

Freeman Druckenmiller, A.B. (Bowdoin), L.H.D. (Bowdoin).

Elected Overseer,

1991*; elected emeritus, 2002.

Oliver Farrar

Emerson

II,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1974; elected emeritus,

1986.

William Francis Farley, A.B. (Bowdoin),

J.D. (Boston College),

LL.D. (Bowdoin).

Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emeritus, 1992.

Frank John Farrington, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (The American

College). Elected

Overseer, 1984; elected emeritus, 1996.

Wanda Evelyn

Fleming, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee, 1999; elected

emerita, 2004.

Herbert Spencer French,

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Pennsylvania). Elected Overseer,

1976; elected emeritus, 1988.

Albert

Edward Gibbons, Jr., A.B.

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1973; elected emeritus,

1985.

Leon Arthur Gorman, A.B.,

B.D., LL.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected

Trustee, 1994; elected emeritus, 2002.

Arthur LeRoy Greason, A.B. (Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), D. Litt. (Wesleyan),
L.H.D. (Colby, Bowdoin, Bates, University of Maine). President of the College, 19811990; elected emeritus, 1990.

Jonathan Standish Green, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.

(California). Elected Overseer,

1975; elected emeritus, 1987.

Marvin Howe Green,

Jr.,

L.H.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1985; elected emeritus,

1996.

Gordon Francis Grimes, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.A. (Cambridge),
Overseer, 1986*; elected emeritus, 1998.

J.D. (Boston).^ Elected

i

1

"

of Government

Officers

Mar

Kraiuis Maxes. \.B. (Bowdoin), B.A., M.A. (Oxford). A.M.. M.Phil.. Ph.D. (Yale).

Elected Overseer, 1969; elected emeritus. 1983.

Marten GoodeO Henry, A.B. Bowdoin), LL.B. (George Washington). LL.D. (Bowdoin.
Elected Overseer, 1962; elected Trustee.
Joseph's College, Northwood Universit)
Si
I

).

^4; elected

>87.

l

Lee Herter. Elected Overseer, 1976; elected

'aniline

(

c

emeritus,

Trustee.

C
1

)SS: elected enienta.

199

Regma

Elbinger Her/linger, B.S. (Massachusetts

Institute

DBA

of Technology),

(Harvard). Elected Overseer, L983; elected emerita, 1989.
I

Reverend Judith Linnea Anderson Hoehler, A.B. (Douglass). M.Div, (Harvard),

Ik
S

iStarr

I)

I

King School

tor the Ministry

Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emerita.

>.

1992

VB

John ROSCOC Hopper,

(Bowdoin), LL.B. (Harvard). Hlected Oxerseer. 1970; elected

Trustee. 1982; elected emeritus, 1995.

William Dunning Ireland.

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1971; elected

emeritus. 1986.

Magyar Isaacson, A.B. Bates). A.M.. Ill) Bowdoin). 1.1). Bates) L.H.D.
HI. (Universit) ot New England). Elected Overseer, 1984; elected emerita,
(Colb)

Judith

|

I

|

>,

lewis vVertneunei Kresch,

\

B (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1970;

\

B

elected emeritus. 198

Donald Richardson Kurt/.

19%;

1984; elected emeritus.

Samuel \ppleton

I.

add

III,

Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Overseer,

i

elected Trustee. I9 C )7; elected emeritus 2004.

A B

<

Bowdoin

>.

I

leclcd

(

hcrsecr.

I

99

elected emeritus.

'

:

I

2002

Ubert

rederkk

I

Lflley, \ B.

elected emeritus.

U orgc

(

l
|

atvtn Mackenzie,

(

I

Bowdoin),

ram

l

Magif,

is

iwdoin)

\ ii

<

(

i

>s

B

\i

V

(Harvard),

\ \1

(Maine),

I

I

D

\B

May,

(Bowdoin), I.D (Columbia) Elected Trustee, 1996; elected

McFndden, \ B (Bowdoin), LI B (Columbia), J.D {( olumbia
School of Law) Elected Overseer, 1986; elected emerita, 1995

.r.ih.uii

h

Robert Haines Millar,
inentus.

Too

Bowdoin),

(

>

06

tin.

i

B

\

l
l

lected Overseer, 1972; elected trustee, 1979; elected emeritus, 1995

I

n.iiun iwiihousi

em

(Virginia). Elected Overseer, 1976;

B (Bowdoin), A.M (Tufts), Ph.D. (Harvard). Elected

\

lected emeritus,

John

IB. .ID

I

>s-

\]( k.i\

\ioi

Rknacd \iho

AH

it ii.

M.»ii

*

B.Dh

(Yate), Secretary

Elected 1991; Elected

.'(Kll

ii.

\

i.

Bowdoin)
doin)

\

I

let

I

ted trustee, 1997; elet led emerita, 2007.

lected Overseer, 1979; elected trustee, 1989;

el

n <.i

n

i.i

1

1

i

oh

i.i ii

Nicholson,

jr.,

\

b (Bowdoin)

I

lei

(

led* Overseer,

i

?(
>

>.

eta led

1

(

amplM'll B.iinti Niven, K.B

Bowdoin) Elected Overseer, 1986

;

elected emeritus,
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David Alexander Olsen, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1986*;

elected emeritus,

2003.

Michael Henderson Owens, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D., M.P.H.

(Yale). Elected Overseer,

1988*; elected emeritus, 2005.

Payson Stephen Perkins, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1980;

elected emeritus,

1986.

Everett Parker Pope, B.S., A.M., LL.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1961; elected
Trustee, 1977; elected emeritus, 1988.

Hollis

Susan Rafkin-Sax, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1988*; elected

emerita,

2000.

Edgar Moore Reed, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected

Overseer, 1995*;

elected emeritus, 2006.

Peter Donald Relic, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Case Western Reserve), Ed.D. (Harvard),
Litt.D. (Belmont Abbey). Elected Overseer, 1987*; elected emeritus, 1999.

Lee Dickinson Rowe, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (University of Pennsylvania). Elected
Trustee, 1996; elected emeritus, 2006.

Alden Hart Sawyer,

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Michigan). Elected Overseer, 1976;

elected emeritus, 1985.

Steven

Mark

Schwartz, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.F.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 1999;

elected emeritus, 2007.
Jill

Ann Shaw-Ruddock, A.B.

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1994*; elected emerita,

2000.

Carolyn Walch Slayman, B.A. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Rockefeller), Sc.D. (Bowdoin).
Elected Overseer, 1976; elected Trustee, 1988; elected emerita, 2001.

John

Ingalls

Snow, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Wharton). Elected Overseer, 1986;

elected

emeritus, 1992.

Donald Bertram Snyder,

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1992*. Elected

emeritus, 2003.

Phineas Sprague, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1985; elected emeritus, 1991.

Terry Douglas Stenberg, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ed.M. (Boston University), Ph.D.
(Minnesota). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected emeritus, 1993.

Deborah Jean Swiss, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ed.M., Ed.D.

(Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1983;

elected emerita, 1995.

Frederick Gordon Potter Thorne, A.B. L.H.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1972;
,

elected Trustee, 1982. Elected emeritus, 2003.

Raymond

Stanley Troubh, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Yale), LL.D. (Bowdoin). Elected

Overseer, 1978; elected emeritus, 1990.

William David

Mary Ann

Verrill, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emeritus, 1986.

Villari,

A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Boston University)..Elected Overseer, 1987*;

elected emerita, 1999.

William Grosvenor

Wadman, A.B.

(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1988*_^ elected

emeritus, 2000.

David Earl Warren, A.B. (Bowdoin),
emeritus, 2005.

J.D. (Columbia). Elected Overseer, 1988*; elected

.

^

-

Officers

of Government

Harr\ kni«ht Warren, B.A. (Pennsylvania). Elected Secretary, 1986; elected emeritus,
199
I

imothv Matlack Warren, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1985: elected emeritus,
1

99

1

George Curtis Webber

II,

A.B. (Bowdoin). LL.B. (Harvard). Elected Secretary, 1983;

elected emeritus. 1986.

Bacon Wight,
19%.

Russell

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer. 1987; elected emeritus,

Richard Arthur Wiley, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.C.L. (Oxford). LL.M. (Harvard). LL.D.
i

Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1966; elected Trustee. 1981; elected emeritus, 1993.

Barrj Neal Wish. A B (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1989; elected Trustee. 1994;
elected emeritus. 2005.

Elizabeth Christian Woodcock, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Stanford), J.D. (Maine). Elected
Overseer,
I

C
1

>X5

";

elected emerita, 1997.

he Honorable John Alden Woodcock,

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (University of

London), J.D. (Maine). Elected Trustee. 1996; elected emeritus. 2006.

Donald Mack Xuckert, A.B., L.H.D. (Bowdoin).

J.D.

(New York

Overseer, 19S7; elected Trustee. 1995; elected emeritus. 2005.

University). Elected

Officers of Instruction
Barry

Mills, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia), President of the

College. (2001 )f

Suzanne Aldridge, B.A. (California-Davis), M.A. (San Jose

State), Visiting

Fellow

in

Education. (2004)

Jonathan D. Allen,

B.S. (Bates), Doherty Marine Biology Postdoctoral Scholar and

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biology. (2005)

Nathan Alsobrook, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (Montana

State),

Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (2007)

Rodino Fabrizio Anderson, B.A.
Fellow

in

(St.

John's College), M.A. (Columbia), Pre-dissertation

Education.* (2006)

Anthony F. Antolini, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Stanford),
Bowdoin Chorus and Ear-Training Instructor. (Adjunct.) (1992)

Director of the

William Arce, B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A. (Southern California), Consortium for
Faculty Diversity Pre-Dissertation Fellow and Lecturer in English and Latin American
Studies. (2007)

Pamela

Ballinger, B.A. (Stanford), M.Phil. (Trinity College, Cambridge), M.A., Ph.D.

(Johns Hopkins), Associate Professor of Anthropology. (1998)

Joe Bandy, B.A. (Rhodes), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Santa Barbara), Associate Professor
of Sociology. (1998)

William H. Barker, A.B. (Harpur College), Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), Isaac Henry Wing Professor of Mathematics. (1975)

Mark O.

Battle, B.S. (Tufts),

B.M. (New England Conservatory), M.A., Ph.D.

(Rochester), Associate Professor of Physics. (1999)

Thomas Baumgarte, Diplom.

Ph.D. (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat Munich),

Associate Professor of Physics. (2001)

Rachel

J.

Beane, B.A. (Williams), Ph.D. (Stanford), Associate Professor of Geology.

(1998)

Susan E.

Bell, A.B. (Haverford),

A.M., Ph.D. (Brandeis), A. Myrick Freeman Professor of

Social Sciences. (1983)

Gretchen Berg, B.A. (Antioch), Ed.M. (Harvard), Lecturer

in

Theater Performance.

(Adjunct) (1994)
Gil Birney, B.A. (Williams), M.Div. (Virginia), Coach in the Department of Athletics.

(2000)

John

B. Bisbee, B.F.A. (Alfred), Lecturer in Art.

(On leave of absence for

semester.) (1996)

fDate offirst appointment

to the faculty.

* Indicates candidate for doctoral degree at time of appointment.
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Paola Boel, B.S. University L. Bocconi,
of Economics. 2005)
(

M.S., Ph.D. (Purdue), Assistant Professor

Italy),

1

Joanna Bosse, B.A. (Houghton), M.A. (Michigan State), Ph.D.
Champaign Assistant Professor of Music. (2002)

(Illinois-Urbana-

I,

Barbara Weiden Boyd, A.B. (Manhattanville), A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan), Winkley
Professor of Latin and Greek.

Meghan Brady,

( 1

980)

B.A. (Smith), M.F.A. (Boston), Visiting Assistant Professor of Art. (Fall

semester.) (2005)

Kurt Bretsch,

B.S. (Binghamton), Ph.D. (South Carolina), Visiting Assistant Professor of

Biology. (2007)

Aviva Briefel, B.A. (Brown), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of English.
<2000)

Richard D. Broene, B.S. (Hope), Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Professor of
Chemistry. (1993)
Jarrett H.

Brown, B.A. (University of the West

tor Faculty Diversity Pre-Dissertation

Studies,
I

<

nil n

ii

M.A.

(Clark),
in

Consortium

English and Africana

2007)

i

Buckley, Cand.

J.

Indies),

Fellow and Lecturer

mag

(Oslo), Cand. philol. (Bergen), Ph.D. (Chicago), Associate

Professor of Religion. (1999)

Bradford Burnham, B.S. (Maine), M.S. (Colorado

State),

Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (2000)

Helen L. Cafterty, A.B. (Bowling Green), A.M. (Syracuse), Ph.D. (Michigan), William
R. Kenan. Jr., Professor of German and the Humanities. (1972)

C

(aputi, B.A. (Middlebury). M.Ed. (North Adams
David
Department of Athletics. (2000)

\adia

\. Celis,

Languages.

State),

Coach

in the

B.A. (Universidad de Cartagena), M.A. (Rutgers). Instructor

in

Romance

(2007)

Steven R. (erf, A B (Queens College), M.Ph., Ph.D. (Yale), George Lincoln Skolfield,
Jr.,

Professor

<>t

ferman.

(

c >
1

"7

1

1

>

Shannon M. Chase,. B.M., M.M. (Maine-Orono), Ph.D.
Professor of Mnsie. (2007)

IStant

tank V

(Florida State). Visiting

niang, B V (California Santa Barbara), M.A., Ph.D. (Washington). Assistant
Professor ol Histor) and Environmental Studies. (2002)

(

rk

I

l

.

Ronald

i.ik-

I

V M M.S. (Northwestern), Ph.D. (Michigan), Samuel

bown, B

(

»

\

(

..

Pmtessor

in

luistensen,

(

the Natural Sciences.
\ B.

{(

foerlin

Professoi ol Natural Sciences.

David
I

I

(

ngliah

homas
ii

offings,

(

lory

1

B

\

l

P.H ific

1

I,

(
(

l

S.

Butcher

>°Si

A.M., Ph.D

|

Harvard), James Stacj Coles

1976)

Union), A.M., Ph.D.

(<

lalifornia

Riverside), Professor of

1987)

oiihin.

B

\

(Michigan),

M \.PhD

(Stanford), Associate Professor ol

and taian Studies {On leave of absence for the academii year.){\99%)

Sarah O'Brien Conly,
Philosophy

\

B (Pruketoin.

\i

\

PhD

(

Cornell), Assistant Professor ol

)

1
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Rachel Ex Connelly, A.B. (Brandeis), A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan), Bion R. Cram Professor
of Economics. ( 985)
1

Michael Connolly, B.A. (Brandeis), Coach
Denis

in the

Department of Athletics. (1999)

Corish, B.Ph., B.A., L.Ph. (Maynooth College, Ireland), A.M. (University

J.

College, Dublin), Ph.D. (Boston University), Professor of Philosophy Emeritus.

(Spring semester.)

Thomas

(

1973)

B. Cornell, A.B. (Amherst), Richard E. Steele Professor of Studio Art. (1962)

Peter Coviello, B.A. (Northwestern), M.A., Ph.D. (Cornell), Associate Professor of
English. (1998)

Elena Cueto-Asin, B.A. (Universidad Complutense de Madrid), M.A., Ph.D. (Purdue),
Associate Professor of

Romance Languages. (2000)

Shuqin Cui, B.A. (Xian Foreign Language

Institute.

China). M.A. (Wisconsin), M.A.,

Ph.D. (Michigan), Associate Professor of Asian Studies. (2002)

Songren Cui, B.A. (Zhongshan), M.A.. Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Associate
Professor of Asian Studies.

(

1999)

Paola D'Amato, B.A. (Trieste-Italy), Lecturer

in Italian.

(2007)

Michael Peter Danahy, B.S. (Bates), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton),
Professor of Chemistry. 2007

Visiting Assistant

(

Charlotte Daniels, B.A. /B.S. (Delaware), M.A., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Associate
Professor of

Romance Languages.

(

1

999

Katherine L. Dauge-Roth, A.B. (Colby), D.E.U.G. (University de Caen), M.A., Ph.D.
(Michigan), Associate Professor of

Dan

Romance Languages. (1999)

Davies, B.S. (Keene State), M.Ed., M.S.P.T. (Hartford), Director of Sports Medicine.

(2003)
Shelley

M. Deane,

B.S. (Manchester),

M.A. (Warwick). Ph.D. (London School of

Economics), Assistant Professor of Government. (2004)

Gregory

P.

DeCoster, B.S. (Tulsa), Ph.D. (Texas), Associate Professor of Economics.

(1985)

Deborah

DeGraff, B.A. (Knox College), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Professor of
Economics. (1991)
S.

Dallas G. Denery

II, B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A. (Dominican School of Philosophy
and Theology), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Assistant Professor of History. (2002)

Julian P. Diaz, B.S. (Escuela Superior Politecnia del Litoral-Ecuador), M.S. (Universitat

Pompeu Fabra-Spain), M.A.

(Minnesota), Instructor in Economics.* (2006)

Sara A. Dickey, B.A. (Washington), M.A., Ph.D. (California-San Diego), Professor of
Anthropology. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (1988)
Patsy S. Dickinson, A.B. (Pomona), M.S., Ph.D. (Washington), Josiah

Little Professor of

Natural Sciences. (1983)

Linda

J.

Docherty, A.B. (Cornell), A.M. (Chicago), Ph.D. (North Carolina), Associate

Professor of Art History.

( 1

986)

Charles Dorn, B.A. (George Washington), M.A., (Stanford), Ph.D. (CalifofhiaBerkeley), Assistant Professor of Education. (2003)
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Danielle H. Dube, B.A. (Cornell), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Assistant Professor of

Chemistry and Biochemistry. (2007)

Kear Duncan,

(

Mary Agnes

M.Ed. (Idaho), Coach

B.S.,

in the

Department of Athletics. (2007)

Edsall, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Assistant Professor of English.

03)

Gustavo Faveron-Patriau, B.A.,

Lie. (Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru),

Ph.D. (Cornell). Assistant Professor of

Stephen

M.A.,

Romance Languages. (2005)

T. Fisk, A.B. (California-Berkeley),

A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of

Mathematics. (1977)

John M. Fitzgerald, A.B. (Montana), M.S., Ph.D. (Wisconsin), William D. Shipman
Professor of Economics.

Pamela M.

1

(

983)

Fletcher, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Associate Professor of

Art History. (2001)

Tomas Fortson, Coach

Mark

Department of Athletics. (2000)

in the

Foster, B.A. (Wheaton), M.A., Ph.D. (Brown), Assistant Professor of English.

(2006)

Paul N. Franco, B.A. (Colorado College), M.Sc. (London School of Economics), Ph.D.
(Chicago), Professor of Government. (On leave of absence for the academic year.)

1990)

(

Michael M. Franz, B.A. (Fairfield), M.A., Ph.D. (Wisconsin-Madison), Assistant
Professor of Government. (2005)
Paul Friedland, B.A. (Brown). M.A. (Chicago), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate
Professor of History.

Jod)

1997)

(

(iailen, M.F.A. equiv. (Yale School

semester.

of Drama), Adjunct Lecturer

in

Theater. (Fall

I

Mar> Locik

(iallaudet, B.A. (Kansas), M.S. in Ed. (Bank Street), Adjunct Lecturer in

Education and Director of Field Experiences. (Academic year.)

Kristen K. Gbodsee, B.A.
istanl
I

imoth\

Professor of Gender and

J. dilhride,

P.

Professor
(

GoMstdn,
<>i

V.B.

;

sunil Goooaadcera,

mi

,»i

B

\

Professor

D;i\id (.onion.

Pn

Mcggu

B

\

Women's

MP. (American

<>i

(1

International),

(Neu York
(
(

\

l

Coach

in the

Buffalo), A.M., Ph.D. (Massachusetts),

)1 1 ))

(George Wash in>M on). A.M. (William and Mar\
i

).

Studies. (2()()2i

1985)

(

\ .B.

Economics.

Goodrldge,

ilistr

Santa Cruz), M.A.. Ph.D. (California Berkele)

A.B. (Providence),

Department of Athletics.

Jonathan

California

'(

nglish.

1

).

Ph.D.

1986)

Peradeni)

a

i.

\1

\

..

I'h

I

>

Religion and \nthropoIog)

niversity of Cape rown),

(California
l

San Diego), Visiting

2006)

M. A., Ph.D.

(Princeton), Assistant

ol Histoi

Gould, B

\

(North Carolina Chapel Hill), M.l

Visiting Vssistant Professor ol

\w (2006)

\

(Massachusetts Dartmouth).
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Robert K. Greenlee, B.M., MM. (Oklahoma), D.M.
leave of absence for the academic year.) (1982)
Elizabeth Grote, B.S. (Vermont), M.S.

(Indiana), Professor of Music.

(New Hampshire), Coach

in the

(On

Department of

Athletics. (2002)

Valerie Guillet, M.A. (University Jean Moulin), M.A. (SUNY-Binghamton), Visiting
Lecturer in Romance Languages. (2007)

Lance L.

Guo, B.A., M.A.

Normal University), M.A. (Johns Hopkins), Ph.D.
(Washington), Assistant Professor of Government and Asian Studies. (2000)

Anne C.

P.

J.

(Beijing

Hayden, B.A. (Harvard), M.S. (Duke), Adjunct Lecturer

in

Environmental

Studies. (Fall semester.)

David Hecht, B.A. (Brandcis), Ph.D.

(Yale), Visiting Assistant Professor of History.

(2006)

Barbara

S. Held, A.B. (Douglass), Ph.D. (Nebraska), Barry N. Wish Professor of
Psychology and Social Studies 1979)
(

Laura A. Henry, B.A.

(Wellesley), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Assistant

Professor of Government. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (2004)

Anne Henshaw,

B.A. (New Hampshire), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), Adjunct Assistant
Professor of Anthropology and Director of the Coastal Studies Center. (1996)

Anna H.

Hepler, B.A. (Oberlin), M.F.A (Wisconsin-Madison), Visiting Assistant
Professor of Art. (2003)

Guillermo Herrera, A.B. (Harvard), M.S., M.A., Ph.D. (Washington), Associate
Professor of Economics. (2000)

K. Page Herrlinger, B.A. (Yale), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Professor
of History. (1997)

James A. Higginbotham,

A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Associate Professor
of Classics on the Henry Johnson Professorship Fund and Associate Curator for the
Ancient Collection. (1994)
B.S.,

Paul Holbach, A.B. (Gustavus Adolphus), Coach

in the

Department of Athletics. (2007)

John C. Holt, A.B. (Gustavus Adolphus), A.M. (Graduate Theological Union), Ph.D.
(Chicago), Litt.D. (University of Peradeniya), William R. Kenan,
the Humanities in Religion

- spring
Sree

Jr.,

Professor of

and Asian Studies. (ISLE Program Director, Sri Lanka

semester.) (1978)

Padma

Holt, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Andhra University), Lecturer in Asian Studies

semester) and Administrative Director of the

(fall

ISLE Program.

Hadley Wilson Horch, B.A. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Duke), Assistant Professor of Biology
and Neuroscience. (2001)

Mary

Hunter, B.A. (Sussex), M.A., Ph.D. (Cornell), A. LeRoy Greason Professor of
Music. (1997)

George

S. Isaacson,

A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Pennsylvania), Adjunct Lecturer

in

Education.

(Fall semester.)

William R. Jackman, B.S. (Washington-Seattle), Ph.D. (Oregon), Assistant Professor of
Biology. (2007)

Nancy

"
.

E. Jennings, B.A. (Macalester), M.S. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign), Ph.D.

(Michigan

State), Associate Professor

Affairs. (1994)

of Education and Associate Dean for Academic

*

Officers of Instruction

DeWitt John, B.A. (Harvard), M.A.. Ph.D. (Chicago), Senior Lecturer in Government
and Environmental Studies and Thomas F. Shannon Director of Environmental Studies.
(2000)

Amy

Johnson, B.A. (California-Los Angeles), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), James R.
and Helen Lee Billingsley Professor of Marine Biology. (On leave of absence for the
academic year.) (1989)
S.

Eileen Sylvan Johnson, B.S. (Cornell), M.A. (Massachusetts-Amherst), Adjunct Lecturer
in

Environmental Studies

dwyneth Jones,

(fall

semester) and Program Manager. (2007)

Senior Lecturer in Dance Performance. (1987)

M.M.

Cristle Collins Judd, B.M.,

(Rice),

M.Mus., Ph.D. (London), Professor of Music

and Dean for Academic Affairs. (2006)

Susan A. Kaplan, A.B. (Lake

Forest),

A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mavvr), Associate Professor of

Anthropology and Director of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic

Museum

and Arctic Studies

Center. (1985)

Wade Kavanaugh, A.B.
Khan,

B. Zorina

(Bowdoin), Adjunct Lecturer

in Art. (Fall semester.)

M.A. (McMaster

B.Sc. (University of Surrey),

University), Ph.D.

(California-Los Angeles), Associate Professor of Economics. (On leave of absence for
the academic- year.) ( 1996)

Ann

L. Kibbie, B.A. (Boston), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Professor of

English.

Angus

S.

(On leave of absence for

the

academic

year.) (1989)

King, A.B. (Dartmouth), L.L.B. (Virginia), Distinguished Lecturer.

Aaron W. Kitch, B.A.

(Yale),

M.A. (Colorado-Boulder), Ph.D. (Chicago), Assistant

Professor of English. (2002)

Matthew

\V. Klingle,

B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A., Ph.D. (Washington), Assistant

Professor of History and Environmental Studies. (2001)

Jane

E,

kno\-Voina, A.B. (Wheaton), A.M. (Michigan

Professor of Russian.

Bruce

I).

(

State), Ph.D. (Texas-Austin),

1976)

Kohorn, B.A. (Vermont), M.S., Ph.D.

(Yale), Professor of Biology

and

Biochemistry. (2001)

Michael Roister,

}
\

>.

A. (Williams). M.F.A. (Massachusetts College of Art), Assistant

Professor of Ait (2000)

Belinda Kong, B.A. (William and Mary), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Assistant
Professor ol Asian Studies and English. (2005)
Jennifer Clarke Kosak, A.B. (Harvard Radcliffe), Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor),
iate

Edward

P.

Professor ol ('lassies.

Laine,

Technoli

\

B (Wesleyan), Ph.D. (Woods Hole and Massachusetts

associate Professor ol Geology.

Hear) C. w. Laurence, B
(

\

(Oxford), Ph.D.

k>vernment and Asian Studies.

Peter D.Lea,

\

I

On leave oj

(

l
i

I

Institute

of

JK5)

Harvard), Associate Professor of

absence for the academic

year.)

1

1997)

B (Dartmouth), M.S. (Washington), Ph.D. (Colorado Boulder),
u oi

Dr-nin Ihanna lee, B
istanl

1999)

|

Professoi

<>t

\

(

reology,
<(

(
(

l

>x«X)

alilmma IUi krle\

i.

MA

(Williams). Ph.D. (Stanford),

Ail Historj and Asian Studies. (2003)

Joon-Snfc Ice, Diplom (UniversitAt Karlsruhe), M.A. (Michigan Ann Arbor), Ph
;:<>lina Chapel Hill
Assistant ProfeSSOl <>l BcOnomicS (2005)
).

I)

)

1

1
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of Instruction

Daniel Levine, A.B. (Antioch), A.M., Ph.D. (Northwestern). Thomas Brackett Reed
Professor of History and Political Science Emeritus. (1963)

Adam
John

B. Levy, B.A. (Williams), Ph.D. (Washington), Professor of Mathematics. (1994)

Lichtcr, B.S. (Northern Illinois), Ph.D. (Minnesota), Associate Professor of Biology

and Environmental Studies. (2000)

Karen U. Undo,

B.S. (Maryland),

M.A. (New Uork University), Ph.D. (California-Los

Angeles), Visiting Assistant Professor of

Romance Languages. (2007)

Brian R. Linton, B.A. (Allegheny), Ph.D. (Pittsburgh). Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
(2000)

Margot Livesey, B.A.

(University of York

England), John

P.

and Dorothy H. Magee

Writer-in-Residence. (Spring semester.) (2006)

Barry A. Logan, B.A.

(Cornell). Ph.D. (Colorado), Associate Professor of Biology.

(1998)

Janet K. Lohmann, B.A., M.A. (Lehigh). Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology.

Suzanne

Massachusetts), visiting Assistant

2003

B. Lovett, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Stanford). Associate Professor of

Psychology.
Scott

1

|

(

1990)

MacEachern, B.A.

Anthropology.

(Prince

Edward

Island),

M.A., Ph.D. (Calgar)

».

Professor of

1995)

(

Peter C. Maekelworth, B.S. (Wolverhampton), M.S. (Heriot-Watt); Ph.D. (Universit>
College London), Coastal Studies Scholar-in-Residence and Adjunct Lecturer in
Anthropology. {Fall semester.) (2007)

Stephen M. Majereik, A.B. (Harvard). M.F.A., M. B.A (Yale), M.S. (Southern Maine),
Ph.D. (Duke). Associate Professor of Computer Science. (2000)
Janet

M. Martin,

A.B. (Marquette). M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State), Professor of Government.

(On leave of absence for the fall

Frank Maueeri,

semester.)

B.A., B.M. (Oberlin),

(

198oi

M.M., D.M.A. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign),

Director of Jazz Ensembles. (Adjunct.) (2003

Anne

E. McBride, B.S. (Yale), M.Phil. (Cambridge), Ph.D. (Colorado-Boulder),

Assistant Professor of Biology and Biochemistry. (2001

Thomas

E.

McCabe,

Jr., B.S.,

M.S. (Springfield College), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (1990)

James W. McCalla,

B.A., B.M. (Kansas),

M.M. (New England

Conservatory), Ph.D.

(California-Berkeley), Associate Professor of Music. (1985)

Craig A. McEwen, A.B. (Oberlin), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Daniel B. Fayerweather
Professor of Political Economy and Sociology and Senior Faculty Fellow in the Center
for the Common Good. (1975)

Sarah

F.

McMahon, A.B.

(Wellesley), Ph.D. (Brandeis), Associate Professor of History.

(1982)

Terry Meagher, A.B. (Boston), M.S. (Illinois State), Associate Director of Athletics and
Sidney J. Watson Coach of Men's Ice Hockey. (1983)

Raymond H.

Miller, A.B. (Indiana), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of

Russian. (1983)

Dan

J.

>

Moos, A.B. (Brown), M.A. (Utah

State),

M.A., Ph.D. (SUNY-Buffalo), Visiting

Assistant Professor of English and Africana Studies. (2004)

-'-"

Officers
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Richard K. Morgan. A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M.. Ph.D. (Columbia). William Nelson
Cromwell Professor of Constitutional and International Law and Government (1969)
I

rk Morin.

\ B.

Bowdoin). Coach

i

in the

Department of Athletics. (2006)

John Morneau, B.M. (New Hampshire). Director of Concert Band.

(Adjunct.) (1988)

Sonja Moser. B.A. (Sarah Lawrence). M.F.A. (Columbia), Lecturer

in Theater.

Madeleine

James Mullen,
1

I

000

M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign).

E. Msall. B.A. (Oberlin).

Associate Professor of Physics.
B.I

1

1994)

New Hampshire). M.F.A.

\

(2004)

(Indiana). Associate Professor of Art.

,

Elizabeth Mather, B.A. (Welleslej

Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Professor of

).

English. (1993)

Stephen

Nacnlich, B.S. (Case Western Reserve), M.A.. Ph.D. (Princeton). Professor of

(i.

Physics.

1993)

<

Jeffrej K. Nagle,

(Earlham), Ph.D. (North Carolina). Professor of Chemistry. (On

\ .B.

leave of absence for the academic year.)

Numark,

Mitchell

B.A.

1980)

Pit/en. M.A., Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles). Visiting

<

of Histoi) and Asian Studies. (2007)

Assistant Professor

DantOfl

(

Nygaard, B.A. (Wisconsin-Madison), Ph.D. (Massachusetts

I).

Technology

Institute of

Visiting Associate Professor of Chemistry and Environmental Studies.

I,

(2a

Kathleen A. O'Connor, A.B. (Dartmouth). A.M.. Ph.D. (Virginia). Director of the
Writing Project and lecturer in Education. 19S7)
(

('.

Clifton

Olds.

\

B

Dartmouth

i

>.

A.M.. Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Edith Cleaves Barry

Professor of the HistOT) and Criticism of Art Emeritus.
I

rancis O'l car\. B

\

Thomas Edison

|

State College

i.

(

1982)

Coach

in

the

Department of

Athletics

Seth

(

V Swarthmorc).

>\adia. B

i

Professor of Sociology,

David

i

M

V. Ph.D.

<

Mats land College Park

i.

Assistant

2006)

Page, B S (Brown), Ph. I) (Purdue), Charles Weston Pickard Professor ol

s.

Chemistr) ami Biochemistry. (On leave of absence for the spring semester.) (1974)

xdriana Palacio. B.S
istanl

\1k

had

I

.

niversidad de los

'i

Professor ol

PilopoH, B.S., M.S

Professoi ol Biolog)
ll.

km

Partridge,

H.r

ard), \
:

Jill

I

l

nt Inr

i

sin

B

Jr..
ill'

\1ultu

IVarlman, B

.

<

i

<

iy. ii son.

Mif.niM Penper,

m

paitme

of

B

\

Mi(

I

i

(Oberlin), M.S.Vi

\

Mt.nis

Beloit),
1

M

Mai

mpi

Mhleta

(( !hi<

ago), Associate

\1

.

Ph .1) .(Michigan),
iaJ

M Dh

Assistant to the

|o*M)

i

(California),

\

\

Sociology and Spe<

Ph.D (Chicago), Lecturer

in

199

Si

<

2006)

1

Vnn Arbor), Ph.D.

hi

(California San

199

iiliui.il

\

i;

Computer Science.

Assist. nit Professoi ol

n. iiMiiinriit.il Studies

Nit hi.

(

Andes Bogoti), M.S.. Ph.D.

1

Co

Idaho State]
199

London

\

Coach

in the

ociate Director

Department ol

and Coach

in the

1
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Stephen G. Perkinson, B.A. (Colgate), M.A., Ph.D. (Northwestern), Assistant Professor
of Art History. (2002)

Carey R.

Phillips, B.S.

(Oregon

State),

M.S. (California-Santa Barbara), Ph.D.

(Wisconsin-Madison), Professor of Biology. (1985)

Thomas

Pietraho, B.A., M.S. (Chicago), Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology),

Assistant Professor of Mathematics. (2001)

Christian

P.

Potholm

II,

A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., M.A.L.D., Ph.D. (Tufts), DeAlva

Stanwood Alexander Professor of Government.

(

1

970)

Elizabeth A. Pritchard, A.B. (Boston College), M.T.S., M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), Assistant
Professor of Religion. (1998)

Samuel

Putnam,

P.

B.S. (Iowa), M.S., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), Associate Professor of

Psychology. (2001)

Thomas

F.

Radulski, B.A, M.P.A. (New Hampshire), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (2001)

Patrick

Rael, B.A. (Maryland-College Park), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley),

J.

Associate Professor of History. (1995)

Seth

J.

Ramus, B.A.

(California-Berkeley), M.A., Ph.D. (California-San Diego),

Assistant Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience. (2002)

Anna

Rein, M.A. equiv. (University of Pisa), Lecturer

Marilyn Reizbaum, A.B. (Queens College),

in

Romance Languages. (2000)

M.Litt. (Edinburgh), Ph.D. (Wisconsin-

Madison), Professor of English. (1984)

Nancy E.

Riley, B.A. (Pennsylvania), M.P.H..

Professor of Sociology.

(

Rosemary A. Roberts, B.A.

1

M.A. (HawaPi), Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins),

992)
(University of Reading),

M.Sc, Ph.D.

(University of

Waterloo), Professor of Mathematics. (On leave of absence for the fall semester.)

(1984)

Davis R. Robinson, B.A. (Hampshire), M.F.A. (Boston University), Associate Professor
of Theater. (1999)

Lynn M. Ruddy,
in the

B.S. (Wisconsin-Oshkosh), Associate Director of Athletics and Coach
Department of Athletics. (1976)

Timothy M. Ryan, A.B. (Bowdoin), Coach

in the

Department of Athletics. (2005)

Arielle Saiber, B.A. (Hampshire), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Associate Professor of

Romance

Languages. (1999)

James A.

St. Pierre, B.S.

(Maine-Orono), M.S. (Wisconsin), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics. (2001)

Doris A. Santoro Gomez, B.A. (Rochester), Ed.D. (Columbia), Assistant Professor of
Education. (2005)

Paul Sarvis, B.A., M.F.A. (Goddard), Senior Lecturer

Sarah R. Sarzynski, B.A. (Oregon), M.A. (Arizona),

in

Dance Performance. (1987)

Visiting Instructor in History.* {Fall

semester.) (2007)

Natsu Sato, B.A.

(Tenri University),

M.A.

(Indiana), Lecturer in Japanese-^ (2002)

Christopher Scales, B.A. (Guelph), M.A. ( British Columbia), Ph.D. (Illinois-UrbanaChampaign), Rusack Coastal Studies Visiting Scholar and Adjunct Lecturer in Music.
(2007)

1
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Jennifer Scanlon, B.S. (SUNY-Oneonta), M.A. (Delaware), M.A.. Ph.D. (Binghamton).

Women's

Professor of Gender and

Studies. (2002)

Paul K. Sehaffner, A.B. (Oberlin). Ph.D. (Cornell). Associate Professor of Psychology.
(1977)
\1

it

haul SchifY-Yerre, B.S.W. (Southern Maine). Adjunct Lecturer in Theater and

Technical Director Resident Lighting Designer. (2003)

Conrad Schneider, B.A. (North

Em
I

Carolina), J.D. (Virginia), Adjunct Lecturer in

ironmcntal Studies. (Fall semester.)

nomas

M.A. (St. John's College), Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Government. (2007)

E. Schneider, B.A. (Washington-Seattle),

(Boston College), Visiting

Scott K. Sehon, B.A. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton), Professor of Philosophy.

(On

leave of absence for the spring semester.) (1993)
Jettrev S. Selinger, B.A. (Rutgers),

M.A.

(Cornell), Visiting Instructor in

Government.

(2007)

Ratnam

\\ jasanthi

Selinger, B.A. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, India),

M.A.

Harvard). Ph.D. (Cornell). Assistant Professor of Asian Studies. (2005)

I

Shaw, B.A. (Maine-Orono). M.A. (Wyoming-Laramie), Ph.D. (Massachusetts-

Leslie C.

Amherst). Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology. (1998)
Vinect Shende, B.A. (Grinnell), M.A. (Butler), Ph.D. (Cornell), Assistant Professor of
Music. (2002)

Lawrence EL Simon, A.B. Pennsylvania), A.B. (Oxford). M.A./ B.A. (Cambridge),
(

Ph.D.

i

Boston University), Associate Professor of Philosophy and Environmental

Studies. (1987)

Peter Slo\enski,
Athletics

\ .B.

(

Dartmouth), A.M. (Stanford). Coach

in

the

Department of

L987)

<

Louisa M. Slowiac/ek, B.S. (Massachusetts). Ph.D. (Indiana). Professor of Psychology.
1
i

'
I

Jill S.

Smith, B

\

i

Amherst

).

M.A.. Ph.D.

Indiana BloomingtOn), Assistant Professor o(

|

German. (2006)

Kidder Smith,

\ B.

Jr.,

and Vsian Studies.

Robert

[nstructoi in

Mattio

S(

(

(

\i

\llen I. Sprfagnr,

nment
\\ illiam

I

\

i(

aliloima

\l

\

Berkclc\

i.

Professor of HistOT)

(Padua), Visiting [nstructoi

in

i.

i(

feorgia),

M

\

I

Princeton),

(2007)

'

A.B (Amherst),

M \.M

\i

D.,

Romance Languages

(2007)

Ph.D. (Tufts), Professor ol

(197(

Steinhart,

.

I)

ranklin and Marshall

(I

lassies

i,m/o,

I'rmccton). Ph.

1981

LB

Sohak.

B.

1

I

\

b (Pennsylvania), Ph.D (Johns Hopkins),

innean Professor

I

o(

Biolo
I

li/aht

Man in

\.

111

\>

I

.

Stiininhr.

1

I,

M

I

)

V.,

(Indiana), PlOfeSSOl Ol

Ph.D

[(

bmell), tasoi

(

hcmistiN

iate

|

1988)

Professoi ol

19

k.hIhJ L. sturmati. b

H

S (Bates). Lh

Staart, B.A.I vermonl

Philoaoph)

of

".

(Chicago),
ih
an Stud
\

M

V.,

Ph.D. (California Davis), Assistant Professor
>f

absence for the academk

year.)

(2003)
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Ryan

Sullivan, B.A. (Middlebury),

Coach

in the

Department of Athletics. (2001)

Dale A. Syphers, B.S., M.Sc. (Massachusetts), Ph.D. (Brown), Professor of Physics.
(1986)

Jennifer Taback, B.A. (Yale), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago), Associate Professor of
Mathematics. (2002)

Mohammad Tajdari,

B.S, M.S., Ph.D. (Florida State), Visiting Assistant Professor of

Mathematics. (2005)

Susan L. Tananbaum, B.A.

(Trinity),

M.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Brandeis), Associate Professor

of History. (1990)

BirgitTautz, Diplom Germanistik (Leipzig), M.A. (Wisconsin), Ph.D. (Minnesota),
Associate Professor of German. (On leave of absence for the academic year.) (2002)

Wiebke N. Theodore, B.A.

(Barnard), M.Arch. (Columbia), Visiting Assistant Professor

of Art. (2005)

Hilary Thompson, B.A. (Toronto), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Visiting Assistant Professor
of English. (2005)

Richmond R. Thompson,

B.S. (Furman), Ph.D. (Cornell), Associate Professor of

Psychology and Neuroscience. (1999)

Laura

I.

Toma,

M.S. (Universitatea Politehnica Bucuresti), M.S., Ph.D. (Duke),

B.S.,

Assistant Professor of

Karen Topp,

Computer Science. (2003)

B.Sc. (Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario), Ph.D. (Cornell), Lecturer in

Physics. (2005)

Nicholas H. Toloudis, B.A. (Johns Hopkins), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Visiting Assistant
Professor of Government. (2007)

Allen B. Tucker,

Jr.,

A.B. (Wesleyan), M.S., Ph.D. (Northwestern), Anne

M. Bass Professor of Natural Sciences Emeritus.

T.

and Robert

(Fall semester.) (1988)

John H. Turner, A.M. (St. Andrews, Scotland), A.M.
Professor of Romance Languages. ( 97 1 )

(Indiana), Ph.D. (Harvard),

1

David

J. Vail,

A.B. (Princeton), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Adams-Catlin Professor of

Economics. (1970)

June A.

Vail, A.B. (Connecticut),

M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan), Professor of Dance. (On leave of

absence for the spring semester.) (1987)

Lance van

Sittert, B.A.,

Ph.D. (Cape Town), Mellon Global Scholar in Environmental

Studies. (Spring semester.)

Krista E.

Van

Vleet, B.S. (Beloit), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Associate Professor of

Anthropology. (1999)

William C. VanderWolk, A.B. (North Carolina), A.M. (Middlebury), Ph.D. (North
Carolina), Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Professor of Modern Languages. (1984)

Dharni Vasudevan, B.S. (Massachusetts

Institute

of Technology), M.S., Ph.D. (Johns

Hopkins), Associate Professor of Chemistry and Environmental Studies. (On leave of

absence for the academic year.) (2003)

Roland Vazquez, B.A., M.A. (CUNY), M.A., Ph.D.

(Cornell), Director of

Chamber

Ensembles. {Adjunct.)

Margaret Hanetha Vete-Congolo, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

(Universite des Antilles et de la

Guyane), Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. (On leave of absence for the fall
semester.) (2001)

-^-
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Laura Foster Yoss, B.A. (Colorado College). Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Assistant
Professor of Chemistry. (2007)

Anthon\

L.

Walton, B.A. (Notre Dame). M.F.A. (Brown). Writer-in-Residence. (1995)

.lames L. Ward. \.B.

|

Yanderbilt). A.M.. Ph.D. (Virginia). Professor of Mathematics.

(1968)

H. Ward, A.B. (Dartmouth). M.A. (Columbia). Ashmead White Director of

JeffintJ

Athletics,

1998)

i

Christopher Watkinson, A. A. (Full Sail School of Recording), B.A. (Southern Maine).
Adjunct Lecturer in Music and Recital Hall Technician. (2007)

William C. Watterson, A.B. (Kenyon), Ph.D. (Brown), Edward

Little Professor

of the

English Language and Literature. (1976)

Susan

Werner. A.B. (Wisconsin-Madison), A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr). Associate
Professor of Art History. (On leave of absence for the fall semester.) (1980)
F.

Allen Wells.

Howell,

A

Jr..

(SUNY-Binghamton), A.M.. Ph.D. (SUNY-Stony Brook). Roger
Professor of History. (On leave of absence for the fall semester.) 1988)
B.

(

Tricia Welsch, B.A. (Fordham), M.A., Ph.D. (Virginia), Associate Professor of Film
Studies

Mark
I

i)n

the

Marvin H. Green.

Jr.

Fund. (1993)

C. Wcthli. B.F.A.. M.F.A. (Miami), A.

ugenla

W heehrright,

LeRoy Greason

Professor of Art (1985)

B.A. (Yale), M.A. (Washingtoni. Visiting Lecturer

in

Romance

Languages. (2005)

Nathaniel

Wheelwright,

I.

B.S. (Yale), Ph.D. (Washington).

Professor of Natural Sciences.

Mac\ Wilson. ILS
in
(

|

Anne

T.

and Robert M. Bass

1986)

Acadia University, Nova Scotia). M.Ed. (Minnesota Duluth), Coach
the Department ol Athletics. (2007)
|

arol\ D Wolfcn/on.
Instructor in

B.A

1

1

ni\ersit\ of

.ima

I

Peru),

M.A. (C'olorado-Bouldci

).

Visiting

Romance Languages. (2007)

Helen Wong, B

\

(Pomona), M.S.. Lh. I). (Yale). Postdoctoral Fellow

in

Mathematics.

'07)

Peter J.

Woodruff B

lean

Yarbrough,

\i.

Research).
I

(

iar\

(Dartmouth), Lecturer

\

\

\1

B.

in Biology.

(2007)

(Cedar Crest College), A.M., Ph.D. (Ne^ School for Social

Lend).

Si

.

Professor ol Social Sciences

|

loss

|

nrlqoc Vepes, B \ (1 fniversidad Pontificia Bolivariana), Ph.D. (Rutgers), Peter M
Small Vssoc lie Professoi of Romance anguages. (On leave of absent t for the spring
i.

Man
L;

I

mi /(em. m. B
i

>t

I

\

Mathematu

M
s

\

I

Oxford

i.

iMi I)

t()n leave oj absi

m

(California
t

/<>>

Wells Johnson

Berkeley), R

the spring senu su

r,

I

<

2006)
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OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION EMERITI
John W. Ambrose,

Jr., A.B., A.M., Ph.D. (Brown), Joseph Edward Merrill Professor of
Greek Language and Literature Emeritus. (1966)

Ray Stuart

Bicknell, B.S., M.S. (Springfield),

Coach

in the

Department of Athletics

Emeritus. (1962)

Franklin G. Burroughs, Jr., A.B. (University of the South), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard),
Harrison King McCann Professor Emeritus of the English Language. (1968)

Samuel Shipp Butcher, A.B.

(Albion), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of Chemistry

Emeritus. (1964)

Charles

J.

Butt, B.S., M.S. (Springfield), Coach

in the

Department of Athletics Emeritus.

(1961)

John D. Cullen, A.B. (Brown), Coach
Robert Hazard Edwards, A.B.

in the

Department of Athletics Emeritus. (1985)

(Princeton), A.B.,

A.M. (Cambridge), LL.B. (Harvard),

L.H.D. (Bowdoin, Carleton), President of the College Emeritus. (1990)

Guy

T.

Emery, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of Physics Emeritus.

(1988)

A. Myrick Freeman

III,

A.B. (Cornell), A.M., Ph.D. (Washington), William D. Shipman

Professor of Economics Emeritus. (1965)

Alfred H. Fuchs, A.B. (Rutgers), A.M. (Ohio), Ph.D. (Ohio

State), Professor of

Psychology Emeritus. (1962)

Edward

S. Gilfillan III, A.B. (Yale),

of Chemistry and Lecturer

in the

M.Sc, Ph.D.

(British Columbia),

Adjunct Professor

Environmental Studies Program Emeritus.

William Davidson Geoghegan, A.B.

(Yale),

M.Div. (Drew), Ph.D. (Columbia), Professor

of Religion Emeritus. (1954)

Arthur LeRoy Greason, A.B. (Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard),

D.Litt. (Wesleyan),

L.H.D. (Colby), L.H.D. (Bowdoin), L.H.D. (Bates), President of the College and
Professor of English Emeritus. (1952)

Charles A. Grobe,

Jr., B.S.,

M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan), Professor of Mathematics Emeritus.

(1964)

James L. Hodge, A.B. (Tufts), A.M., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), George Taylor Files
Professor of Modern Languages and Professor of German Emeritus. (1961)
John L. Howland, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D.

(Harvard), Josiah Little Professor of Natural

Science and Professor of Biology and Biochemistry Emeritus. (1963)

Charles Ellsworth Huntington, B.A., Ph.D.
Director of the

Bowdoin

Arthur M. Hussey

II,

(Yale), Professor of

Biology Emeritus and

Scientific Station at Kent Island Emeritus. (1953)

B.S. (Pennsylvania State), Ph.D. (Illinois), Professor of Geology

Emeritus. (1961)

R. Wells Johnson, A.B. (Amherst), M.S., Ph.D. (Massachusetts
Isaac

Institute

of Technology),

Henry Wing Professor of Mathematics Emeritus. (1964)

John Michael Karl, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Emeritus. (1968)

x

(Harvard), Associate Professor of -History

1
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Barbara Jeanne Raster, A.B. (Texas Western). M.Ed. (Texas-El Paso), Ph.D. (TexasAustin). Harrison King McCann Professor of Communication in the Department of
English Emerita.

1973)

(

Osborne LaCasce,

EJroj

of Physics Emeritus.

(

A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Harvard), Ph.D. (Brown), Professor

Jr.,

1947)

Mortimer Ferris LaPointe,

B.S. (Trinity). M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan),

Coach

in the

Department of Athletics Emeritus. (1969)
.lames Spencer Lentz, A.B. (Gettysburg). A.M. (Columbia), Coordinator of Physical

Education and the Outing Club Emeritus.

Daniel Levine, A.B.

(

(

1968)

Antioch). A.M., Ph.D. (Northwestern),

Thomas

Brackett Reed

Professor of History and Political Science Emeritus. (1963)

Mike Linkovich, A.B. (Davis and
Athletics.

Burke

1

Long, A.B. (Randolph-Macon). B.D.. A.M.. Ph.D.

().

Department of

Elkins), Trainer Emeritus in the

1954)

Kenan Professor of

(Yale).

Humanities Emeritus. (1968)

the

Larr\

Eutchmansingh, A.B. (McGill), A.M. (Chicago). Ph.D.

I).

(Cornell), Associate

Professor of Arl History Emeritus. (1974)
PeniiN Martin, A.B.

I.

A.M. (Middlebury), M.A.T., Ed.D. (Harvard), Associate

,

Professor of Education Emerita.

Dana

\\.

(

1988)

\Ia\o, B.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Ph.D. (Indiana). Charles

Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistr) Emeritus.
().

1

1962)

Jeanne d'Arc Ma\o.

B.S., M.Ed. (Boston). Physical Therapist and Trainer Emerita
of
Athletics.
Department
the
1978)

in

|

John Mckec, A.B. Dartmouth). A.M.
|%2)
I

(Princeton). Associate Professor of All Emeritus,

i

Robert k. Nunii. V.B
•

lessor ot

Clifton

Rutgers

I

A.M. (Middlebury), Ph.D. (Columbia), Associate

i.

Romance Languages

Emeritus.

1

1959)

Olds, V.B. (Dartmouth), A.M.. Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Edith Cleaves Barry

('.

Professor ol the Histor) and Criticism of Arl Emeritus. (1982)

Rom

Pellegrini,

ecturer

l

.lames
I

I).

hploma Magistrate

in Italian

inn

I

John

(
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i
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<
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M
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.

Ed

M

Avellino), Adjunct

D

(i

Edward

Princeton),

(

meritus.

1963)

(

Emeritus

1

1969)

A.M. (Michigan), Ph.D. (Chicago),

>

(Brown), Ph

(Columbia), Professoi

I'd I)

I

ol Athletics

D

Professoi ol Psychology and Psychobiolog)

Dan id

Imbriani

olumhia). Ph.D.

((

Department

the
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M

I

English Language and

homas Reid, Coach

I
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I
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bliimbia),
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(California
I

meritus

>

1

Sociolog)

I

(Yale), Directoi ol
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»>s
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meritus
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meritus
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Officers of Instruction

C.

Thomas
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Settlemire, B.S., M.S. (Ohio State), Ph.D. (North Carolina State), Professor

of Biology and Chemistry Emeritus. (1969)

William Davis Shipman, A.B. (Washington), A.M. (California-Berkeley), Ph.D.
(Columbia), Adams-Catlin Professor of Economics Emeritus. (1957)

Melinda

Y. Small, B.S.,

A.M.

(St.

Lawrence), Ph.D. (Iowa), Professor of Psychology

Emerita. (1972)

Randolph Stakeman, A.B. (Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D.

(Stanford), Associate Professor of

History and Africana Studies Emeritus. (1978)

Clifford

Ray Thompson,

Languages Emeritus.
Allen B. Tucker,

Jr.,

(

Jr.,

A.B., A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of

Romance

1961

A.B. (Wesleyan), M.S., Ph.D. (Northwestern), Anne

T.

and Robert

M. Bass Professor of Natural Sciences Emeritus. (1988)

James H. Turner, A.B. (Bowdoin),

B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology), Associate Professor of Physics Emeritus.

Howard

S.

(

1

964)

Vandersea, A.B. (Bates), M.Ed. (Boston), Coach

in the

Department of

Athletics Emeritus. (1984)

William Boiling Whiteside, A.B. (Amherst), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Frank Munsey
Professor of History Emeritus. (1953)

Instructional and Research Staff
Romain Appriou. Teaching

Fellow

in

Romance Languages

—

French.

William Frost Berkowitz, B.S. (Antioch), Ph.D. (Massachusetts
Research Associate

Rene

in

Bemier, B.S. (Maine). Laboratory Instructor
Manager, and Manager of Science Center.
L.

Martha

Institute

of Technology

).

Chemistry.
in

Chemistry, Laboratory Support

B. Black, B.S.. M.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Laboratory

Instructor in Chemistry.

John

Bridge, B.S. (U.S. Air Force Aeadeim

\\.

),

M.S. (Dayton). Laboratory Instructor

Physics.

Lesk'N

Brown,

J.

Pamela

B.S. (Miami), M.S. (Maryland), Laboratory Instructor

Biology.

in

Biyer, B.S., M.S. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), Laboratory Instructor

J.

in

Biolog) and Director of Laboratories.

Michael L. Cain, A. B (Bowdoin), M.Sc. (Brown), Ph.D. (Cornell), Research Associate
in Biolog) and Mathematics.

Sarah Christian, B.A. (Wesleyan), M.A. (Pennsylvania), M.S. (Stanford). Laboratory
Instructor in Physics.

\anc\ Curtis, B.A., M.S. (Maine-Orono). Laboratory

Kenneth

\.

Instructor in Biology.

Dennison, B.A. (Williams). Laboratory Instructor

Physics.

in

Robert de Levie, M.S.. Ph.D. (University of Amsterdam). Research Associate

in

Chemistry.

Bc\crl\ G. DeCoster. B.S. (Dayton), Laboratory Instructor in Chemistry.

Haf Lllcrs, B Sc

(

OttO Lmcrslehcn.
(

rotonto), Ph.D.

<

\1 S

(

(Bulgarian State University

M.S. (Maine). Laboratory Instructor

S.,

I

Nicolina Ferrnzza, reaching Fellow

ohiMi K.

Licld,

B

Judith (. Poster,
!hemistr) and

Hrec

aborator) Instnu

\suk.i rloaaka,

Kin in
i

inn

B

in

(

M.S

in

ii

ton

Lorana

i.

(

ill-

.

\

Kline,
in

Biolog)
Italian.

(Smith), Service Learning Coordinator and

ieolo

toi ol

\

toi

.

M

{(

in

I

\

in

aboratories

onne<

ticul

(

College

l,

M.A

(Illinois),

M.Sc.

((

ornell

),

Biolo

x.ioimimi

Pokyo),

Language Fellow

Kobeevna Kenglrbayeya, reaching Fellow

\ *s«n

m

B (Brown), M.Sc. (Rhode Island), Laboratory [nstructor

\
I

Stephen Hauptman, B
l

Biology.

Research Associate

Romance Languages

in

(Connecticut),

\

orator) [nstructor

(

Sofia),

in

ierman.

KatC -arnham. B

(

Duke). Research Associate

B (Dartmouth),

M

\

in

in Japanese

Russian

(Chicago), Ph.D (Stanford), Research

Asian Studies

Kobom^B

\

Brown) Ph.D (California I"

Vngeles), Research Associate in

in

Instructional

Normand M. Laurendeau,

and Research
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Staff

B.S. (Notre Dame), M.S.E. (Princeton), Ph.D. (California-

Berkeley), Research Associate in Chemistry.

Colleen T.

McKenna, B.A.

(Southern Maine), Laboratory Instructor

Paulette

M.

Elena

Monastireva-Ansdell, B.A. (Piatigorsk State

I.

Russia),

Ada

Messier, A.B. (Maine-Presque

M.A. (Iowa), M.A., Ph.D.

L. Olins, B.S. (City College of

Isle),

in

Chemistry.

Laboratory Instructor
Institute

in

Chemistry.

of Foreign Language,

(indiana), Research Associate in Russian.

New

York),

A.M. (Harvard), Ph.D. (New York

University), Visiting Scholar in Biology.

Donald E. Olins, A.B. (Rochester), Ph.D. (Rockefeller

University), Visiting Scholar in

Biology.

Nancy H. Olmstead, B.A.

(Cornell), Laboratory Instructor in Biology.

Nicole Poppenhagen, Teaching Fellow

in

German.

Jaret S. Reblin, B.S. (Baldwin- Wallace College), Laboratory Instructor

in

Biology.

Elizabeth Koski Richards, B.A. (Maine-Augusta), M.A., Ph.D. (Southern Maine),
Laboratory Instructor

in

Biology.

Maria Eugenia Rodriguez Mufioz, Teaching Fellow
Sebastien Roudier, Teaching Fellow

in

in

Romance Languages

Romance Languages

— Spanish.

— French.

Sarah R. Sarzynski, B.A. (Oregon), M.A. (Arizona), Research Associate

in History.

(Spring semester.)

Peter E. Schlax,

Jr.,

B.A. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign), Ph.D. (Wisconsin-Madison),

Laboratory Instructor

Thomas

F.

in

Sherman, A.B.

Biology.
(Oberlin), Ph.D. (Oxford), Laboratory Instructor in Biology.

Hongyun Sun, B.A. (Teachers College of Shen Yang University), M.A.
Academy of Social Sciences), Language Fellow in Chinese.
Joanne Urquhart,

B.S. (State University of

Instructor in Geology.

New

(Chinese

York), M.S. (Dartmouth), Laboratory

Officers of Administration
SENIOR OFFICERS
Barrj Mills,

AH. Bowdoin),

Ph.D. (Syracuse). J.D. (Columbia). President of the

|

allege.

Mitchel

\\. I)a\

Thnothj W.

B

is.

Foster.

\

Ne\ ada-Reno), Chief Information

I

A.B

Officer.

Dartmouth), M.A. (North Carolina-Chapel

|

Hill).

Dean of

Student Affairs.
(ristle Collins Judd, B.M..

M.M.

M.Mus., Ph.D. (London), Dean

(Rice),

Academic

for

Affairs.
S.

atherine Longjey, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Suffolk), Senior Vice President for Finance

(

& Treasurer.

and Administration

William M. Shain, A.B. (Princeton). J.D. (Columbia), Dean of Admissions and Financial
\id.

William

Ibrrej

\.

Administration

Paula

\.B., M.S. lid. (Bucknell), Senior Vice President for Planning and

III.
cV

Chief Development

Officer.

Voknt, C.F.A., B.A. (New Hampshire). M.A. (New York University), M.B.A

.1.

Yale), Senior \ ice President for Investments.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
M.M.

(ristle Collins Judd, B.M.,

M.Mus., Ph.D. (London). Dean

(Rice),

Academic

for

At fairs.

Jeanne Bamforth, B.A. (Mount Holyoke),
to the Dean tor Academic Affairs.
Steven K.

'ornish. B

(

ot Hull

l

K

'I

\

Associate

I

Durham

fniversit) Oi

Dean

M

\

I

(Massachusetts Amherst), Assistant

K

),

M.A. Brown). Ph.D.
(

1

1

fniversit)

for Curriculum

Jennings, B \ (Macalester), M.S. (Illinois Urbana-Champaign), Ph.D.
(Michigan), Associate Dean lor Academic Affairs and Associate Affirmative Action

Nancj

I

.

Offi

Dmotin
\nn
'

(

i).

)st\\ald,

(

.

Martinson. B S (Maine), Assistant Director of Academic Operations.
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orgetown University School ol Foreign Sen
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\
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I

i

M.A.

DEPARTMENTS

\l)l \ll(

Bernier, B S (Maine Orono),
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ice),

(
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I
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aborator) Support Manager, Science Centei
(
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hnic Institute),
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aborator) Instructor
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Oender and Women's Studies Program
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Officers of Administration

Nancy

L. Donsbach, B.A. (Australian National University), Academic Department

Budget/Financial Analyst, Biology, Biochemistry, and Chemistry.

Jennifer S. Edwards, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Arizona), Curator of Visual Resources,
Department of Art.

Judith C. Foster, A.B. (Brown), M.S. (Rhode Island), Director of Laboratories and
Laboratory Instructor in Chemistry.

Mary

Lucile Gallaudet, B.A. (Kansas-Lawrence), M.S. (Bank Street College of

Education), Director of Field Experiences and Adjunct Lecturer

Anne Henshaw,

B.A.

(New Hampshire), M.A.,

in

Education.

Ph.D. (Harvard), Director of the Coastal

Studies Center and Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology.

Chuck Hoyle,

B.S. (California State-Fresno), Instrument Support Technician in the

Department of Chemistry.
Eileen Sylvan Johnson, B.S. (Cornell),

Adjunct Lecturer

in

M.R.P

(Massachusetts), Program

Manager and

Environmental Studies.

Robert Mauck, B.A. (Ohio Wesleyan), Ph.D. (Ohio

State), Director,

Bowdoin

Scientific

Station.

Mark

R. Murray, Coastal Studies Center Caretaker and Research Assistant.

Michael Schiff-Verre, B.S.W. (Southern Maine), Technical Director/Resident Lighting
Director and Adjunct Lecturer in Theater.

Delmar Small, B.A.

(Bates), Concert, Budget,

and Equipment Manager

in the

Department

of Music.

Christopher Watkinson, A. A. (Full Sail School of Recording), B.A. (Southern Maine),
Recital Hall Technician and Adjunct Lecturer in Music.

ADMISSIONS
William M. Shain, A.B. (Princeton),

J.D. (Columbia),

Dean of Admissions and

Financial

Aid.

Linda M. Kreamer, B.A. (Maryland), M.L.A. (Johns Hopkins), Senior Associate Dean.
Alexandra Krippner, A.B. (Bowdoin), Admissions

Elmer Moore,

Jr.,

B.A. (Muhlenberg), Assistant Dean.

Logan Powell, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ed.M.

Andrew Ramirez,
Anne Wohltman

Officer.

(Harvard), Senior Associate Dean.

A.B. (Williams), Assistant Dean.

Springer, A.B. (Bowdoin), Associate Dean.

Wendy Thompson, B.A. (Westminster), M.A.
Special Events, BASIC Coordinator.
John Thurston, B.A.

(Drew), Assistant Dean and Coordinator of

(Carleton), Associate Dean.

ATHLETICS
Jeffrey H.

Ward, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A. (Columbia), Ashmead White

Athletics.

Director of

—

idministration

Ofji

Bernard

\.

Manager of Athletic

a( roi\.

I

Terrj Meagher, A.B. (Boston). M.S.

(Illinois State),

Mefanie Pemper, B.A.. M.P.E. (Idaho

Lynn M. Ruddy,

Services.

Associate Director/Coach.

State). Associate Director/Coach.

B.S. (Wisconsin-Oshkosh), Associate Director/Coach.

BOOKSTORI
Mar> McAteer Kennedy,

R.D.. B.S. (Vermont).

M.A. (Framingham

State), Director

of

Dining and Bookstore Services.

Cindj Breton. AS. (New Hampshire College), Assistant Director for Bookstore
(

Operations.

Michael R. Tucker. B.A.

I

LeMoyne), Course Materials and General Book Manager.

CAMPUS SERVICES
B.S. (Southampton), Assistant Director for

Christopher T. Taylor,
(

helsea

(

Cop) and Mail

Operations.
I).

Reid. B.A.

Boston).

I

One Card

Coordinator.

CAREER PLANNING CENTER
I

hnothj Diehl. B S

Karen
I

I)ai»ler. B. \

ibb\ Hesclton, B

Washington), M.B.A.

I

I

\

Duke), Director of the Career Planning Center.

|

SUNY-Cortland), M.A.

M

Vermont).

i

.lames R. WesthofT, B. V.

M.Ed

\

I

I

Boston College), Career Counselor.

)en\cr). Career Counselor.

(Colorado

Stale). Assistant Director of Internships

and

Exploration.

ireei

CENTER FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING
I

li/aheth Barnhart. B

Program
I

mda W.

Middlebur)
Vbademic Development.

fot

B

Kirstein.

\

V.

<

M

(Bates),

\

I

i.

M

\

(Texas Austin), Director of the Baldwin

(Johns Hopkins), Director of the Quantitative

skilK Program.
k.jthictn

L O'Connor,

Writing Project and

\

B (Dartmouth),

ecturei in

I

HII l)RI

(

Kristin J. (iould, B.S (Idaho),

h nnifi

i

Bui tun. B S

<..ni< mils.

I,

BobPnrttn,

\

i

><

nis4

r< rr>,

\

(

(Virginia), Director

of the

VS(

I

\l IK

(Wheetock), Directoi

\

o

,Ph.D

I

ead Infanl

(

aregivei

Southern Maine), Co-Lead Preschool Caregivei

>

\

Maine),

M

\M

ducation

I

(Southern Maine
\

I

d

iWcstbr

•

Community College) Co-Lead Preschool
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I
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Karen Schneider,

Assistant to the Director.

Melanie Scott, A. A. (Southern Maine Technical College), Co-Lead

Donna Seabury-Peterson,

B.S. (Boston State),

Infant Caregiver.

Co-Lead Toddler Caregiver.

Heather Stephenson, B.S. (Wheelock), Co-Lead Young Toddler Caregiver.

Debra

Co-Lead

Yates, A. A. (De Anza),

Infant Caregiver.

COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Scott

W. Hood, B.A. (Lake

Forest),

Communications and Public

M.A. (Southern Maine), Vice President

for

Affairs.

Douglas R. Boxer-Cook, B.A. (Western Michigan), Director of News and Media
Relations.

James A. Caton, B.A.

(Ithaca), Sports Information Director.

Susan E. Danforth, B.A. (Merrimack), M.A. (Vermont), Associate Director of
Communications and College Editor.
Selby V. Frame, B.F.A. (Virginia Commonwealth), Associate Director of Academic

Communications.

Molly Gallagher, B.S. (Boston University). Associate Director of Communications
Development and Alumni Relations.

for

Robert J. Kerr, B.A. (Hobart), M.B.A. (Seattle), Associate Vice President of
Communications for Marketing and Publications.

Megan

F.

Morouse, B.A. (New Hampshire), Assistant Director of Communications

for

Marketing and Publications.

Andrea Richards, B.A. (Concordia-Montreal), Associate

Director of Communications

for Marketing and Publications.

COMMUNITY SERVICE RESOURCE CENTER
Susan Dorn, B.A. (Humboldt

State), Director of Student

Community

Service Programs.

CONTROLLER'S OFFICE
Matthew Orlando,

Marc

C.F.A., B.A. (Trinity), Controller.

E. Berry, B.A. (Maine), Financial Analyst.

Sarah A. Clifford, B.S. (Southern Maine), Manager of Financial Reporting.
Brian Doble,
Pauline

M.

Michelle A.

B.S.,

M.S. (Maine-Orono), Financial Analyst.

Farr, Senior Financial Analyst.

McDonough, A.B.

Agnes McGrail,

(Keuka), Bursar.

B.S. (Villanova), Grants Administrator.

Glenn Scott Morin,

B.S. (Bentley), Financial Analyst.

Officers of Administration

Lisa Rou\. B.S.

Michael's), C.P.A.. Assistant Controller.

(St.

L\nne M. Toussaint,

M.B.A. (Thomas College). Payroll and

B.S. (Southern Maine).

Accounts Payable Manager.
Julia White. Payroll and Accounts Payable Administrator.

COUNSELING SERVICE
Bernard R. Hershberger, B.A. (Goshen College), M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio

Nancy Anderson, B.A.
Michael Arthur,

(Harvard). J.D. (Harvard

M.S. (Plattsburgh

B.S..

State),

Law

State), Director.

School). Intern.

Senior Staff Clinician/Multicultural

Consultant.

Katharine Hildebrandt, B.A. (Earlham College),

Intern.

Fleur Hopper, B.A. (Colby). M.S.W. (Boston College). Clinical Fellow.
Blair McKlroy, B.A. (Mount Holyoke). M.S.W. (Boston College), Staff Clinician.

Aiken Park.

B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D. (Boston College), Assistant Director/Director of Training.

Shelle\ Roseboro, B.A. (California-Los Angeles), M.Ed. (St. Lawrence), Senior Staff
Clinician/Multicultural Consultant.

DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS
William

Torrey

\.

(

A.B.. M.S.Ed. (Bucknell), Senior Vice President for Planning and

& Chief Development Officer.

Administration

Gwa

III,

Mien, B.A. (Bates), M.S.W. (Smith College, School for Social Work), Assistant

.

Director of Annual Gi\ ing.

Delia \\. Austin, B.A. (Quinnipiac), Systems and Data

Sank

(Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Alumni Relations

L. Begin, \ .B.

A.B (Harvard

\lison \i. Beanie,

Katharine

Analw

\\. Billings,

\ B.

-Radcliffe), Editor,

Bowdoin Magazine.

(Brown), M.A. (George Washington), Director of Donor

Relations.

Margaret Broaddos,
I

\ B.

Uzabeta C. Banting,

Sen
and

ross,

<

R.

V.

PhD

(Massachusetts), Secretary

Devcaux, B S (Nev« Hampshire), \ssistanl Director

Kristin roller

Planned

.tii

M

B (Mowdom).

\

ol

Development

R Nations

l

Deborah

s. ii

B (Colby), Director of Alumni and Development Information

ices.

John K.

of

\

(Barnard), Senior Capital Gifts Officer.

I

.

1

<

I

arnham. B

MiddlebUT)

\

).

J.D.

<

Boston

(

ol Parent Givii

College),

Associate

I

)neetor

ii\

b

ilinlN, \

'(

mIIh

i.

\i s

i

Simmons), Assistant Dire*

toi ol

l

tevelopmenl

aarch

liffam

\.

I

ish,

ordinatoi

Iik

ii

ol >

ihisIht.

\
«

•

(

un

North Carolina Chapel
<.

•

Mumm

I

\

of Annual Giving,

Kngagcmcni

Bowdoin),
Alumni Relations and \nnu.il
I

Hill), Assistant Director

i:

I

M

\

(Southern Methodist), Executive Director ol
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Heather

Kenvin Hietala, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Ed. (Harvard), Associate Director of

J.

Capital Giving.

Stephen

Hyde, B.A.,

P.

J.D. (Maine), Associate Vice President/Director of Planned

Giving.

Thomas M. Hyndman,

A.B. (Williams), M.Ed. (Harvard), Capital Gifts Officer.

C. Michael Jones, A.B. (Williams), Ph.D. (Yale), Capital Gifts Officer.

Marianne Jordan, B.A. (North

Carolina),

M.A. (Michigan), Director of Corporate and

Foundation Relations.

Chava R. Kallberg, B.A.

(Northwestern), J.D. (Maine), Assistant Director of Annual

Giving.

Renata Ledwick, B.A.

(St. Olaf)*

Assistant Director of

Alumni

Relations.

Emily B. Levine, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Washington), Associate Director of Annual
Giving, Coordinator of 25th Reunion Giving.

Rosemarie

Lloyd, A.B. (Bowdoin). Associate Director of Alumni Relations.

F.

Elizabeth S. MacNeil, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Annual Giving.
Scott A. Meiklejohn, B.A. (Colgate), Vice President for Planning and Institutional

Advancement and

Assistant to the President.

Richard A. Mersereau, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.A.T. (Wesleyan), Secretary of

Nancy C. Milam, B.A.

the College.

(Bucknell), Ed.M. (Harvard), Director of 50th Reunion Giving.

Amy DeLong

Minton, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.L.S. (Syracuse), Director of
Development Research.

Matthew

J.

O'Donnell, B.A. (Holy Cross). M.F.A. (North Carolina-Greensboro),

Associate Editor, Bowdoin Magaziru

Elizabeth
P.

I).

.

Orlic, A.B. (Colby), Associate Vice President/Director of Capital Giving.

Michael Ovington, B.S. (Auburn University), M.B.A. (Tennessee-Knoxville), Systems
and Data Analyst.

Pamela D.

Phillips, A.B. (Princeton), Director of Parent Giving.

Sarah B. Phinney, A.B. (Bowdoin), Coordinator of Reunion Programs.

Margaret J. Schick,
Donor Relations.

B.S.

(SUNY-Geneseo), M.B.A. (Simmons), Associate Director of

Randolph H. Shaw, A.B. (Bowdoin). Vice

President for Development and

Alumni

Relations.

Marian B. Skinner, A. A. (Maine-Augusta), Annual Giving

Office Manager.

Rebecca

Vice President for Planning

F.

Smith, B.A. (Hartwick), Assistant

and Administration

to the Senior

& Chief Development Officer.

Cheryl R. Stevens, B.A. (Hobart and William Smith), Systems and Data Analyst.

Kathryn A. Tukey,

B.S. (Florida). Gift and Data Processing Manager.

I

Officers of Administration

DINING SERVICE

Man

McAteer Kennedy,

R.D.. B.S. (Vermont),

M.A. (Framingham

State), Director

of

Dining and Bookstore Services.

Kenneth Cardone, AS. (Johnson and Wales), Associate Director and Executive Chef.
Stephen

Mark

T. Cole, A.S. (Salve Regina), B.S. (Pennsylvania State), Business

Manager.

Dickey, Unit Manager. Thorne Hall.

Michele (iaillard, B.S. (Cornell), Assistant Director of Dining Operations.
Patricia Gipson, B.S. (Southern Maine).

Manager of Cash Operations and Student

Employment.
Lester Prue, A.S. (Southern Maine Technical), Unit Manager, Moulton Union.

Jon Wiley, B.A. (New Hampshire), A.S. (Southern Maine Technical), Purchasing
Manager.

EVENTS AND SUMMER PROGRAMS
Ton) Sprague, B.A. (Bates). Director of Events and Summer Programs.

Brenna

L. Hensley, B.S. (California State-Chico), Assistant Director of Events,

Summer

lara K. Studley, B.A. (Colby) Assistant Director of

FACILITIES
Theodore R. Stam,
Institute

Donald
I

V.

Programs.

MANAGEMENT

Merchant Marine Academy), M.S. (Massachusetts
of Technology), Director of Facilities Operations and Maintenance.
P.E., B.S. (U.S.

Borkowski, B.S. (Montclair

State), Director of Capital Projects.

imotln M. Carr, A.S., B.S. (Maine). Grounds Maintenance Manager.

.lames Diemcr. Maintenance Coordinator.

Mark

J,

Fisher, B.S

M

.

(Boston College). Manager of Environmental Health and

S.

Safety.

GregOTJ Hogan,

N

(Embry-Riddle), Senior Capital Projects Manager.

B. S.C.I

,

Keisha Pa \ son, B.A. Southern Maine). Coord matm
I

NaiuN

.1.

Russell. B s

\

\

Bowdoin.

Hampshire College), Financial Analyst Budget Manager.

(Nevs

\nth(»n\ J. Salvaggfto,

for a Sustainable

(Ai Institute ol Art

and Communications), Stockroom

Manager.

John siinoneau. B
I

fi

I

Mike
D.i in.

Joyce

nttie. B.S.,

\eiiieu\. B
I

Welch B

S

Maine

I

M.B

\

s\ii

M

H hittemore,

i

I

I,

M

B

\

i

Southern Maine).

(Thomas), Associate
i

Maine

(

trono),

1

(

'apital Projects

Hrectoi of 1 acilities

(

Manager.

operations.

Major Maintenance Program Managei

(Maine), Maintenance Proje<

lousekeeping sin it Supen

isoi

l

Managei C

\i

>

\dministrator.
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HEALTH CENTER
Sandra Hayes, B.S.N., R.N. (Southern Maine), M.S.N. (Simmons), Acting Director of
Dudley Coe Health Center; Nurse Practitioner.
Lori Chadbourne, A.S. (Thomas College), A.S. (Pennsylvania

State), Administrative

Coordinator.
9

Caitlin Gutheil, A.B. (Swarthmore), M.S. (Harvard School of Public Health), Student

Health Programs Administrator and Special Assistant to the Dean of Student Affairs.

Carri Kivella, B.S. (Vermont), M.S. (Rochester), F.N. P. (Southern Maine), Nurse
Practitioner.

Judy MacMaster,

Karen Marlin,

Wendy M.

B.S.,

B.S.

M.S. (New Haven), PA. (Yale), Medical Assistant.

(New Haven), M.S

(Finch), P.A.-C. (Yale), Physician Associate.

Sansone, B.A., R.N. (VUlanova), M.S.N. (Pennsylvania), Clinical Care

Coordinator, Staff Nurse.

HEALTH PROFESSIONS ADVISING
Susan D. Livesay, A.B. (Smith),

Director.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Tamara

D. Spoerri, B.S. (Syracuse), Director of

Cynthia

J.

Mary

Human

Bessmer, B.S. (Syracuse), Manager of

Resources.

Human

E. Demers, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Director of

Resources Services.

Human

Resources.

Meredith Haralson, B.S. (Delaware), Manager of Employment and

Staffing.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Mitchel W. Davis, B.A. (Nevada-Reno), Chief Information

Timothy

Ruth

P.

Officer.

Antonowicz, B.S. (Worcester Polytech), Systems Engineer.

Bartlett, B.A. (Maine), M.S. (Butler), Educational Technology Consultant.

Steven A. Blanc, A. A.S. (Southern Maine Technical College), IT Security Officer and
Systems Consultant.

Michael R. Bowden, A. A.S. (Southern Maine Technical College), Systems Engineer.

Susan R. Da vies, B.A. (Connecticut College) Executive Assistant

to the

Chief

Information Officer.

Robert Denton, B.F.A. (Houston), M.F.A. (Illinois-Chicago), Senior Media and Design
Consultant.

Eric Draut, B.S, B.A. (Tufts), Senior Software Developer.

Jonathan Farr-Weinfeld, B.S. (Maine), Help Desk

Specialist.-

Tina M. Finneran, B.S. (Cornell), M.A. (SUNY-Buffalo), Acting Manager of Education
and Research Consulting.
^ *

David Francis, B.A.

(Indiana), Senior Software Developer.

Officers
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ofAdministration

(.rant. B.A. (Middlebury). M.S. (Southern Maine). Educational Technology

.

Consultant

Haugea,

Juli G.

B.S.

New Hampshire). M.A.

I

Larrj L. Hughes, B.S. (Texas
Israel, B.A.

David N.

A&M).

(<

Jberlim.

).

Manager of the Help Desk.

S\ stems Architect and

Programmer

New Media Consultant.

(Wisconsin-Madison),

Laura Jackson. B A

(Leslej

M.A. (Lesley), Senior Database Analyst and

Programmer.

R

Ronald
Susan

Kay, B.A. (Syracuse), Senior Database Analyst and Programmer
Maine), Senior Database Analyst and Programmer

T. kello^», B.S. (Southern

William

kunitz, B.S. (Michigan State). Manager of Data Systems.

P.

Jason K. Lavoie, B.S.E.E. (Maine). Manager of Networking.

Mark I.eaman,
\dain

B.A. (Maine

Thaddeus

Mac\.

I.

Sarah Morgan, B

V Maine

B.

i.

I

Senior Software Developer.

(Colby), rechnical Purchasing Manager.

\

Nielsen. \.B. (California -Berkeley

I.

Sh;m>n

Webmaster.

Lord. Vcting Director of Information Services.

.1.

Mark

i.

>,

Senior Database Analyst and Programmer.

I'edersen, \.B. (Harvard Radeliffe), A.M., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Senior

I..

Database Analyst and Programmer.

Jason \1. Pelletier, A. AS. (Southern Maine Community College), A.A.S. (Southern
Maine Technical College), Help Desk Specialist
Michael Kou\, B.S. (Southern Mamei. Manager of Equipment Services.

Rebecca

1.

Owen

Smith, B A

B.

A

Sandttn, B

Jennifer K. Saow,

(Tufts),

MS. (New

.

\ B.

Deputy Chief Information Officer.

York University

MS

(Bowdoia),

I,

Senior Software Developer

LIS. (Simmons). Educational Research

Soasultant

(

sn/ann Stewart. B

KeviaW.

\

Iraw-rs. B

i

\

Westminster

(

ollege

I,

(

ommunications Manager.

(Southern Maine), Multimedia Designer.

nristopher Waltham. Systems Engineer.

(

William York,

\

(Central

\

Maine

Vocational technical College)* Help

l\\
I'aui.i

.1.

\oicnt,

(

i

\.b

I

si

Specialist

minis

(New Hampshire),

\

Desk

M

\

(New Yoifc

University),

M.B

\

nioi \ k e Presidenl foi Investments.
I

i

»

d<

n< k

ll.

\\ later berg,

B S (Fairleigh Dickinson),

ISI

I

«»h

ii

(

.

Holt.

\
i

Sm

ivu

i

"i>

I'.idma Mull, b

Univei
\

M

I

ndowmenl

Financial \nalysl

I'KOC.KWl

M

nion), Ph D
Iraduatt
heologu al
of Peradeniya), Program Directoi (Spring semester.)

tdolphus),
ity

I

\

it

I

I

V. Ph.D. '\ndiu.i University), Administrative Directoi
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LIBRARY
Sherrie S. Bergman, B.A. (Brooklyn College), M.S.

in L.S.

Joan Campbell, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.S.

(Simmons), Collections Librarian.

in L.I.S.

(Columbia), Librarian.

Karl Fattig, B.A., M.L.S. (Alabama), M.A. (North Carolina-Chapel

Hill),

System and

Digital Initiatives Librarian.

Carmen M.
Anne
Paul

Greenlee, M.S.

in L.S.

(Simmons), Instructional Media Services Librarian.

B. Haas, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.L.S. (Florida State), Art Librarian.

ML Hoffman,

B.A. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), M.S.

in L.I.S.

(Simmons), Assistant

Collections Librarian.

Virginia

W. Hopcroft, A.B. (Brown), M.L.S. (Long

Documents
Eugenia

P.

King, B.A. (Ricker), Administrative Assistant.

Richard H.

F.

Lindemann, A.B.

(Emory), Director, George

Mary

V.

Government

Island University),

Librarian.

J.

(Georgia), M.A., Ph.D. (University of Virginia), M.Libr.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections

Macul, B.A. (Mount Holyoke), M. L.I.S. (South Carolina), Catalog

& Archives.
Librarian.

Michael McDermott, B.A. (Hawai'i), M. L.I.S. (Simmons), Library Information
Technology Specialist.
Phyllis H.

McQuaide, B.A.

(Arizona), Circulation Supervisor.

Judith Reid Montgomery, A.B. (Valparaiso), M.L.S. (Kent
Caroline

P.

Moseley, B.S. (Oregon

State),

M.A. (New York

State), Associate Librarian.

University), Processing

Archivist.

Sue O'Dell, B.A. (Arkansas), M. L.I.S. (Oklahoma), Science

Leanne N. Pander, B.A. (Daemen), M.L.S. (Rhode
R. Carr Ross, B.A.

(New Hampshire), M.S.

in L.S.

Librarian.

Island), Public Services Librarian.

(Simmons), Research and

Web

Librarian.

Katherine A. Sasser, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.L.S. (SUNY), Reference Librarian.

Roberta B. Schwartz, B.A. (Boston University), M.S.

in L.I.S. (Pratt),

M.S.

(Northeastern University), Technical Services Manager.

Sydnae Morgan Steinhart,

B.S. (Lebanon Valley), M.L.S. (Pittsburgh),

Music

Librarian.

MUSEUM OF ART
Katy Kline, B.A., M.A.

(Oberlin), Director.

Suzanne K. Bergeron, A.B. (Mount Holyoke),

Assistant Director for Operations.

Alison Ferris, B.A. (North Carolina-Greensboro), M.A. (SUNY-Binghamton), Curator.

Kacy Karlen, A.B. (Bowdoin),
Laura Latman, A.B.

Curatorial Assistant.

(Colby), Registrar.

Elizabeth C. Nelson, B.A. (Middlebury), M.A. (Southern Maine),

Manager.

Museum Shop

Officers
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OFF-CAMPUS STUDY
Stephen A. Hall. B.A. (Corpus Christi College, Oxford). M.Phil. (Warburg
London University), M.A. (Princeton). Director.

Institute,

Melissa L. Quinby, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.S.Ed. (Northwestern). Assistant Director.

OUTING CLUB
D. Michael Woodruff. A.B. (Bowdoin). Director.

Laura

(Bowdoin). Assistant Director.

Jefferis, A.B.

Bree Simmons, B.A. (Da\ idson), Assistant Director.

PKARY MACMILLAN ARCTIC MUSEUM

AND ARCTIC STUDIES CENTER
Susan A. Kaplan, A.B. (Lake

Forest),

A.M.. Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr), Director.

Genevieve LeMoine, B.A. (Toronto). M.A.. Ph.D. (Calgai)

».

Curator Registrar.

David R. Masehino, B.F.A. (Alma College), Exhibits Coordinator.

Anne

A

K. Witty,

B. (Middlebury).

M.A. (Delaware).

Assistant Curator

PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
M. Levesqoe, Manager,

Claire
Scott

\.

President's House.

Meiklejohn. B a. (Colgate), Vice President

for Institutional

Advancement and

Assistant to the President

ft Ron Partridge, Jr., V.B. (Oberlin), M.S.W., M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Special Assistant
to the President for Multicultural

withia

(

Wonson, Executive

P,

Allans.

Secretar) to the President.

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR AND iNSllll nONAL RESEARCH
hiistim Brooks Cote, B

(

\l

\

Notre

i

I

taune

l,

I

(University of San Diego),

\

d

)

I

i

Western Michigan

I

>,

M.A.

(California

Riverside),

Hrector oi Institutional Research and

rai

Margaret

Y.

\llen. \

Resean

Institutiou.il

Bedard, B.S

luiit
I.iiik

«

I

.

BnM

B (Bowdoin), M.1

in (South Carolina), Assistant Director ol

h

K ene State), Vssociat

kett. B.S

ornell

[(

Vsso<

>,

hnkti
i

ii.iiiis(»m.

in.iiiin

i

i

\

is.i

I

.

B

i

Hnvsiiom),

Kendall,

V

M

Ed.M

tant

A H

rai

I

\|

I

II

Ho
ihi.x.k

I

I

(Harvard), Directoi

Bowdoin), \ssistanl Directoi

«.r .1.

Krica Ostermann,
I

\H

\. I'atilli,

trai

iat<

Kl s||)|
KirnlH-rlN

R

oi

Kre< toi "i Residential

Vssistant Director
>,

t

Residential

Ipemtiofl

M

I

I

ire

ire

of Residential Life
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SAFETY AND SECURITY
Randall T. Nichols, B.S. (Maine-Augusta), Director of Safety and

Michael W. Brown, B.A. (Southern Maine), Assistant Director

Louann K. Dustin-Hunter, Reserve

Certificate (Police

Security.

for Security Operations.

Academy), A.S. (Southern Maine

Technical), Assistant Director for Security Support Services.

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Timothy W.

Foster, A.B. (Dartmouth),

M.A. (North Carolina-Chapel

Hill),

Dean of

Student Affairs.

Margaret Hazlett, A.B.

M.Ed. (Harvard), Senior Associate Dean of Student

(Princeton),

Affairs.

Laura Kim Lee, B.A.

(Oberlin), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Assistant

Dean

of Student Affairs/International Student Advisor.

Beth Levesque, Administrative Assistant/Office Manager.

MaryBeth Mathews,

Mary

Patricia

B.S.,

M.S. (Southern Maine), Assistant Dean of

McMahon, A.B.

(Yale),

First- Year Students.

M.Sc. (London School of Economics), Associate

Dean/Dean of First-Year Students.
Wil Smith, A.B. (Bowdoin),

J.D. (Maine), Associate

Dean of Multicultural Student

Programs.

Denise A. Trimmer, B.S. (Kansas
Assistant to the

State),

Dean of Student

M.B.A. (Southern

New

Hampshire), Executive

Affairs.

STUDENT AID
Stephen H. Joyce, B.A. (Williams), Ed.M. (Harvard), Director of Student Aid.
Liz Jacobson-Carroll, A.B. (Mount Holyoke), M.Ed. (Lesley College), Manager of
Student Employment.

Gary Weaver, B.A. (Colby

College), M.A.,

M.B.A. (New Hampshire),

C.F.P., Associate

Director of Student Aid.

STUDENT LIFE AND SMITH UNION
Allen

W. Delong,

B.S. (Maine-Orono), M.Ed. (Vermont), Ph.D. (Ohio State), Director of

Student Life and the Smith Union.

Kathryn L. Bathras, A.B. (Bowdoin), Program Advisor/Student Activities Advisor.

Officers of Administration

TREASURERS OFFICE
S.

Catherine Longley. A.B. (Bowdoin). J.D. (Suffolk). Senior Vice President for Finance
and Administration & Treasurer.

\anc\ Osber Rlumherg, B.A. (Wellesley), M.B.A. (Stanford). Special Projects Analyst.

Arm

Dionne, B.A. (Franklin Pierce), Executive Assistant.

Susan \V Dye, B.A.

Megan

A. Hart,

(Bates). Property Manager.

B.A

.lames F. kelle\. B.S.

Richard

J.D. (Maine), Assistant to the Treasurer.

Joseph's). Procurement and Risk Manager.

(St.

A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Finance and

\\ ilson III,

'.

).

Ford, B.A. (Maine), Senior Budget Analyst.

I).

(

Delwin

Middlebur)

|

Campus Sen

ices.

UPWARD BOUND
BridgH

Mullen, B.A.. M.

I).

Ward, B.A.
Program Sen

\ irginia J. Fowfcfl

collimator o\

i

(College of the Atlantic). Director.

Phil.

(Colby). M.S.W. (Smith), Academic Counselor/
ices.

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
Meadow

M.A. (Maryland),

l)a\is. B.A. (Trinity),

Director.

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION EMERITI
Martha

Adams,

J.

Assistant Director of

Kent John Chahotar. B.A (St

Francis), M.P.A.. Ph.D. (Syracuse. Vice President For

Finance and Administration and

Robert Metvin Cross.
the

Margaret

I

t

( I

Moiin

Di.oiih
\

I

Orman
ii

Mines,

K 11

f

f

ii

in

((

lalifornia

I

Secretary of

os Angeles), Director of the

B (Wellesley), .Associate Direclorol Admissions

ol

\

.

M

(Cambridge),

I

I

1

M

\

I)

i

I

nglish Emeritus

(,uts( in

i.

r,

uratoi tci

HD

C

\

i

HI).

D.l

1

m

meritus.

(Wesleyan),

the College

and

(Academy of Certified Archivists),

bllec tions Emeriti

Purchasing
I

I

I''

(Pratt Institute),
(

Dm in
Johnson.

s

<

incnla

the( College Emeritus.

Wesleyan >,A.M, I'll D (Harvard),
(Bowdoin),
(Bates), President ol
B

I

B (Harvard),

ranger, B S (Boston University), C.P.A ,€ontrollei

H.D. (Colby),
I

\

Colby), President

ko\ (.reason,

Professoi ol

B (Bowdoin), A.M.

B (Princeton), A B

\

.ilk-ton.

(

James Packard

It

A.M. (Harvard), L.H.D. (Bowdoin),

!emer Emeritus.

(

dwarda,

I

Aiioin.

Vrthur

\

dison Dunlop.

I

Robert ft

H«

reasurer Emeritus.

B. (Bowdoin),

hippie Curtis.

\N

omputing

I

I

allege Emeritus.

(

Myron
(

\

Alumni Relations Fmcrita.

1

Manager Emeritus

rncrita
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Pamalee

J.

Labbe, Administrative Assistant

John Bright Ladley,

in the
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Department of Chemistry Emerita.

B.S. (Pittsburgh), M.L.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology), Public

Services Librarian Emeritus.

Elizabeth Kilbride Littlefield, Administrative Assistant

to the

Dean

for

Academic

Affairs

Emerita.

Betty Mathieson Masse, Assistant to the Treasurer Emerita.

Betty

Andrews McNary, Assistant

Director of Annual Giving Emerita.

Arthur Monke, A.B. (Gustavus Adolphus), M.S.

in L.S.

(Columbia), Librarian Emeritus.

Walter Henry Moulton, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Student Aid Emeritus.

Ann Semansco

Pierson, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Programs

in

Teaching and

Coordinator of Volunteer Services Emerita.

Judith Coffin Reindl, Administrative Assistant

to the

Vice President of Finance and

Administration Emerita.

Donna Glee

Sciascia, A.B. (Emporia),

M.A.

in L.S.

(Denver), Principal Cataloger

Emerita.

Richard E. Steele, A.B. (Harvard), M.A. (Vermont), Ph.D. (Wisconsin-Madison), Dean
of Admissions and Financial Aid Emeritus.

Kathryn Drusilla Fielding Stemper, A.B. (Connecticut

College), Secretary to the

President Emerita.

Lucie G. Teegarden, A.B. (College of

New

Rochelle),

A.M.

(Yale), Director of

Publications Emerita.

Harry K. Warren, A.B.

(Pennsylvania), Director of the Moulton Union, Director of

Career Counseling, and Secretary of the College Emeritus.

Katharine
College

J.

Watson, A.B. (Duke), A.M., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Director of the Bowdoin

Museum

of Art Emerita.

Barbara MacPhee Wyman, Supervisor of the Service Bureau Emerita.
Alice F. Yanok, Administrative Assistant to the

Dean of the College Emerita.

'

Committees of

the College

OF THE TRUSTEES*

2007-2008 COMMITTEES

Uadeniic WTairs Michele Ci. Cyr, Chair; Jeff D, Emerson, Marc B. Gamick, Dennis
Hutchinson, Ann H. Kenyon, Bans Mills. Henry T. Moniz, John S. Osterweis, Jane
Pinchin, Linda H. Roth. D. Ellen Shtiman, Alan R. Titus; Faculty

member

from Curriculum and Educational Policy Committee; Samuel B. Dinning
Wallin '08, alternate; Cristle Collins Judd, liaison

I

J.

L.

be elected

to

'09,

Michaela

officer.

and Financial Aid: Joan Benoit SanuicKon. Chair, Trac\ J. Burlock. Gerald
Chertavian, Laurie A. Hawkes, Dennis J. Hutchinson. William S. Janes. John R
McQuillan, Bans Mills. Henr\ T. Moni/. Tamaia A. Nikuradse. John S. Osterweis.
H Alien Ryan, Paula M. Wardynski; James J. Mullen,/acw//y; Sara A. Holb> '08,
Karanovsk) '10, alternate; William M. Shain, liaison officer.
Bozhidai

\dinissioiis

•

(

I.

Chapman

\udit Committee: William E.

John L McQuillan, D. Ellen Shuman;

II.

S.

Chair; Marc B. Gamick,

Ann

H. Kenyon,

Catherine Longlej and Matthew

P.

Orlando.

liaison officers.

Development and College Relations: David
Trac>

J

Burlock. Michael

S.

Wheeler. Chair; Deborah Jensen Barker.

P.

Car\. Leonard W. Cotton. Laurie A. Hawkes. Karen

Lazarus, James W. MacAllen, Barn Mills.
Hughes, William s. Janes. Michael
H Alien Ryan, Alan R. Titus. Robert L. White; Matthew W. Klingle, faculty; Gail
rson, alumni; William F. Donahoe '08, Helen \. Pu 10, alternate; William A.
I'.

I

'

ney, liaison offi

ampai^n Steering Committee: Deborah Jensen

(

Barker.

( 'o

Chapman H,
Chair; Paul B. Brountas*, David G. Brown, William
(
William
S.
Janes.
Donald
Stephen R iormlc>.
)ruckenmiller
R. Kurt/
1

I

R White.
Stanle) R

Chair, Robert

James W.
R Thornc

.

.

M. Small. Frederick C>.
Robert
Alan R TitUS, David P Wheeler. Barr\ \ Wish*, Donald M /uckerl
akm and Scon
Willkomm, alumni; Elizabeth I). )rhc and William A. Torrey,

Mac Mien.

Barr\ Mills, SCOW B

I'erper. Peter

.

I

:

(

I

I

liaison offi ers,

Subcommittee on Planned Giving Mai
mi. M.

R

n us.

I

Donald R Kurt/

faiTUCk,

Stephen

M

P.

Benner Brow ne, ( 'hair; David G.
lames W MacAllen. H Allen Ryan, Alan

ijane

Hyde and William A

.

I

[brrey, liaison offi ers.

Michele G Cyr, Stephen F
Kerr, James V* MacAllen, Barry Mills, Geoffrey C Rusack, Joan
Sheldon
\l stone. David P Wheeler; Subcommittee Chain invited:
oil Samuelson,
Manjane 1 Benner Browne, Michael S Cary, lamara \ Nikuradse. ilsoinvih
While.
Hutchinson. Robert
ineison. Dennis
borah Jensen Baikn. Kit I)

Executive

Peter

Small, Chair; William

1

Chapman

II,

l

I

I

tentative*
Neil, luinni

M.t

•*

/

r

tin
I

"

\udit
•

'

(

of

Nam
I

thi

ommitti

an\ ftOtUi

(
I

Justin

<

Kilt

I

)

i/r

I

Hentm, faculty; Bruce
ollins, alumni; Guillermo 1
Brooks OK; Richard \ Mcrscrcau, secretary.

i\

an

t

\

offn n>

membei

oj all standing

<

ommittet

r,

<

M

r<

epi
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Facilities

and Properties: Geoffrey C. Rusack, Chair; Leonard W. Cotton, Marc B.

Garnick, John A. Gibbons,

Jr.,

Bradford A. Hunter, Barry Mills, Scott B. Perper, Jane
P. Wheeler; Mark C. WethM, faculty; Michael S.

L. Pinchin, Linda H. Roth, David

Dooley

'10, Elizabeth L.

Cohen

Financial Planning: Stephen

A. Gibbons,

James

Jr.,

F.

'08, alternate; S. Catherine Longley, liaison officer.

Gormley, Chair; Tracy

Bradford A. Hunter, Barry Mills, Scott B. Perper, D. Ellen Shuman,
M. Wardynski; Suzanne B. Lovett, faculty;

Delwin C. Wilson,

Ugo W. Egbunike

'09, alternate; S. Catherine

James W. MacAllen, Barry
Stowe, Frederick G.

Hy man, parent;

L.

P.

Mills, D. Ellen

Thorne*, Robert

Paula Volent, liaison

Committee on Multicultural

F.

F.

Druckenmiller*, Stephen

Shuman, James
White; Deborah

'09, alternate;

Gormley,

E. Staley, Richard H.
S.

DeGraff, faculty; Edward

Affairs:

Tamara A. Nikuradse, Chair; Marijane

Benner Browne, Gerald C. Chertavian, Michele G. Cyr, Alvin D.

Kue

F.

officer.

Kerr, Barry Mills, Jane L. Pinchin; Linda

Christine L.

Longley and

liaison officers.

Investment: Sheldon M. Stone, Chair; Stanley

Special

Burlock, Jeff D. Emerson, John

E. Staley, Richard H. Stowe, Paula

Dustin D. Brooks '08,

S.

J.

J.

Hall,

Gregory E.

Docherty, faculty; Kerri-Lynn Foley '08,

Wil Smith and Steven Cornish, liaison

officers.

Student Affairs: Gregory E. Kerr, Chair; Gerald C. Chertavian, Karen T. Hughes,
Michael P. Lazarus, John F. McQuillan, Barry Mills, Geoffrey C. Rusack, Joan Benoit
Samuelson, Sheldon M. Stone, John J. Studzinski; Shelley M. Deane, faculty; Bruce
M. MacNeW, parent; Tony C. Thrower '09, Brooks S. Winner 10, alternate; Timothy
'

W.

Foster, liaison officer.

Committee on Trustees: James W. MacAllen, Chair; Deborah Jensen Barker, David G.
Brown, Marijane Benner Browne, Michael S. Cary, William E. Chapman II, Barry
Mills,

David

P.

Wheeler; Richard A. Mersereau and William A. Torrey, liaison

Subcommittee on Honors: John

J.

Studzinski, Chair; Michael S. Cary, Vice Chair;

Alvin D. Hall, Karen T. Hughes, Lisa A. McElaney, Barry Mills; Patsy
faculty; Scott A. Meiklejohn,

Amy

officers.

Minton, and John Cross, liaison

S.

Dickinson,

officers.

Additional Service:

Museum ofArt Executive Advisory

Council: David

P.

Becker*, Michele G. Cyr, Alvin

D. Hall, Lisa A. McElaney, Jane L. Pinchin, Linda H. Roth.

Information Technology Advisory Committee: Jeff D. Emerson, Chair; David G.

Brown, John A. Gibbons, Jr.; Paul E. Schaffner, faculty; Sean M. Marsh, Alumni
Council; Johannes H. Strom '09; Mitchel W. Davis, staff liaison.
Trustee Liaison to the Young Alumni Leadership

Program (YALP):

Bradford A. Hunter, Joan Benoit Samuelson.

Staff Liaison to the Trustees: Richard A. Mersereau

Secretary:

Anne W. Springer

Assistant Secretary: David R. Treadwell

College Counsel: Peter B. Webster

Jeff D.

Emerson,
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EMERITI
David
Paul

Museum

Becker

P.

Biountas

P.

Druekenmiller

Stanle>

F.

Donald

R. Kurtz

of Art Executive Advisory Council

Campaign

Steering

Campaign

Steering - Honorary Chair. Investment

Campaign

Steering.

Subcommittee on

Planned Giving

Ban}

N.

Campaign Steering - Honorary Chair, Investment

Thome

Frederick G.P.

Wish

Donald M. Zuckeil

Campaign

Steering - Honorary Chair

Campaign

Steering

ALUMNI COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
I )>

elopment and College Relations:

.

I

Hoard

ontmittee:

of Trustet v

Gail A. Berson

Nancy

E. Collins

Nancy

E. Collins

and Gail A. Berson

PARENT REPRESENTATIVES
Student Allans.

Hoard ofTrUSU

Bruce M. MacNeil. P'OO.

>

Edward

Investment

S.

Hyman.

"04.

US

P' 10

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES
Faculty to he elected Groin Curriculum

Academii Affairs

and Educational Policy Committee

Admissions ami Financial Aid

lopmeni and College Relations
I

onin.it l

>

Finam

ial

i

/,;/ (

Klingle

\Y.

Herrera

I

Wethli

Suzanne B

Planning

oveti

I

Deborah S DeGrafl

ommitt

on Midtn ultural Affairs
Student \ffau
Sith,

Matthew

MarkC

\

ttmeni
s/>,

Mullen

J.

GuiUermo

i

,nd Propertu

James

hhI.i

I.

Dochert)

Deane

Shelle) \i

\

ommittee on Honor

l

\

.

(

S

I

)u

ruillcrmo

I

knison
I

lerrera

and Varon

w

kiu

h
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
Academic

Samuel B. Dinning

Affairs

'09,

Michaela L. Wallin '08 (alternate)
Admissions and Financial Aid

Sara A. Holby '08,
t

Bozhidar

Development and College Relations

William

Karanovsky '10 (alternate)

I.

Donahoe

F.

'08,

Helen X. Pu '10 (alternate)
Executive Committee
Facilities

Dustin D. Brooks '08

and Properties

Michael

S.

Dooley

Elizabeth L.

Financial Planning

'10,

Cohen

'08 (alternate)

Dustin D. Brooks '08,

Ugo W. Egbunike

'09 (alternate)

Special Committee

on Multicultural Affairs

Kerri-Lynn Foley '08,
Christine L.

Kue

'09 (alternate)

Tony C. Thrower

Student Affairs

Brooks

Board of Trustees

S.

'09,

Winner '10

(alternate)

Dustin D. Brooks '08,

KathrynA. Solow'10

FACULTY COMMITTEES FOR 2007-08
TBD,

Faculty Parliamentarian

Scott MacEachern, Faculty

Deborah

S.

TBD,

Moderator

DeGraff, Clerk of the Faculty

(fall)

Clerk of the Faculty (spring)

FACULTY COMMITTEES
[Note:

Numbers

in

parentheses indicate the year in which the current term on an elected committee

ends.]

Appeals (Reappointment, Promotion and Tenure)
Joe Bandy (09), Aviva J. Briefel (10), Charles Dorn (10),
G. Naculich (09), and Jennifer R. Scanlon (10).

Anne

E.

McBride

(08),

Stephen

Committees of the College
\ppointmcnts. Promotion and Tenure

Mark
Ex officio:

Nathaniel T. Wheelwright (08), Chair (fall), David Collings (09), Chair (spring);
Battle (08), (Catherine Dauge-Rotfa (09),

and Louisa M. Slowiaczek

(08).

for Academic Affairs.

Dean

Governance

Man

K. Hunter (OS) Chair; Guillermo

MacEachem

iPPOINTED FACl

Herrera (09), Aaron W. Kiteh (09), Seott

and Stephen G. Perkinson

10),

t

E

1

(OMMITTEl

1)

(09).

\

\dministruti\e

The

President, (hair: the

Allans. Jorunn

J.

Dean of Student
DeCoster, Michael F. Palopoli, and Jean M.
Gascoigne 'OS and Kathryo A. Solow '10

Dean of Student

Buckley, Gregory

P.

Yarbrough. Undergraduates: Clark

S.

Affairs, an Associate Assistant

(alternate).

and

Vdmissiniis

James
Ol

J.

inane

I-

Mullen. Choir: the Dean of Admissions, Dean

Student Aid. Connie

Undergraduau

Curriculum and
The Dean
1

I

ult\

Stephen

Hairs

\

I

David

'.

I

m

ult\

Krista

(

Van

i

"10.

William Barker, James
Putnam. Jill S. Smith, and Allen

Affairs, Chair; the President.

McBrule. Samuel

I

Forbringet

'

P.

B. Dinning '08 and Michaels

I

.

I

Wallin 'OS.

10.

ohunitki
Academic
Gordon, and Susan A Kaplan

M

'hair; the

I

lean

^ Hon

Patriau, Hadlev

.iihI S<

Affairs,

foi

Elena

(

lueto

Asm. Dallas

Dean

tcademu
Stephen M Majen

h.

foi

Vffairs,

Susan E

Uternati

ik

I

Bell,

ancc

I

G

Gustavo
P

(

hoi. ii ships

imgarte,

<

hair, Sherric s

t

oi

Msall. and William C. Watterson.

\

Vleet, Chair; the Associate

llou ships

rhomi

Student Affairs, Director

Resources

n

I

(

(

E

ol

Holb) 'OS and Bozhidarl. Karanovsky

\

durational Pol ic

I

Naculich*<

(

Y Chiang, Madeleine

ndergraduates: Samuel

mate: Ken

k

Sara

Academic

for

Springer

I

r:

jinhotham. Anne

1

Aid

ial

•

i

Student Vffairs, and one
(llowshipe and Student

I

>

inn

itafl

i

>

Bergman,
i

membei
h

(

i

re and David
to

Mark
J

I

oster,

\. ui. .in

be appointed

/

\

Page Herrlinger,

Assistant

offu io

I

lean

Director of

luo
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First- Year

Seminar Committee

Pamela Ballinger, Chair; David K. Hecht, John
Matthew Stuart.

Lichter, Christian

Potholm, and

P.

Lectures and Concerts
Barbara Weiden Boyd, Chair; the Director of Student Life and the Smith Union, Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs, Songren Cui, Janet M. Martin, Thomas Pietraho, and

Hudson

'

10

Ex

Dean of Student
and David K. Thomson '08.

Vineet A. Shende.

officio:

Affairs.

Undergraduates: Sally

T.

Library

M. Franz, Elizabeth
Simon '09 and Jung Eun Song

Peter D. Lea, Chair; the College Librarian, Paola Boel, Michael

Muther, and Tricia Welsch. Undergraduates: Nicholas

I.

'10.

Off-Campus Study
Nancy

E. Riley, Chair; the Director of

Off-Campus Study, John M.

Fitzgerald, Arielle

Saiber, and Vyjayanthi R. Selinger. Undergraduates: Lindsay A. Enriquez '10 and

Nicole M. Willey '08. Ex

officio:

Associate Dean for Curriculum.

Recording
James W. McCalla, Chair; the Dean of Student
Affairs, Associate

Jonathan

P.

Dean

Toma. Undergraduates: Daniel
Alternate: Raya Z. Gabry '10.

Goldstein, and Laura

Emily M. Coffin

'08.

Affairs, Senior Associate

Dean of Student

for Curriculum, Registrar, Associate Registrar, Steven R. Cerf,
I.

F.

Brady '08 and

Research Oversight

Dean for Academic Affairs, Joanna L. Bosse,
Ramus, Doris A. Santoro Gomez, Lawrence H. Simon, and Ray S. Youmans,

Patsy S. Dickinson, Chair; the Associate

Seth

J.

D.V.M.

Student Affairs

The Dean of Student

Affairs, Chair; the Senior Associate

Dean of Student Affairs,

Director of Student Life and the Smith Union, Director of Athletics, an Assistant
Director of Athletics,

Mary Agnes

Edsall,

Gwyneth

Jones,

Raymond

Jennifer R. Scanlon. Undergraduates: Alicia C. Martinez '10,

C.

Thrower

'09,

and Brooks

S.

Winner

H. Miller, and

Dudney

Sylla '08,

'10.

Student Awards
Richard E. Morgan, Chair; Pamela M. Fletcher, Jane E. Knox-Voina, and Edward
Laine.

P.

Tony
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Teaching
S\ pliers, Chair; the Associate

A

Dale

Dean

for

Baldwin
Beane. Rachel Connelly, Joon-Suk

Academic

Academic Development, Rachel J.
Lee, Elizabeth A. Pritchard, and Mary Lou Zeeman
Chryssavgis "10 and Meaghan M. Maguire '08.
Program

\ 7

/

for

(fall).

Undergraduates: Julian

PROGRAM COMMITTEES

R DISCIPLINARY STUDIES

/

Affairs, Director of the

Africana Studies

David M. Gordon, Scott MacEachern, Dan J.
Moos, Elizabeth Muther, Patrick Rack and Jennifer R. Scanlon. Undergraduates: all

M. Coviello, Chair; G. Mark

Peter

Foster,

student majors.

\sian Studies

Shuqin Cm. Chair; Songren Cui. Lance L. P. Guo, John C. Holt, Belinda Kong. De-nin D.
Lee, Natsu Sato. Vyjayanthi Ratnam Selinger, and Kidder Smith, Jr. Undergraduate:

one

to be appointed.

Biochemistr\

A Logan,

Barr>
s

&

Page

Chair; Danielle

Richard

officio:

11.

I).

Dube. Bruce

1).

Kohorn. Anne

E.

McBnde. and David

Broene.

oastal Studies

(

Anne

Hensfaaw, Chair; Connie

s

M. Mahon, ami James

Lame. Peter

I)

I

ca.

DeWid

John

John. Susan

l.ichter.

Sarah

1

Mullen.

I

irlman,

and

I

l«

I

i

Wheelwright

1

.md Women's Studies
Pamela M Fletcher, Kriaten R Ohodaee, Jennifer Clarke
Mahon, and Doris A Santoro Gomez Ex officio taneGiffbrd

Sail

i

i

I

Bell, David Collings, Peter M Coviello, Pamela M
ChaU Susan
and G MarkFosta Undergraduate* two to be appointed

i

i

I

l

esbian Studies

Fletcher,

im

i

Briefel,

i

.(

l

1

nd Nathaniel

(spi

,.i\

Mark O. Battle, Connie ^ Chiang, Thomas Cornell,
ichter, Jill
Herrera, Matthew \^ Klingle, Michael J Kolster, John
ance van Sitten
Springer, David J Vail,
awren e M Simon, Ulen

lohn, Chair, foe Bandy,

fuillermo

(

<

P.

E. Herrera,

n\ irmiiiH utal Studies

Win

(

Chiang, Guillermo

Kaplan. Michael KoKtcr. Edward

\

I

V.

ippointed
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Latin American Studies
Enrique Yepes, Chair

(fall 2007), Allen Wells, Chair (spring 2008); Joe Bandy, Joanna
Nadia Celis, Elena Cueto-Asin, Gustavo Faveron-Patriau, Sarah Sarzynski,
Leslie C. Shaw, John H. Turner, Krista E. Van Vleet, Hanetha Vete-Congolo, Susan E.
Wegner, Eugenia S. Wheelwright, Nathaniel T. Wheelwright, and Carolyn Wolfenzon-

L. Bosse,

Niego.

Neuroscience
Patsy S. Dickinson, Chair; Hadley W. Horch, Bruce D. Kohorn, Suzanne B. Lovett, Seth
J.

Ramus, and Richmond R. Thompson.

GENERAL COLLEGE COMMITTEES
Academic Computing
P. Diaz, Steve Fisk, Seth A. Ovadia, and Adriana M. Palacio.
Undergraduate: Chair of the Student Computing Committee (Johannes H. Strom '09).
Ex officio: the Chief Information Officer, the College Librarian, the Deputy Chief

Paul Schaffner, Chair; Julian

Ann

Information Officer. Ex officio:

Athletic

C. Ostwald.

Review

Richard D. Broene.

Benefits Advisory

The Senior Vice President

Human

for Finance

and Administration

Resources, Assistant Director of

Human

& Treasurer, Chair; Director of

Resources, Jeanne L. Bamforth (10),

Margaret L. Hazlett (08), Martha Janeway (09), Kathleen
Stemmler, and Mark Wethli.

Bias Incident

The

P.

Lucas

(08), Elizabeth A.

Group

President, Chair; the

Dean of Student

Affairs, an Assistant

Dean of Student Affairs,

Director of Safety and Security, Director of the Counseling Service, Vice President
for

Communications and Public

Affairs, Assistant to the President, Peter

M.

Coviello,

S. Held, H. Roy Partridge, and Anne M. Peacock. Undergraduates: Clark
Gascoigne '08 and Kathryn A. Solow '10.

Barbara

Bowdoin Administrative

Staff Steering

S.

Committee

Kimberly A. Pacelli (09) Chair; Juli Haugen (08), Eileen S. Johnson (10), Sue O'Dell
(08), Keisha Payson (09), Lisa L. Rendall (10), and Denise A. Trimmer (09). Ex officio:

Tamara D. Spoerri and

the Assistant to the President.

1

(

unpos

(

onvmttees oj the

C oil

Safeij

Manager of Environmental Health and Safety, Chair; Kathryn L Bathras,
C'arr. Dan P. Davies, Jan Day, Mar) E. Deroers, Michele Gaillaid, Philip
\1 Hamilton. Phyllis McQuaide, Ned E. Osolin, Erica C. Ostermann, Kyle PowellRote.
MacDonald, Deborah A. Puhl, and Zoe

Mark

Fisher,

Timoth) M.

I.

luinital

(

Hygiene

The Director ot the ChemistT) Laboratories

k

(J.

Foster), Chair; Science Center

Bernier), the Director of Biolog) laboratories

(P.

Bryer), Michael

J.

Manager

Kolster (Art),

John Lichter (Environmental Studies), David Maschino (Arctic Museum), Karen A.
Topp Physics), and Joanne I'rquhart (Geolog) Ex officio; Manager of n\ ironmental
).

<

I

Health an J Satet> iM. Fisher).

nvironmentaJ Action Team

I

Mark

Fisher, Chair;

J.

Rene

L. Bernier,

Michele

(iaillard. DeW'itt John. Elizabeth H.

Palmer, Keisha Payson, Kyle Powell-MacDonald, Michael
•

I

utile,

manual

I

and Delwin

('.

'09.

Priorities

Suzanne

I

Ron\. Theodore R. Stam,

WiKon. Undergraduate: Steven A Kolberg

Ban) A
Ogan, Dominica S. o id Wood (09),
Ward. Undergraduai
Montgomery (08), and James

The Treasurer. Chair; Stephen Cole (0

Diistm

J.

B. Lovett, Judith R.

D

Brooks

'(IS

and

I

(

)).

I

I

I

W

fgo

I

-bunike *09 (alternate).

lommittec for student Complaints of Sex Discriminatioo or
Discrimination on the Basis of Physical or Mental Handicap

he

I

rrievance

(

The Dean foi Academic Vffairs, Chair; Shuqin Cui, Adam B. evy, Sarah
Uciha '08, Clark
and Jennifer Taback. Undergraduates: Kenneth N
'10.
*09
Lynzie \ McGregor
and Kathryn A. Sokw
I

I

Honor

(

Richard

1

S.

McMahon,
Gascoigne

ode J-Bonrd

D

Broene, Shelle)

Miisciiiii ol

\m

I

\((iiti\i

Museum

itt

M

Deane, Kristen Ghodsee, and John

\d\is(n\

(

kei

G

Michele
1

I

<

f\

Art. (hair, the

Paul

Dean tm \cademic
Vita

Pinchin, Davis
i

\ttaiis.

Director Of the \H

Program, fames Higginbotham, David

Friedland, Vlvin

\

Turnei

(Mimil

mi. Dircctoi oi the Visual

1

H

D

Hall, halley k

harrisburg, Lisa

R Robinson, and Linda H Roth Undergraduates
ft

and David

m

Zonana '09

I'

\
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Oversight Committee on Multicultural Affairs
Linda

J.

Docherty, Chair; the Treasurer, Vice Chair; the Dean for Academic Affairs,

Associate Dean for Curriculum, Dean of Student Affairs, Associate Dean for
Multicultural Student Programs, Belinda Kong, Patrick Rael, Carol Rogers (08) and
Victoria B. Wilson (09). Undergraduates: Kerri-Lynn Foley '08 and Christine L. Kue
'09 (alternate).

*

Oversight Committee on the Status of Women
Faculty: Susan L.

Tananbaum, Chair; Charlotte Daniels and Paul

Sarvis. Administrative

Martha B. Black (09) and Alison Ferris (08). Support Staff: Genevieve A.
Creedon (09) and Carol A. Durak (08). Undergraduates: Kenneth N. L. Akiha '08 and
Lynzie A. McGregor '09. Ex officio: Director of the Women's Resource Center and
Staff;

Director of

Human

Resources.

Radiation Safety

Richmond

R.

Thompson, Chair;

the

Manager of Environmental Health and

Safety,

Ronald

L. Christensen, Peter D. Lea, Stephen G. Naculich, and William L. Steinhart. Staff:

Judith Foster (Chemistry).

Sexual Misconduct Board
Bruce D. Kohorn, Marilyn Reizbaum, and designate of the Dean of Student Affairs.
Administrative Staff: Liz Jacobson-Carroll (08) and Michael R. Tucker (09). Support

Lynne P. Atkinson (09) and Anne Schaff (08). Undergraduates: Katherine E.
Buckland '08 and Akira A. Shishido '08. Alternates: Emily W. Baird '09 and Matthew
C. Smith '09.
Staff:

Support Staff Advocacy Committee

M. Hill (08), Co-Chair; Rosemary Armstrong (08), Stella Crooker (09), Marjorie P.
DeVece (08), Staci E. Lemont (09), Joyce Mayer (09), Lauren P. Sweetman (09), and
Dawn Toth (08). Ex officio: Tamara D. Spoerri.

Leslie

Workplace Advisors
Hyde, Leanne N. Pander, H. Roy Partridge, Karen
Small, Donna M. Trout, and Doris White.

Stephen

P.

L. Schneider,

Delmar D.

TRUSTEE COMMITTEES
Representatives to the Trustees

Guillermo E. Herrera and Aaron W. Kitch. Undergraduates: Diistin D. Brooks '08 and
Kathryn A. Solow '10. Alumni Council: Gail A. Berson '75 and Nancy E. Collins '76.
Parents Executive Committee: Bruce M. MacNeil P'00, P'04, P'08.

-

Committees of the College

J54

tcademk

Affairs

be elected from Currieulum and Educational Policy Committee.
ndergraduates: Samuel B. Dinning '09 and Michaela L. Wallin '08 (attentate).

member

Faculty
I

to

xdmissions and Financial Aid

James

Mullen. Undergraduates: Sara A. Holby '08 and Bozhidar

J.

I.

Karanovsky '10

(alternate).

Development and College Relations
Matthew W. Klingle. Alumni Council: Gail A. Berson
Donahoe '08 and Helen \. Pu 10 (alternate).

Undergraduates: William

'75.

F.

*

Representatives

to the

Executive Committee

Guillermo H. Herrera. Alumni Council: Nancy E. Collins '76. Undergraduate: Dustin D.
Brooks OS. Parents Executive Committee: Bruce M. MacNeil P'00, P'04. P'08.

and Properties

-acilities

I

Mark

Wethli.

I

ndergraduates: Michael

S.

Dooley '10 and Elizabeth

L.

Cohen

'08

(alternate).

manual Planning

i

Suzanne

B.

Lovett Undergraduates: Dustin

I).

Brooks '08 and

UgoW. Egbunike

'09

(alternate).

Information lechnologj Advisory Committee
Paul

Schaftner. Undergraduate: fohannes H. Strom 'o

l

i

>.

Investment
I)

borah

Special
I

in.i..

i

S.

DeOrafl

ommittee on Multu ultui

(

Dochert)

I

al

\

Hairs

ndergraduates: Kern Lynn Pole) '08 arid Christine

1

Kue

(>

l

>

(alu

Student VfTairs

SneUeyJM D me Undergraduate* IbnyC rhrower '09 and Brooks S WinnerMO
Bruce M. MacNeil P*00, P'04 t P*08.
ttivt Committee
(alternate} Parent
I

Subcommittee on Honors
Pit

.

s

i

>i

|

in son

ubconunittee ol the Committee on Hrustees)

.

Bowdoin College Alumni Council
2007-2008

Nancy

E. Collins, A.B. (Bowdoin). President.

Term

expires 2008.

Adrian L. Asherman, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2009.
Gail A. Berson, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Emerson). President-Elect. Term expires 2010.

Paul A. Berte,

Jr.,

A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Columbia), M.B.A. (Columbia). Term expires

2011.

Bruce R. Bockmann, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Term expires 2008.
Roswell M. Bond, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.

Kathleen Greene Brower, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2010.

Michael R. Brown, A.B. (Bowdoin), L.L.B. (Columbia). Term expires 2011.

Andrew
John

C.

Cowen, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A.

P. Dennis, A.B.

W. Keith

(Pennsylvania).

Term

expires 2009.

(Bowdoin), J.D. (Boston University). Term expires 2009.

Engel, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (McGill). Term expires 2009.

Douglas M. Henry, A.B. (Bowdoin),

J.D. (Cornell).

Joseph M. Herlihy, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.

Term

expires 201

1.

Term

(Yale), J.D. (Boston University).

ex-

pires 2011.

Margaret

E. Heymsfeld, A.B. (Bowdoin).

Term

expires 201

1

Brett A. Hodess, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.S. (Columbia), M.B.A. (California-Berkeley). Term
expires 2008.

Janet Mulcahy Kane, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (Southern Connecticut

State).

Term

expires

2011.

Robert

F.

Romelia
Elsa

Lakin, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Boston University). Term expires 2008.

S.

Leach, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Fordham). Term expires 2010.

Lee, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (Utah). Term expires 2010.

J.

Megan

Lim, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2009.

E.

Sean M. Marsh, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.

David T. McDowell, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Ed. (Harvard), M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan). Term
expires 2010.

Mary Lee
Term
Abigail

John

Moseley, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (Massachusetts-Boston), J.D. (Washington).

expires 2010.

Marr Psyhogeos, A.B.

(Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.

F. Reilly, A.B. (Bowdoin),

M.S. (Johns Hopkins). Term expires 2008.

Julian G. Rios, A.B. (Bowdoin College). Term expires 2011.

Michelle A. Ryan, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.
Staci Williams Seeley, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.T. (Brown).

Term

expires 2009.

Steven R. Siegel, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (New York University). Term expires 2009.

James

S.

Small, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2010.
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Daniel B. Spears.

Melissa
\\

\

Calif

\

Thomas

laosey,

Thomas,

idgefj

V

B.

I

Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.

\ B.

Jr.,

I

Bow Join). Term

AH.

I

Bowdoin). Term expires 2010.

Iran. A.B. (Bowdoin).

Walsh.

I

Jr..

expires 2010.

Term

expires 2008.

A.B. (Bowdoin). M.A.L.S. (Dartmouth). Term expires 201

1.

\ndrew C Wheeler. A.B. Bowdoin). Term expires 2009.
(

stall Representatives:

l

rk r Foushee, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Southern Methodist). Executive Director of
Alumni Relations and Annual

Rodk

Lloyd,

William

V

\ B.

I

Bowdoin

Torre\. A.B.

i.

(

ing

Associate Director of Alumni Relations

M.S.Ed

.

ii\

(Bucknell), Senior Vice President for Planning and

Administration and Chief Development Officer.
I

aeult) Representative:

TBD

Student Representatives:

Two

student representatives

TBD, Aisha

A.

Woodward

'08

APPENDIX

I

Prizes and Distinctions
Catalogue are endowed prizes and distinctions or, in a few cases,
annually funded departmental or academic program awards. In addition, there are numerous

Awards

listed in the

and prizes from other organizations that are given annually
or frequently to students who meet the criteria for distinction. Each year, awards received
are listed in the Commencement Program, the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Program,
and the Honors Day Program.

fellowships, national awards,

was established as a memorial to William John Curtis 1875,
LL.D. 13, by his wife and children. The prize, four-fifths of the total income not to exceed
$10,000, is to be awarded "once in each five years to the graduate or former member of the
College, or member of its faculty at the time of the award, who shall have made during the
period the most distinctive contribution in any field of human endeavor. The prize shall only
be awarded to one who shall, in the judgment of the committee of award, be recognized
as having won national and not merely local distinction, or who, in the judgment of the

The Bowdoin

Prize: This fund

'

committee,

is

fairly entitled to

be so recognized." (1928)

award was made in 1933 and the most recent in 2005. The recipients in 1990
were Professors Dana W. Mayo and Samuel S. Butcher. The award was presented in 1995
to Senator George J. Mitchell '54, and in 2000 to former Secretary of Defense William S.
Cohen '62. In May 2005, the Bowdoin Prize was presented to Thomas R. Pickering '53, who

The

first

holds the personal rank of career ambassador, the highest designation in the U.S. Foreign
Service, and

1989

who

served as U.S. ambassador and representative to the United Nations from

to 1992.

The Preservation of Freedom Fund: Gordon S. Hargraves

'

1

9 established this fund to stimulate

understanding and appreciation of the rights and freedoms of the individual, guaranteed under

The prize is to be awarded to a student, member of the
faculty, or group of Bowdoin alumni making an outstanding contribution to the understanding
and advancement of human freedoms and the duty of the individual to protect and strengthen
the Constitution of the United States.

these freedoms at

all

times. (1988)

award was made in 1988 to William B. Whiteside, Frank Munsey Professor of
History Emeritus. The most recent recipient of the award, in 2003, was Christopher R. Hill
'74, Assistant United States Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs; former
Ambassador to the Republic of Korea, Poland, and Macedonia; former director for Southeast
European Affairs at the National Security Council; special envoy for the Kosovo crisis; and

The

first

distinguished career diplomat and peace negotiator.

The Common Good Award: Established on the occasion of the Bicentennial, the Common Good
Award honors those alumni who have demonstrated an extraordinary, profound, and sustained
commitment to the common good, in the interest of society, with conspicuous disregard for
personal gain in wealth or status. Seven Common Good Awards were presented during the
bicentennial year and one or two awards are presented each year at Reunion Convocation.
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PRIZES IN GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
Abraxas Award: An engraved pewter plate is awarded to the school sending two or more
graduates to the College, w hose representatives maintain the highest standing during their firsl
year.

This award was established by the Abraxas Society, a

was active from 1893

until

The award

c

)22.

l

Bowdoin junior class society that
now given by Bowdoin College. (1915)

is

Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars (Dean's
recognition to undergraduates

named

honor of the

in

1941. the da\

now

Sarah and James Bowdoin Da\ accords

distinguished themselves

earliest patron of the College.

also honors

and contributions

interest in

who have

List):

James Bowdoin's

The

to the College.

in

scholarship. Originally

James Bowdoin

wife, Sarah

111.

and

instituted in

Bowdoin Dearborn,

for her

exercises consist of the announcement of

awards, the presentation of books, a response by an undergraduate, and an address

The Sarah and James Bowdoin scholarships, carrying no stipend, arc awarded
fall on the basis o\ work completed the previous academic year. The award is given

in the

to the

all eligible students with the highest grade point average (GPA). Eligible
w
ho completed the equivalent of eight full-credit Bowdoin courses during
students are those
the academic year, si\ credits of which were graded and seven credits of which were graded

twent) percent of

or non-elective Credit

maximum

or the equivalent, a

ma\ be

other words,

I) hail. In

the eight required full-credit courses

of two credits mas be taken Credit/D/Fail. but onl\ one credit
chose to take Credit I) Fail. Grades for courses taken in

for a courseisi the student

on the College's
computing GPA. consult the section on General Honors on page 36.

excess of eight credits are included

method
\

among

for

hook, bearing

a replica ot the earls

Bowdoin Collection

who earned

a

in

GPA

in

of

the library,

is

the

GPA. lor

further information

to distinguish the James
James
Bowdoin scholar
e\er\ Sarah and

College bookplate serving

presented to

4.(H).

Brooks-Nixon Prize fund: The annual income of a fund established h\ Percy Willis
Brooks 890 and Mar\ Marshall Brooks is awarded each year as a prize to the best Bowdoin
I

candidate tor selection as a Rhodes seholar.
l)<»o>rh\

1975)

Haythorn Collins Award. This award, given

her famil) to the Societ) ot

Bowdoin Women,

and general excellence

used

is

to

b\ Doroth) Haythorn Collins and
honor a student "who has achieved

or her chosen major*

1

end of the junior year
h year the society selects a department from the sciences, social studies, and or humanities
he Beta led departments choose a student to honor b\ purchasing books ami placing then
identic

I

(

With a nameplate
merit

«.t

'

in

in his

the department hbiai\

I

at

the

he students also iecei\e a book and certificate

194

Kappa Prize Fund: rhis fund was established b) Mis Maud
ioodw in in nkinors ot hei husband. Almon ioodw in 862. he annual income is
anted t<> a membei «>i Phi Bets Kappa chosen b) vote ol the Board of Trustees ol the
xtwin Phi Beta

\\ ilder

(

(

(

:he

<•:

end

ol the re< ipient's junioi yeai

'./.

in

memOT)
i

ot her

prigs to that

matrk
siuh

membei

<

PCOTgC

Wood Mi

graduating

of the

illation scholarship, shall

rec ipienti

within the

<.

lass

1

1950)

i

\Mhiii

lass

I

1906)

rhis fund was bequeathed

{rthur Prize

husband.

I

I

I

89

by Almira

;
I

he annual

who. coming

have attained the

1

M<

Arthur, of Saco,

meome

is

awarded

Bowdoin as the recipient
highest academu standing amo
to

Prizes
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Phi Beta Kappa: The Phi Beta Kappa Society, national honorary fraternity for the
recognition and promotion of scholarship, was founded at the College of William and Mary
in

1776.

founded

The Bowdoin chapter (Alpha of Maine),

the sixth in order of establishment,

was

based primarily on scholarly achievement, and consideration
is given to the student's entire college record. Students who have studied away are expected
to have a total academic record, as wejl as a Bowdoin record, that meets the standards for
in 1825. Election is

Nominations are made three times a year, usually in September, February, and May.
The total number of students selected in any year does not normally exceed ten percent of the
number graduating in May. Students elected to Phi Beta Kappa are expected to be persons
of integrity and good moral character. Candidates must have completed at least twenty-four
election.

semester courses of college work, including

at least

sixteen courses at

Bowdoin.

Leonard A. Pierce Memorial Prize: This prize, established by friends and associates of
Leonard A. Pierce 1905, A.M. H'30, LL.D. '55, is awarded annually to that member of the
graduating class

who

is

continuing his or her education

in

an accredited law school and

attained the highest scholastic average during his or her years in college.
recipient

upon enrollment

in

It is

who

paid to the

law school. (1960)

COMMENCEMENT PRIZES
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Prize: Established by DeAlva Stanwood Alexander 1870,
A.M. 1873, LL.D. 1907, this fund furnishes two prizes for excellence in select declamation.
(1906)
Class of 1868 Prize: Contributed by the Class of 1 868,

and spoken oration by a member of the senior

class.

this prize is

awarded

for a written

(1868)

Goodwin Commencement Prize: Established by the Reverend Daniel Raynes Goodwin
1832, A.M. 1835, D.D. 1853, the prize is awarded for a written or oral presentation at
Commencement. ( 882)
1

DEPARTMENTAL PRIZES
Africana Studies

Lennox Foundation Book Prize: This fund was established by the Lennox Foundation and
An appropriate book is awarded to a student graduating in Africana

Jeffrey C. Norris '86.
studies. (1990)

Art History and Visual Arts

Anne Bartlett Lewis Memorial Fund: This fund was established by Anne Bartlett Lewis's
husband, Henry Lewis, and her children, William H. Hannaford, David Hannaford, and Anne
D. Hannaford. The annual income of the fund is used for demonstrations of excellence in
art history and creative visual arts by two students enrolled as majors in the Department of
Art. (1981)

Art History Junior-Year Prize: This prize, funded annually by a donor wishing to remain
is awarded to those students judged by the Department of Art to have achieved

anonymous,

the highest distinction in the major

junior year. (1979)

program

in art history

and criticism

at the

end of the

Prizes

and Distinctions

Art Historx Senior-Year Prize: This prize, established b) a donor wishing to remain

one or more graduating seniors judged b\ the Department of Art
c
)S2)
have achieved the highest distinction in the major in art history and criticism,

anonymous,
to

is

awarded

to

(

A prize

l

aw aided annuall) to those students w ho,
in the judgment of the studio art faculty, are deemed to have produced the most creative,
perceptive, proficient, and visually appealing art work exhibited at the College during the
Richard P. Mattel.

academic

year.

Memorial Fund:

Jr.,

is

199

I

Biochemistr\

John

Biochemistry: This award, which was established
Howland. Josiafa Little Professor of Natural Sciences and Professor

Howland Book .Ward

L.

in

in

o\

John
and
BiochemistT) Emeritus and a member of the Bowdoin faculty from 1963 to
Biolog)
12, who founded the Biochemistr) Program at Bowdoin in 1971, is given each year to a
student who has achieved academic and general excellence m the biochemist!) program at

honor

ot

I

.

the c\k\ of the junior year. (2005)

Biolog
Copeland-Gross Biology Prize: This prize, named in honor o( Manton Copeland and
Alfred Otto Gross, Sc D. '52, both former Josiafa Little Professors o\ Natural Science, is
awarded to that graduating senior who has best exempli lied the idea of a liberal education
during the major program

and Harriet

•aid

in

biology.

Macomber in
members ot their

Robert

\

Das

Zottoli '60,

1972)

Maconthcr Prize

S.

and Mrs Donald
education n\

1

Biology: This fund was established b) Dr.

in

main contributions

appreciation for the
family, David H.

\Licomber.

id II.

Jr.

Macomber

*67.

Steven

o\

'39, Peter B.
J.

Bowdoin

the

in

Macomber

'47.

Zottoli '69, and Michael C.

income ot the hind is to be awarded annuall) as a prize to the outstanding
student or students in the Department o\ Biology. If. m the opinion ol the department, in an)
given year there is no student deemed worths ol this award, the award ma> be withheld and
the income tor that year added to the principal ot the fund 1967)

Macomber

'73. The

<

lames Malcolm Moulton Prize //; Biology: This fund was established b\ former students
and other triends in honoi ol lames Malcolm Moulton. former ( feOTge Lincoln Skolticld.
fessoi ol Biology, to pro\ ide a

book prize

to

be awarded annuall) to the outstanding

junior majoring in biology, as judged D) scholarship and interest in biology- Al the discretion
ot the
in a

(

I

department

given scar

i

Biology, this award ma\ be

ol

made

to

more than one student

l

lniuisti\

Samuel KamerUng {ward: This award, established b)

tin-

Departmeni

ol

Samuel Kamerling, rw ognizes mil) exceptional work
mistr) laborator) program

iiioiiHi

Philip Wesson

Wt
1

1

.

mulate interest

<>
is

in

>

awarded
<

rhii prize, established in

Fund
to

junioi

.«

hemistr)

unpbeii

1

i

194
ins

1

(

Bowdoin beyond

the normal

;u

uilcmii

memor)

ol

Chemistr)
in

the

is

in

organk

Professoi

hemistr) oi bia hemistr) majoi and

Philip

intended

>

honoi <>i Professoi William
has pro\ ided len i< e and iupportto< hemistr)

award, established

hemistry major who
.it

or to none

>X4i

(

program

in
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Classics

Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin Prize: This prize, established in honor of her uncle,
Hannibal Hamlin Emery 874, by Persis E. Mason, is awarded to a member of the junior or
1

senior class for proficiency in Latin. (1922)

Nathan Goold Prize: This prize, established by Abba Goold Woolson, of Portland, in
s awarded to that member of the senior class who has, throughout
the college course, attained the highest standing in Greek and Latin studies. (1922)

memory of her grandfather,

i

Greek Prize .This prize, given by Jotham Bradbury Sewall 1848, S.T.D. 1902,
formerly professor of Greek at the College, is awarded to the member of the sophomore class
J.

who
J.

B. Sewall

sustains the best examination in Greek. (1879)
B. Sewall Latin Prize: This prize, also given

member of the sophomore

class

who

by Professor Sewall,

is

awarded

to the

sustains the best examination in Latin. (1879)

Computer Science
Computer Science Senior-Year Prize: This prize is awarded to a senior or seniors judged
by the Department of Computer Science to have achieved the highest distinction in the major
program in computer science.

Economics

in

Paul H. Douglas Prize: This prize, awarded by the Department of Economics each spring
honor of Paul H. Douglas '13, a respected labor economist and United States Senator,

who show

outstanding promise

Political

Economy

Prize: This prize, established by Crosby Stuart Noyes,

awarded

to the best scholar in political

recognizes juniors

Noyes

HI 887,

is

in

scholarship in economics.

A.M.

economy. (1897)

English
Philip

Henry Brown Prizes: Two

from the annual income of a fund established
in memory of Philip Henry Brown 1851, A.M.
members of the senior class for excellence in extemporaneous English
prizes

by Philip Greely Brown 1877, A.M. 1892,
1

854, are offered to

composition. (1874)

Hawthorne Prize: The income of a fund given
'15, Litt.D. '30, Pierce Professor

Hawthorne

Prize,

of Literature,

memory of Robert Peter Tristram Coffin
and in memory of the original founders of the
in

Nora Archibald Smith and Kate Douglas Wiggin,

each year to the author of the best short story. This competition
sophomore, junior, and senior classes. (1903)
Nathalie Walker Llewellyn

named
who,

for the

in the

widow of

is

Litt.D. 1904, is

open

to

awarded

members of the

Commencement Poetry Prize: This prize, established by and
Andrew Walker '31, is awarded to the Bowdoin student

Dr. Paul

opinion of the Department of English, shall have submitted the best work of

original poetry.

The

prize

may

take the form of an engraved medal, an appropriate book, or

a cash award. (1990)

Stanley

Plummer

Prizes:

The annual income of a fund

established by Stanley

867 is awarded to the two outstanding students in English
second prizes are awarded in a two-to-one ratio. (1919)
1

Plummer

first-year seminars. First

and

Poetry Prize: The annual income of a fund established by Gian Raoul d'Este-Palmieri
'26 is given annually for the best poem written by an undergraduate. (1926)

II

1

and

Prizes
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Pray English Prize: A prize given b\

the service of his country,

is

\ !

(

awarded

is

who

lost his life in

member

to a

of the first-year class tor

\

1

902

ear for the best short story

i

rtram Louis Smith,

memor)

17.

'

A prize, established by John Hudson Sinkinson

written b\ a
Ht

awarded

group of alumni of the Bowdoin

memorx of his wife, Mary Burnett Sinkinson. is awarded each
member of the junior or senior class, 1961)

in

is

1795)

H. Sinkinson Short Story Prize:

try

S44

1

undergraduate writing the best poem. (1919)

to the

pri/e

English composition.

prize, given b\ a

memory of Forbes Rickard.Jr.

in

awarded

David Sew all Premium: This

m

A

Poetry Prize:

Jr..

chapter of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity

excellence

Thomas Jefferson Worcester Pra\

English literature and original English composition. (1889)

to the best scholar in

Richard,

Dr.

Distinctions

Jr.,

Prize:

of Bertram Louis Smith.

The annual income of a fund established by

his father in

of the Class of 1903. to encourage excellence of work

Jr.,

is awarded b\ the department to a member of the junior class who has
two
completed
years work in English literature. Ordinarily, the pri/e is given to a student
majoring in English, and performance of major work as well as record in courses is taken

English literature

in

1

into consideration.

I

(

1925)

in ironmental Studies

Award

identic

who

Environmental Studies: This prize

in

m

has achieved outstanding academic distinction

is

the

awarded

to a

graduating senior

completion of the environmental

studies coordinate major.

ommunity Service Award in Environmental Studies This

(

Student majoring

in

who

environmental studies

prize

is

aw aided

graduating

to a

has demonstrated exemplar) service to the

nllege and the broader community.

(

rtOiOgJ

(

Hook Award:

>logy

from each

thui

given annual]) to one

is

to the class

first

Hussc\

II.

or second-year student

performance including

project

Hussey II Prize in Geology

\4.
i

award

the introductory geolog) courses for exceptional class

<>t

uve contributions
\i

Tins

l

ins prize, established b> Ins colleagues in

professor of geology,

is

awarded annual

I

\

honor

for an outstanding research

project b) a scnioi majoring in geology, with preference fot field projects undertaken in

Maine

he award recognizes Professor Musses

I

\

lasting contributions to the

l

department

ol

notabl) hisabilit) to inspire students through geological field work. (2000)

<

-i

man

i

I

hi

German ConSUlOJ
insulate,

in

I'n.i

in

whom

from

itenir\ hilt

i

/»/>

tdtion

:

skills

iii

literal) interpretation

The Old Broad Be
st.ihi

'09,
•

l

in

Pi

-

1

rial

Rl

t<>

ho

in

his prize

was

initiated b\

<

toman majoi who wins

••

book

income of the fund

the

prize,

rhe prize

competition requiring superior

19

Reading German
(hen is awarded

["he

income from a fund given b)

to students

who,

in

the judgment

laspei
ol the

iallyfiomu^ir instruction in German rhe fund was established

have profit

as a In

1

I

the winnei receives a certificate ol merit and a

addition to a small financial prize to be awarded From the

annuall) to the lenioi

i

I

those

rememl

ind unre

membcred

founded

in th

|ut*>ro

l
i

\

H

men and women bom the
Oerman settlement in

the lust
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Government and Legal Studies
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize Fund: This fund was established by William Jennings Bryan
from trust funds of the estate of Philo Sherman Bennett, of New Haven, Connecticut. The

income

is

used for a prize for the best essay discussing the principles of free government.
is open to seniors. (1905)

Competition

Jefferson Davis Award:

A prize

consisting of the annual income of a fund

is

awarded

to

the student excelling in constitutional law or government. (1973)

History

Samuel and Rose A. Bernstein Prize for Excellence in the Study of European History:
is awarded annually to that student who has achieved
excellence in the study of European history. (1989)
Dr.

This prize, given by Roger K. Berle '64,

James E. Bland History Prize: The income of a fund established by colleagues and friends
of James E. Bland, a member of Bowdoin's Department of History from 1969 to 1974, is
awarded to the Bowdoin undergraduate, chosen by the history department, who has presented
the best history honors project not recognized by any other prize at the College. (1989)

Class of 1875 Prize in American History: A prize established by William John Curtis
1875, LL.D. '13, is awarded to the student who writes the best essay and passes the best

examination on some assigned subject

in

American

history.

(1901)

Sherman David Spector of the Class of 1950 Award in History: Established by Sherman
David Spector '50, this award is made to a graduating senior history major who has attained
the highest cumulative average in his/her history courses, or to the highest-ranking senior

engaged

in writing

an honors paper or a research essay

in history.

(1995)

Latin American Studies
Latin American Studies Prize: This prize
studies major

who,

in the

is awarded to a graduating Latin American
judgment of the Latin American Studies Committee, has achieved

academic distinction and has contributed

to an understanding of the region.

Mathematics

Edward Sanford Hammond Mathematics

A book is

awarded on recommendation
is completing a major in
Any balance of the income from the fund may be used to
Prize:

of the Department of Mathematics to a graduating senior

who

mathematics with distinction.
purchase books for the department. The prize honors the memory of Edward S. Hammond,
for many years Wing Professor of Mathematics, and was established by his former students
at the

time of his retirement. (1963)

Smyth Mathematical Prize: This prize, established by Henry Jewett Furber 1861 in honor
of Professor William Smyth, is given to that student in each sophomore class who obtains the
highest grades in mathematics courses during the first two years. The prize is awarded by the
faculty of the Department of Mathematics, which will take into consideration both the number
of mathematics courses taken and the level of difficulty of those courses in determining the
recipient. The successful candidate receives one-third of the prize at the time the award is

made. The remaining two-thirds is paid to him or her in installments at the close of each
term during junior and senior years. If a vacancy occurs during those years, the income of
the prize goes to the member of the winner's class who has been designated as the alternate
recipient

by the department. (1876)
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Music
nhell Burnett Music Prize: This prize, established b\ Mis. Rebecca P. Bradley in
memor\ of Mrs. Sue \\ inchell Burnett, is awarded upon recommendation of the Department
ol Music to that member of the senior class who has majored in music and has made the most
music while

significant contribution to

significant contribution, the prize will

Bowdoin. If two students make an equall)
be divided equall) between them. 1963)

a student at

(

Natural Science

Kimball Prize: This

finer Increast

1891,

1)

Si

is

awarded

and originalit)

ability

in

to that

prize, established b\

member

ot the senior class

the field of the Natural Sciences.'*

Sumner

Increase Kimball

who

"shown

has

the most

1923)

|

N hi rose ie nee

Hunno Neuroscience

Prize: This prize, established by David

by a student majoring

tor excellence in research

in

W. Munno

'99,

is

awarded

neuroscience. (2000)

Phflomphj
Cununings Philosophy Prize: This prize, established b\ Gerard L Dube* '55
in memor\ of his friend and classmate, is awarded to the most deserving student in the
Department oi Philosophy 1984)
Philip

\\.

<

Physka
Edwin Herbert Hull Prize in Physics Fund: The annual income o\ this fund, named in
honor..! Edwin Herbert Hall 1X75. A.M. 1878, LL.D. 1905, the discoverer of the Hall effect,
is awarded each year to the best sophomore scholar in the field o\ physics.
I9S3)
I

Soei C. little
ittle

I

is

'17, Si

awarded

physics

'67,

l>

(

in

Experimental Physics: This

prize,

named

in

honor of Noel

('.

professor of physics and Josiah Little Professor of Natural Science.

graduating senior

a

t«>

/'//.

who

has distinguished himself or herself

in

experimental

19(

1

Ps\i holo^s
/>>,/,/

Memorial Prize Fund: This prize, established in memor) oi
^matutz '85 by members of his family, is awarded to a graduating senior who

p. ,

Petei

\m\tnt:

i

has achieved distinction a- a psychology major

<

1986)

K< lijion

\chorn Prize Fund,

V

horn

tirst

war
i

awarded as a prize tin the
|'M2)
lasses in keheion MM

88

I

he income ol

I

c

I

is

best essa\

.i

fund established b)

w ntk-n

incmlvi

b\ a

I

dgai

ot the

<

>.ikcs

second

oi

i

Ruth Thumim Biblical Literature Pri
Iliis prize, established b) Carl rhumim in
his wil
iih
is
hiimim.
awarded eai h >cai in tin- department ot Religion
<

'

•

I

to th

kiiniillli

holai

I

<

Philip

<

1

biblical literature

1

19

.nr.'ii.i

Bradley Sp<im\>
Philip

and hteratu

m

(

Bradle)

i

6(

d b)

i

lassmates and friends

irded to outstanding students in

Spanish langua

in

Prizes
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Goodwin French Prize: This prize, established by the Reverend Daniel Raynes Goodwin
832, A.M. 835, D.D. 853, is awarded to the best scholar in French. ( 890)
1

1

1

Eaton Leith French Prize: The annual income of a fund, established by James M. Fawcett
'58 in honor of Eaton Leith, professor of Romance languages, is awarded to that member
of the sophomore or junior class who,' by his or her proficiency and scholarship, achieves
outstanding results in the study of French literature. (1962)
III

Charles Harold Livingston Honors Prize

French: This prize, established by former

in

students and friends of Charles Harold Livingston, Longfellow Professor of

Languages, upon the occasion of his retirement,

is

awarded

to

Romance

encourage independent

scholarship in the form of honors theses in French. (1956)

Sophomore Prize in Spanish: This prize, established by the Department of Romance
Languages, is awarded each year to the most promising sophomore who has declared a
major

in

Spanish.

Russian
Russian Prize: This prize, established by Professor of Russian Jane Knox- Voina, is awarded
to a graduating senior

who

has achieved distinction as a Russian major. (2003)

Sociology and Anthropology
Distinguished Community Service Award: This prize, established by the department and

by Sports for Hunger, an organization dedicated
the United States

or anthropology

and abroad,

who

is

awarded

to organizing athletes to alleviate

to the student

majoring or minoring

demonstrates outstanding leadership

in

community

hunger

in

in sociology

service and in

furthering the principles of social justice. (2003)

David

awarded each year
for the best senior paper in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology. The award is
funded through the John W. Riley, Jr., and Matilda White Riley Sociology Fund and is given
in honor of David Kertzer, a former professor in the department. (2003)
Kertzer Prize

I.

in

Matilda White Riley Prize
a gift

in

is

Sociology and Anthropology: This prize, established through

from distinguished sociologist John W. Riley

Riley, Sc.D. '72, Daniel B.

who

Sociology and Anthropology: This prize

'30, Sc.D. '72,

honors Matilda White

Fayerweather Professor of Political Economy and Sociology,

established the joint Department of Sociology and Anthropology and a tradition of

teaching through sociological research.

It is

awarded

for an outstanding research project

by

a major. (1987)

Elbridge Sibley Sociology Prize Fund: Established by Milton
is

awarded

to the

member

of the senior class majoring

in

M. Gordon

'39, the prize

sociology or anthropology

who

has the highest general scholastic average in the class at the midpoint of each academic
year. (1989)

Theater and Dance

Bowdoin Dance Group Award: An

appropriate, inscribed dance

memento

awarded
and talent,

is

annually to an outstanding senior for contributions of dedicated work, good will,
over the course of his or her Bowdoin career, in the lively, imaginative spirit of the Class of
1975, the

first

graduating class of

Bowdoin

dancers. (1988)

and

Prizes

Distinctions

rahamGoldberg Prize: Established by Abraham Goldbeig, this prize is awarded annually
to thai member of the senior class who. in the opinion of a faculty committee headed by the
director of theater, has shown, in plays presented at the College during the two years preceding
most

the date of award, the

skill in

the art of designing or directing.

(

I960)

Wilmot Brookings Mitchell S )0.
'38,
1)
H
\ \l
Edward
Little
of
Rhetoric
Professor
and Oratory, in memory of his
1907,1
wife. Alice Merrill Mitchell, is awarded annually to that member oi the senior class who.
in the opinion of a faculty committee headed by the director of theater, has shown, in plays
presented at the College during the two years preceding the date of award, the most skill in
Alice Merrill Mitchell Prize: This prize, established by

c

1

-

the art of acting.

Moody

William H.

was

1951

(

I

'56

Award: Hstablished

in

memory

of

Bill

Moody, who

for

many

years

and friend ofcountless students, this award is presented annually,
applicable, to one or more sophomores, juniors, or seniors having made outstanding
it
contributions to the theater through technical achievements accomplished in \io<k\ humor.
the theater technician

The award should be an appropriate memento of Bowdoin.
Quinby .Ward. Established

(

1980)

honor of "Pat" Quinby, for thirty-one years
director of dramatics at Bowdoin College, by his former students and friends in Masque and
Gown, this award is presented annually to one or more first-) ear members of Masque and
Gown who make an outstanding contribution through interest and participation in Masque
//.

Gown

and

The

productions.

in

recipients arc selected by the director

technician, and the president of Masque and Clown.

(

o\'

theater, the theater

1967)

Summer Study in Dance: A monetary award toward tuition costs
summer program of studs in dance is given to a student with demonstrated

Scholarship Awcird for

n

accredited

dance technique or choreography, whose future work
enrich the Bowdoin program. 198

motivation and exceptional promise
dance, upon return, will

in

\

in

(

Raymond Rutan (V Scholarship Ward

for

Summer

Study

Theater (2003): The Ray

in

Rutan Fund for the Performing Arts, established bj Da\

id Zach Webster *57, a life-long college

Raymond Rutan

IV 'SI, director of theater 1971-1993,

volunteer and benefactor, honors A.
I

he fund

be used

intended to enrich the

is

in part to

support student

UNDERGR

of the College through the performing

life

summer

All:

\l)l

study

arts

and may

in theater.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE

Bowdoin based fellowships described below, students have the opportunity
nominated foi selection for a number ol national research grants. Further information

In

addition to the

to

ix-

on undergraduate and graduate research grants and fellowships
Planning

is

available

in

the Careei

enter

(

uvh Fellowship and Summei Fellowship Fund
tablished by gifts ol famil) members and friends as a memorial to fames Sta< )
oles, the fund supports the acth ity of students engaged directly in serious scientific research.
Fellowships are awarded annually to highly qualified students by the President ol the Colic
ed by students for substantial paitk ip.it inn inascientiru resean h proje< tundei
I

I

(

the diret tion
\\ luie the
first

<>t

.i

name

<»t

fa< ulry

membei who

the proje*
nil

nai

the

i

am

l

u l. itc

"s

t

differs

propriate resean h proja

i.

independently interested

from discipline

prodiK live

academu n\

is

m

«»td.

and

.i

to discipline,

holarly scientific resean h
particulai interests
fa< ulty

meml

in
.ill

the area undei study
proje<

is

give students

Awards are made on the

and < ompeteiM e.
ommendation

the a\ ai lability
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Martha Reed Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship Fund (2000): Established in honor
of Martha Reed Coles, by members of her family. As the first lady of Bowdoin College from
1952

to 1967, she took an active

and

vital interest in

every phase of

life at

the College.

The

pleasure she received from her interaction with Bowdoin's students and her appreciation of
their youthful energy, intellect,

the fund.

Income from

achievements, and promise inspired her children to establish
fund supports students engaged in scholarly research in the arts

this

or humanities.

Cooke-Kappa Psi Upsilon Environmental Studies Fund (1999): The Fund was established by
House Association to support student internships and other programs
relating to environmental studies. The ten-week summer internships are coordinated by the
Environmental Studies Program and provide several undergraduates with stipends for work
with Maine non-profit organizations and governmental agencies. Selection criteria include
the Psi Upsilon Chapter

academic record, students'
the opportunity to

and experience, and financial need. Student fellows have
incorporate their summer work experience into an independent study or
interest

honors project.

Henry

L.

and Grace Doherty Charitable Foundation Coastal

Studies Research

Awards

(1997): Doherty Fellowships are awarded to students to support substantial participation

by a student under the direction of a faculty member who is
the subject under study. Fellowships are awarded for summer

in a scientific research project

independently interested

in

research projects in marine and coastal studies.

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship Fund (2005): The Freedman Fellowships were
established by Alan M. Freedman of the Class of 1976 to support and encourage Bowdoin
undergraduates whose field of concentration is computer science to engage in faculty-student

summer research projects

in interdisciplinary pursuits

with emphasis on innovative ideas and

concepts such as artificial intelligence, robotics, cognitive modeling, learning, human-computer
collaboration, decision-making, speech and language processing, geographic information

systems (GIS), and other data-intensive applications, and other computer science-related
research, with a preference for students who plan to continue their research at the graduate
level. Candidates are identified by the computer science faculty.

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship in Coastal/Environmental Studies (2006):The
Freedman Summer Research Fellowships, provided by a gift by Dr. and Mrs. Alan M.
Freedman '76, P'08, support and encourage Bowdoin undergraduates whose field of
concentration

is

coastal and/or environmental studies, to engage in faculty-student

research projects using

modern scientific principles of biology, chemistry, and physics. These

interdisciplinary pursuits
issues, biodiversity,

coastal

Maine or

may

water and

the

summer

Maine

include but are not limited to environmental research, climate
air pollution,

and use and abuse of natural resources affecting

heartland, with a preference for students

who

plan to continue

their research at the graduate level.

Gibbons Summer Research Internships (2001): The Gibbons internships, established in 2001
through the

gift

of John A. Gibbons,

Jr.

'64,

provide grants for student

summer

research,

especially for projects that use technology to explore interdisciplinary areas and to develop
fresh approaches to the study of

academic calendar.

complex problems

that

extend beyond the traditional

.

1

and

Prizes
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Goodfriend Summer Internships (2006): The Goodfriend internships, established
in 2(X)6 through a generous gift from Robert S. Goodfriend '57. are awarded to encourage
students to pursue summer internships that will develop their business skills and increase

Robert

S.

to the business world.

exposure

their

campus

returning to

the following

fall

Current first-year students and sophomores
will be

given priority

who

are

in eligibility.

Alfredo. Cross Fund 1957): This fund, established by Alfred Otto Gross. Sc.D. *52.Josiah
1

members of

Professor of Natural Science, and

Little

students

work

doing special

in

his family,

is

designed

to assist

worthy

biology, preferably ornithology.

in

Howard Hughes Medical Institute Summer Fellowships: The Howard Hughes Medieal
Institute Summer bellow ships pro\ ide funding for interdisciplinary undergraduate research,
and neuroscience, and for student research in marine biology
studies conducted at Bowdoin's Coastal Studies Center on On "s

particularly in biochemistry

and other biologieal

tield

Island.

Summer

Kent Island

scientific field station

research

summer

Fellowships: Kent Island Fellows spend the

on Kent Island

in the

Bay

of

Fundy.

New Brunsw

lek.

Bowdoin's

at

Canada, conducting

ecology, animal behavior, marine biology, botany, geology, and meteorology.

in

Students conduct independent

and have the opportunity

numerous colleges and

field

work with

to collaborate

the advice and assistance of a faculty director

with faculty

members and graduate

Students from

universities.

Kibbe Science Fellowships (2003): The Kibbe Fellowships, established b) Dr. Frank W. Kibbe,
Class of
C^7. and his wife. Luc) H. Kibbe. support student research in the sciences
l

l

C

Fritz

'64, to

Research Fund IV72): This fund was established b) John A. Gibbons. Jr.
honor Frit/ C. A. Koelln. professor of German and George Taylor Files Professor of
i.Koi

Modem

I

In

(

anguages, who was an active member of the Bowdoin faculty from 1929 until 1°7
The income from the fund may be awarded annually to a faculty student research team to
support exploration o! atopic which surmounts traditional disciplinary boundaries. he purpose
ol the tund is toencourage broad, essentially humanistic inquiry, and should be awarded w ith
I

I

I

pre ference given to worthy projects founded
u

:

Langbein, Sr„

I

at least in part in

Summer Research Gram: Since

Summer Research Award

the humanities

1970, the Edward E.

has been providing support to undergraduates pursuing

research or advanced study directed toward their major field or lifework. The
,iu!
I

1

angbein,

I

angbein

Sr.,

and was

hen son, Edward

I

angbein,Si

I

support the award, as Jo othei

I

.

summer

award honors

funded through the bequest ol his w idow, Adelaide
angbein, Jr., a member ol the Class o\ 1957, continues to

initially
I

members

ol the family.

\merican Studies Summit Travel Grants [2
Vwarded to Bowdoin sophomores
ma|om
idemic discipline, these giants aft intended to SUpDOtl student
mkIi in
.itin Vmerica and the Caribbean thai contributes to a subsequenl independent

Latin

and

Illinois

l

studv oi honors proja

between semesters,
torn

in

•

oi

i

I

to

site resean h can be conducted during the summei months,
extend studv awa) experiences Recipients will spend three to

he on

the region and,

arch and results

upon then

\ppiu .mi

i

;i

two page

t

undei the dire< tion

the

o supei

ubsequent independent stud)

al,

1

the t.uiiitv

the

I

.if

i

n

mentor

Vmeru

ol

summarizing then

will be
.i

facult)

used as the basis

membei

d to develop proposals in consultation with a facult) mentoi

Vwarda are made on the basis

ndkJate'sacademk record and competence, the quality and

in

report

During the following semester, these results

an independent stud) oi honors proje<

r

return, write

'i

the projo

t's

reconunendation

.m Studies Program c

feasibilit) ol

who

ol the

theprojec described
t

relevance to the student's educational program, and
applications are reviewed b)

;i

subcommittee from

Prizes

Littlefield

Summer

Fellowships: The Littlefield

honor of William D.

Littlefield,
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Summer Research

Fellowships, created in

Class of 1922, through the bequest of his wife, Beatrice

B. Griswold, support hands-on research in chemistry for students working closely with a

Bowdoin

faculty

member.

Thomas Andrew McKinley Family Summer Entrepreneurial Community Service Fellowships
(2002): The McKinley Family summer fellowships were established by Thomas G. and Janet
B. McKinley, parents of Thomas Andrew McKinley '06, to fund entrepreneurial endeavors
or projects that demonstrate leadership and/or a contribution to the extended Bowdoin community or society; or to fund community service projects that may have a strong impact on
the larger community and improve the human condition.
Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships .The Mellon program provides two-year fellowships
to students
level.

who

are interested in pursuing an

academic career

at the

college and university

Students work with a faculty mentor. The grant provides funds for

and other expenses during the academic

summer

research

year.

Nikuradse-Mathews Public Interest Summer Fellowship Fund (2006): This fund, established
by Scott A. Mathews '84 and Tamara A. Nikuradse '84 in support of summer fellowships to

Bowdoin undergraduates who
ing financial assistance to

unpaid internships

in

its

receive financial aid, consistent with College policies govern-

students, provides fellowships to encourage students to pursue

humanitarian organizations, social service agencies, legal aid societies,

public education, and similar settings during the summer.

Nyhus Travel Grant Fund (2006): The Nyhus Travel Grant Fund was established by

Paul

L.

gifts

of family and friends

in

memory of

Paul L. Nyhus, Frank

Andrew Munsey

Professor

of History, to support original student research that uses archival or other primary source
material for an independent study or honors project in history and the related costs for travel,

whether

in this

country or abroad.

Paller Research Fellowship (2003):

The

Paller Research Fellowship, provided

conducted by students under the direction
Preston Public Interest Career

by

summer neuroscience research
of Bowdoin 's neuroscience faculty.

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Paller P'01, supports ten-week

gifts

of

projects

Fund Fellowships ( 1996): A generous gift from Mr. and Mrs.

Kenneth Preston P'91 has provided the College with funds to support students committed to
enhancing social justice by serving the needs of the underserved and disadvantaged through
policy making, direct service, or community organizing. The Public Interest Career Fund

Summer Fellowship Program was established to encourage

students to intern for U.S. -based

social services agencies, legal services, humanitarian organizations,

and public education

during the summer, with the hope that they will, as undergraduates, begin to build a foundation for future career

development

Riley Fellowships (1996):

in these areas.

The Riley Fellowships,

established by a gift from Matilda and

John Riley, promote the education of students in sociology and anthropology through engagement in the research of faculty, in their own independent research, and in the professional
worlds of the two disciplines..

Rusack Coastal Studies Fellowships (2001): The Rusack Coastal Studies fellowships, provided
through the generous gift of Geoffrey C. Rusack '78 and Alison Wrigley Rusack, are open
to students in the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences involved in projects that
bring new insight and understanding to coastal studies. The fund promotes and facilitates
student and faculty, disciplinary and interdisciplinary study projects at Bowdoin's Coastal
Studies Center, the surrounding coastal areas, and Casco Bay.
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fellowship (2002): This annual fellowship, established by Sherman David Spector
to a graduating senior who plans to pursue graduate studies in history and a

tor

career

and

awarded
in

teaching historj

an) academic level.

at

Surdna Foundation Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program 1 959): An undergraduate
research fellowship program established in 1959 was renamed in 1968 the Surdna Foundation Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program in recognition of two gifts of the Surdna
foundation. The income from a fund, which these gifts established, underwrites the programs
costs. Fellowships ma\ be awarded annual!) to highl) qualified seniors. Each Surdna Fellow
participates under the direction of a facult) member in a research project in w Inch the faculty
(

member

independent!} interested.

is

The purpose

to

is

engage the student

ach project to which a Surdna Fellow

I

of the program, and the fellow

is

is

directl) in a serious attempt to

assigned must therefore justify

expected to be a participant

in the

observer or helper. The nature of the project differs from discipline

extend knowledge.
itself

independent!)

research, not a

mere

to discipline, but all

should give the fellow firsthand acquaintance with productive scholarl) work. Should the

of the research be published, the facult)

results
to

acknowledge

the contribution of the

member

in

charge of the project

is

expected

Surdna Fellow and of the program.

Surdna fellows are chosen each spring for the summer or for the following academic
year. Awards are made on the basis of the candidate's academic record and departmental

recommendation,

his or her particular interests

and competence, and the availabilit)

the

at

commensurate w ith his or her talents and training. Acceptance
ol a Surdna Fellowship does not preclude working lor honors, and the financial need of a
candidate docs not enter into the awarding of fellowships. Surdna Fellows are. however,
obligated to retrain from employment during the academic year.
College of

a research project

AWARDS IN ATHLETICS
Annu

Dam

l

l

Nathan Dane

ol

memory of the wife of Francis S Dane 18% and mother
Winkles Professor of Latin language and iterature. the tropin is
a senior member ot a varsit) women's team who "best exemplifies

Trophy: Named in
II

'3 7
.

awarded each Spring

tO

I

the tughest qualities ol character, courage,

and commitment

Shulman Trophy: Given b> Maris G. Shu man.
awarded ahnuall) to the outstanding woman
troph)
ol the Department ot Athletics.
1975)
/

I

is

\ \1

tO

team play."

H'7

1

.

m

(

1978)

honor of his wife,

athlete. Selection

is

made

this

bs a vote

I

1

it)

/

ini

<c ol

the

'/

\thlitn

1

team

/'

Women

Award: This award is presented to a member of a women's
uonofheT "effort, cooperation, and sportsmanship.* Selection is made
Department ol Athletics |07X)

:<>w doiii

/'

demonstrated

l

<

hi 'in,

tin-

Ittwit/: This award is presented to the

qualities ol leadership both

male student athlete who has most

in the athletic arena and outside it

1

1999)

Uasvball

ncu

s

'

members ot
the

the famil) of Francis

i

S Dane

1

* u '>.

baseball squad who, in the opinion

hie. the dina tot "i athletU

b,

and

tin-

presented to the College b)

ins trophy,

v

is

ol a

<,

awarded ea< h spun:'
ommittee made up ot

in thai

friends and

membei

the dean

ol

ol student

o,k h ol baseball, best exemplifies high qualities ot

mship. and enthusiasm

foi tin-

game

ol

baseball

"
i

1965)

1,

Prizes

Basketball

37

and Distinctions

William J. Fraser Basketball Trophy: This trophy, presented by Harry G. Shulman, A.M. H'7
1
memory of William J. Fraser '54, is awarded annually to that member of the basketball

in

team who best exemplifies the spirit of Bowdoin basketball. The recipient
coach and the director of athletics. (1969)

is

selected by the

Paul Nixon Basketball Trophy: Given to the College by an anonymous donor and named in
memory of Paul Nixon, L.H.D. '43, dean at Bowdoin from 1918 to 1947, in recognition of his
interest in competitive athletics

and sportsmanship,

name of the member of the Bowdoin

trophy

is

inscribed each year with the

team who has made the most valuable
of leadership and sportsmanship. (1959)

varsity basketball

contribution to this team through his qualities

Women's Basketball Alumnae Award:

who "best exemplifies

this

A bowl,

inscribed with the recipient's name,

is

given

Bowdoin's Women's Basketball, combining
talent with unselfish play and good sportsmanship." The award is presented by Bowdoin
alumnae basketball players. (1983)
to the player

the spirit of

Football

Winslow R. Howland Football Trophy: This trophy, presented to the College by his friends
in memory of Winslow R. Howland '29, is awarded each year to that member of the varsity
football team who has made the most marked improvement on the field of play during the
football season, and who has shown the qualities of cooperation, aggressiveness, enthusiasm
for the game, and fine sportsmanship so characteristic of Winslow Howland. (1959)
Wallace C. Philoon Trophy: Given by Maj. Gen. Wallace Copeland Philoon, USA, 1905,
M.S. '44, this trophy is awarded each year to a non-letter winner of the current season who
has

made an outstanding

contribution to the football team.

The award

is

made

to a

man who

has been faithful in attendance and training and has given his best efforts throughout the
season. (1960)

Reardon Memorial Football Trophy: A replica of this trophy, which was given to
the College by the family and friends of William J. Reardon '50, is presented annually to a
senior on the varsity football team who has made an outstanding contribution to his team and
William

J.

his college as a

exemplified
Ice

man

of honor, courage, and

Bowdoin College on

at

the

ability, the qualities

campus and on

which William

J.

Reardon

the football field. (1958)

Hockey

Hannah W. Core '97 Memorial Award: Given to a member of the women's hockey team
who best represents the enthusiasm, hard work, and commitment for which Hannah will be
remembered.

Hugh Munro,

(

1

996)

Jr.,

Memorial Trophy: This

trophy, given

by

his family in

memory

of

Hugh

Jr.
who lost his life in the service of his country, is inscribed each year with the
name of that member of the Bowdoin varsity hockey team who best exemplifies the qualities
of loyalty and courage which characterized the life of Hugh Munro, Jr. (1946)

Munro,

'41,

John "Jack" Page Coaches Award: Established as a memorial to John Page of South Harpswell, Maine, through the bequest of his wife, Elizabeth Page, this award is to be presented
annually to the individual who, in the opinion of the coaching

staff,

has distinguished himself

through achievement, leadership, and outstanding contributions to the hockey program, the
College, and community. (1993)

Peter Schuh Memorial Award: This trophy, given in memory of Peter M. Schuh '96, is presented to the most valuable player in the annual Bowdoin-Colby men's ice-hbckey game.
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and Distinctions

Squash
Reid Squash Trophy: Established by William K. Simonton '43. this trophy is awarded annually to the member of the squash team who has shown the most improvement. The recipient
is

to be selected

by the coach of the team and the director of

athletics.

1

1

975)

Swimming
Robert B. Miller Trophy: This trophy, given by former Bowdoin swimmers in memorv of
Robert B. MiFler. coach of sw imming. is awarded annually "to the Senior who. in the opinion of the coach,

Winners

will

is

the outstanding sw

immer on

the basis of his contribution to the sport."

have their names inscribed on the trophy and

be presented with bronze

will

figurines. (1962)

Sandra Quinlan Pothohn Swimming Trophy: Established by Sandra Quinlan Potholm and
Christian P. Potholm II "62. DeAlvaStanwood Alexander Professor of Government, this prize
is awarded annually to the male and female members of the Bowdoin swimming teams who
have done the most for team morale, cohesion, and happiness. Selection of the recipients
is decided by the coaching staff. The award is in the form of a plaque inscribed with the
recipient's name, the year, and a description of the award. 1992
(

|

Tennis

Samuel A. Ladd Tennis Trophy: This trophy, presented b\ Samuel Appleton Ladd. Jr. '29,
and Samuel Appleton Ladd III '63, is awarded to a member of the varsity team who. by his
sportsmanship, cooperative spirit, and character, has done the most for tennis at Bowdoin
during the year. The award w inner 's name is inscribed on the trophy. 1969)
(

Track and Field
Leslie A. Clqff Track Trophy: This trophy, presented by Leslie A.

Gaff '26,

conclusion of the competitive >ear to the outstanding performer

who,

in the

is

awarded

and

""at

the

field athletics

opinion of the dean, the director of athletics, and the track coach, has demon-

strated outstanding ability

consistent

in track

w ith

the

aim of

accompanied w

ith

those qualities of character and sportsmanship

intercollegiate athletics in

its

role in higher education."

(

1961

Boh and Jeannette Cross Award (The Maine Track Officials' Award >: This trophy is given
annually by the friends of Bowdoin track and field to that member of the women's team who
has demonstrated outstanding qualities of loyalty, sportsmanship, and character during ner
athletic career at

coaches and the

Bowdoin. The recipient of the award is chosen by
men's and women's track team. 1989)

a vote of the

head track

(

Elmer Longley Hutchinson Cup: This cup. given by the Bowdoin chapter of Chi Psi Fraternity in memory of Elmer Longley Hutchinson '35, is awarded annually to a member of the
varsity track squad for high conduct both on and off the field of sport. 1939
I

Major Andrew Morin Award: This trophy, endowed by long-time track official Andrew Morin.
is given annually to the most dedicated long- or triple-jumper on the men's or women's track
Uv
team. The winner is selected by a committee of track coaches and track officials,
i

Evelyn Pyun Award: Established

in

memory

of Evelyn Pyun '02. the award

annually for outstanding dedication and Loyalty to the

award honors the

Bowdoin

qualities of persistence, generosity,

cross-country. (2000)

is

l

presented

women's cross-country team. The

and enthusiasm

that E\ ey

brought to

Prizes

:er at the

Distinctions

\\umi: Given b> friends and tamil\ of Colonel Ryan, longtime

-

Co

and

College track meets,

this

award

member

presented annually to that

is

of the

team who has distinguished herself through outstanding achievement and leadership during her four-year athletic career at Bowdoin. P

women's

track and held

ffi

i

PRIZES

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

IN

Cup: This cup. gi\en b> the Alpha Rho Upsiloa Fraternity, is awarded
annualK at Hooors Da\ to the student who in the preuous college year has won a varsit)
letter in active competition and has made the highest scholastic average among the students
:\ letters. In case tw o or more students should have equal records, the aw ard
go to the one ha\ing the best scholastic record during his or her college course. The

Jama Bowdoin

I

name oi

the recipient

i>

to

be engraved on the cup. (194*3

Oritur Prize: Six cash prizes are offered b\ the Bowdoin Publishing Compan\
and are aw arded each spring to those members of the Bow doin Orient staff w ho have made
lhcant contributions to the Orient in the preceding \olume. 1948)
n

i

.7

Dunlap
student

DunUip

R. H.

Prize:

The annual income of

Wood

a fund established b\ Katharine

memory o\ her husband. Brig. Gen. Robert H. Dunlap. I'SMC.
on the subject o\ "sen ice." in addition
w ho w rites the be^

.irded to the

s

in

to

demonstrating

personal e\ ide
n

Haldune Cup: This cup. given

drew Allison Haldane. I'SMCR.

who

b> fellow officers in the Pacific in

'41
.

is

awarded

has outstanding qualities o\ leadership and character.

<

to a

member

1945

memor\

of the senior class

i

Hormell Cup: This cup. gi\en b> the Sigma Nil Fraternit\ at the College in
honor of Orren Chalmer Hormell. I) C L. "51. DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor o\
.ernment. is awarded each year to a sophomore who. as a first-year student, competed
r

V

•

in

and who has achieved
plaque inscribed with the names of all the cup winners is

athletic competition as a regular

outstanding scholastic honors.

on display

|

ift\

|().

I)

is

percent of the income of a fund gi\en b\ Dr. Lucien

awarded b>

character

The remainder

is

members o\ the
shown
the highest
have

expended b\

the president to

Howe

v
I

senior class \\h>

the facult\ to

undergraduates. b\ example and influence,
!

o\ a team,

P
1

\ \!

A

member

qualities ot conduct

improve the

social lite of the

und.

The Prologue, carved b>
pn/c-w inning pla> in the One Act

figurine.

be presented to the author of the
IS

A

l

is

na> he awarded annualK tor excellence

ill

the ent;

.i

i

annualK

and acting (193

to that individual

who

mmunity, achieves

expei*

excellence, and earns the respet

patJw.itc

it

held b\ the winner until the following contest (193

»

m

ma)

one

tiMties. including pla> writing, directing,

acaden
mi

n,

Pla> contest,

t

of his or ha peen and profesaon

rhis indn idual

hereducation following graduation. cithcrthroughcnrollmcnt

^ hool

or through

.i

strut turcd travel or

volunteer program (2001

•

i

Prizes

and Distinctions

->-jr

Horace Lord Piper Prize: This prize, established b\ Sumner Increase Kimball 1855. Sc.D.
89 in memory of Maj. Horace Lord Piper 863. is awarded to that member of the sophomore class who presents the best "original paper on the subject calculated to promote the
attainment and maintenance of peace throughout the world, or on some other subject devoted
1

1

1 .

welfare of humanity.*

to the

1
1

19

The President's Award: This award, inaugurated in 1997 b\ PreMdent Robert H. Edwards.
recognizes a student 's exceptional personal achievements and uncommon contributions to
the College.

The

student's actions demonstrate particular courage, imagination, and gener-

and they benefit the atmosphere, program, or general effectiveness of the

osity of spirit:

College. (1997)

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup: This cup. furnished by the Bowdoin chapter of Alpha Delta
Phi Society,

whose
i

1

\

inscribed annualh with the

is

isfon,

name of

that

member

of the three lower classes

humanity, and courage most contribute to making Bowdoin a better college.

945

Paid Andrew Walker Prize Fund: This fund was established in honor and memory of Paul
'3
b\ his w ife, Nathalie L. Walker. Fort} percent of the income of the fund

Andrew Walker
is

used to honor a

work

A

are

1

member

deemed worth)

or

b\

members ot the Bowdoin Orient
the Award Committee chosen b\

bronze medal or an appropriate book, with

Walker,

is

a

staff

whose

ability

and hard

the dean of student affairs.

bookplate designed to honor Paul Andrew

presented to each recipient. (1982

MISCELLANEOUS FUNDS
Delta Sigma/Delta Upsilon Activities Fund: The income of this fund
e\ ents

is

used to support public

and individual projects that further the w elfare and enhance the community of Bowdoin

College, and that preser\ e and promote the fellow ship, community,
that Delta

Sigma and Delta Upsilon offered

to the

Faculty Development Fund: The income of

spirit, diversity,

this fund, established

by Charles Austin

A.M. H"50. LL.D. "63. is expended each \ear "for such purpose
recommended by the President and approved b\ the Governing Boards,
'10.

to

be most effective

but not be limited
leaves,

to.

Can

or purposes, to be
as shall be

deemed

may

include.

1

in

and ideals

Bowdoin community. (1997

maintaining the caliber of the faculty.' These purposes

support of individual research grants, productive use oi sabbatical

added compensation for individual merit or distinguished accomplishment, other
improvement of

incentives to encourage individual development of teaching capacity, and
faculty salaries. (1956)

Faculty Research Fund: This fund, founded by the Class of 1928 on the occasion of
twenty-fifth anniversary,
est

from the fund

faculty.

is

is

open

to additions

from other classes and individuals. The

its

inter-

used to help finance research projects carried on by members of the

(1979)

The Fletcher Family Fund: This fund was established by William C. Fletcher "66. Income
from the fund provides support for faculty research leading to publication and presentation.
(2000)

Prizes

and

Distinctions

The Henni Friedlander Award for the Common Good (2005): This fund was established
h\ Martin and Sheila Friedlander in memor\ of Henni Friedlander (mother o( Martin, a
member of the Class of 1971 who survived Nazi German) to immigrate to the United
States, where she was an inspiring example of how love and jo\ o\ life, rather than hatred
>.

and bitterness, can

lift

the

human

spirit

and enable us as

a society to

)iood. The fund provides a monetary prize to an individual

adversity in his or her

common
or her

good.

life's

own

life

In addition, the

achievement

in

and gone on

make

to

fund supports

who

a high!) significant contribution to the

a lecture

by the awardee on the subject of his

common good

both the area of the

common

promote the

has overcome significant

and

his or her profession.

To

awardee will spend ada\ or two on campus interacting w ith members
college community so that the) can better appreciate the value of the individual's

the extent possible, the
ot the

omplishments.
\ears

In

when

sufficient funds are available,

The Henni Friedlander Student Prize

shall

awarded to a Bowdoin undergraduate who has similarly overcome adversity in thenown fife and gone on to contribute to the common good. I'his prize shall be used to reduce
also be

loan indebtedness of the student.

Karofiky Prize for Junior Faculty: This prize, given b\ members of the Karofsk)
family, including Peter S. Karofsk). M.I). '62, Paul I. Karofsk) '66, and )a\ id M Karofsk)

Sydney

P.

I

is

to

be awarded annualk b\ the dean for academic affairs,

in

consultation with the

acuity Vffairs Committee on the basis of student c\ aluations of teaching, to an outstanding
Bowdoin teacher who "best demonstrates the ability to imparl knowledge, inspire enthusiasm,
and stimulate intellectual curiosity" The prize is given to a member of the faculty who has
1

taught

at

the College for

two

at least

assistant protessor of education.

(

years. In

2007

the

award was given

to

Charles Horn.

1992)

James R Pu n e Athletic Leadership Award: Established by James R. Pierce. Jr.. in memor)
unes R Pierce '46, the income of this fund is used to support an annual stipend tor a
I,

member

Bowdoin coaching stall to attend a professional conference or other continuing education activity. The recipient is selected on the basis ot •superior leaching ability,
unbridled enthusiasm tor his her spurt. empath\ lor the Bowdoin scholar athlete, and desire
ot the

to inculcate a

sense ot sportsmanship and lau pla\ regardless of circumstances.

'"
(

1993)

Appendix

II

Bowdoin College Environmental Mission Statement
The environment within and beyond Bowdoin College is one of the fundamental aspects
of our community and one that we, as members of the College, have in common. In keeping
with Bowdoin's bicentennial motto, "The College and the Common Good," the opportunity
exists to reaffirm our commitment to the history and future of Bowdoin's relationship with
the environment.

Both the institution as a whole and individuals in the Bowdoin community have an impact
on the environment and therefore should commit themselves to understanding their personal
responsibility for the local and natural environment. In consideration of the common good,

Bowdoin recognizes

its

responsibility to take a leadership role in environmental stewardship

by promoting environmental awareness,
ability

and global thinking. Because sustainreaches beyond the Bowdoin campus, choices made by the College in its operations

shall consider

munity

local action,

economic, environmental, and social impacts. Members of the Bowdoin com-

shall orient

new

faculty, staff,

and conduct research and teaching

and students

in a

to the

campus-wide environmental

sustainable and responsible fashion.

As

a

ethic

way

to

capture this ethic, the following Environmental Mission Statement has been developed:

Being mindful of our use of the Earth's natural resources, we are committed to leading by
example to integrate environmental awareness and responsibility throughout the college community. The College shall seek to encourage conservation, recycling, and other sustainable
practices in its daily decision making processes, and shall take into account, in the operations
of the College, all appropriate economic, environmental, and social concerns.

To implement the mission statement within and beyond
College commits itself to the following actions:

the

Bowdoin Community,

the

Sustainable Awareness
•

Leading by example, Bowdoin

shall integrate

environmental awareness and responsibility

throughout the College community.
•

Bowdoin community, including
information centers, and opportunities to become directly

Resources for learning and acting shall be available

recycling bins, awareness lectures,

to the

involved in environmental protection, such as environmental action committees to advise

and monitor
•

activities

of the College,

Sustainable awareness shall encompass the social causes and consequences of environmental

practices in compliance with the

common

good.

377
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Sustainable Education
in an orientation
Students, faculty and staff shall be offered the opportunity to participate
environmental sustainprogram that pro\ ides information on the Colleges commitment to

•

ability.

Members

of the College

reflects the objectives

community

shall

be encouraged to act

in a

manner

that

of the environmental mission statement.

The College will strive to inform students about environmental management, sustainable
economic development, and the social impacts of choices in order to provide co-curricular
citizens,
programming to ensure that graduates are environmentally literate and responsible
process
of
participatory
and to acknowledge environmental leadership as a continuous,

•

learning,

Sustainable Policy
•

In

promote

a sustainable

reasonable efforts to

products that reflect
•

In reduce waste

m

In

in

all

reasonable efforts to purchase

Bowdoin shall use all reasonable
when available and conduct vigorous

o\ recycling products.

purchase products with recycled content

programs.

to sustainability.

Bowdoin shall use
products when available.

public landfills.

complete the loop

New

England, Bowdoin shall use all
favor affordably priced local and renewable

Maine and

make new purchases that
the College's commitment

reusable and recyclable
•

economy

efforts to

recycling

Campus and

Bowdoin College

Buildings

Brunswick, Maine, a town of approximately 22,000 population, first settled in 628, on the banks 6f the Androseoggin River, a few miles from the shores
of Casco Bay. The 215-acre campus is organized around a central quadrangle.
is

located

in

1

On

the north side of the quadrangle

building

in

now houses

Maine, which

Landmark in 197
1976. To the west of Massachusetts

Historic District in

who

reopened

in

Massachusetts Hall (1802), the oldest college
The building was designated
and the campus became part of the Federal Street

the English department.

a Registered Historical

alumni

is

served

1

in the Civil

,

War and completed

in

Hall,

Memorial

Hall, built to honor

1882, was completely renovated and

Spring 2000. The historic building contains the modernized 610-seat Pickard

Theater and

the 150-seat

Wish Theater

in

a pavilion linked to

Memorial Hall by a glass

atrium. Support space houses a scene shop, a costume shop and storage, rehearsal spaces,

and dressing rooms for the theater and dance programs.

On

the west side of the

Quad along Park Row,

the

Building (1894) has also undergone a major renovation.

Mary Frances
The remodeled

Searles Science

facility

houses the

departments of physics, mathematics, and computer science. Adjacent to Searles, the Visual

Arts Center (1975) contains

offices, classrooms, studios,

and exhibition space for the

art

department, as well as Kresge Auditorium, which seats 300 for lectures, films, and perfor-

mances. The Walker Art Building

(

1

894), designed by

McKim, Mead and White, houses

Bowdoin College Museum of Art. The building is under renovation and will reopen in
October 2007. The Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of Music (1954) provides facilities for the
the

music department. At the southwest corner of the quadrangle is Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library Building 1965), which houses the main facilities of the College library, including
(

the

George

J.

Mitchell Department of Special Collections

and the dean for academic
Hawthorne-Longfellow building.

offices of the president

On

& Archives on the third floor. The

affairs are located

on the west side of the

Quad is Hubbard Hall (1903), once the College's library and
now the site of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic Studies Center; the
departments of economics, government and legal studies, and history; some information
technology offices; and the library's Susan Dwight Bliss Room, which houses a small collection of rare illustrated books. The back wing of Hubbard Hall is connected to the library
the south side of the

and contains book stacks and a study room.

A newly carved replica of the building's original

gargoyle was recently installed atop Hubbard Hall.

Quad is the Chapel, designed by Richard Upjohn and
between 1845 and 1855, a Romanesque church of undressed granite with twin towers
and spires that rise to a height of 1 1 8 feet. A magnificent restoration of the historic Chapel
interior was completed in 1997-98, and restoration of the Chapel towers was completed in
In the center of the east side of the

built

2004. Offices of the Center for the

Common Good and the American Musicological

are currently located in Banister Hall, the section of the

the College's library

and

Society

Chapel building originally used for

art collection.

To the north and south of the Chapel is a row of five historic brick buildings: five residence
halls -south to north, Coleman (1958), Hyde (1917), Appleton (1843), Maine (1808), and
Winthrop (1822) halls. The College has recently completed the renovation of these five
buildings, as well as Moore Hall, located to the east of Moulton Union.
379
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380

At the north end o\ the row

which once

served as the

main

ofbricks,"
facility

Environmental Studies Center,

next to Bath Road,

is

Seth

and faculty
Spring 2008.

as well as classrooms

currentl) undergoing a renovation, to he

dwnnasium

1965), Sargent

I

David Saul Smith Union

Hall (1861

completed

in

(ivmnasium

a

).

is

complex comprising

1912), the Sidney J.

|

The building

offices.

Tome east of the mam Quad are tw o secondary quadrangles di\ ided h\
Morrell

Adams

of the Medical School of Maine and now houses the

Watson

Fitness

Thomas
Worcester \\\i.\c Athletic Building), the Stud/inski Recital Hall and Kanbar Auditorium
l
)27). and Dayton Arena 1956). The
17, originall) built as the Curtis Pool Building in
David Saul Smith Union houses a large, central, Open lounge, the College bookstore and
mail center, a cafe, convenience store. Jack Magee's Grill, a game room, meeting rooms,
cuter, the

(

I

1995, onginalK built

in

c

l

)12 as the General

l

and student activities
>»ss

I

offices.

Hub-

Drive through the pines behind Das ton Arena arc \\ hittier Field.

Sills

hard Grandstand 1904), and the John Joseph Magee Track, which was rededicated m
honor of Joan Benoit Samuelson '79 in 2005. The Schwartz Outdoor Leadership ('enter
I

'2

campus headquarters of the Bowdoin Outing Club,

i.

entrance to

is

located on Sills Drive near the

\\ hittier Field.

To the northwest of this group of buildings, a new multidisciplmar\ science center c)°7)
combine^ 75,000 square feet of new construction, named Stanley F. Druckenniiller Hall
(

honor

in

grandfather of the building's chief donor. Stanlcs

ot the

Druckcumillcr '75; and

F.

Parker Clca\eland Hall 1952), which is named
who was a pioneer in geological studies. The
Hatch Science Library, which opened in 1991 The complex

'KM) square feet of renovated space in

|

mneteenth-centuiA Bowdoin professor

tor the

science

facility is

linked to the

.

houses the departments of hiology, chemistry, and geology.
Adjoining the science facilities

(

is

Sills

Hall

(

I

950),

home

to the

departments of classics.

man, Romance languages. Russian, and film studies; and the Language Media Center.
me w ing Ol Sills Hall houses Smith Auditorium, w Inch has advanced electronic facilities
and other presentations.

tor tilm

Kanbar

Hall, located

at

the corner of Bath

Road and

Sills

Drive adjacent

Smith Audi-

to

September 2004. The 26,000 square loot building houses the departments
ot psychology and education and the College's ('enter fol
earning and Teaching, which
Baldwin
Program,
Academic
the
the
includes
Development
Quantitative SkilK Program,
torium. Opened

in

I

ami the

Project

\\ riting

and the Smith Union, an area now called the Cot
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which opened in 1970 as a center foi Vfrican American studies, was formerly a facult)
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library ol
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Program,

American source materials
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Campus and Buildings

and the events and summer programs
offices,

38

office, audiovisual services, information

and the Textbook Center. Connected

to the

technology
tower are new and expanded dining fa-

Frederick G. P. Thorne Hall, which includes Wentworth Servery and Daggett
Lounge. The basement of Thorne Hall houses the Bowdoin Bookstore Textbook Center.

cilities in

Sarah Orne Jewett Hall,

the third side of the Coles

Tower complex,

currently houses

several administrative offices.

To the east of the Coles Tower complex are two residence halls completed in the summer of 1996. A six-story building is named Harriet Beecher Stowe Hall in honor of the
author of Uncle Tom's Cabin. A four-story building is named Oliver Otis Howard Hall in
honor of Major General Oliver Otis Howard of the Class of 1850, first commissioner of
the Freedmen's Bureau and founder of some seventy educational institutions, among them
Howard University. Chamberlain Hall, named for Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain of the
Class of 1852, was completed in the summer of 1999 and stands on the west side of Coles
Tower. Two new student residence halls, Osher Hall and West Hall, located on the corner
of South Street and Coffin Street, opened in 2005. The Children's Center, which is located
to the south of Chamberlain Hall, was opened in 2003.
The building at 4 College Street (1901), which stands to the west of Coles Tower and
which formerly housed the Delta Kappa Epsilon and the Kappa Delta Theta fraternities, has
been extensively renovated to serve as the Admissions Office. The building has been named
the Burton-Little House in honor and memory of Harold Hitz Burton (Class of 909, LL.D.
1937), United States Supreme Court Justice from 1945 to 1958; and of George T Little (Class
of 877), who was for many years a Bowdoin professor, librarian, and College historian and
an ardent benefactor of the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. The Student Aid Office is located
at Gustafson House, 261 Maine Street.
Various offices occupy buildings around the perimeter of the campus, many of them
in historic houses donated by townspeople and former members of the faculty. The Asian
Studies Program inhabits 38 College Street. The Women's Resource Center, at 24 College
Street, includes a library, meeting rooms, and the Queer-Trans Resource Center. The Herbert Ross Brown House, at 32 College Street, now houses the counseling service offices.
Boody- Johnson House ( 849), on Maine Street, is named for Henry Hill Boody, a member
of the Class of 1842 and a teacher of Greek and rhetoric at the College, who hired the architect Gervase Wheeler to design the house for him; and for Henry Johnson, a distinguished
1

1

1

member of the
son.

faculty and

first

director of the

Museum

The building was designated a Registered

of Art, and Frances Robinson John-

Historical

offices of several student organizations as well as

Landmark

in 1975. It contains

meeting and seminar spaces. Chase Barn

Chamber, located in the ell, is used for small classes, seminars, and conferences. Ashby
House (1845-55), next to Boody-Johnson House, is occupied by the department of religion
and various faculty offices.
On Bath Road, Ham House and the former Getchell House have both undergone extensive
renovations.

Ham House now serves as the location of the treasurer's office, while Getchell
Edward

Pols House, contains offices of the philosophy department and
faculty in Latin American studies. The Matilda White Riley House at 7 Bath Street houses

House,

now

the

the department of sociology and anthropology.

The investments office relocated to the newly

renovated 80 Federal Street in Spring 2007.

and support buildings.
complex two blocks south of Coles Tower. Here are the

Surrounding the central campus are various

The

largest of these

is

the athletic

athletic, residential,

Campus and

Buildings

House (l c)S7i and Bowdoin's 16-lane A. LeRoy (treason Swiniminii Pool I'ickard Field House 1937); the Lubin Family Squash Center (1999) with
seven international courts: eight outdoor tennis courts: Piekard Field: the Howard F. Rvan
William

arle\ Field

I

I

Wroturf

Field

21 1

1

3

)\

and 60 acres of playing

Rhodes Hall

)n the north side of the campus.

(

houses the offices of the departments of

fields.
1

(

facilities

once the Bath Street Primarv School,
management and safety and security. The

867

),

former home of Bowdoin's presidents. 85 Federal Street
the use of the
is

development

Cram Alumni House

office.

and

1806),

1

(

in

the former residence of

75 Federal Street, has served as the president's house

at

used tor some College functions and guests. Copeland House, formerly the

is

1982 for

1857). next door to 85 Federal.

Bowdoin. Cleaveland House,

the center of alumni activities at

Professor Parker Cleaveland

1860) was converted

|

Manton Copeland. ptofessorof biolog) finom

1

90S

until 1947.

home

o(

provides additional space for

development and college relations offices.
Student residences and former traternitv houses, main of them in historic buildings, are
scattered in the residential streets around the campus. Several of these have been selected to
serve as College Houses as part of (he College
1901

I

Chapman and

designed hv

).

1878; Burnett House, built

Charles

House

in

|

traternitv

house and named

traternitv

Helmreieh
in

honor of

l

<

l

in

(

former director of theater

at

/eta Psi Chi Delta,

formed)

1942), tormerlv

i

of Professor and Mrs.

)24>, the former Alpha Delta traternitv house,
House
tenth
president.
Roger Howell. Jr.; the former Psi Upsilon
Bowdoin's
honor of
house, now named the George Pat) Hunnewell Quinbv House 1903) in honor of

Professor Ernst Helmreieh; Howell

now named
a

home

1932), formerlv the Chi Psi traternitv house:

Alpha Rho Upsilon

1900), formerlv the

I

lra/er and built by Hartlev C. Baxter, of the Class o\

IS5S and for mail) years the

Reed House

Burnett:

T.

House System, These include Baxter House

I

Bowdoin
at

owned

1934

1966);

Samuel A. add, Jr.. House 1929),
Donald B. MaeMillan House
I

(

14 College Street: and the

heta Delta Chi,

Additional College

1

(

5

at

Mckccn

Street.

student residences include the

Brunswick Apartments, on

Maine Street, which provide housing lor about 150 students; 10 Clea\ eland Street: the

re-

ccnik renovated 30 College Street: the Harpswcll Street Apartments and the Pine Street
\partincnts. designed b) Design live Maine and opened

in

the

tall

of 1973; the

\partmcnts
14 Belmont Street, ahout two blocks from the campus: and
)07.
Smith House, named in memorv ot
\\ infield Smith, oi the ( lass ol
,ii

Ma\ flower

the

Winlicld

(

I

l

Bowdoin *S facilities extend to several sites at vai v ing distances Ironi the central campus.
Ik- Mil el Ian Bulkttngl
999), located a few blocks from campus at 85 Union Street, houses
the offices of human resources, communications and public affairs, the controller's office,
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College Offices and Departments
Admissions Burton-Little House

(69), E-l

1

African American Program and Society Russvvurm House (68), E-10
Alumni Relations Office Cram Alumni House (45), J-4

American Musicological Society Banister Hall (5), G-9
Annual and Reunion Giving Offices 85 Federal St. (46),
Apartments
Brunswick Apartments:
Cleaveland

St.

(77),

J-4

B-C-10

Apartments, 10 Cleaveland

St.:

(20),

K-10

A-4
Mayflower Apartments, 14 Belmont St.: (78), D-13
Pine St.: (47), G-H-l
Pine St. Apartments,
Art Visual Arts Center ( 3), GAsian Studies Program 38 College St. (57), F-5
Association of Bowdoin Friends McLellan Building (90) (inset, lower
Harpswell Street Apartments: (5

1

),

1

1

1

right)

Athletics

Dayton Arena (35), G-5
Farley Field House (54), B-6; Greason Pool (54), B-6
Lubin Family Squash Center (52), B-5
Morrell Gymnasium (34), H-6
Pickard Field House (55), C-6; Howard Ryan Field (53), A-6
Sargent Gymnasium (36), G-7
Whittier Field/Hubbard Grandstand (48), F-2
Center for Learning and Teaching Kanbar Hall (30), 1-5
Biology/Biochemistry/Neuroscience Druckenmiller Hall (31), H-5
Bookstore David Saul Smith Union (38), G-6;
Textbook Center Coles Tower (67), D-E-10
Bowdoin College Museum of Art (Walker Art Building) (12), G-12
Business Offices (Bursar, Controller), McLellan Building (90) (inset, lower
Career Planning Center Moulton Union (42), F-8
Chemistry Cleaveland Hall (31), 1-6
Children's Center (73), C-10; Children's Center Offices (74) C-ll
Classics Sills Hall (29), 1-7

Coastal Studies Center

(inset,

Communications, Office

upper

left)

McLellan Building (90) (inset, lower right)
Computer Science Searles Science Building (14), H-12
Copy Center Dudley Coe Building (39), G-6
Counseling Service Herbert Ross Brown House (58), F-6
Craft Center (70), E-4
Dean for Academic Affairs Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall (10), F-ll
Dean of Student Affairs Moulton Union (42), F-8
Development Offices 85 Federal St. (46), J-4, Cram Alumni House (45)
of,

Copeland House (28), J-5
Dining Service Moulton Union (42), F-8, David Saul Smith Union
Frederick G. P. Thorne Hall (66), D-9/10
Economics Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
Education Kanbar Hall (30), 1-5
English/Gay and Lesbian Studies Massachusetts Hall (1), 1-9
Environmental Studies Edward Pols House (19), J-9
Events and Summer Programs Coles Tower (67), D-E-10

J-4,

(38), G-6,

right)
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Management

Facilities

Him

25), J-7

studies Mils Hall (29),

Geo log Dnickenmiller

German

1-7

Hall (31

H-5

».

Sills Hall (29), 1-7

Government Hubbard

Hall (9), F-10

Hatch Science Library (32), H-7
Hawthonie-Longfello* Library

10), F-l

1

1

Health Services Dudle) Coe Building (39), G-6
HistofJ Hubbard Hall (9), F-10

Unman

Resources McLellan Building (°0) (inset, lower right)
Information lechnotogj Offices Sarah Ome Jewetl Hall (65), D-9, Hubbard Hall
Coles lower (67). D-E-10, Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall 10), F-ll
Institutional Research MoultOD Union (42). F-8

(9), F-10,

1

nvestments

Office so Federal Street (92), J-6

I

Latin American Studies Edward Pols House! 19), J-9

Mathematics

Museum

Seaiies Science Building

of \rt Walker Art Building

H-12

14).

(

12),G-12

(

Music Gibson Hall (11), F-ll, Studzinski Recital Hall (40),G-7
Ofl-( "ampus stuch Dudle) Coe Building (39), G-6
Pear \ \lac\Iillan Arctic Museum Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
Phflosophj Edward Pols House 19), J-9
Physics and \stronom\ Searles Science Building 14). H-12
President's Office law thorne-l ongfelkw Hall 10).
|

(

I

I

(

PsychokNTJ Kanbar Hall. (30), [-5
Registrar's Office Moulton Union (42),
Religion tshb) House (81), F-13

I

I

l

Residence Halls and College Houses
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Index
Academic calendar, vi-xi
Academic Honor Code.
See Codes of Conduct
Academic standards and regulations,

regular admission, 9-10

SAT

special students, 13

standardized

31-42

tests,

Admissions Office, 381
Advanced standing. See
Admissions information
Advising system. See Curriculum

attendance, 3

course load, 3

34

credit/D/fail option,
List, 37,

deficiency

in

358

scholarship,

37-38

African-American Center, 380
Africana studies, 52-59

examinations, 31

380

offices,

grades, 34

Alcohol.

See

graduation, 41

NESCAC

honors, 36-37

Allen, William, 7

incompletes, 34-35

Alumni

Statement.

independent study, 33

Association, 301

leaves of absence, 38-40

awards, 301

petitions,

BASIC (Bowdoin Alumni

41-42

registration, 21,

32

School and Interviewing

Committees), 302

resignation, 41
transcripts,

Bowdoin magazine, 302
Council, 301,355-56

35

transfer of credit, 40-4

Academic skills programs, 43-44
Achievement tests. See Admissions
information
Activities

extracurricular athletic, 296-97
extracurricular student,

296

Hall,

Fund, 302
organizations, 301-04

American government. See
Government and legal studies
American history. See History
American literature. See English
Anthropology, 267-70.

fee, 21

Adams

380

See also Sociology

Administration, officers of, 330-43

381

offices,

Administrative offices, 383, 386

Appleton, Jesse, 7

Admissions information, 8-15

Appleton Hall, 379

ACT scores,

Application fees, 9, 10

9

advanced standing,

Application procedures.

1

application fee, 9
application for financial aid,

See Admissions information
Archaeology courses, 97-98

13-14, 19-20

CEEB

9

transfer students, 12-13

course credit, 31

Dean's

scores, 9

See also Classics
Architectural Studies, 45

scores, 9

deferred admission,

Archives, 282-283

1

Arctic

deposit, 10

Arctic

Early Decision, 10-11

home-schooled applicants,

museum. See Peary-MacMillan

1

Arctic studies,

Museum

45

international students, 11-12

Arctic Studies Center, 286, 379

interviews, 10

Art, 59-67

prematriculation course work, 8

courses in history of

recommendations, 9

courses in visual
offices,

379

art,

arts,

60-64

65-67

1
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An Museum.

Museum

Bowdoin College

Bowdoin College
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Friends, 303-04

Bowdoin

Museum

Physics and astronomy
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club sports. 297
facilities

Dayton Arena, 297,380
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Greason Pool. 298, 182

MorreU Gymnasium, 297,
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Watson Fitness Center, 297. 380
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facilities
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Index
Classics,

94-102

Courses of instruction, 52-280

Archaeology courses, 97-98

Cram Alumni House, 382

Classical archaeology, 95

Credit/D/fail option. See

Classical studies, 95

Classics courses, 98-100

Greek courses, 100
Latin courses, 101-02

Academic

regulations

Curriculum, 26-30

academic requirements, 27
advising system, 26

380
Cleaveland Hall, 380
Cleaveland House, 382
10 Cleaveland Street, 382

coordinate major, 29

Coastal Studies Center, 287, 382

interdisciplinary major,

Coe Building, 380
Coe Quadrangle, 380

minor, 30

offices,

College Entrance Examination Board

(CEEB), 9. See also
Admissions information
College House System, 295, 382
4 College Street,*381
Street, 381

30 College
32 College

Street,

382

Street,

381

38 College

Street, 381

29

requirements for the degree, 27
student-designed major, 30
Curtis Pool building, 380

Daggett Lounge, 38

Damage

fees,

22

Dance, 271-75. See also

Performance studies; Theater
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